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The End of the Virtual – Digital Methods
Richard Rogers
Situating Digital Methods in Internet research
Arguably, there is an ontological distinction between the natively digital and the digitized,
that is, the objects, content, devices and environments that are “born” in the new medium,
as opposed to those that have “migrated” to it. Should the current methods of study change,
however slightly or wholesale, given the focus on objects and content of the medium? The
research program put forward here thereby engages with “virtual methods” that import
standard methods from the social sciences and the humanities. That is, the distinction
between the natively digital and the digitized also could apply to current research methods.
What kind of Internet research may be performed with methods that have been digitized
(such as online surveys and directories) vis-à-vis those that are natively digital (such as
recommendation systems and folksonomy)?
Second, I propose that Internet research may be put to new uses, given an emphasis on
natively digital methods as opposed to the digitized. I will strive to shift the attention from
the opportunities afforded by transforming ink into bits, and instead inquire into how
research with the Internet may move beyond the study of online culture only. How to
capture and analyze hyperlinks, tags, search engine results, archived Websites, and other
digital objects? How may one learn from how online devices (e.g., engines and
recommendation systems) make use of the objects, and how may such uses be repurposed
for social and cultural research? Ultimately, I propose a research practice that grounds claims
about cultural change and societal conditions in online dynamics, introducing the term
“online groundedness.” The overall aim is to rework method for Internet research,
developing a novel strand of study, digital methods.
To date the methods employed in Internet research have served the purpose of critiquing
the persistent idea of the Internet as a virtual realm apart. Such thinking arose from the
discourse surrounding virtual reality in the late 1980s and early 1990s, and the Internet came
to stand for a virtual realm, with opportunities for a redefinition of consciousness, identity,
corporality, community, citizenry and (social movement) politics.1 Indeed, in 1999 in one of
the first efforts to synthesize Internet research, the communications scholar, Steve Jones
invited researchers to move beyond the perspective of the Internet as a realm apart, and
opened the discussion of method.2 How would social scientists study the Internet, if they
were not to rely on the approaches associated with it to date: human-computer interaction,
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social psychology and cybercultural studies?3 In their ground-breaking work on Internet
usage in Trinidad and Tobago, the ethnographers, Daniel Miller and Don Slater, challenged
the idea of cyberspace as a realm apart where all “inhabiting” it experienced its identitytransforming affordances, no matter one’s location.4 Slater and Miller grounded the Internet,
arguing that Trinis appropriated the medium, making it fit their own cultural practices.
Whilst a case study, the overall thrust of the research was its potential for generalizability. If
Trinis were using the Internet to stage Trini culture, the expectation is that other cultures are
doing the same.
The important Virtual Society? program (1997-2002) marked another turning point in
Internet research, with its debunking of the transformative capacities of cyberspace through
multiple empirical studies about Internet users. The program ultimately formulated five
‘rules of virtuality’.5 In what is now the classic digital divide critique, researchers argued that
the use of new media is based on one’s situation (access issues), and the fears and risks are
unequally divided (skills issues). With respect to the relationship between the real and the
virtual, virtual interactions supplement rather than substitute for the ‘real,’ and stimulate
more real interaction, as opposed to isolation and desolation. Finally, the research found that
identities are grounded in both the online as well as the off-line. Significantly, the program
settled on approaches that have been characterized as virtual methods, with an
instrumentarium for studying users. Surveys, interviews, observation and participantobservation became the preferred methods of inquiry. In the humanities, subsequent user
studies – concentrating on the amateur, the fan, and the ‘produser’ – also are grappling with
the real and virtual divide, seeking to demonstrate and critique the reputational status of
online culture.6 The argument put forward here is that virtual methods and user studies in
the social sciences and the humanities have shifted the attention away from the data of the
medium, and the opportunities for study of far more than online culture.
How may one rethink user studies with data that are (routinely) collected by software? User
studies to date have relied on accounts that privilege observation, interviews and surveys,
owing, in one reading, to the difference in armatures between social scientific and humanities
computing, on the one hand, and the large commercial companies, with their remarkable
data collection achievements, on the other. In a sense, Google, Amazon and many other
dominant Web devices are already conducting user studies, however much the term is not
used. User inputs (preferences, search history, purchase history, location) are captured and
analyzed so as to tailor results. Taking a lead from such work, the new media theorist, Lev
Manovich, has called for a methodological turn in Internet research, at least in the sense of
data collection. With “cultural analytics,” named after Google Analytics, the proposal is to
build massive collection, storage and analytical facilities for humanities computing.7 One
manner to describe the methodological turn is its marked departure from the reliance on
(negotiated) access to commercial data sets, e.g., AOL’s set of users’ search engine queries,
Linden Lab’s set of the activities of millions of users in Second Life or Sony’s for Everquest,
3
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however valuable the findings have been.8 Cultural analytics as well as what has been termed
computational social science have a “big science” outlook.9 ‘Visualizations should be
designed to take full advantage of the largest gigapixel wall-size displays available today.’10
In a sense the research programs are the scientific community’s answer to the question, what
would Google do? The programs could be situated in the larger context of the extent and
effects of “googlization”. To date the googlization critique, which originated in the reaction
to the search engine company’s entrance into the library (the Google Books project), has
examined the growing “creep” of Google, its business model as well as its aesthetics across
information and knowledge industries.11 Especially library science scholars concern
themselves with the changing locus of access to information and knowledge (from public
shelves and stacks to commercial servers). “Google effects” also may be couched in terms of
the supplanting of surfing and browsing by search. They also may be studied in terms of the
demise of the expert editor, and the rise of the back-end algorithm, themes to which I
return. Here, however, the point is that they also may be studied in terms of models for
research – ones that seek to replicate the scale of data collection as well as analysis.
The proposal I am putting forward is more modest, yet still in keeping with what are termed
approaches to user studies that are registrational. Online devices and software installed on
the computer (e.g., browsers) register users’ everyday usage. Browser histories would become
a means to study use. The larger contention is that data collection, in the methodological
turn described above, could benefit from thinking about how computing may have
techniques which can be repurposed for research. Thus the proposal is to consider first and
foremost the availability of computing techniques.
I would like to put forward a new era in Internet research, which no longer concerns itself
with the divide between the real and the virtual. It concerns a shift in the kinds of questions
put to the study of the Internet. The Internet is employed as a site of research for far more
than just online culture. The issue no longer is how much of society and culture is online, but
rather how to diagnose cultural change and societal conditions with the Internet. The
conceptual point of departure for the research program is the recognition that the Internet is
not only an object of study, but also a source. Knowledge claims may be made on the basis
of data collected and analyzed by devices such as search engines. One of the more
remarkable examples is Google Flu Trends, a non-commercial (Google.org) project launched
in 2008, which anticipates local outbreaks of influenza by counting search engine queries for
flu, flu symptoms and related terms, and ‘geo-locates’ the places where the queries have been
made. It thereby challenges existing methods of data collection (emergency room reports),
and reopens the discussion of the Web as anticipatory medium, closer to the ground than
one expects.12
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Where did the ‘grounded Web,’ and its associated geo-locative research practice, originate?
The ‘end of cyberspace’ as a placeless space (in the terms of Manual Castells) may be located
in the technical outcomes of the famous Yahoo lawsuit, brought by two non-governmental
organizations in France in 2000.13 At the time French Web users were able to access the
Nazi memorabilia pages on Yahoo.com in the United States, and two French nongovernmental organizations desired that the pages be inaccessible – in France. IP-to-geo
(address location) technology was developed specifically to channel content nationally; when
one types google.com into a browser in France, now google.fr is returned by default. This
‘grounding’ of the Web has been implemented by such major content-organizing projects, as
Google, Microsoft Live and YouTube; online television is served geographically, too.
Diagnostic work as Google Flu Trends, whereby claims about societal conditions are made
on the basis of captured Internet practices, leads to new theoretical notions. For the third
period of Internet research, the digital methods program introduces the term online
groundedness, in an effort to conceptualize research that follows the medium, captures its
dynamics and makes grounded claims about cultural and societal change. Indeed, the
broader theoretical goal of digital methods is to think through anew the relationship between
the Web and the ground. Like the ethnographers who came before them, for the U.K.
Virtual Society? program, one needed to visit the ground in order to study the Web. Here the
research program complicates the order in which one’s findings are grounded.14 For
example, journalism has methodological needs now that the Internet has become a
significant meta-source, where the question normally concerns the trustworthiness of a
source. Snowballing from source to source was once a social network approach to
information-checking, to speak in terms of method. Who else should I speak to? That is the
question at the conclusion of the interview, if trust has been built. The relationship between
‘who I should speak to’ and ‘who else do you link to’ is asymmetrical for journalism, but the
latter is the question asked by search engines when recommending information. How to
think through the difference between source recommendations from verbal and online links?
Is search the beginning of the quest for information that ends with some grounded interview
reality beyond the net, whereby we maintain the divide between some real and some virtual?
Or is that too simplistic? Our ideal source set divide (real and virtual, grounded or googled)
raises the question of what is next. What do we ‘look up’ upon conclusion of the interview
to check the reality? The Internet may not be changing the hierarchy of sources for some
(e.g., the restrictions on citing Wikipedia in certain educational settings), but it may well be
changing the order of checking, and the relationship of the Web to the ground.
I developed the notion of online groundedness after reading a study performed by the
Dutch newspaper, the NRC Handelsblad. The investigation into right-wing as well as hate
groups in the Netherlands inquired into whether the language used was becoming more
extremist over time, perhaps indicating a ‘hardening’ of right-wing and hate culture more
generally. Significantly, the investigators elected to use the Internet Archive, over an
embedded researcher (going native), or the pamphlets, flyers and other ephemera at the
Social History Institute.15 They located and analyzed the changes in tone over time on right13
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wing as well as extremist sites, finding that right-wing sites were increasingly employing more
extremist language. Thus the findings made about culture were grounded through an analysis
of Websites. Most significantly, the online became the baseline against which one may judge
a societal condition.
Follow the Medium: The Digital Methods Research Program
Why follow the medium? A starting point is the recognition that Internet research is often
faced with unstable objects of study. The instability is often discussed in terms of the
ephemerality of Websites and other digital media, and the complexities associated with fixing
them, to borrow a term from photography. How to make them permanent so that they can
be studied with care? Web archiving is continually faced with the dilemma of capturing
Websites on the one hand, and maintaining their liveliness on the other. In one approach,
vintage hardware and software are maintained so as to keep the media ‘undead.’ In another,
also practiced in game environments, the ephemerality issue is addressed through
simulation/emulation, which keeps the nostalgic software, as Atari games, running on
current hardware. The ephemerality issue, however, is much larger than the issues of
preservation. The Internet researcher is often overtaken by events of the medium, such as
software updates that ‘scoop’ one’s research.
As a research practice, following the medium, as opposed to striving to fix it, may also be
discussed in a term borrowed from journalism and the sociology of science – “scooping.”
Being the first to publish is to ‘get the scoop.’ ‘Being scooped’ refers to someone else having
published the findings first. The sociologist of science, Michael Lynch, has applied this term
to the situation in which one’s research subjects come to the same or similar conclusions as
the researchers, and go on record with their findings first. The result is that the “[research
subjects] reconfigure the field in which we previously thought our study would have been
situated”.16 In Internet research, ‘being scooped’ is common. Industry analysts, watchdogs
and bloggers routinely coin terms (e.g., googlization) and come to conclusions that shape
ongoing academic work. I would like to argue, however, that scooping is also done by the
objects, which are continually reconfigured. For example, Facebook, the social networking
site, has been considered a case of a ‘walled garden,’ a relatively closed community system,
where by default only ‘friends’ can view information and activities of other friends. The
‘walled garden’ is a series of concentric circles: a user must have an account to gain access,
must friend people to view their profiles and must change privacy default settings to let
friends of friends view one’s own profile. Maximum exposure is opening profiles to friends
of friends. In March of 2009, Facebook changed a setting; users may make their profile open
to all other users with accounts, as opposed to just friends, or friends of friends, in its
previous configuration. Which types of research would be ‘scooped’ by Facebook’s flipping
of a switch? Which would benefit? Facebook serves as one notable example of the sudden
reconfiguration of a research object, which is common to the medium.
More theoretically, following the medium is a particular form of medium-specific research.
Medium specificity is not only how one sub-divides disciplinary commitments in media
16
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studies according to the primary objects of study: film, radio, television, etc. It is also a
particular plea to take seriously ontological distinctiveness, though the means by which the
ontologies are built differ. To the literary scholar and media theorist, Marshall McLuhan,
media are specific in how they engage the senses.17 Depth, resolution and other aesthetic
properties have effects on how actively or passively one processes media. One is filled by
media, or one fills it in. To the cultural theorist, Raymond Williams, medium specificity lies
elsewhere. Media are specific in the forms they assume – forms that are shaped by the
dominant actors to serve interests.18 For example, the creation of ‘flow,’ the term for how
television sequences programming so as to keep viewers watching, serves viewer ratings and
advertising. Thus, to Williams, media are not a priori distinctive from one another, but can
be made so. To Katherine Hayles, media have characteristics in their materiality; book
specifies, whilst text does not.19 Her proposal for ‘media-specific analysis’ is a comparative
media studies program, which takes materially instantiated characteristics of media (e.g.,
hypertext in digital media), and enquires into their (simulated) presence in other media (e.g.,
print). One could take other media traits and study them across media. For example, as
Alexander Galloway has argued, flow is present not only in radio and television, but also on
the Web, where dead links disrupt surfing.20
Hayle’s point of departure may be seen in Mathew Fuller’s work on Microsoft Word and
Adobe Photoshop, which studies how particular software constrains or enables text.21 To
Fuller a Microsoft document or a Photoshop image are specific outputs of software,
distinctive from some document or some image. An accompanying research program would
study the effects of (software) features, as Lev Manovich also points to in his work on the
specificity of computer media. With these media Manovich’s ontology moves beyond the
outputs of media (Hayle’s hypertextual print, Fuller’s Word document and Photoshop
image).22 Computer media are metamedia in that they incorporate prior media forms, which
is in keeping with the remediation thesis put forward by Jay David Bolter and Richard
Grusin.23 But, to Manovich, computer media not only refashion the outputs of other media;
they also embed their forms of production.
The medium specificity put forward here lies not so much in McLuhan’s sense engagement,
Williams’ socially shaped forms, Hayles’s materiality, or other theorists’ properties and
features. Rather it is situated in method. Previously I described such work as ‘Web
epistemology’.24 On the Web information, knowledge and sociality are organized by
recommender systems – algorithms and scripts that prepare and serve up orders of URLs,
media files, friends, etc. In a sense Manovich has shifted the discussion in this direction,
both with the focus on forms of production (method in a craft sense) as well as with the
methodological turn associated with the cultural analytics initiative. I would like to take this
17
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turn further, and propose that the underinterrogated methods of the Web also are worthy of
study, both in and of themselves as well as in the effects of their spread to other media, e.g.,
TV shows recommended to Tivo users on the basis of their profiles.
The initial work in the area of Web epistemology was in the context of the politics of search
engines. 25 It sought to consider the means by which sources are adjudicated by search
engines. Why, in March of 2003, were the U.S. White House, the Central Intelligence
Agency, the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the right-of-center Heritage Foundation and
leading news organizations such as CNN the top returns for the query “terrorism”? In a
sense the answer lies in how hyperlinks are handled. Hyperlinks, however, are but one digital
object, to which may be added: the thread, tag, PageRank, wikipedia edit, robots.txt, post,
comment, trackback, pingback, IP address, URL, whois, timestamp, permalink, social
bookmark and profile. In no particular order, the list goes on. The proposal is to study how
these objects are handled, specifically, in the medium, and learn from medium method.
In the following, I would like to introduce a series of medium objects, devices, spaces as well
as platforms, first touching briefly on how they are often studied with digitized methods and
conceptual points of departure from without the medium. Subsequently, I would like to
discuss the difference it makes to research if one were to follow the medium – by learning
from and reapplying how digital objects are treated by devices, how Websites are archived,
how search engines order information and how geo-IP location technology serves content
nationally or linguistically. What kinds of research can be performed through hyperlink
analysis, repurposing insights from dominant algorithms? How to work with the Internet
archive for social research? Why capture histories of Websites? How may search engine
results be studied so as to display changing hierarchies of credibility, and the differences in
source reliance between the Web, the news and blogosphere? Can geo-IP address location
technology be reworked so as to profile countries and cultures? How may the study of social
networking sites reveal cultural tastes and preferences? How are software robots changing
how quality content is maintained on Wikipedia? What would a research bot do? Thus, from
the micro to the macro, I treat the hyperlink, Website, search engine and spheres (including
the Websphere, blogosphere, newssphere, etc.), and the Web (or Webs, including national
ones). I finally turn to social networking sites as well as Wikipedia, and seek to learn from
these profiling and bot cultures (respectively), and rethink how to deploy them analytically.
The overall purpose of following the medium is to reorient Internet research to consider the
Internet as a source of data, method and technique.
The Link
How is the hyperlink often studied? There are at least two dominant approaches to studying
hyperlinks: hypertext literary theory and social network theory, including small world and
path theory.26 To literary theorists of hypertext, sets of hyperlinks form a multitude of
distinct pathways through text. The surfer, or clicking text navigator, may be said to author a
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story by choosing routes (multiple clicks) through the text.27 Thus the new means of
authorship as well as the story told through link navigation are of interest. For small world
theorists, the links that form paths show distance between actors. Social network analysts
use pathway thought, and zoom in on how the ties, uni-directional or bi-directional, position
actors.28 There is a special vocabulary that has been developed to characterize an actor’s
position, especially an actor’s centrality, within a network. For example, an actor is ‘highly
between’ if there is a high probability that other actors must pass through him to reach each
other.
How do search engines treat links? Theirs arguably is a scientometric (and associational
sociology) approach. As with social network analysis, the interest is in actor positioning, but
not necessarily in terms of distance from one another, or the means by which an actor may
be reached through networking. Rather, ties are reputational indicators, and may be said to
define actor standing. Additionally, the approach does not assume that the ties between
actors are friendly, or otherwise have utility, in the sense of providing empowering pathways,
or clues for successful networking.
Here I would like to follow how engines treat links as markers of impact and reputation.
How may an actor’s reputation be characterized by the types of hyperlinks given and
received? Actors can be profiled not only through the quantity of links received, as well as
the quantity they received from others which themselves have received many links, in the
basic search engine algorithm. Actors may also be profiled by examining which links they
give and receive in particular.29 In previous research colleagues and I found linking
tendencies among domain types, i.e., governments tend to link to other governmental sites
only, non-governmental sites tend to link to a variety of sites, occasionally including critics.
Corporate Websites tend not to link, with the exception of collectives of them – industry
trade sites and industry “front groups” do link. Academic and educational sites typically link
to partners and initiatives they have created. Taken together these linking proclivities of
organization types show an everyday “politics of association”.30 For example, in work
colleagues and I conducted initially in 1999, we found that Greenpeace linked to
governmental sites, and government did not link back. Novartis, the multinational
corporation, linked to Greenpeace, and Greenpeace did not link back. When characterizing
an actor according to inlinks and outlinks, one notices whether there is some divergence
from the norms, and more generally whether particular links that are received may be telling
for an actor’s reputation. A non-governmental organization receiving a link from a
governmental site could be construed as a reputation booster, for example.31
27
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Apart from capturing the micro-politics of hyperlinks, analysis of links also may be put to
use in more sophisticated sampling work. Here the distinction between digitized and natively
digital method stands out in greater relief. The Open Net Initiative at the University of
Toronto conducts Internet censorship research by building lists of Websites (from online
directories such as the Open Directory Project and Yahoo). The researchers subsequently
check whether the sites are blocked in a variety of countries. It is important work that sheds
light on the scope as well as technical infrastructure of state Internet censorship practices
worldwide.32 In the analytical practice, sites are grouped by category: famous bloggers,
government sites, human rights sites, humor, women’s rights, etc.; there are approximately
40 categories. Thus censorship patterns may be researched by site type across countries.
The entire list of Websites checked per country (some 3,000) is a sample, covering of course
only the smallest fraction of all Websites as well as those of a particular subject category.
How would one sample Websites in a method that follows the medium, learning from how
search engines work (link analysis) and repurposing it for social research? Colleagues and I
contributed to the Open Net Initiative work by employing a method that crawls all the
Websites in a particular category, captures the hyperlinks from the sites, and determines
additional key sites (by co-link analysis) that are not on the lists. I dubbed the method
‘dynamic URL sampling’, in an effort to highlight the difference between manual URL-list
compilation, and more automated techniques of finding significant URLs. Once the new
sites are found, they are checked for connection stats (through proxies initially, and later
perhaps from machines located in the countries in question), in order to determine whether
they are blocked. In the research project on ‘social, political and religious’ Websites in Iran,
researchers and I crawled all the sites in that ONI category, and through hyperlink analysis,
found some 30 previously unknown blocked sites. Significantly, the research was also a pagelevel analysis (as opposed to host only), with one notable finding being that Iran was not
blocking the BBC news front page (as ONI had found), but only its Persian-language page.
The difference between the two methods of gathering lists of Websites for analysis – manual
directory-style work and dynamic URL sampling – shows the contribution of mediumspecific method.
The Website
Up until now, investigations into Websites have been dominated by user and ‘eyeball
studies,’ where attempts at a navigation poetics are met with such sobering ideas as ‘don’t
make me think’.33 Many of the methods for studying Websites are located over the shoulder,
where one observes navigation or the use of a search engine, and later conducts interviews
with the subjects. In what one may term classic registrational approaches, a popular
technique is eye-tracking. Sites load and eyes move to the upper left of the screen, otherwise
known as the golden triangle. The resulting heat maps provide site redesign cues. For
profiling relies on a scraper that would capture all outlinks from a site, and a scraper of a
search engine, the Yahoo inlink ripper, which provides a list of the links made to a Website.
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example, Google.com has moved its services from above the search box (tabs) to the top left
corner of the page (menu). Another dominant strand of Website studies lies in feature
analysis, where sites are compared and contrasted on the basis of levels of interactivity,
capacities for user feedback, etc.34 The questions concern whether a particular package of
features result in more users, and more attention. In this tradition, most notably in the 9/11
special collection, Websites are often archived for further study. Thus much of the work lies
in the archiving of sites prior to the analysis. One of the crucial tasks ahead is further
reflection upon the means by which Websites are captured and stored, so as to make
available the data upon which findings are based. Thus the digital methods research program
engages specifically with the Website as archived object, made accessible, most readily,
through the Internet Archive’s Wayback Machine. It asks, which types of studies of Websites
are enabled and constrained by the Wayback Machine?
In order to answer that question, the work first deconstructs, or unpacks, the Internet
Archive and its Wayback Machine. In which senses does the Internet Archive as an object,
formed by the archiving process, embed particular preferences for how it is used, and for the
type of research performed with it? Indeed, the Web archiving scholar, Niels Brügger, has
written: ‘[U]nlike other well-known media, the Internet does not simply exist in a form
suited to being archived, but rather is first formed as an object of study in the archiving, and
it is formed differently depending on who does the archiving, when, and for what purpose.’35
That the object of study is constructed by the means by which it is tamed and captured by
method and technique is a classic point from the sociology and philosophy of science and
elsewhere.36 Thus the initial research questions are, which methods of research are privileged
by the specific form assumed by the Web archive, and which are precluded? For example,
when one uses the Internet Archive (archive.org), what stands out for everyday Web users
accustomed to search engines, is not so much the achievement of the existence of an
archived Internet. Rather, the user is struck by how the Internet is archived, and, particularly,
how it is queried. One queries a URL, as opposed to key words, and one receives a list of
stored pages associated with the URL from the past. In effect, the Internet Archive, through
the interface of the Wayback Machine, has organized the story of the Web into the histories
of single Websites.
Which types of research approaches are favored by the current organization of Websites by
the Internet Archive? With the Wayback Machine, one can study the evolution of a single
page (or multiple pages) over time, for example, by reading or collecting snapshots from the
dates that a page has been indexed. How can such an arrangement of historical sites be put
to use? Previously I mentioned the investigative reporting work done by the NRC
Handelsblad in their analysis of the rise of extremist language in the Netherlands. The
journalists read some hundred Websites from the Internet archive, some dating back a
decade. It is work that should be built upon, methodologically as well as technically. One
could scrape the pages of the right-wing and extremist sites from the Internet Archive, place
the text (and images) in a database, and systematically query it for the presence of particular
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keywords over time. As the NRC Handelsblad did, one could determine changes in societal
conditions through archived Website analysis of particular sets of sites.
How else to perform research with the Internet Archive? The digital methods program has
developed means to capture the history of sites by taking snapshots and assembling them
into a movie, in the style of time-lapsed photography.37 As a demonstration of how to use
the Internet archive for capturing such evolutionary histories, colleagues and I took
snapshots of the frontpages of Google from 1998 up to the end of 2007. The analysis
concerned the subtle changes made to the interface, in particular the tabs. We found that the
directory project, the organization of the Web by topic undertaken by human editors, has
been in decline. After its placement on the frontpage of Google in 2001, it was moved in
2004 under the ‘more’ button, and in 2006 under ‘even more.’ By late 2007, with the removal
of the ‘even more’ option, one had to search Google in order to find its directory.38 The
larger issue of the demise of the human editor, read in this case from the evolution of
Google’s interface, has far-reaching implications for how knowledge is collected and
ordered. Indeed, after examining Google, researchers and I turned to Yahoo, the original
Web directory, and found that there, too, the directory had been replaced by the back-end
algorithm. In examining the outputs of a query in the directory, we also learned that at
Yahoo the results are no longer ordered alphabetically, in the egalitarian-style of information
and source ordering, inherited from encyclopedias. Yahoo is listing its directory sources
according to popularity, in the well-known style of recommendation systems more generally.
Are the histories of search engines, captured from their interface evolutions, indicating
changes in how information and knowledge are ordered more generally? A comparative
media studies approach would be useful, with one of the more poignant cases being the
online newspaper. With the New York Times, for example, articles are still placed on the front
page and in sections, but are also listed by ‘most emailed’ and ‘most blogged’, providing a
medium-specific recommender system for navigating the news. The impact of recommender
systems – the dominant means on the Web by which information and knowledge are
ordered – may also be studied through user expectations. Are users increasingly expecting
Web-like orderings at archives, libraries, tourist information centers and other sites of
knowledge and information queries?
The Search Engines & the Spheres
The study of search engines was jolted by the now infamous AOL search engine data release
in 2006, where 500,000 users’ searches over three months were put online, with frightening
and often salacious press accounts about the level of intimate detail revealed about searchers,
even if their histories are anonymized (no names) and decoupled from geography (no IP
address). One may interpret the findings from the AOL case as a shift in how one considers
online presence, if that remains the proper term. A person may be ‘googled’, and his or her
self-authored presence often appears at or towards the top of the returns. Generally
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speaking, what others have written about a person would appear lower down in the rankings.
However, with search engine queries stored, a third set of traces could come to define an
individual. It opens up policy questions. How long may an engine company keep search
histories? Thus search engines are being studied in the legal arena, especially in terms of how
data retention laws may be applied to search.
Previously I mentioned another strand in search engine studies, summed up in the term
‘googlization.’ It is a political economy style critique that considers how Google’s freeservice-for-profile model may be spreading across industries and (software) cultures. I have
covered the critique elsewhere, striving to propose a research agenda for googlization
scholars which includes front-end and back-end googlization. Front-end googlization would
include the study of the information politics of the interface (including the demise of the
human-edited directory). Back-end googlization concerns the rise of the algorithm that
recommends sources hierarchically, instead of alphabetically, as mentioned above. The
significance of studying the new information hierarchies of search engines also should be
viewed in light of user studies. A small percentage of users set preferences to more than 10
results per page; typically they do not look past the first page of results; and they increasingly
click the results appearing towards the top.39 Thus the power of search engines lies in the
combination of its ranking practices (source inclusion in the top results) together with the
users’ apparent “respect” for the orderings (not looking further). Google’s model also relies
on registrational interactivity, where a user’s preferences as well as history are registered,
stored and employed, increasingly, to serve tailored results. Prior to the Web and search
engine algorithms and recommendation systems, interactivity was ‘consultational,’ with preloaded information that would be ‘called up’.40 A query would return the same information
for all users at any given time. Now the results are dynamically generated based on one’s
registered preferences, history and location.
The different orders of sources and things served by engines are under-studied, largely
because they are not stored, and made available for research, apart from the AOL data
release, or other negotiated agreements with search engine companies. Where Google is
concerned, the company once made available an API (application programming interface)
that allowed for data collection. A limited number of queries could be made per day, and the
results repurposed. Researchers relying on the API were scooped by Google when it
discontinued or ‘deprecated’ the service in late 2006. With its reintroduction in a different
form in 2009, Google emphasized, however, that automated queries and the permanent
storage of results are against the terms of service. How to study search engine results under
such conditions? Colleagues and I scrape Google, and put up a notice appreciating Google’s
forbearance.41
What may be found in Google’s search engine results? As I have remarked, search engines, a
crucial point of entry to the Web, are epistemological machines in the sense that they crawl,
index, cache and ultimately order content. Previously I described the Web, and particularly a
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search engine-based Web, as a potential collision space for alternative accounts of reality.42
The phrasing built upon the work of the sociologist, C. Wright Mills, who characterized the
purpose of social research as ‘no less than to present conflicting definitions of reality itself’.43
Are engines placing alternative accounts of reality side by side, or do the results align with
the official and the mainstream? Storing and analyzing search engine results could answer
such questions. Such has been the purpose of the software project called the Issue
Dramaturg, so called for the potential drama on display within the top results, whereby sites
may climb to or suddenly fall from the top. It is important to point out that top engine
placements are highly sought after; organizations make use of search engine optimization
techniques so as to boost site visibility. There are white hat and black hat techniques, that is,
those accepted by engines and those that prompt engines to delist Websites from results
until there is compliance again with engine etiquette.
In the Issue Dramaturg project, colleagues and I have stored Google search engines results
for the query, 9/11, as well as other keywords for two purposes. The one is to enquire into
source hierarchies, as described above. Which sources are privileged? Which are “winning”
the competition to be the top sources returned for particular queries? The other purpose has
been to chart particular sources, in the approach to engine studies that I have termed ‘source
distance’. For the query 9/11, how far from the top of the engine returns are such significant
actors in 9/11 accounts as the New York City government and the New York Times? Are
such sources prominent, or do they appear side by side with sources that challenge more
official and familiar views? Thus, apart from the New York City government and the New
York Times another actor that we have monitored is the 9/11 truth movement (911truth.org).
For months between March and September 2007, the 9/11 truth movement’s site appeared
in the top five results for the query 9/11, and the other two were well below result fifty. In
mid-September 2007, around the anniversary of the event, there was drama. 911truth.org fell
precipitously to result two hundred, and subsequently out of the top one thousand, that is,
the maximum number of results served by Google. Colleagues and I believe that it is one of
the first fully documented cases of the apparent removal of a Website in Google – from a
top five placement for six months to a sub-one thousand ranking.44 The case leads to
questions of search engine result stability and volatility, and opens up an area of study.
However dominant it may be, there are more search engines than Google’s Web search.
What is less appreciated perhaps is that there are other dominant engines per section or
sphere of the Web. For the blogosphere, there is Technorati, for the newssphere Google
News, and the tagosphere or social bookmarking space, Delicious. Indeed, thinking of the
Web in terms of spheres refers initially to the name of one of the most well-known, the
blogosphere, as well as to scholarship that seeks to define another, the ‘Web sphere’.45 The
sphere in blogosphere refers in spirit to the public sphere; it also may be thought of in terms
of the geometrical form, where all points on the surface are the same distance from the
center or core. One could think about such an equidistance measure as an egalitarian ideal,
where every blog, or even every source of information, is knowable by the core, and vice
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versa. On the Web, it has been found, however, that certain sources are central. They receive
the vast majority of links as well as hits. Following such principles as the rich get richer (aka
Pareto power law distributions), the sites receiving attention tend to garner only more. The
distance between the center and other nodes may only to grow, with the ideal of a sphere
being a fiction, however much a useful one. I would like to put forward an approach that
takes up the question of distance from core to periphery, and operationalize it as the
measure of differences in rankings between sources per sphere. Spherical analysis is a digital
method for measuring and learning from the distance between sources in different spheres
on the Web.
Conceptually, a sphere is considered to be a device demarcated source set, i.e., the pure
PageRank of all sources on the Web (most influential sites by inlink count), or indeed
analogous pageranks of all sources calculated by the dominant engines per sphere, i.e.,
Technorati, Google News and Delicious. Thus, to study a sphere, we propose first to allow
the engines to demarcate it. In sphere analysis one considers which sources are most
influential, not only overall but per query. Cross-spherical analysis compares the sources
returned by each sphere for the same query. It can therefore be seen as comparative ranking
research. Most importantly, with cross-spherical analysis, one may think through the
consequences of each engine’s treatment of links, freshness, tags, etc. Do particular sources
tend to be in the core of one sphere, and not in others? What does comparisons between
sources, and source distances, across the spheres tell us about the quality of the new media?
What do they tell us about current informational commitments in particular cultures?
In a preliminary analysis, colleagues and I studied which animals are most associated with
climate change on the (English-language) Web, in the news and in the blogosphere. We
found that the Web has the most diverse set of animals associated with climate change. The
news favored the polar bear, and the blogosphere amplified, or made more prominent, the
selection in the newssphere. Here we cautiously concluded that the Web may be less prone
to the creation of media icons than the news, which has implications for studies of media
that take as their point of departure a publicity culture. The blogosphere, moreover,
appeared parasitic on the news as opposed to an alternative to it.
The Webs
As mentioned above, Internet research has been haunted by the virtual/real divide. One of
the reasons for such a divide pertains to the technical arrangements of the Internet, and how
they became associated with a virtual realm, cyberspace. Indeed, there was meant to be
something distinctive about cyberspace, technologically.46 The protocols and principles,
particularly packet switching and the end-to-end principle, initially filled in the notion of
cyberspace as a realm free from physical constraints. The Internet’s technical indifference to
the geographical location of its users spawned ideas not only of placeless-ness. In its
architecture, it also supposedly made for a space untethered from the nation-states, and their
divergent ways of treating flows of information. One recalls the famous quotation attributed
to John Gilmore, co-founder with John Perry Barlow of the Electronic Frontier Foundation.
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‘The Internet treats censorship as a malfunction, and routes around it’.47 Geography,
however, was built in to cyberspace from the beginning, if one considers the locations of the
original thirteen root servers, the unequal distributions of traffic flows per country as well as
the allotment of IP addresses in ranges, which later enabled the application of geo-IP
address location technology to serve advertising and copyright needs. Geo-IP technology as
well as other technical means that locate (aka locative technology) also may be put to use for
research that takes the Internet as a site of study, and inquires into what may be learned
about societal conditions across countries. In the digital methods research program,
colleagues and I have dubbed such work national Web studies.
Above I discussed the research by the British ethnographers who grounded cyberspace
through empirical work on how Caribbean Internet users appropriated the medium to fit
their own cultural practices. This is of course national Web studies, however with
observational methods (from outside of the medium). To study the Web, nationally, one also
may inquire into the data that are routinely collected, for example by large enterprises as
Alexa’s top sites by country (according to traffic). Which sites are visited most frequently per
country, and what does site visitation say about a country’s informational culture? Alexa
pioneered registrational data collection with its toolbar, which users would install in their
browsers. The toolbar provided statistics about the Website one had loaded in the browser,
such as its freshness. All the Websites that the user loaded, or surfed, also would be logged,
and the logged URLs would be compared with the URLs already in the Alexa database.
Those URLs not in the database would be crawled, and fetched. Thus was born the Internet
Archive.
The Internet Archive (1996 - ) was developed during the period of Internet history, if I may,
that one could term cyberspace. (I have developed periodizations of Internet history
elsewhere, and will not further elaborate here.48) To illustrate the design and thought
between the Internet Archive, and the national Web archives that are sprouting up in many
countries, it may be pointed out that the Internet Archive was built for surfing – an Internet
usage type that arguably has given way to search.49 At the Wayback Machine of the Internet
Archive, type in a single URL, view available pages, and browse them. If one reaches an
external link, the Internet Archive looks up the page closest in date to the site one is exiting,
and loads it. If no site exists in the Internet Archive, it connects to the live Website. It is the
continuity of flow, from Website to Website, that is preserved.50 National Web archives, on
the other hand, have ceased to think of the Web in terms of cyberspace. Instead their
respective purposes are to preserve national Webs. For the purposes of contributing method
to Internet research, the initial question is, how would one demarcate a national Web?
At the National Library in the Netherlands, for example, the approach is similar to that of
the Internet censorship researchers, discussed above. It is a digitized method, that is, a
directory model, where an expert chooses significant sites, based on editorial criteria. These
sites are continually archived with technology originally developed in the Internet Archive
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project. At the time of writing, approximately one hundred national Websites are archived in
the Netherlands – a far cry from what is saved at the Internet Archive.51 In accounting for
the difference in approaches and outcomes of the two projects, I would like to observe that
the end of the virtual, and the end of cyberspace, have not been kind to Web archiving; the
return of the nation-state and the application of certain policy regimes (especially copyright)
have slowed efforts dramatically. Would digital methods aid in redressing the situation? I
would like to invite national Web archivists to consider a registrational approach, e.g., the
Alexa model adapted for a national context. The results may be salutary.
Social Networking Sites & Post-demographics
‘We define social networking websites here as sites where users can create a profile and
connect that profile to other profiles for the purposes of making an explicit personal
network.’52 Thus begins the study of American teenage use of such sites as MySpace and
Facebook, conducted for the Pew Internet & American Life Project. Surveys were made.
91% of the respondents use the sites to ‘manage friendships’; less than a quarter use the sites
to ‘flirt’. Other leading research into social networking sites considers such issues as
presenting oneself and managing one’s status online, the different ‘social classes’ of users of
MySpace and Facebook and the relationship between real-life friends and ‘friended’ friends.53
Another set of work, often from software-making arenas, concerns how to make use of the
copious amounts of data contained in online profiles, especially interests and tastes. I would
like to dub this latter work ‘post-demographics.’ Post-demographics could be thought of as
the study of the data in social networking platforms, and, in particular, how profiling is, or
may be, performed. Of particular interest here are the potential outcomes of building tools
on top of profiling platforms. What kinds of findings may be made from mashing up the
data, or what may be termed meta-profiling?
Conceptually, with the ‘post’ prefixed to demographics, the idea is to stand in contrast to
how the study of demographics organizes groups, markets and voters in a sociological sense.
It also marks a theoretical shift from how demographics have been used ‘bio-politically’ (to
govern bodies) to how post-demographics are employed ‘info-politically,’ to steer or
recommend certain information to certain people.54 The term post-demographics also invites
new methods for the study of social networks, where of interest are not the traditional
demographics of race, ethnicity, age, income, and educational level – or derivations thereof
such as class – but rather of tastes, interests, favorites, groups, accepted invitations, installed
apps and other information that comprises an online profile and its accompanying baggage.
Demographers normally would analyze official records (births, deaths, marriages) and survey
populations, with census-taking being the most well known of those undertakings. Profilers,
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contrariwise, have users input data themselves in platforms that create and maintain social
relations. They capture and make use of information from users of online platforms.
Perhaps another means of distinguishing between the two types of thought and practice is
with reference to the idea of digital natives, those growing up with online environments, and
unaware of life prior to the Internet, especially with the use of manual systems that came
before it, like a library card catalogue.55 The category of digital natives, however, takes a
‘generational’ view, and in that sense is a traditional demographic way of thinking. The postdemographic project would be less interested in new digital divides (digital natives versus
non-natives) and the narratives that emerge around them (e.g., moral panics), but rather in
how profilers recommend information, cultural products, events or other people (friends) to
users, owing to common tastes, locations, travel destinations and more. There is no end to
what could be recommended, if the data are rich and stored. How to study the data?
With ‘post-demographics,’ the proposal is to make a contribution to Internet research by
learning from those profilers and researchers that both collect as well as harvest (or scrape)
social networking sites’ data for further analysis or software-making, such as mash-ups.56
How do social networking sites make available their data for profilers? Under the
developers’ menu item at Facebook, for example, one logs in and views the fields available in
the API (or application programming interface). Sample scripts are provided, as in ‘get
friends of user number x,’ where x is yourself. Thus the available scripts generally follow the
privacy culture, in the sense that the user decides what the profiler can see. It becomes more
interesting to the profiler when many users allow access, by clicking ‘I agree’ on a third-party
application.
Another set of profiling practices are not interested in personal data per se, but rather in
tastes and especially taste relationships. One may place many profiling activities in the
category of depersonalized data analysis, including Amazon’s seminal recommendation
system, where it is not highly relevant which person also bought a particular book, but rather
that people have done so. Supermarket loyalty cards and the databases storing purchase
histories similarly employ depersonalized information analysis, where like Amazon, of
interest is the quantity of particular items purchased as well as the purchasing relationships
(which chips with which soft drink). Popular products are subsequently boosted. Certain
combinations may be shelved together.
Whilst they do not describe themselves as such, of course the most significant postdemographic machines are the social networking platforms themselves, collecting user tastes,
and showing them to others, be they other friends, everyday people watchers or profilers.
Here I would like to describe briefly one piece of software researchers and I built on top of
the large collection device, MySpace, and the kinds of post-demographic analytical practices
that result.
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Elfriendo.com is the outcome of thinking through how to make use of the profiles on the
social networking platform, MySpace. At Elfriendo.com, enter a single interest, and the tool
creates a new profile on the basis of the profiles of people expressing that single interest.
One may also compare the compatibility of interests, i.e., whether one or more interests,
tunes, movies, TV shows, books and heroes are compatible with other ones. Is Christianity
compatible with Islam, in the sense that those people with one of the respective interests
listen to the same music and watch the same television programs? Elfriendo answers those
sorts of questions by analyzing sets of friends’ profiles, and comparing interests across them.
Thus a movie, TV show, etc. has an aggregate profile, made up of other interests. (To wit,
Eminem, the rapper, appears in both the Christianity and Islam aggregate profiles, in early
February 2009.) One also may perform a semblance of post-demographic research with the
tool, gaining an appreciation of relational taste analysis with a social networking site, more
generally.57
It is instructive to state that MySpace is more permissive and less of a walled garden than
Facebook, in that it allows the profiler to view a user’s friends (and his/her friends’ profiles),
without you having friended anybody. Thus, one can view all of Barack Obama’s friends,
and their profiles. Here, in an example, one queries Elfriendo for Barack Obama as well as
John McCain, and the profiles of their respective sets of friends are analyzed. The software
counts the items listed by the friends under interests, music, movies, TV shows, books and
heroes. What does this relational taste counting practice yield? The results provide distinctive
pictures of the supporters of the two presidential candidates campaigning in 2008. The
compatibility level between the interests of the friends of the two candidates is generally low.
The two groups share few interests. (The tastes of the candidates’ friends are not compatible
for movies, music, books and heroes, though for TV shows the compatibility is 16%. There
seem to be particular media profiles for each set of candidate’s friends, where those of
Obama for example watch the Daily Show, and those of McCain watch Family Guy, Top
Chef and America’s Next Top Model. Both sets of friends watch Lost. The findings may be
discussed in terms of voter post-demographics in the sense that the descriptions of voter
profiles are based on media tastes and preferences as opposed to educational levels, income
and other standard indicators.
Wikipedia & Networked Content
To date the approaches to the study of Wikipedia have followed from certain qualities of the
online encyclopedia, all of which appear counter-intuitive at first glance. One example is that
Wikipedia is authored by so-called amateurs, yet is surprisingly encyclopedia-like, not only in
form but in accuracy.58 The major debate concerning the quality of Wikipedia vis-à-vis
Encyclopedia Britannica has raised questions relevant to digital methods, in that the Webenabled collective editing model has challenged the digitized work of a set of experts.
However, research has found that there is only a tiny ratio of editors to users in Web 2.0
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platforms, including Wikipedia. This is otherwise known as the myth of user-generated
content.59 Wikipedia co-founder, Jimbo Wales, has often remarked that the dedicated
community is indeed relatively small, at just over 500 members. Thus the small cadre of
Wikipedia editors could be considered a new elite, leading to exercises in relativizing the
alleged differences between amateurs and experts, such as through a study of the
demographics of Wikipedians.60 Another example of a counter-intuitive aspect of Wikipedia
is that the editors are unpaid, yet committed and highly vigilant. The vigilance of the crowd,
as it is termed, is something of a mythical feature of a quality-producing Web, until one
considers how vigilance is performed. Who is making the edits? One approach to the
question lies in the Wikiscanner project (2007- ), developed by Virgil Griffith studying at the
California Institute of Technology. The Wikiscanner outs anonymous editors by looking up
the IP address of the editor and checking it against a database with the IP address locations
(geoIP technology). Wikipedia quality is ensured, to Griffith, by scandalizing editors making
self-serving changes, such as a member of the Dutch Royal Family, who embellished an
entry and made the front-page of the newspaper after a journalist used the tool.
How else are vandals kept at bay on Wikipedia, including those experimenters and
researchers making erroneous changes to an entry, or creating a new fictional one, in order
to keep open the debate about quality?61 Colleagues and I have contributed to work about
the quality of Wikipedia by introducing the term, networked content.62 It refers to content
held together by human authors and non-human tenders, including bots and alert software
that revert edits or notify Wikipedians of changes made. Indeed, when looking at the
statistics available on Wikipedia on the number of edits per Wikipedian user, it is remarkable
to note that the bots are by far the top users. The contention, which is being researched in
the digital methods program, is that the bots and the alert software are the significant agents
of vigilance.
From the Wikiscanner project and the bots statistics related above, it is worth emphasizing
that Wikipedia is a compendium of network activities and events, each logged and made
available as large data sets. Wikipedia also has in-built reflection or reflexivity, as it shows the
process by which an entry has come into being, something missing from encyclopedias and
most other finished work more generally. One could study the process by which an entry
matures; the materials are largely the revision history of an entry, but also its discussion page,
perhaps its dispute history, its lock-downs and re-openings. Another approach to utilizing
the data of Wikipedia would rely on the edit logs of one or more entries, and repurpose the
Wikiscanner’s technical insights by looking up where they have been made. “The places of
edits” show subject matter concerns and expertise by organization and by country.
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Conclusion. The End of the Virtual – Grounding Claims Online
My aim is to set into motion a transformation in how and why one performs research with
the Internet. The first step is to move the discussion away from the limitations of the virtual
(how much culture and society are online) to the limitations of current method (how to
study culture and society, and ground findings with the Internet).
I would like to conclude with a brief discussion of these limitations in Internet research as
well as a proposal for renewal. First, the end of cyberspace and its placeless-ness, and the
end of the virtual as a realm apart, are lamentable for particular research approaches and
other projects. In a sense the real/virtual divide served specific research practices.63
Previously I mentioned that Internet archiving thrived in cyberspace, and more recently it
suffers without it. Where cyberspace once enabled the idea of massive Website archiving, the
grounded Web and the national Webs are shrinking the collections.
Indeed, I have argued that one may learn from the methods employed in the medium,
moving the discussion of medium specific theory from ontology (properties and features) to
epistemology (method). The Internet, and the Web more specifically, have their ontological
objects, such as the link and the tag. Web epistemology, among other things, is the study of
how these natively digital objects are handled by devices. The insights from such a study lead
to important methodological distinctions, as well as insights about the purpose of Internet
research. Where the methodological distinction is concerned, one may view current Internet
methods as those that follow the medium (and the dominant techniques employed in
authoring and ordering information, knowledge and sociality) and ones that remediate or
digitize existing method. The difference in method may have significant outcomes. One
reason for the fallowing of the Web archiving efforts may lie in the choice of a digitized
method (editorial selection) over a digital one (registrational data collection), such as that
employed in the original Internet Archive project, where sites surfed by users were recorded.
Indeed, I have employed the term digital methods so that researchers may consider the value
and the outcomes of one approach over another. As a case in point, the choice of dynamic
URL sampling over the editorial model could be beneficial to Internet censorship research,
as I discussed.
Third, and finally, I have argued that the Internet is a site of research for far more than
online culture and its users. With the end of the virtual/real divide, however useful, the
Internet may be rethought as a source of data about society and culture. Collecting it and
analyzing it for social and cultural research requires not only a new outlook about the
Internet, but method, too, to ground the findings. Grounding claims in the online is a major
shift in the purpose of Internet research, in the sense that one is not so much researching the
Internet, and its users, as studying culture and society with the Internet. I hope you join me in
this urgent project.
63

The end of cyberspace also has not been helpful for projects relying on the classic Internet
feature of the anonymous user. For example, organizations and governments ban employees
from editing Wikipedia at work, for the edits may be traced to locations and made into
subjects of scandal.
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Beware, your imagination leaves digital traces
Bruno Latour, Sciences-Po, Paris
A piece for the Times Higher Literary Supplement 6th of April 2007

’Who would know how to love without having read novels?” This
saying seems to take on a new meaning with the multiplication of
virtual worlds, even though the adjective “virtual” may be greatly
misleading. It would be very odd to say, when thinking of the young
hero of Marcel Proust’s A la recherche du temps perdu, who spends
whole days utterly absorbed in the fictional landscapes painted by his
favourite novelists, that he resided in a “real” world, while a youngster
of today who buys rather expensive equipment to play with buddies on
the other side of the planet through wireless and satellite connections
would be said to be living in a “virtual” landscape.
It would be much more reasonable to argue that it was Proust’s
narrator who lived his adventures “virtually” while his 21st-century
counterparts have to embed their imagination in so much hardware
and software paraphernalia that they clearly end up in a more real,
more connected, more technical world. Or rather we might agree to say
that the capacity of young children to absorb remains the same but
that the technology of the printed book has been partially replaced by
a vastly more complicated and concentrated entertainment industry.
Imagination no longer comes as cheaply as it did in the past. The
slightest move in the virtual landscape has to be paid for in lines of
code. If you want your avatar to wear a new golden helmet or jump in
the air, gangs of underpaid software engineers somewhere in
Bangalore have to get out of bed to work on your demands. The fancies
of our brains have shifted so little from the real to the virtual that tens
of thousands of children in China are earning a living by causing
avatars to graduate to higher levels in various digital games before
reselling them for a good prize to boys in America who like to play
those games but have not the time nor patience to earn enough
“points” for their aliases. When Segolène Royal, the French presidential
candidate, bought a piece of real estate on Second Life to start a
campaign headquarters there she paid for it in hard cash.
If it is rather useless to try to decide whether we are ready to upload
our former selves into these virtual worlds or not, it is more rewarding
to notice another much more interesting difference between the two
industries and technologies of imagination. Apart from the number of
copies sold and the number and length of reviews published, a book in
the past left few traces. Once in the hands of their owners, what
happened to the characters remained a private affair. If readers

swapped impressions and stories about them, no one else knew about
it.
The situation is entirely different with the digitalisation of the
entertainment industry: characters leave behind a range of data. In
other words, the scale to draw is not one going from the virtual to the
real, but a scale of increasing traceability. The stunning innovation is
that every click of every move of every avatar in every game may be
gathered in a data bank and submitted to a second-degree datamining operation.
I am sure that this accumulation of traces has enormous effects for
the entertainment industry, for specialists in marketing, advertising,
intelligence, police and so on, but another consequence is worth
pointing out. The precise forces that mould our subjectivities and the
precise characters that furnish our imaginations are all open to
inquiries by the social sciences. It is as if the inner workings of private
worlds have been pried open because their inputs and outputs have
become thoroughly traceable.
Before digitalisation, social psychologists used very vague words
such as “rumours”, “influences”, “fads”, “fashions” or even “contexts” to
describe the complex ecology of our minds. But today it just happens
that a character from a game can be followed through the IP numbers
of the computers from which they are clicked or from the stream of
news in which they are commented upon, all the way from the
designers who draw them to the blogs where their adventures are
exchanged.
The ancient divide between the social on the one hand and the
psychological on the other was largely an artefact of an asymmetry
between the traceability of various types of carriers: what Proust’s
narrator was doing with his heroes, no one could say, thus it was said
to be private and left to psychology; what Proust earned from his book
was calculable, and thus was made part of the social or the economic
sphere. But today the data bank of Amazon.com has simultaneous
access to my most subtle preferences as well as to my Visa card. As
soon as I purchase on the web, I erase the difference between the
social, the economic and the psychological, just because of the range
of traces I leave behind.
Dozens of tools and crawlers can now absorb this vast amount of
data and represent it again through maps of various shapes and
colours so that a “rumour” or a “fad” becomes almost as precisely
described as a “piece of news”, “information”, or even a “scientific fact”.
It’s not by accident that the founders of Google have one reference in
their original patent, and it is to a chapter of Robert K. Merton, the
American sociologist, about citation patterns in science.

Owen Gingerich, the great historian of astronomy, spent a life-time
retrieving all the annotations of all the copies of Copernicus’s first
edition. He could thus give a precise meaning to the rather empty
notion of “Copernican revolution” and could show which parts of the
book everyone had read and misinterpreted. Nowadays, any scientist
can do the same for each portion of each article he or she has
published so long as the local library has bought a good package of
digital data banks. But what is more extraordinary is that any journalist
can do so as well for the latest Madonna video or the dirtiest rumour
about Prince Harry’s love affairs.
In other words, the former distinction between the circulation of
facts and the dissemination of opinions has been erased in such a way
that they are both graduating to the same type of visibility — not a
small advantage if we wish to disentangle the mixture of facts and
opinions that has become our usual diet of information. Subjectivities
used to be the inner sanctum where social sciences had to stop and
dismount in order to shift to other, less reliable vehicles. It is now
possible to follow how the characters of a “reality show” or the finalists
of Star Academy have so modified the ways and means with which their
viewers speak and think about the world that the social has become, so
to speak, continuous with the psychological.
French kids arrested by the police and brought before a judge raise
their hands with an “Objection, your Honour!” that has no meaning in
the French legal system but is ubiquitous on American TV series. The
consequences for the social sciences will be enormous: they can finally
have access to masses of data that are of the same order of magnitude
as that of their older sisters, the natural sciences. But my view is that
“social” has probably become as obsolete as “natural”: what is common
to both is a sort of new epidemiology that was anticipated, a century
ago, by the sociologist Gabriel Tarde and that has now, at last, the
empirical means of its scientific ambition.
Bruno Latour is professor of sociology at the Institut d’Etudes
Politiques (Sciences-Po) in Paris.

Why Map? The Techno-epistemological outlook
Richard Rogers

Abstract
The essay concerns what kind of commitments researchers and designers take on when they map social
networks. More specifically, it takes up what may happen when social network researchers slope towards
intelligence work.
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Frontline, the American PBS investigative news program, aired a show in September 2002 that in many
respects summarizes the public drama surrounding social network mapping by intelligence agencies and by
amateurs. It is a story - a parable in fact - of the former FBI agent, John O'Neill - 'the man who knew,' but
wasn't listened to.[1] He now tours, giving speeches with sentences as: "How much more successful could
we all be if we really knew what our agencies really knew?" I briefly would like to take up this question.
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Valdis Krebs also knows (and has put it on the Web). He "used public information, from major newspapers
on the WWW, to uncover the terrorist networks."[2] His map is among a growing number "connecting the
dots" between individuals involved in the Al Qaeda network, and events going back to the 1980s. Once the
dots are connected, Osama Bin Laden is centrally positioned (see figure one).
Aired on the anniversary of the terrorist attacks on
deeper into the study of networks by professionals
could provide patriot gains" (Dallas Morning News,
O'Neill, Krebs and others are among those cited as

the U.S., the PBS program prompted journalists to probe
and amateurs alike. One headline read: "Network science
9 September 2002). In the growing popular literature,
knowing the network (also by having mapped it).
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Figure one: A portion of the map entitled, "How Al Qaeda's global network slowly came into focus for U.S.
intelligence (1993-2001)." Source: http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/shows/knew/etc/connect.html/
Historically non-technical networks have been associated with organized crime, terrorists as well as the old
boys from the Ivy League and beyond. Indeed, to some, social network maps have explanatory power, often
a postiori.[3] Famously, the new media piece, theyrule.net by Josh On provocatively visualizes social
connections among corporate board members (old boys). Bill Clinton's choice of Vern Jordan to find Monica
Lewinsky a job has been thought in terms of his position in another network (mapping exercise) of corporate
board members of America's largest corporations.[4] Jordan, it was found, was the most central figure at the
time, only 3 handshakes away from all top boards.
One could argue that it has been the lack of legibility of these networks as well as questions about
accountability for actions that have prompted analytical and political efforts to 'map the networks'. I would
like to argue, rather, that in the above cases it is the format of the map that (dramatically) organizes these
networks.
Saying maps organize networks could be interpreted as taking the constructivist position that there is only a
network when there is its representation in the form of a map (or graph, technically speaking) - one that
subsequently cannot be disentangled from the real. (As with the map-territory problem, it would be difficult
to think of the network independent of its map. It's still difficult to navigate it, however, but it has its
navigators built in - the example of Vern Jordan.) I would like to argue, however, that mapping social
networks reveals commitments to an outlook that may be called a techno-epistemology, a way of coming to
know and making particular claims only with a technological apparatus that desires to grow to satisfy its
cravings for 'really knowing' and, especially 'really knowing what our' intelligence also knows or should know.
I would like to describe this outlook in terms of how it aligns itself with a particular commitment to deep
information as well as a technological project.
The techno-epistemological outlook: Tracking and tracing
Most importantly, one can only really know when one has technology of a particular kind. It is an apparatus
that collects and analyzes information using particular techniques. The information-gathering apparatus,
firstly, would be a step up from tracking to tracing. Often the two terms are not clearly distinguished.
Tracking concerns recording events, such as arrivals and departures of a package along a route that includes
a warehousing event, a truck-loading event, a customs arrival event, a customs clearance event, etc. A
package is tracked by recording its arrival and departure at given points along a route. (The route may not
always be the same, but there is a route made up of events that may be tracked, and subsequently
mapped.) Tracing, however, should not be confused with connecting the dots of events. Rather, tracing is
movement monitoring, an effort to record the full trajectory of the package's journey. For example, one could
imagine tracing eventually being accomplished by an embedded receiver in a package (or a chip implanted in
your cat, or in your mobile phone). The location is always either to be determined (which is not quite
tracing), or actually being determined through the monitoring of the recording (which is tracing). The
expression "put a tracer on it" (watch its movement) is thus technically distinguished from "track it down"

expression "put a tracer on it" (watch its movement) is thus technically distinguished from "track it down"
(access recorded events to locate it or its last whereabouts). Tracing is far superior in the technoepistemological outlook I wish to describe. When Greenpeace USA quietly affixes a 'falcon tracker' to a
logging truck, captures the movement trace though geographical positioning and uses a geographical
information system to show the logging truck's route (on a map of dirt roads through protected old growth
forests, for example), their work approaches tracing. The result is a map of the loggers' movements, and
may be used as evidence to make claims.
Secondly, in the techno-epistemological outlook, one understands the lines between nodes in networks as
social connections in two senses: 'tracked' history (various shared experiences that make nodes into "old
boys" or associates) as well as the intersection of preferably traced movements (trajectory crossings). A
mapping program ideally would be able to show both views as layers (or mode switches) that may be turned
on and off. A user may say: "I notice that these three individuals have crossed paths frequently. Show me
whether they have historical connections (whether they are old boys)." Being shown related nodes, with
historical connections, may prompt analysts to ask to put a tracer on them, too. So history and trajectory
tracing feed upon each other in the data we seek (and the technology developed to seek it) according to the
techno-epistemological outlook.
Thirdly, it is important to know whether the networks are actually in operation. The shortcoming of much
social network analysis is to assume there exists a network structure that itself enables claims without
further probing network activity. In the techno-epistemological outlook described here, the question of
network operation is fundamental. One way of describing the question is to look at one of the maps made by
Bureau d'etudes or by Josh On.[5] (See also figure two.) One could ask, what if we introduced a suitcase of
money into this structure? Which path might it take? With path shown, would we have to redraw the map,
perhaps fade out some nodes or remove them? Once the map is redrawn continually, 'structure' (in the
historical sense) may or may not emerge. We may or may not have history 'layers' to turn on an off.
Fourthly, as networks are historical as well as (ideally) physical movement lines socially connecting
individuals, to understand whether they actually are functioning and operating as 'networks' (in our technoepistemological sense) requires more information than is 'publicly available'. To know how the dots connect
(beyond event recording), whether the trace is meaningful (beyond movement recording), with or without
switching to history mode, one would like to have activity detail, from the dry to the salacious. A
commitment to network knowledge as described would include a desire to read the transcripts of
conversations in restaurants and kitchens as well as on hotel grounds and airplanes - in fact, preferably all
conversations at significant junctions in the movement trace that traditionally have been deemed difficult to
record (and thus preferred places for nodes to speak).
Fifth, with the conversation transcripts in hand comes the concern put forward in publicly available sources
(e.g., newspapers) that there are not enough readers. Reading is often thought impossible given voluminous
data, so concomitant conversation mapping could be employed. Specially, an analysis is sought of plans and
promises, preferably without pre-defined dictionaries for textual and semantic mapping of particular key
words, for the nodes may speak in code. Often the Internet, if I may, alleges that it is circulating these lists
of words ('dictionaries,' technically speaking) that would flag email as well as conversations as worthy of
reading by intelligence.

Figure two. A portion of Bureau d'Etude's animated map showing connections surrounding the events of 11
September 2001. Source: http://utangente.free.fr/biopolice/holiday.swf/
Sixth, such a commitment to conversational knowledge would lead directly to the need for action mapping
(the money suitcase example). To ascertain whether plans and promises were acted upon, additional data
sets may be called upon. Currently, financial transaction mapping, from credit card transactions to bank
transfers, is the preferred means to see whether or not the network is operational financially. These means
alone would not suffice in our techno-epistemological outlook.
To summarize thus far, with the commitment to map from a social network point of view comes a
commitment to seek knowledge not only of the old boy history and path-crossing, but also of the extent to
which the network is operating in other senses, too. Financial transaction mapping, however, relies on
tracking technology (recording of the event of a transaction), instead of tracing technology. Tracing
technology, for example, would have a receiver embedded in an attaché case. To trace properly would

technology, for example, would have a receiver embedded in an attaché case. To trace properly would
require tagged cases as well as tagged currency, for then we would know when "money is changing hands".
In our techno-epistemology, committed network analysts would not believe that networks only have a
structure (based on old boy history), within which frequent path-crossing would constitute its current
configuration, and perhaps its 'structure'. Rather, a dedication to network activity measures is required.
The commitment to knowing what they know
The first step is a realization that we do not know what the intelligence know, but we may think which data
sets as well as means of analysis and visualization they are using to support their claims. So, to know what
they know, we first attempt to collect the same data. The argument above concerned the data we may think
we need in order to know what they know.
The sad fact of the matter is that our data appear poorer, or seem to be (we do not know for certain). With
this realization come two possible avenues. The first is that the decision is taken, often on principle, to use
only publicly available information. Publicly available information has both a benefit as well as a flaw. The
benefit is that, later, the claim can be made that it was out there all the time. Anyone could have known,
intelligence should have known, and their not knowing reveals a level of incompetence and/or larger forces
asking for it not to be pieced together in that way. These are resources for story-making, including PBS TV
shows, where maps eventually be screened. The flaw is that maybe they know that as well, and have
discounted it owing to better data. Nevertheless, we shall work with what we have, for there is software
(and important geo-political matters at hand).

Figure three: Output of thePattern Tracer by i2, Inc. "PatternTracer is a fast and effective solution for finding
patterns in your investigative data." Source:
http://i2inc.twiginteractive.com/Products/Pattern_Tracer/default.asp
The proper analyst would employ analytical and visualization software approximating theirs. The packages
that are commercially available and advertised as used by the police appear attractive (see figure three). It is
precisely here, in the sample screens, the demo and the subsequent experience with the package itself, that
excitement is generated for particular data collection. Questions immediately arise. Are we able to obtain
those records (e.g., phone call data) that would neatly fit into these fields here, in our database, so as to
make an image like that one there?
In terms of our output, we may have a workaround for a particular problem confronting positivist
undertakings like mapping. In ours and theirs, there is a tendency to erase the back-end, i.e., both the data
collection as well as analysis - not only the decisions but also the touch-up's. In positivist science (where
mapping has had its home) one often does not allow that. Rather, one strives to verify through reproduction.
This may be impossible, given limited access to their data, their instruments, their software. If we are to
map properly, we cannot discount our need for positivism owing to the lack of knowledge about the data, the
instruments, the software. We could rely, however, on the phrase 'publicly available information,' for that
may take the heat off for a moment whilst we make our map. But normally this trick is not pulled; rather,
the accompanying paper is fully referenced (more stringently than even the Chicago Manual of Style
requires), and the journalist names, newspaper article titles, newspapers, dates as well as page numbers are
all given.[6] The display of scientism (journal-making, society formation, conference meetings, heavy
referencing), the science sociologists once pointed out, is found across non-academic 'science'.
With paper and map, the far more important question is the extent to which the invitation into the symbolic

With paper and map, the far more important question is the extent to which the invitation into the symbolic
world is accepted, and the subsequent discussions only revolve around interpretation. This is beyond the
techno-epistemological outlook I wish to describe, beyond the realization that we do not know what they
know, but would like to think we can approximate the data collection (or decide on principle to use the
publicly available) as well as the stunning output. The question is, how successful are the maps (as an
information format) in organizing the networks as networks? If the nodes and connections are out there, and
we have captured them, can we finally get everybody into a design discussion?
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On the Difficulty of Being an
ANT: An Interlude in the Form
of a Dialog

A

n office at the London School of Economics on a dark Tuesday
afternoon in February before moving upstairs to the Beaver for a
pint. A quiet but insistent knock is heard. A student peers into the
office.198
Student: Am I bothering you?
Professor: Not at all. These are my office hours. Come in, have a seat.
S: Thank you.
P: So . . . I take it that you are a bit lost?
S: Well, yes. I am finding it difficult, I have to say, to apply Actor
Network Theory to my case study on organizations.
P: No wonder! It isn’t applicable to anything.
S: But we were taught . . . I mean . . . it seems like hot stuff around
here. Are you saying it’s useless?
P: It might be useful, but only if it does not ‘apply’ to something.
S: Sorry, but are you playing some sort of Zen trick here? I have to
warn you that I’m just a straight Organization Studies doctoral student, so don’t expect . . . I’m not too much into French stuff either, just
read a bit of Thousand Plateaus but couldn’t make much sense of it . . .
P: Sorry, I wasn’t trying to say anything cute. Just that ANT is first of
all a negative argument. It does not say anything positive on any state
of affairs.
S: So what can it do for me?
P: The best it can do for you is to say something like, ‘When your
informants mix up organization, hardware, psychology, and politics
in one sentence, don’t break it down first into neat little pots; try to
follow the link they make among those elements that would have
198
A version of this dialog has appeared in The Social Study of Information and Communication Technology, edited by C. Avgerou, C. Ciborra, and F.F. Land, Oxford University
Press, 2004, pp. 62–76.
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looked completely incommensurable if you had followed normal procedures.’ That’s all. ANT can’t tell you positively what the link is.
S: So why is it called a ‘theory’ if it says nothing about the things we
study?
P: It’s a theory, and a strong one I think, but about how to study
things, or rather how not to study them—or rather, how to let the
actors have some room to express themselves.
S: Do you mean that other social theories don’t allow that?
P: In a way, yes, and because of their very strengths: they are good at
saying substantive things about what the social world is made of. In
most cases that’s fine; the ingredients are known; their repertoire
should be kept short. But that doesn’t work when things are changing
fast. Nor is it good for organization studies, information studies,
marketing, science and technology studies or management studies,
where boundaries are so terribly fuzzy. New topics, that’s what you
need ANT for.
S: But my agents, I mean the people I am studying at the company,
they form a lot of networks. They are connected to a lot of other
things, they are all over the place . . .
P: But see, that’s the problem! You don’t need Actor-Network to say
that. Any available social theory would do. It’s a waste of time for you
to pick such an outlandish argument simply to show that your informants are ‘forming a network’.
S: But they are! They form a network. Look, I have been tracing their
connections: computer chips, standards, schooling, money, rewards,
countries, cultures, corporate boardrooms, everything. Haven’t I described a network in your sense?
P: Not necessarily. I agree this is terribly confusing, and it’s largely
our fault—the word we invented is a pretty horrible one. But you
should not confuse the network that is drawn by the description and
the network that is used to make the description.
S: Come again?
P: Surely you’d agree that drawing with a pencil is not the same thing
as drawing the shape of a pencil. It’s the same with this ambiguous
word: network. With Actor-Network you may describe something that
doesn’t at all look like a network—an individual state of mind, a piece
of machinery, a fictional character; conversely, you may describe a
network—subways, sewages, telephones—which is not all drawn in
an ‘Actor-Networky’ way. You are simply confusing the object with the
method. ANT is a method, and mostly a negative one at that; it says
nothing about the shape of what is being described with it.
S: This is confusing! But my company executives, are they not
forming a nice, revealing, powerful network?
P: Maybe, I mean, surely they are—but so what?
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S: Then I can study them with Actor-Network-Theory!
P: Again, maybe yes, but maybe not. It depends entirely on what you
yourself allow your actors (or rather, your actants) to do. Being connected, being interconnected, or being heterogeneous is not enough.
It all depends on the sort of action that is flowing from one to the
other, hence the words ‘net’ and ‘work’. Really, we should say ‘worknet’ instead of ‘network’. It’s the work, and the movement, and the
flow, and the changes that should be stressed. But now we are stuck
with ‘network’ and everyone thinks we mean the World Wide Web or
something like that.
S: Do you mean to say that once I have shown that my actors are
related in the shape of a network, I have not yet done an ANT study?
P: That’s exactly what I mean: ANT is more like the name of a pencil
or a brush than the name of a specific shape to be drawn or painted.
S: But when I said ANT was a tool and asked you if it could be
applied, you objected!
P: Because it’s not a tool, or rather, because tools are never ‘mere’
tools ready to be applied: they always modify the goals you had in
mind. That’s what ‘actor’ means. Actor Network (I agree the name is
silly) allows you to produce some effects that you would not have
obtained by some other social theory. That’s all that I can vouch for.
It’s a very common experience. Just try to draw with a lead pencil or
with charcoal, you will feel the difference; and cooking tarts with a gas
oven is not the same as with an electric one.
S: But that’s not what my supervisor wants. He wants a frame in
which to put my data.
P: If you want to store more data, buy a bigger hard disk.
S: He always says: ‘Student, you need a framework.’
P: Maybe your supervisor is in the business of selling pictures! It’s
true that frames are nice for showing: gilded, white, carved, baroque,
aluminum, etc. But have you ever met a painter who began his masterpiece by first choosing the frame? That would be a bit odd, wouldn’t
it?
S: You’re playing with words. By ‘frame’ I mean a theory, an argument, a general point, a concept—something for making sense of the
data. You always need one.
P: No you don’t! Tell me, if some X is a mere ‘case of’ Y, what is more
important to study: X that is the special case or Y which is the rule?
S: Probably Y. . . but X too, just to see if it’s really an application
of . . . well, both I guess.
P: I would bet on Y myself, since X will not teach you anything new.
If something is simply an ‘instance of’ some other state of affairs, go
study this state of affairs instead. A case study that needs a frame in
addition, well, it is a case study that was badly chosen to begin with!
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S: But you always need to put things into a context, don’t you?
P: I have never understood what context meant, no. A frame makes a
picture look nicer, it may direct the gaze better, increase the value,
allows to date it, but it doesn’t add anything to the picture. The frame,
or the context, is precisely the sum of factors that make no difference
to the data, what is common knowledge about it. If I were you, I would
abstain from frameworks altogether. Just describe the state of affairs at
hand.
S: ‘Just describe’. Sorry to ask, but is this not terribly naive? Is this not
exactly the sort of empiricism, or realism, that we have been warned
against? I thought your argument was, um, more sophisticated than
that.
P: Because you think description is easy? You must be confusing it,
I guess, with strings of clichés. For every hundred books of commentaries and arguments, there is only one of description. To describe, to
be attentive to the concrete state of affairs, to find the uniquely
adequate account of a given situation, I myself have always found
this incredibly demanding.
S: I have to say that I’m lost here. We have been taught that there are
two types of sociology, the interpretative and the objectivist. Surely
you don’t want to say you are of the objectivist type?
P: You bet I am! Yes, by all means.
S: You? But we have been told you were something of a relativist! You
have been quoted as saying that even the natural sciences are not
objective. Surely you are for interpretative sociology, for viewpoints,
multiplicity of standpoints and all that.
P: I have no real sympathy for interpretative sociologies. No. On the
contrary, I firmly believe that sciences are objective—what else could
they be? They’re all about objects, no? What I have said is simply that
objects might look a bit more complicated, folded, multiple, complex,
and entangled than what the ‘objectivist’, as you say, would like them
to be.
S: But that’s exactly what ‘interpretative’ sociologies argue, no?
P: Oh no, not at all. They would say that human desires, human
meanings, human intentions, etc., introduce some ‘interpretive flexibility’ into a world of inflexible objects, of ‘pure causal relations’, of
‘strictly material connections’. That’s not at all what I am saying.
I would say that this computer here on my desk, this screen, this
keyboard are objects made of multiple layers, exactly as much as you
sitting here are: your body, your language, your worries. It’s the object
itself that adds multiplicity, or rather the thing, the ‘gathering’. When
you speak of hermeneutics, no matter which precaution you take, you
always expect the second shoe to drop: someone inevitably will add:
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‘But of course there also exists ‘‘natural’’, ‘‘objective’’ things that are
‘‘not’’ interpreted’.
S: That’s just what I was going to say! There are not only objective
realities, but also subjective ones! This is why we need both types of
social theories . . .
P: See? That’s the inevitable trap: ‘Not only. . . but also’. Either you
extend the argument to everything, but then it becomes useless—
‘interpretation’ becomes another synonym for ‘objectivity’—or else
you limit it to one aspect of reality, the human, and then you are
stuck—since objectivity is always on the other side of the fence. And
it makes no difference if the other side is considered richer or poorer;
it’s out of reach anyway.
S: But you wouldn’t deny that you also possess a standpoint, that
ANT is situated as well, that you also add another layer of interpretation, a perspective?
P: No, why would I ‘deny’ it? But so what? The great thing about a
standpoint is that you can stand on it and modify it! Why would I be
‘stuck with’ it? From where they are on earth, astronomers have a
limited perspective. Take for instance Greenwich, the Observatory
down the river from here. Have you been there? It’s a beautiful place.
And yet, they have been pretty good at shifting this perspective,
through instruments, telescopes, satellites. They can now draw a
map of the distribution of galaxies in the whole universe. Pretty
good, no? Show me one standpoint and I will show you two dozen
ways to shift out of it. Listen: all this opposition between ‘standpoint’
and ‘view from nowhere’, you can safely forget. And also this difference between ‘interpretative’ and ‘objectivist’. Leave hermeneutics
aside and go back to the object—or rather, to the thing.
S: But I am always limited to my situated viewpoint, to my perspective, to my own subjectivity?
P: Of course you are! But what makes you think that ‘having a
viewpoint’ means ‘being limited’ or especially ‘subjective’? When
you travel abroad and you follow the sign ‘Belvedere 1.5 km’, ‘Panorama’, ‘Bella vista’, when you finally reach the breath-taking site, in
what way is this proof of your ‘subjective limits’? It’s the thing itself,
the valley, the peaks, the roads, that offer you this grasp, this handle,
this take. The best proof is that, two meters lower, you see nothing
because of the trees and two meters higher, you see nothing because of
a parking lot. And yet you have the same limited ‘subjectivity’ and you
transport with you exactly the very same ‘standpoint’! If you can have
many points of views on a statue, it’s because the statue itself is in
three-dimensions and allows you, yes, allows you to move around it.
If something supports many viewpoints, it’s just that it’s highly
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complex, intricately folded, nicely organized, and beautiful, yes, objectively beautiful.
S: But certainly nothing is objectively beautiful—beauty has to be
subjective . . . taste and color, relative . . . I am lost again. Why would we
spend so much time in this school fighting objectivism then? What
you say can’t be right.
P: Because the things people call ‘objective’ are most of the time the
clichés of matters of facts. We don’t have a very good description of
anything: of what a computer, a piece of software, a formal system, a
theorem, a company, a market is. We know next to nothing of what
this thing you’re studying, an organization, is. How would we be able to
distinguish it from human emotions? So, there are two ways to criticize objectivity: one is by going away from the object to the subjective
human viewpoint. But the other direction is the one I am talking
about: back to the object. Positivists don’t own objectivity. A computer
described by Alan Turing is quite a bit richer and more interesting than
the ones described by Wired magazine, no? As we saw in class yesterday, a soap factory described by Richard Powers in Gain is much livelier
than what you read in Harvard case studies. The name of the game is to
get back to empiricism.
S: Still, I am limited to my own view.
P: Of course you are, but again, so what? Don’t believe all that crap
about being ‘limited’ to one’s perspective. All of the sciences have been
inventing ways to move from one standpoint to the next, from one
frame of reference to the next, for God’s sake: that’s called relativity.
S: Ah! So you confess you are a relativist!
P: But of course, what else could I be? If I want to be a scientist and
reach objectivity, I have to be able to travel from one frame of reference to the next, from one standpoint to the next. Without those
displacements, I would be limited to my own narrow point of view
for good.
S: So you associate objectivity with relativism?
P: ‘Relativity’, yes, of course. All the sciences do the same. Our
sciences do it as well.
S: But what is our way to change our standpoints?
P: I told you, we are in the business of descriptions. Everyone else is
trading on clichés. Enquiries, survey, fieldwork, archives, polls, whatever—we go, we listen, we learn, we practice, we become competent,
we change our views. Very simple really: it’s called inquiries. Good
inquiries always produce a lot of new descriptions.
S: But I have lots of descriptions already! I’m drowning in them.
That’s just my problem. That’s why I’m lost and that’s why I thought it
would be useful to come to you. Can’t ANT help me with this mass of
data? I need a framework!
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P: ‘My Kingdom for a frame!’ Very moving; I think I understand your
desperation. But no, ANT is pretty useless for that. Its main tenet is
that actors themselves make everything, including their own frames,
their own theories, their own contexts, their own metaphysics,
even their own ontologies. So the direction to follow would be more
descriptions I am afraid.
S: But descriptions are too long. I have to explain instead.
P: See? This is where I disagree with most of the training in the social
sciences.
S: You would disagree with the need for social sciences to provide an
explanation for the data they accumulate? And you call yourself a
social scientist and an objectivist!
P: I’d say that if your description needs an explanation, it’s not a
good description, that’s all. Only bad descriptions need an explanation. It’s quite simple really. What is meant by a ‘social explanation’
most of the time? Adding another actor to provide those already
described with the energy necessary to act. But if you have to add
one, then the network was not complete. And if the actors already
assembled do not have enough energy to act, then they are not ‘actors’
but mere intermediaries, dopes, puppets. They do nothing, so they
should not be in the description anyhow. I have never seen a good
description in need of an explanation. But I have read countless bad
descriptions to which nothing was added by a massive addition of
‘explanations’. And ANT did not help.
S: This is very distressing. I should have known—the other students
warned me not to touch ANT stuff even with a long pole. Now you are
telling me that I shouldn’t even try to explain anything!
P: I did not say that. I simply said that either your explanation is
relevant and, in practice, this means you are adding a new agent to the
description—the network is simply longer than you thought—or it’s
not an actor that makes any difference and you are merely adding
something irrelevant which helps neither the description nor the
explanation. In that case, throw it away.
S: But all my colleagues use them. They talk about ‘IBM corporate
culture’, ‘British isolationism’, ‘market pressure’, ‘self-interest’. Why
should I deprive myself of those contextual explanations?
P: You can keep them as shorthand or to quickly fill in the parts of
your picture that make no difference to you, but don’t believe they
explain anything. At best they apply equally to all your actors, which
means they are probably superfluous since they are unable to introduce a difference among them. At worst, they drown all the new
interesting actors in a diluvium of older ones. Deploy the content
with all its connections and you will have the context in addition.
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As Rem Koolhaas said, ‘context stinks’. It’s simply a way of stopping
the description when you are tired or too lazy to go on.
S: But that’s exactly my problem: to stop. I have to complete this
doctorate. I have just eight more months. You always say ‘more descriptions’ but this is like Freud and his cures: indefinite analysis.
When do you stop? My actors are all over the place! Where should
I go? What is a complete description?
P: Now that’s a good question because it’s a practical one. As I always
say: a good thesis is a thesis that is done. But there is another way to
stop than just by ‘adding an explanation’ or ‘putting it into a frame’.
S: Tell me it then.
P: You stop when you have written your 50,000 words or whatever is
the format here, I always forget.
S: Oh! That’s really great. So my thesis is finished when it’s completed. So helpful, really, many thanks. I feel so relieved now.
P: Glad you like it! No seriously, don’t you agree that any method
depends on the size and type of texts you promised to deliver?
S: But that’s a textual limit, it has nothing to do with method.
P: See? That’s again why I dislike the way doctoral students are
trained. Writing texts has everything to do with method. You write a
text of so many words, in so many months, based on so many interviews, so many hours of observation, so many documents. That’s all.
You do nothing more.
S: But I do more than that. I learn, I study, I explain, I criticize, I . . .
P: But all those grandiose goals, you achieve them through a text,
don’t you?
S: Of course, but it’s a tool, a medium, a way of expressing myself.
P: There is no tool, no medium, only mediators. A text is thick.
That’s an ANT tenet, if any.
S: Sorry, Professor, I told you, I have never been into French stuff;
I can write in C and even C þþ, but I don’t do Derrida, semiotics, any
of it. I don’t believe the world is made of words and all of that . . .
P: Don’t try to be sarcastic. It doesn’t suit the engineer in you. And
anyway I don’t believe that either. You ask me how to stop and I am
just telling you that the best you will be able to do, as a PhD student, is
to add a text —which will have been read by your advisors, maybe a
few of your informants, and three or four fellow doctoral students —to
a given state of affairs. Nothing fancy in that: just plain realism. One
solution for how to stop is to ‘add a framework’, an ‘explanation’; the
other is to put the last word in the last chapter of your damn thesis.
S: I have been trained in the sciences! I am a systems engineer—I am
not coming to Organization Studies to abandon that. I am willing to
add flow charts, institutions, people, mythologies, and psychology to
what I already know. I am even prepared to be ‘symmetric’ as you teach
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us about those various factors. But don’t tell me that science is about
telling nice stories. This is the difficulty with you. One moment you
are completely objectivist, perhaps even a naive realist—‘just describe’—and the other you are completely relativist—‘tell some nice
stories and run’. Is this not so terribly French?
P: And that would make you so terribly what? Don’t be silly. Who
talked about ‘nice stories’? Not me. I said you were writing a PhD thesis.
Can you deny that? And then I said that this so-many-words-long PhD
thesis—which will be the only lasting result of your stay among us—is
thick.
S: Meaning?
P: Meaning that it’s not just a transparent windowpane, transporting without deformation some information about your study. ‘There is
no in-formation, only trans-formation.’ I assume that you agree with
this ANT slogan? Well, then this is surely also true of your PhD thesis,
no?
S: Maybe, but in what sense does it help me to be more scientific,
that’s what I want to know. I don’t want to abandon the ethos of
science.
P: Because this text, depending on the way it’s written, will or will not
capture the actor-network you wish to study. The text, in our discipline, is not a story, not a nice story. Rather, it’s the functional equivalent of a laboratory. It’s a place for trials, experiments, and simulations.
Depending on what happens in it, there is or there is not an actor and
there is or there is not a network being traced. And that depends
entirely on the precise ways in which it is written—and every single
new topic requires a new way to be handled by a text. Most texts are
just plain dead. Nothing happens in them.
S: But no one mentions ‘text’ in our program. We talk about ‘studying the organization, not ‘writing’ about it.
P: That’s what I am telling you: you are being badly trained! Not
teaching social science doctoral students to write their PhDs is like
not teaching chemists to do laboratory experiments. That’s why I am
teaching nothing but writing nowadays. I keep repeating the same
mantra: ‘describe, write, describe, write.’
S: The problem is that’s not what my supervisor wants! He wants my
case studies to ‘lead to some useful generalization’. He does not want
‘mere description’. So even if I do what you want, I will have one nice
description of one state of affairs, and then what? I still have to put it
into a frame, find a typology, compare, explain, generalize. That’s why
I’m starting to panic.
P: You should panic only if your actors were not doing that constantly as well, actively, reflexively, obsessively. They, too, compare;
they, too, produce typologies; they, too, design standards; they, too,
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spread their machines as well as their organizations, their ideologies,
their states of mind. Why would you be the one doing the intelligent
stuff while they would act like a bunch of morons? What they do to
expand, to relate, to compare, to organize is what you have to describe
as well. It’s not another layer that you would have to add to the ‘mere
description’. Don’t try to shift from description to explanation: simply
go on with the description. What your own ideas are about your company is of no interest whatsoever compared to how this bit of the
company itself has managed to spread.
S: But if my people don’t act, if they don’t actively compare, standardize, organize, generalize, what do I do? I will be stuck! I won’t be
able to add any other explanations.
P: You are really extraordinary! If your actors don’t act, they will
leave no trace whatsoever. So you will have no information at all. So
you will have nothing to say.
S: You mean when there is no trace I should remain silent?
P: Incredible! Would you raise this question in any of the natural
sciences? It would sound totally silly. It takes a social scientist to claim
that they can go on explaining even in the absence of any information! Are you really prepared to make up data?
S: No, of course not, but still I want . . .
P: Good, at least you are more reasonable than some of our colleagues. No trace left, thus no information, thus no description, then
no talk. Don’t fill it in. It’s like a map of a country in the 16th century:
no one went there or no one came back, so for God’s sake, leave it
blank! Terra incognita.
S: But what about invisible entities acting in some hidden ways?
P: If they act, they leave some trace. And then you will have some
information, then you can talk about them. If not, just shut up.
S: But what if they are repressed, denied, silenced?
P: Nothing on earth allows you to say they are there without bringing in the proof of their presence. That proof might be indirect, farfetched, complicated, but you need it. Invisible things are invisible.
Period. If they make other things move, and you can document those
moves, then they are visible.
S: Proof? What is a proof anyway? Isn’t that terribly positivistic?
P: I hope so, yes. What’s so great about saying that things are acting
whose existence you can’t prove? I am afraid you are confusing social
theory with conspiracy theory—although these days most of critical
social science comes down to that.
S: But if I add nothing, I simply repeat what actors say.
P: What would be the use of adding invisible entities that act
without leaving any trace and make no difference to any state of
affairs?
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S: But I have to make the actors learn something they didn’t know; if
not, why would I study them?
P: You social scientists! You always baffle me. If you were studying
ants, instead of ANT, would you expect ants to learn something from
your study? Of course not. They are the teachers, you learn from them.
You explain what they do to you for your own benefit, or for that of
other entomologists, not for them, who don’t care one bit. What
makes you think that a study is always supposed to teach things to
the people being studied?
S: But that’s the whole idea of the social sciences! That’s why I’m
here at the school: to criticize the ideology of management, to debunk
the many myths of information technology, to gain a critical edge over
all the technical hype, the ideology of the market. If not, believe me,
I would still be in Silicon Valley, and I would be making a lot more
money—well, maybe not now, since the bubble burst . . . But anyway,
I have to provide some reflexive understanding to the people . . .
P: . . . Who of course were not reflexive before you came to honor
them with your study!
S: In a way, yes. I mean, no. They did things but did not know
why . . . What’s wrong with that?
P: What’s wrong is that it’s so terribly cheap. Most of what social
scientists call ‘reflexivity’ is just a way of asking totally irrelevant
questions to people who ask other questions for which the analyst
does not have the slightest answer! Reflexivity is not a birthright you
transport with you just because you are at the LSE! You and your
informants have different concerns—when they intersect it’s a miracle. And miracles, in case you don’t know, are rare.
S: But if I have nothing to add to what actors say, I won’t be able to be
critical.
P: See, one moment you want to explain and play the scientist, while
the next moment you want to debunk and criticize and play the
militant . . .
S: I was going to say: one moment you are a naive realist—back to
the object—and the next you say that you just write a text that adds
nothing but simply trails behind your proverbial ‘actors themselves’.
This is totally apolitical. No critical edge that I can see.
P: Tell me, Master Debunker, how are you going to gain a ‘critical
edge’ over your actors? I am eager to hear this.
S: Only if I have a framework. That’s what I was looking for in
coming here, but obviously ANT is unable to give me one.
P: And I am glad it doesn’t. I assume this framework of yours is
hidden to the eyes of your informants and revealed by your study?
S: Yes, of course. That should be the added value of my work, not the
description since everyone already knows that. But the explanation,
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the context, that’s something they have no time to see, the typology.
You see, they are too busy to think. That’s what I can deliver. By the
way, I have not told you yet, at the company, they are ready to give me
access to their files.
P: Excellent, at least they are interested in what you do. It’s a good
beginning. But you are not claiming that in your six months of fieldwork, you can by yourself, just by writing a few hundred pages, produce more knowledge than those 340 engineers and staff that you
have been studying?
S: Not ‘more’ knowledge but different. Yes, I hope I can. Shouldn’t
I strive exactly for that? Is this not why I am in this business?
P: I am not sure what business you are in, but how different is the
knowledge you produce from theirs, that’s the big question.
S: It’s the same kind of knowledge as all the sciences, the same way of
explaining things: by going from the case at hand to the cause. And
once I know the cause, I can generate the effect as a consequence.
What’s wrong with that? It’s like asking what will happen to a pendulum that has been moved far from the equilibrium. If I know Galileo’s
law, I don’t even need to look at any concrete pendulum anymore;
I know exactly what will happen—provided I forget the perturbations,
naturally.
P: Naturally! So what you are hoping for is that your explanatory
framework will be to your case study what Galileo’s law is to the fall of
the pendulum—minus the perturbations.
S: Yes, I guess so, though less precisely scientific. Why? What’s
wrong with that?
P: Nothing. It would be great, but is it feasible? It means that,
whatever a given concrete pendulum does, it will add no new information to the law of falling bodies. The law holds in potentia everything there is to know about the pendulum’s state of affairs. The
concrete case is simply, to speak like a philosopher, the ‘realization of
a potential’ that was already there.
S: Isn’t that an ideal explanation?
P: That’s just the problem. It’s an ideal squared: the ideal of an ideal
explanation. I doubt somewhat that your company’s subsidiary behaves that way. And I am pretty confident that you can’t produce the
law of its behavior that will allow you to deduce everything as the
realization in concreto of what was already there potentially.
S: Minus the perturbations . . .
P: Yes, yes, yes, this goes without saying. Your modesty is admirable.
S: Are you making fun of me here? Striving for that sort of framework
seems feasible to me.
P: But even it were, would it be desirable? See, what you are really
telling me is that the actors in your description make no difference
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whatsoever. They have simply realized a potential—apart from minor
deviations—which means they are not actors at all: they simply carry
the force that comes through them. So, my dear Student, you have
been wasting your time describing people, objects, sites that are nothing, in effect, but passive intermediaries since they do nothing on their
own. Your fieldwork has been simply wasted. You should have gone
directly to the cause.
S: But that’s what a science is for! Just that: finding the hidden
structure that explains the behavior of those agents you thought
were doing something but in fact are simply placeholders for something else.
P: So you are a structuralist! You’ve finally come out of the closet.
Placeholders, isn’t that what you call actors? And you want to do Actor
Network Theory at the same time! That’s stretching the limits of
eclecticism pretty far!
S: Why can’t I do both? Certainly if ANT has any scientific content,
it has to be structuralist.
P: Have you realized that there is the word ‘actor’ in actor-network?
Can you tell me what sort of action a placeholder does in a structuralist
explanation?
S: That’s easy, it fulfills a function. This is what is so great about
structuralism, if I have understood it correctly. Any other agent in the
same position would be forced to do the same.
P: So a placeholder, by definition, is entirely substitutable by any
other?
S: Yes, that’s what I am saying.
P: But that’s also what is so implausible and what makes it radically
incompatible with ANT. In my vocabulary, an actor that makes no
difference is not an actor at all. An actor, if words have any meaning, is
exactly what is not substitutable. It’s a unique event, totally irreducible
to any other, except, that is, if you render one commensurable with
another one by some process of standardization—but even that requires a third actor, a third event.
S: So you are telling me that ANT is not a science!
P: Not a structuralist science, that’s for sure.
S: That’s the same thing, any science . . .
P: No! Organization Studies, Science and Technology Studies, Business Studies, Information Studies, Sociology, Geography, Anthropology, whatever the field, they cannot rely, by definition, on any
structuralist explanation since information is transformation.
S: ‘Systems of transformations’, that’s exactly what structuralism is
about!
P: No way, my friend, since in structuralism nothing is really transformed, it’s simply combined. You don’t seem to fathom the abyss that
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exists between it and ANT. A structure is just a network on which you
have only very sketchy information. It’s useful when you are pressed
for time, but don’t tell me it’s more scientific. If I want to have actors in
my account, they have to do things, not to be placeholders; if they do
something, they have to make a difference. If they make no difference,
drop them, start the description anew. You want a science in which
there is no object.
S: You and your stories. Eventful stories, that’s what you want! I am
talking about explanation, knowledge, critical edge, not writing
scripts for soap operas on Channel 4!
P: I was getting to that. You want your bundle of a few hundred
pages to make a difference, no? Well then, you have to be able to prove
that your description of what people do, when it comes back to them,
does make a difference to the way they were doing things. Is this what
you call having a ‘critical edge’?
S: I guess so, yes.
P: But you would agree that it wouldn’t do to provide them with an
irrelevant appeal to causes that make no difference to what they do
because they are too general?
S: Of course not. I was talking about real causalities.
P: But those won’t do either because if they existed, which I doubt
very much they do, they would have no other effect than transforming
your informants into the placeholders of other actors, which you call
function, structure, grammar, etc. In effect, they wouldn’t be actors
anymore but dopes, puppets—and even that would be quite unfair to
puppets. Anyway, you are making actors out to be nothing: at best
they could add some minor perturbations like the concrete pendulum
that only adds slight wobbles.
S: Huh?
P: Now you have to tell me what is so politically great about transforming those you have studied into hapless, ‘actless’ placeholders for
hidden functions that you, and you only, can see and detect?
S: Hmm, you have a way of turning things upside down. Now I am
not so sure. If actors become aware of what is imposed on them, if they
become more conscious, more reflexive, then is their consciousness
not raised somewhat? They can now take their fate into their own
hands. They become more enlightened, no? If so, I would say that
now, and in part thanks to me, they are more active now, more
complete actors.
P: Bravo, bravissimo! So an actor for you is some fully determined
agent, plus a placeholder for a function, plus a bit of perturbation, plus
some consciousness provided by enlightened social scientists? Horrible, simply horrible. And you want to apply ANT to these people!
After you have reduced them from actors to placeholders, you want to
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add insult to injury and generously bring to those poor blokes the
reflexivity they had before and that you have taken away by treating
them in a structuralist way! Magnificent! They were actors before you
came in with your ‘explanation’. Don’t tell me that it’s your study that
might make them so. Great job, Student! Bourdieu could not have
done better.
S: You might not like Bourdieu very much, but at least he was a real
scientist, and even better, he was politically relevant. As far as I can
tell, your ANT is neither.
P: Thanks. I have been studying the links between science and
politics for about thirty years, so I am hard to intimidate with talks
of which science is ‘politically relevant’.
S: I have learned not to be intimidated by arguments of authority, so
your thirty years of study makes no difference to me.
P: Touché. But your question was: ‘What can I do with ANT?’
I answered it: no structuralist explanation. The two are completely
incompatible. Either you have actors who realize potentialities and
thus are not actors at all, or you describe actors who are rendering
virtualities actual (this is Deleuze’s parlance by the way) and which
require very specific texts. Your connection with those you study
requires very specific protocols to work—I guess this is what you
would call ‘critical edge’ and ‘political relevance’.
S: So where do we differ? You, too, want to have a critical edge.
P: Yes, maybe, but I am sure of one thing: it’s not automatic and
most of the time it will fail. Two hundred pages of interviews, observations, etc. will not make any difference whatsoever. To be relevant
requires another set of extraordinary circumstances. It’s a rare event. It
requires an incredibly imaginative protocol. It requires something as
miraculous as Galileo with his pendulum or Pasteur with his rabies
virus.
S: So what should I do? Pray for a miracle? Sacrifice a chicken?
P: But why do you want your tiny little text to be automatically more
relevant to those who might be concerned by it (or not) than say a
huge laboratory of natural sciences? Look at how much it takes for
Intel2 chips to become relevant for mobile phones! And you want
everyone to have a label ‘LSE2 inside’ at no cost at all? To become
relevant you need extra work.
S: Just what I need, the prospect of even more work!
P: But that’s the whole point: if an argument is automatic, across the
board, all-purpose, then it can’t possibly be scientific. It’s simply
irrelevant. If a study is really scientific, then it could have failed.
S: Great reassurance, nice of you to remind me that I can fail my
thesis!
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P: You are confusing science with mastery. ‘Being able to lose the
phenomenon is essential to scientific practice.’199 Tell me, can you
imagine one single topic to which Bourdieu’s critical sociology, which
you are so fond of, could possibly not apply?
S: But I can’t imagine one single topic to which ANT would apply!
P: Beautiful, you are so right, that’s exactly what I think.
S: That was not meant as a compliment.
P: But I take it as a true one! An application of anything is as rare as a
good text of social science.
S: May I politely remark that, for all your exceedingly subtle philosophy of science, you have yet to tell me how to write one.
P: You were so eager to add frames, context, structure to your ‘mere
descriptions’, how would you have listened to me?
S: But what’s the difference between a good and a bad ANT text?
P: Now, that’s a good question! Answer: the same as between a good
and a bad laboratory. No more, no less.
S: Well, okay, um, thanks. It was nice of you to talk to me. But I think
after all, instead of ANT, I was thinking of using Luhmann’s system
theory as an underlying framework—that seems to hold a lot of promise, ‘autopoiesis’ and all that. Or maybe I will use a bit of both.
P: Hmmm . . . .
S: Don’t you like Luhmann?
P: I would leave aside all ‘underlying frameworks’ if I were you.
S: But your sort of ‘science’, from what I see, means breaking all the
rules of social science training.
P: I prefer to break them and follow my actors. As you said, I am, in
the end, a naive realist, a positivist.
S: You know what would be real nice? Since no one around here
seems to understand what ANT is, you should write an introduction to
it. That would ensure our teachers know what it is and then, if I may
say without being rude, they might not try to push us too hard into it,
if you see what I mean . . .
P: So it’s really that bad?
S: See, I’m just a PhD student, but you’re a professor. You have
published a lot. You can afford to do things that I can’t. I have to listen
to my supervisor. I simply can’t follow your advice too far.
P: Why come to me then? Why try to use ANT?
S: For the last half hour, I have to confess, I’ve been wondering the
same thing . . .
199

See Garfinkel, Ethnomethodology’s Program, p. 264.
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Abstract
This paper contributes to debates about the implications of digital technology for social
research by proposing the concept of the re-distribution of methods. In the context of
digitization, I argue, social research becomes noticeably a distributed accomplishment: online
platforms, users, devices and informational practices actively contribute to the performance of
digital social research. This also applies more specifically to social research methods, and this
paper explores the phenomenon in relation to two specific digital methods, online network
and textual analysis, argueing that sociological research stands much to gain from engaging
with it, both normatively and analytically speaking. I distinguish four predominant views on
the re-distribution of digital social methods: methods-as-usual, big methods, virtual methods
and digital methods. Taking up this last notion, I propose that a re-distributive understanding
of social research opens up a new approach to the re-mediation of social methods in digital
environments. I develop this argument through a discussion of two particular online research
platforms: the Issue Crawler, a web-based platform for hyperlink analysis, and the Co-Word
Machine, an online tool of textual analysis currently under development. Both these tools remediate existing social methods, and both, I argue, involve the attempt to render specific
methodology critiques effective in the online realm, namely critiques of the authority effects
implicit in citation analysis. As such, these methods offer ways for social research to
intervene critically in digital social research, and more specifically, in re-distributions of
social methods currently on-going in online environments.
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1. Introduction
As sociologists like to point out, the implications of technology for social life tend to be
imagined in either highly optimistic or deeply pessimistic ways (Woolgar, 2002). Current
debates about the implications of digitization for social research are no exception to this rule.
The question of how digital devices, and their proliferation across social life, transform social
research is generating much interest today, and, as a consequence, the question of the ‘social
implications of technology’ is now very much posed in relation to social research itself (Back,
2007; Savage et al, 2010; boyd and Crawford, 2011). As it turns out, these discussions are no
less susceptible to the polarizing effects of technology on the imagination, than, say, popular
debates about the implications of cloning or robotics on society. While some propose that
new technologies are opening up a golden age of social research, others argue that digitization
has engendered a crisis for social research, creating a situation in which we risk to loose ‘the
human element’ from view.
Both the optimistic and the pessimistic vision of digital social research start from a
similar observation: digital technologies have enabled a broad range of new practices
involving the recording, analysis and visualisation of social life (Fielding, 2008). Millions of
blogs document everyday life on an on-going basis; online platforms for social networking
such as Facebook generate masses of data for social analysis; and applications of ‘digital
analytics’ make it possible for everyone with access to these tools to analyse ‘social
behaviour’ in real-time. For the optimists, this situation implies a renaissance of social
research: the new technologies and practices greatly enhance the empirical and analytic
capacities of social research, and they render social research newly relevant to social life
(Latour et al, 2012). For the pessimists, the new digital sources of social intelligence
announce not so much a rejuvenation of social research, but rather pose a serious threat to
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established traditions and forms of sociological research (Savage and Burrows, 2007). From
this vantage point, the proliferation across social life of new technologies for recording,
analysing and visualising social life masks an underlying trend of a very different nature.
These technologies are leading to the privatization of social research: they enable the
displacement of social research to the corporate laboratories of big IT firms.
In this paper, I would like to unsettle this opposition between a utopian and dystopian
imagination of digital technology in social research. I would like to contribute to debates
about the implications of digitization for social research by exploring the concept of the redistribution of research. This notion has been put forward in the social studies of science and
technology (STS) to complicate our understanding of the relations between science,
technology, and society (Latour, 1988; Rheinberger, 1997; see also Whatmore, 2009). It
highlights how scientific research tends to involve contributions from a broad range of actors:
researchers, research subjects, funders, providers of research materials, infrastructure
builders, interested amateurs, and so on. Scientific research, according to this notion, must be
understood as a shared accomplishment of a diverse set of actors. This idea has clear
implications for digital social research: it suggest that it may be a mistake to try and locate
digital social research in a single domain, be it ‘the university’, or ‘everyday practices like
blogging’, or ‘the private laboratories of large IT firms.’ Instead, we should examine how, in
the context of digitization, the roles of social research are being distributed between a range
of different actors: between researchers, research subjects, digital technologies, and so on.
Moreover, the concept of re-distribution directs attention to a possible implication of
digitization for social research: digitization may be unsettling established divisions of labour
in social research. If we use blogs in social research, does this mean that we are partly
delegating the task of data collection to bloggers?
Here I would like to focus here on the re-distribution of a specific element in social
research, namely methods. Digitization has special implications for the role and status of
social research methods in particular (Fielding, 2008; Rogers, 2007; Lury and Adkins, 2009).
Views on this matter, too, diverge: some propose that digital technology inaugurates an age of
methodological innovation, as new technologies for data collection, analysis and visualisation
enable the further elaboration of existing methods and the development of new ones. Others
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are more inclined to emphasise the ‘return of the same’ masked by such claims to newness,
proposing that the ‘new’ digital methods continue along the same path as the ‘quantitative
revolution’ of the 1960s and 70s (boyd and Crawford, 2011; Uprichard, et al, 2008). These
observations are no less pertinent than the optimistic and pessimistic diagnoses flagged
above, but on the issue of method too, there seems to be potential in side-stepping the ‘false
choice’ between an utopian and a dystopian diagnosis, and to examine instead whether and
how digitization enables new ways of distributing methods among different agents involved
in social research. Social methods too, may be understood as a shared accomplishment,
involving contributions of researchers, research subjects, technologies, and so on (Rogers,
2009). The question is how the digital inflects this circumstance.
The issue of the re-distribution of methods is a slippery one, as the contributions of
different agents to the enactment of methods are hard to pin down: to return to the above
example, why would we call blogs agents of data collection, rather than data points in our
source set? On what grounds? To prevent being paralyzed by general questions like this, I
will explore the re-distribution of method here in a contextual and empirical way, namely by
examining two online platforms for social research: Issue Crawler, a web-based application
for network analysis which has been online for 10 years now, and a tool of online textual
analysis that is currently under development, provisionally called The Co-Word Machine.
Both of these tools adapt social research methods to the online environment, namely network
and textual analysis, and more precisely, co-citation and co-word analysis.1 And both of these
platforms can be said to undertake a ‘re-distribution’ of social research methods: they
transpose onto the Web methods that have long been championed in social research, and, in
doing so, they come to rely on a different set of entities in the enactment of this method, such
as Web crawlers and online data feeds. The translation of methods of network and textual
analysis into online environments, I will emphasise, enables a form of critical intervention in
digital social research: to implement these methods online is to offer a distinctive variation on
more prevalent applications of methods of network and textual analysis in digital networked
1

Both of these methods have been central to the development of actor-network theory, and in focusing on the remediation of these methods, I am also exploring how online research tools translate methods of actor-network
theory into networked digital media. On doing so, I will join others in arguing that digitization offers opportunities
for a generalization of this sociological research programme (Latour, 1998; Law, 2008; Savage, 2010; Latour,
2012).
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media. The overall aim, then, is to get a more precise sense of the space of intervention
opened up by digital social methods – of method as intervention - online. First, however, I
would like to revisit in more detail the current debate about the implications of digitization for
social research.

2. The digitization of social life and the re-distribution of social research
The on-going debate about the implications of digital technology for social research has
directed attention to three significant features of digitization. No doubt the most important
one is the proliferation of new devices, genres and formats for the documentation of social
life. The last decade has seen an explosion of digital technologies that enable people to report
and comment upon social life, from photo-sharing via Flickr to the public gossip of Twitter.
Such online platforms allow users to publicise their accounts of everyday life like never
before, in the form of simple text or snapshots taken with mobile phones. Especially
interesting about the new devices from a sociological perspective is that they enable the
routine generation of data about social life as part of social life (Fielding et al, 2008; see on
this point also Marres, 2011). ‘Social media’ platforms, that is, embed the process of social
data generation in everyday practices, whether in the form of people ‘live’ commenting on an
event via Twitter to the smart electricity meters that record fluctuations in domestic energy
use. Finally, the two previous developments cannot really be understood without considering
the development of online platforms and tools for the analysis of digital social data.
These days, most online platforms come with ‘analytics’ attached: a set of tools and
services facilitating the analysis of the data generated by said platforms, from blog posts to
Facebook friends. In this respect, what is especially significant for social research about
online platforms for ‘user-generated content’ is that they actively support the adaptation of
these platforms for purposes of social research. An example here is Yahoo Clues, a recently
launched online platform that makes data generated by the Yahoo search engine available for
analysis, allowing ‘you to instantly discover what’s popular to a select group of searchers –
by age or gender – over the past day, week or even over the past year.”2 Providing access to a
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New Yahoo! Clues Launches, Posted June 29th, 2011, http://www.ysearchblog.com/2011/06/29/new-yahooclues-launches/
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searchable data-base of search engine queries, Yahoo Clues makes available for analysis an
arguably new type of social data, in the form of millions of queries that people perform as
part of everyday life. And as Yahoo Clues allows its users to break down popular queries in
terms of searcher profiles (gender, age, geographic location), it enables a distinctively social
form of analysis. It also provides an example of the ‘relocation’ of social research enabled by
digitization, as it formats social analysis as a popular practice that ‘anyone’ might like to
engage in.

Figure 1: Yahoo Clues: a new beta service that gives you a unique ‘behind the scenes’ look
into popular trends across the millions of people who use Yahoo! to search each day (July
2011).

Social theorists have been hard pressed to provide an integrated assessment of these
various developments and their implications for social research. Some authors have sought to
affirm the new popular appeal of social research, suggesting that we are today witnessing a
radical expansion in the range of actors, devices, and settings caught up in the recording,
reporting and analysis of social life. Some sociologists have been tempted to see in social
media platforms a clear case of ‘non-professional researchers enthusiastically engaging in the
recording and reporting of social life’ (my formulation). This would suggest that digitization
is occasioning a revival of amateur-led social research, invoking memories of the English
Mass Observation Movement, with its armies of lay people who documented scenes of
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everyday life in notebooks and questionnaires during the 1930s and 40s (Huddle, 2007;
Savage, 2010). But others – indeed, in some cases the same authors – are more drawn to the
dark side of this vision. Thus, Savage and Borrows (2007; 2009), in their influential article on
‘The Coming Crisis of Empirical Sociology’, prophesized that digitization signals the demise
of sociology as a public form of knowledge. In their account digitization, in spite of popular
appearances, enables the concentration of social research capacity in a few well-resourced
research centres, most notably of big IT firms. In this view, the wide popularity of online
platforms for the collection, annotation and analysis of social data makes possible the
concentration of research in a few hubs of the digital economy, equipped for the central
storage, processing and valuation of these data.
As has often been pointed out, the optimistic and the pessimistic diagnosis of a social
phenomenon, while in some ways strictly opposed to another, may in other ways be neatly
aligned (Haraway, 1991; Woolgar, 2002). As we know from the social study of consumer
culture, dynamics of popularization and infrastructural concentration are by no means antithetical. As Celia Lury (1996; 2004) observed, popular fashion brands like Nike are marked
by proliferation and unification, by the combination of an open-ended multiplicity of Nikeinflected social practices and a centralized orchestration of the phenomenon. To observe,
then, that the spread of digital devices for the recording and analysis social life occurs
simultaneously with the concentration of control over the infrastructure that enables it is to
note an all too familiar feature of post-industrial societies. It is just that, in the context of
digitization, these dynamics are proving increasingly relevant to social research itself. But
here I would like to argue that by concentrating on this overarching issue of the displacement
of research capacity - to society at large, or the IT industry - we risk loosing from view
another, more fine-grained dynamic: the re-distribution of social research between actors
involved in social research. Rather than rushing to decide which sector of society will prove
to be the biggest ‘winner’ - which will strengthen its position the most as a consequence of
the digitization of social research? - we must then consider a more open-ended and complex
process, namely that of the reconfiguration of the relations between a diverse set of agents
caught up in social research.

7

The notion of the ‘re-distribution’ of research has been put forward in the social
studies of science and technology (STS) and related fields to highlight processes of exchange
between actors involved in social research. The notion emphasises that the production of new
knowledge and new technologies tend to involve complex interactions and transactions
between a whole range of actors inside as well as outside the university, including research
subjects, funding bodies, technological infrastructures, researchers, and so on. Research and
innovation, then, is also a matter of the transfer of information, materials, and also more
complex things like ‘agency’, between the various actors involved in research: when subjects
agree to be interviewed or offer samples, when an institution allows a researcher into its
archive, certain transactions occur that are critical to the production of new knowledge or
technology. One example here is focus group research: this form of research relies on
contributions from a range of actors, from research subjects, to research subject recruitment
agencies and focus group moderators (Lezaun, 2007). Rather than assume that focus group
research is conducted either ‘in the university’ or ‘in the corporate sector,’ it seems to make
more sense to consider how this methodology enlists actors from different practices and
domains, from marketing to government, activist organisations and academic research, and
enables transactions among them. Indeed, social studies of focus group research have shown
that the invention of the focus group in 1940s America enabled social research to take on new
roles in society, among others as advisers on civic opinion (Lezaun, 2007; Grandclement and
Graglio, 2010). It also involved the development of new ‘infrastructures’ of social research,
such as focus group research centres.
The concept of the ‘re-distribution of social research’ has a number of implications
for the debate about the consequences of digitization for social research. It suggests that some
of the assumptions informing the question of the displacement of research capacity, from the
university to society, or from the public university to private industries, may be too simplistic.
Quite possibly the idea of the self-sufficient academy has always been a myth (Latour, 1988;
Button, 1991; Callon et al, 2009). For a long time already, academics have not been the only
or even the main protagonists of research, as other actors have historically played active roles
in the production of knowledge (Latour, 1988; Law, 2004). It is just that the conventional
understanding of science and innovation make it difficult to acknowledge the active
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contributions of ‘non-scientists’ as meaningful contributions to research and innovation,
without problematizing the status of our knowledge. Going against this understanding, the
concept of the re-distribution of social research proposes to define social research as
inherently a collective undertaking, involving a diverse set of actors in a variety of roles.
Processes of inquiry, from this vantage point, are best understood as inherently distributed
among a whole range of agencies, involving active contributions from research subjects, the
experimental apparatus, funders of research, and so on (Latour, 1986; Rheinberger, 1997;
Law, 2009).
From the standpoint of an understanding of social research as distributed, the
question of displacement of research capacity - away from academia; towards popular culture
or industry - isn’t the most relevant question to ask. Rather than trying to decide in what
singular location research capacity is today most advantageously located, we should examine
what digitization means for the distribution of roles in social research between various actors
in and outside the university. Especially important about digitization, from this vantange
point, is that it may well be unsettling divisions of labour in social research. Emerging
practices of online social researc seeking to take advantage of the new social data made
available by platforms like Facebook and Twitter provide a case in point. Digital Sociology
student Sam Martin, for instance, turned to Twitter to analyse the racial abuse row over the
prosecution of England footballer John Terry.3 Using various applications from Google Docs
to Yahoo Pipes and the Twitter API (‘application programming interface’), Martin culled
messages mentioning John Terry from Twitter over a 4 day period in February 2012. Using a
programme called ‘TagExplorer’ she produced a network map of ‘topconversationalists’,
which notably included ‘Queens Park Ranger Captain and Footballer’ Joey Barton, who was
present at the pitch when the racial abuse incident occurred (see Figure 2).
This type of online research, which adapts social media applications to the purposes
of social research, can be said to re-distribute social research in various ways. Most notably,
arguably, is its reliance on the social media platform Twitter itself: Twitter ranks tweets and
tweeters according to the number of followers, tweets, and re-tweets, and in visualising the
corpus of messages using the measure of ‘topconversationalists,’ Martin’s small study
3

see http://twitterabused.com/2012/02/09/visualising-twitter-networks-john-terry-captaincy-controversy/
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arguably replicates some of the measures that are implicit in the medium under scrutiny. We
should also note the various research tools and applications that allowed her to extract tweets
from Twitter and visualise them, like Tagexplorer: these instruments, as well as the
‘developer community’ from which they sprang, here come to play a notable role in the
organisation of social research, and so did, arguably, the army of tweeters who in this study
got a say on framing phenomena as sociologically significant (by following some Twitter
contributors rather than others).

Figure 2: Top conversationalists, the John Terry debate on Twitter, visualisation using
TAGSExplorer, 3-7 February 2012, by Sam Martin.

Digital social research may then entail particular re-distributions of sociological
research. Taking up digital online tools, sociological research is likely to enter into working
relations with platforms, tool developers and analytic and visual devices which are operating
in contexts and developed for purposes that are not necessarily those of sociology (Marres
and Weltevrede, forthcoming). In examining such re-distributions in digital social research,
we can ask a question about the implications of digitization for social research that is at once
more specific and open-ended than the question about displacement: to what extent does
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digitization enable renegotiations of divisions of labour in social research between the various
actors involved? At issue, then, is not only which institution or sector gets to define what
social research is, and to occupy the ‘top spot’, but rather what relations between a range of
different actors is enabled by particular, emerging digital social research practices. The notion
of the re-distribution of social research, furthermore, directs attention to a much broader set
of actors and entities caught up in the process of the digitization of social research, including
but not limited to: online platforms, users, data-bases, design agencies, algorithms, IT
companies, digital culture commentators, information formats, social movements, and so on
(see on this point also Madsen, 2012). The division of labour between users, devices, and
researchers in the conduct of social research, we then say, is being unsettled, contested and redefined in complex but quite specific ways.

The idea of the re-distribution of social research can provide some useful conceptual
guidance, I think, in examining the implications of digitization of social research. It differs
from the thesis of the ‘displacement’ of social research, highlighted above, in at least four
ways.
Firstly, to consider the re-distribution of social research is to shift attention from the
external relations of social research to its internal relations. The displacement diagnosis
posits a fairly strict separation between academic social science and its various outsides –
industry, social life, the public. To argue that research capacities are moving away from
academia to somewhere else is to accentuate the distinction between academic and other
forms of social research. By contrast, a re-distribution perspective is concerned with the
division of roles between actors inside and outside the university in the production of social
research (Adkins and Lury, 2009; Savage et al, 2010).4 It entails a relatively loose definition
of social research, to which various skills and competencies may contribute. Secondly, a redistributive understanding of social research implies a shift in perspective from ready-made
sociology to sociology in-the-making. The digitization of social research, we could say,
4

The notion of the re-distribution of social research in the digital context is both inspired by and deviates from the
idea of the double social life of methods proposed by Law, Ruppert and Savage (2010). Whereas the latter
proposes that social research methods are both deployed in social science and in society at large – as for instance
‘the survey’ – the idea of the re-distribution of research directs are attention to shifting relations between agencies
inside and outside the university.
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renders newly relevant a classic insight of the social studies of science and technology: our
analysis of knowledge production changes radically as soon as we shift our attention from the
status of social research as a finished product, to on-going processes of social research
(Latour, 1988).
To conjure up the spectre of the ‘corporatization’ or ‘popularization’ or
‘democratization’ of social research, is to build an argument that derives its normative force
from a focus on outcomes. By contrast, if we focus on divisions of labour in digital social
research, we explore rather how digitization may affect and inform the conduct of social
research, and the normative charge of our exploration here derives from the extent to which
these processes are still to a degree undecided, contested, multiple. Thirdly, and relatedly, the
notion of re-distribution leads us to question the distinction between the conditions or
‘context’ of social research and its content. Debates about the consequences of digitization of
social research often concentrate on changes that affect the ‘material base’ for social research,
i.e. the technologies and forms of data storage on which it relies. However, of many of the
features of digital social research it is actually quite hard to say whether they affect only the
conditions or the substance of social research or both or neither: does Twitter research
primarily signify a change of conditions in social research, as tweets can be extracted from
Twitter so much faster and in quantities that are so much larger than used to be the case in
popular discourse analysis (boyd and Crawford, 2011; Leavitt, 2009)? Or does the very
meaning of the concept of social discourse change now that we mean by it the broadcasting of
one-liners by active individuals in ‘real-time’ (Niederer & Van Dijck, 2011)?
Fourthly and finally, a focus on re-distribution rather than displacement has
implications for how we understand our own role as social researchers. That is, the practical
or normative roles that we are able to envision for social research, or what we might call their
‘scope of intervention’, is very different depending on which of the two perspectives we
adopt, displacement or re-distribution. From a re-distributive perspective, the principal
question becomes how we may most relevantly intervene in shifting distributions of social
research capacity. Here, the main point is not to paint big canvas total pictures of the unlikely
future we desire for social research and the likely one that we must fend off. Rather, the
question becomes where and how, given the type of re-distributions of social research that are
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currently on-going, we can most pertinently add a different ingredient that might change the
wider mix of social research. A focus on social research methods appears to be especially
productive in this regard.

3. The re-distribution of social research methods: five views
Method is an important mediator of divisions of labour in social research, and this is no less
the case in digital social research. The devising of new research methods, of course, has long
been a strategy of choice for those attempting to establish privilege, or claim precedence or
newness in science, and digital social research is no exception to this either. As in other
fields, debates in social research about methodology have long served as a key site and proxy
for much more comprehensive controversies about the future direction of the field, with much
of the 20th century methodology contests having been dominated by the pitching of
quantitative versus qualitative sociology, with the Positivismusstreit between Karl Popper and
Jurgen Habermas as an illustrious example. Methods, then, offer a means to conjure up and
establish particular versions of social research, and this in turn tends to involve the attempt to
enforce particular divisions of labour in social research. Qualitative social research, for
instance, proposes to grant much more initiative to research subjects, while much quantitative
research endeavours to create a greater role for standardized tools of data collection, such as
the survey, as a way to guarantee the commensurability of data.
In the area of digital social research, methods are invoked to such effects as well.5
There have been some audacious claims about the opportunities for methodological
innovation enabled by online networked media, such as the ability to detect patterns in user
activity on the Web which may indicate or predict real-time events, like an onslaught of the
flu (Rogers, 2009; Mohebbi, 2011). And in this context, too, qualitative and quantities
methods are pitched against one another, as claims are made back and forth about the relative
advantages of, for instance, digital ethnography versus large-scale online survey research
(boyd and Crawford, 2011). The Internet has also been said to favour particular social

5

One redistributive issue requires special attention: Digital social research entails a re-shuffling of roles between
human and technical elements, and as such it raises the question of which delegation of roles to new actors or
devices are exactly occuring, what their significance is, and what their implications for the analytic and empirical
capacities of social and cultural research (Niederer en van Dijck, 2010; see also Bach and Stark, 2005).
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methods over others, such as unobtrusive or non-interventionist methods like content analysis
(Lee, 2000; Carslon and Anderson, 2007). Here I cannot do justice to these various
methodology debates, but discussions about digital social research methods provide an
especially useful prism through which to approach the issue of the re-distribution of social
research. Different views on the implications of digitization for social methods imply very
different understandings of what re-distributions of research capacity are possible in this
context, both empirically and normatively speaking. They therefore provide a useful way to
identify different options in this regard. In this section, I will present some different views on
the digitization of the particular methods of networks and textual analysis, so as to set the
stage for further discussion of one approach which I think has special affordances for
intervention in digital social research.

It is possible to order different views on the implications of digitization for social research
methods along a spectrum, which starts at on one end with a minimal re-distribution of
research capacity and moves to a maximum re-distribution on the other end. The left side of
this spectrum is marked by a conservative position that is sceptical about the possibility that
social methods are undergoing any significant transformation in digital environments, let
alone something like a ‘re-distribution of methods.’ This position, which might be dubbed
‘methods-as-usual’ can be recognised in an argument recently put forward by the eminent
Chicago sociologist Andrew Abbott, who proposed that for anyone who is well-versed in
social research methods, the newness of the new, online media is very much overstated.6
Abbott emphasises that the social methodologies incorporated into digital devices like search
engines, most notably network and textual analysis, are pretty standard fare, at least for
trained sociologists, and has called the search engine Google “basically a concordance
machine,” which matches key-words (queries) to target contexts, and which relies on “rather
routine” additional measures of network analysis, such as in-centrality, to determine the
authority of sources, something which has little new to offer to sociologists who have long
been familiar with such measures. This view focuses specifically on the formal metrics built

6

Andrew Abbott, Googles of the Past: Do Keywords Really Matter? Department of Sociology, Goldsmiths, 15th
March 2011
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into digital devices, and does not consider how these metrics are adapted to or informed by
other features of digital devices, as for instance the use of ‘live’ data or feed-back
mechanisms. Indeed, it does not really consider the possibility that social research methods
may be transformed by virtue of their insertion in a digital networked environment. One could
accordingly say that, from this perspective, only one re-distribution of research capacity has
occurred, in that popular online devices now have social research methods build into them.
But on the whole no real re-distribution of methods takes place: social research methods
themselves are not really affected by their uptake in digital online media.
A second view differs significantly from this, and is associated with the new network
science informed by mathematics, physics and computing science. This body of work is
principally concerned with the opportunities that online media offer for further development
of large-scale network and textual analysis, and may accordingly be called ‘big methods.’ It
proposes that digitization has made possible new developments in the modelling of networks
and textual worlds, and this in large part because of the very large data-sets that digital media
technologies make available. The vast data-bases that have been built over the last decade by
search engine companies, gaming industries, Internet service providers and social media
platforms create opportunities to significantly expand the analytical and empirical power of
network science. They enable the further development of what Duncan Watts and others
(Newman et al, 2007) refer to as ‘the analysis of real-world network dynamics’ (see also
Lazer et al, 2009). Contrary to methods-as-usual, this methodological programme can be said
to undertake a re-distribution of methods of sorts. This new network science namely favours a
new set of techniques for data collection and analysis, which entail a different division of
labour between research subjects, data collection devices, and analysts in social research. To
put it somewhat crudely, the approach seeks to maximize the role of mathematical techniques,
at the expense of research subjects. Thus, in their introduction to the New Network Science,
Newman and Watts argue that the social data generated by digital platforms are “more
amendable to the kinds of techniques with which physicists and mathematicians are familiar,”
and offer a welcome substitute for survey data, and other all too ‘social’ forms of data
(Newman et al, 2007).
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The new network science re-instates a classic opposition of social research, that
between subjective and objective data. Like many others, Newman and Watts (2007) locate
the opportunities that digitization offers for social research in the type of data that now
become available for social analysis: namely transactional data, which ‘record the activities
and interactions of the subjects directly’ and are thus routinely generated as part of social
activities by digital devices, from loyalty cards to search engines (see on this point also
Latour, 1998; Rogers, 2009, Savage and Burrows, 2007). Newman and Watts (2009) give a
classic positivist justification for relying on this type of data, arguing that they are much more
objective and, as such, offer a welcome substitute for the ‘subjective’ data generated by
surveys, making it possible to avoid reliance on the active contributions of erratic human
subjects to data collection.7 In their account, then, data provided by research subjects are not
quite reliable data, something which in their view challenges the validity of network analysis
as a whole: “the respondent data are so contaminated by diverse interpretations of the survey
instrument, along with variable recollection or even laziness, that any inferences about the
corresponding social network must be regarded with scepticism.” [L-6]. The rise of social
media like email, blogs and Facebook here makes possible the rejection of user-generated
data for purposes of social research, and a re-distribution of research capacity towards online
registrational devices.
A third and fourth approach are respectively called ‘virtual methods’ and ‘digital
methods,’ and they can be distinguished from the former two in that they are explicitly
concerned with the changing relations between social research, its devices and objects in
digital online environments. These two approaches offer, however, very different accounts of
these changes. The ‘virtual methods’ programme, developed by Christine Hine (2000; 2005)
and others in the early 2000s, focused on the opportunities opened up by the transposition of
qualitative social research methods into digital online environments. Its main concern was the
digital transformation of our own sociological methods, i.e. the way methods like discourse
analysis and ethnography were and could be transformed by their application in a new
7

They note ‘For most of the past fifty years, the collection of network data has been confined to the field of social
network analysis, in which data have to be collected through survey instruments that not only are onerous to
administer, but also suffer from the inaccurate or subjective responses of subjects. People, it turns out, are not good
at remembering who their friends are, and the definition of a ‘friend’ is often quite ambiguous in the first place.’
(Newman and Watts (2007), p. L-5).
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context. In focusing mostly on the fate of qualitative methods, Hine’s approach to virtual
methods makes the opposite manoeuvre from the new network science: it seeks to maximize
the role of interpretative subjects in social research, defining the experience of this subject as
one of the principal empirical objects of virtual social research. As Hine (2000) puts it:
“ethnographers of the Internet cannot hope to understand the practices of all users, but
through their own practices they can develop an understanding of what it is to be a user.” (p.
54). More generally speaking, the virtual methods approach is concerned with the digitization
of social research methods, i.e. with the translation of methodologies that sociologists define
as their own into online environments (Rogers, 2007). This is to recognize a significant but
limited re-distribution of methods: here, the role of new entities, like web users, in the
performance of social method is very much acknowledged, as everyday Internet users are
seen to do things online that are similar to fieldwork (taking notes, documenting practice,
checking out a strange, new social world). However, such re-distributions of social method
are here only explored insofar as they occur in the realm opened up by the sociologists’
research itself: researcher, research subjects, mediating infrastructures, tools used, and so on.
In adopting this strategy, virtual methods does not address the wider issue of the
general uptake of social methods in digital online environments, and the consequences of this
for the shape and outlook of digital social research. It is this issue that the digital methods
programme formulated by Richard Rogers and others (Rogers, 2009) explicitly takes up. This
approach proposes the dominant digital devices, search engines chief among them, can be
adapted for purposes of social research, and accords to these devices the capacity to inform
the development of new methods of social research. Because of their large, dynamic data sets,
sophisticated algorithms and feed-back possibilities, search engines, Rogers argues, are able
to devise forms of social analysis that were not possible before, which he terms ‘natively
digital’ (see also Weltevrede, ms). Digital methods then. propose that social research should
take advantage of the analytic and empirical capacities that are ‘embedded in online media’.
These can be adapted to purposes of social research, by developing online research tools that
run on top of web devices, like Google. The Googlescraper, for instance, adapts Google to
conduct work frequency analysis in sourcesets delineated by the user.8 This methodological
8

https://tools.issuecrawler.net/beta/scrapeGoogle/
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programme of re-purposing entails a particular re-distribution of social research methods,
namely towards devices: in proposing to adapt existing online devices for purposes of social
research, their capacities of data collection, analysis and feed-back, come to be incorporated
into social and cultural research. As the Digital Methods Initiative proposes to import
dominant online tools for data collection, analysis, and visualisation into social research - or
at least parts thereof - devices that constitute the context of digital culture come to actively
inform the content of social and cultural research.
Arguably, the Digital Methods Initiative more than any other approach discussed
above seeks to come to terms with the re-distribution of methods in digital environments.
Recently, sociologists have recognized that online environments foster a range of tools and
practices that qualify as instruments as social research, acknowledging that methods lead a
‘social life’ online (Savage et al, 2010). But the Digital Methods Initiative proposes an
empirical programme that deliberately deploys this circumstance, seeking to render it
analytically useful for social research. However, in its above formulation, this approach
nevertheless could be said to share a blind spot with the first two approaches that I discussed
above. Just as with the methods-as-usual perspective and the ‘big methods’ of the new
network science, digital methods can be seen to bracket the issue of the re-mediation (Grusin
and Bolter, 2000) of social methods in digital online media. As mentioned, Rogers defines the
methods enabled by online digital devices as ‘natively digital’, proposing that they have no
clear correlate in the pre- or non-digital world. In making this claim, the DMI programme
statement does not really consider, or even downplays, the question of how the uptake of
existing social research methods in digital environments entails a re-fashioning of these
methods.9 This question, however, seems to me all too relevant if we are to appreciate the
type of interventions that social research may become capable of in the broader context of the
re-distribution of social methods in online environments.
The notion of the ‘re-mediation of methods’ is useful, I want to propose here, in that
it directs attention to the ways in which prevailing digital devices have methods built into
9

This notion of re-mediation was put forward by Grusin and Bolter in an effort to shift the debate about digital
culture beyond yes/no exchange which pitched two sterile positions against oneanother: either new media merely
offered old culture in a new jacket, or it enabled the invention of radically new forms of culture. Rejecting both
positions, Bolter AND Grusin proposed to focus instead on how older cultural forms underwent a process of refashioning in new media. I am proposing here that this notion can be usefully adapted to make sense of the digital
social research methods.
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them in which we can recognize those of social research. The foundational article in which
Google founders Larry Page and Sergey Brin (1999) outlined the central idea behind the new
search algorithm, Pagerank, does not only cite a famous sociologist of science, Robert
Merton. It also makes an informed critique of the limitations of sociological forms of
network analysis, or as the case may be, citation analysis. Below I will further discuss the
particular re-mediation of citation analysis undertaken by Google. Attending to such remediations of specific social methods in the digital context, I want to propose, opens up a
particular mode of intervention for social research itself. Insofar as predominant digital
devices apply existing social methods, this may render newly relevant existing sociological
critiques of these methods. The re-mediation of social methods in the digital context, then,
opens up a space of critical intervention for engaged social research in the broad context of
the online application of social methods. In the remainder of the piece, I will discuss the
methodological strategies that involved the development of two digital research tools along
these very lines. The Issue Crawler, and an online application of co-word analysis currently
under development, the Co-word machine. By considering how two devices re-mediate social
methods, we get an idea of the digital forms of methodology critique they enable.
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Figure 3: Issue Crawler Map: The rise of Obama and Web 2.0 in the Democratic Presidential
Candidates network, Besty SinClair, March 2008

3. Issue Crawler: from co-citation to co-link analysis
Issue Crawler is an online platform for the location, analysis and visualisation of hyperlink
networks on the Web. Launched in the early 2000s, Issue Crawler was intended to enable the
location and analysis of ‘issue networks’ on the Web, as it uses hyperlink analysis to delineate
sets of pages dealing with a common theme that are connected by hyperlinks (Marres and
Rogers, 2008). But the tool has since been used in a variety of projects of online network
analysis, including organisational networks (allowing organisations to answer questions like
‘how central are we in this area?’) as well as the longitudinal study of online networks, as in
the analysis of the rise of Obama and his social media campaign sites in the US democratic
election network of 2008 (Borra, 2008; see Figure 3). Using the campaign sites of all
democratic presidential candidates as starting points, this last study used IssueCrawler to
conduct a series of scheduled crawls, which plotted the emergence of a highly ordered
network on the Web, with Obama social media campaign sites dominating the entire network
towards the end of the election period. Such network dynamics are arguably Web specific,
insofar as the reconfiguration of material network relations can be analysed in real-time. But
the method on which Issue Crawler relies to demarcate hyperlink networks is based on a
classic form of network analysis: co-citation analysis. As an implementation of this specific
social research method, the design of Issue Crawler is clearly informed by the context in
which the platform was developed.10
In the late 1990s, as I already mentioned above, the rise of the Web was widely
interpreted as an opportunity to apply methods of citation analysis in the new medium, and to
adapt this classic method for the analysis of hyperlink structures (Scharnhorst and Wouters,
2006). In this period, the rise of Google and its famous Pagerank algorithm, which relies on
in-link measures to rank sources in its query return lists, made newly relevant debates of
citation analysis that had been developed by sociologists of science from the 1960s onwards.

10

Issue Crawler was developed between 1999 and 2002 by the govcom.org foundation in Amsterdam, which is
directed by Richard Rogers and of which the author was a founding member. www.govcom.org.
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Larry Page’s foundational article makes a specific argument about the re-mediation of citation
analysis enabled by the Web, which in his view makes it possible to address a shortcoming of
this method:

There has been a great deal of work on academic citation analysis. Goffmann has
published an interesting theory of how information flow in a scientific community is
an epidemic process. [..] But the reason Pagerank is interesting is that there are many
cases where simply citation counting does not correspond to our common sense
notion of importance. For example, if a web page has a link of the Yahoo home page,
it may be just one link but it is a very important one. This page should be ranked
higher. Pagerank is an attempt to see how good an approximation to ‘importance’ can
be obtained just from the link structure.
Page et al (1998) The PageRank citation ranking: Bringing order to the Web.

Arguably, this issue of ‘source authority’ had already been discussed in citation analysis
(MacRoberts and MacRoberts, 1988), and accordingly the degree to which Google’s brand of
hyperlink analysis contains an actual innovation can be debated. However, as methods of
citation analysis were being re-invented as methods of hyperlink analysis, the question was
raised whether and how critiques of citation analysis transferred into the online environment.
This was – in one of those stories one can tell about tools and methods - the question that
Issue Crawler was made to address.
In the 1960s and 70s, sociologists had voiced concerns about citation analysis that
now proved all too relevant to the methodological innovation proposed by Google. Citation
analysis, it had been argued back then, enables a potentially perverse authority dynamic,
according to which well-cited sources get cited more simply because they are already wellcited (Small, 1973; see also Callon et al, 1983).11 Any large number of citations tends to
generate more of them, these now classic critiques proposed, resulting in a situation in which
sources are considered authoritative simply by virtue of their authority, and accordingly
11

This dynamic is in some ways similar to a classic sociological problematic, discussed by Tocqueville, of ‘the
tyranny of reputation.’ According to this wider dynamic, ideas gain influence for the reason of being wellregarded, a circular dynamic in which substantive considerations of the ideas in question do not necessarily enter.
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processes of the valuation of knowledge are captured by social dynamics of popularity, and
risk to become divested from more substantive processes of valuation. This classic critique
touched on issues of clear relevance to the new search engine algorithms, like Google’s
(Marres and Rogers, 2000): these algorithms, too, attributed authority to sources on the basis
of the level of recognition implied by the overall number of hyperlinks they received,
independent from content. In developing the methodology of Issue Crawler we then drew on
this specific methodological critique of ‘the authority of authority,’ in order to develop an
alternative approach to hyperlink analysis, one that draws on co-citation analysis (Marres and
Rogers, 2000).
In some respects, then, Issue Crawler simply transposed an old methodological
solution into a new context. Co-citation analysis was developed in the 1960s as an alternative
to the standard citation measure of the overall number of citations received. Rather than
seeking to determine the overall authority of individual sources, co-citation analysis seeks to
delineate clusters of relevant sources by identifying sources that are jointly linked to by other
sources. Applying this method to hyperlinks, Issue Crawler sought to introduce a substantive
measure of relevance into hyperlink analysis. Issue Crawler deploys the method of co-link
analysis in order to undercut the authority effects to which citation and network analysis are
vulnerable: instead of assigning value to the overall number of links that sources receive, colink analysis seeks to locate ‘topical clusters’ of sources, by identifying co-links in a thematic
neighbourhood, or as we called them ‘issue networks.’ As is clear from the example in Figure
3, Issue Crawler has not necessarily been successful in foregrounding dynamics of relevance
at the expense of dynamics of authority. Arguably, indeed, the more insightful issue networks
located with Issue Crawler include a clear element of authority, though this is not always the
case (Marres and Rogers, 2008 discuss some exceptions).
However, it is also important to note that in transposing co-citation analysis onto the
Web, Issue Crawler transformed this classic method in some important respects. Before the
Web, co-citation analysis was by its very nature limited to the analysis of scientific databases, most notably the Science Citation Index. Even as this method sought to challenge
authority dynamics, it inevitably rendered itself dependent on institutional demarcations of
the relevant fields, in this case scientific fields. For this reason, co-citation could not include
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all the sources to which citations directed it: the scope of its analysis was limited to the sets of
sources included in official scientific data-bases. The Web, by contrast, presents us with
networks of data-bases, and as such, it opens up the possibility of analysing a much broader
array of sources in real-time, generating data-sets that are much more heterogeneous than
those of citation analysis (Marres and Rogers, 2000; Muniesa and Tchalakov, 2009).12
In using co-link analysis to locate thematic networks on the Web, Issue Crawler does
not only transpose a particular method into the online environment, but also a specific
methodology critique. In advocating co-citation analysis, sociologists did not only seek to
address a problem with methods of citation analysis in themselves, or with questionable
citation behaviours, whereby sources mainly recognize already authoritative sources, thus
aggravating the popularity effect. In the pre-digital context, critics of citation analysis
specifically targeted the ways in which citation analysis amplified these popularity effects:
their concern was that science policy would increasingly rely on these methods, as research
councils took up citation measures, in their attempt to render their modes of assessment more
evidence-based (Leydersdorff, 1999). Similarly, the issue with search engines is not just that,
in applying measures of in-link centrality, they help to generate more authority for already
authoritative sources.13 At issue is a whole complex of behaviours: by privileging sources
with a high overall in-link count, search engines encourage linking behaviours that
consolidate authority dynamics, and the modification of user trajectories to a similar effect
(Introna and Nissenbaum, 2000; Vaidhyanathan, 2011). In networked environments, then, it is
especially obvious that multiple agencies have a part to play in the enactment of ‘social
methods.’14 To put it differently, in the digital context social methods must clearly be defined
as a distributed accomplishment, and our attempts to intervene critically in this context must
be informed by this circumstance.

12

In some sense, online hyperlink analysis enabled a move beyond the data-base. In this respect, the technique of
crawling the Web allows for a renewed engagement with a classic sociological concern of actor-network theory:
the issue of the pre-ordering of data, as what prevents sociology from engaging with heterogenous ontologies.
13
Issue Crawler also engages with issues which in retrospect we can designate as issues of public sociology: its
methodology concentrates on a publically accessible metric, hyperlinks, and its archive of all located networks,
dating back to 2001, is availabe to all users.
14
Issue Crawler also seeks to put this situation to positive effect. The quality of its network maps depends on the
knowledge implied in the hyperlinks that it analyses: Issue Crawler can only provide us with ‘telling networks,’ if
sources in the network link intelligently, i.e. if they identify issue-protoganists and alliances among them by way
of hyperlinks.
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4. The co-word machine: from co-word analysis to online issue profiling
In questioning the dominance of authority dynamics on the Web, back in the late 1990s, and
the role of devices like Google in enabling this, however, I clearly had little idea of what we
were up against. In retrospect it can seem naïve to expect that a methodology developed by a
minoritarian movement in the sociology of science, like co-citation analysis, could be
rendered effective in digital networked spaces, which were just then emerging as key hubs of
the global information economy. Indeed, recent developments in this area, most notably the
rise of social media platforms like Facebook and Twitter, can be taken as evidence that the
medium has gone “the other way.” Reputational dynamics, whereby things become more
widely liked by virtue of being liked, have become very much the currency of online media
(Onnela and Reed-Tsochas, 2010; Gerlitz and Helmond, 2012). The social network, in which
actor-alliances are formed largely independent from content - and not the ‘issue-network’,
with its topical dynamics of the thematic clustering of sources - has become the key
organisational form associated with the Internet (for the distinction between issue- and actornetwork, see Marres and Rogers, 2008). However, social media platforms also highlight the
limits of our earlier argument in another, less ironic sense: social media have proven that
networks driven by reputational logics are very well capable of organising content, in ways
that do not necessarily reproduce ‘the tyranny of reputation’. The rise of these platforms has
been accompanied by the proliferation of tools of content analysis and visualisation. Figure 4,
for example, provides a word frequency analysis of action terms on Facebook, showing the
relative prominence of such terms in a selection of Facebook groups.
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Figure 4: Tag cloud analysis, Facebook is for joiners, Lonneke van der Velden (July 2010).

Social media, then, have proven to be no less adaptable to the purposes of content
analysis than social network analysis. Nevertheless, I think that our initial intuition still holds:
online digital environments are in need of alternative measures that can provide a counterweight to dominant popularity metrics. On closer inspection, many current instruments of
online content analysis, like tag clouding, have not really attenuated authority effects. They
tend to rely on versions of the ‘overall citation count’ too: they bring into view what (or who)
is most mentioned, followed, liked and so on, in a given data set at a given moment. Tag
clouds, and other online applications of textual analysis and visualisation perpetuate the
preoccupation with the most cited or most popular, and these instruments can thus be said to
reproduce the authority effect in another form. After the rise of social media, the question
then remains how to develop alternatives to reputational measures: the question is still that of
how to move beyond ‘purely social’ mechanics of authority, popularity or celebrity, and get
to more substantive dynamics of relevance. But in this context too existing sociological
critiques of research methods may offer a useful resource: debates about the majoritarian bias
in textual analysis, and the development of alternative forms of ‘discourse analysis’ have been
on-going in sociology for several decades. Here I would like to single out one such alternative
method, namely co-word analysis, as this method was explicitly developed by sociologists of
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science and technology developed to enrich citation analysis and possibly by extension
hyperlink analysis.
Co-word analysis was devised in the 1980s by the actor-network theorist Michel
Callon and others as a way to expand the project of co-citation analysis. It was developed to
locate ‘pockets of innovation’ in science, using textual analysis to locate especially active
thematic clusters of sources in the scientific literature.15 Co-word analysis did this by
measuring the rise and fall of key-words, and the associations among them, in a corpus of
scientific articles (Callon et al. 1983; Whittaker, 1989). Relying on the key-words used to
index the articles in scientific data-bases to build a lexicon, co-word analysis offered a way to
determine which were the most ‘active’ key words, and word associations in the corpus. It
provided a way to measure which key-words and key-word associations varied significantly
in their mentioning and relations over a given period. In trying to determine the most
‘happening’ themes, this method was expressly designed to locate ‘buzz’ or ‘live content’ in
the scientific literature, but it did this without relying on popularity dynamics. Indeed, terms
that were mentioned with a constantly high frequency were automatically deleted from the set
of active terms: not frequency of mentioning but variation in mentioning (and association)
was the key indicator (Callon et al , 1983).
In recent years, the method of co-word analysis has been transposed onto the Web,
with various online applications deploying the methodology to visualise word associations in
online data sets, such as corpi of email messages or twitter messages (Danowksi, 2009;
www.infomous.com). In the online context, co-word analysis promises to offer an alternative
to word frequency analysis, the method of which it seems fair to say it spread like wildfire,
also into the social sciences, on the back of tag clouding tools.16 Co-word analysis determines
the relevance of terms by measuring the strength and intensity of relations among them: only
words that appear frequently and that appear together make it onto co-word maps. Co-word

15

More specifically, co-word analysis was developed as a way to deal with the problem that co-link analysis
reproduced a reputational logic in spite of itself. This problematics is all too relevant in relation to Issue Crawler:
this platform too can be said to reproduce popularity and authority effects, for various reasons: because of its
demarcationist approach, because of hyperlinking reproducing authority effects, and because platform users want
to know ‘who is the most popular source.’ In this respect, the reproduction of reputational dynamics by Issue
Crawler is itself partly a social effect, i.e. it is a consequence of the distributed nature of digital social research: the
effect can partly be traced back to ‘reputational linkers,’ and the research agenda’s of the users of Issue Crawler.
16
There are a number of related tools for visualing word frequency analysis, like the Dorling visualisation, and one
of my favourites, the Bubble line.
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analysis, as mentioned, tries to purge its analysis of terms that are merely popular: it excludes
terms that appear frequently but in random association with others. For this reason, co-word
analysis promises to offer an alternative to the majoritarian logics of word frequency, which
make a term appear larger and more visible the more often it appears. This method may help
us move beyond the popularity ranking or hit list, that most visible testimony to the tyranny
of reputation, as is evidenced by the alternative visual format proposed by Callon and
colleagues for co-word analysis (see Figure 4). Crucially, moreover, online co-word analysis
does away with popularity without sacrificing liveness, or rather liveliness. Co-word analysis,
too, aims to deliver the most happening content (see also Marres and Weltevrede,
forthcoming). But it does this by deploying an alterative measure: not the safety of a large
number of mentioning, but fluctuations in the presence of words and word associations is key.
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Figure 4: Co-word visualisation, Callon et al. (1993)

Together with colleagues in Amsterdam, we are now working to develop a Co-Word
Machine that deploys co-word analysis for the online location and visualisation of ‘issue
language’. In transposing co-word analysis into the online context, however, a number of
issues arise which may either weaken or strengthen the analytical and critical capacities of
this method, depending on how we deal with them, and how they will continue to play out.
First of all, online environments offer an opportunity which adherents of co-word analysis
could only theorize in the 1980s. For Callon and his colleagues, the chief attraction of coword analysis was its promise to help advance “our search for the trans-disciplinary, transinstitutional problematic networks that we want to identify.” (Callon et .al., 1983; p. 196)
However, in the 1980s co-word analysts were frustrated in this project by the limits of the
data-bases and genres to which they applied their method. As in the case of co-citation
analysis, co-word analysis relied on scientific data-bases, and because the genre of the
scientific article was so different from those current in other fields (the policy report, the
newspaper article, the petition), there was no reliable way to track terms across discursive
spheres. Online networked media provide a great opportunity to address this limitation, as one
distinctive feature of these media is precisely the significant genre contamination across fields
(which organisation doesn’t have a blog?). In this environment, co-word analysis, too, may be
applied to far more heterogeneous data-sets (Marres and Rogers, 2000).
However, the Web also poses serious challenges for co-word analysis, among others
because of the widely divergent ways of indexing content prevalent in the medium. In this
respect at least, classic co-word analysis had it easy, as it could rely on professional indices key-words used by institutions like the Science Citation Index to index scientific articles – to
locate emergent vocabularies. In online media, most applications rely on self-indexing - on
key-words, or tags, provided by users marking up self-generated content. This inevitably
raises issues of reliability and comparability, and in this respect, digital tagging practices
drive home a basic but important point made by the American journalist Walter Lippmann
(1997 (1922)) in his classic analysis of newspapers: any factual report is only as good as the
sources from which it derives its findings (such as the National Office of Statistics). In this
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respect, co-word analysis certainly is not free of the problems associated with digital devices
like tag clouding, which, as the name says, tend to rely on tags used to mark up online
content, by bloggers and other users. In the case of co-word analysis as well, our results will
only be as good as the classificatory practices on which we rely. We are returning then, to the
issue of the distributed accomplishment of digital methods: online textual analysis builds on
the contributions of a whole host of agents, from the availability of tagging features, to the
taggers who actually mark up online content, the analytical instruments used to analyse these
tags, visualisation modules, and so on. In order to intervene relevantly in online social
research, broadly conceived, I have argued here, we should recognize such assemblages of
users, devices and informational practices, as the relevant unit of ‘methodological innovation’
in social research.

5. Conclusion
In online environments, the distributed nature of social research is especially hard to deny.
User behaviours, information formats and digital devices that are embedded in the medium
are likely to leave an imprint on social analysis. Something that applies to other research
practices too is then rendered explicit in online social research: here, social research is
noticeably marked by informational practices and devices not of its own making, from the
analytic measures built into online platforms (e.g. numbers of links, number of mentionings,
follower counts), to the visual forms embedded in visualisation modules (the tag cloud).
Online social research is then visibly a distributed accomplishment. This circumstance, I have
argued, does not only pose problems for social research but also offers opportunities for the
development of social research methods. Digitization enables a broadening of the agencies
playing an active role in the enactment of social methods, broadly conceived: in this context,
a wide range of actors including platform users and analytic devices like search engines come
to play a part in the collection, analysis and presentation of social data. And this redistribution of methods in digital social research opens up a space of intervention for social
research.
Social methods, I have argued, are a key instrument through which wider divisions of
roles in social research are being curated in online environments. Prominent digital devices
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like Google and Twitter and Facebook, and the users and developers enrolled by these
platforms, today actively inform the enactment of social methods online. The types of data
platforms make available, the measures and formats on which they rely in communicating this
data (rankings, follower counts and clouds), and the wider informational practices in which
they are taken up (Facebook members visualising the network of their Facebook friends): all
of these elements inform the performance of ‘social methods’ in digital networked
environments. The contours of these ‘methodological spaces online’ are not necessarily easy
to determine, as platform settings change, and users changing their allegiance to a new
device. However, these assembled devices, settings and actors open up a particular space of
intervention in digital social research: if specific digital social methods are a distributed
accomplishment - such as the “overall citation count” that is materialized in Google and other
platforms - then sociology may seek to intervene in the relations among entities that sustain
these methods, by proposing alternative methods and distributions thereof. Web-based
applications of co-link analysis and co-word analysis, The Issue Crawler and the Co-word
machine currently under development, aim to do just this. In so doing, they extend some of
the long-standing normative projects of sociological research into digital environments, such
as the commitment to methods that privilege substantive dynamics of relevance over purely
social or reputational ones, or what we could call ‘post-social methods’
As noted, there is a strong tradition in social research of seeking to bracket the effects
of the methods deployed by ‘the social actors themselves”: many social researchers have
become experts in devising tricks that make it possible to ignore the active contribution of
research subjects (and objects) to the organisation of data and the framing of methods. But
digital networked environments provide opportunities to explore different possible
approaches to the distributed nature of social research and its methods. As online social
research forces us to acknowledge the contributions of digital devices, practices and subjects,
to the enactment of social research, it can be taken as an invitation to move beyond
‘proprietary’ concepts of methods, i.e. beyond the entrenched use of method as a way to
monopolise the representation of a given field or aspect of social reality. A re-distributive
approach to social research re-defines methods as involving the combination and coordination
of diverse competencies: classification, visual design, automated analysis, and so on. Behind
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debates about the unreliability of data generated by research subjects, and the “mess” of selfindexed online content, there lies a debate about the re-distribution of methods between
researchers, devices, information and users, in online environments. Which is also to say, the
debate about the digitization of social methods is perhaps most productively approached as a
debate about participatory research methods.
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of science, or of thought, is its capacity for elaboration, which
Ludwig Feuerbach defined as Entwicklungsfahigkeit. It is precisely
when one follows such a principle that the difference between
what belongs to the author of a work and what is attributable to
the interpreter becomes as essential as it is difficult to grasp. I
have therefore preferred to take the risk of attributing to the texts
of others what began its elaboration with them, rather than run
the reverse risk of appropriating thoughts or research paths that
do not belong to me.
Moreover, every inquiry in the human sciences—including the
present reflection on method—should entail an archaeological
vigilance. In other words, it must retrace its own trajectory back
to the point where something remains obscure and unthemalized.
Only a thought that does not conceal its own unsaid—but consantiy takes it up and elaborates it—may eventually lay claim to

originality.

CHAPTER

ONE

W h a t Is a P a r a d i g m ?

In the course of my research, I have written on certain figures
such as Homo sacer, the Muselmann, the state of exception, and
the concentration camp. While these are all actual historical
phenomena, I nonetheless treated them as paradigms whose role
was to constitute and make intelligible a broader historical-problematic context. Because this approach has generated a few misunderstandings, especially for those who thought, in more or less
good faith, that my intention was to offer merely historiographie s theses or reconstructions, I must pause here and reflect on the
meaning and function of the use of paradigms in philosophy and
the human sciences.
Foucault frequently used the term "paradigm" in his writings,
even though he never defined it precisely. Nonetheless, in The
Archaeology of Knowledge and subsequent works, in order to distinguish the objects of his investigations from those of the historical disciplines, he designated them with terms like "positivity,"
"problematization," "discursive formation," "apparatus," and,
more generally, "knowledge." In a May 1978 lecture at the Societe
Francaise de Philosophie, he defines "knowledge" thus: "The use
of the word knowledge (savoir)... refers to all procedures and all
effects of knowledge (connaissance) which are acceptable at a given
point In time and in a specific domain." In order to clarify the
necessary relation of (he concept of knowledge to that of power,
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Foucault added these comments: "For nothing can exist as an element of knowledge if, on one hand, it does not conform to a set of
rules and constraints characteristic, for example, of a given type
of scientific discourse in a given period, and if, on the other hand,
it does not possess the effects of coercion or simply the incentives
peculiar to what is scientifically validated or simply rational or
simply generally accepted.'"
As others have noted, these concepts are analogous to Thomas
S. Kuhn's notion of "scientific paradigms," introduced in his
book, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions. Hubert Dreyfus and
Paul Rabinow, for example, argue that although Foucault never
thematized the function of paradigms, "his current work clearly
follows a course that uses these insights, if not the words themselves. He is now proceeding through a description of discourse
as the historical articulation of a paradigm, and approaching analytics in a manner that is heavily dependent on the isolation and
description of social paradigms and their practical applications."'
Yet Foucault, who declared that he had read Kuhn's "admirable and definitive" book only after he had completed The Order
of Things, almost never refers to it, and even seems to distance
himself from Kuhn. 3 In his 1978 introduction to the American
edition of Georges Canguilhem's The Normal and the Pathological,
Foucault writes: "This norm cannot be identified with a theoretical structure or an actual paradigm because today's scientific
truth is itself only an episode of it—let us say provisional at most.
It is not by depending on a 'normal science' in T. S. Kuhn's sense
that one can return to the past and validly trace its history: it is
rediscovering the 'norm' process, the actual knowledge of which
is only one moment of it."4
It is therefore necessary first of all to reflect on whether
the analogy between these two different methods does not correspond to different problems, strategies, and inquiries and
whether the "paradigm" of Foucault's archaeology is not merely
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a homonym for that which, according to Kuhn, marks the emergence of scientific revolutions.

Kuhn recognized that he had used the concept of "paradigm" in
two different senses. 5 The first meaning of "paradigm," which
he proposes to replace with the term "disciplinary matrix," designates the common possessions of the members of a certain
scientific community, namely, the set of techniques, models, and
values to which the group members more or less consciously
adhere. The second meaning refers to a single element within
the set, such as Isaac Newton's Principia or Ptolemy's Almagest,
that serves as a common example and thus replaces explicit rules
and permits the formulation of a specific and coherent tradition
of inquiry.
When Kuhn elaborated on Ludwik Fleck's concept of "thought
style" (Denkstil) and the distinction between what is and what
is not pertinent within a "thought collective" (Denkkollektiv), he
sought, through the concept of the paradigm, to examine what
makes possible the constitution of a normal science, that is, a
science capable of determining which problems within a specific
community are scientific or not. Normal science does not then
mean one governed by a precise and coherent system of rules.
On the contrary, if the rules are derived from paradigms, then
paradigms can "determine normal science" even in the absence
of rules. 6 This is the second meaning of the concept of paradigm, which Kuhn considers "most novel:"7 a paradigm is simply
an example, a single case that by its repeatability acquires the
capacity to model tacitly the behavior and research practices of
scientists. The empire of the rule, understood as the canon of
scientificity, is thus replaced by that of the paradigm; the univei
s,il [ogii (if 11 it- law is replaced by the specific and singular logic
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of the example. And when an old paradigm is replaced by a new

This statement is surprising, to say the least, since Kuhn, who did

paradigm that is no longer compatible with the previous o n e ,

acknowledge in the preface to The Structure of Scientific

what Kuhn calls a scientific revolution occurs.

tions his debt to t w o French epistemologists, Alexandre Koyrc

Revolu-

and timile Meyerson, does not once mention Canguilhem in the
book. Since Foucault must have meant what he said, perhaps his
close relationship to Canguilhem prompted him to repay Kuhn
Foucault constantly sought to abandon traditional analyses of

for this discourtesy. However, even if Foucault was not above

power that were grounded on juridical and institutional models

holding personal grudges, this alone cannot explain his silence

as well as on universal categories (of law, the state, the theory

concerning Kuhn.

of sovereignty). He focused instead on the concrete mechanisms
through which power penetrates the very bodies of subjects and
thereby governs their forms of life. Here the analogy with Kuhn's
paradigms seems to find an important corroboration. Just as Kuhn

A closer reading of Foucault's writings shows that even without

set aside the identification and examination of the rules consti-

naming the American epistemoiogist, he did on more than one

tuting a normal science in order to focus on the paradigms that

occasion grapple with Kuhn's notion of paradigm. In "Truth and

determine scientists' behavior, Foucault questioned the traditional

Power," Foucault's 1976 interview with Alessandro Fontana and

primacy of the juridical models of the theory of power in order

Pasquale Pasquino, when answering a question concerning the

to bring to the fore multiple disciplines and political techniques

notion of discontinuity, he explicitly opposed his notion of the

through which the state integrates the care of the life of individu-

"discursive regime" to that of the paradigm:

als within its confines. And just as Kuhn separated normal science
from the system of rules that define it, Foucault frequently distinguished "normalization," which characterizes disciplinary power,
from the juridical system of legal procedures.
If the proximity of these two methods seems clear, then it is all
the more enigmatic why Foucault remained silent when it came
t o Kuhn's work and seems to have carefully avoided using the
very term "paradigm" in the The Archaeology of Knowledge. To be
sure, the reasons for Foucault's silence may have been personal.
In his reply to George Steiner, who had reproached him tor not
mentioning Kuhn by name, Foucault explains that he had read
Kuhn's book only after he had completed The Order of Things and
adds: "I therefore did not cite Kuhn, but the historian of science
who molded and inspired his thought: Georges Canguilhem." 8

1 •

Thus, it is not a change of content (refutation of old errors, recovery
of old truths), nor is il a change of theoretical form (renewal of a
paradigm, modification of systematic ensembles). It is a question
of what governs statements, and the way in which they govern each
other so as to constitute a set of propositions that are scientifically
acceptable and, hence, capable of being verified or falsified by scientific procedures. In short, there is a problem of the regime, the
politics of the scientific statement. At this level, it's not so much a
matter of knowing what external power imposes itself on science
as of what effects of power circulate among scientific statements,
what constitutes, as it were, their internal regime of power, and
how and why at certain moments that regime undergoes a global
modification.'
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A few lines later, when referring to The Order of Things, he

call "epistemological figures" or "thresholds of epistemologiza-

insists on the distance between a discursive regime (a genuine

tion." Thus he writes: " W h e n in the operation of a discursive

political phenomenon) and a paradigm (a criterion of scientific

formation, a group of statements is articulated, claims to validate

truth): " W h a t was lacking here was this problem of the 'discur-

(even unsuccessfully) n o r m s of verification and coherence, and

sive regime,' of the effects of power peculiar to the play of state-

when it exercises a d o m i n a n t function (as a model, a critique,

ments. I confused this too much with systematicity, theoretical

or a verification) over knowledge, we will say that the discur-

form, or s o m e t h i n g like a paradigm." 1 0 At some point, t h e n ,

sive formation crosses a threshold of epistemologization.

Foucault did indeed recognize the proximity to Kuhn's paradigm;

epistemological figure thus outlined obeys a n u m b e r of formal

but this proximity was not the effect of an actual affinity but the

criteria

When the

"' 2

result of a certain confusion. What was decisive for Foucault was

The change in terminology is not merely formal: in a m a n n e r

the movement of the paradigm from epistemology to politics,

wholly consistent with the premises of The Archaeology of Knowl-

its shift onto the plane of a politics of statements and discursive

edge, Foucault diverts attention from the criteria that permit the

regimes, where it was not so much the "change of theoretical

constitution of a normal science with respect to subjects (the

form" that was in question as the "internal regime of power,"

members of a scientific community) to the pure occurrence of

which determines the way in which the statements govern one

"groups of statements" and "figures," independently of any ref-

another to constitute an ensemble.

erence to subjects ("a group of statements is articulated," "the

From this perspective, it is clear that even though he does not

epistemological figure thus o u t l i n e d " ) . And when, a propos of

explicitly name them in The Archaeology of Knowledge, Foucault

the different types of history of science, Foucault defines his own

already wished to distinguish the theme of his own research from

concept of the episteme, it is once again not a matter of identify-

Kuhn's paradigms. For Foucault, discursive formations do not

ing something like a worldview or a s t r u c t u r e of thought that

define

imposes common postulates and n o r m s on the subject. Rather,

the state of knowledge at a given moment in time: they do not draw
up a list of what, from that moment, had been demonstrated to be
u ue and had assumed the status of definitively acquired knowledge,
and a list of what, on the other hand, had been accepted without either proof or adequate demonstration, or of what had been
accepted as a common belief or a belief demanded by the power of
the imagination. To analyze positivities is to show in accordance
with which rules a discursive practice may form groups of objects,
enunciations, concepts, or theoretical choices."

the episteme is the "total set of relations that u n i t e , at a given
period, the discursive practices that give rise to epistemological figures, sciences, and possibly formalized systems."'* Unlike
Kuhn's paradigm, the episteme docs not define what is knowablc
in a given period, hut what is Implicit in the fact that a given discourse or epistemological figure exists at all: "In the enigma of
scientific discourse, what the analysis of the episteme questions is
not its right to be a science, but the fact that it exists." 14
The Archaeology of Knowledge has been read as a manifesto of
historiographical discontinuity. W h e t h e r this characterization is

A little further d o w n , Foucault describes s o m e t h i n g that

correct or not (Foucault contested it a n u m b e r of times), it is

seems to correspond to Kuhn's paradigm but that he prefers to

certain that in this book Foucault appears most interested in

1
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that which permits the constitution of contexts and groups, in

of an "ensemble," and the "panoptic modality of power." As

the positive existence of "figures" and series. Only that these

such, it is a "figure of political technology that may and must be

contexts emerge in accordance with an entirely peculiar episte-

detached from any specific use"; it is not merely a "dream build-

mological model which coincides neither with those commonly

ing," but "the diagram of a mechanism of p o w e r reduced to its

accepted in historical research nor with Kuhnian paradigms, and

ideal form." 16 In short, the panopticon functions as a paradigm in

which we must therefore undertake to identify.

the strict sense: it is a singular object that, standing equally for
all others of the same class, defines the intelligibility of the group
of which it is a part and which, at the same time, it constitutes.
Anyone who has read Discipline and Punish knows not only how

Consider the notion of panoplicism, which Foucault presents in

the panopticon, situated as it is at the end of the section on disci-

the third part of Discipline and Punish. The panopticon is a par-

pline, performs a decisive strategic function for the understand-

ticular historical phenomenon, an architectural model published

ing of the disciplinary modality of power, but also how it becomes

by Jeremy Bentham in Dublin in 1791 under the title Panopticon;

something like the epistemological figure that, in defining the

or, The Inspection-House:

disciplinary universe of modernity, also marks the threshold over

Containing

the Idea of a New Principle,

of Construction, Applicable to Any Sort of Establishment,

in Which

Persons of Any Description Are to Re Kept Under Inspection. Foucault

which it passes into the societies of control.
This is not an isolated case in Foucault's work. O n the contrary, one could say that in this sense paradigms define the most

recalls its basic features:
We know the principle on which it was based: at the periphery,
an annular building; at the centre, a tower; this tower is pierced
with wide windows that open onto the inner side of the ring; the
peripheric building is divided into tells, each of which extends the
whole width of the building; they have two windows, one on the
inside, corresponding to the windows of the tower; the other, on
the outside, allows the light to cross the cell from one end to the
other. All that is needed, then, is to place a supervisor in a central
tower and to shut up in each cell a madman, a patient, a condemned
man, a worker or a schoolboy. By the effect of backlighting, one can
observe from the tower, standing out precisely against the light, the
small captive shadows in the cells of the periphery. They are like so
manv cages, so many small theatres. 15

characteristic gesture of Foucault's m e t h o d . The great confinement, the confession, the investigation, the examination, the care
of the self: these are all singular historical phenomena that Foucault treats as paradigms, and this is what constitutes his specific
intervention into the field of historiography. Paradigms establish
a broader problematic context that they both constitute and make
intelligible.
Daniel S. Milo has remarked that Foucault demonstrates the
relevance of contexts produced by metaphorical fields in contrast
to those created only through chronological caesurae.' 7 Following the orientations of such works as Marc Bloch's Royal Touch,
Ernst Kantorowicz's King's Two Rodies, and Lucien Fehvre's Problem of Unbelief in the Sixteenth

Century, Foucault is said to have

freed historiography from the exclusive domain of m e t o n y m i c

Yet for Foucault, the panopticon is both a "generalizable model of

contexts—for example, the e i g h t e e n t h - c e n t u r y or s o u t h e r n

functioning," namely "panopticism," that is to say, the principle

France—in order to r e t u r n metaphorical c o n t e x t s to primacy.
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This observation is correct only if one keeps in mind that for
Foucault, it is a question not of metaphors but of paradigms
in the sense noted above. Paradigms obey not the logic of the
metaphorical transfer of meaning but the analogical logic of the
example. Here we are not dealing with a signifier that is extended
to designate heterogeneous phenomena by virtue of the same
semantic structure; more akin to allegory than to metaphor, the
paradigm is a singular case that is isolated from its context only
insofar as, by exhibiting its own singularity, it makes intelligible
a new ensemble, whose homogeneity it itself constitutes. That is
to say, to give an example is a complex act which supposes that
the term functioning as a paradigm is deactivated from its normal
use, not in order to be moved into another context hut, on the
contrary, to present the canon—the rule—of that use, which can
not be shown in any other way.
Sextus Pompeius Festus informs us that the Romans distinguished exemplar from exemplum. The exemplar can be observed
by the senses (oculis conspicitur) and refers to that which one
must imitate (exemplar est quod simile faciamus). The exemplum,
on the other hand, demands a more complex evaluation (which
is not merely sensible: animo aestimatur); its meaning is above
all moral and intellectual. The Foucauldian paradigm is both of
these things: not only an exemplar and model, which imposes
the constitution of a normal science, but also and above all an
exemplum, which allows statements and discursive practices to be
gathered into a new intelligible ensemble and in a new problematic context.

The locus classicus of the epistemology of the example is in Aristotle's Prior Analytics. There, Aristotle distinguishes the procedure
by way of paradigms from induction and deduction. "It is clear,"
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he writes, "that the paradigm does not function as a part with
respect to the whole [hos meros pros holon], nor as a whole with
respect to the part [hos holon pros meros], but as a part with respect
to the part [hos meros pros meros], if both are under the same but
one is better known than the other."18 That is to say, while induction proceeds from the particular to the universal and deduction
from the universal to the particular, the paradigm is defined by
a third and paradoxical type of movement, which goes from the
particular to the particular. The example constitutes a peculiar
form of knowledge that does not proceed by articulating together
the universal and the particular, but seems to dwell on the plane
of the latter. Aristotle's treatment of the paradigm does not move
beyond these brief observations, and the status of knowledge resting within the particular is not examined any further. Not only
does Aristotle seem to hold that the common type exists before
particulars, but he leaves undefined the status of "greater knowability" (gnorimoteron) (hat belongs to the example.
The epistemological status of the paradigm becomes clear only
if we understand —making Aristotle's thesis more radical—that
it calls into question the dichotomous opposition between the
particular and the universal which we are used to seeing as
inseparable from procedures of knowing, and presents instead
a singularity irreducible to any of the dichotomy's two terms.
The domain of his discourse is not logic but analogy, the theory
of which was reconstructed by Knzo Melandri in a book that has
by now become a classic. And the analogon it generates is neither
particular nor general. Hence its special value, and our task of
understanding it.

In La linea c il circolo, Melandri shows that analogy is opposed to
the dichotomous principle dominating Western logic. Against the
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drastic alternative "A or B," which excludes the third, analogy
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consequence of an objective law and signifies nothing other than

imposes its tertium datur, its stubborn "neither A nor B." In other

that one absolutely (without a further aim) ought to act in a certain

words, analogy intervenes in the dichotomies oflogic (particular/

way. Rather, as a necessity that is thought in an aesthetic judgment,

universal; form/content; lawfulness/exemplarity; and so on) not

it can only be called exemplary [exemplarisch], i.e., a necessity of the

to take them up into a higher synthesis but to transform them into

assent of all to a judgment that is regarded as an example [Beispiel\

a force field traversed by polar tensions, where (as in an electro-

of a universal rule that one cannot produce [angeben].'9

magnetic field) their substantial identities evaporate. But in what
sense and in what way is the third given here? Certainly not as a
term homogeneous with the first two, the identity of which could
in turn be defined by a binary logic. Only from the point of view
of dichotomy can analogy (or paradigm) appear as tertium comparationis. The analogical third is attested here above all through the
disidentification and neutralization of the first two, which now
become indiscernible. The third is this indiscernibility, and if onetries to grasp it by means of bivalent caesurae, one necessarily
r u n s up against an undecidable. It is thus impossible to clearly
separate an example's paradigmatic character—its standing for
all cases—from the fact that it is one case among others. As in a
magnetic field, we are dealing not with extensive and scalable
magnitudes but with vectorial intensities.

As with the aesthetic judgment for Kant, a paradigm actually
presupposes the impossibility of the rule; but if the rule is missing
or cannot be formulated, from where will the example draw its
probative value? And how is it possible to supply the examples of
an unassignable rule?
The aporia may be resolved only if we understand that a paradigm implies the total abandonment of the particular-general
couple as the model of logical inference. T h e rule (if it is still
possible to speak of rules here) is not a generality preexisting the
singular cases and applicable to them, nor is it something resulting from the exhaustive enumeration of specific cases. Instead, it
is the exhibition alone of the paradigmatic case that constitutes a
rule, which as such cannot be applied or stated.

8
Nowhere, perhaps, is the paradoxical relation between paradigms
and generality as forcefully formulated as in The Critique of Judgment, where Kant conceives of the necessity of the aesthetic
judgment in the form of an example for which it is impossible to
state the rule:

Anyone familiar with the history of the monastic orders knows
that, at least in regard to the first c e n t u r i e s , it is difficult to
understand the status of what the documents call regula. In the
most ancient testimonies, regula simply means conversatio fratrum,
the monks' way of life in a given monastery. It is often identified
with the founder's way of living envisaged us forma vitae— that

Now this necessity is of a special kind: not a theoretical objective

is, as an example to be followed. And the founder's life is in

necessity, where it can be cognized a priori that everyone will feel

t u r n the sequel to the life of jesus as narrated in the Gospels.

this satisfaction in the object called beautiful by me, nor a practi-

W i t h the gradual development of the monastic orders, and the

cal necessity, where by means of concepts of a pure will, serving

Roman Curia's growing need to exercise control over them, the

as rules for freely acting beings, this satisfaction is a necessary

term regula increasingly assumed the meaning of a written text,
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preserved in the monastery, which had to be read by the person
who, having embraced the monastic life, consented to subject
himself to the prescriptions and prohibitions contained therein.
However, at least until Saint Benedict, the rule does not indicate
a general norm but the living community (koinos bios, cenobio)
that results from an example and in which the life of each monk
tends at the limit to become paradigmatic—that is, to constitute
itself as forma vitae.
We can therefore say, joining Aristotle's observations with
those of Kant, that a paradigm entails a movement that goes from
singularity to singularity and, without ever leaving singularity,
transforms every singular case into an exemplar of a general rule
that can never be stated a priori.

IO

In 1947, Victor Goldschmidt, an author whom Foucault appears
to have known and admired, published l.e paradigme dans la
diakctiaue platonicienne. As is often the case with the writings
of this brilliant historian of philosophy, the examination of an
apparently marginal problem —the use of examples in Plato's
dialogues—throws new light on the entirety of Plato's thought,
especially the relation between ideas and the sensible, of which
the paradigm is revealed to be the technical expression. Georges
Rodie.r had alreadyj observed that sometimes ideas function in
the dialogues as paradigms for sensible objects, whereas at other
times sensible objects are presented as the paradigms of ideas. If
in the Euthypbro the idea of piety is that which is used as a paradigm in order to understand corresponding sensible objects, in
the Statesman a sensible paradigm—weaving—instead leads to the
understanding of ideas. To explain how an example may produce
knowledge, Plato introduces here the example of the. syllables
children are able to recognize in different words as a "paradigm
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for the paradigm": "A paradigm is generated when an entity,
which is found in something other and separated [diespasmenoi;
the Greek term means "torn," "lacerated"] in another entity, is
judged correctly and recognized as the same, and having been
reconnected together generates a true and unique opinion concerning each and both."20
Commenting on this definition, Goldschmidt shows that here
there seems to be a paradoxical structure, at once sensible and
mental, which he calls the "element-form."21 In other words,
even though it is a singular sensible phenomenon, the paradigm
somehow contains the eidos, the very form that is to be defined.
It is not a simple sensible element that is present in two different
places, but something like a relation between the sensible and the
mental, the element and the form ("the paradigmatic element is
itself a relationship")." Just as in the case of recollection—which
Plato often uses as a paradigm for knowledge—where a sensible
phenomenon is placed into a nonsensible relation with itself, and
thus re-cognized in the other, so in the paradigm it is a matter
not of corroborating a certain sensible likeness but of producing it by means of an operation. For this reason, the paradigm is
never already given, but is generated and produced (paradcigmatos. . .genesis; paradeigmata . . . gignomena) by "placing alongside,"
"conjoining together," and above all by "showing" and "exposing" (paraballontas. . . paTatithemena . .. endeiknynai... deichthei... deichthenta)." The paradigmatic relation does not merely
occur between sensible objects or between these objects and a
general rule; it occurs instead between a singularity (which thus
becomes a paradigm) and its exposition (its intelligibility).

11

Consider the relatively simple case of a grammatical example.
Grammar is constituted and may state its rules only through the
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practice of paradigmatics, by exhibiting linguistic examples. But
what is the use of language that defines grammatical practice?
How is a grammatical example produced? Take the case of the
paradigms that in Latin grammars account for the declensions of
nouns. Through its paradigmatic exhibition (rosa, ros-ae, ros-ae,
ros-am...), the normal use as well as the denotative character of
the term "rose" is suspended. The term thus makes possible the
constitution and intelligibility of the group "feminine noun of
the first declension," of which it is both a member and a paradigm. What is essential here is the suspension of reference and
normal use. If, in order to explain the rule that defines the class
of performatives, the linguist utters the example "I swear," it is
clear that this syntagma is not to be understood as the uttering of
a real oath. To be capable of acting as an example, the syntagma
must be suspended from its normal function, and nevertheless
it is precisely by virtue of this nonfunctioning and suspension
that it can show how the syntagma works and can allow the
rule to be stated. If we now ask ourselves whether the rule can
be applied to the example, the answer is not easy. In fact, the
example is excluded from the rule not because it does not belong
to the normal case but, on the contrary, because it exhibits its
belonging to it. The example, then, is the symmetrical opposite of the exception: whereas the exception is included through
its exclusion, the example is excluded through the exhibition
of its inclusion. However, in this way, according to the etymological meaning of the Greek term, it shows "beside itself"
(para-deiknymi) both its own intelligibility and that of the class it
constitutes.

12

In Plato, the paradigm has its place in dialectics, which, by articulating the relation between the intelligible and the sensible order,
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makes knowledge possible. "The relation between these two
orders may be conceived in two ways: as a relation of likeness
(between copy and model) or as a relation of proportion."" To
each of these conceptions there corresponds, according to Goldschmidt, a specific dialectical procedure: to the first, recollection
(defined bv Plato in the Meno and in the Theatetus); to the second,
the paradigm, which is discussed above all in the Sophist and in
the Statesman. Continuing Goldschmidt's analyses we must now
attempt to understand the specific meaning and function of the
paradigm in dialectics. The whole thorny discussion of the dialectical method in book 6 of the Republic becomes clear when it is
understood as an exposition of the paradigmatic method." Plato
distinguishes two stages or moments within the emergence of
science, which are represented as two continuous segments on a
straight line. The first, which defines the procedures of "geometry and calculus and those who practice these kinds of sciences,"
grounds its investigations on hypotheses. It presupposes (this is
the meaning of the Greek term hypothesis, from hypotithemi, "I lay
it below as a base") givens that are treated as known principles,
the evidence of which does not need to be accounted for. The
second belongs to dialectics: "it does not consider hypotheses as
first principles [archai] but truly as hypotheses—that is, as stepping stones to take off from, enabling it to reach the unhypothetical [anypotheton] first principle of everything. Having touched
this principle, and keeping hold of what follows from it, it comes
down to a conclusion without making use of anything sensible at
all, but only of ideas themselves, moving on from ideas to ideas,
and ending with ideas."26
What does it mean to treat hypotheses (presuppositions) as
hypotheses rather than as principles? What is a hypothesis that
is not presupposed but exposed as such? If we recall that the
knowability of the paradigm is never presupposed, and that on
the contrary its specific operation consists in suspending and
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deactivating its empirical givenness in order to exhibit only an
intelligibility, then treating hypotheses as hypotheses means
treating them as paradigms.
Here the aporia that both Aristotle and modern commentators have observed—that in Plato the idea is the paradigm of the
sensible and the sensible the paradigm of ideas—is resolved. The
idea is not another being that is presupposed by the sensible or
coincides with it: it is the sensible considered as a paradigm—that
is, in the medium of its intelligibility. This is why Plato is able to
state that even dialectics, like the arts, starts from hypotheses (ex
hypotheseos iousa),21 but unlike them it takes hypotheses as hypotheses rather than principles. To put it differently, dialectics uses
hypotheses as paradigms. The non-hypothetical, to which dialectics has access, is above all opened by the paradigmatic use of the
sensible. It is in this sense that we should understand the following passage, where the dialectical method is defined as "doing
away with hypothesis": "Dialectic is the only method that proceeds in this manner, doing away with hypotheses [tas bjpotheseis
anairousa] and reaching to the first principle itself."29 Anaireo, like
its corresponding Latin term tolkre (and the German aujheben,
which Hegel placed at the heart of his dialectic), signifies both "to
take," "to raise," and "to take away," "to eliminate." As previously
noted, what operates as a paradigm is withdrawn from its normal
use and, at the same time, exposed as such. The non-hypothetical
is what discloses itself at the point where hypotheses are "taken
away," that is, raised and eliminated at the same time. The intelligibility in which dialectics moves in its "descent toward the end"
is the paradigmatic intelligibility of the sensible.

13
The hermeneutic circle, which defines the procedures of knowledge in the human sciences, acquires its true meaning only from
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the perspective of the paradigmatic method. Before Friedrich
Daniel Ernst Schleiermacher, Georg Anton Friedrich Ast had
already observed that in the philological sciences, knowledge of
a single phenomenon presupposes knowledge of the whole and,
vice versa, knowledge of the whole presupposes that of single
phenomena. Grounding this hermeneutic circle in Being and Time
on pre-understanding as Dasein's anticipatory existential structure, Martin Heidegger helped the human sciences out of this
difficulty and indeed guaranteed the "more original" character
of their knowledge. Since then, the motto "What is decisive is not
to get out of the circle but to come into it in the right way" has
become a magic formula that allows the inquirer to transform the
vicious circle into a virtuous one."
However, such a guarantee was less reassuring than it at first
appeared. If the activity of the interpreter is always already anticipated by a pre-understanding that is elusive, what does it mean
"to come into [the circle] in the right way?" Heidegger suggested
that it was a matter of never allowing the pre-understanding to
be presented (vorgeben) by "fancies" or "popular conceptions,"
but instead "working |it] out in terms of the things themselves."10
This can only mean—and the circle then seems to become even
more "vicious"—that the inquirer must be able to recognize in
phenomena the signature of a pre-understanding that depends on
their own existential structure.
The aporia is resolved if we understand that the hermeneutic
circle is in actuality a paradigmatic circle. There is no duality
here between "single phenomenon" and "the whole" as there
was in Ast and Schleiermacher: the whole only results from
the paradigmatic exposition of individual cases. And there is no
circularity, as in Heidegger, between a "before" and an "after,"
between pre-understanding and interpretation. In the paradigm,
intelligibility does not precede the phenomenon; it stands, so to
speak, "beside" it {para). According to Aristotle's definition, the
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paradigmatic gesture moves not from the particular to the whole
and from the whole to the particular but from the singular to the
singular. The phenomenon, exposed in the medium of its knowability, shows the whole of which it is the paradigm. With regard
to phenomena, this is not a presupposition (a "hypothesis"): as a
"non-presupposed principle," it stands neither in the past nor in
the present but in their exemplary constellation.

H
Between 1924 and 1929, Aby Warburg was working on his "atlas
of images," which was to be called Mnemosyne. As is well-known,
it is a collection of plates or boards to which are attached a heterogeneous series of images (reproductions of works of art or
manuscripts, photographs cut out of newspapers or taken by
Warburg himself, and so on) often referring to a single theme that
Warburg defined as Pathosformel. Consider plate 46, in which we
find the Pathosformel "Nymph," the figure of a woman in movement (when she appears in Ghirlandaio's fresco in the Tornabuoni
Chapel, Warburg gives her the familiar nickname Fraulein Schnellbring, "Miss Quick-Bring"). The plate is made up of twentyseven images, each of which is somehow related to the theme that
gives its name to the whole. In addition to Ghirlandaio's fresco,
one can identify a Roman ivory relief, a sibyl from the cathedral
of Sessa Aurunca, a few miniatures from a sixteenth-century
Florentine manuscript, a detail from one of Botticelli's frescos,
Fra Filippo Lippi's tondo of the Madonna and the birth of John
the Baptist, a photo of a peasant woman from Settignano taken
by Warburg himself, and so on. How should we read this plate?
What is the relation that holds together the individual images? In
other words, where is the nymph?
A mistaken way of reading the plate would be to see in
it something like an iconographic repertory, where what is in
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question is the origin and history of the iconographic theme
"figure of a woman in movement." This would be a matter of
arranging, as far as possible, the individual images in chronological order by following the probable genetic relation that, binding
one to the other, would eventually allow us to go back to the
archetype, to the "formula of pathos" from which they all originate. A slightly more careful reading of the plate shows that none
ol the images is the original, just as none of the images is simply a
copy or repetition. Just as it is impossible to distinguish between
creation and performance, original and execution, in the "formulaic" composition that Milman Parry had recognized at the basis
of the Homeric poems and more generally of any oral compositions, so are Warburg's Pathosjormeln hybrids of archetype and
phenomenon, first-timeness (primavokita) and repetition. Every
photograph is the original; every image constitutes the arche
and is, in this sense, "archaic." But the nymph herself is neither
archaic nor contemporary; she is undecidable in regards to diachrony and synchrony, unicity and multiplicity. This means that
the nymph is the paradigm of which individual nymphs are the
exemplars. Or to be more precise, in accordance with the constitutive ambiguity of Plato's dialectic, the nymph is the paradigm
of the single images, and the single images are the paradigms of
the nymph.
In other words, the nymph is an Urphanomen, an "originary
phenomenon" in Goethe's sense of the term. This technical term,
which is essential to Goethe's investigations on nature from the
Theory of Colors to The Metamorphosis of Plants, even though it is
never clearly defined by the author, becomes intelligible only
when understood in a decidedly paradigmatic sense, thereby following a suggestion by Elizabeth Rotten, who traced its origin back to Plato. Goethe often juxtaposes his method to that
which proceeds by "single cases and general rubrics, opinions
and hypotheses."31 In the essay "The Experiment as Mediator
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Between Object and Subject," he proposes a model of "experience
of a higher type," where the unification of individual phenomena
does not occur "in hypothetical and systematic manner," but
where instead each phenomenon "stands in relation with countless others, in the way we say of a freely floating luminous point,
that it emits its rays in every direction."" How such a singular
relation among phenomena ought to be understood is discussed
a few lines below in a passage where the paradigmatic nature
of the procedure is stated beyond any doubt: "Such an experience, which consists of many others, is clearly of a higher type.
H represents the formula in which countless single examples find
their expression."" "Every existent," he reiterates in another
fragment, "is the analogon of every existent; for this reason,
existence always appears to us as separated and connected at the
same time. If one follows the analogy too closely, everything
becomes identical; if we avoid it, everything scatters to infinity."54
As a paradigm, the Urphanomen is thus the place where analogy lives in perfect equilibrium beyond the opposition between
generality and particularity. Hence, Goethe writes of the "pure
phenomenon" that it can "never be isolated, since it shows itself
in a continuous series of appearances."15 And in the Maximal und
Rejlexionen, he sums up its nature with a definition that could
be equally valid for the paradigm: "the originary phenomenon:
ideal insofar as it is the last knowable/real, insofar as it is known/
symbolic because it embraces all cascs:/identical with all cases.""
Even though it never crosses into the generality of a hypothesis
or law, the Urphanomen is nevertheless knowable; it is indeed in
the single phenomenon the last knowable element, its capacity to
constitute itself as a paradigm. For this reason, a famous Gothean
dictum states that one should never look beyond the phenomena:
insofar as they are paradigms, "they are theory."
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At this point, let us try to put in the form of theses some of the
features that, according to our analysis, define a paradigm:
1. A paradigm is a form of knowledge that is neither inductive
nor deductive but analogical. It moves from singularity to
singularity.
2. By neutralizing the dichotomy between the general and the
particular, it replaces a dichotomous logic with a bipolar analogical model.
3. The paradigmatic case becomes such by suspending and, at the
same time, exposing its belonging to the group, so that it is
never possible to separate its exemplarity from its singularity.
4. The paradigmatic group is never presupposed by the paradigms; rather, it is immanent in them.
5. In the paradigm, there is no origin or arche; every phenomenon is the origin, every image archaic.
(•). The historicity of the paradigm lies neither in diachrony nor
in synchrony but in a crossing of the two.
At this point, I think it is clear what it means to work by way
of paradigms for both me and Foucault. Homo sacer and the concentration camp, the Muselmann and the state of exception, and,
more recently, the Trinitarian oikonomia and acclamations are
not hypotheses through which I intended to explain modernity
by tracing it back to something like a cause or historical origin.
On the contrary, as their very multiplicity might have signaled,
each time it was a matter of paradigms whose aim was to make
intelligible series of phenomena whose kinship had eluded or
could elude the historian's gaze. To be sure, my investigations,
like those of Foucault, have an archaeological character, and the
phenomena with which they deal unfold across time and therefore
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require an attention to documents and diachrony that cannot but
follow the laws of historical philology. Nevertheless, the arche
they reach—and this perhaps holds for all historical inquiry —is
not an origin presupposed in time. Rather, locating itself at the
crossing of diachrony and synchrony, it makes the inquirer's present intelligible as much as the past of his or her object. Archaeology, then, is always a paradigmatology, and the capacity to recognize and articulate paradigms defines the rank of the inquirer
no less than does his or her ability to examine the documents
of an archive. In the final analysis, the paradigm determines the
very possibility of producing in the midst of the chronological
archive—which in itself is inert—the plans de clivage (as French
epistemologists call them) that alone make it legible.
If one asks whether the paradigmatic character lies in things
themselves or in the mind of the inquirer, my response must be
that the question itself makes no sense. The intelligibility in question in the paradigm has an ontological character. It refers not to
the cognitive relation between subject and object but to being.
There is, then, a paradigmatic ontology. And I know of no better definition of it than the one contained in a poem by Wallace
Stevens titled "Description Without Place":
It is possible that to seem —it is to be,
As the sun is something seeming and it is.
The sun is an example. What it seems
It is and in such seeming all things are.
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Book 9 of Paracelsus's treatise De natura rerum (Of the Nature of
Things) is titled "De signatura rerum naturalium" (Concerning
the. Signature of Natural Things).1 The original core of the Paracelsian episteme is the idea that all things bear a sign that manifests and reveals their invisible qualities. "Nothing is without a
sign" (hlichts ist ohn ein Zeichen), he writes in Von den naturlichen
Dingen, "since nature does not release anything in which it has not
marked what is to be found within that thing."2 "There is nothing exterior that is not an announcement of the interior," reads
the Liber de podagricis, and by means of signs man can know what
has been marked in each thing.5 And if, in this sense, "all things,
herbs, seeds, stones, and roots reveal in their qualities, forms, and
figures [Gestak] that which is in them," if "they all become known
through their signatum," then "signatura is the science by which
everything that is hidden is found, and without this art nothing
of any profundity can be done."4 This science, however, like all
knowledge, is a consequence of sin, insofar as Adam, in Eden, was
absolutely unmarked (unhczcichnet), and would have remained so
had he not "fallen into nature," which leaves nothing unmarked.
Based on these presuppositions, "De signatura rerum naturalium" is able to go right to the heart of the matter and inquire
into the nature and the number of "signers." Here signatura is
no longer the name of a science but the very act and effect of
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Abstract
What makes scraping methodologically interesting for social and cultural research?
This paper seeks to contribute to debates about digital social research by exploring
how a ‘medium-specific’ technique for online data capture may be rendered
analytically productive for social research. As a device that is currently being
imported into social research, scraping has the capacity to re-structure this set of
practices, and this in at least two ways. Firstly, as a technique that is not native to
social research, scraping risks to introduce ‘alien’ methodological assumptions into
social research (such as an pre-occupation with freshness). Secondly, to scrape is to
risk importing into our inquiry categories that are prevalent in the social practices
enabled by the media: scraping makes available already formatted data for social
research. Scraped data, and online social data more generally, tend to come with
‘external’ analytics already built-in. This circumstance is often approached as a
‘problem’ with online data capture, but we propose it may be turned into virtue,
insofar as data formats that have currency in the areas under scrutiny may serve as a
source of social data themselves. Scraping, we propose, makes it possible to render
traffic between the object and process of social research analytically productive. It
enables a form of ‘real-time’ social research, in which the formats and life cycles of
online data may lend structure to the analytic objects and findings of social research.
By way of a conclusion, we demonstrate this point in an exercise of online issue
profiling, and more particularly, by relying on online platforms to profile the issues
of ‘austerity’ and ‘crisis’. Here we distinguish between two forms of real-time

research, those dedicated to monitoring live content (which terms are current?) and
those concerned with analysing the liveliness of issues (which topics are
happening?).
1. Introduction
Scraping, to state this quite formally, is a currently prominent technique for the
automated collection of online data. It is one of the more distinctive techniques
associated with present forms of digital social research, those that have been
grouped under the rubric of the ‘second computational turn’ in the social and
cultural sciences, which is marked by the rise of the Internet, and is to be
distinguished from a ‘first’ computational turn, which is associated with the rise of
computational statistics in the late 1960s, and which then inspired the further
development of quantitative methods in social science (Rogers, forthcoming;
Burrows, Uprichard et al, 2008). As a technique for collecting data on the Web,
scraping is widely seen to offer opportunities for developing new forms of data
collection, analysis, and visualisation, and these opportunities have in recent years
been examined and advertised in various programmatic pronouncements on the
future of digital social research. Later on in this paper, we will return to these
programmatic typifications of digital social research, but as our initial entry point
into this area, we wish to focus instead on the technical and mundane practice and
device of ‘scraping’ itself. As a technique of online data extraction, scraping seems
to us of special interest, because it is an important part of what makes practically
possible digital social research.
By way of context, it should be noted that besides being a prominent
technique, scraping is today also a notable news item. Scraping is granted special
importance in narratives that are doing the rounds of publicity media about the
analytic, normative and economic potential of digital social research. Newspapers
from the New York Times to the Wall Street Journal, have recently run articles on
scraping, making rather dramatic pronouncements about its social, economic, and
epistemic implications. As a New York Times article reported, ‘social scientists are
trying to mine the vast resources of the Internet — Web searches and Twitter
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messages, Facebook and blog posts, the digital location trails generated by billions
of cell phones. The most optimistic researchers believe that these storehouses of
“big data” will for the first time reveal sociological laws of human behaviour —
enabling them to predict political crises, revolutions and other forms of social and
economic instability.’1 The Wall Street Journal chose to foreground the social angle,
telling the story of a participant in online discussions on bipolar disorder, who found
that his contributions had been scraped by a pharmaceutical company, or more
precisely, a marketing firm working for a pharmaceutical company. “The market for
personal data about Internet users is booming, and in the vanguard is the practice of
"scraping." Firms offer to harvest online conversations and collect personal details
from social-networking sites, résumé sites and online forums where people might
discuss their lives.”2
In this article, too, we want to explore the capacity of scraping to transform
social research and to reconfigure the relations between subjects, objects, methods
and devices of social research. However, rather than focusing on the ‘human angle’
foregrounded in the Wall Street Journal, or adopting the grand epistemological
perspective of the New York Times, we want to focus on the device of scraping itself,
and examine what kinds of social research practices it enables. Adopting such an
approach enables us to examine digital social research from the standpoint of its
apparatus. It is to adopt a more myopic focus on the concrete and everyday
techniques and practices of online digital data capture. Such an approach offers a
way to fill in anew a commitment long held dear by sociologists of science and
technology, namely the insistence that science is best understood as a materially
specific practice.3 An investigation of scraping as a technique of data-collection
1

John Markoff, Government Aims to Build a ʻData Eye in the Skyʼ, New York Times, October 10,
2011, https://www.nytimes.com/2011/10/11/science/11predict.html (accessed 11 January 2012).
The stream of articles goes on: the Financial Times offered an account of a classroom at University
College London, where students are devising ways to scrape social media to capture the most
current financial information. Sam Knight “School for Quants,” Financial Times, March 2, 2012
(thanks to Patrice Riemens).
2
Julia Angwin & Steve Stecklow, 'Scrapers' Dig Deep for Data on Web, Wallstreet Journal, October
10, 2010
3
There have of course been several attempts to investigate the process of knowledge-making in
the sociology of science and technology itself, including the rhetorical devices it deploys (Woolgar,
1988). However, arguably these attempts were not so much concerned with the technological
minutiae of doing social research.
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opens up a perspective on digital social research in-the-making, as opposed to the
declarations of intent and hopes for what digital social research might deliver as its
final product as expressed in programmatic statements. Indeed, we will argue that
digital social research might offer ways of renewing and radicalizing this
commitment to research-as-process, as scraping may inform the development of
‘real-time’ or ‘live’ forms of social research, a term we take from Back and Lury
(forthcoming).
We would like to propose that a more careful examination of online
techniques of data capture may help to clarify some of the distinct analytic
affordances of digital social research. Crucial in this respect is that scraping disturbs
the distinction between the ‘inside’ and the ‘outside’ of social research. As we will
discuss in the first section, the development of scraping as a data collection
technique has been largely exogenous to social research. Scraping, then, is not
native to social research and accordingly it risks to introduce ‘alien’ assumptions in
this practice. Something similar applies, moreover, to the types of ‘data’ that
scraping makes available for social research: distinctive about scraping as a data
collection technique, we want to propose, is that it makes available already
formatted data for social research. Scraping tends to involve the importation of
categories into social research that are strictly speaking external to it. This
circumstance, we want to argue here, is not necessarily a problem, or at least it may
be turned into a virtue, and this insofar this circumstance can be rendered
analytically productive for social research. It makes possible a form of ‘live’ social
research, which approaches data formats as a source of social insight. Such an
approach offers an alternative way of framing what scraping ‘is for’. Instead of the
live monitoring of live content, scrapers may also be deployed to analyse the
liveliness of issues, a point we like illustrate through case study enabled by scraping.
But first we need to talk about the scrapers themselves.
2. What is Scraping?
Formally speaking, scraping refers to a technical operation of Information
Extraction, which is a field concerned with the automatic processing of data.
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Information extraction has acquired special saliency in the context of digitization
and network media, in which the issue of information overload, the availability of
overwhelming quantities of data, is widely regarded as a central challenge and
opportunity (Moens 2006). Information extraction promises a medium-specific
solution to this problematic, in that it offers a way to extract – quite literally relevant information from the data deluges enabled by digital and networked media.4
This promise is made usefully clear in another general definition of Information
Extraction, which defines it as “the automatic extraction of structured information
such as entities, relationships between entities, and attributes describing entities
from unstructured sources” (Sarawagi 2007: 261; italics ours). Arguably, then,
information extraction offers a solution to the problem of relevance, by deriving
ordered data out of the unordered expanse of digital environments. And scraping
refers a specific application of Information Extraction, as it provides a way of
extracting specific fields or data elements not from individual data-bases, but from
pages on the Internet.
As it is applied online, scraping makes it possible to bring together data from
multiple locations, making the extracted data available for new uses, thereby
enabling the ‘re-purposing’ of online data.5 One can scrape Web pages for images,
or location data (town, region, country) or for ‘keyword in context’ data, which can
then serve as a data set for research. This is also to say that the technique is easiest
to use if the targeted content itself has structure. From an information extraction
4

For example, in 2008 Google was processing twenty petabytes a day (Dean and Ghemawat
2008).
5
There is some debate whether web crawlers should be included among web scrapers. A web
crawler - also known as an ant, a robot or a spider - “is a program or suite of programs that is
capable of iteratively and automatically downloading web pages, extracting URLs from their HTML
and fetching them” and are used for a variety of purposes (Thelwall 2001). Web crawlers are most
popularly known as one of the main components in the apparatus of web search engines, where
they assemble and index a collection of web pages to allow users to query the index and return
matching results (Page and Brin 1999). Related is the use of crawlers in web archiving, for instance
the web crawler Heritrix developed and used by the Internet archive, where sets of web pages are
periodically collected and archived (Mohr et al 2004). A third use of crawling is for social research
purposes. Crawling in this context is both used for large-scale data mining, where analytics is
performed on web pages or where they are analyzed for statistical properties (Thelwall, 2001), and
it is also used to demarcate and analyze more specific “web spheres” or “issue networks” (Foot and
Schneider 2002; Marres and Rogers, 2005; Adamic and Glance 2005). While there is thus
considerable overlap between what crawlers and scrapers do, in this paper we will limit our
discussion somewhat artificially to scrapers, and the online capture of textual data in real-time.
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perspective, plain text is without structure. In another sense, however, scraping
treats the Web blindly, as a limitless expanse from which only specific elements
need to be brought in. Metaphorically speaking, one could say that scraping
structures data collection as a ‘distillation process,’ which involves the culling of
formatted data from a relatively opaque, under-defined ocean of available online
materials. As such, scraping invokes the epistemic category of the ‘plasma’ usefully
defined by Emmanuel Didier (2009; 2010) in his study of the invention of new
social data collection techniques in New Deal America, like questionnaires. In
Didier’s study, the printing, circulation and collation of surveys made possible new
types of expression of a relatively unformed ‘panoply of elements.’ Similarly, one
could say scraping takes as its starting point the ‘plasma’ of online materials already
in circulation, identifying specific data formats that have some currency in these
messy, partly opaque streams, and then relying on these formats to extract
analytically useful data for research.
More broadly speaking, however, scraping can be taken to refer not just to a
technique but also to a specific analytic practice. Much scraping is done today in
journalism, marketing, and policy research, and much of this activity concentrates
on online platforms that offer live or ‘real-time’ data, such as Twitter. Scraping
presupposes a socio-technical infrastructure, such as the increased availability on the
Web of ‘streams’ and ‘windows’ that specifically address themselves to
programmers and programmes, or to use the parlance, ‘developers’ and ‘scripts’.6 To
put this differently, the popularity of scraping is closely connected with the rise of
the so-called ‘real-time web,’ which has been defined in terms of the equipment of
Web services and online platforms for the provision of a continuous flow of fresh
data (Berry, 2011).7 In large part because of its very freshness, this data is in need of
6

This involves the provision and use of Application Programming Interfaces (APIs), which are
currently being deployed and developed in a variety of practices and sectors. Scrapers stand in
complex relations to APIʼs - compared against the industry provided (limited) APIs, scrapers may be
viewed as the less polite variant of data collection and in some cases may works against copyright,
terms of service, and “trespass to chattels”. See Watters, Audrey, “Scraping, cleaning, and selling
big data: Infochimps execs discuss the challenges of data scraping,” 11 May 2011, OʼReilly Radar,
http://radar.oreilly.com/2011/05/data-scraping-infochimps.html (accessed 12 January 2012).
7
The rise of the real-time Web is closely related to technical developments of the Web (e.g. ajax,
feeds, push notifications, APIs), and is seen most notably in Twitter's rise in usage and media
popularity, Facebookʼs news feed and Googleʼs increasing preference of freshness over relevance
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constant disclosure and analysis. Scraping prepares these fresh online data for
analysis, and a variety of tools and services are currently being developed to enable
and accommodate practices of ‘real-time’ analysis in journalism, marketing, and
policy-making. Figure 1 provides an example of the use of scraping in ‘live’
reporting: it is a visualization of the ‘phone hacking scandal’ from the Guardian
Data Journalism Blog, based on the analysis of Twitter data from July 2011. The
dynamic version of this visual shows the talking bubble-heads expand and shrink in
size depending on the frequency of their mentioning on the online chatter channel,
thus providing an account of the scandal ‘as-it-happened.’8

Figure 1: How Twitter tracked the News of the World scandal
in search results. The question is, how realtime is realtime? (see Leggetter, Phil. “Real-time web or
right-time web?, Programmable Web, 17 March 2011,
http://blog.programmableweb.com/2011/03/17/real-time-web-or-right-time-web/ (accessed 12
January 2012).
8
Richard, Jonathan et al. “How Twitter tracked the News of the World scandal”, The Guardian, 13
July 2011, http://www.guardian.co.uk/media/interactive/2011/jul/13/news-of-the-world-phonehacking-twitter (accessed 12 January 2012). See also Simon, Rogers, “What does Twitter think of
the News of the World?”, The Guardian, 7 July 2011,
http://www.guardian.co.uk/news/datablog/interactive/2011/jul/07/news-world-twitter (accessed 12
January 2012).
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Another example from the U.K. is ScraperWiki, which is a platform for
developing and sharing scrapers. ScraperWiki is built both for programmers who
want to make scrapers and for non-programmers who are after specific types of
fresh online data, such as research journalists. Indeed, on its site ScraperWiki
explicitly frames its services as including data provision for media, organizations
and government. ScraperWiki also responds to a common problem with scrapers:
their instability.9 Scrapers are often custom-built, as they are designed to extract
specific types of data from the Internet, and may also need to be adapted in response
to changing access settings of the pages and sites to be scraped.10 For this reason,
many scrapers lead somewhat ephemeral existences, as they are taken in and out of
use depending on needs arising, something which has been referred to as
occasioning the rise of ‘plastic methods.’11 In an ostensible effort to address this
situation, ScraperWiki offers a Web-based, generally available platform that makes
it more easy to use, develop, archive and manages scrapers. Finally, insofar as
scraping involves the on-going development of tools and platforms, it arguably also
involves a distinctive set of everyday practices, a culture, or, perhaps, forms of
sociability.
Thus, ScraperWiki was one of the platforms introduced to students during a
class in CAST, the Centre for Creative and Social Technology, recently established
at Goldsmiths, University of London. Here, scraping brought with it a distinctive
educational arrangement. In a 2-hour ‘Sandbox’ session, conducted in a computer
lab, students were taught how to scrape through various ingenious pedagogical
props, which included the projection of a ‘recipe for scraping’ on the wall (Figure

9

As Helmond notes, the web has a focus on freshness and as such “Internet methods are
incessantly volatile due to the update culture of the Internet itself.” Helmond, Anne. “On the
Evolution of Methods: Banditry and the Volatility of Methods”, Annehelmond.nl, 17 May 2010,
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2). The ‘recipe for action’ detailed the relatively simple steps students were to
follow, in order to extract a particular type of data from the online encyclopedia
Wikipedia: a list of all the cities and towns were ‘Occupy’ protests where being held
at that moment. The ScraperWiki platform itself enabled a particularly clever
pedagogical trick, whereby each student could follow in their browser the scraping
script being typed by the session leader in front of the class. In building our ‘own’
scrapers, we could either try to follow the steps in the recipe and type our own code.
In case this didn't work, however, all we needed to do was to copy and paste the
teacher’s ‘master code’ into our own browser window, and voila we had build a
scraper. This way or organising things was marvellous in giving us students a taste
of what scraping feels like, but it also brings home the conceptual point already
flagged above.
Scraping involves a series of steps in which formatted data is extracted out of
an informational mess. To scrape is to build a chain from the relatively unformed
mass of online data to formatted information, and along this chain relatively raw
textual data is progressively stripped of its useless elements and formatted so as to
produce a well-ordered, useable data set (something which is nicely captured in the
programming concept of the ‘pipe’). As such, scraping also nicely illustrates an
argument from empiricist philosophy and sociology of science. Here, the process of
inquiry does not consist of the projection of categories on a fully-formed empirical
reality out there, but rather involves the creation of continuous chains which allow
us to move from the relatively unformed to the formed, a process of extraction in
which formats and their content emerge simultaneously (Latour, 1999; Duhem,
1954).
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Figure 2 and 3: Learning how to scrape with ScraperWiki in the CAST Lab,
Goldsmiths (December 2011)
3. Scraping as a device of social research
It is clear, then, that scraping is not a technique that is native to social scientific
research. Rather, to use scrapers in social research is to import a technique into
social research that is not native to it, and requires its adaptation, just as scrapers
themselves are devices for re-purposing online data. Testifying to the precariousness
of defining scrapers as techniques of social research is the fact that scraping is
principally known, in some circles, as a technique for e-commerce. There are ‘spam
sites’ or ‘scraper sites’ that use scrapers to duplicate or recycle online content –
something of which Google among others is very critical – and these sites
commonly use scrapers. Indeed, one could say that in some online discourses
scraping is most closely associated with illegal practices. For example, the
Wikipedia article on scraping is categorized under ‘spamming’ and scraping is also
discussed in these terms on Google blogs; one of Google’s recent algorithm updates,
Panda, was specifically designed to combat aforementioned scraper sites.12 Thus, it
is as one set of application of scraping among many others, that social and cultural
researchers are currently seeking to adapt scraping tools and services to their own
12
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purposes.
One example is info.extractor, a scraper developed by Chirag Shah and others
for the extraction of public comments from the famous online social media platform
Facebook for discourse analysis (Shah, 2011). Another scraper, the Googlescraper –
and less transparently, also known as The Lippmannian Device - is a tool for online
textual analysis developed by the Digital Methods Initiative in Amsterdam.13 This
scraper scrapes the search engine Google, extracting parts of the query return pages
from it (Figure 4). Arguably, the Googlescraper ‘repurposes’ the search engine
Google as a ‘research tool’ (Brin and Page 1998; Rogers, 2009; Weltevrede,
forthcoming). Providing a way to collect and visualise Google returns over time, the
Googlesraper offers a means to study the rankings of Web sources produced by
Google, and which are so influential in structuring traffic and ‘attention’ online. In
another application of the Googlescraper, however, this tool also can be used by
social and cultural researchers to perform textual analysis on the Web, as the scraper
relies the search engine’s index and search operators as a vehicle for conducting
word frequency analysis in sets of Web pages. Using a device like the Google
scraper, it then becomes clear that scraping raises potentially very tricky issues for
social and cultural research. Using the Googlescraper, the question arises to what
extent we are studying the device being scraped, in this case Google, or the forms of
social life supposedly enabled by this device (Weltevrede, forthcoming). Scrapers,
that is, raise the question of how we establish the difference between researching
the medium and researching the social. Just how far should we go in taking online
devices into account as notable components in our research? Can we understand
them as part of our ‘methodology’, or should we recognize that they are part of the
‘object’ of our analysis?
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Figure 4: Live view of the Googlescraper aka the Lippmannian Device
As a technique of social research, however, scraping has some distinctive
affordances, that seem to make these complications well-worth the trouble. First and
foremost, scraping solves a problem that social research shares with any other digital
practices: it provides a solution to the circumstance that data out there on web pages
and platforms is not offered in a format that is at once usable. Scraping provides a
way to aggregate data from disparate sources and platforms online. As such,
scraping may appear to do no less than to unlock the ‘sociological potential’ of the
Internet: it promises to make available for social research the very large quantities of
user-generated data, that currently are being amassed through online platforms like
Facebook, Twitter, Wikipedia and so on. Crucially, however, it should be noted that
the very popularity of scraping is affecting these very opportunities, as more and
more online platforms institute ways of regulating access to their otherwise
‘generally accessible’ platforms by bots and software agents. Thus, the chatter
platform Twitter currently regulates access to its data through the Twitter-provided
Application Programming Interface (API). At the moment of writing the Twitter
API, for example, has a “theoretical maximum of 3,200 statuses” and this may be
subjected to change at the companies will.14 While social media platforms promise to
make available a wealth of user-generated content or ‘social data,’ the way they
format these data may end up placing severe constraints on social research. As dana
boyd and Kate Crawford (2011) have flagged, a social research that relies on APIs
14
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risks rendering itself platform-dependent, and in effect accepts the blackboxing of
its data collection methods (and more generally, the corporatization of its data).
Scraping however, holds a second attraction for social research, and this is
that it may potentially solve the long-held research problem raised by online digital
data, often referred to as a problem of ‘dirty’ data (Bollier 2010; Rogers,
forthcoming). Web data collection is often discussed in terms of the onerous and
fraught task of having to process ‘unstructured’, ‘messy’, and ‘tainted’ data (Savage
and Burrows, 2007; Uprichard, forthcoming). In addition to ‘incomplete’, web data
is frequently characterized as ‘unordered’ and ‘dirty’ (i.e. commercial). In relations
to these issues, scraping provides a reminder that this issue is not just limited to
social research. Indeed, as we have seen, Information Extraction, too, talks of web
data as unstructured data, but this field rather defines the cleaning and formatting of
data as a research challenge. (Sarawagi 2007; Cafarella et al, 2008). Indeed,
scraping finds its very raison d’etre in the unstructured nature of online digital data.
As such, the technique of scraping also suggests that it may be a mistake to consider
‘quality’ an attribute of data, rather than a methodological challenge. Scraping
provides a reminder that the quality of data is in part of processual accomplishment:
it partly depends on the operations that researchers perform on Web data, how good
or clear these may become. In this respect, scraping may also be said to re-open the
debate about the techniques that already used in social research for protecting and/or
enhancing the quality of social data: what are currently the conventions and
accepted standards for, for instance, anonymization and confidentiality of social data
(Webber 2009; Savage and Burrow 2009; see also Gros, 2012)?
If we understand the concern with the quality of online data to be relatively
widespread, something important follows for our understanding of scraping as a
social research technique. If the proliferation of devices like scrapers across social
life are indicative of broadly shared efforts to address the problem of ‘dirty data,’
then social research is clearly ‘not alone’ in having to face this concern. Others are
already looking for and finding solutions to this problem. This does not only mean
that social research is likely to be scooped in its efforts to make online data
amendable to research (Lynch, 1991; Rogers, 2009). Rather, we may have to define
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the very field of online data creation, management, disclosure and analysis in terms
of on-going processes of data formatting and extraction. Social research, then,
shares the challenge of how to extract tractable data with a heterogeneous set of
other online actors and agencies (Marres, 2012). As the Google founders explain in
their classic article “The PageRank citation ranking: Bringing order to the Web”: the
Web is viewed as a vast collection of “completely uncontrolled heterogeneous
documents” both in terms of internal variations and external meta information,
defined as “information that can be inferred about a document, but is not contained
within it” (Page et al 1998).15 Indeed it was in this context that scrapers (and
crawlers) emerged as devices capable of bringing order to - or extracting order from
– the Web, as they make it possible to collect and re-structure large quantities of
heterogeneous sources to be queried. Indeed, Google may be viewed as the uber
crawling and scraping (or indexing) infrastructure, as it extracts hyperlinks and
(anchor) texts and subsequently presents the data formatted differently, in a ranked
list result page.16 The prominence of these ordering devices online also raises the
question of what is the distinctive contribution of scraper-enabled social research.
This, in our view, is what marks scraping as a ‘device’ of social research. If
we approach digital social research from the standpoint of online data extraction, it
becomes clear that academic social science shares its research challenges and
issues with a host of other actors, technologies and agencies that constitute the
15
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digital networked environment. To adopt the standpoint of this ‘device’ on digital
social research then has implications for how we understand the relations between
the inside and outside of social research, and that between its objects and its
methods. Firstly, it suggests a relatively broad definition of social research: Rather
than envisioning social research as a practice that must be strictly demarcated from
other forms of online data processing, we may approach social research as a
relatively open-ended practice, which involves the deployment of a range of online
devices and practices for the structuration of social data which themselves are not
necessarily unique to social research. Elsewhere, Marres (2012) has referred to this
phenomenon as the ‘re-distribution’ of social research: taking up digital online tools,
social research makes itself reliant on platforms, methods, devices for data
processing, data formats, that have been developed in contexts and for purposes that
are in many ways alien to those of social research. Social research, then, may ally
itself with developing devices and practices for the structuration of social data. As a
consequence, entities that are in some respects alien to the context of academic
social research, nevertheless come to play a noticeable role in its organization, with
various implications for analysis.
However, something else also follows from adopting a device-centred
perspective on digital social research: it has implications for how we view the
relation between the objects and methods of digital social research.17 Indeed, it has
been proposed that applying the concept of ‘device’ to social research is useful
insofar as it highlights the relative fluidity of the distinction between object and
method (Lury, 2010; Law, Ruppert and Savage, 2010; Marres, 2011). To take up the
sociological concept of the device, is to engage with a long and well-established
tradition in the social studies of science and technology, and more specifically with
the idea that if we approach research from the standpoint of its apparatus, certain
customary distinctions become very hard to sustain, such as those between the
techniques, methods, and objects of research (Duhem, 1954; Latour and Woolgar,
1979; Lynch, 1991, Rheinberger, 1997). If we consider social research devices like
17
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the ‘social survey’ or the ‘focus group’ in terms of the socio-technical settings and
instruments involved in their conduct, it becomes very difficult to say where the
methods of social research, their technical preconditions, and the phenomenon
queried begin and end (Lezaun, 2007; Law, 2009). The object, the saying goes, is in
part an artefact of the deployment of research devices, and in these devices
technique and method are entangled beyond the point of repair.
Scraping provides a very fitting instantiation of this argument (as well as of
other STS arguments, see Rieder and Rohle, 2012; boyd and Crawford, 2011; Yuwei
Lin, 2012). In the case of scraping, too, it seems impossible to make straightforward
distinctions between the instruments, methods and objects of digital social research.
The Google scraper, for example, outputs its data as a structured text file (with
categories) and in the form of a word frequency analysis (in this it is not unlike other
scrapers). In this respect, it seems technically wrong to call this scraper a device for
data extraction, as it also performs analysis and contributes towards the public
presentation of results (in the form of so-called tag clouds) – a point to which we
will return below. But more generally speaking, it seems a strange question to ask
whether the Google scraper offers a technique or a method, as it so clearly operates
on both levels. Or indeed, to ask whether the distributions of terms located by the
Google scraper exist ‘independently’ from the devices deployed. Where in the
ScraperWiki visuals in Figure 2 and 3 above are the method, where the technique,
where the object? In practice, it seems impossible to disentangle these, and indeed,
when we asked programmers questions about the difference between scraping as a
method and a technique, they tended to give us very different answers. It is also to
say that the distinction we made here above, between ‘scraping the medium’ and
‘scraping the social’ is probably best understood as a difference of degree: in some
cases, online devices play an ostensibly large role in the structuration of data, while
in other cases we can point to a discernable empirical object, which is not really
reducible to the medium-architecture that enables it. In the case of scraper-enabled
research, then, we may understand the boundary between object and method to be
flexible, and to slide along a scale from ‘all apparatus and no object’, to ‘part
apparatus, part object’.
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In some respects, it should not surprise us that these ideas about devices taken from
the social studies of science and technology are so easy to apply to scraping. These
STS arguments were partly the result of the importation of technical metaphors of
information processing into the domain of the philosophy and sociology of science.
Little wonder that they provide a useful language for making sense of the use of
information processing techniques in social research! However, here we want to
argue that we can derive some specific guidelines from this approach in terms of
how to deploy informational devices in social research. We want to propose that it is
precisely insofar scraping involves the importation of digital devices, data and dataformats into social research, that it may enhance the analytic capacities of digital
sociology. As we mentioned, scraping formats data collection as a distillation
process, as it provides a way of pulling specific fields or data elements from
disparate pages, bringing together data from multiple locations, and extracting
formatted data from socially available materials. As such, scraping takes advantage
of the data formats that are implicit in social data, in order to structure these data.
This state of affairs has distinctive affordances for social research, it seems to us,
and may be deliberately deployed for analytic purposes.
This issue of ‘pre-ordered data’ has often been treated as posing epistemic,
normative and political challenges for social research (Star and Bower 1999). Here
we would like to propose that in the context of the rise of the aforementioned ‘realtime web’, this circumstance has specific analytic affordances for sociology. To be
sure, ‘liveness’ as a feature of social data, too, has been apprehended critically by
some sociologists, who have flagged difficulties in terms of the limited life span and
deterioration of ‘live’ data-sets (Uprichard, forthcoming). However, one could say
that in this case scraping offers possibilities for turning analytic vices into virtues.
The fact that data clearly have a life cycle online, might offer analytic opportunities
for social research, especially in a context in which such ‘life signals’ may be
rendered legible and analysable through scraping techniques. Similarly, then, to the
question of the assumed structure or lack thereof of online data, the dynamism of
these data may disturb certain assumptions of social research such as the assumed
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‘stability’ of a high-quality data-set. These assumptions may be much less
transferrable to online data environments than some sociologists seem to have
instinctively assumed (Burrows and Savage, 2009). Rather than seeing the liveness
of data mainly as a problem (deterioration, incompleteness), we must then ask to
what extend the live cycle of data itself may become a vehicle for analysis. In the
remainder of this paper, we then want to outline a particular way of dealing with
some of the difficulties associated with scraped data, by outlining a distinctive style
of digital social research we call, following Les Back and Celia Lury, live social
research.
4. Real-time research or the re-ordering of the empirical cycle
In order to clarify what is distinctive about live social research, it may be helpful to
distinguish this approach from some prominent other definitions of digital social
research. Indeed, as a ‘medium-specific’ technique of online data capture, scraping
features prominently, though frequently implicitly, in current programmatic
pronouncements and debates about digital social research. In recent years, several
key terms have recently been proposed to capture the opportunities and challenges
of digital social research: ‘Big data’ (Bollier, 2010; Manovich, 2011; boyd and
Crawford, 2011)18 and ‘digital methods’ (Rogers, 2009; forthcoming) are two of
these terms designed to capture the newness and distinctiveness of the mode of
social research enabled by what we referred to above as the ‘second computational
turn’ in the social and cultural sciences. While not always called by name in
programmatic writings associated with these key terms, scraping seems nevertheless
central to them. Scraping is by no means the only, but an especially prominent
technique through which ‘big data’ are delivered, and they have been key to the
development of ‘natively digital methods’, or methods that are specific to digital
media. However, these different key terms also imply rather different accounts of
what is distinctive or innovative about scraping-enabled digital social research. After
reviewing these two key words, we then propose a third, one which suggests to
18
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purposefully deploy a particular aspect of scraping in social analysis: the fact that it
makes available pre-ordered data for social analysis.
To begin with the research programme that has received much popular
attention, so-called ‘big data’ research focuses on very large data-sets and seek to
push social research to the largest possible scale.19 This research is often
characterized as ‘data-driven,’ as the emphasis rests on the size and freshness of
data-sets that become available for analysis using online tools of data capture. It also
seems to be mainly exploratory in orientation, as ‘big data’ research tends to ‘dig’
large data-sets sets for various ‘patterns’, but the precise nature of the individual
patterns recognized may, at least in some cases, seem of secondary importance as
compared to a more general demonstration of the potential analytic capacity of this
type of research. Thus, the study with the title ‘One million manga pages’ (Douglass
et al, 2011; Manovich et al, 2012), and other cultural analytics projects of the LA
software studies group, was notably characterized, both in the project publications
and by its commentators, in terms of the size of the data-set and style of ‘pattern
recognition’ research. The individual findings of the project – e.g. the distribution of
visual styles among pages – seemed less spectacular as compared to these, in some
sense, ‘formal’ markers of the analysis.
‘Digital methods’ research elaborates, and in some respects, may be opposed
to the ‘big data’ research agenda, insofar as it valorises not so much digital data as
the analytic affordances of digital devices (Law, Savage and Rupert, 2010; Rogers,
forthcoming). Here, it is the rise of digital platforms for data analysis, most notably
search engines, that open up opportunities for social research: they are said to enable
distinctive modes of analysis that are indigenous to the medium. Take for instance
the method of cross-spherical analysis, which relies on the web to render
heterogeneous organizational and media networks amenable to comparative
analysis. Cross-spherical analysis seeks analytical cohesion and simultaneously
respects device-specificity by taking into account how information and issues are
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structured differently by different online engines and platforms - e.g. comparing the
resonance of Issue Animals in the news, web and blogosphere.20 In so doing, digital
methods research arguably opens up an alternative to ‘big data’ research, insofar as
it foregrounds the opportunities that digital analytics offer for deriving significant
findings from relatively small data-sets. Digital methods research, in other words, is
to a large extent driven by research design (formulating researchable questions,
delineating of source sets, developing a narrative and findings).21
‘Real-time research’ adds another key word to the debate about digital social
research, and arguably points towards yet another type of social research enabled by
scraping, although the concept in and off itself does not strictly exclude the
previously mentioned approaches. This term has been proposed by Back, Lury and
Zimmer to characterize the transformation of the spaces and times of social research
in the context of digital culture: the increasing valorisation of instantaneity and
liveness, the drive towards the condensation of the past, present and future in social
research, or the conjuring up of an ‘eternal now’ (see on this point also Uprichard,
forthcoming). But here we would like to suggest that ‘real-time research’ highlights
a third way in which the digital is refiguring empirical social research. The
digitization of social life, and the method of scraping more in particular, signals a reordering not just of the times and spaces of social research, but also of the empirical
cycle itself. Scraping, as we noted above, tends to deliver ‘pre-ordered data’, and in
the process of scraping, the collection and analysis of data seem to be very much
entangled. Talking with programmers it quickly became clear that scrapers do not
just collect data but analyse them in one and the same go, as they ‘parse’ the data
culled from the Web. And as we already noted, to extract data scrapers rely on
information structures embedded in the media, such as the ‘hashtags’ used to
identify twitter posts. We might therefore say that in scraping-enabled forms of
social research, analysis tends to precede data-collection, rather than succeeding it.
The crucial question is how the pre-ordered data sets are dealt with. Is the
20
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content ‘cleaned’ or stripped of its formatting before analysis, or are these formats
treated as ‘meta-data’ and thus treated as instrumental in operationalizing analysis?
To highlight the latter possibility is to go against a particular assumption of debates
about digital data in sociology: the aforementioned suggestion that digital online
data-sets must be characterized as ‘unordered’. This assumption seems to be an
artefact of the particular vantage-point from which sociologists tend to approach
digital social research, namely as a form of research that is to be compared to
experimentally controlled social research such as sample-based survey research and
the analysis of textual corpora (Savage and Burrows, 2007; see also Newman,
Barabási, Watts, 2007). In comparison with complete databases of ‘single source’
survey or interview data, online data-sets may seem unordered, unruly, incomplete,
unsystematic. From the standpoint of the digital data deluge, however, the opposite
seems true: because of the size and freshness of online data-sets, digital research
must rely on highly specific markers present in the data (or ‘ordering devices’) like
links, rankings, date stamps, and hashtags in order to gain traction on data (see on
this point also Fuller, 2008). We propose to define as ‘live,’ social research that
seeks to derive its analytic capacities from the ‘pre-formatting’ that is distinctive of
online social data.
5. Different digital empiricisms
To sum up, different types - or typifications - of digital social research can be said to
assume and deploy different empirical imaginaries (Law, 2004). Thus, the
empiricism of ‘big data’ can be opposed to that of ‘real-time research’. Arguably,
‘Big data’ can be said to re-instate a positivist version of empirical research, or even,
to enact a ‘revenge of modern empiricism’, as associated with the large-scale
programmes of quantitative social science associated with sample-based survey
analysis that rose to prominence in the post-war period in American social science in
particular (Burrows et al, 2008). Insofar as big data research is data-driven it also
invokes a central principle of classic modern empiricism, namely the notion that
data-collection precedes theory-formation. This type of research, furthermore, also
re-instates the division between data and their interpretation, as it frames research in
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terms of operations of ‘pattern-recognition’ on large, unordered data-sets. (This
division is sometimes re-enforced by critics of big data research, which criticize it
for prioritizing data-collection over theory formation, and warn that analysis and
theory risk to become an ‘after-thought’ in this type of research.)22
By contrast, real-time research rather aligns itself with the second empiricism
(or post-empiricism) associated with philosophers like Pierre Duhem, W.C. Quine,
Hans-Jorg Rheinberger, Isabelle Stengers and Bruno Latour. Real-time research
highlights the formatted nature of much digital data – the ways in which digital data
is networked, ranked and tagged – and as such, it can be said to assume the ‘theoryladenesss’ of observation. On a general level, it highlights the circumstance that
data, whenever we encounter it in any tangible form, is already marked by
conceptual categories, and that, for this reason, there is no such thing as ‘raw data’
(see Gros, 2012 for an elaboration of this point).23 This kind of approach draws on
holistic theories of knowledge, which have long suggested that, in practice, data and
analysis cannot be distinguished in any easy or straightforward way. With digital
social research, this insight becomes ostensibly relevant to the methods of social
research itself. 24 Here, the idea that ‘there is no such thing as raw data’ and the
claim that empirical technologies format the phenomena they purport only to
measure, become very much applicable to the research techniques deployed by
sociologists themselves: to their tools of textual and network analysis, not to
mention data collection techniques like crawling and scraping. Indeed, digital
research techniques, like scraping, make it possible to render this insight – data are
always already formatted - analytically useful.
In the remainder of this paper we would like to specify some empirical uses
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of ‘the information format’. However, one important consequence also follows from
the above for wider debates in digital social research about the differences between
‘data-driven’ versus ‘interpretative’ social research, and their relative merits, in a
digital age. These debates are frequently framed as the ‘next chapter’ in a longstanding 20th century intellectual stand-off that pitched positivism against
phenomenology, facts against interpretation, and quantitative methods versus
qualitative research. However, if we characterize digital social research in terms of
the re-ordering of empirical research – in which analysis now precedes or coincides
with data-capture, and in any case cannot be strictly speaking distinguished from it –
then it is rather the fusing of these two categories in digital social research that we
must come to terms with (see on this point also Law, Savage and Ruppert, 2010;
Latour, 2012). To put it grandly, it is the collapse and not the re-instatement of the
established dichotomy between data-driven and interpretative research - which has
done so much to provide debates about the role of the humanities and social science
with their normative direction - that we must come to terms with in the context of
digital social research.
6. Live sociology: Meta data as the new social data?
Rather than follow through these implications on a general and abstract level,
however, here we would like to flag a specific methodological consequence of doing
social research with the type of formatted data that scrapers help to extract. Scraping
enables a style of ‘live’ social research, in which ‘extraneous’ data features like the
absence or presence of a source or term, the frequency of their occurrence, and other
source attributes like freshness or connectedness, provide key indicators. These
data-attributes could be called meta-data, even if they are conceptually and distinct
from (but closely related to) technical meta-data features, such as name, size, data
type. Meta-data are of course data themselves, but they are also descriptive of, and
structure, other data. We call this type of research, following Back and Lury, ‘live’
social research, as it seeks to 1) draw on media streams to extract categories or data
formats from media practices for social research, instead of stripping data from its
formats and imposing formatting on the data from outside, and 2) it relies on these
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embedded data formats to identify specific life signals - like frequency of
mentioning, absence/presence and data-stamps - to track the dynamic composition
of social life and its issues online.
Such a form of life social research then values positively the fact that the
information extraction techniques built into online devices, pre-format data for
social and cultural research. As we saw above, search engines format heterogeneous
data-sets by collecting and processing data through digital makers such as
hyperlinks and anchor texts, and online platforms pre-format social transactions in
software and interface design. In both cases the online devices already order, or
more precisely, pre-format, the data for social research. However rather than treating
these formatting effects as something than contaminates our data with noise or
negative bias, we propose that social research may partly derive its analytic
capacities from these effects. That is, real-time social research may ask how data
formats that are already implicit in the data, may be analytically deployed to
structure social research and generate ‘findings’. Indeed, it is to the extent that
online digital data are already pre-formatted with the aid of these ordering devices,
that it is possible to do small research with big data: these markers are like levers
with which to leverage large data. An example of this type of approach can be found
in the project Historical Controversies Now, which compares ten recent and less
recent historical controversies.25 The project tests the hypothesis that online digital
media collapse the present and the past into an algorithmic “nowness”, showing how
different online platforms formats the space-times of controversy differently. For
example, Twitter search organizes maximum 140 character tweets by freshness (i.e.
date stamps) providing brief and happening re-workings of past controversies,
whereas Google Scholar, which organizes scholarly writings by academic relevance
(i.e. among others citations), provides well-cited academic contemplations of these
same controversies (See Figure 5).
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Weltevrede, Esther, Marije Rooze, Thomas Poell, Martin Feuz, Demet Dagdelen, “Historical
Controversies Now”, Digital Methods Initiative 2010,
https://files.digitalmethods.net/var/historicalcontroversies/ (accessed 12 January 2012).
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Figure 5: Historical Controversies Now
Importantly, as ‘live’ social research seeks to take advantage of, and aligns itself
with, data formats that are inherent to the medium, it offers a particular way of
dealing with the epistemic issues raised by scraping and digital social research more
widely. As we have seen, a host of characteristics have been attributed to digital
social data, which are widely perceived to problematize its analytic affordances and
its epistemic status. (Indeed, critics of ‘big data’ and ‘digital methods’ have latched
on to precisely these features, in an attempt to challenge the implied ‘naïve
empiricism.’) These issues include but are not limited to the previously discussed
instability of data-sets, platform-dependency (data-centrism), and the blackboxing of
method. Thus, dana boyd and Kate Crawford (2011) have drawn attention to the
relative obscurity and general dissapointingness of the ‘data hoses’ offered by
platforms like Twitter and Facebook, noting that what gets presented as a big hose
offers little more than a sprinkle, in what also amounts to a nice commentary on the
inbuilt gender biases in these debates. Others have, in an equally pleasurable ways,
highlighted problems of data-centrism, as in the comment that the digital social
researcher is like a drunk who looks for his keys under the lamppost because that is
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where the light is brightest.26 We would like to suggest that one of the advantages of
adopting the approach of live social research is that it entails a change in status of
this type of epistemic trouble.27
For social research that focuses on meta-data, the structure and dynamism of
online data must be primarily regarded in generative terms, rather than in the
negative terms of a ‘bias’ that prevents us from seeing clearly. Here data is
amenable to analysis precisely to the extend that it is ranked, linked, stamped and
tagged, and dynamically so. More generally speaking, this means that from the
standpoint of real-time research, the epistemic trouble with digital social research platform-dependency, data-centrism, blackboxism – do not necessarily discredit
digital social research. In real-time research, one could say, these issues do not
threaten social research ‘as if from the outside’, but trouble it in a much more
immanent fashion, and may also become an object of social research. By plotting the
distribution of returns, the above case study Historical Controversies Now, for
instance, turned platform-dependency – the ways in which online platforms structure
the space-times of inquiry – into a topic of investigation. This is also to say, the
epistemic issues associated with digital social research noted above are relevant well
beyond the confines of ‘rigorous social and cultural science’: indeed, they closely
resemble many of the issues that trouble digital social life, much more generally:
data-centrism, platform-dependency, the opacity of knowledge technologies, these
are not just the problems of social research, but of the information society at large.
The epistemic trouble generated by scraping are then not just the problems of social
and cultural science, but rather that of many social practices that involve the
collection, management, analysis, and operation of digital social data by these
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Tom Slee, Internet-Centrism 3 (of 3): Tweeting the Revolution (and Conflict of Interest) ,
September 22, 2011 http://whimsley.typepad.com/whimsley/2011/09/earlier-today-i-thought-i-wasdoomed-to-fail-that-part-3-of-this-prematurely-announced-trilogy-was-just-not-going-to-getwr.html#paper2 (accessed 12 January 2012)
27
Especially when sailing on the compass of the positivism/phenomenology opposition, these
epistemic issues feature negatively: they appear as so many reasons why empirical social research
fails to deliver on its promises. However, once we recognise the complication of this opposition in
digital social research another strategy may be conceived: rather than interpret these problems
negatively, we should offer an alternative valuation of it: they do indeed problematize empirical
social research, but, as such, these problems offers occasions for inventive research and they invite
us to re-imagine the relation between the problems of digital sociology, and the problems of the
digital society.
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means. In this context, the ‘best’ attitude to these epistemic trouble raised by digital
social research might not be to try and resolve these issues once and for all, or ‘to
make them disappear’, but rather, to render these problems researchable, and to
make their effects visible and reportable for practical purposes.
7. Conclusion: from live media to the liveliness of issues
Live social research, then, is social research that seeks to render analytically
productive the formatted, dynamic character of digital networked data - it is a
research practice that seeks to render explicit the instability or dynamism or ‘shapeshifting’ of online data, turning these into a resource and an object of digital social
research. In this respect, however, one crucial question is how ‘live’ social research
relates to, and is different from, the research practices associated with the ‘real-time
Web,’ which we discussed above. The latter type of research, we said, deploys
scraping tools in order to capture fresh data about current themes, sources and
actors. What makes the type of live social research under discussion here different is
that it adapts techniques of online data extraction to determine not just the ‘liveness’
of specific terms – how prominent are they in current reporting? - but their
liveliness.28 From this standpoint, the key question is not what topics, sources and
actors have the most currency at a given moment (‘now’). Instead, the crucial
question for those researching social dynamics is which entities are the most
happening: which terms, sources, actors are the most active, which fluctuate most
interestingly over a certain period? (Rogers, 2002; Marres, 2012). We would like to
conclude this paper by outlining a case study that could help to further specify this
difference between researching liveness and liveliness. (We realize it is a bit odd to
end our paper with an empirical case, and thus, have analysis precede datacollection here too, but this was how the paper developed.)
In order to determine how to establish this distinction technically,
methodologically and analytically, we decided to scrape two online devices, Twitter
and Google, for a small number of terms, which were likely – we thought - to
28

In previous work on issue networks, liveliness was defined as fluctuating actor compositions (over
time), which can be read in the presence/absence of hyperlinks (Rogers, 2002; Marres and Rogers,
2005).
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display both dynamics, liveness and liveliness. With the help of programmers
affiliated with the Digital Methods Initiative, we scraped Google and Twitter for two
key words ‘austerity’ and ‘crisis’, for the duration of some months.29 As part of this
scraping exercise, data on the relative prominence (currency) of these key terms was
collected as a matter of course, but we were especially interested in establishing the
variability of these two key words (how happening are they?). Thus, we relied on
scraping techniques in order to monitor which language is associated with our two
key-words in these devices, with the aim of identifying fluctuations in and of this
language, or the ‘dynamic composition’ of the issue. Thus, we asked, are ‘austerity’
and ‘crisis’, in a given media stream, ‘lively’ issues? Are we able to distinguish
‘newsy’ and more ‘social’ forms of variation in this issue’s composition? Do newsy
issues, for instance, come in bursts, traceable to newsworthy events? What would be
the signature of issues that are also socially alive? Such a analysis turns the
‘instability’ of online data-sets into an object of analysis, treating variations in the
key-words with which our term is associated (its co-words) into an indicator of the
liveliness of certain terms, or perhaps their ‘state of issuefication’.
In adopting this method, we decided to rely on techniques of co-word
analysis, which is well-established in scientometric research and other forms of
content analysis (Leydesdorff and Welbers, 2011; Callon et al 1983; Danowski, 2009;
see also Marres, 2012). Importantly, co-word analysis as a methodology has
traditionally relied on the formatting of the medium for the structuration of social
data. Thus, Callon et al (1983) rely on the keywords used to index academic articles
in order to establish its lexicon of co-words.30 This can be contrasted with some
recent adaptations of co-word analysis, such as the tool Wordij, which analysis a
wide array of textual sources including news stories, blogs, discussion forums, IRC
chat, open ended survey responses and emails (Danowski, 2009). Different from
Danowski and akin to early versions of co-word analysis, in our version we chose
29

We are grateful to Erik Borra and Bernhard Rieder for their help. Using the Twitter and Google
analytics platforms currently under development, we scheduled an ongoing data collection from 1
January in Google and Twitter for ʻausterityʼ and ʻcrisis.ʼ
30
Wordij uses a sliding window to demarcate the proximity radius of co-words: “The approach can
be thought of as using a window, 'n' word positions wide, that slides over the text, identifying,
counting, and aggregating all word pairs that appear within the window” (Danowski, 2009).
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the tweet and the snippet as unit of analysis for the co-occurrence of words. In
analysing Twitter and Google data, we thus relied on the information formats that
are central to the operation of these online devices, as our principal units of analysis:
the tweet in the case of Twitter and the ‘snippet’ for Google, a title and string of
key-words that Google returns for each individual page in its query return list.31
These two formats structured our data insofar as we limited our co-word analysis to
the identification of associated language within the tweet or snippet, in order to
locate relevant fluctuations in our data. Our space of analysis thus delineated, we
subsequently focused on two types of what we called here above meta-data: absence
and presence of co-words, and secondly, the date stamp, which is also slightly
different per Web device,32 but which in both cases enabled us to work with the
fluctuation of words over time.
One of the major challenges in declining to research liveness, and deciding to
focus on liveliness instead, we soon found out, is that we loose a powerful
instrument for data reduction. To ask which term is the freshest, or which is the most
popular, we were forcefully reminded, is a splendidly easy way of boiling down vast
amounts of data to a few significant words, something which our colleague Emma
Uprichard, had long warned us about, in flagging the issue of ‘data reduction’. If it
is not the currency of terms of seek to establish, but their liveliness, how do we
decide which fluctuations are relevant, in a methodologically sound manner, among
the 20.000 word associations we for instance discovered in four days of tweets? One
way would be to devise a criterion of variability: which words are most variable in
31

Web devices Google and Twitter each design access to the data differently and thus the scraping
procedure slightly varies accordingly. In Google we collected a daily snapshot of the result page for
ʻcrisisʼ and ʻausterity,ʼ and in Twitter we collected all tweets containing the keywords coming through
the public API as it happens. The unit of analysis from the Google result page is the individual result
– set to 100 results per page – which consist of a title and a snippet; in Twitter the unit of analysis is
the individual tweet. For instance in one of the cases below we used 4 days of data, which contains
approximately 400 snippets and just under 145.000 tweets. Note that for analytical purposes we
chose to retain only unique tweets, not taking into account retweets. The use of retweets as
analytical device is useful to boil down the number of tweets following a popularity metrics, or put
differently, to find those tweets that have pass along value (Weltevrede 2011). In this case the aim
is instead to filter out words following a liveliness metrics, focusing on the intensity of connections
between words contained across a heterogeneous set of tweets (Marres 2011).
32
Whereas Twitter provides each individual tweet with a date stamp indicating when it was
published, Google only returns a date stamp for relatively small portion of results. The date stamp
we collected for the Google snippets is instead derived from the day we captured the result page
and the result is found present in the top 100 results for the query ʻcrisisʼ.
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their composition (co-words)? Which of our issues are associated or ‘charged’ with
many different co-words on different platforms, or in different ‘media spheres’? For
instance, is crisis an economic issue in some places, both mostly environmental in
others? However, with this feature currently lacking in our co-word machine in-themaking, however, we decide to re-admit a measure of currency, allowing the
measure of frequency of mentioning to inform our analysis of liveness.33 Thus, in
this initial sketch of the liveliness of ‘austerity’ on Twitter and Google, we only
included co-words that occurred a minimum number of times in our corpus (Figure
6 and 7).34
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Another way would be to devise a criterion of variability: which terms are associated with a
varying set of co-words, with X numbers of co-words varying in period X.
34
Co-words in the month January in Twitter where only retained if they occur in 100+ tweets per
day, and in Google we retained those ties that occur in 30+ snippets per day. Visualizing the coword networks in Gephi, the connecting word ʻausterityʼ was removed to allow a sparser graph.
Additionally also an editorial choice was made to remove formatting language specific to the
medium – e.g. ʻretweet,ʼ ʻvia,ʼ ʻhours ago.ʼ
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Figure 6. Co-words related to austerity derived from Google result pages, 1-31
January 2012.
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Figure 7. Co-words related to austerity derived from the Twitter stream, 1-31
January 2012.
In exploring our initial co-word maps, using the network visualisation and analysis
software package Gephi, it also became apparent that the hold of ‘liveness’ on our
respective platforms, Twitter and Google, goes well beyond the prevalence of
currency measures in scraper-enabled analyses of these platforms. As it turned out,
the very content of our analysis reverberated with the ‘language of the wire’ – the
terms that had been occupying the news of the period in question (greece, imf,
bailout, protest). (Thus, the co-word network graph based on Google snippets
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(Figure 6) shows different national governments and their respective austerity
measures – cuts in Romania are accompanied by protests; a new package for Italy
and Spain; and Athens’ parliament approves new bailout.35 In many cases, the
prevalence of the news in these channels was literally apparent: in the Twitter coword network clusters formed around specific documents that receive attention, such
as a guardian article with the title “IMF warns of threat to global economies posed
by austerity drives.”36 For both platforms, we checked which sources are referenced
in the data: a host-count of sites found in the Google results and tweets containing
the word pair austerity and crisis indicates that both spaces are dominated by news
sources. Austerity, then, is a highly newsy term, both in terms of the terms and
actors composing this issue, at least in the online platforms under scrutiny.
In the second sketch of the liveliness of ‘crisis’ on Twitter and Google, we
decided to only use hashtags in Twitter instead of co-words and thus resorting to
medium specific data formats. This methodological choice leads us to include a
reasonably sized set of connected hashtags with a minimum strength of connection
of 5. Additionally, we decided to reduce the data by focusing on a limited set of 4
days of data instead of excluding fine-grained co-words from analysis by raising the
threshold of connection strength (Figure 8 and 9). Interestingly, by focusing our
analysis on co-hashtags the lively terms emerge around newsy terms: wecanbeheros,
screwyouassad, freechina en eurodebtcrisis.37 The visualisation shows static terms –
i.e. terms that occur across four days – in dark grey, and terms that are dynamic –
i.e. occurring in three days or less – in red. The static terms provide the context for
the dynamic words.
The difference between the two web devices for the same term is again
significant. Compared to the Twitter co-words, which feature the euro crisis and in
35

The co-word network also shows fears that the euro crisis and specifically the austerity measures
might be killing the European economy. Additionally, there is a cluster with definitions of the word
austerity. In the Twitter stream the countries figure less prominent (Figure 7). The Romanian
protests and the new measures in Greece are present, but more prominence is given to the IMF
and the euro crisis. It is notable that specific names figure more prominently, such as Joseph
Stiglitz, Jeff Madrick and Paul Krugman- all three are economics critical of austerity measures.
36
http://www.guardian.co.uk/business/2012/jan/20/austerity-warning-international-monetary-fund,
accessed 20 March 2012.
37
Due to the multilingual term ʻcrisisʼ there are clusters of different languages to be found, including
Spanish, Dutch and English.
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the periphery figure specific local crises, the co-words taken from the Google results
focus more on the infrastructure of crisis – support, help, services, support, rape,
women. The comparative co-word analysis thus shows the multiplicity of the object
in different Web devices. Furthermore, the co-word visualization from the Google
results seems to indicate that Google results are less volatile, however, this is most
likely due to the limited number of days under analysis. The project and tool
Issuedramaturg convincingly captured the volatility of Google results over a longer
date range.38
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The project is located at:
https://dramaturg.issuecrawler.net/issuedramaturg_story/911truth.org.html, accessed 22 March
2012.
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Figure 8: Issue profiling crisis with related hashtags in Tweets, 23-26 January 2012.
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Figure 9: Issue profiling crisis related words in Google results, 23-26 January
37

2012.
The challenge of adapting techniques of scraping to the purposes of social research,
and to move from the analysis of liveness to liveliness, is thus not just a
methodological challenge, but equally a challenge addressed to ‘the medium’ itself.
Importantly, though, when we delved into the detail of the newsy ‘austerity’ coword data returned by our scraper-in-the-making, we did seem to find clusters of
terms, which to our minds at least reverberated with the social: for instance,
valentinespoems; merkelnotmychancellor; solidaritywithgreece; bankstergansters;
inflation; depressed; isolated; capitalism; silver; assholes.
Here we were reminded of a warning made by sociologists inspired by
Gabriel Tarde, which has raised some serious doubts about the sociological ambition
to move ‘beyond’ journalism: the circulation of news, they argue, plays a central
role in structuring social life in mediatized societies, and if we were to try and edit it
out of our analysis, we would end up turning much of social life into a mystery
(Latour and L’Epinay, 2008; Barry, 2005). In adapting scraping for the purposes
social research, it would then be a mistake to try and ‘route around’ the news.
Rather, our challenge is that of how to render legible the much more fine-grained
variations we are intuitively inclined to associate with the social: cruelly or perhaps
justly so, we found that the more ‘social’ – less regulated, less official, less formal co-word variations were much more resistant to visualisation than the broad-stroked
newsy dynamics. The challenge of adapting scraping as a technique of social
research is then at least in part a challenge of data selection and visualisation.
In future research, it would be interesting to investigate other issues that are
less ‘newsy’ – for example, climate action and community energy, which equally
figure prominently in policy documents and publicity by environmental and social
organisations. It would also be interesting to investigate further the various paces of
Web devices - such as in Historical Controversies Now example - and to explore
how patterns of liveliness materialise differently in these algorithmic dynamics of
Web platforms and devices. This, indeed, is indispensable, if we are to address what
we now regard as the central question that that scraping online platforms opens up
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for social research, which is that of how to characterize different modes, styles and
forms of the ‘happening’ of issues. The question that is, cannot not just be the
general one: which issues are most actively fluctuating? Rather, as it delivers masses
of data detailing more or less relevant fluctuations, scraping online platforms forces
us to become more precise as to what type of term fluctuations we are after. This
type of ‘data overload’ does not, however, seem to us merely an artefact of online
digital media. Rather, it forces us to offer a more differentiated analysis of a process
that we have referred to as issuefication, and is also referred to as the ‘heating up’ of
issues (Callon, 2007). In ANT-inspired controversy analysis, this dynamic has too
often been minimally or rather generically defined as a process of ‘politicization’ or
‘unblackboxing’ and operationalized to the rather broad-stroked indicator of an
increase in information production and expansion of circulations about a given
issue. But of course, objects may ‘heat up’ in very different ways; it is not just that
some issues that are lively or hot in some places may be cold or dead in others. They
may heat up in different ways, say more newsy or more expertly or – dare we say it ‘social’ ways?
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Identity Bureau was established by Heath Bunting to construct a custom-made physical
person for the user, who would be able to function freely in society. The activities of the
bureau extend also to instructions for other users to construct their own new identities. It
undermines the habitual ways of climbing the social ladder and offers an alternative system
to the dictate of there being a one and only "official" identity allocated to the individual by
the state authorities. The bureau depicts the potential of computers and network-oriented
coding, more specifically web tools and computation, and promotes the ability to crossrefer information on social security, health, residence and employment in order to define
and possibly alter or construct a new identity.
While the fear of powerful information technologies borders on conspiracy theory paranoia
in some of the populist mass media reports, and also finds its way into media art through
projects that rightfully show the dystopian potency of such tools, Bunting takes a much
more positive view of the matter. Although "these technologies may indeed be put to the
service of surveillance, control, and repression by state apparatuses, they could be also
used by citizens to enhance their control over the state, by rightfully accessing information
in public data banks." 1 The core data base for Identity Bureau was the UK Common Law
on privacy under which it is legal to own any number of aliases as long as they are not
used to commit fraud or are not in conflict with criminal law. The obtained identity would
prove to have standing in legal situation, and the identity holder could practice "the right to
be known by a chosen identity". This provided the artist with an answer to a question on
how it would be possible to live in the world outside of the legitimation of identity by the
state. In the Slovenian local context, this question was involuntarily but thoroughly
explored by the Erased, who were forced to invent their own system of existence, visibility
and rights outside of the state. Yet again, in his own local context, the artist came across a
patch of gray area in the coding of the system that he would use as his playground for
artistic action. This time, he manufactured a perfectly legal parallel identity for whoever
might be interested. Not only to show the absurdity or rigidity of administrative identities,
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but also to enable individuals to recognize their rights and offer them a possibility to
transgress the determination of their existence.
However, one must first explore the question of what determines one's identity or
identities. The national, ethnic, religious, local, gender and family background were
traditionally considered some of the most powerful agents in construction of identity and
"provide unbreakable, eternal codes, around which a counteroffensive will be mounted
against the culture of real virtuality". Despite the possibility for the contemporary
individual to explore and utilise the fluidity of identities, most people are still inclined to
accept only one interpretation of their reality that would supposedly "provide refuge,
solace, certainty, and protection" 2 to their lives. These people are not aware that the system
that governs them is conducted by individuals who can afford to own many identities, and
are therefore less responsible, and less transparent in their actions even if they are
completely legal. It takes a bold and informed individual to face the uncertainty of flexible
networks in which the boundaries of membership and involvement are blurred and the
production of social relations are individualised, while work, space and time are
structurally unstable. 3 However, these agents are increasingly overpowered by corporeal
identities that bind all aspects of our lives as uncompromisingly as the traditional political
or religious systems. The artist came to the conclusion that material proofs that would
constitute one's identity were not only a passport, visa or birth certificate, as it was prior to
the information age. Identity is increasingly constructed and legitimised by documentation
on individuals provided by business firms and organizations of all kinds (library, health
insurance, credit card, etc.). As the fear of corporate control over the lives and privacy of
individuals grew stronger, the Web 2.0 sparked a shift in favour of the individual. The postinformation age, as it was dubbed around the year 2007, has transformed the networked
citizen of the global world into a demographic unit of one. The identity of an individual is
hence defined by network applications and tools for connectivity. An individual is able to
personalise these tools and have rather significant control over the privacy of their
information. This might all change by the increasing automatisation of semantic tools.
Sometime in the future, we will perhaps speak of mechanical/automatised identities, but
for now, let us stay with what we can play with.
For most, an adequate quick verification of an individual's identity would be a substantially
high number of results from a search engine query that would list articles, blogs, video
posts, FB, Twitter, or more professionally, Academia.org, LinkedIn and the like. An old
friend of the artist, with whom he had been associated with in the 1990s, Keiko Suzuki is
quite enlightening in her practice of spreading the idea of how all self-presentations could
be entirely self-constructed. Similar to Suzuki, Bunting prepared the entire set of Internet
presence for the new identities produced by Identity Bureau. However time consuming, the
artist shows us that it is rather easy for a person familiar with Web 2.0 to make a support
network for an identity online. Not only for a newly constructed one. In fact, we are
inventing and reinventing ourselves online all the time and the more informed we are about
the possible implications of our presence, the smarter we are in the way we use it. But
there is still a vast digital divide between the small number of people who are computer /
network literate and those who are not digitally alive at all. The bureau could therefore also
be a suitable place to conceive oneself in the digital space, but it is highly unlikely that the
2 Ibid. (p. 68)
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"unborn" would come to the gallery where they could access this information. This still
exists on the level of symbolic value to those who are able to read it. Therefore, the project
not only considers digital space but also solid material proofs. The artist prepared an entire
identity kit in a suitcase that contains all of the materials that were legally obtained by the
artist and that support normal functions of the new identity with official letters, a home
address, various shopping cards, library and other membership cards, a sim card, a social
security number, etc. The kit, along with a guide book, contains everything one could
possibly need apart from the sacred trinity of state-controlled "official" documents of
identification: passport, visa, driver’s licence. In recent years, one must add that it is
possible to note a particular interest of artists working online to be present offline using the
same logic, advocating that hacking of social space is not only possible online but also in
other, material realities. They came to realise that material representation will never lose its
grip on our perception of the real, much like the aforementioned traditional agents of
identity construction.
Another material result of the project are the maps showing how a contemporary identity is
an interconnection of a seemingly infinite number of agents. Visually, they resemble the
back end of a visual programming language. The person that the map represents could be
understood as the front end of the code. The artist constructed a matrix and visualised the
hidden network of class struggle. He took information from a detailed questionnaire,
computed it and connected it to a schematic web-like interface. His questions seem much
more simple than one might expect, because what connects us to other people in everyday
life are not only the big questions of religious denominations or ethnicities, but are also
often quite banal daily habits. Similar maps were already presented in various stages of
Bunting's Status Project, which he initiated in 2004, of which Identity Bureau is one of the
latest offspring. Even at the time that the artist started the Status Project, the question of
identity and privacy was not his only concern. The overall interest of the project is still to
explore "the system" that governs the quality of living, compromises our freedom, supports
discrimination, protects ownership, controls social mobility, etc. It advocates that in order
to secure freedom of their contemporary condition for any individual, it is necessary to
enable them with, first and foremost, fairly equal access to social mobility of cultural and
economic capital. If we are to increase social mobility, we have to think of how to make
habitual symbolic capital more flexible. And the utopian result of the project would be the
empowerment of people who would be aware of the agents that construct their identities,
and could therefore conjure ways of manipulating them, when they felt trapped in a certain
social situation. However, the majority of the population would not be able to do this, not
only because of social, economic or symbolic conditioning, but rather by selfdiscrimination. Identity Bureau attempts to address the acceptance of the inferior role. If
the Erased, for example, would not have made a declaration of their existence and claimed
their space, they indeed would have never existed in the public realm. One of the major
stakes in these struggles is the definition of the boundaries between groups, that is to say,
the very definition of the groups which, by asserting and manifesting themselves as such,
can become political forces capable of imposing their own vision of divisions.
But the problem resides much deeper. Theoretically "constructed classes can be
characterized in a certain way as sets of agents who ... occupy similar positions in social
space... The homogenizing effect of homogeneous conditionings is at the basis of those
dispositions which favour the development of relationships, formal or informal, which tend
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to increase this very homogeneity." 4 It might seem contradictory, but it is "easier" for
marginalised individuals who are discriminated against on the basis of similar categories to
find common ground and form an alliance of solidarity with other individuals than it is to
mobilise the masses. A category like "working class" for a long time seemed too versatile
and dispersed to exist as a homogenous group in reality. Mobilisation was fragmented from
a theoretical group, e.g. working class, to practical individuals that associated with one
another according to mutual social and political interests. Bunting therefore does not speak
of given classes but rather pictures a process of inter-relations that he divides into relations
between the dominated natural persons, or "straw men", and the dominating artificial
persons, or corporations. Here, the usage of the nominal relations considers the original
meaning of the words. The usage of "natural" would be equivalent to natural / raw
materials, and the usage of "corporate" means that "the group represented is nothing other
than what represents it. It is the power of the representation itself." 5 Human beings may
possess the identity of only one natural person, several natural persons or control one or
more artificial persons, whereas the lowest classes would not have the power to posses any
identity other than that of one natural person. The creation of a new identity would
therefore have an impact on their possibility of social mobility.
The problem detected by the artist was that most individuals are not aware of the
categories and relations in which they are living, because social reality presents itself
neither as completely determined, nor as completely indeterminate. From a certain angle, it
presents itself as strongly structured, and is expressed in a symbolic space of visible
distinctions, from another it does not facilitate the direct deciphering of social signs. The
project would ideally help the audience to become aware of some of their habitual
conditions in order to start associating and forming unpredictable social structures for
which they could also make use of manuals for different practical solutions in constructing
a new identity. Such a realisation of the basic division between natural and artificial
persons came into massive play and gained momentum as the 99 percent recognised their
essential subordination and the state of dispossession of their own condition, and took it to
the streets. Also, in this context, Bunting's maps prove to be visionary, since they portray
the exact versatility of identity of the subordinated. The Occupy movement is often
criticised for lacking a unified political programme with no realistic common goals. Such
attempts to package the movement in the ideology of democratisation and individualisation
are not capable of looking outside of the given system of cultural values. The ultimate aim
of the political collective struggle of the masses is, in fact, the power to nominate
themselves, to undermine the monopoly of the state and enforce legitimate symbolic
violence, to impose representations (e.g., demonstrations) that create the very things
represented, and make them exist publicly, officially. Their goal is to assert a new vision of
the social world, and make transparent the principles of division.

Published in the occasion of the exhibition “Identity Bureau” by Heath Bunting at
Aksioma Project Space, Ljubljana, February 2012.

4 Pierre Bourdieu: “What Makes a Social Class? On The Theoretical and Practical Existence of Groups”, in
Crime and Social Justice, Nos. 27–28, San Francisco (p. 6)
5 Ibid. (p. 14)
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Abstract
The paper examines Facebook’s ambition to extend into the entire web by focusing on
social buttons and developing a medium-specific platform critique. It contextualises the rise
of buttons and counters as metrics for user engagement of different web economies to show
that Facebook is not only creating a social web but also a data-intensive fabric – the Like
economy. The implementation of Like buttons enables data flows between the platform and
external websites that enter multiple processes of exchange and contributes to a
simultaneous de- and recentralisation of the web, advancing Facebook as the central hub.
Moreover, the Like economy cuts across too straightforward notions of Facebook as a
walled garden, and instead contributes to a new type of multilayered, lively and also more
invisible fabric of the web. The devices specific to the Like economy instantly transform
user engagement and activities into numbers on button counters, which can be traded but
also potentially multiplied and scaled up. Whereas Facebook promotes a more social web
experience enabled by social buttons, what it is actually creating is an infrastructure of
default participation in its Like economy.
Keywords: Facebook, social web, social buttons, Like economy, web analytics, politics of
data, fabric of the web, medium-specificity, digital methods, platform studies
Introduction
Since April 2010, Facebook has increasingly expanded beyond the limits of its platform,
offering devices that can potentially turn any website and any web user into a part of its
platform. A first step towards this expansion was the introduction of the Open Graph which
allows external websites to link to the platform and create social connections through
external Like and Share buttons. The possibilities to connect one’s Facebook profile to web
objects have been further expanded after the last F8 Developers Conference in September
2011 with the introduction of Facebook actions and objects. Now developers can create
apps and buttons that allow users to perform any custom action on any web object. The idea
behind this expansion is to enable more social web engagement, as Facebook CEO Mark
Zuckerberg suggests: ‘making it so all websites can work together to build a more
comprehensive map of connections and create better, more social experiences for everyone’
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(2010). In a later interview, he takes the promise of sociality even further: ‘If you look five
years out, every industry is going to be rethought in a social way’ (Gelles, 2010).
In this paper we examine Facebook’s expansion into the web from a mediumspecific perspective, that is ‘to follow the medium’ and to take its ontological distinctiveness
(Rogers, 2012) seriously by focusing on the role of social buttons and their increasing
implementation. Such perspective addresses the politics of platforms (Gillespie, 2010) and
seeks to develop a platform critique that is sensitive to its technical infrastructure to explore
the social and economic implications of the social media platform. By tracing the buttons
and the data flows they enable, we show how Facebook uses a rhetoric of sociality and
connectivity to create an infrastructure in which social interactivity and user affects are
instantly turned into valuable consumer data and enter multiple cycles of multiplication and
exchange. Linking Facebook’s efforts to a historical perspective on the hit and link
economy, we claim that what is in the making is not only a social web, but also a
recentralised, data-intensive fabric – the Like economy. In this Like economy, the social is
of particular economic value, as user interactions are instantly monitored for data mining
purposes and multiplied in order to generate more traffic and engagement. The increasing
presence of Facebook features on the web further partakes in generating connections
between websites beyond the traditional hyperlink, advancing an alternative fabric of the
web operating in the back end and fostering participation by default.
In what follows we first address the emergence of social buttons in relation to
specific web economies and introduce the technical specificity of the Like button, the Open
Graph and Social Plugins. We trace how these features create both data flows between
Facebook and external sites and contribute to a reworking of the fabric of the web,
advancing Facebook as one of its central hubs. In an empirical case study we exemplify the
growing presence of Facebook features on the web by contextualising them in relation to
other widgets, beacons, trackers and web analytic services online. Such perspective will
allow us to point at the emergence of an alternative fabric of the web, one that is not
organised by mutual linking practices, but by data flows happening in the back end.
Further, we address the capacity of the Like button to instantly metrify and intensify
user affects – turning them into numbers on the Like counter that can potentially be
multiplied and scaled up. Finally, we conclude by arguing that Facebook’s social web is
creating an infrastructure of decentralised data collection and recentralised data processing
in order to draw attention to the limits of sociality in the context of the Like economy.
The informational web: The hit and link economy
Since the mid 1990s a number of devices have had a particular stake in organising
economic value production online. Especially the hit and link, whose authority has been
conceptualised as the hit economy and the link economy, have played an important role.
This section seeks to contextualise the emergence of the Like economy by providing a
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genealogical account of the role of buttons, counters and their relation to devices as
belonging to and organising different web periods and web economies.
In the early days of the informational web, an account of the web as a medium for
publishing content (Ross, 2009), characterised by the linking of information (Wesh, 2007),
the number of hits was deployed as one of the first metrics to measure user engagement
with a website (D’Alessio, 1997). Hit counters displayed a rough indication of the number of
visitors to a website, derived from the number of computerised requests – hits – to retrieve
the page. Despite this rudimentary quality, they became the standard for measuring website
traffic (D'Alessio, 1997). Hits advanced to a central measurement for user engagement and
soon served as a key metric for web advertising: the more hits a page retrieved, the more
interesting it became for placing banner advertisements. The increasing centrality of the hit
and its exchange value was conceptualised in the notion of the ‘hit economy’ (Rogers,
2002). While hits cannot be bought or exchanged directly, websites would buy their way
into the top of search engines or onto the front page of portal pages in order to attract more
hits and so be of more interest to advertisers (Rogers, 2002).
The key metric of the informational web changed in the late 1990s when a new type
of search engine, Google, shifted the value determination of websites from pure hits to hits
and links. Inspired by the academic citation index, Google established the role of the link as
a recommendation unit on the web by turning it into the main relevance measure for
ranking websites (Page et al., 1999). Google founders Sergey Brin and Larry Page created
the hyperlink analysis algorithm PageRank, which calculates the relative importance and
ranking of a page within a larger set of pages, based on the number of inlinks to the page
and recursively the value of the pages linking to it. By doing so, the search engine
determined that not all links have equal value, as links from authoritative sources or links
from sources receiving many inlinks are adding more weight to the algorithm (Gibson et al.,
1998).
A high PageRank became a quality indicator of a website, and many websites
displayed their PageRank with a PageRank button. The algorithm established a web
economy governed by search engines, not only regulating the value of each site, but also
the value of each link this site receives (Walker, 2002). Google’s increasing centrality has
had implications for search engine optimisation (SEO) tactics as the focus shifted from
optimising meta-tags to ‘link-building’ techniques, that is webmasters engaging in mutual
linking practices to increase their PageRank. It further gave rise to so-called black markets
of links where reciprocal links are traded in order to improve a site’s ranking. Such link
farms create artificial linking schemes between websites, and are inevitably considered bad
linking practices by search engines and face increasing penalties. But they also contribute to
a commodification of links as web objects that can be traded or bought within the ‘link
economy’ (Rogers, 2002; Walker, 2002).
The move from merely hitting to linking has been a first step to include relational
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value in search engine algorithms. However, the social validation largely remains an expert
system, since the value of an inlink is determined by the degree of the inlinker's authority.
The social web: The Like economy
The social web proliferated the social validation of web content by gradually involving user
participation. The blogosphere in particular played an important role in advancing the link
economy beyond an expert system, because ‘freed from the “tyranny of (old media)
editors”’ (Rogers, 2005: 7) blogs offered new possibilities for web users and blog owners to
participate in linking practices. Here, the term social web is used to describe the shift from a
web as expert-system based on information provision to a participatory and collaborative
production of content and its cross-syndication (Beer, 2009). Such notion of the social web
further refers to a set of relations between users and multiple web objects such as pictures,
status updates or profiles and the infrastructures that can be built on top of these
relationships (Appelquist et al., 2010). Among the key features to create such connections
are social buttons, also referred to as social bookmarking icons, which allow users to share,
recommend, like or bookmark content, posts and pages across various social media
platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, Digg, Reddit, Delicious and Google+.
The first social buttons emerged in September 2006 in the context of content
aggregation websites such as Digg and Reddit which popularised the acts of sharing and
recommending content from across the web by creating buttons that can be placed on any
website enabling users to submit or vote for a post on the related platform. Digg and Reddit
were followed by numerous other platforms offering social buttons that afford a number of
predefined user activities (e.g. voting, recommending, bookmarking, sharing, tweeting,
liking) in relation to the associated platforms, featuring button counters that show the total
number of predefined activities performed on the object. These buttons facilitate the crosssyndication of web content and compared to expert linking practices, introduce a
participatory and user-focused approach to recommendation and the creation of links
between web objects.
Facebook introduced social buttons with the launch of the share icon in 2006 as an
easy way of sharing web content with one’s contacts in order to invoke further social
activities on the platform such as resharing, commenting and later liking (Kinsey, 2009). In
2009 Liking and the accompanying Like button were introduced and presented as a
shortcut to commenting in order to replace short affective statements like ‘Awesome’ and
‘Congrats!’ (Pearlman, 2009). Liking was put forward as a social activity that can be
performed on most shared objects within Facebook, such as status updates, photos, links or
comments. Initially only available within the platform, the Like came with a counter
showing the total number of likes as well as the names of friends who clicked it. In 2010,
Facebook introduced an external Like button, a plugin that can be implemented by any web
master, potentially rendering all web content likeable. According to Facebook, more than 7
million apps and websites are integrated with the platform and more than 2 billion posts are
4

liked or commented on per day (Facebook Statistics, 2011). Further, Like button presence is
almost 18% within the top 10.000 websites (BuildWith, 2012). The external Like button
does not only capture actual likes, but also aggregates all activities performed on an object:
the number of likes and shares, further likes and comments on stories within Facebook
about this object and the number of inbox messages containing this object as an attachment
– as the Like is set up as a composite metric.
Facebook’s Like button is part of the Social Plugins which allow webmasters to
exchange data with the platform and to leverage Facebook’s social graph. This social graph
is a representation of people and their connections to other people and objects within the
platform and poses a key asset for Facebook. With the launch of the first version of the
Open Graph via the Open Graph Protocol at the F8 Developers Conference in 2010 the
platform opened up their social graph for external content by providing a way for
webmasters to integrate any page outside of Facebook into the graph. This integration is
mainly facilitated through the introduction of Social Plugins, including a Like button for
the whole web, as a way to add data to and receive data from the social graph to enable a
personalised, social experience of the web. The plugins allow for a controlled way of
exchanging preformatted data to enable data flows from and to the platform through
actions such as liking or by showing which users have engaged with the website or its
content within Facebook. These features play an important role in Facebook’s strategy of
‘building a web where the default is social’ (Zuckerberg in Schonfeld, 2010) where the
Open Graph and Social Plugins mediate the connections between the platform, external
websites and users through predefined activities. Facebook’s data exchange with external
sources dates back to 2006 when the Facebook API was introduced, allowing users to share
their data with third party websites and applications (Morim, 2008). Further involvement of
third parties was enabled through Facebook Platform in 2007, facilitating external app
development within the platform and in 2008 Facebook Connect was introduced, making it
possible to use Facebook profiles as authentication across the web. In 2011 Facebook
further reconfigured the integration of external content by expanding the possibilities of
app development (Facebook Developers, 2012).
The Social Plugins aim at creating an infrastructure in which web users can engage
with potentially all web content outside of the platform through Facebook-based activities
such as liking, sharing or commenting, setting off a number of data flows and exchange
dynamics. Once Facebook users click a Like or Share button on an external website, this
activity is documented on their Facebook wall and appears in their contacts’ News Feeds
and/or tickers, while incrementing the Like button counter. The external web content now
becomes available for further liking and commenting within the Facebook platform,
generating additional data flows back to external counters, once acted upon. More data is
flowing from Facebook to webmasters in the form of Facebook Insights providing them
with button impressions, which, similar to hits, indicate how many times a Like button has
been loaded on a page both inside and outside the platform. The Insights tool further
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features button clicks and anonymised, basic demographic data of likers such as age,
gender and location. What is emerging in Facebook’s attempt to make the entire web more
social is what we describe as Like economy: an infrastructure that allows the exchange of
data, traffic, affects, connections, and of course money, mediated through Social Plugins
and most notably the Like button.
Interestingly, not all contributors and contributions to this emerging Like economy
are visible or require active engagement with plugins. According to Roosendaal (2010) the
Like button can be used to read a cookie from a user’s device, which is issued after creating
a Facebook account or visiting a site with Facebook Connect. From that moment on, the
button is tracing the visitor’s browsing behaviour and is automatically generating data for
Facebook by connecting it to individual Facebook profiles. Being tracked by Facebook
through such cookies can only be prevented by disabling the use of cookies in the browser
options or by installing a browser add-on that disallows third-party tracking such as
Disconnect or Ghostery. However, this does not only apply to Facebook users, the Like
button cookie may also trace non-users and add the information as anonymous data to the
Facebook database. While the browsing data is said to be solely used by Facebook to
enhance its user patterning, Like button impressions are fed back to webmasters through
Facebook Insights. Therewith the Like button turns any web user into a potential Facebook
user, as each user may unknowingly contribute to the production of valuable browsing data
for the platform.
At the F8 Developers Conference 2011, Facebook expanded the possibilities of
instant and invisible participation even further, most notably through the aforementioned
Facebook custom actions. When creating an app, developers are prompted to define verbs
that are shown as user actions and to specify the object on which these actions can be
performed. Instead of being confined to ‘like’ external web content, users can now ‘read’,
‘watch’, ‘discuss’ or perform other actions. These new apps come with the controversial
feature of frictionless sharing that automatically posts performed activities to the ticker once
users have signed up for an app (MacManus, 2011). Whereas the Like button requires an
active click to share content, the new actions enable automatic sharing of content or
activities. Also, recommendations via a Like direct users to websites outside of Facebook,
but the new actions refer to Facebook-internal app content only, making users remain
within the platform and contributing to infrastructures of default participation in the Like
economy.
The Open Graph and the external Like buttons create a data-intensive infrastructure
enabled by the involvement of a series of actors such as users, webmasters and developers,
who also partake in the multiple dynamics of data circulation and exchange. Webmasters
are granting Facebook real estate on their web pages – by integrating an iFrame displaying
the Like button – in exchange for user engagement, platform traffic and user data through
Facebook Insights. Users are allowing the use of their data and affects to enable social
interaction with other users and to perform their online identity. But also third party actors
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increasingly participate in the Like economy, by establishing so-called Likewalls, trading
access to content for a click on the Like of a Facebook Fan Page or by buying likes from
external Like resellers to increase their Fan count and make their Pages more attractive. In
this framework, Facebook is opening its walled garden in a controlled way, letting carefully
selected user data flow outside of the platform in order to maximise data flows inside the
platform.
Reworking the fabric of the web
We will now look into the specific ecology of the Like economy to explore how the
multiple processes of exchange are enabled and how Facebook reworks its relation to the
web. Facebook has been discussed and criticised as a walled garden, a closed infrastructure,
which controls connectivity to data after it has been integrated into the social graph. Objects
from within the platform may be shared and linked to from the outside, yet actual access to
these objects by following the hyperlink is managed on two levels: First, on the level of
access to the platform, defining if login is required to view the object, and second, on the
level of privacy settings, determining whether a user has the corresponding access rights to
view the object. While access from the outside is carefully regulated, we have shown that
the platform is constantly proliferating possibilities to integrate external content and data
into the platform, facilitating a decentralisation of data production.
With the introduction of Social Plugins and the Open Graph, Facebook activities
such as liking, commenting and sharing are no longer confined to the platform but are
distributed across the web and enable users to connect a wider range of web content to their
profiles. Social Plugins may also have a decentralising impact on external websites.
Engagement with web content is not confined to designated comment spaces, but takes
place across a wide range of platforms and within Facebook across many profiles and News
Feeds. In this context, external websites cannot be considered as discrete entities, but
function as initialisers for a series of platform-based interactions. The more Social Plugins a
website integrates, the more it opens itself up to being shaped by the activities of Facebook
users. Users will also experience such websites in a personalised way, as Social Plugins
provide recommendations based on the activities of a user’s contacts and feature the
engagement of friends with the website. Whereas these are rather novel perspectives for the
web, they are key characteristics of social media platforms, which have little original
content and are shaped by cross-syndication practices and aggregated content (boyd, 2010).
As a consequence, Facebook and the external web are becoming increasingly
interconnected and relational to each other, as the activities performed in one space will
affect the other, rendering both more open and relational.
On top of that, the Like economy contributes towards a decentralisation of actors of
value creation, as it is reliant on webmasters as infrastructure providers implementing Social
Plugins and is dependent on users to engage with Like buttons and liked content. It is
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exactly the partial opening of the walled garden that poses an incentive for webmasters to
participate in the Like economy, since social buttons provide a new way to foster user
engagement and traffic. Different than in the hit and link economy, web website traffic is
no longer mainly driven by portals, search engines or referrals from other sites. In the
context of the social web, traffic increasingly comes from social media platforms, facilitated
through the decentralised presence of platform features across the web, where content is
shared and has the potential of being reshared to ever more contacts.
But Facebook’s efforts to make each and every web experience more social, hence
connecting all web experience to its platform, indicates a simultaneous rewiring of the web.
Social buttons open up sharing possibilities, yet the connections created by users instantly
direct back to the platform as opposed to the reciprocal linking practices of webmasters.
While the Open Graph poses an attempt to decentralise possibilities to connect external web
content to Facebook, at the same time it recentralises these connections and the processing
of user data.
Numerous actors are contributing to the creation of the infrastructure of the Like
economy, but not all are given full access to the data they produce themselves. In the case
of external Likes, data flows are first of all directed to Facebook and are then fed back in a
highly controlled way to other actors involved. Users cannot systematically access their own
likes, which are turned into ephemeral objects in the News Feed and on their profile. While
the successor of the Facebook profile wall, Timeline, introduced the clustering of activities
in relation to different temporal intervals, this only applies to liked Facebook Pages and not
to other liked objects. As a consequence, users cannot directly search and use their Likes as
a bookmarking system, as external Likes remain their status as fleeting objects for
spontaneous engagement. Webmasters, who implement Social Buttons to facilitate wider
engagement with their content, cannot see how their content is being discussed inside the
platform as they are only provided with numbers on associated counters and Facebook
Insights. The recent introduction of Open Graph actions and frictionless sharing add another
quality to the dynamics of recentralisation. The new app development features integrate
external content even stronger into the platform, as engagement with the web and mobile
services is now promoted via apps rather than external buttons which refer users to content
within the platform as opposed to linking to external websites.
In order to extend its data mining and to become the central hub of social linking,
Facebook is reversely dependent on the dynamics of decentralisation as discussed above.
Only because the platform can expand some of its key features into the entire web and
integrate ever more objects into the social graph, it can recentralise and monetise the created
connections and data flows, as they all direct back to Facebook. The dynamics of de- and
recentralisation are not only interconnected, they form a prerequisite for the Like economy.
They enable Facebook to maximise its data mining activities while at the same time keeping
control over the key entities of exchange - data, connections, traffic and - as will be shown
in the next section - user affects.
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But before, we would like to exemplify the interplay between de- and
recentralisation and discuss Facebook’s relevance in relation to other data mining services
on the web. For this purpose, we have built a tool with the Digital Methods Initiative that
can detect the presence of third party trackers on websites. It is build on top of Ghostery, a
privacy browser plugin, which recognises and shows the fingerprints of a number of data
mining services active on websites. The plugin allows web users to see the back end data
flows that are initiated when loading a page and offers the option to block them. Our
research approach repurposes the analytical capacities of the privacy awareness plugin,
which makes the invisible web with its trackers, beacons and cookies visible. Taking the top
1000 websites according to Alexa as starting point allows us to explore how the part of the
web that receives most of the traffic comes with an embedded data mining infrastructure.
The following visualisation (Figure 1) shows the presence of Facebook Social Plugins and
Facebook Connect.

Quantcast

Omniture

Google Analytics
ScoreCard Research Beacon

DoubleClick

Google +1

Facebook Connect

Facebook Social Plugins

Twitter Button

Google Adsense

Figure 1: Websites using Facebook Social Plugins and Facebook Connect in the top 1000 global websites
according to Alexa, February 2012. Created with the Tracker Tracker Tool by the Digital Methods Initiative,
2012, available at: https://tools.digitalmethods.net/beta/trackerTracker

In our sample, around 18% of all websites feature at least one of those connections
to Facebook, allowing users to engage with their content via Facebook features and
enabling complex data flows in the back end. The second map (Figure 2) shows the overall
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presence of different types of tracking devices, that is web analytics, widgets (including
Facebook), advertising services and trackers, and allows us to draw more general
conclusions about the organisation of value and the fabric of the web, that is the
organisation of connections between websites.

Quantcast

Omniture

Google Analytics
ScoreCard Research Beacon

DoubleClick

Google +1

Facebook Connect

Facebook Social Plugins

Twitter Button

Google Adsense

Figure 2: Websites and their trackers in the top 1000 global websites according to Alexa, February 2012.
Green: analytics, blue: widgets, orange: ads, pink: trackers (categorization provided by Ghostery). Created
with the Tracker Tracker Tool by the Digital Methods Initiative, 2012, available at:
https://tools.digitalmethods.net/beta/trackerTracker

Focusing on the presence of tracking devices allows to ascertain an alternative
network between websites, one that is not based on connections established through mutual
linking practices between websites, but based on associated trackers. According to Ghostery,
around 500 companies are issuing different tracking devices on the web. Despite Google’s
predominant position, Facebook has established itself as one of the main agents. In its
attempt to render web experience more social, so these maps show, Facebook is fostering an
infrastructure of decentralised data production and recentralised data processing. Its
investment in creating a more social web is tied up with an involvement in web economies
focused on data mining and web analytics. Such web economies based on cookies have
existed since the informational web with its hit and link economy. What is different in the
Like economy is that this data collection in the back end can be connected to the platform’s
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social graph, merging two sources of user data together which previously have not been
connected.
Facebook’s expansion into the web does not only come with implications for an
understanding of the social web and its economic affordances, but also contributes to a new
perspective on the fabric of the web. What emerges, when exploring the connections
between websites forming through the presence of tracking devices, are clusters organised
around major data analytics corporations like Google Analytics, Quantcast, Omniture and
most recently, Facebook, that form an alternative fabric of the web, operating in the back
end and enabled by a range of actors, including webmasters and web users in the front end.
Tracking devices thus establish new relationship markers between websites beyond the
hyperlink, as this alternative fabric of the web is not organised through connection between
websites, but through the presence of third party tracking devices on websites, linking to an
associated data mining service. The actual connections are enabled through user activities
that set data flows from the websites to the associated service in motion. In this sense, the
emerging fabric can be understood as live, that is responsive in real time. Yet, so the next
section will show, it is also lively (Marres and Weltevrede, 2012), as it is changing its
intensity depending on user activities and circulation of data.
A web economy of metrification and intensification
So far it has been shown that Facebook’s Social Plugins do not only enable a social web,
but also partake in multiple dynamics of data mining and circulation. We will now move on
to explore how in the process of data production user engagement is instantly transfigured
into comparable metrics and at the same time multiplied and intensified on several levels.
A click on the Like button transforms users’ affective, spontaneous responses to web
content into connections between users and web objects and quanta of numbers on the Like
counter. The button provides a one-click shortcut to express a variety of affective responses
such as excitement, agreement, compassion, understanding, but also ironic and parodist
liking. The affective dynamics informing such engagement (Massumi, 2002) are not
measurable, countable and comparable as such, but are rather intensive (DeLanda, 2006),
referring to transforming states of being. By asking users to express various affective
reactions to web content in the form of a click on a Like button, these intensities can be
transformed into a number on the Like counter and made comparable. Users can materialise
their affective responses and Facebook can use them to expand the social graph, count and
evaluate them. While the Like button collapses a variety of affective responses, the Like
counter combines even further activities such as commenting, sending and sharing into the
same metric, since the like is designed as a composite entity as described before.
Yet, the quanta of data produced in such processes are not just metrifications of
intensities, they also have intensive capacities themselves, entering various processes of
multiplication. First, Facebook advertises the external Like button as generator of traffic and
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engagement (Facebook + Media, 2010). Likers, the platform argues, are more connected
and active than average Facebook users. Each click on a Like button is supposed to lead to
more traffic for, and more engagement with, web content, as friends of likers are likely to
follow their contacts’ recommendations or might be influenced by what their friends like.
Engaging with social media, to draw on Grusin (2010), presumes or premediates ongoing
interactivity and such anticipatory climate is facilitated through notification systems
highlighting any responses a user has received: ‘Social networks exist for the purpose of
premediating connectivity, by promoting an anticipation that a connection will be made –
that somebody will comment on your blog or your Facebook profile or respond to your
Tweet’ (Grusin, 2010: 128). By prompting users to use Facebook features on the web and
showing what their contacts have engaged with, Social Plugins seek to set a chain of
interaction in motion, moving across numerous spaces within and outside the platform. In
this context, a like is not a means in itself, but designed as an ongoing and potentially
scalable process. A Like is always more than one or more than representational (Thrift,
2008). Its value lies both in the present and in the future, in the +1 it adds to the Like
counter and the number of x potential more likes, comments, shares or other responses it
might generate within the platform. It is in this sense that we can understand the
infrastructure of the Like economy as lively (Marres and Weltevrede, 2012), as changing
internally through the numerous ways in which data is multiplied and content is circulating.
Second, this process of intensification is based on the creation of differently scaled
social formations to which acts of liking, sharing and commenting are being exposed. A
series of Social Plugins, for example, are only designed to systematically display activities
of particular groups in relation to web content. While the Like counter shows the
anonymous number of all likers and sharers, detached from personal profiles, the majority
of Social Plugins only depict the activities of a user’s contacts and thus will look different
for each visitor. Depending on their Facebook privacy settings, a user’s click on the Like
button may be visible to everyone, to all friends or a selected group of friends and is
further distributed across the user’s timeline, different News Feeds and tickers, creating
threefold impression statistics for webmasters. If a friend responds to a like with another like
or a comment, this activity is exposed to yet another set of users. Each device of the Like
economy is creating differently scaled social assemblages in DeLanda’s sense (2006),
formations of users that are not stable but constantly reconfigured. The data flows between
profiles, the exposure on walls or News Feeds and the privacy settings allow to scale up
these formations to almost every web user or scale down to a selected few Facebook
friends. Engagement with web content via Facebook features is thus not only decentralised
across a variety of news walls and tickers, but is also spread across a multiplicity of social
formations of different scales.
Through such devices, the previous activities of a user’s contacts are presented as
potential future activities to the user, delineating a ‘horizon of possibility’ to speak with
Langlois et al. (2009) and creating climates in which users are likely to perform some
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activities rather than others. Although Facebook has recently made an effort to claim that its
News Feed, organized through the EdgeRank algorithm, is not creating an encapsulating
echo chamber (Bakshy, 2012), the Like economy still features a number of devices that seek
to deploy the logic of recommendation cultures in order to set in motion the multiplication
of data production.
Third, it is not only user formations and engagement, which are being scaled and
intensified, the Like economy also contributes to an increasing cross-syndication of content.
As mentioned above, with each like or share, web content is being syndicated to different
News Feeds, top stories, tickers and user walls within the platform, thus rendering crosssyndication more scalable. In the framework of the informational web, webmasters produce
content to be found. In Facebook’s social web however, content is created to be shared,
distributed or cross-syndicated by users to other users. In this sense, users do not have to
search for content, but content is presented to them through the multiple recommendation
features built into the platform.
As a consequence, a particular relationship between economic value and the social
emerges in the case of Facebook, one that is mediated through the creation of connections
between the external web and the social graph and through the production of data. User
activities are of economic value because they produce valuable user data that can enter
multiple relations of exchange and is set up to multiply itself. It is only the traceable social
that matters to Facebook, as the still intensive, non-measurable, non-visible social is of no
actual value for the company: it can neither expand the social graph, nor enter data mining
processes, nor be scaled up further. Therewith, Zuckerberg’s claim to offer a more social
web experience is rested on the instant transformation of social interaction into forms that
can enter further relations in the graph or multiply itself. Hence, Facebook’s very definition
of the social web falls together with an increasingly structured, pre-formatted and traceable
web. Being social online means being traced and contributing to value creation for multiple
actors including Facebook and external webmasters. To achieve this, the metrifying
capacities of the Like button are inextricable from its intensifying capacities. Within the Like
economy, data and numbers have performative and productive capacities, they can
generate user affects, enact more activities and thus multiply themselves, or to put it with
Simondon: ‘Beyond information as quantity and information as quality, there is what one
could call information as intensity’ (cited in Venn, 2010: 146). Such dynamics are enabled
through the medium-specific infrastructure of the Like economy which simultaneously
enacts, measures and multiplies user actions.
The limits of sociality in Facebook’s social web
Corporate interest in social interactivity and user affects are not new to Facebook, but have
to be understood in the trajectory of information-intensive post-Fordist economies,
corporate interest in transactional online data as well as attempts to objectify consumer
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affects (Arvidsson, 2011). The increasing centrality of knowledge and information in postFordist modes of production (Thrift, 2005) have contributed to a further intermingling
between life and labour, between social interactivity and the production of value and it is
especially the web that provides particular infrastructures to cater this interdependence. In
the informational web, user preferences and basic activities could be read from server log
files, which are used to derive engagement measures such as hits and time spent on a page.
With the rise of the social web, companies realised that everyday online activities provide a
rich source of information about user preferences, habits and affects that had previously
only been available through consumer research techniques. An increasing range of social
media monitoring services is currently tracking and analysing user behaviour online,
instantly turning social activity and web engagement into different quanta of data (Lury and
Moor, 2010). Special attention is being paid to sentiment, the positive, negative or neutral
relations users have to topics or web objects in order to forecast potential consumption
(Arvidsson, 2011). Facebook’s endeavours are thus not new and have to be accounted for
in the context of corporate social media monitoring. However, the Like economy creates an
infrastructure that not only allows to mine transactional data instantly, but also to attach it to
individual user profiles and to multiply it.
Throughout the paper we have approached this development from a mediumspecific perspective by discussing how web native devices such as social buttons and the
Open Graph have contributed to this intermingling of the social, data and its multiplication.
In comparing the emerging Like economy with the hit and link economy, we have explored
how the launch of social buttons has reintroduced the role of users in organising web
content and the fabric of the web – and how the infrastructure of the Open Graph is turning
user affects and engagement into both data and objects of exchange. We have presented a
twofold analysis of the Like economy. First, by showing how it is creating a particular
fabric of the web through social buttons, which at the same time decentralises data
collection and recentralises data processing and economic valorisation. Most notably, we
have traced the presence of Facebook Connect and Social Plugins across the web, showing
that Facebook is currently emerging as a key agent in the sector of back end data mining.
More than that, such data mining practices allow to see an alternative fabric of the web, one
that is not organised through hyperlinks placed by webmasters, but one that is based on
data flows enabled by and to third party devices, facilitating the decentralisation of data
mining and the recentralisation of data processing within platforms.
Second, by following the medium-specific perspective further, we have drawn
attention to the capacity of the Like button to both metrify and intensify user affect and
engagement by turning them into numbers on the Like counter while strategically exposing
them to other users to evoke further interactions. User activity on social media platforms has
so far often been discussed in a post-Marxist terminology of labour, production and user
exploitation. It has been understood as a form of social production (Scholz and Hartzog,
2010), as prosumption or working consumers/users (Fuchs, 2010) or as free labour
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(Terranova, 2004), as users voluntarily engage in productive activities without financial
reward. The medium-specific perspective offers a complementary account, drawing
attention to the role of devices, as affect and social proximity are not valuable per se,
because they are intensive, hard to measure and to compare. It is the medium-specific
infrastructure of the Like economy that allows their transformation into quantified likes,
which can then enter multiple forms of exchange: from producing data for user mining and
patterning, to creating recommendation traffic from Facebook, providing access to Like
button statistics or moving behind the Likewall. This medium-specific infrastructure further
creates an environment which does not require active participation in the Like economy by
clicking on social buttons or commenting. Instead, the underlying data mining processes
foster participation by default, tracking users’ browsing behaviour, storing Like button
impressions or instantly sharing app engagement to the ticker. By looking at the
infrastructure that enables these processes we draw attention to the politics of platforms and
their back end data flows in which logging out, deleting one’s profile or never joining the
platform do not offer solutions to opt out.
To conclude, we will return to Zuckerberg’s ambition to integrate ever more social
activities into its platform, as former employee Matt Cohler claims: ‘Facebook has always
thought that anything that is social in the world should be social online’ (Gelles, 2010). In
contrast, we would like to outline that there are limits to Facebook’s enclosure of sociality,
most notably in the current absence of the widely requested Dislike button as a critical
counterpart to the Like button. Although such a button might comply with corporate
interest in both positive and negative sentiment, Facebook abstains from its implementation,
as a one-click solution for negative affect might lead to insensitive use (Sawens, 2010). Yet,
the decision to refrain from ‘disliking’ also bears economic dimensions as opening up the
possibility for controversial sharing practices would create negative traffic and negative
connections, which cannot be collapsed in the composite Like counter. In this sense, the
Like economy is facilitating a web of positive sentiment in which users are constantly
prompted to like, enjoy, recommend and buy as opposed to discuss or critique - making all
forms of engagement more comparable but also more sellable to webmasters, brands and
advertisers. While Social Plugins allow to materialise and measure positive affect, critique
and discontent with external web content remain largely intensive and non-measurable. The
absence of negative affects has until the autumn of 2011 marked the limits of Facebook’s
understanding of sociality, but the introduction of new activity apps has complicated the
affective space of Facebook, allowing for differentiated and even negative activities in
relation to web objects, such as to hate, disagree and criticise – while the action ‘dislike’
remains blocked.
The Like economy has thus created an infrastructure that comes across as facilitating
a more social web experience, but partakes in creating an alternative fabric of the web in
the back end, one in which social interaction is instantly metrified and multiplied and which
connects insights from web analytics with individual user profiles and the social graph. It
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enables particular forms of social engagement and creates specific relations between the
social, the traceable and marketable, filtering them for positive and scalable affects.
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Making Collaboration
Networks V i s i b l e
Andrei Mogoutov, Alberto Cambrosio,
Peter Keating

Biomedical practices often create new, invisible
entities that subsequently participate in everyday
life. Although hidden from view to any human not
armed with a microscope and laboratory equipment and skills, microbes have clearly transformed
daily hygiene rituals, 1 and so have many other
novel, invisible components ot the world in which
we act.2 While the expanding lists ol cells, genes,
antibodies and other substances produced by contemporary hiomcdicvne are invisible in the literal
sense of being imperceptible, there is a second,
more interesting dimension to their invisibility.
Consider the little bottles of antibody reagents
stored in the fridges of thousands of biomedical
laboratories. According to the manufacturer's
label, each bottle contains a specific kind of antibody that can be used to detect the presence of
marker molecules on the surface ot cells, which
can, in turn, be used to diagnose a number of diseases such as cancer or AIDS. Kaeh bottle is,
apparently, autonomous in the sense that one can
take it out of the fridge, open and close it or move
it around on the lab bench; In other words, no visible attachments anchor it to a specific location or
piece of equipment. Yet, a glance at the label 'without which one could not divine the bottle's content) shows that appearances are deceptive. The
label displays the acronym "CD" followed by a
number. The acronym, in this case, has nothing to
do with computer or music storage devices; it
means Cluster Designation and refers to a system
for classifying cell markers based on a computer
analysis of antibodies reacting with human blood
cells. Antibodies having similar specificity characteristics are grouped together and assigned a number (CD(, CDz, CD?, and so on). Each CD bottle, in
other words, only makes sense as part of the CI)
system.
A more historical account of the label's referent
goes as follows:3 In the late 1970s, biomedical
researchers produced new antibody reagents tar34-

Fig. 1. Bellies of a ^ i b o d v reagents \CD38 and CD1 9) on a lafco r aLory bench, photci"' 1 Alberto Camb r osio

geting molecules on the surface of normal and
malignant cells. Within a few years, these tools
transformed biomedical research, laboratories
worldwide produced thousands of these new
reagents and reorganized the classification, diagnosis and prognosis of diseases such as cancer.
The rapid development of these reagents under ad
hoc and commercial brand names initially generated considerable confusion. To avoid the impending chaos, researchers in the field (officially supported by the World Health Organization and the
International Union of Immunological Societies)
launched an ongoing series of distributed workshops that led to the establishment of a nomenclature according to which equivalent reagents produced by different laboratories were assigned to
1 Nancy Tonu.% The gospel ofgerms. Men, women, and the
microbe in American life. Harvard University Press, Cambridge, .VIA, .998.
2 Lorraine Daston !cd.;, liingriipbu's of scientific objects.
University of Chicago Vram, Chicago, zooo.
3 Alberto Cambrosio, Peter Keating. Andrei Mogoutov,
"Mapping collaborative work and innovation in biometlicine. A computer-assisted analysis of antibody reagent
workshop*," in: Social Studies 0/ Science, ^4.1004,
pp. $15-364.
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the same antibody set or cluster identified by a CD
number. W o r k s h o p s functioned by sending
anonymous reagents to the participating laboratories, which tested them and returned the results to
1 central location w h e r e they were statistically
analyzed: Each workshop culminated in a meeting
that sanctioned new and revised CD categories
and discussed the characteristics and properties of
the new reagents. T h e First W o r k s h o p (1982.)
mobilized 54 research groups from 14 countries
and resulted in the establishment of 15 CD categories. By the late 1990s, the cumulative number
of CDs had risen to over 247 and the number of
participating laboratories to over 500.
Behind each CD bottle lay a dense network of
public and commercial laboratories, researchers,
equipment and technologies. Without such a network those little bottles in a laboratory's fridge
would have an idiosyncratic, if not to say,
inscrutable existence. T h e opposite is also true.
Without those little bottles, the network would
not exist. It was established and regularly recon-
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figured in order to create them. Moreover, the network does not simply connect discrete, pre-existing entities: Rather, n e t w o r k connections create
new, hybrid entities. O u r project aims at making
visible the mutually constitutive processes of
translation that transform heterogeneous actors
fin this case: CDs, laboratories, cells, commercial
companies, and so on) into seamless hybrids.
Maps are a wav of making spatial connections
explicit. Geographical maps, while themselves the
result of a projection of three-dimensional relations o n t o a two-dimensional space, impose their
own spatial logic, figure 2, for instance, shows the
geographic distribution of the participants in the
Filth CD-Workshop (1993).
Figure 3, which pictures the national origin of
CD antibodies submitted to the Sixth Workshop
(1996), embodies a transitional solution between
the geographic realism of figure 2 and a network
topology. The size of the blue nodes reflects the
relative contribution of each country, and the geographical coordinates have been modified so that
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i g . 3 Andrei Mogoutov, iSiatiorwl origin of CD antibodies submitted to the Sixth CD Workshop, 1996, computer graphics.
\ Andrei Mogouiov

countries sharing a specialization in a particular
kind of CD antibodies (against T-cells, B-cells,
Mycloid-cells NIC-cells: orange squares) have
been moved close together.
But we can resort to an even more radical
approach, by renouncing absolute axes and mapping relations without assuming the existence of a
common Euclidean space, be it social or geographical.4 lo this end, we can use Reseau-Lu
(www.aguidel. com), a network analysis software
specifically designed for the treatment and mapping of complex, heterogeneous relational data so
that they can be visually inspected and interpreted.
The nodes of figures 4 and s correspond to individual CD categories (red circles) or laboratories
(orange squares). Each node appears only once on
each map, and its size is proportional to the relative importance of a given CD or laboratory contribution. The location of nodes in the two-dimensional space and the length of the connecting lines
have no metrical meaning. Reseau-Lu, however,

M4

positions related CDs and laboratories close to one
another: Clusters can thus be easily visualized, as
can nodes acting as a bridge between different
clusters. Clusters (or, at a higher aggregation level,
clusters of clusters) correspond to hybrid actors.
Figure 4 displays the connections between the
CD categories analyzed during the First Workshop
(ty8z) and the laboratories that produced the relevant antibodies. The map shows the major role
played by a few institutions as antibody producers
and simultaneously provides information about
the CDs. We can see, for instance, that CD15, followed by CDS, is by far the CD to which the largest
cluster of antibodies was assigned by the workshop. Is this due to the possible strategic role (scientific, clinical and/or commercial) played by
CD 15? Scientists told us that, in this case, the reason was biological, namely that CD 15 is a molecule
with high immunogenic power that easily elicits
4 Michel C allon, "[,« nu'tluxlcs d'analyse des grands norahrcs pciivcnr-cllL's coiitnhuer a lYiii'ichisscmviit de la
sociologie ilu travail?," in: Sociologies du travail: aiiaranle
Mtsaptis. Amclie Poucta't (td.i. l;Jhtvk'v, Paris, 2.001,
PP-3.5SSS4-
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Fig 5 Andrei Mogoutov, The nctworK of institutions that
subm Ited antibodies to trie "Kird CD Workshop. 1986,
comouter graphics, <i Andrei Mogoutov

the production ol antibodies. As a result, many
laboratories, through no choice of their own,
ended up producing anti-CD 15 antibodies. CDS is
quite different. One of the network nodes,
CIMI./Marseilles, submitted a relatively large
number of antibodies all targeting COS. This time
the result was intended: The laboratory had established an explicit research program targeting that
molecule. Thus, contrary to traditional social-network analysis, our maps do not prejudge matters
by displaying only social links; they leave the
ontological issue ol the nature of the links open for
further inquiry. They also go beyond the question
of whether molecules play an intermediary role
linking institutions to other institutions or, vice
versa, whether the molecules are connected by
institutions. In this specific sense, our maps are
ontologically neutral and heuristically flexible.

This is clearly visible, for instance, in figure 5,
which corresponds to the Third Workshop (1986),
where one can easily see the contrast between a
relatively small number of strong CDs at the core
of the map and a periphery of weak CDs. Closer
and stronger associations point to the hlackboxing of hybrid actors. Rut even black boxes are
reversible; networks of actors can be reconfigured.
Indeed, the research programs ol major and minor
contributors have shilted in the two decades since
the First Workshop was launched, and these shifts
can be read, at least partly, from the links entertained with specific CDs. Along with these transformations, and with the transformation of both
the technical basis tor defining CDs and of their
market economy, the role and structure of the
workshops has also shifted. In this sense, and
although space limitations prevent us from reporting here on additional analytical outcomes, our
maps are tools for investigating the ongoing
reconfiguration of heterogeneous hybrids.

Not all CDs are born equal; some are more
robust than others in the sense that they can rely
on the support of a larger number of institutions.
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Abstract: In this paper we argue that the new availability of digital data sets allows
one to revisit Gabriel Tarde’s (1843-1904) social theory that entirely dispensed
with using notions such as individual or society. Our argument is that when it
was impossible, cumbersome or simply slow to assemble and to navigate through
the masses of information on particular items, it made sense to treat data about
social connections by defining two levels: one for the element, the other for the
aggregates. But once we have the experience of following individuals through their
connections (which is often the case with profiles) it might be more rewarding
to begin navigating datasets without making the distinction between the level of
individual component and that of aggregated structure. It becomes possible to
give some credibility to Tarde’s strange notion of ‘monads’. We claim that it is just
this sort of navigational practice that is now made possible by digitally available
databases and that such a practice could modify social theory if we could visualize
this new type of exploration in a coherent way.
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Introduction

It is generally accepted in the various sciences dealing with complex collective
behaviour that there exist some fundamental differences between the individual
and the aggregate levels (Knorr, 1981; Calhoun et al. 2007). This is why it seems
common sense to state that there should exist two levels of analysis: the micro
level that focuses on individuals; the macro level that focuses on the aggregates.
The consequence of such a distinction is that almost all the questions raised by
social theory have been framed as the search for the right pathway that leads from
one level to the other: should the inquiry begin from the micro or from the macro
level? Is the macro a mere aggregate or a sui generis? How do some macro features
end up emerging out of the interactions going on at the micro level (Boudon, 1981)?
Is it possible to ‘reconcile’ the two levels by another more encompassing theory
(Bourdieu, 1972, Giddens, 1984)? Is it possible to imagine an intermediary level, a
‘meso’ one? And so on. This framing of questions is not limited to social theories
dealing with humans, but has a bearing on all collections of non-humans living
organisms (flocks of birds and swarms of social insects in particular) (Axelrod, 1984;
Moussaid et al. 2009) as well as on the very notion of how an organism comes to be
organized (for instance, how do individual cells relate to the whole body) (Dawkins,
1982)? Those same questions have been extended to a wide range of phenomena
such as mental processes (Minsky, 1988) or artificial entities living in silico (for
instance, multi-agents models) (Epstein & Axtell, 1996).
Although this division in levels has had an enormous role in shaping many research
programs in the natural and social sciences, it has also obfuscated the central
phenomenon those sciences wished to account for: how to follow stronger, wider
and longer lasting associations. By presupposing that there exist two levels, they
might have solved too quickly the very questions they should have left open to
inquiry: What is an element? What is an aggregate? Is there really a difference
between the two? What is meant by a collective entity lasting in time?
In this article, we wish to consider how digital traces left by actors inside newly
available databases might modify the very position of those classical questions of
social order. Our aim is to test an alternative social theory developed by Gabriel
Tarde (1843-1904) in the early days of sociology but which never had any chance
to be developed because of the lack of empirical tools adjusted to it (Tarde, 1903;
Clark, 1969/2011; Milet, 1970; Candea, 2010). Instead of starting by saying that the
really important question is ‘to find out how individual decisions relate to collective
actions’, we want to do exactly what Tarde suggested and refrain from asking this
question so as to lessen its import and to turn our attention to a different topic:
is there a way to define what is a longer lasting social order without making the
assumption that there exist two levels (Latour, 2005)? To dramatize the contrast, we
will claim that there is more complexity in the elements than in the aggregates, or
stated a bit more provocatively that ‘The whole is always smaller than its parts’. We
call this hypothesis ‘the one level standpoint’ (1-LS) in contrast with the ‘two level
standpoint’ (2-LS).
Such a hypothesis has a chance to fly only if it makes an empirical difference in the
treatment of data. This is why we will attempt to demonstrate two points:
a) some of the new digital techniques and in particular a few of the tools offered by
network analysis may allow the tracing and visualization of the social phenomenon
in a way that makes the 1-LS slightly more commonsensical than the 2-LS
alternative;
b) it might now be possible to account for longer lasting features of social order by
learning to navigate through overlapping ‘monads’ instead of alternating between
the two levels of individual and aggregate. (Note that in what follows, the adjective
‘social’ should not be limited to human agents but extended to all entities treated
severally).
To go some way toward proving our points, we will proceed in the following way:
we will first make use of the notion of profile to give the general flavour of our
argument (section 1); then, we will explain how our approach is different from
from the idea of structures emerging out of atomistic agents in interaction (section
2) and then how the notion of structure should be replaced by the circulation
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of differently conceived wholes (section 3). The remaining sections offer visual
descriptions of ‘wholes’ that are much smaller than their parts (section 4) and
suggest another type of navigation through data sets than the one associated with
the idea of modelling (section 5).

1- How digitally available
profiles modify the element/
aggregate relations

The gist of our argument may be offered by considering how profiles now available
on so many digital platforms are quickly modifying the very definition of what
individuals are —and correlatively how we should handle aggregates. Although this
reduction of the social connections to html pages linked to other html pages will
may sound too drastic, it is this experience of clicking our way through platforms
such as Flickr™, Academia.edu™ or MySpace™, of surfing from document to
document, encountering people and exploring communities without ever changing
level that we wish to use as an occasion to rethink social theory. Of course, there
exist many other platforms, but in this article we will draw heavily on Web 2.0 to
exemplify our arguments because it has turned 1-LS navigation into a mainstream
experience which might be captured in a sentence: the more you wish to pinpoint
an actor, the more you have to deploy its network.
Let’s take a simple example. We all have had the experience of preparing a meeting
by searching on the web the name of the person we are soon to meet. If for instance
we look on the web for the curriculum vitae of a scholar we have never heard of
before, we will stumble on a list of items that are at first vague. Let’s say that we
have been just told that ‘Hervé C.’ is now ‘professor of economics at Paris School
of Management’. At the start of the search it is nothing more than a proper name.
Then, we learn that he has a ‘PhD from Penn University’, ‘has written on voting
patterns among corporate stake holders’, ‘has demonstrated a theorem on the
impossibility of aggregation’, etc. If we go on through the list of attributes, the
definition will expand until paradoxically it will narrow down to a more and more
particular instance. Very quickly, just as in the kid game of Q and A, we will zero
in on one name and one name only, for the unique solution: ‘Hervé C.’. Who is this
actor? Answer: this network. What was at first a meaningless string of words with
no content, a mere dot, now possesses a content, an interior, that is, a network
summarized by one now fully specified proper name. The set of attributes —the
network— may now be grasped as an envelope —the actor— that encapsulates its
content in one shorthand notation.
In such a now common exploration, an entity is entirely defined by the open-ended
lists in the databases. Using the terminology of actor-network-theory (ANT), an
actor is defined by its network (Law, 1999). This network is not a second level added
to that of the individual, but exactly the same level differently deployed. In going
from the actor to its network, we remain safely inside the 1-LS (Law, 2004).
The main point is that this definition is entirely reversible: a network is fully
defined by its actors. If we now wished to go from this particular professor to
some of his attributes, we might not be forced to change levels: the paradigm of
‘stakeholders voting’ will be defined by another list, this time the list of ‘all’ those
scholars who write in it, and of ‘all’ the articles published that used those key
words —something that bibliometry and scientometrics allow doing with a few
more clicks (see figure 1 and section 4 for examples). The same would be true if we
wished to know what is this strange university called ‘Paris School of Management’:
its profile will be given by the list of its academics. So there is no real difference in
searching the identity of a person, a place, an institution, an event and so on. In all
cases, the empirical and cognitive operation is the same. By circulating in such a
way from the actor to the network and back, we are not changing levels but simply
stopping momentarily at a point, the actor, before moving on to the attributes that
define them. It is because there is no jump to another level that ANT defines as
‘flat’ the connections thus designed by its method of circulation through data sets
(Callon & Latour, 1981; Latour, 2005).
This new experience of moving easily through profiles already makes clear that
what is meant by 2-LS and 1-LS social theories does not refer to different domains
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Fig. 1
Detail of the ‘profile’ of the keyword ‘selforganization’. The network is built using as
nodes all keywords, authors, references and
addresses of the articles which use the keyword
‘self-organization’ in the Web of Science©
between 2006 and 2010. The size of the nodes
and labels is proportional to the number of
articles in which an author, institution, reference
or keyword appears. Links between two nodes
are created whenever these two entities appear
in the same article. Weights are attributed to
these links depending on the frequency of these
co-appearance.
Node spatialization is performed using Gephi’s
ForceAtlas 2 algorithm (Jacomy, M., Heymann,
S., Venturini, T., & Bastian, M. (forthcoming).
ForceAtlas2 , a graph layout algorithm for handy
network visualization). In this approach, links
are interpreted as springs, and nodes which
are strongly linked tend to appear close to each
other. The node corresponding to self-organization has been deleted to improve readability as it
was connected to all nodes in the graph.

of reality but to different ways of navigating through data sets (Franzosi, 2004;
Michel et al. 2011). ‘Specific’ and ‘general’, ‘individual’ and ‘collective’, ‘actor’ and
‘system’ are not essential realities but provisional terms that depend rather on the
ease with which it is possible to navigate through profiles and to envelop them
inside their names. The more cumbersome the navigation is, the stronger will
be the temptation to handle them through the 2-LS. As long as it is difficult to
reach the list of all the articles of a subfield such as ‘super majority voting’, one
will be tempted to define it generally as ‘a whole’ —the very notion of ‘paradigm’
does just that (see below)— of which the individual professor named ‘Hervé C.’ is
just a ‘participant’. It is the same thing if there is no good web site listing all the
academics in this university called ‘Paris School of Management’. Then, one will be
tempted to say that there is a generally defined entity —for instance a ‘corporate
body’— whose proper name is ‘Paris School of Management’, which exists in
relative independence from all the actors that define its envelope. This is where the
two-level argument begins to take hold: one for the parts, another for the whole. It
will seem irresistible to argue that to define general features, one should look at the
level of structures; if one wishes to look at specificity, go to the level of individuals.
But in effect, this distribution of roles between levels is a consequence of the type
of technology used for navigating inside datasets.
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Fig. 2
A typical screen experience with the aggregates
on top, the statistics on the right hand side and
the individual blogs on the bottom left with
highlighted words. It is this superposition that
renders synoptically coherent the two end points
of so many social theories that, we claim, is the
experience that should provide the occasion to
rethink Tarde’s ancient argument that the two
end points are an artifact of the ways data are
handled.

The best proof that those two levels do not correspond to any real ontological
domains is that they begin to disappear, to be literally redistributed, every time
one modifies or enhances the quality of access to the datasets, thereby allowing the
observer to define any actor by its network and vice versa. This is exactly what the
striking extension of digital tools is doing to the very notions of ‘individual’ and
‘wholes’. The experience (more and more common nowadays) of navigating on a
screen from elements to aggregates may lead researchers to grant less importance
to those two provisional end points. Instead of having to choose and thus to
jump from individuals to wholes, from micro to macro, you occupy all sorts of
other positions, constantly rearranging the way profiles are interconnected and
overlapping. This is what has been well recognized not only by ANT, but also by
scholars working with network analysis (White, 2008). Of course, we do not claim
that digitally available profiles are so complete and so quickly accessible that they
have dissolved the two levels, but that they have already redistributed them enough
to offer an excellent occasion to see that those levels are not the only obvious
and natural way to handle the navigation through datasets about entities taken
severally.
To sum up this first section, we will claim that one is tempted to treat an entity
differently from its context only because of a lack of access to the list of attributes
that make up that entity. At the very least, the digitally available profiles open new
questions for social theory that don’t have to be framed through the individual/
collective standpoint.
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2- How to trace overlapping
‘monads’

After having provided a flavour of our overall argument, we may now move to its
more substantial and technical aspects. In 2-LS social theory, the most current
approach to handling the distinction between macro-structures and microinteractions consists in establishing a first level of individual entities, then adding
to them a few rules of interaction, in order to observe whether the dynamics of
interaction lead to a second level, that of aggregation, which has generated enough
new properties to deserve to be called a ‘structure’, that is, another entity for which
it is possible to say that ‘it is more than the sum of its parts’. Such is the way in
which most models of collective behaviour are framed, no matter if they deal with
atoms, gas, molecules, insects, swarms, markets, crowds, States, artificial lives, etc.
(for examples, see Moussaid et al. 2009). The explanatory power and the sheer
beauty of those models are tied to such a mini-max: the longer enduring structure
with the lighter sets of rules.
It is important to underline here that since the 17th century this paradigm has been
set in opposition to its apparent alternative that starts with a sui generis entity
—for instance a body, an organ, a superorganism, an anthill, a beehive, a society,
a State, etc.— in order, then, to define its individual ‘parts’ as endowed with ‘roles’
and ‘functions’. Such an alternative is often called ‘holistic’ or ‘organicist’ (Weick,
1995). Although the two views usually differ in the political consequences one
can draw from them (Hirshmann, 1977), for us they are just two different ways of
handling the social phenomenon by using the same 2-LS standpoint since both rely,
as we shall see, on much the same data collection techniques. Their main difference
is in the time order in which they list the three concepts: from the micro to the
macro for the first, from the macro to the micro for the second. What the latter
takes at its starting point, the former takes as its future horizon.
Let us take the former as our starting point since it is nowadays the most
frequently used. To define the first level, the model builder has to imagine
individual atoms limited to as few traits as possible; then to devise rules of
interactions between those atomistic entities —again as simple as possible—; then
to observe how those interactions, after many fluctuations, stabilize enough to
deserve the name of a structure; and then to check if this structure is sufficiently
robust to be used as substitute for the ‘wholes’ that their adversaries —the holistic
or organicist theorists— claim to exist before or above the ‘parts’ (Wilson, 1975).
These are the research strategies that are followed, for example, when, against the
arguments of the anthill as a super-organism, ethologists succeed in obtaining
the highly complex geometry of the ant nest with only a few rules of interaction
between blind ants considered as interchangeable actors (Pasteels & Deneubourg,
1987; Moussaid et al. 2009; Kuong et al. 2011). But it is also the fascinating beauty of
market models when, without the push of any ‘invisible hand’, the sheer interaction
of selfish but calculating individuals succeeds in settling on an allocation of
resources more optimal than those any State would generate. Or when ‘selfish
genes’ are said to provide a coordination of body parts that no notion of an
organ superior to the cells could ever dictate (Kupiec & Sonigo, 2000). Or again,
what happens when sociologists manage to map out the segregation patterns of
city dwellings with only two rules of attraction and repulsion among individual
neighbors (Schelling 1971, Grauwin et al. 2009), and so on and so forth.
This approach can succeed in reproducing and predicting the dynamics of some
collective phenomena when the individuals’ behaviour can be satisfactorily
described with a few parameters and fixed rules. For example, the ‘ola’ can be
explained by characterizing the reactions of humans in a football stadium by
only three states (excitable, active and passive) (Farkas, 2002). By calculating the
transition probabilities between these states, scientists might be able to predict
the size, form, velocity and stability of the emergent « ola », and even how the
probability of occurrence of a wave depends on the number of initiators (triggering
an « ola » requires a critical mass of initiators). When only a handful of parameters
suffice to simulate the system’s dynamics, it makes sense to treat individuals as
atoms (Barabasi, 2003; Cho, 2009). This has proved useful to understanding some
features of queues, traffic jams, panics, etc.
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However, humans do not spend most of their time in queues, in traffic jams or
in stampedes… To limit the grasp of quantitative social theory to just those few
behaviours would be a pity. The problem with the ‘atomistic’ approach is that it
has proved incapable of understanding more complex collective dynamics. Many
reasons have been put forward to explain this: for example, human behaviour
cannot generally be captured with context-independent rules —which are needed
to write an algorithm (Flyvjberg 2001). But the real reason, for us, is that the very
project starts from a restricted vision of the social: why assume that there first
exist simple individual agents, then interactions, then complex structure —or the
opposite? Why distinguish successive moments —in whatever order?
Such apportioning is especially strange when it is not only possible but also easy
to gather a lot of information on each of individual entity taken severally so as to
draw its extended profiles. If the complexity of individual agents can be observed
and handled, why would it be necessary, first, to strip individual entities of all
their attributes? Why should models proceed according to the usual way by adding
simple rules of interactions between atoms now deprived of the network of
attributes they possessed before? And why should complexity be obtained, in a next
step, as a provisional whole since it was there at the beginning? What might have
appeared common sense within a different technology of data collection might
cease to be so now that profiles are so conveniently available.
In 1-LS, by contrast, agents cannot be said, strictly speaking, to ‘interact’ with
one another: they are one another, or, better, they own one another to begin
with, since every item listed to define one entity might also be an item in the list
defining another agent (Tarde, 1903; 1895/1999). In other words, association is not
what happens after individuals have been defined with few properties, but what
characterize entities in the first place (Dewey, 1927). It is even possible to argue that
the very notion of ‘interaction’ as an occasional encounter among separated agents
is a consequence of limited information on the attributes defining the individuals
(Latour, 2010).
But is there an alternative to the common sense version that distinguishes atoms,
interactions and wholes as successive sequences (whatever the order and the
timing)? An alternative that should not oblige the inquirer to change gears from the
micro to the macro levels as is required by the 2-LS, but remains fully continuous
or, as is claimed by ANT, fully ‘flat’.
It appears to us that one alternative to the atom-interaction-structure is what has
been called by Gabriel Tarde, in reference to Leibniz, a ‘monad’ (Tarde, 1895/1999).
A monad is not a part of a whole, but a point of view on all the other entities taken
severally and not as a totality. Although historians of philosophy still dispute what
a monad was for Leibniz and although there exist many confusing definitions of
what it was for Tarde (Milet, 1970; Candea, 2010), our claim is that the definition of
this admittedly exotic notion may be rendered fully operational provided one uses
the illustration offered by just the type of navigation through digital profiles we
have sketched above.
This argument relies on the practice of slowly learning about what an entity ‘is’
by adding more and more items to its profile At first the entity is just a dot (in our
example it is nothing but a proper name ‘Hervé C.’ a clickable entry on a computer
screen) but then it ‘fills in’ with more and more elements that specify it more and
more until the observer considers that he or she knows enough and begins to take
the name of the entity for the entire list. What has happened? In effect, we have
drawn a monad, that is, a highly specific point of view —this or that entity— on
all the other entities present in the dataset. The point of this navigation is that it
does not start with substitutable individuals —as in the 2-LS— but individualizes
an entity by deploying its attributes. The farther the list of items extends, the
more precise becomes the viewpoint of this individual monad. It begins as a dot, a
spot, and it ends (provisionally) as a monad with an interior encapsulated into an
envelope. Were the inquiry to continue, the ‘whole world’, as Leibniz said, would be
‘grasped’ or ‘reflected’ through this idiosyncratic point of view.
As we saw, the crucial interest of the notion of monad —even if its fancy
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metaphysics is put aside— is that it is fully reversible, a feature that was impossible
to render operational before the access to digital media. Each of the attributes used
in order to define the entity is itself modified by becoming the attribute of this
entity. In our example, whereas being ‘professor in Paris School of Management’
specifies who is ‘Hervé C.’, when we shift, with a few clicks, to ‘Paris School of
Management’ we realize that it has become a slightly different academic body
now that it is able to attract a ‘mathematician’ and a ‘well known economist from
abroad’ to be its ‘dean of academic affairs’, which was not the case before. ‘Paris
School of Management’, too, is individualized and in no way can it be taken for an
element of the ‘context’ inside which ‘Hervé C.’ should be ‘framed’. In other words,
‘Paris School of Management’ too is a monad depending on how one navigates
through its profile. What is so refreshing with the new habit of circulation is that
they never end up tracing an entity as “part of a whole” since there is never any
whole. The reason is that with 1-LS there are, strictly speaking, no individual atoms
(profiles are fully deployed through their attributes), nor aggregates (each attribute
is nothing but the list of actors making it up). The experience of navigating through
profiles available on digital platforms is such that when you move from one
entity —the substance— to its network —the attributes— you don’t go from the
particular to the general, but from particular to more particulars.
In other words, the notion of a ‘context’ might be as much an artifact of
navigational tools as is the notion of an ‘individual’ (Hagerstrand, 1953; Garfinkel,
2002; Latour, 2005). Extend the list of items, smooth the navigation, visualize
correctly the ‘interior’ of each monad, and you might not need the atominteraction-structure or the actor-system apportionment at all. You will move from
monads to monads without ever leaving the solid ground of particulars and yet you
will never encounter atomistic individuals, except at the first click, when you begin
to inquire about one item and get only an empty dot.
By now, our working hypothesis should be clear: it might be feasible to move from
particular to particular and yet to obtain along the way partial totalities without
ever relying on any of the three sets of concepts that make up the 2-LS: there is no
individual agent; they don’t interact; there is no whole superior to the parts. Such a
radical conclusion is made at least plausible by the new datasets that allow entities
to be individualized by the never-ending list of particulars that make them up. Such
is what is meant by a monad, a point of view, or, more exactly, a type of navigation
that composes an entity through other entities and, by doing so, particularizes all
of them successively —‘all of them’ being an open ended list the size and precision
of which always depend on more inquiries and never from the sudden irruption of
a superior level accessible through a sudden shift in methods.
In other words, datasets may be handled through two opposite navigational
procedures, one that is based on a series of leaps of aggregation (from atoms
to interaction to structure —and back), and the other one, the monadological
principle. Introduced in social theory by Tarde through literary means and then
abandoned because of the lack of empirical handles, this principle can be given
a new career through the newly available techniques of digital navigation and
visualization (Candea, 2010).
In summing up this second section, it is important to stress that we are well aware
that such an alternative definition remains highly sensitive to the quality and
quantity of information available as well as to the visualization techniques at our
disposal. Remember that our argument is strictly limited to the search process
through data sets and that we don’t consider how those attributes are gathered
from ‘real life’. We recognize that tracing monads will not be always feasible. For
most entities, the profiling will be impossible for a number of reasons: a) our
observation techniques are too rough to follow each entity individually —this will
be the case with ants in an anthill, cells in an organ, human actors in a large survey;
b) the entities are really interchangeable since there is no way, even with the most
sophisticated tracking device, to detect differences among them —this will be the
case with atoms in a gas (Jensen, 2001); c) even though it is possible to track their
differences, most of the information has to be deleted or kept secret for ethical
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reasons —this is most often the case with telephone calls, social networks, health
files, etc.; d) in spite of their claim to transparency and equality, most present
day databases are rife with inequalities of status and most entrench rather crude
definitions of the social world.
What we claim is simply that every time it is possible to use profiles, then the
monadological principle will obtain. The reason why we insist so much on this
feature is to follow another of Tarde’s insights that a 1-LS social theory should
in no way be limited to human actors. Every time inquirers have succeeded,
through clever research strategy, to trace individualizing profiles of agents —
baboons (Strum & Fedigan, 2000), bacteria (Stewart et al., 2004), scientific papers
(Chavalarias & Cointet, 2006), social networks (White, 2008), corporations (Stark
& Vedres, 2006), to take a few examples that have provided striking results— the
weight of the 2-LS has diminished considerably. For instance, early primatologists
considered baboons as being ‘in’ a strictly rigid male dominated social structure
until more advanced individualizing techniques allowed the mapping out of the
contribution of all the superimposed individuals revealing the striking social skills
of females baboons as well as males (Strum, 1987). This is the reason why, in our
view, the 1-LS navigation procedure could offer a useful alternative in collecting
and organizing datasets.

3- Doing away with the
‘dispatcher’

After having shown how the notion of monads may modify the distribution of
roles between atomistic agents and interactions, we have to tackle how it could be
used as a substitute for the notion of structure —no matter if this structure appears
before interactions as in holistic theories or at the end as in individualistic ones.
Do we really need it to make sense of collective behaviour now that it has become
easier to have access to extended profiles?
The problem comes from the baseline that is used in the 2-LS to frame
this question. In its most classic version, the 2-LS approach is built on the
presupposition that collective behaviours are determined by some sort of centre
that we will call, to use a bland term, a dispatcher. This dispatcher remains always
present whatever the name it has been given in the course of intellectual history:
Providence, super-organism, State, body politic, natural selection, etc. Such an
idea is so deeply rooted that even those who challenge its existence can’t help but
take it as a baseline. It is because they feel obliged to discuss the existence of this
dispatcher that so many scientists, when they begin to build their models, frame
the question in the following way: ‘How come that those agents are able to produce
an order without any dispatcher?’
For instance, how ants, without any super-organism and in the absence of central
planning such as the ‘spirit of the anthill’, are nonetheless able to design such
exquisitely functional nests (Wilson, 1971; Kuong et al, 2011); how a stadium
audience is able to go through the highly coordinated movements of the ‘ola’
without any centralized agent giving a signal or providing instructions for its
striking wave pattern (Farkas, 2002); how birds in a flock, selfish calculating agents
in a market, and so on and so forth, manage to reach order without any order being
given. No ant ‘sees the whole nest’; no football fan oversees the movement of the
‘ola’; no bird envisions the whole flock; no selfish gene anticipates the phenotype
that it ends up producing; no economic agent may eyeball the whole market place,
etc. ‘And yet’, people seem to marvel, ‘in the end, there are structures and orders’. So
the task of social theories, they claim, is to understand how such a feat is possible
‘in the absence’ of any central dispatcher. In all those research programs, the 2-LS
is framing a contrast between, on the one hand, a dispatcher that could in theory
obtain the same result but is in effect absent and, on the other, the surprising
skill of each of the individual atomistic agent to ‘obey’ the order of a non-existing
master. Is this not something short a miracle? Indeed…
No matter how common sense this framing of the question has become, our view
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is that it has propelled many research programs into an impasse. It implies that
the structure emerging out of interactions between atomistic agents should, in the
end, emulate what this (absent) dispatcher was supposed to do: namely, to provide
orders and rules of behaviour to the agents, even though, everyone agrees, there is
no such order-giving entity… As we shall see, this framing puts analysts in a double
bind, forcing them to simultaneously say that the structure does the same job as
the mythical dispatcher and yet that it is entirely different since the dispatcher
does not exist. The net paradoxical result is to render the micro to macro paradigm
indistinguishable from its purported opponent, the macro to micro. If there is no
dispatcher at all, why ask from any emergent structure that it nonetheless fulfil the
same kind of functions as this phantom? The subliminal existence of a dispatcher
—even when it is said not to exist— paralyzes social theories in their search for
the right way to define the key phenomenon of the social. It is the phantom that
frightens research away even more surely than the myth of the atomistic individual
(Tarde, 1999).
Our view is that in the same way as the 2-LS frames the individual agent as an atom
and thus misses its individualizing profiles (as we saw in section 2), by framing the
structure as a functional equivalent of the (absent) ‘whole’, the 2-LS misses even
more surely what it is to be a totality. If monads are not atoms, they never ‘enter in’
or ‘end up forming’ structures either.
This argument loses its apparent flippancy when taking into consideration, once
again, the practical experience of navigating through data sets. When we say, for
instance, that interacting ants unwittingly produce a perfectly designed ant nest
‘without’ being themselves aware of the ‘overall plan’, we might have unwittingly
confused two different observing points of view: that of the ant and that of the
ethologist. This is what causes the disconnection in saying that ants, through their
blind interactions, ‘generate’ the emerging structure of the nest. Strictly speaking,
they generate nothing of the sort —the information on the nest they build is just
another monad, an individualized nest defining the ants that live in it. What we call
the ‘emerging structure of the nest’ is a question that interests the human observer
but not the ants themselves. While, in framing the 2-LS, it seems that there exists
a path leading from the first level to the other, this path is nothing but a spurious
connection due to the phantom of the central dispatcher and the forgetting by
scientists of their two disconnected observing standpoints. ‘Atomistic-interactionsbetween-blind-ants-nonetheless–able-to-solve-the-problem-of-overall-socialorder’ is not what ants are after. If we wished to be attentive to their experience
of totality, ants should be allowed to direct their attention towards an entirely
different phenomenon from the phantom goal that is pointed out by the 2-LS —
such is the great interest of the concept of ‘stigmergy’ (Theraulaz & Bonabeau,
1999).
It might be even less scientific to ask ants to solve this anthropocentric question
since this has little meaning even for humans (Garfinkel, 2002)! Humans too should
be allowed to benefit from another experience of totality. The same non sequitur
that we might detect with ants holds for humans — or any entity for which,
through the disposition of digital profiles, the monadological principle obtains.
None of those entities is trying to solve the question of emerging structures any
more than ants do. What they are busily after is something entirely different since
each monad, by definition, possesses its own particular view of the ‘whole’. What
was a spurious connection for ants is also a spurious connection for humans. Ants
and ANT travel in the same boat…
If we wish to navigate through individualizing profiles, we will have to take into
account as many wholes as there are entities, and we should not try to trace a path
from blind atoms to emerging structures. 1-LS social theories should be allowed
to deploy another experience of totalities exactly as much as they deploy another
experience of what it is to be an individual agent. Our argument is that digital
techniques seem to chip away at both ends of what so many social theories take as
their indispensable anchors, thereby offering an occasion to illustrate other views
of social order.
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And yet it is difficult to loosen the impression that human agents are really
different and should be treated differently from other entities. They are different
but not necessarily for the reason usually put forward by those who like to extend
the quantitative methods of natural sciences to human societies. Humans differ
because they are often themselves equipped with many instruments to gather,
compile, represent or even calculate the ‘whole’ in which they are said to reside
(Desrosières, 2002). This has been the key feature of ethnomethodology (Garfinkel,
1967). It is also an important tenet of so many science and technology studies
(STS) and the central argument of actor-network theory (ANT) that the practical
instruments that allow one actor to ‘see the whole society’ should be taken into
account for any experience of the social order (Law, 2002; Latour, 2005). This
vast research program has been carried out for physics (Galison, 2003), biology
(Landeker, 2007), accounting (Power, 1995), economics (Callon, 1998), as well as for
cartography (Jacob, 2007), geography (Glenny & Thrift, 2009) and even sociology
(Foucault, 2003). Every time, it is possible to show that instruments provide a
highly focused but limited view of the whole, what have been called, for this reason,
oligoptica instead of panoptica (Latour, 2008). Such is the type of ‘stigmergy’ proper
to human societies.
The existence of those oligoptica is typical of human societies and the reason why
it makes sense to speak about wholes when referring to human associations. Yet
many different types of ‘wholes’ have to be considered in order to account for the
peculiar obsession of human monads for describing the interactions they enter
and for describing, stabilizing, simplifying and standardizing their overlapping
connections (see section 5). This has little to do with moving from one level to
another one, as is implied by 2-LS. It is one thing to say that ants (or birds, or cells,
or atoms) do not benefit from those ‘intellectual technologies’ in order to build
partial wholes while human agents do, but it is an entirely different thing to say
that there exists a second level, that of the whole that would be common to both
ants and humans. The two arguments don’t follow from one another at all.
To capture what is nonetheless a real difference with humans (especially highly
scientificized and technicized human collectives), let’s say that monads are best
captured through a 1.5 level standpoint (1.5-LS). By this expression we mean to
say that a) even though each monad has its own version of the totality, a series of
intellectual and technical instruments exists to foster the overlapping of different
individual definitions, without those various definitions ever coalescing into a
second level that would unify all of them; and that b) this is what explains the
impression that there is ‘more’ in collective actions than what exists in individuals
taken in the atomistic sense of the word. This expression of 1.5-LS is simply a way
to remind the reader of our general argument that the two endpoints of so many
social theories might have lost much of their relevance when something else, the
monadological principle, offers another experience of navigation through digital
data sets.
The conclusion of this third section is that another experience of ‘being in a whole’
should be explored that has little to do with ‘being a part’ of a ‘structure’ no matter
if this structure is a sui generis super-organism or an emerging level.
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4- How to navigate through
overlapping monads

After having seized the occasion of digital tools to test Tarde’s alternative definition
of atoms, interactions and structures, we might now be better equipped to see
whether we can render operational his notion of overlapping monads by visualizing
them in a coherent way. It is our contention that most of the arguments against the
1-LS and 1.5-LS (and more narrowly against Tarde’s unexpected come back) are due
to the lack of efficient visualizing tools. In their absence, even though there exists
an alternative to the 2-LS, it is the only one that seems acceptable as a fall back.
To go some way toward answering the first question, we will use the example
of scientific paradigms. Their study benefits today from a level of quality and
availability of information unmatched in other domains of collective behaviour:
almost every word written by every author in every paper cited by any later text is
accessible in a few clicks in digital format (Grauwin et al, 2011; Cointet, 2009). This
choice is the more reasonable since it has been at the heart of much STS (Merton,
1973) (and the preferred example of Tarde…). One might even argue that the level
and precision of information that, before the advent of digital tools, were accessible
only for the spread of scientific keywords and concepts through papers and
citations, have now become the standard for all sorts of individualizing profiles —a
seminal idea that has not been lost on the founders of Google (Brin & Page, 1998).
Let’s follow the navigation through profiles to answer the question: ‘What does it
mean to be ‘part of’ a paradigm P?’ According to the monadological principle, the
departure point matters little since from every entity we will end up visiting the
list of all its attributes grasped from this specific point of view: we may start at will
from one scientist, one paper, one keyword, one institution or one experimental
method. Let us begin in the case of ‘self organization’ from papers with keywords
and citations (Grauwin et al., 2011).
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Fig. 3
Keyword ‘self-organization’ considered as a
‘whole’ produced by the intersection of articles
that are far richer than this single keyword. We
use the same procedure as in Figure 2, but limit
the visualization to the 18 articles published
in 1991 and omit the articles’ references. To
highlight the idea of ‘intersection’, the attributes
of three ‘monads’ (articles) are shown enclosed
by an ellipse.

So the problem now becomes to map out as many wholes as there are parts, that is,
monads. Instead of partitioning atoms, then interactions, then structures, we now
want do draw intersecting monads where some attributes in one list are also visible
in some other entity’s list (Figure 3). Instead of the common research strategy:
‘Go from simple interactions to more complex structures’ we wish to apply a
counterintuitive one: ‘Start with complex overlapping monads and detect the few
attributes they share’.
It is true that by proposing such a navigation we move away from the dream of
simulation and prediction and explore another path, that of description where
the added value is no longer the power of prediction, but the progressive shift
from confusing overlaps to successive clarifications of provisional wholes. Instead
of trying to simulate and predict the social orders, we wish to acknowledge the
limitations of the simulation approach for collective systems and prefer letting
the agents produce a dynamics and collect the traces that their actions leave as
they unfold so as to produce a rich data set (Grauwin, 2011). In other words, data
mining does not result in the same scientific habits as simulation: instead of asking
how global structures emerge from local interactions, we propose to illustrate a
navigational tool that shifts the attention of the observer from confusing overlaps
to the few elements that travel from one monad to the next, much in the same way
as standards do in technological systems (Gleenie and Thrift, 2009).
Before complaining that this is too confusing, one should remember how
confusing it was to have, first, to specify a general structure (the paradigm of self
organization), and then to qualify it by endless individual idiosyncrasies that ‘didn’t
fit’ into the picture. Thomas Kuhn, who first introduced the notion of paradigm,
knew fairly well how clumsy it was, and every scientist knows how difficult it is
to draw precisely the domain in which he or she works. Is it possible to do justice
to such a common experience by shifting from prediction and simulation to
description and data mining? Our approach suggests a way of navigating through
these datascapes with a monadological point of view, which can capture the
richness of associations while remaining faithful to the complexity of agents.
This is where the question of visualization becomes so crucial: Is there a
visual space in which idiosyncratic monads may be projected that reveals their
intersecting features without losing their specificity? To explore this possibility we
have to take into account two common practices in handling data sets.
The first is the very humble and often unnoticed gesture we all make when we
surround a list of features with a circle (a shape often referred to as a ‘potato’!) and
decide to say that all those elements are ‘roughly similar’ and may share the same
name (it does not matter here if this is done by eyeballing data or through highly
sophisticated calculations of correspondences). The point is that we should be able
to draw such a circle without leaving the 1-LS since the whole is not the structure
to which the elements will be said to pertain as in the 2-LS but another monad just
as specific as the other that ‘makes it up’. (Remember the example of how to define
‘Paris School of Management’ in section 1). The gesture of adding a circle is simply
the recognition of the outside limit of a monad —whose envelope, we should
remember, is defined by the list of all its individualizing attributes— and not the
delineation of the ‘role’ it ‘plays’ ‘inside’ a ‘structure’. To say it in other words, in a
1-LS world the borders of monads should be defined by the provisional end of the
expansion of their content and not by adding a category coming from elsewhere.
The second practical experience to take into account is that many new movements
through datasets are possible on screen that were not possible when manipulating
paper (a feature that make writing articles on this topic very tricky indeed…). The
projection of intersecting monads ceases to be so confusing if it is possible to
highlight each of them in succession and to detect how each of them contribute to
the overlapping set (see the accompanying film http://www.medialab.sciences-po.
fr/). As we said above, it is this new navigational skill that has made the two endpoints of ‘individual agent’ and ‘structure’ less relevant than the superposition of
actors-networks highlighted in succession (see figure 2).
If we take into account the experience of digital navigation, what happens to the
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notion of ‘whole’? When we navigate on a screen, zooming in and out, changing the
projection rules, aggregating and disaggregating according to different variables,
what stands out is what remains constant through the shifting of viewpoints
(Gibson, 1986). This is our ‘whole’. As expected, its size has shrunk considerably!
Instead of being a structure more complex than its individual components, it has
become a simpler set of attributes whose inner composition is constantly changing.
The whole is now much smaller than the sum of its parts. To be part of a whole is
no longer to ‘enter into’ a higher entity or to ‘obey’ a dispatcher (no matter if this
dispatcher is a corporate body, a sui generis society, or an emergent structure), but
for any given monad it is to lend part of itself to other monads without either of
them losing their multiple identities.
To sum up this section, we are now left with two opposite ideas of what it is to
analyse complex collective phenomena. In the 2-LS, it is possible to build a model
on condition that one begins with simple atoms interacting through simple rules
and test whether some stable structure emerges in the end. In the 1-LS, you begin,
on the contrary, from highly complex actor-networks that don’t exactly ‘interact’
but rather overlap with one another, and you extract from those overlapping sets
the attributes that some of them share. If the data navigation techniques we are
proposing work —and it is a big ‘if’, we will have succeeded in mapping a collective
phenomenon without ever considering either individual components or structure.
In which case, we would have vindicated the insight Tarde could not render
operational because of the absence of digitally available data…

5- Learning to visualize
partial ‘wholes’

What does it mean to follow a collective phenomenon in the 1-LS navigational
procedure? When one observer begins to quickly transform a clickable dot into
a fully defined monad by listing its attributes, he or she is already dealing with
a collective phenomenon (though in a sense that does not resemble the 2-LS
definition of collective). The observer is gathering successive items and encircling
them inside what has become the proper name of a specific monad. As such he or
she is dealing with an 1-LS collective, or better, a collecting activity: this monad
that gathers, assembles, specifies, grasps, encapsulates, envelops those attributes in
a unique way.
So, whereas in 2-LS some agents are designated to play the role of ‘parts’ while
others are said to be ‘wholes’, when navigating through profiles in 1-LS we don’t
introduce any difference between entities. In the example above, any thread may
be chosen as our departing point for defining a paradigm: a researcher, a paper, a
university, a concept or a keyword. Each of them is equally a ‘part’ and a ‘whole’,
that is, a monad (or an actor-network). In other words, each entity is entitled
to have its own curriculum vitae, that is, its own trajectory through successive
attributes.
The fact that in 1-LS all entities have the same status does not mean that they
are all the same. It is a common experience while navigating a dataset that some
entities recur more often than others. For example, in section 1 we said that ‘Paris
School of Management’ entered into the profile (or the curriculum vitae) of ‘Hervé
C.’ According to our data set however, we may also notice that it appears in the
profiles of ‘Dominique B.’ and ‘Pierre-André R.’ etc. We know that this repetition
does not mean that it is a ‘structure’ of which those three academics would simply
be ‘members’ even though we might be tempted to shorthand this list by stating
things just this way even though that would be falling back on the 2-LS. What we
want is to remain in a 1-LS or in 1.5-LS.
To understand why we should resist the temptation of shortcutting this series of
repetitions by treating them as an emerging structure, consider the fact that each
time ‘Paris School of Management’ is listed in the profile of another monad it is
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repeated with variations. As we said in section 1, every time an entity is associated
with a new monad, it’s individualized through the previous associations gathered
by that monad. The ‘Paris School of Management’ of ‘Hervé C.’ is modified as
much as by being the ‘Paris School of Management’ of ‘Dominique B.’ Thus what
we now have is a new file made up of the repetition of the same attributes plus the
variations it has undergone in each of the composing monads. Such a file is what
social scientists are used to call an ‘institution’, an ‘organization’, or, more blandly,
a group.
This new point needs to be tackled with a great many precautions because, in the
2-LS, it has been confused with that of structure conceived as higher-level entities
mysteriously emerging from lower-level interactions. Emerging on another level,
structures are said to be independent from the interactions that generated them
and yet able to send orders, to define place, to attributes roles to the ‘parts’ in
the way expected from dispatchers. It is this confusion that has created the idea
of a ‘corporate body’ of which the passing humans would simply be provisional
‘members’. Many a moving speech has been given by deans about the contrast
between, for instance, the ‘long lasting body’ of the University and the quick turn
over of its transitory mortal occupants —a two-level standpoint if any…
In 1-LS, institutions are nothing like structures, they are just a trajectory through
data starting from a different entry point in the database: instead of asking
which institutions are listed in the profile of particular individual, we ask which
individuals are listed in the profile of an institution. It is the same matrix but not
the same navigation: the ‘wholes’ are nothing more than several other ways of
handling the interlocking of profiles. It is this type of navigation to which Tarde
gave the confusing name of ‘imitation’ and this type of spread he called ‘imitative
rays’ (Tarde, 1903; Sperber, 1996). If we are right, ‘imitation’ for him is not first of
all a psychological phenomenon, but the realization that monads share attributes
modified by each sharing, the result of which is a list made up of the ‘same’ item
repeated with difference (Deleuze, 2005).
There is therefore no substantial distinction to be introduced between individuals
and groups or institutions. The only difference in what we call institutions is the
one monad that recurs more often in the database —and this one is empirical
and depends entirely on the quality of the database. In the example we used in
the introduction of this paper, the only thing that distinguishes ‘Paris School of
Management’ from ‘Hervé C.’ is the fact that the former might be counted more
times than the latter… If in the dataset an attribute is cited more often, then it is an
organization, that is, what is distributed through a multiplicity of monads without
itself being more complex than any of them —much in the manner of a circulating
standard. If Hervé C. was cited more often than his school, he would be that
institution…
If this purely quantitative difference seem too extreme, we should be aware that
‘organizations’ and ‘participants’ like all the other terms we have gone through
in this paper —’parts’, ‘wholes’, ‘individual’, ‘structure’, ‘members’, ‘monads’—
are nothing but forms of navigation through limited datasets. Individualizing,
collecting, grouping, and coordinating are so many trails left by search engines
through profiles made up of attributes encapsulated in names as a shorthand. As
Tarde so vividly described, all those canonical terms of social theory are simply the
registration of quantitative differences in the relative spread of attributes (Tarde,
1903; Latour, 2010).
Such a definition of a group may solve a conundrum that has made it very difficult
to focus on the main phenomenon of the social —and may also help visualizing
the 1-LS. 2-LS theories are often based on the contradictory idea that the macro
level is made of virtual but stable entities while the micro level is made of real but
transitory entities. Paradoxically, what lasts longer is said to exist only virtually,
while what ‘really’ exist does not seem to be made to last… A strange type of
definition that goes a long way toward explaining the mystery surrounding
collective phenomena, be they those of cells in a body (Riboli-Sasco, 2010), ants in
anthill or actors in society (Karsenti, 2006).
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In the 1-LS, on the contrary, there is no paradox about the fact that the profiles
that last are made up by attributes that do not last (Debaise, 2008). If this process
seemed mysterious, it is only because we tried to explain it with the wrong
distinction, the one between the virtual and the real, the macro and the micro, the
general and the particular, instead of explaining it with the distinction between
what is passed from one monad to the other and the transformation undergone by
what is passed. If ‘Paris School of Management’ lasts, it is not because it is above
or even different from the composing monads. It is because it is repeated with
variations from one monad to the next: enough repetition to be recognizable as
the same; enough variation to be carried along further in time and space. Far from
existing on a higher, virtual level, what we call institutions, organizations or groups
are nothing but the effort of monads to make some of their attributes flexible
enough to be translated by a great many other monads and yet stable enough to be
recognized through their transformations (Figure 4). The work necessary to trace
the borders of an entity and assign it a proper noun is part of such effort, as well as
the work of preserving the continuity of such names and boundaries (White, 2008).

4a
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4b

Fig. 4
Gradual evolution of the ‘whole’ defined by
the keyword ‘self-organization’ from 1990 to
2009 (a). For each 5-year time slice (red circles),
we choose the 10 most prolific authors (green
circles) and the 10 most used references (pink
circles) and keywords (blue circles). Authors, keywords or references are linked to the 5-year time
slice in which they appear. The figure shows
that, although most entities (authors, keywords
or references) change through time, each time
slice inherits something from its predecessor.
For example, in the 90s, scientists interlocked
their definition of self-organization through
“neural networks”, while in the 2000s, “growth”
of “nanostructures” became a more powerful
link. This operation is perfectly reversible, as
shown in Figure (b) by taking the example of
author JM Lehn, a chemistry Nobel Prize winner.
Proceeding in exactly the same way as in Figure
(a), we show that, while JM Lehn remains connected through all these years to “Supramolecular Chemistry” and “Complexes”, his coworkers
change. So do his main fields of interest, shifting
from “Double Helix” or “Ligands” in the 90’s to
“Self-assembly” in the 2000’s. Both Figures show
that the arrow of time is not necessarily linear
(which would show as a linear arrangement of
the red circles), but is somewhat circular because
several items occur throughout the years, building an effective attraction between the first
5-year time slice and the last.

Once again, we have to understand that encircling a bundle of traits with a shape
does not mean that a structure is taking over but simply that the limit of a monad is
being reached and underlined. Inside this circle, everything might change through
time: ‘self-organization’ at time zero may be made up of the keywords, authors, and
concepts A, B, C, and after a few iterations it might transformed to include X, Y,
Z. Every single item composing successive ‘self-organization” profiles may change
and the name may change as well (what we call ‘self-organization’ today used to be
something entirely different a few decades ago). What matters is that the change be
gradual enough to preserve some continuity. Everything may change, but not at the
same time. We should not say: ‘And yet it is the same self-organization bundle’ as if,
through those changes, something, the structure, had remained the same (although
virtually). We should say: ‘Look, on the contrary, how different it is; but because of
the ways participants have interlocked their definitions, each change has inherited
something from its predecessor through a channel that can now be traced by clicking on the profile of this participant’. Once again, a different navigation generates a
different definition of what is a collective, that is, a collected entity.
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6- Conclusion

In this paper, we have seized the occasion given by the sudden proliferation of digital databases to revisit an ancient social theory proposed by Gabriel Tarde before
the availability of large statistical tools and before the entrenchment of many social
theories within the 2-LS paradigm. It is because those databases provide the common experience to define the specificity of an actor as tantamount to expanding its
network, that there is a chance to escape from choosing between what pertains to
the individual and what pertains to the structure. Monads dissolve the quandary,
and redefine the notion of the whole by relocating it as what overlapping entities
inherit from one another.
We are well aware that those data bases are full of defects, that they themselves
embody a rather crude definition of society, that they are marked by strong asymmetries of power, and above all that they mark only a passing moment in the
traceability of the social connections. In addition, we are painfully aware of the
narrow constraints put upon them by network analysis and by the limitations of
the visualizing tools available today. But it would be a pity to miss this occasion to
explore such a powerful alternative that may provide another way to render the
social sciences empirical and quantitative without losing their necessary stress on
particulars.
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Abstract
If maps are conceived as representations of reality or as spatially referenced data
assemblages, a dilemma is raised by the nature of Indigenous knowledge traditions
and multiple ontologies. How can differing knowledge traditions, differing ways
of mapping be enabled to work together without subsumption into one common
or universal ontology? The paper explores one way of handling this dilemma by
reconceiving mapping and knowing performatively and hodologically. It is
argued that one way in which differing knowledge traditions can interact and be
mutually interrogated is by creating a database structured as distributed knowledge
and emulating a complex adaptive system. Through focusing on the encounters,
tensions and cooperations between traditions and utilising the concept of cognitive
trails- the creation of knowledge by movement through the natural and intellectual
environment – the socially distributed performative dimensions of differing modes
of spatially organised knowledges can then be held in a dialogical tension that
enables emergent mapping.
KEY WORDS complex adaptive systems; Indigenous knowledge; multiple ontologies
Introduction
What I want to address in this paper is the problem, which, from one perspective, lies right at
the heart of the relationship between mapping
and Indigenous knowledge – the problem of
incommensurability – of multiple, incompatible
ontologies and perspectives. This ‘mapping
problem’ is of course well known to all those
involved with Indigenous knowledge and
geography. But, I would argue, not only is it
part of the broader problem of the relationship
between the incommensurable knowledge
traditions of science and Indigenous knowledge,
but that it is also a problem right across the
broad spectrum of the ways in which we have to
deal with knowledge in this ‘transmodern’ era

(Dussel, 1993). The problem is often expressed
in terms of databases, and of knowledge
assemblage and management, and in relation
to complex interdisciplinary problems like
biodiversity and global warming. In 1999
UNESCO issued a policy statement in which
they asserted:
... that traditional and local knowledge systems, as dynamic expressions of perceiving
and understanding the world, can make, and
historically have made, a valuable contribution to science and technology, and there is a
need to preserve, protect, research, and
promote this cultural heritage and empirical
knowledge (UNESCO, 1999).
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However, The International Council of Scientific
Unions (ICSU) contends that Indigenous, traditional, local or place-based knowledge is not
capable of rational evaluation, unification and
assemblage. Most importantly and damningly
they claimed that it cannot be moved from its site
of production and relocated in a central archive
or database. Therefore it cannot be centrally coordinated or rendered commensurable because it
is different in kind from the rational, objective,
universal, tested and evaluated knowledge that
the institution of science produces (ICSU, 1999;
Bowker, 2005a, 219). On the other hand there
are those who argue the value of Indigenous
knowledge lies precisely in its local, place and
practice based character and that to decontextualise it, to relocate and render it commensurable
with scientific knowledge would be to lose its
cultural specificity (Agrawal, 2002).
Various versions of this second perspective
have been voiced by Indigenous communities
and researchers who have used western databases
and geo-referencing technologies of cartography,
GPS and GIS to some advantage in knowledge
assemblage, land claims and resource management, but nonetheless have encountered many
problems with these techniques and approaches
(Harmsworth, 1998). Such geo-referencing
practices commodify and make exploitable that
which was previously communal. They make
contemporary social relations problematic by
disrupting and creating boundaries of identity, and
ownership, both territorial and epistemological.
Equally they suppress or even erase differing
ontologies and epistemologies (Fox et al.,
2005). Mapping and databasing using scientific
coordination of commensurability techniques
not only subsume differing spatialities and
temporalities into one abstract space-time
they also omit the multiplicitous and interactive
dimensions of the local and the practical, the
stories and the journeys, the spiritual and the
experiential. Though there are examples of success in community development and community
mapping and of heroic endeavours, for example,
in the effort to create a database for the entirety
of India’s traditional knowledge (IKDL) they all
suffer from trying to impose a single unifying
ontology on Indigenous diversity (Craig et al.,
2002; Sen, 2002; Berkes, 2004).
There is, then, a set of general problems both
within and between knowledge traditions especially as they are manifested in mapping, knowledge management, and databasing which all
come under the heading of ‘how do you work
© 2007 The Author
Journal compilation © 2007 Institute of Australian Geographers
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with multiplicity’? What I want to do is sketch
out one approach to what I think is the essential
prerequisite – rethinking knowing and mapping
– where the key questions relate to the similarities
and differences in the ways space, time and
movement are performed and to how those
similarities and differences are handled.
All processes of knowledge generation are
based in the dynamics of movement through
space, and of change over time, but how those
dynamics are conceived, lived and represented
vary between traditions, cultures and eras. In
many of the western scientific traditions such
spatiotemporal dynamics are largely rendered
invisible by the ways that knowledge is conceived, in objectivist, representational terms, as
abstracted and unified. I am not advocating the
dismissal or the overthrow of the conception of
science as a body of rationally evaluated and
carefully coordinated knowledge from which
any ‘localness’ has been eliminated. Far from it,
I think that this unified, representationalist
understanding has manifest strengths and virtues
but, in order to prevent it from sliding into rigidity and self-inflicted mono-cultural atrophy, it
needs to be set in dialogical tension with alternative conceptions.
The South American historian, Enrique Dussel
sees modernity and the tradition of modern
science as having been born in 1492 in a
moment of sacrificial violence and misrecognition of non-European knowledge traditions. He
argues that we need to move beyond the modern
to the ‘transmodern’, an era in which modernity
and its negated alterity would co-realise themselves in a process of mutual, creative, fertilisation, a process that he called ‘agonistic pluralism’,
and which Geoff Bowker, in his examination of
the inherent contradictions of biodiversity databasing, has called ‘dynamic uncompromise’
(Dussel, 1993; Bowker, 2000b). This demand
for a resolution to the problems of multiplicity,
cultural diversity and incommensurable ontologies is even more urgent and pervasive than
it was in 1993 when Dussel was writing, but it
is now possible to propose some solutions and
ways to create a knowledge space in which the
essence of agonistic pluralism – tension and
diversity – can be expressed.
Previously I have argued that all knowledge
traditions, including science, are assemblages of
local knowledges. The salient differences between
them lie in the ways in which they deploy social
strategies and technical devices to move and
assemble these knowledges, thereby creating their
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own knowledge spaces through linking people,
practices and places. The task as I now see it, is
to create a third space, a space in which the
possibilities of agonistic pluralism can occur
based on a performative rethinking of knowing
and mapping (Turnbull, 2003).
Hodology – knowledge, space, and trails
I want to start such a performative rethinking by
considering some of the hidden spatialities and
temporalities. From a performative perspective,
the making of knowledge is simultaneously
the making of space, and space is made by
travelling (Rundstrom, 1990; 1991; 1993; 1995;
Ingold, 2000). Knowing is a form of travelling,
of moving through space; and travelling, like
knowledge, is also a form of narrative. Some of
these complex interweavings can be dimly perceived in a set of related root meanings of many
terms closely associated with making, meaning,
and knowledge; symbol – from the Greek bolein
to place or throw, and syn together; metaphor –
conveyance, a device for being transported
across space; in modern Greek a metaphori is a
taxi; theory – originally meant to contemplate,
from theorus – in modern Greek one who travels
to see things, an ambassador; travel – originally
travail, to work; episteme – putting oneself in a
good position; method from the Greek meta
after, and hodos way or path (Turnbull, 2002, 2).
These terms, which are central to knowledge
and to the dynamics of its generation, indicate
that they all had their basis in the idea of active
work, and of moving through space, cognitively
and physically. The elements of activity, work
and movement are now almost absent and invisible, as evidenced in our constant use of terms
like ‘method’ or ‘way’ without realising they
literally mean paths or trails. The Oxford
English Dictionary recently compiled a list of
the most commonly used nouns. The top 25 are:
time, person, year, way, day, thing, man, world,
life, hand, part, child, eye, woman, place, work,
week, case, point, government, company, number,
group, problem and fact (anon, 2006). This
reveals a clear emphasis on time and activity.
The somewhat obscure, but freshly emergent
term hodology neatly links space, knowledge
and cognition. In geography, hodology is the
study of paths, in philosophy, the study of interconnected ideas, and in neuroscience, the study
of the patterns of connections in the white
matter of the brain (Jonge, 1967–8; Earle, 1991;
ffytche and Catani, 2005; Wikipedia entry,
hodology).
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It is the hodological emphasis on the concept
of trails that is central to a performative understanding of the coproduction of knowledge and
space. Performativity has two facets; one is that
meaning, understanding, and knowledge are
based in embodied practices (Pickering, 1995;
Nash, 2000; Thrift, 2000, 2004). The other is
that the performance of knowledge practices and
their attendant knowledge spaces and artefacts
simultaneously structure and shape our sociocultural world in a process of coproduction
(MacKenzie, 2003). We make our world in the
process of moving through and knowing it.
These deeply hodological dimensions are now
becoming apparent across a wide variety of
areas of knowledge production, from the anthropological, through the scientific to the forensic
and managerial.
Trails as knowledge artefacts
Trails, along with string and stories, were among
homo sapiens’ first artefacts and they may have
been the foundational practices on which human
cognition, knowledge and technology are based
(Carruthers, 2002; Liebenberg, 2002; Rudgley,
1998, 110). The act of tracking, of moving
through the environment, following prey, and
reading the signs, creates a complex of intellectual and cognitive connections and, at the same
time, a physical trail. Tim Ingold, in his explorations of the ways in which people construct
their understandings of the environment through
skilled movement, argues that ‘knowledge is
regional, it is to be cultivated by moving along
paths that lead around, towards, or away from,
places, from, or to, places elsewhere. We know
as we go’ (Ingold, 2000, 229; see also Eves,
1997). The ‘topokinetic’ nature of knowledge
through movement is now apparent in the deep
epistemological embeddedness of trails in a
wide variety of cultures around the world,
including, for example: Native American Trails;
Aboriginal dreaming tracks; and Incan ceque
(Apple, 1965; Parmentier, 1987; Pandya, 1990;
Earle, 1991; Folan, 1991; Fox, 1997; Abercrombie,
1998; Bauer, 1998; Castro, 1998; Evans, 1999;
Layton, 1999; Stanford and Bradley, 2002;
Green, 2006a; 2006b). Commenting on Native
American maps, Peter Nabokov notes:
Another way such cosmograms guided human
action was through their incorporation of
what seems to be one of the most fertile and
widespread tropes in American Indian consciousness: the road, the trail, the path or the
© 2007 The Author
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journey. Once again people often ‘lived their
maps’ ... through ritual actions such as
pilgrimages through mythologised landscapes
or ceremonial enactments. The performance
of the practice is itself a map (Nabokov, 1998,
256).
What nearly every culture seems to share, in one
form or another, is the recognition and celebration of the hodological or topokinetic in their
mythologies, ontologies or epistemologies, and
especially in their stories, songs and maps. This
commonality is based in the connectivity of
trails – the creation of meaning through marking
and linking. For example Richard Parmentier, in
his study of the Micronesian islands of Belau,
finds that:
Paths are also established linkages, relationships and associations among persons, groups,
and political units which were created by
some precedent setting action in the past and
which imply the possibility as well as obligation for following the path in exchange for
marriage cooperation and competition. The
corresponding schema of paths involves a series
of homologous elements tied together in a
linear thread, beginning at a spatiotemporal
origin point and concluding at a terminal point
(Parmentier, 1987, 108).
Timothy Earle, in his work on Native American
trails, shows that, in many cultures, physical paths,
far from being purely functional as the markers
of an optimal shortest distance route, ‘are characteristically redundant, with many alternative
routes each of low volume; their construction is
unplanned, growing with the immediate needs and
utilities of individual travellers’ (Earle, 1991,
10–11; Kantner, 1997; Snead, 2002). So another
common feature is that trails are typically multiplicitous; they are redundant in that they provide
a wide variety of possible routes or ways of making
connections. It is this multiplicity, redundancy or
polyvalency that allows for adaptivity, an essential dimension for growth and change in the
complex systems which we will come to shortly.
Story trails
Paths, tracks and trails are inherently performative; the cognitive connections, the social interactions, and the relationships that they bring into
existence, are themselves marked by trails and
movements and actions along them. For this
reason they are deeply intertwined with songs,
stories and narratives.
© 2007 The Author
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In the words of N. Scott Momaday, the Native
American poet and writer:
We know who we are (and where we are)
only with reference to the things about us, the
points of reference in both our immediate and
infinite worlds, the places and points among
which we are born, grow old and die. There
is in this simple cartology the idea of odyssey. And in odyssey there is story. Nothing is
older than story in our human experience.
Nothing appeals more to our human being
(Kavanagh 2005, 31, citing Momaday, 1995).
Telling a story and following a path are cognate
activities, telling a story is ordering events and
actions in space and time – it is a form of knowledge making. Diagrams and maps are likewise
stories. In science, just as in all knowledge producing traditions, the processes are inherently
narratological; they involve the creation of knowledge spaces in which people, practices and places
are discursively linked (Turnbull, 2004; 2005a).
Neural trails
As I mentioned earlier, in neuroscience, hodology is the ‘pattern of white matter connections
between cortical areas’ (ffychte and Catani,
2005, 767). Furthermore the concept of paths,
trails, tracks and neuronal connections is absolutely fundamental. All of the brain’s functioning can be conceived of in connectionist terms
(Capra, 2003; Edelman, 2004). But, what is now
claimed as central to the structuring of the
brain’s capacity for perception and cognition is
movement – its simulation, anticipation and
memories. In the performative understanding of
the neuroscientist Alain Berthoz, ‘perception is not
representation, it’s simulated action projected onto
the world’ (Berthoz, 2000, 10). He distinguishes
between topographic and topokinetic memory.
Topographic memory is the construction of a
spatial story from environmental clues, or what
Lesley Green calls story maps – ‘the practice of
representational memory of space (such as the
listing of landmarks on routes)’. The topokinetic
is memory of movements in space, or ‘story tracks
– the practices of orientation that accompany the
telling of stories about journeys, or along them’
(Lesley Green, personal communication, 2006).1
This neurological understanding of cognition,
memory, and perception fits neatly with the
ecological approach to our understandings of the
world as performed and produced in our movements through it. In both, knowing is mapping,
following and creating stories and trails.
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Cognitive trails, trails as theories
The idea of trails as the links that we create in
theorising and mental knowledge production has
been taken up by Adrian Cussins in his concept
of cognitive trails. He suggests:
A travelling account of understanding and
representation should not opt for an epistemological grounding in thought or experience
since much of our ‘intelligence in communicating and acting consists in our ability to
move between alternative conceptualisations
of a problem domain (Cussins, 1992).
A hodological understanding underpins two
revealing approaches to the role and use of diagrams; one ethnographical and one analytical.
Ochs et al. looked at how experimental physicists work collaboratively and found that they
use ‘visual representations and models to create
a virtual space in which they can travel as a
hybrid construction of themselves and the
objects they are attempting to explain and
understand’ (Ochs et al., 1994, 151). Osborn
describes diagrams as ‘tools for learning how to
see, how to reason, and how to narrate.’ He
argues that:
One aspect of academic work is the practice
of building methodological tools for navigating ecologies of information. And a diagram
is a visual representation of these navigational
trails ... diagrams are cultural objects composed of simple elements, and these simple
elements allow human cognition to follow a
complex trajectory. The diagram is neither a
direct representation of the natural world nor
a natural data set, but a suggested theoretical
walk through the landscape of data (Osborn,
2005, 15–16).
Osborn also points out that one of the first people
to develop this concept of an associative trail
was Vannevar Bush who conceived the memex
machine which would enable the capture and
reproduction of such cognitive trails through a
process of tagging (Bush, 1945).2
Trails as mapping
As Tim Ingold sees it ‘the traveller or storyteller
who knows as he [sic] goes is neither making a
map nor using one. He is quite simply mapping’
(Ingold, 2000, 230–1 emphasis in the original).3
This is performative mapping, as it has now
come to be known (Gartner, 1998; Cosgrove and
Martins, 2000). And it is here, in the elision
from mapping to map making, that Ingold finds
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the source of what he calls the ‘cartographic
illusion’. When the movements of the travelling
story are erased or suppressed, the illusion is
created that the structure of the map represents
the structure of the world (Wood, 1993; Ingold,
2000, 234). Thus a performative/constructivist
approach, by emphasising movement, action,
event, space, and time, would seem to destabilise
what it is tempting to call the ‘representationalist
illusion’. However, to talk in terms of illusion is
also to suggest that there is some fundamental
or concealed truth that the performative approach
reveals. In working with multiple ontologies,
multiple paths, multiple connections, revealed
truth is not possible; rather the tension of agonistic pluralism opens up new and unperceived
insights, possibilities and opportunities. A tension
which, I think, needs to be made central to the
linking of constructivism and complexity.
Barbara Herrnstein Smith has analysed the
structure of contemporary debates about truth
and relativism, about the unity/disunity of science, and the nature of biological processes and
finds them reflected in the processes of debate
itself, in cognition and in her special interest
– the micro-dynamics of incommensurability
(Smith, 1997). Smith perceives a positive
dynamic in such typically polarised debates as
the ‘culture wars’, where there is no common
ground, no possibility of the coordination of
commensurability between opposing sides, a
characteristic that is also present in cognition
and in complex adaptive systems. This is the
dynamic of a dialogical process in which opposing voices constantly interrogate and negotiate.
It is the fecundity of tension, of cognitive dissonance, of working with incommensurability, of
Bowker’s ‘dynamic uncompromise’. She explicitly
makes the connection between the constructivism
of the sociology of science and developmental
systems theory in biology and finds the same
general processes at work in cognition. So it is
to complex adaptive systems I want to turn next,
since they work through processes that have
already been noted in the exploration of trails;
namely multiplicity, linking, tagging and mapping.
Complexity
We have, I think, reached a point of remarkable
coalesence across a wide range of disciplines
with regard to the ways in which organisms,
entities or agents interact with each other and
their environments. In social studies of science,
in anthropology, in psychology, biology, ecology,
neuroscience, development studies, information
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management and computing science, a common
processual picture is emerging of autonomous
local agents in interaction producing self-directing,
adaptive outcomes. This coalescence often goes
under the label of systems theory or complexity
theory.
However, it is important to distinguish two
quite different versions of complexity theory.
One is basically objectivist and physicalist, where
the assumption is that systems or networks, in
all locales, and at all scales, from the universe to
the atom, result from the operation of one unified
set of rules, algorithms or laws. The contrasting
version usually falls under the heading of
‘complex adaptive systems’ or ‘developmental
systems theory’. These are distinguished by being
performative and bottom-up rather than topdown and representationalist, and by conceiving
such systems as distributed, spatial, historically
contingent, and scale dependent. Their emergent
and adaptive character derives from multiplicity,
from feed back positive and negative, and form
linking and tagging. As Stephen Rose put it in
describing evo-devo, another complex adaptive
system, organisms are essentially a matter of
topography and history (Rose, 2006). All of these
approaches assume, at heart, organic, spatially
interactive, performative knowledge systems,
where the system itself is created through paths
linking the agents; hence they are forms of
emergent mapping. Indeed I would like to call
them emergent mapping systems.
The questions then become ‘is there a way by
which an emergent mapping system can be simulated in a model or a database or in some form
of knowledge management?’ Can an emergent
mapping system map itself? Can differing local
knowledge traditions actually be enabled to
work together? Is there a way in which multiple
ontologies can interact? Can there be interoperability and coordination without standardisation?
Is it possible to work with incommensurability?
Is there even a way of imagining a model for
innovation?
Obviously, I think that there is, and such possibilities are a subject of my current research.
Robin Boast, the Curator of World Archaeology
at the Cambridge Museum of Archaeology and
Anthropology, has a project to rebuild the database of the Museum’s collection of artefacts
(Boast et al., 2007). That project, E2D2 Emergent
Databasing, Emergent Diversity, aims, as the
name suggests, to avoid giving the database a
fixed pre-established classification system and
to allow its users and contributors to produce
© 2007 The Author
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emergent effects. In my terms this would be an
example of emergent mapping.
Distributed knowledge
But, for such a databasing project to enable
emergent mapping, the social dimensions of the
performative non-representational approach to
knowledge production and of complex adaptive
systems, need to be brought into play. That is,
the recognition that knowledge is not a unified
abstract thing residing in individual minds;
rather knowledge is socially distributed, it arises
from the interactions of autonomous independent agents (Hutchins, 1996).4 One area in which
this distributed view has been combined with
cognitive trails has emerged from a range of
approaches to mapping variously termed ‘argument mapping’, ‘causal mapping’ or ‘cognitive
mapping’. For example Kerry-Anne Mairs has
produced a cognitive map of farm abandonment
in the Faroes (http://www.geos.ed.ac.uk/ ... /
Cognitivemapping.html). In her view, such a
form of mapping has a dual function: it can display the possible complex interactions between
large numbers of factors allowing the possibility
of alternative explanations to emerge; but it can
also represent:
... the understandings and perceptions of different actors. By creating maps with different
‘groups’ of people concerned with farm abandonment, for example between farmers and
academics or between Icelandic and Faroese
farmers, cognitive mapping can help figure
out how much and in which way the views of
these different actors are distinct (Mairs, 2006).
To explain how such an emergent database
might be structured I want to end by looking at
the work of an Italian management group at the
University of Trento and an information design
group at MIT. The Trento group is working on
what they call ‘distributed knowledge’ management within complex organisations such as
universities which, like science, typically have
quasi-autonomous substructures or cultures, such
as departments, disciplines or faculties, each
with their own local knowledges and ontologies.
Like E2D2, the Trento group rejects the basic
assumption behind most knowledge management practices namely that there can be or ought
to be a centralised repository of information and
that, in order for such knowledge to be assemblable, it needs to be shorn of what they call its
tacit dimensions, those which I have summarised
here as spatial and performative.
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They claim that ‘organisational knowledge ...
appears as a heterogeneous and dynamic system
of “local knowledges” that live in the interplay
between the need of sharing a perspective within
a community (to incrementally improve performance) and of meeting different perspectives
(to sustain innovation)’ (Bonifacio et al., 2002,
27). They propose an architecture for a knowledge management system based on what I have
redescribed as three protocols for each participating knowledge tradition which can be readily
seen as speaking to the issue of enabling differing mapping and knowledge traditions to work
together. First, autonomous local knowledge
mapping – ‘knowledge should be autonomously
managed where it is created and used, namely
within each community which should be
allowed to build its own local knowledge map’.
Second, local ontology mapping – the system
must provide a way for each community to
make explicit its own interpretation schemas,
or context. Third, emergent mapping through
linking and tagging, making connections – each
community must be enabled to create relations
with explicit contexts of other communities
(Taylor, 2005, Ch. 5). Rather than requiring that
each local context is translated/mapped into a
centrally built, shared knowledge map, connections are created by partial mappings from context to context.
This schema aims at reproducing these social
processes of meaning negotiation and linking
through agents whom they call brokers and I
would call go-betweens (Turnbull, 2001). They
claim that this structure gives semantic interoperability without semantics. In many ways what
social studies of science have been doing in
exploring ‘heterogeneous engineering’, ‘invisible
work’ and ‘ecologies of knowledge’ is ontology
mapping and linking, creating contexts and displaying connections – acting as go-betweens, in
situations of agonistic pluralism and diversity.
But, for a database with such a protocol structure to allow emergent mapping, something like
the work of Benjamin Fry and his conception of
‘Organic Information Design’ is also needed
(Fry, 2000; Dodge, 2001). Fry has a software
program called ‘Anenome’ which maps how
people use a website. The program is of particular
significance because it was explicitly developed
through the study and analysis of distributed and
adaptive systems, in particular, from the traits of
simple organisms; traits which include adaptation, metabolism, feedback, and movement. Fry’s
aim was to design a ‘form of visualization that
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responds to and synthesises data in a similar
manner’ (Fry, 2000, 13). What you see in Anenome is the formation of trails, tags and links in
emergent mapping between local knowledges
(Go to http://mundi.net/maps/maps_022/).
Conclusion
I would conclude that we are currently witnessing a major transformation in the nature of
knowledge and knowledge production in several
interacting arenas. In environmental change, in
the biosciences, in information technology (IT),
and in business organisation we have started to
encounter the necessity of dealing with multiplicity. We are entering a new era of mapping
and databasing where it may now be possible to
find ways in which local mapping traditions,
including those of western science, can work
together in productive dialogical tension and, in
so doing, we will have created a new form of
mapping, a new form of knowledge and a new
form of innovation based in the concept of
emergence.5 Previously, the dominant trope for
knowledge, its management and assemblage
was the map, and mapping through location and
coordination in a standardised metricated space
was taken as the essential prerequisite for understanding the world. Now this Cartesian simplification, which gave reductionism its analytical
power, has started to reach the outer limits of its
explanatory scope. Just as, with much fanfare,
we have mapped the human genome, it has
become apparent that the old genetic paradigm
no longer provides the schema to explain the
plethora of new data, and we are starting to
develop a new, interactive epigenetics (Jablonka
and Lamb, 2005; Richerson and Boyd, 2005;
Corning, 2003; 2005; Oyama, 2001). Similarly,
just as we have mapped the universe it is becoming
apparent that it, too, may be a complex adaptive
system (Smolin, 1997; 2006).
Our world and the ways in which we understand it have been profoundly shaped by maps
and by the attendant cartographic socio-technical
system. At the same time, cartography has not
only had a strong tradition of reflexive critique
paralleling this representationalist and scientistic
orthodoxy, but those critiques have also served
to provide considerable impetus to the ‘spatial
turn’ in history, literature and cultural theory
generally (Carter and Malouf, 1989). In turn,
this has served to support the ‘performative and
distributive turns’ across the intellectual board
which have now come together with developments in complexity and their emergence in the
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biosciences and in network theory in IT. What I
have been suggesting in this article is that these
flows into the cultural arena now need to feed back
into cartography and mapping to reconceive
both the coproduction of knowledges and spaces
and the ways in which we can explore them.
I have argued that several components are
central to such a reconception. Knowledge is
performative. In the act of producing knowledge
we create space. The primary mode of such
activity is hodological; it is movement through
space, following and simultaneously creating
trails or paths through tagging and making
connections. Our trails are reinforced or erased
forming complex distributed systems as we
interact with other people and our environment.
These networks of connections are emergent.
They vary with local, cultural and historical
contingencies and, in themselves, they are a
form of mapping. Given that there are multiple
varieties of spatiality and emergent mapping and
that the task, in most arenas, is to find ways in
which to understand complex interactions between
widely variable components on different scales,
the challenge is to create a form of space, a third
space in which we can follow the emergent trails
(Bhabha, 1994; Soja, 1989; 1996; Turnbull, 2005b,
29–30). This requires that cartography adopt a
form of mapping which is itself emergent and
which can be held in dialogical tension with the
standard representationalist forms. Such a form,
I suggest, has to be performative in all its
multiple dimensions.
NOTES
1. My thanks to Lesley Green for introducing me to
Berthoz and for allowing me to read her material in
preparation.
2. ‘A memex is a device in which an individual stores all
his (sic) books, records, and communications, and which is
mechanised so that it may be consulted with exceeding
speed and flexibility. It is an enlarged intimate supplement to his memory’ (Bush, 1945, 107).
3. Ingold points out the ‘(m)apping in this sense is not the
same as what is often meant by cognitive or mental
mapping which implies the pre-existence of a map in
the head’ (Ingold, 2000, 223).
4. For a fascinating exposition of electricity as process
and infrastructure in a distributed system see Patterson
(2005).
5. Katie King recently brought together some very interesting material on string and emergence (see King, 2005).
She cites Haraway (2003, 7) and Helen Verran (2001)
who works with emergent ontologies, and asks ‘(h)ow
can general knowledge be nurtured in postcolonial worlds
committed to taking difference seriously?’ ‘Answers to
these questions can only be put together in emergent
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practices; i.e., in vulnerable, on-the-ground work that
cobbles together non-harmonious agencies and ways of
living that are accountable both to their disparate inherited histories and to their barely possible but absolutely
necessary joint futures. For me, that is what significant
otherness signifies’ (Haraway, 2003, 7).
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Notes
1 “Ce n’est pas le monde” is an experiment in rethinking maps and discourse
about maps: a proposition about maps as propositions and about comic books
as academic discourse in the form of a comic book of propositional maps. We
created “Ce n’est pas le monde” in June 2006, with Comic Life software, presenting
it at the Critical Geography Mini Conference (Columbus, Ohio) and the North
American Cartographic Information Society (Madison, Wisconsin), both in
October 2006, and the Geography and Humanities Symposium (Charlottesville,
Virginia) in June 2007. Comments received helped us bring it to its current form,
which we hope recalls the alternative comics that emerged in the 1960s (cf.
Hatfield 2005) while at the same time profiting from Scott McCloud’s (1993)
comic-book reading of comics through the lens of C.S. Peirce’s semiotics. In
particular, McCloud exploits Peirce’s understanding of icons, indices, and symbols
(cf. Manning 1998).
2 We are far from the first to argue that maps are not representations but propositions
(for example, see Acton 1938), or to allude to René Magritte’s Treachery of
Images (1928–9), his famed painting of a pipe inscribed, “Ceci n’est pas une
pipe.” Our map here, “Boylan Heights, Raleigh, N.C.” (1908), by Boston landscape
architects Kelsey and Guild, literally proposed Boylan Heights as a place, since
before the building of the houses and the moving in of the residents, this map
was the sole form in which Boylan Heights existed. As built, the neighbourhood
realized this proposal. (Source: reproduced from the Book of Maps 1885
(p. 114), Wake County Registry, North Carolina.)
3 “Boylan Heights Neighborhood Historic Preservation Plan” (1980) advances an
alternative proposition, that of Boylan Heights as historic exemplar, “a classic
early 20th century neighborhood,” worthy of having its character preserved.
4 The propositions advanced by “Boylan Heights Traffic Volume” (1981), from
Denis Wood’s unpublished Dancing and Singing: A Narrative Atlas of Boylan
Heights, are that traffic flowed through Boylan Heights in the volumes indicated.
The argument advanced was that the traffic played a profound role in the
neighborhood’s life. The study of arguments was first given rigorous treatment
in Aristotle’s Organon. That Aristotle’s syllogistic logic presupposed the more
fundamental logic of propositions was established in the wake of Leibniz’s work
on the logical calculus, subsequently the calculus of propositions. We are attracted
to the calculus of propositions because, as Bertrand Russell (1938) put it, “[a]
proposition, we may say, is anything that is true or that is false,” and “[t]he
propositional calculus is characterized by the fact that all its propositions have
as hypothesis and as consequent the assertion of a material implication.” Certainly
this is true of maps as well (see also Pospesel 1998).
5 J.H. Andrews (1996) collected 321 definitions of “map,” dating from 1649
to 1996, in preparation for his article “What was a map? The lexicographers
reply.” We loaded them into the Analys.icio.us semantic cloud generator that
produced the display of which we present a detail. The visual is often more
effective than the verbal, a claim we make about both maps and comics (cf.
Ginman and von Ungern-Sternberga 2003).
6 Here Andrews turned to three twentieth-century voices for definitions of the
map. Max Eckert (1921) wrote the influential Die Kartenwissenschaft Die
Kartenwissenschaf, but Andrews quoted from his more accessible paper,
“On the nature of maps and map logic” (Eckert 1908), with the quoted remark
on p. 345. Arthur Robinson was Eckert’s principle intellectual heir, dominating
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cartography in the second half of the twentieth century as Eckert had the first.
Andrews pulled the “map is a representation of the milieu” definition from
Robinson and Barbara Bartz Petchenik’s (1976) The Nature of Maps, pp. 15–16.
Andrews quoted Wood (1991) from his paper, “How maps work,” the quotation
on p. 66.
The sixth chapter of Pauline Rosenau’s (1992) Post-Modernism and the Social
Sciences: Insights, Inroads and Intrusions presents her understanding of the
postmodern attack on representation that she fears makes modern social science
impossible. A defender of traditional notions of representation, Rosenau presents
her arguments as a “balanced appraisal.” That her argument is fundamentally
reactionary makes it the more pertinent for our purposes here, a succinct and
encompassing survey of what people mean by representation. Our reactions to
her suggestions draw on a range of sources including Richard Rorty’s (1979)
Philosophy and the Mirror of Nature; Nelson Goodman’s (1978) Ways of
Worldmaking; Michel Foucault’s (1972) The Archaeology of Knowledge; and
Paul Feyerabend’s (1975) Against Method. We are also indebted to Andrew
Pickering’s (1995) The Mangle of Practice: Time, Agency, and Science and J.B.
Harley’s (2001) The New Nature of Maps.
Can an image of seduction suggest the seductive qualities of a map? Is a map
that kind of proposition? Is it seductive? Seducing? Does the allure lie in the
proposition? Or in the delusional desire for direct representation? Or both? Like
“representation,” “image” too implies some sort of correspondence to and
mirroring of “reality” but refers to the visual more broadly. David Freedberg’s
(1989) The Power of Images, for example, deals with fine art, masks, photographs,
illustrations, icons, sculpture, statuary and so on. James Elkins’ (2001) The Domain
of Images deals with fine art, pictographs, monograms, photographs, graphs,
charts, indigenous paintings, schemata, money, seals, stamps, engineering drawings
. . . and so on.
The text on these two pages abstracts a collage of the following texts: Wood’s
“Thinking about maps as talk instead of pictures,” presented at the annual
meeting of the National Council on Geographic Education in Philadelphia in
2002; Wood’s “thinking about maps as propositions instead of pictures,” presented
at the annual meeting of the North American Cartographic Information Society
in Jacksonville, Florida, in 2003; and the text, “Are maps TALK instead of
pictures?” that Wood wrote for his, Ward Kaiser’s and Bob Abramms’ (2006)
Seeing Through Maps. All draw on the work Wood had been doing since 2000
with John Fels on the propositional logic of the map, crystallized in Wood and
Fels (2008), The Natures of Maps. We all – Wood, Fels and Krygier – recognize
that the propositional logic of the map must be graphic, and Wood and Fels
develop their “spatial/meaning calculus” graphically.
Visual rhetoric and comics studies seriously engage the visual in a manner
appropriate to our thinking about maps as propositions (cf. Handa 2004). Visual
rhetoricians ask questions such as how and why we argue visually, how we
understand the myriad visual arguments aimed at us, and how we ourselves can
become better at visual arguments (also see Lunsford and Ruszkiewicz 2006,
especially their chapter on visual arguments). Visual rhetoric also makes strong
links to semiotics and related approaches to understanding and interpreting diverse
visual materials, art, advertising, movies, comic books, photographs, graphs,
house plans and maps (cf. Hill and Helmers 2004). The idea of visual expressions as arguments, indeed as propositions, runs throughout the visual rhetoric
literature. Comics studies are newer, but already an interdisciplinary field with
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conferences, journals (The Comics Journal, International Journal of Comic Art,
Image & Narrative, and ImageTexT, the latter two online), academic centres (for
example, at Michigan State, Ohio State and Bowling Green State Universities),
and reflective texts (in an already enormous literature numerous: Barker 1989;
Carrier 2000; Gordon 1998; Heer and Worcester 2004; Inge 1990; Lefevre and
Dierick 1998; Pustz 1999; Varnum and Gibbons 2001; Wright 2001. Academic
acceptance of comics studies was in large part spurred on (and exemplified) by
Scott McCloud’s (1993) Understanding Comics, a comic book about comics as
academically sound as it is approachable. McCloud’s work in comic-book form
(including his subsequent Reinventing Comics (2000) and Making Comics (2006)),
established the fact that the comic form can work as intellectual discourse, a
visual intellectual discourse. A case for geographers engaging comic books, at
least at an interpretive level, has been made by Jason Dittmer (2005, 2007) who
situates research on comic books as part of a broader interest in the visual
components of popular culture. Our proposition about the comic as an appropriate
form of academic discourse (like textual articles or verbal presentations) raises
many questions. What is wrong with the visual that makes it so inappropriate
as formal academic discourse? Why do scholars who study the visual (maps)
express themselves primarily with text/words? Could a comic, a map or any
other largely non-textual expression be considered appropriate as academic
discourse (without the need to use notes, like these, to explain everything with
words?)
Like the traffic map, the pumpkin map is from Wood’s unpublished Dancing
and Singing: A Narrative Atlas of Boylan Heights, although this particular map
has been previously published, where the argument it advances is made explicit
in a comparison with a map of some of the contents of the Boylan Heights
neighbourhood newsletter (see also Harmon 2004: 104–7). You can also
hear Wood make the argument in a radio interview with Ira Glass on Glass’s
This American Life (archived at www.thislife.org, selected maps from the Boylan
Heights atlas can be found on the Making Maps blog: http://makingmaps.
net).
Each map proposes a different Boylan Heights, which is precisely why the atlas
Wood has been working on will contain over a hundred maps of the
neighbourhood, though it would take thousands more to really begin to close in
on something that, in the end, can never be caught.
Each map proposes a different “Kashmir.” Maps of disputed territories are very
easy to accept as propositional maps because “everyone” acknowledges that
boundaries and territory are human constructs.
Each map proposes a different region of caribou calving in the Arctic National
Wildlife Refuge. A rogue US Government employee placed maps of alleged
caribou calving areas in the Refuge on his website. The official US Government
position was that caribou calving in the Refuge is not well understood, and
should not be publicized. It also denied that the employee who created the maps
was an expert on caribou calving. There is thus no “official” US map of caribou
calving in the Refuge.
One of the reasons it’s important to show these maps is because “hard science”
is so often the redoubt of choice for those defending the representational character
of maps. “Sure,” they say, “that may be true of national boundaries or in political
squabbles, but those aren’t scientific maps.” But “scientific” maps are not a whit
less propositional. When Wood took geology in college isostatic rebound was
the argument advanced for the uplift of mountains. A generation later this notion
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makes people smile indulgently, as at the foibles of a toddler. If you line maps
up chronologically, you see continuous change in the way humans think about
things. It’s plain to us how . . . wrong our ancestors were, and how completely
speculative, hypothetical, propositional their thinking was. Why do we imagine
we’re any different, imagine that we finally know how the world really is, when
all those before us have been so misguided? The map of the geosyncline is from
O.D. von Engeln’s (1949: 341) Geomorphology: Systematic and Regional, where
it is added in the caption that: “[t]he inferred extension seaward of the ancient
land mass, Appalachia, is indicated by a dashed line.” The map of the Pangean
orogen is from Eldridge Moores and Robert Twiss, Tectonics (1995: 357), where
the caption calls it a “[m]ap of Appalachian-Caledonian-West African mountain
system.”
Here eight propositions, from a multitude, about the range of the pin oak.
See the exhaustive discussion of these range maps in Wood and Fels (2008:
146–63).
Here we enter the realm of the sign since, after all, the posting is constituted
of a sign on the cartographic sign plane. We follow de Saussure, Barthes
and Eco, among others, in taking a sign to be compounded of a signifier and a
signified. This is Barthes’s (1973: 39 and 41) definition of the linguistic sign
and his definition of the semiological sign-function. Umberto Eco (1976: 48
and 49) defines a sign as “an element of an expression plane conventionally
correlated to one (or several) elements of a content plane,” though he insists,
“[p]roperly speaking there are not signs, but only sign-functions . . . realized
when two functives (expression and content) enter into a mutual correlation.”
Both derive their definitions directly from Ferdinand de Saussure’s (1959: 67)
Course in General Linguistics where he says, “I call the combination of a
concept and a sound-image a sign,” and later, “I propose to retain the word sign
to designate the whole and to replace concept and sound-image respectively by
signified and signifier.” The signified (concept, content, categorical type or
whatever we’re going to call it), resides in some sort of conceptual space,
conceptual universe, content space, content plane or semantic field. This is what
we’re attempting to suggest here in this . . . evocation . . . of a semantic cloud.
In order to evoke it, of course, we’ve had to marry the concepts (house of worship,
worship, house) to . . . marks, and so in fact these are signs (in fact, actually,
the pertinent expressive elements of signs), not concepts. We know this, but let’s
pretend. (For an interesting, and occasionally hilarious, account of Saussure’s
fate at the hands of Chomsky, Barthes, Derrida et al., see Roy Harris’s (2001)
Saussure and His Interpreters, not that we buy into all of Harris’s complaints
either.)
Here we’ve attempted to evoke the plane of expression, the graphic potential,
the field of marks, the domain of signifiers, or of visual-images (in describing
the signifier as a “sound-image” Saussure revealed his focus on speech and
language), more successfully we feel, since this realm is material to begin
with.
Presumably these signs lead to some kind of action. Why else make signs,
why else advance propositions, unless to affect the behaviour or state of
another? Without this motivation it is hard to understand why people would
make, publish and disseminate maps. The sign theorist who made this point
most straightforwardly was Colin Cherry (1957: 306) who defined a sign as “a
transmission, or construct, by which one organism affects the behavior or state
of another, in a communication situation.” Contrast his definition of a sign with
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those of Saussure, Barthes and Eco that we just gave. It’s as though they came
from different worlds, which in a way they did. Although written in the 1950s
his text is wholly Peircean in spirit, and indeed his definition of a sign is a
generalization of Peirce’s, which Cherry (1957: 220) distinguishes, “by the
requirement that a sign must be capable of evoking responses which themselves
must be capable of acting as signs for the same (object) designatum.” Peirce’s
sign formed an essential part of his idea of logic – his approach was philosophical
not linguistic like de Saussure’s – and a sign, he said, was “something which
stands to somebody for something in some respect or capacity” (from Hartshorne
and Weiss (1931: 228), but see also pages 227, 231, 303 and 418). Peirce
distinguished three triadic semiotic relations of significance, of which the second
trichotomy of the sign consisted of his famous icon, index and symbol (which
we referred to earlier), ad infinitum (almost literally, since Peirce identifies
sixty-six classes of signs). No matter how deep we dive we won’t be finding
many points of contact between Peircean and Saussurian signs, nor between
Cherry’s somewhat individual transformation of the Peircean sign and the
Saussurian sign. (In fact the only connection between Cherry and de Saussure
that we can point to is their joint appearance in a few paragraphs in Roman
Jakobson’s (1961) Linguistics and Communication Theory, where he is explicitly
attempting a wedding, in fact a shotgun wedding, which didn’t take. It’s too
bad, because the Saussurian sign lacks the motivation of Cherry’s sign, and
Cherry’s sign desperately needs de Saussure’s clarifying and simplifying
formalism. Meanwhile, analytic linguistic speech-act theorists such as J.L.
Austin (1962) are in a third world altogether, which again is too bad, because
Austin’s efforts at understanding what one is doing in saying something –
especially his concept of the performative (yes, it originated here) – would be
so much more valuable if they ever made contact with communication theory
and/or semiology. Understanding how maps work – and how they accomplish
work – really requires Peirce’s and Cherry’s motivation, de Saussure’s sign and
Austin’s performativity.
20 The differences in motivation behind these two additional propositions about
Clintonville reflect a resident’s critical perspective of the gentrifying, stereotypically progressive 1920s neighbourhood in the city of Columbus. The map
of political contributions reveals that a few Republican donations are as large as
many Democratic donations. This suggests the need for debate about campaign
financing based on the imbalance of wealth. More to the point, the map proposes
that, within one of the most progressive neighbourhoods in Columbus, there are
a handful of wealthy Republicans who may be held partially responsible, from
a local perspective, for the diverse failures of the Bush administration. Stop by
and ask them how they justify their financing of the administration. The map of
black residents of Clintonville proposes that the progressive residents think
about the fact that racial diversity in the neighbourhood is low. Clintonville is
typical of progressive, gentrifying neighbourhoods, where the politics are loud
but the “practical” worries about property values and schools – code words
intimately tied to race – trump politics. Both maps actively propose action – as
with the topographic map that precedes them, engaging neighbours about the
effects of their political contributions and addressing the contradiction of politics
and diversity.
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VISIBLE COLLECTIVE TALKS TO
TREVOR PAGLEN
"A man who wants the truth becomes a
scientist; a man who wants to give free play
to his subjectivity may become a writer; but
what should a man do who wants something in
between?"
-Robert Musil, The Man Without Qualities

VISIBLE COLLECTIVE I

In April 2006, you

left some journalist contacts a voice-mail saying that
one of the "Rendition" planes h a d landed in Dhaka,
Bangladesh. It was the first time one of those planes had
flown there, which is what tweaked your attention and
led to the phone call. In parallel, there had been a blog
post the previous day from an organizer saying that her
brother had disappeared while in Bangladesh for his
wedding. Over the next few days the case ballooned
into a big media story, to the embarrassment of the
local authorities. O n e complicated issue was that the
Bangladesh government didn't want to say they had
picked up this m a n (a U.S. citizen) and handled h i m over
to U.S. authorities—it's a politically sensitive issue. Was
this like being an early-warning system, a "watcher"? Do
you usually intervene in such a direct fashion?

'.•?•>

TREVOR PAGLEN I Those couple of days were
really unusual. It was shocking to me, actually. I'd been
watching these planes for a while and had never confirmed
a rendition (the extralegal kidnapping of a terror-suspect)
in "real time." That flight was just so unusual that it
caught my attention that morning. It was at the height of
the rendition project, meaning that I was looking at the
data every minute of every hour. During that time, I was
forwarding flight plans to a group of activists' in Ireland
who've been documenting these flights through Shannon
airport (which is illegal under Irish law) and compiling
files that ended up contributing to the Council of Europe's
investigation of the rendition program. On other occasions,
I've gotten in touch with local journalists when I've seen
rendition planes visit their airports. Most of them weren't
really interested in pursuing this stuff, but a couple of
things have certainly come out of some of these "behind
the scenes" efforts.
As to your question about whether these kinds of more
activist interventions are a regular part of my practice, I'd
say that they are, although I try not to be so overt about
it. When I was working with Critical Resistance2, I was
making videos, images, planning actions. I still do a little
bit of work with them. But I make a distinction between
that work and my "art" work, because I don't want to get
into a situation where I equate the two or ask either one
of them to do more than they can do well. A lot of art
work is completely useless (in a practical way) to activists
or efforts to change policy or what-have-you. By the same
token, a lot of media that is extremely useful to activists
has almost zero value as "art." I think that a lot of artists
become dishonest or even self-delusional when they try

to meet these very different constituencies with the same
bodies of work.
At the same time, one of the consistent concerns I have
with cultural production is the problem of trying to
move beyond the idea that cultural works are somehow
"reflections" upon their subject matter. I am always trying
to figure out how to take a "position" within whatever
matrices of power constitute my subject-something I
primarily think about through Walter Benjamin and to
a certain extent Foucault. Of course, this concern has a
long-standing tradition in the notion of praxis: Marx's
exhortation that philosophy's task is not simply to
interpret the world but to change it and Brecht's famous
quote about art not being a mirror held up to reality
but a hammer with which to shape it. I take those ideas
extremely seriously, although it's very difficult to figure
out how to put them into practice.
VISIBLE COLLECTIVE I In this ongoing era
of flux, a common reaction to terrorism investigations
is, especially among diaspora communities, a fear of
involvement: "Let's stay away from this, what if he really
has done something?" The process of disappearance or
rendition may be illegal, but there is a public perception
that "real" terrorists are the only ones who get caught
in dragnets. In the case of Maher Arar, his retroactive
exoneration by Canadian security review was the
key difference. That's why Bob Herbert and others
championed his case. Then there are assumptions about
an "acceptable price to pay" in times of war affecting
which civil rights cases people take up.
TREVOR I It's quite upsetting to see journalists
or so-called public intellectuals make attempts at being
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"neutral" by entertaining questions like "should torture be
legal in some cases?" The lawyer Allan Dershowitz comes
to mind here. Torture is morally equivalent to things like
raping children-it's something that's universally abhorred
without exception. Questions about whether it produces
useful intelligence or whatever are entirely beside the
point as far as I'm concerned.
VISIBLE COLLECTIVE I Let's talk for a moment
about the structural tools you use in your work. Franco
Moretti argued3 that literary scholars should start dataanalysis, counting, graphing and mapping to get to a new
understanding of literature. In Priya Joshi's In Another
Country: Colonialism, Culture and the English Novel in India*,
she layers her thesis with charts covering Taxonomy of
Titles, Circulation of Books, Book Imports, an endless list.
I bring this up because of the fusing of scientific research
and aesthetic practice in your work.
TREVOR I I don't think my work is influenced by
notions of "data aesthetics" or "data visualization." That is
to say that I really don't care at all about aesthetic forms
or "new" methodologies for their own sake. New tools can
of course suggest new research directions, some of which
are helpful and some of which aren't. It depends on what
you're trying to show-what "way of seeing" you're trying
to develop. But like any other sort of representation, dataanalysis can easily hide as much as it purports to reveal.
It's very easy to fetishize data. Having said that, I do have a
strong commitment to empiricism. In the circles we travel
in, "theory" is often the ultimate intellectual fetish.
On the question of "visualization" as a didactic strategy,
let's take someone like Mark Lombardi's work. It really
isn't that interesting to me as a didactic tool because it

seems to remain on the level of "visualization" which, as
I mentioned above, seems only helpful when it suggests
new kinds of analysis or different ways of seeing. In
my own research, I often end up doing drawings like
Lombardi's that help me keep track of a constellation of
actors associated with a given topic. This kind of analysis
has been used by lots of people who were working on
rendition stuff—myself and my partner, AC Thompson
did this sort of thing, so did Stephen Grey, also an
independent researcher working under the pseudonym
"Clayton Hallmark" does as well. These visualizations
can help you "see" what you're looking at, but don't
really tell you anything more than the fact that there
are relationships. They can get misleading very quickly
if you put too much faith in them. They're a departure
point or a tool that can aid in analysis, but certainly do
not "speak themselves."
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VISIBLE COLLECTIVE I You don't feel there is
analysis in Lombardi's work? It seems he was taking all
these linkages and rendering it in form that made the
denial of connections absurd...
TREVOR I Well, let's look at what his images
actually show: his work depicts networks of relationships.
Visually, they appear to be homogenous or "neutral."
The actual content of relationships he depicts remains
obscure (or reduced to financial exchange). If one
imagines Lombardi's work as a didactic tool, I'm not
sure that it's very helpful. I would argue that the work
is politically misleading because his maps suggest some
kind of order to the relationships he depicts when there
are actually deep internal contradictions, not to mention
much more going on "outside the frame." As a didactic
tool, Ashley Hunt's diagrams of the Prison-Industrial
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Complex5 are far more useful, in my opinion. On the
other hand, I think that Lombardi's work succeeds as "art"
precisely for the reasons that it fails as didactic work. I very
much like the work when I view it in a more fantastical (as
opposed to didactic) way.
VISIBLE COLLECTIVE I You define yourself
as an experimental geographer. Cartography is often
representative of ideology, and was certainly an accomplice
to colonialism. Theories of empire have benefited from
warped projections and mapmaking, especially during
the European expansion period. Maps are valued for their
indexical aspect, yet they are never precise: one example
being the arbitrary lines drawn to divide "Hindu" India
from "Muslim" Pakistan. The 1947 Radcliffe Line of
partition contributed to ongoing conflict, not just over
Kashmir, but also on the India-Bangladesh border. Your
projects by contrast use cartography and other research
tools to invert the prevailing power structures. Are you
using the imprecision of cartography in any way? In terms
of actual use value this project was circulated in the public
realm as a billboard. How are other users intending to use
the information you are making public?
TREVOR I I've actually tried to stay away from
cartography and "mapping" as much as possible in my
work. I actually really think that people misunderstand
what I'm trying to do when they call my work "mapping,"
it's a very lazy read in my opinion, but understandable
because a lot of people equate geography with cartography.
The "God's eye" view implicit in much cartography is
usually not helpful in terms of describing everyday life,
nor in describing the qualities of the relationships that
cartography depicts. Because of what cartography cannot
represent, as you mentioned, it becomes pretty clear why it,

and the forms of power that the cartographic viewpoint
suggests, have traditionally been such powerful
instruments of both colonialism and the contemporary
geopolitical ordering of the world (which of course very
much comes out of colonialism). My friend Joe Bryan
here at U.C. Berkeley has done some exceptional
work around questions of cartography in relation to
the ongoing struggles of indigenous peoples in the U.S.
and Nicaragua. He shows how a colonial/cartographic
ordering of the world has forced so many traditional
peoples into its imperial logic: a no-win situation that he
calls "Map or Be Mapped."
I tend to be far more attracted to "on the ground"
viewpoints and to embrace their fragmentedness and
incompleteness. This project, as well as the "Terminal
Air" project with the Institute for Applied Autonomy,
is of course a notable exception. With both of these
projects that use the cartographic viewpoint, I was
interested in taking what might seem like a familiar
image and trying to and make it strange-trying to
capture the feeling I had when I first started following
CIA flights: it was the constant domestic flights to places
like Tulsa, Las Vegas, Fresno, Port Lauderdale and such
that made a big impression on me. In working with John
Emerson and the IAA, I insisted that we try to show
a continuum between the domestic landscape and the
landscape "somewhere else." Neither of these projects
are particularly useful as didactic tools but are instead
useful in helping to see the point that we talked about
above: that the "darkest" spaces of the war on terror blur
into the everyday landscapes here "at home" and are in
many way mutually constitutive. In this sense, they're
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in my view fur more similar to Lombardi's work than
Ashley Hunt's—they are images rather than analytic tools.
VISIBLE COLLECTIVE I "Ghost" existenceswhether prisons, or prisoners-is one of the foci of
your work. In our work, we looked at another level of
disappeared people-those who slip into the netherworld
of immigration law and racial profiling. Yet, because there
are no dramatic icons here—airplanes, far-away countries,
torture, etc.-it is harder to raise public awareness on these
issues. An interesting challenge for us could be to make
the linkages between the areas you explore, and the more
banal day-to-day disappearances.

we see everyday in a very different way. By the end, I
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VISIBLE COLLECTIVE I There was a debate
with an Iranian photographer because he quibbled
with people's use of the word "Disappeared" to
describe post 9/11 immigration sweeps. Similarly,
some Latin American activists feel this term belittles
the larger history of disappearances in the dirty wars.
The subtext is, perhaps, that the left "exaggerates" or
becomes hysterical. Or that certain phrases or historical
comparisons are not allowed.
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TREVOR I That's a very good point. The strategy
that I've used is to juxtapose the two and point out a seamless
continuum. AC Thompson and I addressed this in Torture
Taxi6 by going around to all sorts of extremely banal places
like lawyers' offices and rural airfields in the U.S. and
explaining those places in terms of incredibly horrifying
places that we usually think of as being "somewhere else."
We describe, for example, a law office outside Boston as
being just as much a part of this "dark" architecture of the
war on terror as secret prisons outside Kabul like the Salt
Pit. In other words, we tried to get readers to see everyday
landscapes as being far more "foreign" and terrifying than
they seem to be at first glance. I also use this strategy in my
work around secret military bases. I did what I thought was
a very successful performance here at UC Berkeley where
I asked a group of people to imagine that the campus was
a secret weapons lab, then we toured around the campus
and looked at all the places where weapons had been built
or were being built, all the places whose research feeds
into the intelligence community and so forth. It ended up
being very creepy because we were looking at something

TREVOR I Each historical period is of course
unique but there are resonances and continuities. The
fact of the matter is that the scale of "War on Terror"
does dwarf that of the Dirty Wars, in considering
clandestine operations in places like Egypt, Somalia,
Morocco, Israel, and Nigeria, not to mention Iraq and
Afghanistan. However the U.S. is usually pretty good
about keeping the "darker" aspects of this stuff hidden.
Did more people "disappear" during the Dirty Wars?
The War on Terror is bigger, and more global, than
I think a lot of people realize. As to the question of
using the appropriate language to describe the present
moment, I wonder if by not making those implicit
connections between the present and the past we're
somehow actually helping to obscure the gravity and
magnitude of the present. In other words, do we fall into
the kind of "American exceptionalist" thinking that so
many of us have been taught to engage in?
I have no doubt that at some point in the future our
culture will look back on the present and see something

|
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quite different than we see today. On one hand, I imagine
future history books describing the present moment as
a time in which state-perpetrated horrors became so
voluminous and so widespread that they eclipsed even
the Dirty Wars. Conversely, and more pessimistically, I
can also imagine a future where history books describe
the present moment as an era in which the U.S. decided
to get serious about security and everyone realized that
old-fashioned notions of "freedom to-" were (rightly) as
"quaint" as the naive utopianism Alberto Gonzales7 sees
when he looks at the Geneva Conventions.
VISIBLE COLLECTIVE I I'm not so sure if
the current moment has eclipsed the Dirty Wars. The
interventions in Cuba, Latin America, Asia, and of course
the Middle East, really hit their zenith in a previous
generation. Reading Mahmood Mamdani's Good Muslim,
Bad Muslim", we are struck by how many interventions in
Africa, active and passive, are forgotten. In comparison to
that, the current moment has yet to reach those "heights."
There are structural differences as well. In the Cold War
period, the scope of U.S. interventions was much wider
and more covert. There were many more governments
willing or able to act as proxy fronts for U.S. projects.
These days, it is much harder for a Southern government
to take on these partnerships. Look at how fragile Pakistani
President Pervez Musharraf's position is, specifically due
to his U.S. alliance. Also, I think that the idea that some
projects need to be kept out of the public eye, because
it's in the "national interest"-! don't think that's nearly as
strong as during the Cold War (except in the immediate
post-9/11 aftermath).
TREVOR I Well, perhaps you're more of an optimist
than I am. We tend to think of the past, particularly of

events like the Dirty Wars or even Operation Phoenix
in Vietnam as historical aberrations that could never
happen again. I think this idea is false. In terms of
contemporary global covert operations, there's no
question in my mind that what's happening now is on
the same scale as those during the Cold War. What the
U.S. is doing, I'm convinced, is at least as great if not
greater than what was happening during the 1980s with
the covert wars in Africa, Afghanistan, and Central
America. Nonetheless, I think we can agree that we
don't have enough information about the "dark" side
of the age we've found ourselves in to make anything
more than a highly speculative argument either way-as
we are dealing with highly classified information. I also
think we can agree that we should be working towards
a time in which we can get reliable data to help us
answer those sorts of questions, to help us understand
the present historical and political moment.
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Visualisation an d Co gnition

Visualisation and Cognition:
Drawing Things Together

Bruno Latour

I. Thinking with eyes and hands
It would be nice to be able to define what is specific to our modem scientific culture. It
would be still nicer to find the most economical explanation (which might not be the most
economic one) of its origins and special characteristics. To arrive at a parsimonious
explanation it is best not to appeal to universal traits of nature. Hypotheses about changes
in the mind or human consciousness, in the structure of the brain, in social relations, in
“mentalités”, or in the economic infrastructure which are posited to explain the
emergence of science or its present achievements are simply too grandiose, not to say
hagiographic in most cases and plainly racist in more than a few others. Occam’s razor
should cut these explanations short. No “new man” suddenly emerged sometime in the
sixteenth century, and there are no mutants with larger brains working inside
modern!laboratories who can think differently from the rest of us. The idea that a
more!rational mind or a more constraining scientific method emerged from darkness!and
chaos is too complicated a hypothesis.
It seems to me that the first step towards a convincing explanation is to adopt! this a
priori position. It clears the field of study of any single distinction between! prescientific
and scientific cultures, minds, methods or societies. As Jack Goody !points out, the “grand
dichotomy” with its self-righteous certainty should be !replaced by many uncertain and
unexpected divides (Goody, 1977). This negative first move frees us from positive answers
that strain credulity 1. All such! dichotomous distinctions can be convincing only as long as
For instance, Levi-Strauss’ divide between bricoleur and engineer or between hot and cold societies
(1962) ; or Garfinkel’s distinctions between everyday and scientific modes of thought (1967) ; or
1
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they are enforced by !a strong asymmetrical bias that treats the two sides of the divide or
border very! differently. As soon as this prejudice loses hold, cognitive abilities jump in all!
directions: sorcerers become Popperian falsificationists ; scientists become naive! believers ;
engineers become standard “bricoleurs” ; as to the tinkerers, they may !seem quite rational
(Knorr, 1981 ; Augé, 1975). These quick reversals prove that !the divide between
prescientific and scientific culture is merely a border —like! that between Tijuana and San
Diego. It is enforced arbitrarily by police and !bureaucrats, but it does not represent any
natural boundary. Useful for teaching, !polemics, commencement addresses, these “great
divides” do not provide any!explanation, but on the contrary are the things to be
explained (Latour, 1983).
There are, however, good reasons why these dichotomies, though constantly!
disproved, are tenaciously maintained, or why the gap between the two terms, !instead of
narrowing, may even widen. The relativistic position reached by !taking the first step I
propose, and giving up grand dichotomies, looks ludicrous !because of the enormous
consequences of science. One cannot equate the “intellectual” described by Goody (1977,
chap. 2) and Galileo in his study ; the folk !knowledge of medicinal herbs and the National
Institute of Health ; the careful !procedure of corpse interrogation in Ivory Coast and the
careful planning of! DNA probes in a Califomian laboratory ; the story telling of origin
myths somewhere in the South African bush and the Big Bang theory ; the hesitant
calculations of a four-year-old in Piaget’s laboratory and the calculation of a winner o f!the
Field Medal ; the abacus and the new super-computer Cray II. The differences !in the
effects of science and technology are so enormous that it seems absurd not! to look for
enormous causes. Thus, even if scholars are dissatisfied with these !extravagant causes,
even if they admit they are arbitrarily defined, falsified by !daily experience and often
contradictory, they prefer to maintain them in order to! avoid the absurd consequences of
relativism. Particle physics must be radically !different in some way from folk botany ; we
do not know how, but as a stop-gap! solution the idea of rationality is better than nothing
(Hollis and Lukes, 1982).
We have to steer a course that can lead us out of a simple relativism and, by !positing a
few, simple, empirically verifiable causes, can account for the enormous differences in
effects that everyone knows are real. We need to keep the !scale of the effects but seek
more mundane explanations than that of a great! divide in human consciousness.
But here we run into another preliminary problem. How mundane is mundane ?!
When people back away from mental causes, it usually means they find their!delight in
material ones. Gigantic changes in the capitalist mode of production, !by means of many
“reflections”, “distortions”, and “mediations”, influence! the ways of proving, arguing and
believing. “Materialist” explanations often! refer to deeply entrenched phenomena, of
which science is a superstructure !(Sohn-Rethel, 1978). The net result of this strategy is
that nothing is empirically !verifiable since there is a yawning gap between general
economic trends and the !fine details of cognitive innovations. Worst of all, in order to
explain science we !have to kneel before one specific science, that of economics. So,
ironically, !many “materialist” accounts of the emergence of science are in no way
Bachelard’s many “coupures épistémologiques” that divide science from common sense, from intuition or
from its own past (1934, 1967) ; or even Horton’s careful distinction between monster acceptance and
monster avoidance (1977) or primary theories and secondary theories ( 1982).
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material !since they ignore the precise practice and craftmanship of knowing and hide
from !scrutiny the omniscient economic historian.
It seems to me that the only way to escape the simplistic relativist position is to! avoid
both “materialist” and “mentalist” explanations at all costs and to look! instead for more
parsimonious accounts, which are empirical through and! through, and yet able to explain
the vast effects of science and technology.
It seems to me that the most powerful explanations, that is those that generate! the
most out of the least, are the ones that take writing and imaging craftmanship !into
account. They are both material and mundane, since they are so practical, so !modest, so
pervasive, so close to the hands and the eyes that they escape !attention. Each of them
deflates grandiose schemes and conceptual dichotomies! and replaces them by simple
modifications in the way in which groups of people! argue with one another using paper,
signs, prints and diagrams. Despite their! different methods, fields and goals, this strategy
of deflation links a range of very! different studies and endows them with a style which is
both ironic and! refreshing2.
Like these scholars, I was struck, in a study of a biology laboratory, by the !way in
which many aspects of laboratory practice could be ordered by looking !not at the
scientists’ brains (I was forbidden access!), at the cognitive structures !(nothing special), nor
at the paradigms (the same for thirty years), but at the !transformation of rats and
chemicals into paper (Latour and Woolgar, 1979).! Focusing on the literature, and the way
in which anything and everything was! transformed into inscriptions was not my bias, as I
first thought, but was what! the laboratory was made for. Instruments, for instance, were
of various types, ages,! and degrees of sophistication. Some were pieces of furniture, others
filled large!rooms, employed many technicians and took many weeks to run. But their end!
result, no matter the field, was always a small window through which one could! read a
very few signs from a rather poor repertoire (diagrams, blots, bands, !columns). All these
inscriptions, as I called them, were combinable, superimposable and could, with only a
minimum of cleaning up, be integrated as figures!in the text of the articles people were
writing. Many of the intellectual feats I was!asked to admire could be rephrased as soon as
Goody (1977) points to the importance of practical tasks in handling graphics (lists, dictionaries.
inventories), and concludes his fascinating book by saying that “if we wish to speak of a ‘savage mind’
these are some of the instruments of its domestication” (p. 182). Cole and Scribner (1974) shift the focus
from intellectual tasks to schooling practice ; the ability to draw syllogisms is taken out of the mind and
put into the manipulation of diagrams on papers. Hutchins (1980) does the opposite in transforming the
“illogical” reasoning of the Trobriand islanders into a quite straightforward logic simply by adding to it
the land use systems that give meaning to hitherto abrupt shifts in continuity. Eisenstein switches the
enquiry from mental states and the philosophical tradition to the power of print (1979). Perret-Clermont
(1979), at first one of Piaget’s students, focuses her attention on the social context of the many test
situations. She shows how “non-conserving” kids become conserving in a matter of minutes simply
because other variables (social or pictoral) are taken into account. Lave has explored in pioneering studies
how mathematical skills may be totally modified depending on whether or not you let people use paper
and pencil (Lave, 1985, 1986 ; Lave, Murtaugh and De La Rocha, 1983). Ferguson has tried to relate
engineering imagination to the abilities to draw pictures according to perspective rules and codes of
shades and colors (1977): “It has been non-verbal thinking by and large that has fixed the outlines and
filled in the details of our material surroundings... Pyramids, cathedrals, and rockets exist not because of
geometry, theory of structures or thermodynamics, but because they were first a picture —literally a
vision— in the minds of those who built them” (p.835) (See also Ferguson, 1985). These are some of the
studies that put the deflating strategy I try to review here into practice.
2
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this activity of paper writing and! inscription became the focus for analysis. Instead of
jumping to explanations !involving high theories or differences in logic, I could cling to the
level of simple! craftsmanship as firmly as Goody. The domestication or disciplining of the
mind! was still going on with instruments similar to those to which Goody refers. When
!these resources were lacking, the self same scientists stuttered, hesitated, and! talked
nonsense, and displayed every kind of political or cultural bias. Although !their minds,
their scientific methods, their paradigms, their world-views and !their cultures were still
present, their conversation could not keep them in their! proper place. However,
inscriptions or the practice of inscribing could.
The Great Divide can be broken down into many small, unexpected and! practical sets
of skills to produce images, and to read and write about them. But! there is a major
drawback with this strategy of deflation. Its results seem both! obvious —close to being a
cliché— and too weak to account for the vast consequences of science and technology
that cannot, we agreed above, be denied. Of !course, everyone might happily agree that
writing, printing and visualizing are !important asides of the scientific revolution or of the
psychogenesis of scientific !thought. They might be necessary but they certainly cannot be
sufficient causes.! Certainly not. The deflating strategy may rid us of one mystical Great
Divide, !but it will, it seems, lead us into a worse kind of mysticism if the researcher who
!deals with prints and images has to believe in the power of signs and symbols! isolated
from anything else.
This is a strong objection. We must admit that when talking of images and! print it is
easy to shift from the most powerful explanation to one that is trivial! and reveals only
marginal aspects of the phenomena for which we want to! account. Diagrams, lists,
formulae, archives, engineering drawings, files, equations, dictionaries, collections and so
on, depending on the way they are put into !focus, may explain almost everything or
almost nothing. It is all too easy to !throw a set of clichés together extending Havelock’s
argument about the Greek! alphabet (1980), or Walter Ong’s rendering of the Ramist
method (1971), all the !way to computer culture, passing through the Chinese obsession
with ideograms,! double-entry book keeping, and without forgetting the Bible. Everyone
agrees !that print, images, and writing are everywhere present, but how much explanatory
burden can they carry ? How many cognitive abilities may be, not only facilitated, but
thoroughly explained by them ? When wading through this literature, I !have a sinking
feeling that we are alternately on firm new ground and bogged !down in an old marsh. I
want to find a way to hold the focus firmly so that we !know what to expect from our
deflating strategy.
To get this focus, first we must consider in which situations we might expect! changes
in the writing and imaging procedures to make any difference at all in !the way we argue,
prove and believe. Without this preliminary step, inscriptions! will, depending on the
context, be granted either too much or too little weight.
Unlike Leroi-Gourhan (1964) we do not wish to consider all the history on !writing and
visual aids starting with primitive man and ending up with modem! computers. From now
on, we will be interested only in a few specific inventions !in writing and imaging. To
define this specificity we have to look more closely at !the construction of harder facts3
A fact is harder or softer as a function of what happens to it in other hands later on. Each of us acts as a
multi-conductor for the many claims that we come across: we may be uninterested, or ignore them, or be
interested but modify them and turn them into someting entirely different. Sometimes indeed we act as
3
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Who will win in an agonistic encounter between two authors, and between them and
all the others they need to build up a statement ? Answer: the one able!to muster on the spot the
largest number of well aligned and faithful allies. This! definition of victory is common to war,
politics, law, and, I shall now show, to !science and technology. My contention is that
writing and imaging cannot by! themselves explain the changes in our scientific societies,
except in sofar as the y!help to make this agonistic situation more favorable. Thus it is not all the
!anthropology of writing, nor all the history of visualization that interests us in !this context.
Rather, we should concentrate on those aspects that help in the !mustering, the
presentation, the increase, the effective alignment or ensuring the !fidelity of new allies.
We need, in other words, to look at the way in which! someone convinces someone else to
take up a statement, to pass it along, to make !it more of a fact, and to recognize the first
author’s ownership and originality.! This is what I call “holding the focus steady” on
visualization and cognition. If! we remain at the level of the visual aspects only, we fall
back into a series of! weak clichés or are led into all sorts of fascinating problems of
scholarship far !away from our problem ; but, on the other hand, if we concentrate on the
agonistic situation alone, the principle of any victory, any solidity in science and!
technology escapes us forever. We have to hold the two eye pieces together so !that we
turn it into a real binocular ; it takes time to focus, but the spectacle, I !hope, is worth the
waiting.
One example will illustrate what I mean. La Pérouse travels through the Pacific for
Louis XVI with the explicit mission of bringing back a better map. !One day, landing on
what he calls Sakhalin he meets with Chinese and tries to !learn from them whether
Sakhalin is an island or a peninsula. To his great !surprise the Chinese understand
geography quite well. An older man stands up! and draws a map of his island on the sand
with the scale and the details needed by !La Pérouse. Another, who is younger, sees that
the rising tide will soon erase the !map and picks up one of La Pérouse’s notebooks to
draw the map again with a !pencil . . .
What are the differences between the savage geography and the civilized one ? There
is no need to bring a prescientific mind into the picture, nor any distinction !between the
close and open predicaments (Horton, 1977), nor primary and! secondary theories
(Horton, 1982), nor divisions between implicit and explicit,! or concrete and abstract
geography. The Chinese are quite able to think in terms! of a map but also to talk about
navigation on an equal footing with La Pérouse. !Strictly speaking, the ability to draw and
to visualize does not really make a !difference either, since they all draw maps more or less
based on the same! principle of projection, first on sand, then on paper. So perhaps there
is no! difference after all and, geographies being equal, relativism is right ? This, however,
cannot be, because La Pérouse does something that is going to create an !enormous
difference between the Chinese and the European. What is, for the! former, a drawing of
no importance that the tide may erase, is for the latter the single object of his mission. What
should be brought into the picture is how the !picture is brought back. The Chinese does
not have to keep track, since he can !generate many maps at will, being born on this island
and fated to die on it. La! Pérouse is not going to stay for more than a night ; he is not
born here and will die! far away. What is he doing, then ? He is passing through all these
places, in order !to take something back to Versailles where many people expect his map
conductor and pass the claim along without further modification. (For this, see Latour and Woolgar,
1979 ; Latour, 1984b.)
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to!determine who was right and wrong about whether Sakhalin was an island, who! will
own this and that part of the world, and along which routes the next ships! should sail.
Without this peculiar trajectory, La Pérouse’s exclusive interest in!traces and inscriptions
will be impossible to understand —this is the first aspect,! but without dozens of
innovations in inscription, in projection, in writing, archiving and computing, his
displacement through the Pacific would be totally !wasted —and this is the second aspect,
as crucial as the first. We have to hold the !two together. Commercial interests, capitalist
spirit, imperialism, thirst for! knowledge, are empty terms as long as one does not take into
account Mercator’s !projection, marine clocks and their markers, copper engraving of
maps, rutters, !the keeping of “log books”, and the many printed editions of Cook’s
voyages! that La Pérouse carries with him. This is where the deflating strategy I outlined
!above is so powerful. But, on the other hand, no innovation in the way longitude! and
latitudes are calculated, clocks are built, log books are compiled, copper!plates are printed,
would make any difference whatsoever if they did not help to !muster, align, and win over
new and unexpected allies, far away, in Versailles.!The practices I am interested in would
be pointless if they did not bear on certain! controversies and force dissenters into
believing new facts and behaving in new!ways. This is where an exclusive interest in
visualization and writing falls short,!and can even be counterproductive. To maintain only
the second line of argument would offer a mystical view of the powers provided by
semiotic material —as did Derrida (1967) ; to maintain only the first would be to offer an
idealist! explanation (even if clad in materialist clothes).
The aim of this paper is to pursue the two lines of argument at once. To say it !in yet
other words, we do not find all explanations in terms of inscription equally !convincing,
but only those that help us to understand how the mobilization and !mustering of new
resources is achieved. We do not find all explanations in terms !of social groups, interests
or economic trends, equally convincing but only those !that offer a specific mechanism to
sum up “groups”, “interests”, “money”!and “trends”: mechanisms which, we believe,
depend upon the manipulation of! paper, print, images and so on. La Pérouse shows us
the way since without new! types of inscriptions nothing usable would have come back to
Versailles from his !long, costly and fateful voyage ; but without this strange mission that
required! him to go away and to come back so that others in France might be convinced,
no !modification in inscription would have made a bit of difference. The essential
characteristics of inscriptions cannot be defined in terms of !visualization, print, and
writing. In other words, it is not perception which is at !stake in this problem of
visualization and cognition. New inscriptions, and new! ways of perceiving them, are the
results of something deeper. If you wish to go! out of your way and come back heavily
equipped so as to force others to go out of! their ways, the main problem to solve is that of
mobilization. You have to go and! to come back with the “things” if your moves are not to
be wasted. But the!“ things” have to be able to withstand the return trip without withering
away. !Further requirements: the “things” you gathered and displaced have to be
presentable all at once to those you want to convince and who did not go there. In !sum,
you have to invent objects which have the properties of being mobile but !also immutable,
presentable, readable and combinable with one another.!
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II. On Immutable Mobiles
It seems to me that most scholars who have worked on the relations between
!inscription procedures and cognition, have, in fact, in their various ways, been !writing
about the history of these immutable mobiles.!
A. Optical Consistency!
The first example I will review is one of the most striking since Ivins wrote !about it
years ago and saw it all in a few seminal pages. The rationalization that !took place during
the so-called “scientific revolution” is not of the mind, of the! eye, of philosophy, but of the
sight. Why is perspective such an important !invention ? “Because of its logical recognition
of internal invariances through all! the transformations produced by changes in spatial
location” (Ivins, 1973:9). In !a linear perspective, no matter from what distance and angle
an object is seen, it !is always possible to transfer it —to translate it— and to obtain the
same object at! a different size as seen from another position. In the course of this
translation, its !internal properties have not been modified. This immutability of the
displaced !figure allows Ivins to make a second crucial point: since the picture moves!
without distortion it is possible to establish, in the linear perspective framework,! what he
calls a “two way” relationship between object and figure. Ivins shows! us how perspective
allows movement through space with, so to speak, a return !ticket. You can see a church in
Rome, and carry it with you in London in such a!way as to reconstruct it in London, or
you can go back to Rome and amend the! picture. With perspective exactly as with La
Pérouse’s map —and for the same! reasons— a new set of movements are made possible:
you can go out of your way! and come back with all the places you passed ; these are all
written in the same !homogeneous language (longitude and latitude, geometry) that allows
you to! change scale, to make them presentable and to combine them at will 4.
Perspective, for Ivins, is an essential determinant of science and technology! because it
creates “optical consistency”, or, in simpler terms, a regular avenue through space.
Without it “either the exterior relations of objects such as their !forms for visual awareness,
change with their shifts in locations, or else their! interior relations do” (1973:9). The shift
from the other senses to vision is a !consequence of the agonistic situation. You present
absent things. No one can! smell or hear or touch Sakhalin island, but you can look at the
map and determine! at which bearing you will see the land when you send the next fleet.
The speakers! are talking to one another, feeling, hearing and touching each other, but
they are !now talking with many absent things presented all at once. This
presence/absence !is possible through the two-way connection established by these many
contrivances —perspective, projection, map, log book, etc.— that allow translation
!without corruption.
There is another advantage of linear perspective to which he and Edgerton !attract our
attention (1976). This unexpected advantage is revealed as soon as religious or
mythological themes and utopias are drawn with the same perspective as that which is
used for rendering nature (Edgerton, 1980:189).!
4“Science

and technology have advanced in more than direct ratio to the ability of men to contrive
methods by which the phenomena which otherwise could be known only through the senses of touch,
hearing, taste and smell, have been brought within the range of visual recognition and measurements and
then become subject to that logical symbolization without which rational thought and analysis are
impossible” (Ivins, 1973:13).
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In the West, even if the subject of the printed text were unscientific, the printed picture always presented
a rational image based on the universal laws of geometry. In this sense the Scientific Revolution
probably owes more to Albrecht Dürer than to Leonardo da Vinci. (p. 190)!

Fiction —even the wildest or the most sacred— and things of nature —even the
!lowliest— have a meeting ground, a common place, because they all benefit! from the same
“optical consistency” 5. Not only can you displace cities, landscapes, or natives and go
back and forth to and from them along avenues through !space, but you can also reach
saints, gods, heavens, palaces, or dreams with the! same two-way avenues and look at
them through the same “windowpane” on !the same two-dimensional surface. The two
ways become a four-lane freeway!! Impossible palaces can be drawn realistically, but it is
also possible to draw! possible objects as if they were utopian ones. For instance, as
Edgerton shows, !when he comments on Agricola’s prints, real objects can be drawn in
separated !pieces, or in exploded views, or added to the same sheet of paper at different!
scales, angles and perspectives. It does not matter since the “optical consisten!cy” allows all
the pieces to mix with one another. As Ferguson says, the!“mind” has at last “an eye”:!
Oddly enough, linear perspective and chiaroscuro, which supply geometric stability to pictures, also
allow the viewer a momentary suspension of his dependence on the law of gravity.!With a little practice,
the viewer can imagine solid volumes floating freely in space as detached components of a device.
(Edgerton, 1980:193)!

At this stage, on paper, hybrids can be created that mix drawings from many! sources.
Perspective is not interesting because it provides realistic pictures ; on !the other hand, it is
interesting because it creates complete hybrids : nature seen! as fiction, and fiction seen as
nature, with all the elements made so homogeneous !in space that it is now possible to
reshuffle them like a pack of cards. Commenting on the painting “St. Jérome in his
study”, Edgerton says :!
Antonello’s St. Jérome is the perfect paradigm of a new consciousness of the physical world! attained by
Western European intellectuals by the late fifteenth century. This consciousnes s!was showed especially
by artists such as Leonardo da Vinci, Francesco di Giorgio Martini, Albrecht Dürer, Hans Holbein
and more, all of whom… had even developed a sophisticated grammar and syntax for quantifying
natural phenomena in pictures. In their hands,!picture making was becoming a pictorial language that,
with practice, could communicat e!more information, more quickly and by (sic) a potentially wider
audience than any verbal! language in human history. (1980 :189)!

Perspective illustrates the double line of argument I presented in the previous section.
Innovations in graphism are crucial but only insofar as they allow new !two-way relations
to be established with objects (from nature or from fiction) and !only insofar as they allow
inscriptions either to become more mobile or to stay! immutable through all
theirdisplacements.!

“The most marked characteristics of European pictorial representation since the fourteenth century,
have been on the one hand its steadily increasing naturalism and on the other its purely schematic and
logical extension. It is submitted that both are due in largest part to the development and pervasion of
methods which have provided symbols, repeatable in invariant forms, for representation of visual
awareness and a grammar of perspective which made it possible to establish logical relations not only
within the system of symbols but between that system and the forms and locations of the objects that it
symbolizes” (Ivins, 1973 ;12).
5
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B. Visual Culture!
Still more striking than the Italian perspective described by Ivins and Edgerton, is the
Dutch “distance point” method for drawing pictures, as it has been !beautifully explained
by Svetlana Alpers (1983). The Dutch, she tells us, do not! paint grandiose historical
scenes as observed by someone through a carefully !framed windowpane. They use the
very surface of their paintings (taken as the !equivalent of a retina) to let the world be
painted straight on it. When images are! captured in this way there is no privileged site for
the onlooker any more. The! tricks of the “camera obscura” transform large-scale threedimensional objects into a small two-dimensional surface around which the onlooker may
turn at will6.
The main interest of Alpers’ book for our purpose is the way she shows a “visual
culture” changing over time. She does not focus on the inscriptions or!the pictures but on
the simultaneous transformation of science, art, theory of! vision, organization of crafts
and economic powers. People often talk of “world!views” but this powerful expression is
taken metaphorically. Alpers provides !this old expression with its material meaning : how
a culture sees the world, and !makes it visible. A new visual culture redefines both what it is
to see, and what!there is to see. A citation of Comenius aptly summarizes a new obsession
for making new objects visible anew :!
We will now speak of the mode in which objects must be presented to the senses, if the! impression is to
be distinct. This can be readily understood if we consider the process of! actual vision. If the object is to
be clearly seen it is necessary : (1) that it be placed before the! eyes ; (2) not far off, but at a reasonable
distance ; (3) not on one side, but straight before th e!eyes ; and (4) so that the front of the objects be not
turned away from, but directed towards th e!observer ; (5) that the eyes first take in the object as a
whole ; (6) and then proceed to! distinguish the parts ; (7) inspecting these in order from the beginning to
the end ; (9) that !attention be paid to each and every part ; (9) until they are all grasped by means of
their! essential attributes. If these requisites be properly observed, vision takes place successfully ;! but if
one be neglected its success is only partial. (cited in Alpers, 1983 : 95)!

This new obsession for defining the act of seeing is to be found both in the! science of
the period and in modern laboratories. Comenius’ advice is similar to!both that of Boyle
when he disciplined the witnesses of his air-pump experiment! (Shapin, 1984) and that of
the neurologists studied by Lynch when they “disciplined” their brain cells (Lynch, 1985).
People before science and outside laboratories certainly use their eyes, but not in this way.
They look at the spectacle of !the world, but not at this new type of image designed to
transport the objects of !the world, to accumulate them in Holland, to label them with
captions and legends, to combine them at will. Alpers makes understandable what
Foucault! (1966) only suggested : how the same eyes suddenly began to look at
“representations”. The “panopticon” she describes is a “fait social total” that redefines! all
aspects of the culture. More importantly, Alpers does not explain a new vision !by bringing
in “social interests” or the “economic infrastructure”. The new! precise scenography that
results in a world view defines at once what is science,! what is art and what it is to have a
world economy. To use my terms, a little! lowland country becomes powerful by making a
few crucial inventions which allow people to accelerate the mobility and to enhance the
immutability of! inscriptions : the world is thus gathered up in this tiny country.
“Northem artists characteristically sought to represent by transforming the extent of vision onto their
small, flat working surface… It is the capacity of the picture surface to contain such a semblance of the
world —an aggregate of views— that characterizes many pictures in the North” (Alpers, 1983:51).
6
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Alpers’ description of Dutch visual culture reaches the same result as Edgerton’s study
of technical drawings : a new meeting place is designed for fact and !fiction, words and
images. The map itself is such a result, but the more so when !it is used to inscribe
ethnographic inventories (end of her chapter IV) or captions! (chapter V), skylines of cities
and so on. The main quality of the new space is not! to be “objective” as a naïve definition
of realism often claims, but rather to have! optical consistency. This consistency entails the
“art of describing” everything! and the possibility of going from one type of visual trace to
another. Thus, we are! not surprised that letters, mirrors, lenses, painted words,
perspectives, inventories, illustrated child books, microscope and telescope come together
in this !visual culture. All innovations are selected “to secretly see and without suspicion
what is done far off in other places” (cited in Alpers, 1983 : 201 ).!
C. A New Way of Accumulating Time and Space!
Another example will demonstrate that inscriptions are not interesting per se !but only
because they increase either the mobility or the immutability of traces.!The invention of
print and its effects on science and technology is a cliché of historians. But no one has
renewed this Renaissance argument as completely as Elizabeth Eisenstein (1979). Why ?
Because she considers the printing press to be !a mobilization device, or, more exactly, a
device that makes both mobilization !and immutability possible at the same time.
Eisenstein does not look for one !cause of the scientific revolution, but for a secondary
cause that would put all the !efficient causes in relation with one another. The printing
press is obviously a !powerful cause of that sort. Immutability is ensured by the process of
printing !many identical copies ; mobility by the number of copies, the paper and the!
movable type. The links between different places in time and space are completely
modified by this fantastic acceleration of immutable mobiles which circulate everywhere
and in all directions in Europe. As Ivins has shown, perspective! plus the printing press plus
aqua forte is the really important combination since !books can now carry with them the
realistic images of what they talk about. For!the first time, a location can accumulate other
places far away in space and time,! and present them synoptically to the eye ; better still,
this synoptic presentation,! once reworked, amended or disrupted, can be spread with no
modification to! other places and made available at other times.
After discussing historians who propose many contradictory influences to !explain the
take-off of astronomy, Eisenstein writes :
Whether the sixteenth century astronomer confronted materials derived from the fourth century B.C. or
freshly composed in the fourteenth century A.D., or whether he was more! receptive to scholastic or
humanist currents of thoughts, seems of less significance in thi s!particular connection than the fact that
all manners of diverse materials were being seen in the!course of one life time by one pair of eyes. For
Copernicus as for Tycho, the result was! heightened awareness and dissatisfaction with discrepancies in
the inherent data. ( 1979 : 602)!

Constantly, the author shifts attention with devastating irony from the mind to! the
surface of the mobilized resources :!
‘To discover the truth of a proposition in Euclid’ wrote John Locke ‘there is little need or use! of
revelation, God having furnished us with a natural and surer means to arrive at knowledge !of them.’ In
the eleventh century, however, God had not furnished Western scholars with a natural and sure means
of grasping a Euclidean theorem. Instead the most learned men in! Christendom engaged in a fruitless
search to discover what Euclid meant when referring to! interior angles. (1979 : 649)!
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For Eisenstein, every grand question about the Reformation, the Scientific! Revolution,
and the new Capitalist economy can be recast by looking at what the !publisher and the
printing press make possible. The reason why this old explanation takes on new life in her
treatment is that Eisenstein not only focuses on graphism, but also on changes in the
graphism that are linked to the mobilization process. For instance, she explains (p.508
and seq. following Ivins, 1953) the puzzling phenomenon of a lag time between the
introduction of the printing press and the beginning of exact realistic pictures. At first, the
press is used simply to reproduce herbaries, anatomical plates, maps, cosmologies which
are centuries old and which will be deemed inaccurate much later. If we were looking
only at the semiotic level this phenomenon would seem puzzling, but once we consider
the deeper structure this is easily explained. The displacement of many immutable
mobiles comes first ; the old texts are spread everywhere and can be gathered more
cheaply in one place. But then the contradiction between them at last becomes visible in
the most literal sense. The many places where these texts are synoptically assembled offer
many counterexamples (different flowers, different organs with different names, different
shapes for the coastline, the various rates of different currencies, different laws). These
counterexamples can be added to the old texts and, in turn, are spread without
modification to all the other settings where this process of comparison may be resumed.
In other words, errors are accurately reproduced and spread with no changes. But
corrections are also reproduced fast, cheaply and with no further changes. So, at the end,
the accuracy shifts from the medium to the message, from the printed book to the context with
which it establishes a two-way connection. A new interest in “Truth” does not come from
a new vision, but from the same old vision applying itself to new visible objects that
mobilize space and time differently 7.
The effect of Eisenstein’s argument is to transform mentalist explanations into the
history of immutable mobiles. Again and again she shows that before the advent of print
every possible intellectual feat had been achieved —organized scepticism, scientific
method, refutation, data collection, theory making— everything had been tried, and in all
disciplines : geography, cosmology, medicine, dynamics, politics, economics and so on.
But each achievement stayed local and temporary just because there was no way to move
their results elsewhere and to bring in those of others without new corruptions or errors
being introduced. For instance, each carefully amended version of an old author was,
after a few copies, again adulterated. No irreversible gains could be made, and so no
large-scale long-term capitalization was possible. The printing press does not add
anything to the mind, to the scientific method, to the brain. It simply conserves and
spreads everything no matter how wrong, strange or wild. It makes everything mobile but
this mobility is not offset by adulteration. The new scientists, the new clerics, the new
merchants and the new princes, described by Eisenstein, are no different from the old
ones, but they now look at new material that keeps track of numerous places and times.
No matter how inaccurate these traces might be at first, they will all become accurate just
as a consequence of more mobilization and more immutability. A mechanism is invented to
The proof that the movement comes first, for Eisenstein, lies in the fact that it entails exactly the opposite
effects on the Scriptures. The accuracy of the medium reveals more and more inaccuracies in the
message, which is soon jeopardized. The beauty of Eisenstein’s construction resides in the way it obtains
two opposite consequences from the same cause : science and technology accelerates ; the Gospel
becomes doubtful (Latour, 1983).
7
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irreversibly capture accuracy. Print plays the same role as Maxwell’s demon. No new
theory, world view, or spirit is necessary to explain capitalism, the reformation and
science : they are the result of a new step in the long history of immutable mobiles.
Taking up Ivins’ argument, both Mukerji (1983) and Eisenstein focus again on the
illustrated book. For these authors, MacLuhan’s revolution had already happened as soon
as images were printed. Engineering, botany, architecture, mathematics, none of these
sciences can describe what they talk about with texts alone ; they need to show the things.
But this showing, so essential to convince, was utterly impossible before the invention of
“graven images”. A text could be copied with only some adulteration, but not so a
diagram, an anatomical plate, or a map. The effect on the construction of facts is sizeable
if a writer is able to provide a reader with a text which presents a large number of the
things it is talking about in one place. If you suppose that all the readers, and all the
writers are doing the same, a new world will emerge from the old one without any
additional cause. Why ? Simply because the dissenter will have to do the same thing as his
opponent. In order to “doubt back”, so to speak, he will have to write another book, have
it printed, and mobilize with copper plates the counterexamples he wants to oppose. The
cost of disagreeing will increase8.
Positive feedback will get under way as soon as one is able to muster a large number of
mobile, readable, visible resources at one spot to support a point. After Tycho Brahe’s
achievement (Eisenstein, 1979) the dissenter either has to quit and accept what
cosmologists say as a hard fact, or to produce counterproofs by persuading his prince to
invest a comparable amount of money in observatories. In this, the “proof race” is similar
to the arms race because the feedback mechanism is the same. Once one competitor starts
building up harder facts, the others have to do the same or else submit.
This slight recasting of Eisenstein’s argument in terms of immutable mobiles may
allow us to overcome a difficulty in her argument. Although she stresses the importance of
publishers’ strategies, she does not account for the technical innovations themselves. The
printing press barges into her account like the exogeneous factors of many historians
when they talk about technical innovations. She puts the semiotic aspect of print and the
mobilization it allows into excellent focus, but the technical necessities for inventing the
press are far from obvious. If we consider the agonistic situation I use as reference point,
the pressure that favors something like the printing press is clearer. Anything that will
accelerate the mobility of the traces that a location may obtain about another place, or
anything that will allow these traces to move without transformation from one place to
another, will be favored : geometry, projection, perspective, bookkeeping, paper making,
aqua forte, coinage, new ships (Law, 1984). The privilege of the printing press comes from
its ability to help many innovations to act at once, but it is only one innovation among the
many that help to answer this simplest of all questions : how to dominate on a large
scale ? This recasting is useful since it helps us to see that the same mechanism, the effects
of which are described by Eisenstein, is still at work today, on an ever increasing scale at the
frontiers of science and technology. A few days in a laboratory reveal that the same trends
For instance, Mukerji portrays a geographer who hates the new geography books but has to cry his hate
in print : “Ironically, Davis took his trip because he did not trust printed information to be as complete as
oral accounts of experiences ; but he decided to make the voyage after reading Dutch books on
geography and produced from his travel another geographical/navigational text” (Mukerji, 1983 : 114).
8
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that made the printing press so necessary, still act to produce new data bases, new space
telescopes, new chromatographies, new equations, new scanners, new questionnaires, etc.
The mind is still being domesticated.

III. On Inscriptions
What is so important in the images and in the inscriptions scientists and engineers are
busy obtaining, drawing, inspecting, calculating and discussing ? It is, first of all, the
unique advantage they give in the rhetorical or polemical situation. “You doubt of what I
say ? I’ll show you.” And, without moving more than a few inches, I unfold in front of
your eyes figures, diagrams, plates, texts, silhouettes, and then and there present things
that are far away and with which some sort of two-way connection has now been
established. I do not think the importance of this simple mechanism can be
overestimated. Eisenstein has shown it for the past of science, but ethnography of present
laboratories shows the same mechanism (Lynch, 1985a, 1985b ; Star, 1983 ; Law, 1985).
We are so used to this world of print and images, that we can hardly think of what it is to
know something without indexes, bibliographies, dictionaries, papers with references,
tables, columns, photographs, peaks, spots, bands9.
One simple way to make the importance of inscriptions clearer is to consider how little
we are able to convince when deprived of these graphisms through which mobility and
immutability are increased. As Dagognet has shown in two excellent books, no scientific
discipline exists without first inventing a visual and written language which allows it to
break with its confusing past (1969, 1973). The manipulation of substances in gallipots
and alambics becomes chemistry only when all the substances can be written in a
homogeneous language where everything is simultaneously presented to the eye. The
writing of words inside a classification are not enough. Chemistry becomes powerful only
when a visual vocabulary is invented that replaces the manipulations by calculation of
formulas. Chemical structure can be drawn, composed, broken apart on paper, like music
or arithmetic, all the way to Mendeleiev’s table : “for those who know to observe and read
the final periodic table, the properties of the element and that of their various
combinations unfold completely and directly from their positions in the table” (1969 :
p.213). After having carefully analyzed the many innovations in chemical writing and
drawings, he adds this little sentence so close to Goody’s outlook :
It might seem that we consider trivial details —a slight modification in the plane used to write a
chlorine— but, paradoxically, these little details trigger the forces of the modem world. (1969 : p.
199)

Michel Foucault, in his well-known study of clinical medicine, has shown the same
transformation from small scale practice to a large scale manipulation of records (1963).
The same medical mind will generate totally different knowledge if applied to the bellies,
fevers, throats and skins of a few successive patients, or if applied to well-kept records of
hundreds of written bellies, fevers, throats and skins, all coded in the same way and all
synoptically present. Medicine does not become scientific in the mind, or in the eye of its
This is why I do not include in the discussion the large literature on the neurology of vision or the
psychology of perception (see for instance Block, 1981 ; de Mey, 1992). These disciplines, however
important, make so much use of the very process I wish to study that they are as blind as the others to an
ethnography of the crafts and tricks of the visualization.
9
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practitioners, but in the application of old eyes and old minds to new fact sheets inside
new institutions, the hospital. But it is in Discipline and Punish (1975) that Foucault’s
demonstration is closest to the study of inscriptions. The main purpose of the book is to
illustrate the shift from a power which is seen by invisible onlookers, to a new invisible
power that sees everything about everyone. The main advantage of Foucault’s analysis is
not to focus only on files, accounting books, time tables, and drill, but also on the sort of
institutions in which these inscriptions end up being so essential 10. The main innovation is
that of a “panopticon” which allows penology, pedagogy, psychiatry and clinical medicine
to emerge as fullfledged sciences from their carefully kept files. The “panopticon” is
another way of obtaining the “optical consistency” necessary for power on a large scale.
In a famous sentence, Kant asserts that “we shall be rendering a service to reason
should we succeed in discovering the path upon which it can securely travel.” The “sure
path of a science”, however, is, inevitably, in the construction of well-kept files in
institutions that want to mobilize a larger number of resources on a larger scale.
“Optical consistency” is obtained in geology, as Rudwick has shown (1976), by
inventing a new visual language. Without it, the layers of the earth stay hidden and no
matter how many travellers and diggers move around there is no way to sum up their
travels, visions, and claims. The Copernican revolution, dear to Kant’s heart, is an idealist
rendering of a very simple mechanism : if we cannot go to the earth, let the earth come to
us, or, more accurately, let us all go to many places on the earth, and come back with the
same, but different homogenous pictures, that can be gathered, compared, superimposed
and redrawn in a few places, together with the carefully labelled specimens of rocks and
fossils.
In a suggestive book, Fourquet (1980) has illustrated the same inscription gathering for
INSEE, the French institution that provides most economic statistics. It is of course
impossible to talk about the economy of a nation by looking at “it”. The “it” is plainly
invisible, as long as cohorts of enquirers and inspectors have not filled in long
questionnaires, as long as the answers have not been punched onto cards, treated by
computers, analyzed in this gigantic laboratory. Only at the end can the economy be
made visible inside piles of charts and lists. Even this is still too confusing, so that
redrawing and extracting is necessary to provide a few neat diagrams that show the Gross
National Product or the Balance of Payments. The panopticon thus achieved is similar in
structure to a gigantic scientific instrument transforming the invisible world of exchanges
into “the economy”. This is why, at the beginning, I rejected the materialist explanation
that uses “infrastructures” or “markets” or “consumer needs” to account for science and
technology. The visual construction of something like a “market” or an “economy” is
what begs explanation, and this end-product cannot be used to account for science.
In another suggestive book Fabian tries to account for anthropology by looking at its
craftsmanship of visualization (1983). The main difference between us and the savages, he
argues, is not in the culture, in the mind, or in the brain, but in the way we visualize them.
An asymmetry is created because we create a space and a time in which we place the
other cultures, but they do not do the same. For instance, we map their land, but they
have no maps either of their land or of ours ; we list their past, but they do not ; we build
“Un ‘pouvoir d’écriture’ se constitue comme une pièce essentielle dans les rouages de la discipline. Sur
bien des points, il se modèle sur les méthodes traditionnelles de la documentation administrative mais
avec des techniques particulières et des innovations importantes” (Foucault, 1975 :191).
10
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written calendars, but they do not. Fabian’s argument, related to Goody’s and also to
Bourdieu’s critique of ethnography (1972) is that once this first violence has been
committed, no matter what we do, we will not understand the savages any more. Fabian
however, sees this mobilization of all savages in a few lands through collection, mapping,
list making, archives, linguistics, etc. as something evil. With candor, he wishes to find
another way to “know” the savages. But “knowing” is not a disinterested cognitive
activity ; harder facts about the other cultures have been produced in our societies, in
exactly the same way as other facts about ballistics, taxonomy or surgery. One place
gathers in all the others and presents them synoptically to the dissenter so as to modify the
outcome of an agonistic encounter. To make a large number of competitors and
compatriots depart from their usual ways, many ethnographers both had to go further
and longer out of their usual ways, and then come back. The constraints imposed by
convincing people, going out and coming back, are such that this can be achieved only if
everything about the savage life is transformed into immutable mobiles that are easily
readable and presentable. In spite of his wishes, Fabian cannot do better. Otherwise, he
would either have to give up “knowing” or give up making hard facts.
There is no detectable difference between natural and social science, as far as the
obsession for graphism is concerned. If scientists were looking at nature, at economies, at
stars, at organs, they would not see anything. This “evidence”, so to speak, is used as a
classic rebuttal to naïve versions of empiricism (Arnheim, 1969). Scientists start seeing
something once they stop looking at nature and look exclusively and obsessively at prints
and flat inscriptions11. In the debates around perception, what is always forgotten is this
simple drift from watching confusing three-dimensional objects, to inspecting twodimensional images which have been made less confusing. Lynch, like all laboratory
observers, has been struck by the extraordinary obsession of scientists with papers, prints,
diagrams, archives, abstracts and curves on graph paper. No matter what they talk about,
they start talking with some degree of confidence and being believed by colleagues, only
once they point at simple geometrized two-dimensional shapes. The “objects” are
discarded or often absent from laboratories. Bleeding and screaming rats are quickly
dispatched. What is extracted from them is a tiny set of figures. This extraction, like the
few longitudes and latitudes extracted from the Chinese by La Pérouse, is all that counts.
Nothing can be said about the rats, but a great deal can be said about the figures (Latour
and Woolgar, 1979). Knorr (1981) and Star (1983) have also shown the simplification
procedures at work, as if the images were never simple enough for the controversy to be
settled quickly. Every time there is a dispute, great pains are taken to find, or sometimes
to invent, a new instrument of visualization, which will enhance the image, accelerate the
readings, and, as Lynch has shown, conspire with the visual characteristics of the things
that lend themselves to diagrams on paper (coast lines, stars which are like points, wellaligned cells, etc.).
Again, the precise focus should be carefully set, because it is not the inscription hy itself
that should carry the burden of explaining the power of science ; it is the inscription as the
fine edge and the final stage of a whole process of mobilization, that modifies the scale of the
These simple shifts are often transformed by philosophers into complete ruptures from commom sense,
into “coupures épistémologiques” as in Bachelard. It is not because of the empiricists’ naïveté that one has
to fall back on the power of theories to make sense of data. The focus on inscriptions and manipulation of
traces is exactly mid-way between enipiricism and Bachelard’s argument on the power of theories.
11
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rhetoric. Without the displacement, the inscription is worthless ; without the inscription
the displacement is wasted. This is why mobilization is not restricted to paper but paper
always appears at the end when the scale of this mobilization is to be increased.
Collections of rocks, stuffed animals, samples, fossils, artifacts, gene banks, are the first to
be moved around. What counts is the arraying and mustering of resources (biographies of
naturalists, for instance, are replete with anecdotes about crates, archives and specimens),
but this arraying is never simple enough. Collections are essential but only while the
archives are well-kept, the labels are in place, and the specimens do not decay. Even this
is not enough, since a museum collection is still too much for one “mind” to handle. So
the collection will be drawn, written, recoded, and this process will take place as long as
more combinable geometrized forms have not been obtained from the specimens
(continuing the process through which the specimens had been extracted from their
contexts).
So, the phenomenon we are tackling is not inscription per se, but the cascade of ever
simplified inscriptions that allow harder facts to be produced at greater cost. For example,
the description of human fossils which used to be through drawings, is now made by
superimposing a number of mechanical diagrams on the drawings. The photographs of
the skies, although they produce neat little spots, are still much too rich and confusing for
a human eye to look at ; so a computer and a laser eye have been invented to read the
photographs, so that the astronomer never looks at the sky (too costly), nor even at the
photographs (too confusing). The taxonomy of plants is all contained in a famous series of
books at Kew Garden, but the manipulation of this book is as difficult as that of the old
manuscripts since it exists in only one location ; another computer is now being instructed
to try to read the many different prints of this book and provide as many copied versions
as possible of the taxonomic inventory.
In a recent article, Pinch (1985) shows a nice case of accumulation of such traces, each
layer being deposited on the former one only when confidence about its meaning is
stabilized. Do the astrophysicists “see” the neutrinos from the sun or any of the
intermediary “blurs”, “peaks”, and “spots” which compose, by accumulation, the
phenomenon to be seen ? Again, we see that the mechanisms studied by Eisenstein for the
printing press are still with us today at any of the frontiers of science. For instance,
baboon ethology used to be a text in prose in which the narrator talked about animals ;
then the narrator had to include what he or she had seen in the text, as first pictures, then
a statistical rendering of the events ; but with an increasing competition for the
construction of harder facts, the articles now include more and more layers of graphic
display, and the cascade of columns summarized by tables, diagrams, and equations is still
unfolding. In molecular biology, chromatography was read, a few years ago, by bands of
different shades of grey ; the interpretation of these shades is now done by computer, and
a text is eventually obtained straight out of the computer : “ATGCGTTCGC . . . . “
Although more empirical studies should be made in many different fields, there seems to
be a trend in these cascades. They always move on the direction of the greater merging of
figures, numbers and letters, merging greatly facilitated by their homogeneous treatment
as binary units in and by computers.
This trend toward simpler and simpler inscriptions that mobilize larger and larger
numbers of events in one spot, cannot be understood if separated from the agonistic
model that we use as our point of reference. It is as necessary as the race for digging
trenches on the front in 1914. He who visualizes badly loses the encounter ; his fact does
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not hold. Knorr has criticised this argument by taking an ethnomethodological standpoint
(1981). She argues, and rightly so, that an image, a diagram, cannot convince anyone,
both because there are always many interpretations possible, and, above all, because the
diagram does not force the dissenter to look at it. She sees the interest in inscription
devices as an exaggeration of the power of semiotics (and a French one at that!). But such
a position misses the point of my argument. It is precisely because the dissenter can
always escape and try out another interpretation, that so much energy and time is
devoted by scientists to corner him and surround him with ever more dramatic visual
effects. Although in principle any interpretation can be opposed to any text and image, in
practice this is far from being the case ; the cost of dissenting increases with each new
collection, each new labelling, cach new redrawing. This is especially true if the
phenomena we are asked to believe are invisible to the naked eye ; quasars,
chromosomes, brain peptides, leptons, gross national products, classes, coast lines are
never seen but through the “clothed” eye of inscription devices. Thus, one more
inscription, one more trick to enhance contrast, one simple device to decrease
background, one coloring procedure, might be enough, all things being equal, to swing the
balance of power and turn an incredible statement into a credible one which would then be
passed along without further modification. The importance of this cascade of inscriptions
may be ignored when studying events in dally life, but it cannot be overestimated when
analyzing science and technology.
More exactly, it is possible to overestimate the inscription, but not the setting in which
the cascade of ever more written and numbered inscriptions is produced. What we are
really dealing with is the staging of a scenography in which attention is focused on one set
of dramatized inscriptions. The setting works like a giant “optical device” that creates a
new laboratory, a new type of vision and a new phenomenon to look at. I showed one
such setting which I called “Pasteur’s theater of proofs”, (Latour, 1984). Pasteur works as
much on the stage as on the scene and the plot. What counts at the end is a simple visual
perception : dead unvaccinated sheep versus alive vaccinated sheep. The earlier we go
back in history of science, the more attention we see being paid to the setting and the less
to inscriptions themselves. Boyle, for instance, in the fascinating account of his vacuum
pump experiment described by Shapin (1984), had to invent not only the phenomenon,
but the instrument to make it visible, the set-up in which the instrument was displayed,
the written and printed accounts through which the silent reader could read “about” the
experiment, the type of witnesses admitted onto the stage, and even the types of
commentaries the potential witnesses were allowed to utter. “Seeing the vacuum” was
possible only once all these witnesses had been disciplined.
The staging of such “optical devices” is the one Eisenstein describes : a few persons in
the same room talk to one another and point out at two-dimensional pictures ; these
pictures are all there is to see of the things about which they talk. Just because we are used
to this setting, and breathe it like fresh air, does not mean that we should not describe all
the little innovations that make it the most powerful device to achieve power. Tycho
Brahe, in Oranenbourg, had before his eyes, for the first time in history, all the
predictions —that is literally the “previsions”— of the planetary movements ; at the same
place, written in the same language or code, he can read his own observations. This is
more than enough to account for Brahe’s new “insight”.
It was not because he gazed at night skies instead of at old books that Tycho Brahe differed from stargazers of the past. Nor do I think it was because he cared more for ‘stubborn facts’ and precise
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measurement than had the Alexandrians or the Arabs. But he did have at his disposal, as few had
before him, two separate sets of computations based on two different theories, compiled several centuries
apart which he could compare with each other. (Eisenstein, 1979 : 624)

The hagiographers say that he is the first to look at planetary motion, with a mind
freed of the prejudices of the darker ages. No, says Eisenstein, he is the first not to look at
the sky, but to look simultaneously to all the former predictions and his own, written
down together in the same form.
The Danish observer was not only the last of the great naked eye observers ; he was also the first careful
observer who took full advantage of the new powers of the press —powers which enabled astronomers to
detect anomalies in old records, to pinpoint more precisely and register in catalogs the location of each
star, to enlist collaborators in many regions, fix each fresh observation in permanent form and make
necessary corrections in successive editions. (1979 :625)

The discrepancies proliferate, not by looking at the sky, but by carefully superimposing
columns of angles and azimuths. No contradiction, or counterpredictions, could ever have
been visible. Contradiction, as Goody says, is neither a property of the mind, nor of the
scientific method, but is a property of reading letters and signs inside new settings that
focus attention on inscriptions alone.
The same mechanism is visible, to draw an example from a different time and place,
in Roger Guillemin’s vision of endorphin, a brain peptide. The brain is as obscure and as
messy as the Renaissance sky. Even the many first-level purifications of brain extracts
provide a “soup” of substances. The whole research strategy is to gel peaks that are clearly
readable out of a confused background. Each of the samples which provides a neater peak
is in turn purified until there is only one peak on the little window of a high pressure
liquid chromatograph. Then the substance is injected in minute quantities into guinea pig
gut. The contractions of the gut are hooked up, through electronic hardware, to a
physiograph. What is there at hand to see the object “endorphine” ? The superimposition
of the first peak with the slope in the physiograph starts to produce an object whose limits
are the visual inscriptions produced in the lab. The object is a real object no more and no
less than any other, since many such visual layers can be produced. Its resistance as a real
fact depends only on the number of such visual layers that Guillemin’s lab can mobilize
all at once in one spot, in front of the dissenter. For each “objection” there is an
inscription that blocks the dissent ; soon, the dissenter is forced to quit the game or to
come back later with other and better visual displays. Objectivity is slowly erected inside
the laboratory walls by mobilizing more faithful allies.

IV. Capitalizing Inscriptions to Mobilize Allies
Can we summarize why it is so important for Brahe, Boyle, Pasteur or Guillemin to
work on two-dimensional inscriptions instead of the sky, the air, health, or the brain ?
What can they do with the first, that you cannot do with the second ? Let me list a few of
the advantages of the “paper-work”.
1. Inscriptions are mobile, as I indicated for La Pérouse’s case. Chinese, planets,
microbes —none of these can move ; however, maps, photographic plates, and Petri
dishes can.
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2. They are immutable when they move, or at least everything is done to obtain this
result : specimens are chloroformed, microbian colonies are stuck into gelatine, even
exploding stars are kept on graph papers in each phase of their explosion.
3. They are made flat. There is nothing you can dominate as easily as a flat surface of a
few square meters ; there is nothing hidden or convoluted, no shadows, no “double
entendre”. In politics as in science, when someone is said to “master” a question or to
“dominate” a subject, you should normally look for the flat surface that enables mastery
(a map, a list, a file, a census, the wall of a gallery, a card-index, a repertory) ; and you will
find it.
4. The scale of the inscriptions may be modified at will, without any change in their
internal proportions. Observers never insist on this simple fact : no matter what the
(reconstructed) size of the phenomena, they all end up being studied only when they
reach the same average size. Billions of galaxies are never bigger, when they are counted,
than nanometer-sized chromosomes ; international trade is never much bigger than
mesons ; scale models of oil refineries end up having the same dimensions as plastic
models of atoms. Confusion resumes outside a few square meters. This trivial change of
scale seems innocuous enough, but it is the cause of most of the “superiority” of scientists
and engineers : no one else deals only with phenomena that can be dominated with the
eyes and held by hands, no matter when and where they come from or what their original
size.
5. They can be reproduced and spread at little cost, so that all the instants of time and all
the places in space can be gathered in another time and place. This is “Eisenstein’s
effect”.
6. Since these inscriptions are mobile, flat, reproducible, still and of varying scales,
they can be reshuffled and recombined. Most of what we impute to connections in the mind
may be explained by this reshuffling of inscriptions that all have the same “optical
consistency”. The same is true of what we call “metaphor” (see a funny case in Woolf,
1975 ; see also Latour and Woolgar, 1979 : chap. 4 ; Goody, 1977 ; Hughes, 1979 ; Ong,
1982).
7. One aspect of these recombinations is that it is possible to superimpose several images
of totally different origins and scales. To link geology and economics seems an impossible
task, but to superimpose a geological map with the printout of the commodity market at
the New York Stock Exchange, requires good documentation and takes a few inches.
Most of what we call “structure”, “pattem”, “theory”, and “abstraction” are
consequences of these superimpositions (Bertin, 1973). “Thinking is hand-work”, as
Heidegger said, but what is in the hands are inscriptions. Levi-Strauss’s theories of
savages are an artifact of card indexing at the College de France, exactly as Ramist’s
method is, for Ong, an artifact of the prints accumulated at the Sorbonne ; or modern
taxonomy a result of the bookkeeping undertaken amongst other places at Kew Gardens.
8. But one of the most important advantages is that the inscription can, after only little
cleaning up, be made part of a written text. I have considered elsewhere at length this
common ground in which inscriptions coming from instruments merge with already
published texts and with new texts in draft. This characteristic of scientific texts has been
shown by Ivins and Eisenstein for the past. A present day laboratory may still be defined
as the unique place where a text is made to comment on things which are all present in it.
Because the commentary, earlier texts (through citations and references), and “things”
have the same optical consistency, and the same semiotic homogeneity, an extraordinary
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degree of certainty is achieved by writing and reading these articles (Latour and Bastide,
1985 ; Lynch, 1984 ; Law, 1983). The text is not simply “illustrated”, it carries all there is
to see in what it writes about. Through the laboratory, the text and the spectacle of the
world end up having the same character.
9. But the last advantage is the greatest. The two-dimensional character of inscriptions
allow them to merge with geometry. As we saw for perspective, space on paper can be made
continuous with three-dimensional space. The result is that we can work on paper with
rulers and numbers, but still manipulate three-dimensional objects “out there” (Ivins,
1973). Better still, because of this optical consistency, everything, no matter where it
comes from, can be converted into diagrams and numbers, and combination of numbers
and tables can be used which are still easier to handle than words or silhouettes
(Dagognet, 1973). You cannot measure the sun, but you can measure a photograph of the
sun with a ruler. Then the number of centimeters read can easily migrate through
different scales, and provide solar masses for completely different objects. This is what I
call, for want of a better term, the second-degree advantage of inscriptions, or the surplusvalue that is gained through their capitalization.
These nine advantages should not be isolated from one another and should always be
seen in conjunction with the mobilization process they accelerate and summarize. In
other words, every possible innovation that offers any of these advantages will be selected
by eager scientists and engineers : new photographs, new dyes to color more cell cultures,
new reactive paper, a more sensitive physiograph, a new indexing system for librarians, a
new notation for algebraic function, a new heating system to keep specimens longer.
History of science is the history of these innovations. The role of the mind has been vastly
exaggerated, as has been that of perception (Arnheim, 1969). An average mind or an
average man, with the same perceptual abilities, within normal social conditions, will
generate totally different output depending on whether his or her average skills apply to
the confusing world or to inscriptions.
It is especially interesting to focus on the ninth advantage, because it gives us a way to
make “formalism” a more mundane and a more material reality. To go from “empirical”
to “theoretical” sciences is to go from slower to faster mobiles, from more mutable to less
mutable inscriptions. The trends we studied above do not break down when we look at
formalism but, on the contrary, increase fantastically. Indeed, what we call formalism is
the acceleration of displacement without transformation. To grasp this point, let us go back to
Section II. The mobilization of many resources through space and time is essential for
domination on a grand scale. I proposed to call immutable mobiles these objects that
allow this mobilization to take place. I also argued that the best of these mobiles had to do
with written, numbered or optically consistent paper surfaces. But I also indicated, though
without offering an explanation, that we had to deal with cascades of ever more simplified
and costlier inscriptions. This ability to form a cascade has now to be explained because
gathering written and imaged resources in one place, even with two-way connections,
does not by itself guarantee any superiority for the one who gathers them. Why ? Because
the gatherer of such traces is immediately swamped in them. I showed such a
phenomenon at work in Guillemin’s laboratory ; after only a few days of letting the
instruments run, the piles of printout were enough to boggie the mind (Latour and
Woolgar, 1979 : chap. 2). The same thing happened to Darwin after a few years of
collecting specimens with the Beagle, there were so many crates that Darwin was almost
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squeezed out of his house. So by themselves the inscriptions do not help a location to
become a center that dominates the rest of the world. Something has to be done to the
inscriptions which is similar to what the inscriptions do to the “things”, so that at the end
a few elements can manipulate all the others on a vast scale. The same deflating strategy
we used to show how “things” were turned into paper, can show how paper is turned into
less paper.
Let us take as example “the effectiveness of Galileo’s work”, as it is seen by Drake
(1970). Drake does indeed use the word formalism to designate what Galileo is able to do
that his predecessors were not. But what is described is more interesting than that. Drake
compares the diagrams and commentaries of Galileo with those two older scholars,
Jordan and Stevin. Interestingly, in Jordan’s demonstration “the physical element is, as
you see, brought in as an afterthought to the geometry, by main force as it were”
(1970:103). With Simon Stevin’s diagram, this is the opposite : “The previous situation is
reversed ; geometry is eliminated in favor of pure mechanical intuition” (1970 : 103). So,
what seems to happen is that Galileo’s two predecessors could not visually accommodate the
problem on a paper surface and see the result simultaneously as both geometry and
physics. A simple change in the geometry used by Galileo allows him to connect many
different problems, whereas his two predecessors worked on disconnected shapes over
which they had no control:
Galileo’s way of merging geometry and physics became apparent in his proof of the same theorem in his
early treatise on motion dating from 1590. The method itself suggested to him not only many corollaries
but successive improvements of the proof itself and further physical implications of it. (Drake, 1970 :
104).

This ability to connect might be located in Galileo’s mind. In fact, what gets connected
are three different visual horizons held synoptically because the surface of paper is
considered as geometrical space :
you see how the entire demonstration constitutes a reduction of the problem of equilibrium on inclined
planes to the lever, which in itself removes the theorem from the isolation in which it stood before.
(Drake, 1970:106)

This innocuous term “removing from isolation” is constantly used by those who talk of
theories. No wonder. If you just hold Galileo’s diagram, you hold three domains ; when
you hold the others, only one. The holding allowed by a “theory” is no more mysterious
(and no less) than the holding of armies, or of stocks, or of positions in space. It is
fascinating to see that Drake explains the efficiency of Galileo’s connection in terms of his
creation of a geometrical medium in which geometry and physics merge. This is a much
more material explanation than Koyré’s idealist one, although the “matter” in Drake’s
rendering is a certain type of inscription on papers and certain ways of looking at it.
Similar tactics that use diagrams in order to establish rapid links between many
unrelated problems are documented by cognitive psychologists. In a recent review,
Herbert Simon (1982) compares the tactics of experts and novices in drawing diagrams
when they are questioned about simple physical problems (pumps, water flows, and so
on). The crucial difference between experts and novices is exactly the same as that
pointed out by Drake :
the crucial thing that appeared in the expert behaviour was that the formulation from the initial and the
final condition was assembled in such a way that the relations between them and hence the answer
could essentially be read off from it (the diagram) (Simon, 1982 : 169).
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With this question in mind, one is struck by the metaphors “theoreticians” use to
celebrate and rank theories12. The two main sets of metaphors insist respectively upon
increased mobility and increased immutability. Good theories are opposed to bad ones or
to “mere collections of empirical facts” because they provide “easy access to them”.
Hankel, for instance, criticizes Diophantes in the words that a French civil engineer
would use to denigrate the Nigerian highway system :
Any question requires a quite special method, which after will not serve even for the most closely allied
problems. It is on that accord difficult for a modern mathematician even after studying one hundred
Diophantine solutions, to solve the 101st problem ; and if we have made the attempt, and after some
vain endeavours read Diophantus’ own solution, we shall be astonished to see how suddenly he leaves
the broad highroad, dashes into a side path and with a quick turn reaches the goal… (cited in Bloor,
1976 : 102)

The safe path of science, as Kant would say, is not the same for the Greeks, for the
Bororos and for us ; but neither are the systems of transportation identical. One could
object that these are only metaphors. Yes, but the etymology of metaphoros is itself
enlightening. It means precisely displacement, transportation, transfer. No matter if they
are mere images, these metaphors aptly carry the obsession of theoreticians for easy
transportation and rapid communication. A more powerful theory, we submit, is one that
with fewer elements and fewer and simpler transformations makes it possible to get at
every other theory (past and future). Every time a powerful theory is celebrated it is
always possible to rephrase this admiration in terms of the most trivial struggle for power :
holding this place allows me to hold all the others (Latour, 1984b : Part 2). This is the
problem we have encountered right through this paper : how to assemble many allies in
one place.
A similar link between ability to abstract and the practical work of mobilizing
resources without transforming them is seen in much of cognitive science. In Piaget’s tests,
for instance, much fuss is made of water poured from a tall thin beaker into a short flat
one. If the children say the water volume has changed, they are nonconserving. But as
any laboratory observer knows, most of the phenomena depend upon which measure to
read, or which to believe in case of discrepancy. The shift from nonconserving to
conserving might not be a modification in cognitive structure, but a shift in indicators :
read the height of the water in the first beaker and believe it more than the reading from
the flat beaker. The notion of “volume” is held between the calibrated beakers exactly like
Guillemin’s endorphin is held between several peaks from at least five different
instruments. In other words, Piaget is asking his children to do a laboratory experiment
comparable in difficulty to that of the average Nobel Prize winner. If any shift in thinking
occurs, it has nothing to do with the mind, but with the manipulation of the laboratory
setting. Out of this setting no answer can be offered on volume. The best proof of this is
that without industrially calibrated beakers Piaget himself would be totally unable to
A nice example is that of Carnot’s thermodynainics studied by Redondi (1980). Carnot’s know-how is
not about building a machine but rather a diagram. This diagram is drawn in such a way that it allows
one to move from one engine to any other, and indeed to nonexistent engines simply drawn on paper,
Real three-dimensional steam engines are interesting but localized and cumbersome. Thermodynamics is
to them what La Pérouse’s map is to the islands of the Pacific. When going from one engine to the theory
or from one island to the map, you do not go from concrete to abstract, from empirical to theoretical, you
go from one place that dominates no one, to another place that dominates all the others. If you grasp
thermodynamics you grasp all engine, (past, present and future —see Diesel). The question about theories
is : who controls whom and on what scale.
12
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decide what is conserved (see also Cole and Scribner, 1974 : last chapter). So again, most
of what we grant a priori to “higher cognitive functions” might be concrete tasks done
with new calibrated, graduated and written objects. More generally, Piaget is obsessed
with conservation and displacement through space without alteration (Piaget and Garcia,
1983). Thinking is tantamount to acquiring the ability to move as fast as possible while
conserving as much of the pattern as possible. What Piaget takes as the logic of the
psyche, is this very logic of mobilization and immutability which is so peculiar to our
scientific societies, when they want to produce hard facts to dominate on a large scale. No
wonder that all these “abilities” to move fast in such a world get better with schooling!13
We now come closer to an understanding of the matter that constitutes formalism.
The point of departure is that we are constantly hesitating between several often
contradictory indications from our senses. Most of what we call “abstraction” is in
practice the belief that a written inscription must be believed more than any contrary
indications from the senses14. Koyré, for instance, has shown that Galileo believed in the
inertia principle on mathematical grounds even against the contrary evidences offered to
him not only by the Scriptures, but also by the senses. Koyré claims that this rejection of
the senses was due to Galileo’s Platonist philosophy. This might be so. But what does it
mean practically ? It means that faced with many contrary indications, Galileo, in the last
instance, believed more in the triangular diagram for calculating the law of falling bodies,
then any other vision of falling bodies (Koyré, 1966 : 147). When in doubt, believe the
inscriptions, written in mathematical terms, no matter to what absurdities this might lead
you15.
After Eisenstein’s magisterial reworking of the Book of Nature argument, and Alper’s
redefinition of “visual culture”, the ethnography of abstraction might be easier : What is
A nice a contrario proof is provided by Edgerton’s study of Chinese technical drawings (1980). He claims
that Chinese artits have no interest in the figures or, more exactly, that they take figures not inside the
perspective space on which an engineer can work and make calculations and previsions, but as illustration.
In consequence, all the links between parts of the machines become decorations (a complex part of the
pump becomes, for instance, waves on a pond after a few copies !). No one would say that Chinese are
unable to abstract, but it would not be absurd to say that they do not put their full confidence into writing
and imaging.
13

In a beautiful article Carlo Ginzburg speaks of a “paradigm of the trace” to designate this peculiar
obsession of our culture that he traces —precisely !— from Greck medicine, to Conan Doyle’s detective
story, through Freud’s interest in lapsus and the detection of art forgeries (1980). Falling back, however,
on a classical prejudice, Ginzburg puts physics and hard sciences aside from such a paradigm because, he
contends, they do not rely on traces but on abstract, universal phenomena !
14

Ivins explains, for instance, that most Greek parallels in geometry do not meet because they are
touched with the hands, whereas Renaissance parallels do meet since they are only seen on paper
(1973 :7). Jean Lave, in her studies of Californian grocery shoppers, shows that people confronted with a
difficulty in their computation rarely stick to the paper and never put their confidence in what is written
(Lave et al., 1983). To do so no matter how absurd the consequences requires still another set of peculiar
circumstances related to laboratory settings, even if these are as Livingston says (1993) “flat laboratories”.
In one of his twelve or so origins of geometry Serres argues that having invented the alphabet and thus
broken any connection between written shapes and the signified, the Greeks had to cope with pictorial
representation. He argues that what we came to call formalism is an alphabetic text trying to describe
visual diagrams : “Qu’est-ce que cette géométrie dans la pratique ? Non point dans les “idées” qu’elle
suppose mais dans l’activité qui la pose. Elle est d’abord un art du dessin. Elle est ensuite un langage qui
parle du dessin tracé que celui-ci soit présent ou absent” (Serres. 1990 : 176).
15
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this society in which a written, printed, mathematical form has greater credence, in case
of doubt, than anything else : common sense, the senses other than vision, political
authority, tradition, and even the Scriptures ? It is obvious that this feature of society is
overdetermined since it can be found in the written Law (Clanchy, 1979) ; in the biblical
exegesis of the Holy Scriptures and in the history of Geometry (Husserl, 1954 ; Derrida,
1967 ; Serres, 1980). Without this peculiar tendency to privilege what is written, the
power of inscription would be entirely lost, as Edgerton hints in his discussion of Chinese
diagrams. No matter how beautiful, rich, precise, or realistic inscriptions may be, no one
would believe what they showed, if they could be contradicted by other evidence of local,
sensory origin or pronouncements of the local authorities. I feel that we would make a
giant step forward if we could relate this peculiar feature of our culture with the
requirement of mobilization I have outlined several times. Most of the “domain” of
cognitive psychology and epistemology does not exist but is related to this strange
anthropological puzzle : a training (often in schools) to manipulate written inscriptions, to
array them in cascades and to believe the last one on the series more than any evidence to
the contrary. It is in the description of this training that the anthropology of geometry and
mathematics should be decisive (Livingston, 1983 ; Lave, 1985, 1986 ; Serres, 1982).

V. Paperwork
There are two ways in which the visualization processes we are all interested in may be
ignored ; one is to grant to the scientific mind what should be granted to the hands, to the
eyes and to the signs ; the other is to focus exclusively on the signs qua signs, without
considering the mobilization of which they are but the fine edge. All innovations in
picture making, equations, communications, archives, documentation, instrumentation,
argumentation, will be selected for or against depending on how they simultaneously
affect either inscription or mobilization. This link is visible not only in the empirical
sciences, not only in the (former) realm of formalism, but also in many “practical”
endeavors from which science is often unduly severed.
In a heautiful book, Booker retraces the history of engineering drawings (1982). Linear
perspective (see above) progressively “changed the concept of pictures from being just
representation to that of their being projections onto planes” (p. 31). But perspective still
depended on the observer’s position, so the objects could not really be moved everywhere
without corruption. Desargues’s and Monge’s works :
helped to change the ‘point of view’ or way of looking at things mentally. In place of the imaginary fines
of space —so difficult to conceive clearly— which were the basis of perspective at that time, projective
geometry allowed perspective to be seen in terms of solid geometry. (Booker, 1982:34)

With descriptive geometry, the observer’s position becomes irrelevant. “It can be
viewed and photographed from any angle or projected onto any plane —that is,
distorted— and the result remains true” (p. 35). Booker and still better Baynes and Push
(1981) in a splendid book (see also Deforges, 1981) show how a few engineers could master
enormous machines that did not yet exist. These feats cannot be imagined without
industrial drawings. Booker, quoting an engineer, describes the change of scale that allows
the few to dominate the many :
A machine that has heen drawn is like an ideal realisation of it, but in a material that costs little and is
easier to handle than iron or steel… If everything is first well thought out, and the essential dimensions
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determined by calculations or experience, the plan of a machine or installation of machines can be
quickly put on paper and the whole thing as well as the detail can then most conveniently be submited to
the severest criticism… If at first there is doubt as to which of various possible arrangements is the most
desirable then they are all sketched, compared with one another and the most suitable can easily be
chosen. (Booker, 1982 :187)

Industrial drawing not only creates a paper world that can be manipulated as if in
three dimensions. It also creates a common place for many other inscriptions to come
together ; margins of tolerance can be inscribed on the drawing, the drawing can be used
for economic calculation, or for defining the tasks to be made, or for organizing the
repairs and the sales.
But drawings are of the utmost importance not only for planning but also for execution since by means
of them the measurements and proportions of all the parts can be so sharply and definitely determined
from the beginning that when it comes to manufacture it is only necessary to imitate in the materials
used for construction exactly what is shown in the drawing.
Every part of the machine can in general be manufactured independently of every other part ; it is
therefore possible to distribute the entire work among a great number of workers… No substantial errors
can arise in work organised in this manner and if it does happen that on a rare occasion a mistake has
been made it is immediately known with whom the blame lies. (Booker, 1982 :198)

Realms of reality that seem far apart (mechanics, economics, marketing, scientific
organization of work) are inches apart, once flattened out onto the same surface. The
accumulation of drawings in an optically consistent space is, once again, the “universal
exchanger” that allows work to be planned, dispatched, realized, and responsibility to be
attributed16.
The connective quality of written traces is still more visible in the most despised of all
ethnographic objects : the file or the record. The “rationalization” granted to
bureaucracy since Hegel and Weber has been attributed by mistake to the “mind” of
(Prussian) bureaucrats. It is all in the files themselves. A bureau is, in many ways, and
more and more every year, a small laboratory in which many elements can be connected
together just because their scale and nature has been averaged out : legal texts,
specifications, standards, payrolls, maps, surveys (ever since the Norman conquiest, as
shown by Clanchy, 1979). Economics, politics, sociology, hard sciences, do not come into
contact through the grandiose entrance of “interdisciplinarity” but through the back door
of the file. The “cracy” of bureaucracy is mysterious and hard to study, but the “bureau”
is something that can be empirically studied, and which explains, because of its structure,
why some power is given to an average mind just by looking at files : domains which are
far apart become literally inches apart ; domains which are convoluted and hidden,
become flat ; thousands of occurrences can be looked at synoptically. More importantly,
once files start being gathered everywhere to insure some two-way circulation of
The link between technical thinking and technical drawing is so close that scholars establish it even
unwillingly. For instance, Bertrand Gille, when accounting for the creation of a new “système technique”
in Alexandria during the Hellenistic period, is obliged to say that it is the availability of a good library and
the gathering of a collection of scale models of all the machines previously invented, that transformed
“mere practice” into techno-logy (1990). What makes the “système technique” a system is the synoptic
vision of all the former technical achievements which are all taken out of their isolation. This link is most
clearly visible when an inscription device is hooked up to a working machine to make it comprehensible
(Hills and Pacey, 1981 ; Constant, 1983). A nice rendering of the paperworld necessary to make a
computer real is to be found in Kidder (1981). “The soul of the machine” is a pile of paper…
16
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immutable mobiles, they can be arrayed in cascade : files of files can be generated and
this process can be continued until a few men consider millions as if they were in the
palms of their hands. Common sense ironically makes fun of these “gratte papiers” and
“paper shufflers”, and often wonders what all this “red tape” is for ; but the same question
should be asked of the rest of science and technology. In our cultures “paper shuffling” is
the source of an essential power, that constantly escapes attention since its materiality is
ignored.
McNeill, in his fundamental book The Pursuit of Power (1982), uses this ability to
distinguish Chinese bureaucracy from that of the Occident. Accumulation of records and
ideograms make the Chinese Empire possible. But there is a major drawback with
ideograms ; once gathered you cannot array them in a cascade in such a way that
thousands of records can be turned in one, that is literally “punctualized” through
geometrical or mathematical skills. So here again, if we keep both the quality of the signs
and the mobilization process in focus, we may understand why careful limits have been
put in the past to the growth of the Chinese imperium, and why these limits to the
mobilization of resources on a grand scale have been broken in Europe. It is hard to
overestimate the power that is gained by concentrating files written in a homogeneous
and combinable form (Wheeler, 1969 ; Clanchy, 1979).
This role of the bureaucrat qua scientist qua writer and reader, is always misunderstood
because we take for granted that there exist, somewhere in society, macro-actors that
naturally dominate the scene : Corporation, State, Productive Forces, Cultures,
Imperialisms, “Mentalités”, etc. Once accepted, these large entities are then used to
explain (or to not explain) “cognitive” aspects of science and technology. The problem is
that these entities could not exist at all without the construction of long networks in which
numerous faithful records circulate in both directions, records which are, in turn,
summarized and displayed to convince. A “state”, a “corporation”, a “culture”, an
“economy” are the result of a punctualization process that obtains a few indicators out of
many traces. In order to exist these entities have to be summed up somewhere. Far from
being the key to the understanding of science and technology, these entities are the very
things a new understanding of science and technology should explain. The large scale
actors to which sociologists of science are keen to attach “interests” are immaterial in
practice as long as precise mechanisms to explain their origin or extraction and their
changes of scale have not been proposed.
A man is never much more powerful than any other —even from a throne ; but a man
whose eye dominates records through which some sort of connections are established with
millions of others may be said to dominate. This domination, however, is not a given but a
slow construction and it can be corroded, interrupted or destroyed if the records, files and
figures are immobilized, made more mutable, less readable, less combinable or unclear
when displayed. In other words, the scale of an actor is not an absolute term but a relative
one that varies with the ability to produce, capture, sum up and interpret information
about other places and times (Callon and Latour, 1981). Even the very notion of scale is
impossible to understand without an inscription or a map in mind. The “great man” is a
little man looking at a good map. In Mercator’s frontispiece Atlas is transformed from a
god who carries the world into a scientist who holds it in his hand (Mukerji, 1985) !
Since the beginning of this presentation on visualization and cognition, I have been
recasting the simple question of power : how the few may dominate the many. After
McNeill’s major reconceptualization of the history of power in terms of mobilization, this
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age-old question of political philosophy and sociology can be rephrased in another way :
how can distant or foreign places and times be gathered in one place in a form that allows
all the places and times to be presented at once, and which allows orders to move back to
where they came from ? Talking of power is an endless and mystical task ; talking of
distance, gathering, fidelity, summing up, transmission, etc. is an empirical one, as has
been illustrated in a recent study by John Law of the Portuguese spice road to India
(1986). Instead of using large-scale entities to explain science and technology as most
sociologists of science do, we should start from the inscriptions and their mobilization and
see how they help small entities to become large ones. In this shift from one research
program to another, “science and technology” will cease to be the mysterious cognitive
object to be explained by the social world. It will become one of the main sources of
power (McNeill, 1982). To take the existence of macro-actors for granted without
studying the material that makes them “macro”, is to make both science and society
mysterious. To take the fabrication of various scales as our main center of interest is to
place the practical means of achieving power on a firm foundation (Cicourel, 1981). The
Pentagon does not see more of the Russians’ strategy than Guillemin does his endorphin.
They simply put faith in superimposed traces of various quality, opposing some to others,
retracing the steps of those that are dubious, and spending billions to create new branches
of science and technology that can accelerate the mobility of traces, perfect their
immutability, enhance readability, insure their compatibility, quicken their display :
satellites, networks of espionage, computers, libraries, radioimmunoassays, archives,
surveys. They will never see more of the phenomena than what they can build through
these many immutable mobiles. This is obvious, but rarely seen.
If this little shift from a social/cognitive divide to the study of inscriptions is accepted,
then the importance of metrology appears in proper light. Metrology is the scientific
organization of stable measurement and standards. Without it no measurement is stable
enough to allow either the homogeneity of the inscriptions or their return. It is not
surprising then to learn that metrology costs up to three times the budget of all Research
and Development, and that this figure is for only the first elements of the metrological
chain (Hunter, 1980). Thanks to metrological organization the basic physical constants
(time, space, weight, wave-length) and many biological and chemical standards may be
extended “every-where” (Zerubavel, 1982 ; Landes, 1983). The universality of science
and technology is a cliché of epistemology but metrology is the practical achievement of
this mystical universality. In practice it is costly and full of holes (see Cochrane, 1966 for
the history of the Bureau of Standards). Metrology is only the official and primary
component of an ever increasing number of measuring activities we all have to undertake
in daily life. Every time we look at our wristwatch or weigh a sausage at the butchers
shop ; every time applied laboratories measure lead pollution, water purity, or control the
quality of industrial goods, we allow more immutable mobiles to reach new places.
“Rationalization” has very little to do with the reason of bureau and techno-crats, but has
a lot to do with the maintenance of metrological chains (Uselding, 1981). This building of
long networks provides the stability of the main physical constants, but there are many
other metrological activities for less “universal” measures (polls, questionnaires, forms to
fill in, accounts, tallies).
There is one more domain into which this ethnography of inscription could bring
some “light.” I want to talk about it, since at the beginning of this overview, I rejected
dichotomies between “mentalist” and “materialist” explanations. Among the interesting
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immutable mobiles there is one that has received both too little and too much attention :
money. The anthropology of money is as complicated and entangled as that of writing,
but one thing is clear. As soon as money starts to circulate through different cultures, it
develops a few clearcut characteristics : it is mobile (once in small pieces), it is immutable
(once in metal), it is countable (once it is coined), combinable, and can circulate from the
things valued to the center that evaluates and back. Money has received too much
attention because it has been thought of as something special, deeply inserted in the
infrastructure of economies, whereas it is just one of the many immutable mobiles
necessary if one place is to exercise power over many other places far apart in space and
time. As a type of immutable mobile amongst others it has, however, received too little
attention. Money is used to code all states of affairs in exactly the way that La Pérouse
coded all places by longitude and latitude (actually, in his log book La Pérouse registered
both the places on the map and the values of each good as if it were to be sold in some
other place). In this way, it is possible to accumulate, to count, to display, and to
recombine all the states of affairs. Money is neither more nor less “material” than map
making, engineering drawings or statistics.
Once its ordinary character is recognized, the “abstraction” of money can no longer
be the object of a fetish cult. For instance, the importance of the art of accounting both in
economies and science falls nicely into place. Money is not interesting as such but as one
type of immutable mobile that links goods and places ; so it is no wonder if it quickly
merges with other written inscriptions : figures, columns, double-entry bookkeeping
(Roover, 1963). No wonder if, through accounting, it is possible to gain more just by
recombining numbers (Braudel, 1979, especially vol. 3). Here again, too much emphasis
should not be placed on the visualization of numbers per se ; what should really be
stressed is the cascade of mobile inscriptions that end up in an account, which is, literally,
the only thing that counts. Exactly as with any scientific inscription, in case of doubt the
new accountant prefers to believe inscription, no matter how strange the consequences
and counterintuitive the phenomena. The history of money is thus seized by the same
trend as all the other immutable mobiles ; any innovations that can accelerate money to
enlarge its power of mobilization are kept : checks, endorsement, paper money, electronic
money. This trend is not due to the development of capitalism. “Capitalism” is, on the
contrary, an empty word as long as precise material instruments are not proposed to
explain any capitalization at all, be it of specimens, books, information or money.
Thus, capitalism is not to be used to explain the evolution of science and technology. It
seems to me that it should be quite the contrary. Once science and technology are
rephrased in terms of immutable mobiles it might be possible to explain economic
capitalism, as another process of mobilization. What indicates this are the many
weaknesses of money ; money is a nice immutable mobile that circulates from one point
to another but it carries very little with it. If the name of the game is to accumulate
enough allies in one place to modify the belief and behavior of all the others, money is a
poor resource as long as it is isolated. It becomes useful when it is combined with all the
other inscription devices ; then, the different points of the world become really
transported in a manageable form to a single place which then becomes a center. Just as
with Eisenstein’s printing press, which is one factor that allows all the others to merge
with one another, what counts is not the capitalization of money, but the capitalization of
all compatible inscriptions. Instead of talking of merchants, princes, scientists,
astronomers and engineers as having some sort of relation with one another, it seems to
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me it would be more productive to talk about “centers of calculation”. The currency in which
they calculate is less important than the fact that they calculate only with inscriptions and
mix together in these calculations inscriptions coming from the most diverse disciplines.
The calculations themselves are less important than the way they are arrayed in cascades,
and the bizarre situation in which the last inscription is believed more than anything else.
Money per se is certainly not the universal standard looked for by Marx and other
economists. This qualification should be granted to centers of calculation and to the
peculiarity of written traces which makes rapid translation between one medium and
another possible.
Many efforts have been made to link the history of science with the history of
capitalism, and many efforts have been made to describe the scientist as a capitalist. All
these efforts (including mine —Latour and Woolgar, 1979 : chap. 5 ; Latour 1984a) were
doomed from the start, since they took for granted a division between mental and
material factors, an artifact of our ignorance of inscriptions17. There is not a history of
engineers, then a history of capitalists, then one of scientists, then one of mathematicians,
then one of economists. Rather, there is a single history of these centers of calculation. It
is not only because they look exclusively at maps, account books, drawings, legal texts and
files, that cartographers, merchants, engineers, jurists and civil servants get the edge on all
the others. It is because all these inscriptions can be superimposed, reshuffled,
recombined, and summarized, and that totally new phenomena emerge, hidden from the
other people from whom all these inscriptions have been exacted.
More precisely we should be able to explain, with the concept and empirical
knowledge of these centers of calculation, how insignificant people working only with
papers and signs become the most powerful of all. Papers and signs are incredibly weak
and fragile. This is why explaining anything with them seemed so ludicrous at first. La
Pérouse’s map is not the Pacific, anymore than Watt’s drawings and patents are the
engines, or the bankers’ exchange rates are the economies, or the theorems of topology
are “the real world”. This is precisely the paradox. By working on papers alone, on fragile
inscriptions which are immensely less than the things from which they are extracted, it is
still possible to dominate all things, and all people. What is insignificant for all other
cultures becomes the most significant, the only significant aspect of reality. The weakest,
by manipulating inscriptions of all sorts obsessively and exclusively, become the strongest.
The direction we go to by asking such questions is quite different from those of either the sociology of
science or the cognitive sciences (especially when they both try to merge as in de Mey’s synthesis (1982)).
Two recent attempts have been made to relate the fine structure of cognitive abilities to social structure.
The first one uses Hesse’s networks and Kuhn’s paradigms (Barnes, 1982), the second Wittgenstein’s
“language games” (Bloor, 1983). These attempts are intersting but they still try to answer a question
which the present review wishes to reject : how cognitive abilities are related to our societies. The question
(and thus the various answers) accept the idea that the stuff society is made of is somehow different from
that of our sciences, our images, and our information. The phenomenon I wish to focus on is slightly
different from those revealed by Barnes and Bloor. We are dealing with a single ethnographic puzzle :
some societies —very few indeed— are made by capitalizing on a larger scale. The obsession with rapid
displacement and stable invariance, for powerful and safe linkages, is not a part of our culture, or
“influenced” by social interests : it is our culture. Too often sociologists look for indirect relations between
“interests” and “technical” details. The reason of their blindness is simple : they limit the meaning of
“social” to society without realizing that the mobilizing of allies and, in general, the transformation of
weak into strong associations, is what “social” also means. Why look for farfetched relations when
technical details of science talk directly of invariance, association, displacement, immutability and so on ?
(Law, 1986, Latour, 1984b ; Callon, Law and Rip, 1986).
17
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This is the view of power we get at by following this theme of visualization and cognition
in all its consequences.
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4 The Transduction of Space

The modern city exists as a haze of software instructions. Nearly every urban practice is becoming
mediated by code.
-Ash Amin and Nigel Thrift
Technicity and transduction account for how things become what they are rather than what
they are.
-Adrian Mackenzie, our emphasis

In the opening chapter, we proposed that one of the primary reasons why software
makes a difference to the world people inhabit is because it modulates the conditions
under which sociospatial processes operate. We also suggested that software studies to
date have largely ignored the role of space as a conceptual and analytical tool for
understanding how and why software matters, instead prioritizing the role played by
social relations and time. Space has been effectively relegated to the role of mere
backdrop or inert stage.
In this chapter, we challenge such a view, arguing that space is a critical component,
along with social relations and temporality, in understanding everyday life. Social
relations do not operate independently of space or simply at a location, rather space
is an active constitutive element in the production of social relations, communal formations, political organization, and personal regulation. In other words, the social is
inherently temporal and spatial. Indeed, one only has to think of everyday living to
realize how space provides a defining context in which relations unfold, and which
in turn produce space. For example, people's labor is performed in particular workplaces, consumption unfolds in specific retail and leisure spaces, domestic life takes
place within individual homes and distinctive neighborhoods, travel consists of journeys through and between localities, and communication is embedded within particular domains or links together geographically separated places. In all these cases, the
spatial context is not incidental or inert, it is constitutive and productive-the where
makes a difference to the what that unfolds. Space is a lively participant in the making
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of meanings and memories. From this perspective, the work that software .does is
profoundly shaped by the co-constitutive relationships between software, sOCla~ ~ela
tions, space, and time; and in turn software matters because it alters the conditions
through which society, space, and time are formed.
To commence the discussion we detail a brief genealogy of spatial thinking, summarizing how social scientists' understanding of the ontology of space has e~olved.
We do this in order to contextualize the recent development of an ontogenetlC conception of space, and its utility in illustrating the productive relation~hi~ bet,:"een
society and space. In so doing, we make it clear how this new conceptuahzatlOn differs
from more traditional philosophies of space. Starting with implicit and absolute
notions of space, we then outline relational conceptions of space, finishing with more
recent ontogenetic understandings of space that argue for a shift in focus from questions concerned with "what is space?" to "hoW does space become?" (for a more
detailed discussion, see Kitchin 2009). Developing the latter, we argue that code/spaces
are best understood as ontogenetic in nature, bought into being through the technicity
of software to invoke processes of transduction. Throughout the discussion we clearly
privilege the spatial, but for good reason-to highlight how the social is thoroughly
spatialized and to thus illustrate the relevance and potency of sociospatial approaches
in understanding how and why software matters to everyday life; how it trasduces
diverse spatialities.
A Genealogy of Space
Spatial thinking has developed apace in the last forty years, so much so that commentators now talk of a spatial turn within the social sciences. Prior to the 1950s,
however it is fair to say that beyond physics and theology, little conceptual work had
been un~ertaken on the ontology of space. For social scientists, space was an implicit
container or backdrop in which things happened. Even geographers-whose primary
focus is the spatial-were more interested in describing the uniqueness of places and
plotting spatial patterns across regions and within particular landscapes, ~ather than
exploring the nature of space itself. Here, space was loosely understood m absolute
terms, as having fixed dimensions across which objects of study could be measured
and mapped. While not formally recognized as such by those working at the time,
conceptually, space was natural, given, and essential, and spatial processes were teleological and predictable. Epistemologically empiricist, wherein facts spok~ for themselves, research was largely analytically naiVe, consisting of the accumulatlOn of facts
as evidence for generalist theories (Hartshorne 1959).
In the late 1950s and into the 1960s this implicit notion of space was rearticulated
as an absolute ontology of space wherein space was understood as a geometric system
of organization, "a kind of ... grid, within which objects are located and events occur"

(Curry 1995, 5). Such a formulation, implicit previously, was now explicitly stated and
was accompanied by an epistemology that saw geographical scholarship seek to reinvent itself as a "spatial SCience," transforming itself from an ideographic (fact gathering) to a .nomothetic (law producing) diSCipline focused on locational arrangement,
geographlCal patterns, and processes (see Schaefer 1953; Burton 1963; Harvey 1969).
Here, space was defined and understood primarily through Euclidean geometry (with
x, y, and z dimensions). The phenomena operating within a given space could be
determined objectively and measured Scientifically, then analyzed using spatial statistics and modeled quantitatively. Deeply essentialist in formulation, space is effectively
reduced to the essence of locational geometry, its properties n,atural and given. For
converts to this new way of researching the world, spatial thought became the science
of spatial laws wherein observed geographic distributions and patterns could be
explained through functional equations and modeled. Although few of these converts
refer to the philosophy of positivism in their work, it is clear that many of spatial
science's central tenets are drawn loosely from this school of thought (Kitchin 2009).
Developing from the 1970s onward, as a more explicit counter to the scientific
ontology of absolute space, were calls for relational ontologies (see Crang and Thrift
2000). The concept of relational space was first articulated overtly within radical
approaches within human geography (for example, Marxist and feminist geographies)
that developed in opposition to the dominant methods and ideology underpinning
spatial science. These theorists argued that spatial science was highly reductionist and
by treating space as absolute in nature, phenomena were evacuated of social meaning
and p~litical purpose. Space, it was argued, was not a neutral and passive geometry,
essentialist and teleological in nature. Instead, space was conceived as relational, contingent, and active, as something that is produced or constructed; "constituted through
social relations and material social practices" (Massey 1994, 254). Space was not an
absolute geometric container in which social and economic life took place; rather, it
was constitutive of such relations.
In such relational thinking it was recognized that the spaces people inhabitthe built environment, transport systems, the countryside-do not simply exist, preformed and awaiting meaning. Instead, these landscapes, and the spatial relations they
engender, are produced, they are made, shaped, managed, and given meaning by
people; they are the products of diverse material and discursive practices that in turn
actively shape social relations. Conceived of in these terms, an everyday space like a
football stadium can be seen to be both a physical form constructed by certain agents
and institutions for particular ends as well as a space given meaning through the daily
labor of staff, the behavior and language of visitors, and the rituals and memories of
fans: its use and occupation is shaped both by its material form and the immaterial
meanings that coalesce around it (Hubbard et al. 2002). Epistemologically, what this
relational conception of space meant was a significant shift from seeking spatial laws
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to a focus on how space is produced and managed in contingent and relational ways
by people to create certain sociospatial relations and not others.
In the last decade, a small cluster of scholars have begun to challenge absolute and
relational conceptions of space, seeking to develop new understandings of space based
on ontogenetic ideas. In so doing, they change the central question of inquiry from
"what space is!! to "how space becomes.!! Space (and everything else in the world), they
argue, is not onto logically secure, it is not a fixable, definable, knowable, predetermined entity. Rather, space is always in the process of becoming; it is always in the
process of taking place. Space, in these terms, is a practice, a doing, an event, a
becoming-a material and social reality forever (re)created in the moment. At a
fundamental level space achieves its form, function, and meaning through practice.
Space emerges as a process of ontogenesis. As Doel (1999) has pointed out, from this
perspective space can be understood as a verb rather than a noun, and he suggests
that term space might better be replaced by "spacing!! to better capture its perpetual
production.
The ongoing practice of space can be illustrated in many ways. With respect to
geographical form it is clear that the world is never static and fixed. Instead, the material landscape is constantly being altered, updated, demolished, and constructed
through the interplay of complex sociospatial relations in ways that continuously
moderate, in often SUbtle and banal ways, the spaces people inhabit. At a macro scale
there are new local, regional, and national development schemes that are enacted
daily to transform and regenerate built environments, transport infrastructures,
and natural landscapes. For example, road layouts are modified, new buildings are
designed, bus routes across the city are reorganized, new planning zones for industrial
development are drawn up, land management schemes for drainage are devised, and
so on, that adjust and revise the physical landscape and space-time relations of places.
Locally, streets and buildings are always in a process of being refashioned and remodeled and spatial layouts rejigged. Roads are trenched for cabling, storefronts are
updated, shop interiors are redesigned and maintained, trees are planted, grass is
mowed, and litter is dropped and cleaned up. In other words, the material fabric and
social relations of places are constantly created and recreated through spatial practices
that vary in their pacing, so some changes are more immediately noticeable than
others. As processes of erosion and entropy at abandoned buildings demonstrate, all
places are in the course of change, slowly mutating from one state to another.
Similarly, the function of space is not static but alters with time (whether seasonally, as for tourist destinations, or daily, as for business venues and nighttime establishments) and the use of space is negotiated and contested between individuals and
groups. Spaces have multiple functions and through the daily flux of interactions,
transactions, and mobilities are always in the process of being made differently. For
example, Trafalgar Square in London functions as somewhere to meet, to have lunch,

to chat, to viSit museums, to gather for protests, to party, to take tourist photos, to
travel across, to feed pigeons, to work on a food stall, to steal, to catch a bus or a
subway train, to sunbathe, and to people watch. It is always in process, constantly
being created in the moment as a collective manufacture composed of hundreds of
recursive, interconnected relationships between people and place. Trafalgar Square
does not simply exist, fully formed; a still landscape. It is endlessly remade, never the
same, ceaselessly reterritorialized. As the Greek philosopher Heraclitus observed, "you
cannot step twice into the same river, for fresh waters are ever flowing in upon you!!
(Russell 2004, 52).
Likewise, the meanings associated with spaces shift, ever c;hanging with mood,

~ctiO~, memory, and events. Again in relation to Trafalgar Square, the meanings
mscnbed upon that location vary as a function of how the space is being used (as a
tourist, or as a Londoner), how the viewer interprets Nelson's Column and the surrounding buildings (as visually stimulating scenery or an imperialist celebration), the
social background and attitudes of a person, that person's memories and understandings of the Square, and so on. Similarly, meanings attached to home, workplace,
particular buildings, and familiar journeys metamorphose with the passage of time.
How space is related to, and the spatiality that engenders, can never be static, but
emerges, varying over time, and across people and context.
The spatiality of Trafalgar Square (and indeed the notion of what Trafalgar Square
is) is always in the process of taking place-its form, function and meaning is evershifting across people, time, and context. Its reproduction as Trafalgar Square appears
to be relatively stable because it is maintained as such through a diverse set of discursive and material practices, including street cleaning, pavement repairs, policing, social
norms, embodied conventions of behavior, history lessons, reading guide books,
viewing postcards, sitting on steps, splashing in fountains, and many more. In other
words, Trafalgar Square is constantly remade through consistently repeated, iterative
practices enacted by people and things. These practices are citational in Butler's (1990)
terms in that they endlessly, but imperfectly, cite the previous moment and thus give
the appearance of coherence and continuity. Taken as a whole, it is important to
realize these sets of practices are not planned or coordinated, nor necessarily conscious; they simply proceed. Moreover, many practices are easily forgotten or so
ephemeral as to not be remembered, or are actively precluded and hidden to give
impression of complete, fixed, and final existence. They are so banal that they are
largely ignored, others are culturally invisible, and increaSingly others happen automatically through the employment of technology. For example, this printed book
consciously denies the eVidence of the writing practices that brought it into beingthe multiple verSions, edits, revisions, and corrections made to sentences sections
and chapters using word processors, pen and paper, and lengthy convers~tions. A~
such, Trafalgar Square is something that happens rather than something that is. Space
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emerges, ceaselessly citing earlier spatial practices in a never ending, but always changing, cycle.
.
A number of spatial theorists have recently started to construct ontogen~t1c understandings of lived experience that seek to think through how space emerges In process,
notably de Certeau, Rose, Doel, Thrift, and their respective collaborators. They have
been joined by a growing number of others who have also extended such ideas to
other core concepts underpinning spatial thought such as scale, place, nature, representation, and landscape, recasting each within an ontogenetic framework (challen~
ing the ontological security of the concept itself, and rethinking each as emergent m
nature).
.
De Certeau (1984) in The Practice of Everyday Life sought to move beyond theones
centered on representation and observed behavior to consider the more sUbtle practices that are constitutive of both. In particular, de Certeau (drawing on Foucault) was
interested in how people live within, negotiate, and subtly challenge circuits of power
and the "proper" order of space as reproduced by dominant elites, such as s~ates and
corporations. For de Certeau (1984,29), space is the outcome of tl~e com~lex mterpl.ay
between discursive and material strategies that seek to reproduce places m conformIty
with abstract models" of scientific rationality and political economy, t~rough persuasion, seduction, coercion, intimidation, and violence, and resistive tactICS that seek to
undermine such citational practices by "manipulat[ing] events in order to turn ~h~m
into opportunities" (p. xix); such tactics could be overt li~e. bo:,cotts or ~rgamzmg
protests, or more covert such as transgressing social norms, ndIcuhng authonty figures,
lying on official forms, or ignoring the lawbreaking of o:hers. D~ C~rteau understood
these tactics as performative, as often emerging unconscIOusly wIthm context, so that
as individuals "move about, their trajectories form unforeseeable sentences, partly
unreadable paths across a space" (1984, xviii), where a trajectory "comes into being, the
roduct of a process of deviation from ru1e governe d '" pr actices" (p . 5, original
Individuals actualize spatial possibilities, making space exist as well as
emerge (p. 98); they invent and transform space. De Certeau (1984, 117, original
emphasis) explains:

~mphaSiS).

Space occurs as the effect produced by the operations that orient it, situate it, tem~or~li~e.it, and
make it function in a polyvalent unity of conflictual programs or contract~al plOX~m~tles. On
this view, in relation to place, space is like the word when it is spoken, that IS when It IS caught
in the ambiguity of an actualisation, transformed into a term dependent upon many conventions situated as the act of a present (or of a time), and modified by the transformatlOns caused
by s~ccessive contexts .... In short, space is a practiced place. Thus the street geometrically defined
by urban planning is transformed into space by walkers.

From a related perspective, Rose (1999, 248) draws on Butler's theory of performativity to argue that:

Space is a doing, that does not pre-eXist its doing, and that its doing is the articulation of relational performances ... space then is not an anterior actant to be filled or spanned or constructed
... lilnstead, space is practised, a matrix of play, dynamic and iterative, its forms and shapes
produced through the citational performance of self-other relations.

For Rose, space itself, and thus its prodUction, is brought into being through performativity-through the unfolding actions of people. She argues that this produces a
"radically unstable notion of spatiality" that allows for a critical analysis of space as
"extraordinarily convoluted, multiply overlaid, paradoxical, pleated, folded, broken
and, perhaps, sometimes absent" (1999, 247). In other words, she suggests that a
performative understanding of space allows for a nuanced analYSis that appreciates
individual differences across place, time, and context, and the paradoxical, contradictory, and complex nature of sociospatial relations as lived and experienced by people.
Drawing on the ideas of Butler, Latour, and Deleuze, among others, Nigel Thrift
has developed the notion of nonrepresentational theory. Thrift suggests the world
emerges through spatial practices that are often unreflective and habitual, that are not
easily represented and captured because they are unconscious and instinctivei they
are performed without cognitive and rational thought (Thrift 2007). These human
practices are complemented by other actants-animals, objects, machines, Circuits,
networks-that do diverse work in the world. In particular, Thrift is interested in how
new sentient technologies automatically produce spacei that is, they bring space into
being without human interference. As such, he has examined the automatic production of space by software embedded into everyday objects and environment enabled
devices (Thrift 2003, 2004a, 2004b; Thrift and French 2002).
While de Certeau, Rose, Doel, Thrift, and others have undoubtedly influenced our
thinking, in the rest of this chapter we detail our own take on the ontogenesis of
space. What we are particularly interested in, like Thrift and French (2002) and Crang
and Graham (2007), is the process by which software automatically produces space.
We theorize this process using the concepts of technicity and transduction, drawing
on the work of Mackenzie (2002, 2003) and Simondon (1989a, 1989b, 1992, 1995) to
argue that space is constantly bought into being as an incomplete solution to an ongoing

relational problem.

The Transduction of Code/Space
From an ontogenetic perspective, code/space, like all space, is beckoned into being
through various practices and processes. What makes code/space a unique spatial
formation, however, is that it is profoundly shaped by software. Code/space is qUite
literally constituted through software-mediated practices, wherein code is essential to
the form, function, and meaning of space. Software acts as the catalyst to shift space
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from an uncoded state to code/space, and works to maintain that transformation
through an ongoing set of contigent and relational processes.
The reason why software can modulate the perpetual production of space is because
it possesses significant degrees of technicity. This technicity is realized through the
process of transduction. For Mackenzie (2003, 10, original emphasis), "transduction is
a kind of operation, in which a particular domain undergoes a certain kind of ontogenetic modulation. Through this modulation in-formation or individuation occurs.
That is, transduction involves a domain taking-on-form, sometimes repeatedly."
Transduction is a process of ontogenesis, the making anew of a domain in reiterative
and transformative individuations-it is the process by which things transfer from
one state to another. According to Simondon (1992, 313), "the simplest image of the
transductive process is furnished if one thinks of a crystal, beginning as a tiny seed,
which grows and extends itself in all directions in its mother-water. Each layer of
molecules that has already been constituted serves as the structuring basis for the layer
that is being formed next, and the result is amplify-ing reticular structure."
Mackenzie (2003, 10) explains that "through transduction, a domain structures
itself as a partial, always incomplete solution to a relational problem." From this perspective, everyday life is seen as a stream of never-ending relational problems; for
example, in writing, how to spell the next word, finish the sentence, structure the
paragraph, and make a convincing argument. These problems ~re provisiO~ally s~l~ed
by some action consisting of individuations (looking in a dictlOnary, typmg, edItmg,
thinking, refining), thus transferring the situation from one state to another, yet also
immediately creating a new problem to be solved (the next sentence). To tal<e another
prosaic example, a person traveling through a city constantly changes their r~lati~n
to their milieu, thus posing a continuous supply of new problems, such as mamtaming bearings, avoiding obstacles and other people, and reacting to situations such as
the changing of traffic lights, the instructions of signs, requests for tickets, and so on,
that have to be provisionally solved to make progress.
Individuations are the small incremental steps that constitute a transduction. They
can consist of speech acts, physical movement, mental occurrences, memories, psychological perceptions, and physiological sensations, with the process of individuation
resulting in a modulation in conditions of the person and their milieu. Most individuations are ordinary-routine, habitual, banal, beyond conscious thought, and reiterate
previous individuations (walking by placing one foot in front of the other). In t~iS
sense, they are citational in that they imperfectly cite previous individuatio~s, as WIth
a layer of molecules in the growing crystal taking a similar form to the prevI~us la~er,
or a step following a step. Others individuations are singular and can result m radlCal
transformation (starting and stopping walking, changing direction, tripping).
Software solves relational problems by acting as a catalyst for transductions to occur
and sustaining individuations within a modulation. Code thus transduces everyday

life, alternatively modulating sociospatial relations. From this perspective, space is
transduced-bought into being-as a part of a provisional solution to an ongoing set
of relational problems. Coded space and code/space occurs where the transduction of
space is mediated by or is dependent on software. For example, using a checkout
computer in a store to calculate the cost of goods and process a payment trans duces
its spatiality by modulating it into a state of code/space. Similarly, as we detail in
chapters 7 through 9, software is increasingly providing the solution to relational
problems, such as checking in for a flight (the space of an airport), cooking a dinner
using a microwave (the space of the kitchen), playing a computer game (the space of
a living room), and tracking goods from factory to shop (the spaces of logistics). In
these cases, people's lives unfold in the moment as conjunctions between themselves
space, and coded objects (for example, bank cards), infrastructures (for example, celi
phone networks), processes (for example, electronic fund transfer for direct debit payments), and assemblages (for example, the airport), in each case temporarily solving
(or not) a relational problem by beckoning into being code/space. Thinking about
h~w the transduction of space proceeds, and in particular the nature of code/space,
raIses a number of related issues. Here, we focus on four of them: the specter of determinism, the collectivized unfolding of space, the issue of scale, and the nature of
structural power.
The Specter of Determinism
While the essential role of software in the transduction of code/space implies a certain
technological determinism, the relationship is in fact contingent and relational. It is
the case that the nature and meaning of space is dyadic ally produced through code,
so that this mutual constitution makes a difference to the transduction of space, defining the practice and experience of that space. This is most obvious in spaces where
code is used to regulate access and what is permiSSible and required behavior within
those arenas (with associated penalties such as warnings, expulsion, fines, and imprisonment). Here, the mutual constitution of code and space is pervasive, consistent
routinized, effective (action is consistently instigated if the "rules" of code/space ar~
violated) and determinate (but only in the sense that, as noted, failure of either code
or space means that code/space fails and the intended transduction of space is not
transduced).
Code does not determine in absolute, nonnegotiable means the transduction of
space. Nor it is universal-that such determinations occur in all such spaces and at all
times in a simple cause-and-effect manner. Rather, how code/space emerges, operates,
and is experienced is open to rupture: code/space is embodied through the performances and interactions of the people within the space (between people, and between
people and code). In this sense, code/space is not consistently produced, not always
manufactured and experienced identically. Instead, code/space is constantly in a state
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of becoming, produced through individual performance and social
that
are mediated, consciously or unconsciously, in relation to the mutual constitution of
code/space. As such, code/spaces should be understood and conceptualized as relational and emergent spaces in which software frames the unfolding but does not
determine it. This can be illustrated in a number of ways.
First, the extent to which space and code are mutually constituted and their effects
explicitly invasive-where code/space is visible and explicit in its consequences-alters
as one passes through coded assemblages. For example, within transition zones in
airports, characterized by the intersection of flow and security (check-in, security
checkpoints, boarding, customs, immigration), the visible transduction of code/space
is magnified, so that a highly particularized transduction of space is relatively consistently produced through the explicit scrutiny of every inhabitant (passenger or worker).
In contrast, in the check-in area, or the departure lounge, or airport shopping mall,
or the walkway from lounge to gate, or in the air, or baggage claim area, the mutual
constitution of code and space is backgrounded and less invasive unless provoked. For
the most part then, except for the small proportion of time spent in these transition
zones, the vast bulk of time in code/space-either in the airport or in the air-is largely
banal: spaces of chatting, waiting, shopping, fidgeting, reading, staring, and eating,
(see Gottdiener 2001). The space may well be dependent on code to function as
intended, but the work that software does fades into the background, allowing other
social relations to dominate.
Second, even within the more overt and invasive code/spaces, spatiality is still a
negotiated production. To continue with the air travel example, which is elaborated in
detail in chapter 7, while the processing of passengers is verified and approved by
code, the decision to allow onward passage through the assemblages is often mediated
by an airport or airline employee (for example, the check-in agent, airline supervisor,
security guard, flight attendant, or immigration official). These individuals are often
vested with degrees of power to disregard and override the system, for example, allowing passage without full documentation or passage through security after setting off
alarms. (Other times the staff can also choose to not override the software decisions
and defaults for profeSSional, commercial, or even personal reasons.)
Third, it is clear from observation that code/space is experienced differentially-not
everyone experiences the work of software in the same way (and not simply on the
basis of privilege). For example, while we would argue that an airplane is a code/space,
it is experienced by crew and passengers very differently (as is every assemblage), but
not in a binary way (all passengers and all crew have the same experience). Rather,
code/spaces are peopled and despite the belief that airports and air travel are devoid of
culture and meaning (so-called non-places, Auge 1995) the identity politiCS that
sustain divisions in labor and between passengers still operate (factors such as age,
class, gender, and race still shape social interactions) (Crang 2002). Code/spaces are
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always diversely peopled and the meanings and experiences of code/spaces differ
precisely because of how they are peopled.
Fourth, the relationship between code and people varies as a function of wider
context. Mobilities, transactions, and interactions that involve code are historically,
geographically, and institutionally embedded and do not arise from nowhere. Rather,
code works within conventions, standards, representations, habits, routines, rules of
thumb, and unofficial kludges, economic climates, and discursive formations, that
position how code engages and is engaged with. The use of code is then always
prefaced by, and contingent upon, this wider context.
Fifth, it is important to note that assemblages of code/spaces have accreted over
time with technological advances and political and economic decisions to employ
digital technologies. As such, they have not been planned in a comprehensive manner,
but rather have evolved, often in an ad hoc manner and in response to specific needs.
For example, new software versions and new technologies are always being sought to
increase efficiencies and productivity, how different systems work together is constantly evolving, and the legal and economic frameworks underpinning code/space is
negotiated and subject to periodiC change (such as new licenses and changed pricing
structures). The production of code/spaces is constantly evolving with these changes.
Finally, code/spaces are open to subversion. Here, the intended purpose of the
code/space-productivity, security, safety, efficiency-is subverted through the system
being duped. For example, people presenting false details to avoid being placed
onto junk mailing lists, or stealing a person's identity for criminal gain. In this sense,
while the system strives for perfection in terms of regulating and producing code/
space, it continues to have cracks that allow unintentional sociospatial relations and
formations.
The nature and transduction of code/space is then never fixed, shifting with place,
time, and context (social, political, and economic relations and situations). Code/
spaces are relational, emergent, and peopled.
Code/Space as a Collaborative Manufacture
Their swarming mass [people traversing a city] is an innumerable collection of singularities. Their
intertwined paths give their shape to spaces. They weave places together. ... They are not localized; it is rather that they spatialize.
-Michel de Certeau

The transduction of space is rarely, if ever, a singular occurrence. Instead, space and
social life is beckoned into being through multiple, collectivized practices undertaken
by many actants (including people, technologies, capta, nature, animals, and the
weather) working in conjunction with each other and addressing multiple relational
problems. Sociospatial relations are embedded in and emerge from a complex and
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diverse matrix of social relations, with the interplay between actants shaping how
space is beckoned into existence. To take a busy street as an example-it is full of
act ants (drivers, cars, traffic management systems, pedestrians, signs, workmen) that
are all seeking to resolve particular relational problems (how to get from A to B; how
to augment the driving experience for the driver and passengers; how to manage th.e
road network to maximize throughput and safety; how to repair the road so that It
meets certain criteria and standards). They do not seek to resolve these problems in
isolation from each other. Rather they are solved relationally, taking account of shifting contexts and situations. For example, the drivers are moving their cars about in
relation to other cars, traffic signals, and disciplining devices such as speed cameras;
the multiple onboard systems are monitoring driver behavior and reaction and are
shaping how the car is driven; and the traffic management system is monitoring road
usage and reacting appropriately by changing the phasing of the lights.
Each of these act ants has a degree of autonomy to do work in the world, but none
can work in total isolation. The street emerges as a collaborative manufacture (Crang
1994, 686)-as a collective, heterogeneous series of transductions, the outcome of
multiple complementary, competing, and sometimes contradictory, practices enacted
by many actants. What this means is spaces emerge in a polyvalent manner, bought
into being simultaneously by many act ants, who do not contribute to the man~facture
in the same way or in equal degree. They experience the resultant space from dIfferent
perspectives and in diverse ways. Indeed, a pedestrian and a car driver bot~ contrib~te
to the spatiality of the road in varying ways and the road shapes then respectIve
unfolding, sociospatial relations differently. Space is transduced as more than the sum
of its parts.
Even when coded objects and infrastructures seem relatively localized, they can
transduce spatiality in different ways. For example, a person talking loudly on a cell
phone in a subway car reshapes its spatiality for other travelers, even if they ~nly get
to hear one side of the conversation. In this case, all travelers are modulated mto the
code/space of the cell phone user, although its effects are uneven and unequal, dissipating with distance from the phone or countered by other coded objects such. as
an MP3 player that blocks out the conversation (but which might also be affectmg
nearby passengers through noise pollution). Here, code is making a difference to the
unfolding spatiality but in multifarious ways.
Scaling Code/Space
Once there was a time and place for everything; today, things are increasingly smeared across
multiple sites and moments in complex and often indeterminate ways.
-William]. Mitchell

Just as there has been a rethinking of space, a similar reconceptualization has occurred
with respect to the concept of scale. Initially, scale was implicitly taken for granted as

a "nested hierarchy of bounded spaces of differing size, such as the local, regional,
national, and global!! (Delaney and Leitner 1997, 93). Scale was treated simply as different levels of detail and modes of analysis. With the quantitative revolution in
geographical analysis in the 1960s, scale took on more formal geometric properties,
as an objective set of definable measurements useful for making relative comparisons.
Recent research, however, has challenged scale as "unproblematic, pre-given and fixed
hierarchy of bounded spaces,!! with theorists suggesting instead that scale be "conceptualized as socially constructed rather than ontologically pre-given, and that the
geographic scales constructed are themselves implicated in the constitution of social,
economic and political processes!! (Delaney and Leitner 1997, 93; Jonas 1994; Marston
2000). In short, a number of authors have argued that scale is produced by actors and,
therefore, open to transformation. Delaney and Leitner (1997, 95) posit that scale is
(re)produced and transformed through the interplay of "context, actors, strategies,
maneuvers, stakes, ideologies, and time." For some, such as Leitner (2004), this has
meant rethinking scale as networks of relations which span space and cut across
hierarchical structures (such as political units) that carve space up into discrete
scalar units-in other words, scale works in complex ways both horizontally and
vertically.
More recently, Marston, Jones, and Woodward (2005) have forwarded a proposition
to eliminate the notion of scale, to be replaced with a flat ontology-one that neither
privileges the vertical or horizontal (which tend to also create hierarchies of worth
such as cosmopolitan-parochial, or core-periphery). They understand scale as bein~
epistemologically employed to put a shape on the world, but with no essential ontological foundation. Here, there is no natural scale, only scaling actions applied to the
world to try to make sense of it, with this scaling emergent, constructed specifically
for an analytic purpose. Consequently, Marston, Jones, and Woodward (2005) argue
that spaces are not discretely bound (for example, the body, home, neighborhood,
city, region), but are stretched out; the production of the intersections of diverse,
spatially dispersed interactions and transactions that emerge through space and time
(that is, an individual is simultaneously embedded in, works across, and is worked
upon across space-time).
Likewise, we suggest that code/spaces (and indeed all space) are diversely, multiply,
and ceaselessly scaled-they emerge as self-organizing systems of relations stretched
out across space and time, the product of processes and relations occurring in many
locales. For example, coded infrastructures create shifting, scaling networks linking
together different actants located at distant sites or even on the move. An ATM may
be physically located on Main Street, but it is connected in real time to a bank's server
located several hundred miles away. At what scale is the transaction and withdrawal
of money occurring? Or not occurring if the request is denied? Locally, nationally,
both simultaneously, across a network? Similarly, consider the example of a busy road
intersection. At what scale is the road being produced when drivers are using GPS
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systems to navigate; traffic light phasing is being updated in real time by management
systems that are physically located in another part of the city, that base their decisions
on data collected from many different sensors dotted around the network; cars are
being tracked by cameras that relay license plate details to information systems hundreds of miles away? We would argue that road intersection is being transduced
through coded processes scaled across space-time.
Code/space then is extensible. It does not consist of solely of localized individuations. Instead, the transduction of space occurs through ongoing individuations across
networks (assemblages of relations) of greater or shorter length, so that scales such as
local and global become redundant. The ATM and the road intersection exhibit, to
paraphrase Massey's (1994) phrase, a progressive sense of scale, the product of mu~tiple
networks working across time and space. And each network is just one of a multltude
of networks, creating multiple, simultaneous but partial spatial-time configurations
that are at once local and beyond.
Such configurations induce a constant, emergent mode of time-space distanciation
(decisions and actions in one locale have an effect in another), although they do not
necessarily mean that decisions or actions at one location produce material outcomes
at another. For example, the use of an ATM leads to a communication with and updating of a banking captabase located somewhere else in the world, but does not necessarily change the material conditions there (one could be just checking an account
balance as opposed to withdrawing money). This is not to deny that for each individual these networks, and the transduction of space they help induce, occur at the
site at which they are physically located. Rather, it is to acknowledge that this localized transduction is the grounding of one part of a complex, geographically distributed
network, and that this grounding might be just one of a number that are simultaneously happening across the network. Here, the network becomes" a mass of currents
rather than a single line of force!! (Whatmore and Thorne 1997, 291) and is a "performative ordering (always in the making) rather than a systematic or structural entity
(always already constituted)!! (p. 289).
Endogenous Structural Forces
It should be noted that our conceptualization of space as an ontogenetic, collaborative

manufacture does not deny the salience of structural or institutional expressions of
power, variously labeled and analyzed within frameworks such as political econ~my,
corporate capitalism, neoliberalism, or theocratic power, or the processes, practICes,
or systems of institutionally situated and enacted structures, such as the state and its
delegates. Clearly, there are significant institutional actors and systems in the world
that do work through various means-they seek to manage and regulate social and
economic life, supported by ideologies expressed through discursive regimes, in ways
favorable to their interests and ongoing survival. However, an ontogenetic approach
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recasts them not as monolithic, essential entities but as sets of ongoing, relational,
contingent, discursive, and material practices, that are citational and transformative,
and which coalesce and interact to produce a particular trajectory of interrelated processes. These practices emerge in context, inducing fresh transductions in collective
life. As such, institutions and structural forces do not sit outside of collective life
shaping them from afar, but are (re)made through its performance, providing cita~
tional context at the same time that they are perpetuated. The means of production
that underpin capitalist SOcieties, and the ideologies that sustain and produce neoliberalism, are things that emerge in space-time through discursive and material practices, not things that are fully formed, preordained, and separate from the societies
that they refer to and work upon.
In other words, for us, capitalist and neoliberal structures, and expressions of power,
are things that emerge; ceaselessly produced through billions of actants every minute
of every day. They appear to have form, substance, and solidity for two reasons. First,
the actions performed by different actants generally appear to work toward a common
goal (for example, the accumulation of capital) and are citational (they reproduce
themselves in their own image, giving the appearance of stability). Second, they are
supported by powerful discursive regimes that seek to make them clear and knowable
to people; to make them appear commonsensical and rational (accepting economic
and social injustice as inevitable and acceptable). Institutions, however, are complex,
evolving entities consisting of amalgams of many people with different, competing
ideas and interests, agendas, abilities, and ways of doing things, that emerge through
processes of contestation and negotiation. Discursive regimes then are always in the
process of taking shape, consisting of millions of exchanges, discussion, and documents, all read, interpreted, and acted upon in diverse ways. This is why the modes,
of what appear to be coherent, knowable, consistent structural forces, when analyzed
in any depth have no solidity; they are constantly in a state of metamorphosis. Indeed,
they can never be fixed, as they are continuously in the process of being reproduced
in millions of different ways. The work of institutions is then often haphazard, contradictory, and paradoxical.
While institutional forces and ideologies cannot be fixed, they are not without
power, but this power is diffuse, contingent, and afforded, rather than held and
wielded (see Allen 2004). However, the power is real nonetheless; for example, when
expressed as violence with police ordered to raid a house and arrest an individual. The
state draws its legitimacy and its power through the apparent solidity and actions of
countless employees, and their associated discursive apparatus, that perform lithe
state!! and by those who recognize the state through their interactions with state actors
(even if their actions are ones of resistance) and thus afford the state, as a fluid, emergent entity, power. Here, power is conceived as something exercised by everyone
and which is productive, complex, messy, and contradictory, bound up in everyday
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practices of living, consisting of acts of domination countered by acts of resistance
(Foucault 1977). Power thus unfolds through the enactment of strategies and tactics
between people, rather than being wielded by one actor onto another. In the case of
coded assemblages, several different institutions, each composed of many actors, seek
to shape the transduction of space. These assemblages have no central control per se
and possess a complexity much greater than the sum of the parts. In this sense, they
are an assemblage that needs to be analyzed with respect to power, in Deleuze and
Guatarri's (1987) terms, as striated-that is, complex, gridded, rule-intensive, regulated; and as complex systems with emergent properties (Holland 1998; Waldrop
1994). We discuss the issue of regulation and governance further in chapter 5 and also
provide an illustrative example with respect to air travel in chapter 7.
Conclusion

In this chapter, we have provided a brief genealogy of philosophical of thinking about
space, before setting out how our own work seeks to rethink the concept of space from
an ontogenetic position. We have then elaborated this conceptualization, detailing
how we understand space to be constantly in a state of nondeterministic becoming,
operationalized through the process of transduction. Software makes a difference to
everyday life, we argue, because it alternatively modulates the conditions through
which space is beckoned into being, transducing code/space and coded space. Through
their work in the world, coded objects, infrastructures, processes, and assemblages
bring forth new possibilities and augment, mediate, supplement, and regulate spatial
formation. This transduction of space is contingent, relational, scaled, and contextdependent, emerging through the discursive and material practices of a collaborative
manufacture that is diversely and ceaselessly scaled. In part III we illustrate our arguments through three extended empirical examples-traveling by air, making homes,
and practicing consumption. We highlight the transduction of various kinds of code/
spaces and coded spaces, and how software is transducing new forms of spatiality and
sociospatial governance that is profoundly changing how we partially solve the relational problems we encounter in our everyday lives.

5

Automated Management

We live life in real space, subject to the effects of code. We live ordinary lives, subject to the
effects of code. We live social and political lives, subject to the effects of code. Code regulates
all these aspects of our lives, more pervasively over time than any other regulator in our life.
-Lawrence Lessig
By code, ~e refer to a system of regulation, a regime, which is both structured and structuring
... the pnmary function of code is normative.
-Douglas Thomas

In ~hiS. ch~p.ter we turn our attention to how software is transforming the means by
WhICh mdlvlduals and societies are governed. Every society is organized and managed
thro~gh a sy~tem Of. governance based upon a particular mode of governmentalitythe mterlockmg ratIOnale, apparatus, institutions, roles, and procedures of governance. The general system of governance in operation in most Western countries at
the present has its roots in the Enlightenment era and the shift from a feudal to a
modern society. At this time, Foucault (1977, 1978) among other theorists, argues
a new ethos and form of governance was developed that on the one hand provided
a much more systematic means of managing and governing populations, and on the
other created the institutional mechanisms to impose a uniformity of social services
across whole populations (for example, law enforcement, public health and sanitation
~eform, compulsory elementary education, civil service bureaucracies). Such changes,
It can be ~rgued, originated in the need to more effectively and productively propagate
and sustam the emerging capitalist system and its associated processes of industrializatiO~, urbaniz.ation, and colonization, and to maintain order and discipline among a
rapIdly growmg population and facilitate a dramatic adjustment in socioeconomic
relations. The sociotechnical ability to maintain centralized control was seen as vital
given the potential of social revolution to threaten the power of the capitalist class. '
From Foucault's perspective, the new mode of governmentality introduced at this
time relied on a biopolitics that viewed people as components in larger systems as
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A Cautious Prometheus? A Few Steps
Toward a Philosophy of Design
(with Special Attention to Peter
Sloterdijk)
Keynote lecture for the Networks of Design*
meeting of the Design History Society
Falmouth, Cornwall, 3rd September 2008
Bruno Latour, Sciences-Po
It came to me at a launching party for a Networks of Design meeting – I was
struggling to grasp the extent to which the word “design” has been expanded
when we were invited to visit an exhibition called “Re-imagining Cornwall”! I was
aware that corporations had to be reengineered, natural ecosystems reclaimed,
that cities had to be remodelled and wastelands redeveloped. I knew that
neighbourhoods had to be beautified and political platforms scripted, and that
interiors had to be redecorated and journal layouts restyled. The Cornwall
exhibit confirmed that I was indeed on the right track: if entire provinces can be
redesigned then the term no longer has any limit.
When I was young, the word design (imported to French from English) meant
no more than what we now call “relooking” in French (a good English word that,
unfortunately, does not exist in English). To “relook” means to give a new and
better “look” or shape to something – a chair, a knife, a car, a package, a lamp, an
interior – which would otherwise remain too clumsy, too severe or too bared if it
were left only to its naked function. “Design” in this old and limited meaning was
a way to redress the efficient but somewhat boring emphasis of engineers and
commercial staff. Design occurred by adding a veneer of form to their creations,
some superficial feature that could make a difference in taste and fashion. Even if
design could be greatly admired, it was always taken as one branch of an
alternative: look not only at the function, but also at the design. This dichotomy was
I thank Martha Poon for having kindly corrected my English and suggested
many useful changes.
*
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true even though the best design was one that, in good modernist fashion (as it did
in “functionalism”), approximated function as closely as possible. “Design” was
always taken in this “not only… but also” balance. It was as if there were really
two very different ways of grasping an object: one through its intrinsic materiality,
the other through its more aesthetic or “symbolic” aspects.
I know this is a very poor rendering of what you now want to mean by
“design”. (I am well aware that the French use of the word is much more
restricted than the Scandinavian or the English one). However, I want to utilize
this definition from my youth as a base line from which to fathom the
extraordinary career of this term. From a surface feature in the hands of a not-soserious-profession that added features in the purview of much-more-seriousprofessionals (engineers, scientists, accountants), design has been spreading
continuously so that it increasingly matters to the very substance of production.
What is more, design has been extended from the details of daily objects to cities,
landscapes, nations, cultures, bodies, genes, and, as I will argue, to nature itself –
which is in great need of being re-designed. It is as though the meaning of the
word has grown in what logicians refer to as ‘comprehension’ and ‘extension’.
First, it has grown in comprehension – it has eaten up more and more elements of
what a thing is. Today everyone with an iPhone knows that it would be absurd to
distinguish what has been designed from what has been planned, calculated,
arrayed, arranged, packed, packaged, defined, projected, tinkered, written down
in code, disposed of and so on. From now on, “to design” could mean equally any
or all of those verbs. Secondly, it has grown in extension – design is applicable to
ever larger assemblages of production. The range of things that can be designed is
far wider now than a limited list of ordinary or even luxury goods.
The reason I am interested in the spread in comprehension and extension of
the term design is not because of any intimate knowledge of design practice. (I
know even less about its history and I hope the many historians of the notion
among you will not contradict me too much). Yet I take its expansion as a
fascinating tell tale of a change in the ways we deal with objects and action more
generally. If it is true as I have claimed that we have never been modern, and if it
is true, as a consequence, that “matters of fact” have now clearly become “matters
of concern”, then there is logic to the following observation: the typically
modernist divide between materiality on the one hand and design on the other is
slowly being dissolved away. The more objects are turned into things – that is, the
more matters of facts are turned into matters of concern – the more they are
rendered into objects of design through and through.
If it is true that the present historical situation is defined by a complete
disconnect between two great alternative narratives – one of emancipation,
detachment, modernization, progress and mastery, and the other, completely
different, of attachment, precaution, entanglement, dependence and care – then
the little word “design” could offer a very important touch stone for detecting
where we are heading and how well modernism (and also postmodernism) has
been faring. To put it more provocatively, I would argue that design is one of the
terms that has replaced the word “revolution”! To say that everything has to be
designed and redesigned (including nature), we imply something of the sort: “it
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will neither be revolutionized, nor will it be modernized”. For me, the word design
is a little tracer whose expansion could prove the depth to which we have stopped
believing that we have been modern. In other words, the more we think of
ourselves as designers, the less we think of ourselves as modernizers. It is from this
philosophical or anthropological position on design that I address this audience
tonight.

Five advantages of the concept of “design”
I dare to articulate this odd argument based (very flimsily I agree) on the
various undertones of the word “design” itself. It is the weaknesses of this vague
concept that give me reason to believe that we can take it as a clear symptom of a
sea change in our collective definition of action. The first section of this lecture will
review five successive connotations of the concept of design. In the second I will
provide an introduction to Peter Sloterdijk’s philosophy of design. And finally, I
with end with a brief conclusion on how to draw things together, that is, to design.
As a concept, design implies a humility that seems absent from the word
“construction” or “building”. Because of its historical roots as a mere addition to
the “real” practicality, sturdy materiality and functions of daily objects, there is
always some modesty in claiming to design something anew. In design there is
nothing foundational. It seems to me that to say you plan to design something,
does not carry the same risk of hubris as saying one is going to build something.
Introducing Prometheus to some other hero of the past as a “designer” would
doubtlessly have angered him. Thus, the expansion of the word “design” is an
indication (a weak one to be sure) of what could be called a post Promethean
theory of action. This theory of action has arisen just at the moment (this is its
really interesting feature) when every single thing, every detail of our daily
existence, from the way we produce food, to the way we travel, build cars or
houses, clone cows, etc is to be, well, redesigned. It is just at the moment where
the dimensions of the tasks at hand have been fantastically amplified by the
various ecological crises, that a non- or a post- Promethean’s sense of what it
means to act is taking over public consciousness.
A second and perhaps more important implication of design is an attentiveness
to details that is completely lacking in the heroic, Promethean, hubristic dream of
action. “Go forward, break radically with the past and the consequences will take
care of themselves!” This was the old way - to build, to construct, to destroy, to
radically overhaul: “Après moi le déluge!” But that has never been the way of
approaching a design project. A mad attention to the details has always been
attached to the very definition of design skills. And ‘skill’ is actually a term that is
also attached to design, in the same way that design is associated with the words
‘art’ and ‘craft’. In addition to modesty, there is a sense of skilfulness,
craftsmanship and an obsessive attention to detail that make up a key connotation
of design. The reason why this is a point worth remarking is because it was
unthinkable to connect these features of design with the revolutionary and
modernizing urges of the recent past. To the contrary, a careful attention to
detail, craft and skill, was precisely what seemed reactionary as this would only
have slowed the swift march to progress. The expanding concept of design
3
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indicates a deep shift in our emotional make up: at the very moment when the
scale of what has to be remade has become infinitely larger (no political
revolutionary committed to challenging capitalist modes of production has ever
considered redesigning the earth’s climate), what means to “make” something is
also being deeply modified. The modification is so deep that things are no longer
“made” or “fabricated”, but rather carefully “designed”, and if I may use the
term, precautionarily designed. It is as though we had to combine the engineering
tradition with the precautionary principle; it is as though we had to imagine
Prometheus stealing fire from heaven in a cautious way! What is clear is that at
this very historical juncture, two absolutely foreign sets of passions (foreign for the
modernist ethos that is) are having to be recombined and reconciled.
The third connotation of the word design that seems to me so significant is that
when analyzing the design of some artefact the task is unquestionably about
meaning — be it symbolic, commercial, or otherwise. Design lends itself to
interpretation; it is made to be interpreted in the language of signs. In design,
there is always as the French say, un dessein, or in Italian, designo. To be sure, in its
weakest form design added only superficial meaning to what was brute matter and
efficiency. But as it infiltrated into to more and more levels of the objects, it
carried with it a new attention to meaning. Wherever you think of something as
being designed, you bring all of the tools, skills and crafts of interpretation to the
analysis of that thing. It is thus of great import to witness the depths to which our
daily surroundings, our most common artefacts are said to be designed. To think
of artefacts in terms of design means conceiving of them less and less as modernist
objects, and conceiving of them more and more as “things”. To use my language
artefacts are becoming conceivable as complex assemblies of contradictory issues
(I remind you that this is the etymological meaning of the word “thing” in English
–as well as in other European languages).* When things are taken has having been
well or badly designed then they no longer appear as matters of fact. So as their
appearance as matters of fact weakens, their place among the many matters of
concern that are at issue is strengthened.
The transformation of objects into signs has been greatly accelerated by the
spread of computers. It is obvious that digitalization has done a lot to expand
semiotics to the core of objectivity: when almost every feature of digitalized
artefacts is “written down” in codes and software, it is no wonder that
hermeneutics have seeped deeper and deeper into the very definition of
materiality. If Galileo’s book of nature was written in mathematical terms,
prodigiously expanding the empire of interpretation and exegesis, this expansion is
even truer today when more and more elements of our surroundings are literally
and not metaphorically written down in mathematical (or at least in computer)
terms. Although the old dichotomy between function and form could be vaguely
maintained for a hammer, a locomotive or a chair, it is ridiculous when applied to
a mobile phone. Where would you draw the line between form and function?
The artefact is composed of writings all the way down! But this is not only true of
*

Latour, B., From Realpolitik to Dingpolitik. How to Make Things Public. An Introduction., in Making
Things Public. Atmospheres of Democracy, B. Latour and P. Weibel, Editors. 2005, MIT Press:
Cambridge, Mass. p. 1-31.
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computerized artefacts and gadgets. It is also true of good old-fashioned
materiality: what are nano- or bio-technologies if not the expansion of design to
another level? Those who can make individual atoms write the letters “IBM”,
those who implant copyright tags into DNA, or who devise nano cars which
“race” on four wheels, would certainly consider themselves to be designers. Here
again, matter is absorbed into meaning (or rather as contested meaning) in a more
and more intimate fashion.
The fourth advantage I see in the word “design” (in addition to its modesty, its
attention to detail and the semiotic skills it always carries with it), is that it is never
a process that begins from scratch: to design is always to redesign. There is always
something that exists first as a given, as an issue, as a problem. Design is a task
that follows to make that something more lively, more commercial, more usable,
more user’s friendly, more acceptable, more sustainable, and so on, depending on
the various constraints to which the project has to answer. In other words, there is
always something remedial in design. This is the advantage of the “not only… but
also” feature although I criticized it above. This split is a weakness to be sure
(there is always the temptation of seeing design as an afterthought, as a secondary
task, as a less serious one than those of engineering, commerce and science) but it
is also an immense advantage when compared to the idea of creation. To design is
never to create ex nihilo. It is amusing that creationists in America use the word
“intelligent design” as a rough substitute for “God the Creator”. They don’t seem
to realize the tremendous abyss that exists between creating and designing. The
most intelligent designers never start from a tabula rasa. God the designer is really a
redesigner of something else that was already there —and this is even truer for His
Son as well as for the Spirit, who both are sent to redeem what has been botched
in the first place… If humanity “has been made (or should I have said designed?)
as the image of God”, then they too should learn that things are never created but
rather carefully and modestly redesigned. It is in that sense that I take the spread
of the word design as a clear substitute for revolution and modernization. I do so
furthermore, because there is always something slightly superficial in design,
something clearly and explicitly transitory, something linked to fashion and thus to
shifts in fashions, something tied to tastes and therefore somewhat relative.
Designing is the antidote to founding, colonizing, establishing, or breaking with
the past. It is an antidote to hubris and to the search for absolute certainty,
absolute beginnings, and radical departures.
The fifth and decisive advantage of the concept of design is that it necessarily
involves an ethical dimension which is tied into the obvious question of good versus
bad design. In the modernist style, this goodness and badness were qualities that
matters of fact could not possibly possess. They were supposed to sit there,
undisputable, and removed from any normative judgment. This was so much so
that their entire purpose was to make the fact/value distinction possible. “We are
there whether you like it or not”. But it is easy to understand that when you say
that something has been “designed”, you are not only authorized but forced to ask
whether it has been well or badly designed. The spread of design to the inner
definitions of things carries with it, not only meaning and hermeneutics, but also
morality. More exactly, it is as if materiality and morality were finally coalescing.
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This is of great importance because if you begin to redesign cities, landscapes,
natural parks, societies, as well as genes, brains and chips, no designer will be
allowed to hide behind the old protection of matters of fact. No designer will be
able to claim: “I am just stating what exists”, or “I am simply drawing the
consequences of the laws of nature”, or “I am simply reading the bottom line”. By
expanding design so that it is relevant everywhere, designers take up the mantle of
morality as well. I will come back to this in the conclusion: suffice it to say now
that this normative dimension that is intrinsic to design offers a good handle from
which to extend the question of design to politics. A politics of matters of facts and
of objects has always seemed far fetched; a politics of designed things and issues is
somewhat more obvious. If things, or rather Dinge, are gatherings, as Heidegger
used to define them, then it is a short step from there to considering all things as
the result of an activity called “collaborative design” in Scandinavia. This activity
is in fact the very definition of the politics of matters of concern since all designs
are “collaborative” designs – even if in some cases the “collaborators” are not all
visible, welcomed or willing.
A small parenthesis on our two disciplines: when science and technology studies
(STS) scholars began to revisit the old materialist traditions some forty years ago,
they too would deeply transformed objects into projects. They too had brought
meaning into what was defined as mere “material constraints”; they too had
disputed the form versus function argument; transformed matters of fact into
complex and contradictory assemblies of conflicting humans and non humans;
they too had demonstrated that “artefacts have politics” and that a parliament of
things could be assembled. But because of the word “construction” (used
especially in the infamous expression “social construction”), they too were divided
by the modernist opposition between what was social, symbolic, subjective, lived
and what was material, real, objective and factual. No matter how many efforts
were made to escape the trap that the modernist constitution has laid in the path
of empirical inquiries, science and technology studies has always lurched into it.
(Would things have looked better had we talked of “social design” instead of
“social construction”? I doubt it). The trap has been nearly impossible to escape.
Impossible that is, so long as we remained officially modern. But what is so
interesting to me in that in the spread of design, this concept has undergone the
same amazing transformations as my own field. STS, that was until a few years
back but a small subfield of social (alas, alas, so social!) science, has now received
the formidable support of a much larger movement. What was a slightly far
fetched and a clearly scandalous claim, namely that there are no objects but only
things and disputed assemblages, is now fast becoming common sense. Everything
that was conceived of earlier as hard objective undisputable material drives
(remember the “irresistible path of progress” “the white heat of technology”?), has
now melted into air. Yes, everything that has been designed during the four or five
former industrial revolutions has had to be redesigned —including Cornwall. It is
the same material world, but now it has to be remade with a completely different
notion of what it is to make something. What has gone is mastery —this odd idea of
mastery that refused to include the mystery of unintended consequences.
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Of course, all five of these dimensions of design as well as the development of
STS could be taken as a clear sign of postmodernism, as a quiet and lazy
abandonment of the tasks of Promethean modernism. Some diehard modernists
do think that way, but I don’t believe this is the case. As I pointed out earlier, the
spread of the word “design” doesn’t come at a time when there is less to do; it
comes at a time when there is more to do. Infinitely more, since it is the whole
fabric of life that is now concerned thanks to the ecological crisis. What no
revolution has ever contemplated, namely the remaking of our collective life on
earth, is to be carried through with exactly the opposite of revolutionary and
modernizing attitudes. This is what renders the spirit of the time so interesting.
President Mao was right after all: the revolution has to always be revolutionized.
What he did not anticipate is that the new “revolutionary” energy would be taken
from the set of attitudes that are hard to come by in revolutionary movements:
modesty, care, precautions, skills, crafts, meanings, attention to details, careful
conservations, redesign, artificiality, and ever shifting transitory fashions. We have
to be radically careful, or carefully radical… What an odd time we are living
through.

“Dasein ist Design”
The best way to sum up the first part of this lecture is by quoting a marvellous
pun made by Henk Oosterling: “Dasein ist design”. Oosterling is a specialist of the
work of Peter Sloterdijk, the great German thinker to whom I will now turn in
order to continue this little meditation on the philosophy of design. By taking
seriously what Heidegger had only abstractedly meant by Dasein, Sloterdijk has
managed to extirpate the Western philosophical tradition from the bifurcated way
in which it has always dealt with materiality (always, that is, since the 17th
century). This seriousness about Dasein is what makes his philosophy so exciting for
people like you who are bombarded with offers to redesign everything from chairs
to climates. You cannot indulge anymore into the idea that there are, on the one
hand, objective material constraints and, on the other, symbolic, human subjective
ones. (Actually, I feel that the organizers of this conference should have invited
Sloterdijk to give this keynote instead of me, but my desire to visit a Cornwall I
had only “imagined” until now, made me hide this proposition until tonight!).*
The reason for why you should have invited him, is that Sloterdijk, very early
on and very literally took on the spread in comprehension and extension of the
notion of design. So literally, in fact, that he has been made the Rektor, that is the
Dean or Master, of a School in Karlsruhe – the Staatliche Hochschule für Gestaltung
(Gestalt being the word here for design). This is a tremendously original art, craft,
and philosophy institute (that is housed, by the way, in the same revamped factory
as ZKM, the place where I have been fortunate enough to curate the two
exhibitions of ICONOCLASH and MAKING THINGS PUBLIC).
When we say that “Dasein is in the world” we usually pass very quickly on the
little preposition “in”. Not Sloterdijk. In what? he asks, and in where? Are you in a
*

Available in English : Sloterdijk, P., Foreword to the Theory of Spheres, in Cosmograms, M.
Ohanian and J.C. Royoux, Editors. 2005, Lukas and Sternberg: New York. p. 223-241.
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room? In an air conditioned amphitheatre? And if so what sort of air pumps and
energy sources keep it up? Are you outside? There is no outside: outside is another
inside with another climate control, another thermostat, another air conditioning
system. Are you in public? Public spaces are spaces too, for goodness sake. They
are not different in that respect from private spaces. They are simply organized
differently, with different architectures, different entry points, different surveillance
systems, different soundscapes. To try to philosophize about what it is to be
“thrown into the world” without defining more precisely, more literally (Sloterdijk
is first of all a literalist in his use of metaphors) the sort of envelopes into which
humans are thrown, would be like trying to kick a cosmonaut into outer space
without a spacesuit. Naked humans are as rare as naked cosmonauts. To define
humans is to define the envelopes, the life support systems, the Umwelt that make it
possible for them to breathe. This is exactly what humanism has always missed.
(This is why Habermas became so cross at Sloterdijk and launched a very mean
attack against him: naked humans on the one hand, fully equipped humans on life
support on the other – of course there was no way for those two German thinkers
to agree with one another).
I hope you are beginning to see why Sloterdijk is your philosopher: in the same
way as a space suit or a space station is entirely artificially and carefully designed,
so are all of the envelopes that constitutes the fragile life supports of humans.
(Sloterdijk calls these “spheres”, and uses the term, “spherology” to name his
endeavour.) Human are to be handled with infinite precaution from the womb
(natural or artificial) in which they are grown (Sloterdijk defines philosophy as a
kind of obstetrics!) all the way to the place where they survive and die. What is so
important in the extended metaphors that Sloterdijk pursues to the bitter end is
that they begin to accomplish exactly what I was asking for in the first part of this
lecture. How can we reconcile the entirely different sets of emotions, passions and
drives triggered by the two alternative Great Narratives of modernity – the one of
emancipation (the official story) and the one of attachment (the hidden one)?
When you check on your space suit before getting out of the space shuttle, you are
radically cautious and cautiously radical… you are painfully aware of how
precarious you are, and yet simultaneously, you are completely ready to artificially
engineer and to design in obsessive detail what is necessary to survive. Whereas
modernist or anti-modernist philosophies of history are always considering only
one narrative (that of progress or the failure of progress), Sloterdijk is the rare
thinker who shows how the stories of both emancipation and of attachment are a
single story. This unification is possible provided that you deeply modify what it is
to be “in the world”: the cosmonaut is emancipated from gravity because he or she
never lives one fraction of a second outside of his or her life supports. To be
emancipated and to be attached are two incarnations of the same event, provided
you draw your attention to how artificial atmospheres are well or badly designed.
The concept that is key for reconciling those two sets of passions and for
inventing this strange role of a precautionary Prometheus, is that of explicitation.
Explicitation is a consequence of the concept of envelopes. The envelope is a term
that will surely draw the attention of architects and designers: we are enveloped,
entangled, surrounded; we are never outside without having recreated another
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more artificial, more fragile, more engineered envelope. We move from envelopes
to envelopes, from folds to folds, never from one private sphere to the Great
Outside.
Modernism, in the hands of Sloterdijk is no longer a concept. It is a place, a
design, a style. It is a very specific type of architecture to which the whole second
volume of SPHÄREN is dedicated: that of Globes. A modernist is someone who
lives under a vast dome, and who sees things as though sitting under a huge
architecture, the Globe of Science, the globe of Reason, the globe of Politics. For
the modernist, the humanist is the one who reads a book under a lamp or who sits
clothed in some sort of Roman toga on the stairs of a huge amphitheatre under
the painted fresco of some immense dome… except that in the modernist
architecture, the life supports necessary for this Dome or this Globe to be
sustainable have not been explicitated. A modernist takes for granted that there
will always be air, space, water, heat, for the development of his or her “global
view”. But there is nothing global in globalization. Global is always a lot of
globaloney, a lot of hot air. And of course, blowing hot air also requires a
mechanism of some sort, a pump, a hairdryer — a designed hairdryer! What
happened in the second half of the last century is that modernism disappeared in
the exact measure where the life supports were made more explicit, one after the
next. Ecological crisis, in such a view, are the slow and painful realization that
there is no outside anymore. It means that none of the elements necessary to
support life can be taken for granted. To live under a huge inflated Globe you
need a powerful air conditioning system and powerful pumps to keep it inflated.
Yes, modernist Globes have been deflated; modernism’s fate has been somewhat
the same as that of those dirigibles, like the Zeppelin or the Hindenburg.
So you see, what was called the “modernist style” in history of design should
now be given a much more profound signification and a much longer life span.
The very ways in which things have presented themselves as matters of fact which
are now visible as a style –and a style that is changing under our very eyes. The
aesthetics of matters of fact have always been precisely that: a historically situated
aesthetics, a way to light objects, to frame them, to present them, to situate the
gaze of the viewers, to design the interiors in which they are presented – and of
course the politics with which they are (they were) so strongly associated.*
What I find so important in the notion of explicitation, of folding envelopes
into envelopes, is that it is a powerful way of retrieving science and technology by
completely modifying what is meant by a sustainable artificial life. It is really in
that sense, that Sloterdijk is THE philosopher of design. If earlier I have been
correct in defining the five reasons why the notion of design was such a powerful
substitute to the notion of making, building and constructing, explicitation might
allow us to understand that it is possible to rematerialize without importing with the
notion of ‘matter’ the whole modernist baggage of ‘matters of fact’. This is exactly
what Sloterdijk does. No contemporary philosopher is more interested in
materiality, in engineering, in biotechnology, in design proper, in contemporary
arts, and in science more generally. Yet when he deals with materialities it is not as
*
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if these were so many matters of fact that would inject indisputable natural
necessity as the final word in some social or symbolic questions. Instead, when he
adds materiality to a site he is rendering another fragile envelope into which we
are even more entangled, explicit. This entanglement is as relevant for the
envelopes of biotechnology as it is for space stations.
This is exactly the reason why Habermas could not accept Sloterdijk’s
argument. For a good old modernist humanist, when someone begins to talk
about life support, about the necessary conditions to “cultivate human beings”,
about the air-conditioning to have them breathe safely, this is a tantamount to a
plea for an Orwellian world, for eugenism. What Habermas has entirely missed,
however, is that when humanists accuse people of “treating humans like objects”,
they are thoroughly unaware that they are treating objects unfairly. A humanist
cannot imagine that objects may be things, that matters of facts might be matters
of concern, that the whole language of science and engineering might be
portrayed as anything other than the boring carriers of the indisputable necessities
that modernism has rendered popular. Humanists are concerned only about
humans; the rest, for them, is mere materiality or cold objectivity. But Sloterdijk is
not treating humans matter of factually as humanists claim. Rather, he treats both
humans and non humans as “matters of grave and careful concerns”. By treating
human life supports as matters of concern, we pile concerns over concerns, we
fold, we envelop, we embed humans into more and more elements that have been
carefully explicitated, protected, conserved and maintained (immunology being,
according to Sloterdijk, the great philosophy of biology).
This little shift in the definition of matter modifies everything. It allows
practitioners to reuse all of the notions of materiality and of artificiality by freeing
them from the restrictions imposed by the older style of modernist matters of fact.
In other words, we can have science and technology without implying
naturalization. Not only has nature disappeared as the outside of human action
(this has become common wisdom by now); not only has “natural” become a
synonym of “carefully managed”, “skilfully staged”, “artificially maintained”,
“cleverly designed” (this is true especially of so called “natural” parks or “organic
foods”); but the very idea that to bring the knowledge of scientists and engineers to
bear on a question is to necessarily resort to the unquestionable laws of nature, is
also becoming obsolete. Bringing in scientists and engineers is quickly becoming
another way of asking: “How can it be better redesigned?” The bricolage and
tinkering elements always associated with design have taken over nature.
Actually, they are inherent in nature if we take Darwinian ways as a clever form of
bricolage, of “intelligent design”… albeit a blind one.
It is somewhat understandable that when Sloterdijk raised the question of how
humans could be “designed”, that is, artificially nurtured, this invokes the old
phantasm of eugenic manipulations. But the similarities between these two
projects prove to be completely superficial when submitted to a close examination.
They are similar only in the same way that two trains can both be moving ahead
even though they are at an intersection that will lead them toward completely
different destinations. Habermas missed the switch, the bifurcation that is so
important for us to locate. Yes humans have to be artificially made and remade,
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but everything depends on what you mean by artificial and even more deeply by
what you mean by “making”. We have returned to Prometheus and to the
question of Creation. Are we able to be the God of intelligent design? This is the
heart of the matter. This is why it is so important to talk of design and not of
construction, creation or of fabrication. To design something as I indicated earlier,
allows us to raise not only the semiotic question of meaning but also the normative
question of good and bad design. This is true of DNA manipulation, as well as of
climate control, gadgets, fashion, cities or natural landscapes, a perfect case of
design from beginning to end. Artificiality is our destiny, but it does not mean
accepting the modernist definition of an artefact as the invasion of matters of fact
over the softer flesh of human frailty forever. To put it even differently by alluding
to another line of more fashionable thought: there is nothing necessarily post
human in enveloping, folding, veiling humans into their life supports. Humanists
as well as post-humanists seem to have no other repertory for speaking of science
and technology other than the modernist idiom of matters of fact.
The great importance of Sloterdijk’s philosophy (and I think the major interest
of a designer’s way of looking at things) is that it offers another idiom. The idiom
of matters of concern reclaims matter, matters and materiality and renders them
into something that can and must be carefully redesigned. This might be far from
the humanists’ limited view of what humans are, but it is every bit as removed
from the post human dreams of cyborgs. What is clear is that the collective
definition of what artificial life supports are supposed to be becomes the key site of
politically minded investigation. Nothing much is left of the scenography of the
modernist theory of action: no male hubris, no mastery, no appeal to the outside,
no dream of expatriation in an outside space which would not require any life
support of any sort, no nature, no grand gesture of radical departure —and yet
still the necessity of redoing everything once again in a strange combination of
conservation and innovation that is unprecedented in the short history of
modernism. Will Prometheus ever be cautious enough to redesign the planet?
I hope I have not been too far off the mark by proposing (out of ignorance,
surely) these few steps toward a philosophy of design or by introducing Sloterdijk
as its main contributor. I wish to conclude by offering a challenge to the specialists
of the history of design assembled here. When I said earlier that there is something
inherently normative in design because of the necessary follow up question, “Is it
well or badly designed?”, I also mentioned that this was a good handle for
bringing in the question of politics. If the whole fabric of our earthly existence has
to be redesigned in excruciating details; if for each detail the question of good and
bad has to be raised; if every aspect has become a disputed matter of concern and
can no longer be stabilized as an indisputable matter of fact; then we are obviously
entering into a completely new political territory. As every one of you knows too
well, it is the perverse character of all ecological questions that they branch out in
all sort of counterintuitive ways. It is probably of ecology that St Paul was talking
when he said: “I don’t do the good I wish to do and I do the bad that I hate”.
Political ecology is bringing political difficulty to the square. For according to this
marvellous rather Paulinian quote of de Gaulle: “If of the good only good would
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ensue, and if of bad only bad ensued, government would be rather simple: a
village parson could do it”.
Let me raise the question of design, taken literally in the etymological sense of
drawing or rather of “drawing together”. How can we draw together matters of
concern so as to offer to political disputes an overview, or at least a view, of the
difficulties that will entangle us every time we must modify the practical details of
our material existence? We know that whenever we prepare to change our fixtures
from incandescent to low energy light bulbs, to pay our carbon expenses, to
introduce wind farms, to reintroduce the wolf to the Alps, or to develop corn
based fuel, immediately, some controversy will be ignited that turns our best
intentions into hell. And we are no longer able to stop the controversies by stating
the undisputable facts of the matter because facts are constantly disputed. Fine,
unintended consequences are now on everyone’s mind, Prometheus braces himself
for the worse.
Now here is the challenge: In its long history, design practice has done a
marvellous job of inventing the practical skills for drawing objects, from
architectural drawing, mechanic blueprints, scale models, prototyping etc. But
what has always been missing from those marvellous drawings (designs in the
literal sense) are an impression of the controversies and the many contradicting
stake holders that are born within with these. In other words, you in design as well
as we in science and technology studies may insist that objects are always
assemblies, “gatherings” in Heidegger’s meaning of the word, or things and Dinge,
and yet, four hundred years after the invention of perspective drawing, three
hundred years after projective geometry, fifty years after the development of CAD
computer screens, we are still utterly unable to draw together, to simulate, to
materialize, to approximate, to fully model to scale, what a thing in all of its
complexity, is. We know how to draw, to simulate, to materialize, to zoom in and
out on objects; we know how to make them move in 3-D space, to have them sail
through the computerized virtual res extensa, to mark them with a great number of
data points, etc. Yet we are perfectly aware that the space in which those objects
seem to move so effortlessly is the most utopian (or rather atopic) of spaces. It
these are the least realistic spaces of circulation ever imagined. They are spaces
that does not even fit with the ways in which architects, engineers, designers draw
and modify blueprints, nor with the process through which they direct fabrication
on the factory floor or manipulate scale models. To use some more German: we
know how to draw Gegenstand but we have no clue what it is to draw Ding. I once
asked one of the greatest historians of technology to send me what he considered
his best drawing of the marvellously complex history of mechanisms he has been
writing about for so long. He sent me some doodle which I would not have dared
showing to my first year students as an example of what a thing is. How could this
doodle be compared to the comfortable and effortless manner in which objects
float through the so called “Euclidian space” of a CAD design or to the ways in
which I can visit Falmouth before I arrive there through the apparently smooth
travel of Google Earth?
I know this is a meeting on the history of design, but what would be the use of
studying design history, if not for the purposes of providing a scheme for its future?
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There is much to suggest that the whole history of technical drawing and of
scientific visualizations more broadly conceived has been one of the main driving
forces for the development of science and technology in its modernist version. It is
more than likely that the same will be true for the development of science and
technology, once freed from its modernist limitation. However, what history also
shows is that we are a long way from being able to provide for things, that is for
matters of concern, a visual, publicly inspectable space that is as remotely as rich,
at least as easy to handle, and as codified as what has been done over four
centuries for objects conceived of as matters of fact. As long as this lacuna remains
there will be no way for design to ease modernism out of its historical dead end.
To imagine that a political ecology of the magnitude being anticipated by all of
the experts can be carried out without new innovative tools is to court disaster.
New innovation will be absolutely necessary if we are to adequately represent the
conflicting natures of all the things that are to be designed. (I take here the verb
“to represent” here in the largest sense, including artistic, scientific and political
representation techniques).
So here is the question I wish to raise to designers: where are the visualization
tools that allow the contradictory and controversial nature of matters of concern
to be represented? A common mistake (a very post-modernist one) is to believe
that this goal will have been reached once the “linear”, “objectified”, and “reified”
modernist view has been scattered through multiple view points and
heterogeneous make shift assemblages. However, breaking down the tyranny of
the modernist point of view will lead nowhere since we have never been modern.
Critique, deconstruction and iconoclasm, once again, will simply not do the job of
finding an alternative design. What is needed instead are tools that capture what
have always been the hidden practices of modernist innovations: objects have
always been projects; matters of fact have always been matters of concern. The
tools we need to grasp these hidden practices will teach us just as much as the old
aesthetics of matters of fact —and then again much more. Let me be clear – I am
not advocating for another CAD design for Prometheus What I am pressing for is
a means for drawing things together —gods, non humans and mortals included.
Why should this prove to be an impossible task? Why can the powerful visual
vocabulary that has been devised in the past by generations of artists, engineers,
designers, philosophers, artisans and activists for matters of fact, not be devised (I
hesitate to say restyled) for matters of concern?
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Design and the Elastic Mind
Paola Antonelli
History is punctuated by uproariously wrong
predictions made by savvy individuals blindsided by
progress: Ferdinand Foch, Marshal of France in the
early part of the twentieth century, stated in
1911 that airplanes were interesting toys of no
use for the military; movie producer Darryl F.
Zanuck forecast in 1946 the demise of television;
and Ken Olsen, of Digital Equipment Corporation,
dismissed in 1977 the idea that anyone would want
to keep a computer at home. Revolutions are not
easy on us, especially when they occur as rapidly
and as frequently as they have in the past 150
years. A few exceptional individuals are already
wired for change, and the masses have a tendency
to either admire them as visionaries or burn them
at the stake as witches and heretics. However,
these individuals do not represent the majority.
In order to step boldly into the future, the
majority needs design.
Adaptability is an ancestral distinction of human
intelligence, but today’s instant variations in
rhythm call for something stronger: elasticity.
The by-product of adaptability + acceleration,
elasticity is the ability to negotiate change
and innovation without letting them interfere
excessively with one’s own rhythms and goals.
It means being able to embrace progress, understanding how to make it our own. One of design’s
most fundamental tasks is to help people deal
with change. Designers stand between revolutions
and everyday life. They study and appreciate
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people’s strengths and insecurities, their need
for easy access to objects and systems and their
cautiously adventurous wishes—a little frisson
a day is acceptable but anything more becomes
overwhelming. Designers have the ability to grasp
momentous changes in technology, science, and
social mores and to convert them into objects and
ideas that people can understand and use. Without
designers, instead of a virtual city of home pages
with windows, doors, buttons, and links, the Internet would still be a series of obscure strings of
code,1 all cars would look like technologically updated
Model Ts, and appliances would be reduced to
standardized skeletons. Without a visual design
translation, many fundamental concepts—such as the
scope of the human genome or its comparison with
that of other primates (see p. 142)—would remain
ungraspable by most. Designers give life and voice
to objects, and along the way they manifest our
visions and aspirations for the future, even those
we do not yet know we have.
Each new technological era brings its own malady,
a sense of displacement that inevitably accompanies innovation—that is why innovation is often
disruptive. Like East Germans after the fall of
the Berlin Wall, some feel nostalgia for a more
comfortable, albeit less progressive, past. Let’s
count today’s disruptions: We routinely live at
different scales, in different contexts, and at
different settings—Default, Phone-only, Avatar On,
Everything Off—on a number of screens, each with
its own size, interface, and resolution, and across
several time zones. We change pace often, make
contact with diverse groups and individuals,
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sometimes for hours, other times for minutes,
using means of communication ranging from the most
encrypted and syncopated to the most discursive
and old-fashioned, such as talking face-to-face—
or better, since even this could happen virtually,
let’s say nose-to-nose, at least until smells are
translated into digital code and transferred to
remote stations. We isolate ourselves in the middle
of crowds within individual bubbles of technology,
or sit alone at our computers to tune into
communities of like-minded souls or to access
information about esoteric topics.
Over the past twenty-five years, under the
influence of such milestones as the introduction
of the personal computer, the Internet, and
wireless technology, we have experienced dramatic
changes in several mainstays of our existence,
especially our rapport with time, space, the
physical nature of objects, and our own essence
as individuals. In order to embrace these new
degrees of freedom, whole categories of products
and services have been born, from the first clocks
with mechanical time-zone crowns to the most
recent devices that use the Global Positioning
System (GPS) to automatically update the time
the moment you enter a new zone. Our options
when it comes to the purchase of such products
and services have multiplied, often with an emphasis
on speed and automation (so much so that good
old-fashioned cash and personalized transactions—
the option of talking to a real person—now carry
the cachet of luxury). Our mobility has increased
along with our ability to communicate, and so has
our capacity to influence the market with direct
feedback, making us all into arbiters and opinion
makers. Our idea of privacy and private property
has evolved in unexpected ways, opening the door

top: James Powderly, Evan Roth,
Theo Watson, and HELL.
Graffiti Research Lab. L.A.S.E.R.
Tag. Prototype. 2007. 60 mW green
laser, digital projector, camera,
and custom GNU software (L.A.S.E.R.
Tag V1.0, using OpenFrameworks)
New forms of communication
transcend scale and express a
yearning to share opinions and
information. This project simulates
writing on a building. A camera
tracks the beam painter of a laser
pointer and software transmits
the action to a very powerful
projector.
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17 bottom: James Powderly, Evan
Roth, Theo Watson, DASK, FOXY
LADY, and BENNETT4SENATE.
Graffiti Research Lab. L.A.S.E.R.
Tag graffiti projection system.
Prototype. 2007. 60 mW green
laser, digital projector, camera,
custom GNU software (L.A.S.E.R.
Tag V1.0, using OpenFrameworks),
and mobile broadcast unit
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for debates ranging from the value of copyright
to the fear of ubiquitous surveillance.2 Software
glitches aside, we are free to journey through
virtual-world platforms on the Internet. In fact,
for the youngest users there is almost no difference between the world contained in the computer
screen and real life, to the point that some digital
metaphors, like video games, can travel backward
into the physical world: At least one company,
called area/code, stages “video” games on a large
scale, in which real people in the roles of, say, Pac
Man play out the games on city streets using mobile
phones and other devices.
Design and the Elastic Mind considers these
changes in behavior and need. It highlights current
examples of successful design translations of
disruptive scientific and technological innovations,
and reflects on how the figure of the designer is
changing from form giver to fundamental interpreter
of an extraordinarily dynamic reality. Leading up to
this volume and exhibition, in the fall of 2006 The
Museum of Modern Art and the science publication
Seed launched a monthly salon to bring together
scientists, designers, and architects to present
their work and ideas to each other. Among them
were Benjamin Aranda and Chris Lasch, whose
presentation immediately following such a giant of
the history of science as Benoit Mandelbrot was
nothing short of heroic, science photographer Felice
Frankel, physicist Keith Schwab, and computational
design innovator Ben Fry, to name just a few.3
Indeed, many of the designers featured in this
book are engaged in exchanges with scientists,
including Michael Burton and Christopher Woebken,
whose work is influenced by nanophysicist Richard
A. L. Jones; Elio Caccavale, whose interlocutor is
Armand Marie Leroi, a biologist from the Imperial
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College in London; and the designers from Loop.pH,
who are working on a project with John Walker, the
winner of the 1997 Nobel Prize for Chemistry.4
As Hugh Aldersey-Williams discusses in his essay in
this volume, the exploration of the promising relationship between science and design is of particular
relevance. While technology still traditionally acts
as the interface, the conversation between design
and science has become more direct and focused.
What the computer has done for designers, the
nanoscale is doing for scientists: It is giving them
a whole new taste of the power of unobstructed
design and manufacture. In an outstanding essay
in the 2006 book Sensorium: Embodied Experience,
Technology, and Contemporary Art, Peter Galison
introduces the concept of “nanofacture”:
“Nanoscientists want to know what devices they can
make....In the halls of ‘pure’ science, such a pragmatic stance toward the real is still relatively new.
Indeed, it is an extraordinary and extraordinarily
disturbing alteration of the practice of research,
and in the very self-definition of what it means
to be a scientist.”5 Scientists Thomas G. Mason and
Carlos J. Hernandez, architecture firm Aranda/
Lasch, nanotechnologist Paul W. K. Rothemund, and
designer James King are examples of those engaging
in an embryonic dialogue between design and science
that is bound to change the world.
Fundamental to this dialogue is the appreciation
of the role of scale in contemporary life. Two
essays, the first by nanophysicist Ted Sargent and
the second by visualization design expert Peter
Hall, describe the ways in which scientists and
designers tackle the extremely small and the
extremely large in order to bring them to a human
scale. Last comes my own essay about scale, albeit
of the social kind, which discusses the remarkable
new relationship between the individual and the
collective sphere and the effects it is having on
the theory and practice of our built environment.
All of these essays are accompanied by examples

below and bottom: Dick Powell and
Richard Smith. Seymourpowell.
SpaceShipTwo: Interior for Virgin
Galactic Spaceship. Concept. 2006
Steamships, trains, telephones,
and airplanes changed our sense
of scale and our rapport with time
and space. Suborbital flight will
soon push us even farther.
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19 Johan Liden and aruliden. Motorola
Sparrow RFID (Radio Frequency
Identification) scanning device.
Concept. 2006-ongoing. Injectionmolded plastic, glass, and aluminum,
2 3/4 x 2 3/4 x 1/2" (7 x 7 x 103 cm)
The time has come to take control of
the dozens of features available for
portable devices. Getting more information on the surrounding context—
whether commercial, cultural, or geographic—is a function that will presumably
become more and more important.
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of singular design creativity that introduce new
areas of study and influence as well as the new
types of functional gradients that designers are
trying to endow objects with, taking their cues
from sources as varied as nanostructures, biological systems, topography, and cosmology. The goal
is to facilitate as seamless a movement as possible
from fast to slow, virtual to physical, cerebral to
sensual, automatic to manual, dynamic to static,
mass to niche, global to local, organic to inorganic,
and proprietary to common, to mention just a few
extreme couplings. Some examples are by bona fide
designers, others by scientists and artists who
have turned to design to give method to their
productive tinkering, what John Seely Brown has
called “thinkering.”6 They all belong to a new culture
in which experimentation is guided by engagement
with the world and open, constructive collaboration with colleagues and other specialists.
Design 1:1
Today, many designers have turned several late
twentieth-century infatuations on their heads,
for instance with speed, dematerialization, miniaturization, and a romantic and exaggerated formal
expression of complexity. After all, there is a limit
beyond which micro-keyboards are too small for a
person’s fingers and complexity simply becomes
too overwhelming. Examples abound in all fields of
people’s desire to return to what is perceived as a
human dimension, including gastronomy (the Slow
Food movement), agriculture (organic produce),
travel (ecotourism), production of energy (distributed generation), economic aid (microinvestment),
and politics (the town hall meeting), to name just
a few.7 These all revolve around the idea that
global issues should be tackled bottom-up and
that an individual or local spark can start a powerful chain reaction with global implications.
The most contemporary of design theory is devoted
to the quest for an environment, whether virtual
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or physical, built in human proportion—much the
way in architecture a hypothetical 1:1 model would
represent buildings as life size. Designers who
believe in this preach simplicity, and they labor to
give objects souls and personality and to ease
their communication with people and with other
objects.8 They apply the same bottom-up methodology to spawn innovations that are organically
attuned to human nature and to the world, and
they rework priorities so that human beings always
come before any celebration of progress, as in
the project One Laptop per Child or in Jonathan
Harris’s moving Internet interface We Feel Fine.
These designers domesticate innovation and make
sure that objects will deliver value and meaning and
therefore justify their presence in people’s lives,
as with Mathieu Lehanneur’s delicately high-tech
Elements. And out of consideration for people’s
well-being, they help us incorporate healthy
behaviors within our frenetic habits, as seen in
Marie-Virginie Berbet’s Narco office capsule.
The idea of human scale has changed since
Charles and Ray Eames’s famous 1968 film Powers
of Ten because human perception has been expanded and augmented by technology. Distance is not
what it used to be, and neither is time: Not only
does it range from the attosecond (10-18 seconds,
or the time it takes for light to travel the length
of three hydrogen atoms) to the Long Now, the
concept that inspired Danny Hillis to establish
a foundation whose goal is to promote thinking
for the next ten thousand years,9 but some professionals’ routine commute is a twice-a-month
Tokyo–New York round-trip while others work
across several time zones without a need to state
their position at any time. Indeed, where and when
have become hard to pin down on any who.10 There
is a standoff between the two ancient Greek
notions of time: chronos, the shared convention
of sequential time marked by the sundial, and kairos,
the subjective moment that allows an individual
to adapt and evolve with circumstances. While no
one would argue that we are beholden to the
former, the shift toward the latter is seen in the
urge to record and share personal, life-defining
moments that is at the source of the proliferation

Farshid Guilak and Franklin Moutos.
Orthopaedic Bioengineering
Laboratory, Duke University
School of Medicine. 3-D woven
scaffolds for tissue regeneration.
2001–07. Poly(glycolic acid) fibers
or poly(e-caprolactone) fibers,
woven fiber scaffold: 1 1/8 x
11 3/4 x 1/32" (3 x 30 x 0.1 cm);
weaving machine: 23 5/8 x 39 3/8 x
39 3/8" (60 x 100 x 100 cm)
Scientists study textile weaving
and other crafts techniques in
order to better design and perform
their experiments.
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of Weblogs and other tagged and mapped metadiaries. This obsessive chronicling of personal
information online—from pets’ names to breakfast
preferences, the phenomenon of over-sharing is
frequent and is the subject of several etiquettethemed discussions—points to people’s attempts
to share their epiphanies and impose their own
individual experiences of time, memory, and life
over the global network that runs on conventional
time. Counting on extraordinary advances in data
storage capacity and on new, easy-to-use software, we can finally sit back and remember everything.11 From the revelation that women do not
need to have menstrual periods to studies whose
goal is to dramatically reduce the amount of sleep
needed in order to be perfectly functional and
even the debate on human lifespan—which some say
soon could be stretched at least half again as long
as current expectations—the focus now is on ways
to break the temporal rhythms imposed by society
in order to customize and personalize them.
If design is to help enable us to live to the
fullest while taking advantage of all the possibilities provided by contemporary technology,
designers need to make both people and objects
perfectly elastic. It will entail some imaginative
thinking—not simply following a straight line from
A to C passing through B. Several design principles
can be used to accomplish this. One recurrent
theme in design today is a stronger involvement
of the senses to both enhance and integrate the
delivery of high-tech functions, as in James Auger
and Jimmy Loizeau’s and Susana Soares’s scentbased projects or in the synesthesia-inspired work
of Eyal Burstein and Michele Gauler—both of which
demonstrate technology’s ability to deepen our
sensorial awareness and spectrum.12 Similarly, an
appeal to people’s sense of identity and place can
be found in many projects included here, such as in
the bioengineering of “love moles” and “bone rings,”
or in those that address memory in a literal way,
such as Michele Gauler’s Digital Remains.
Design schools like the Academy of Art and Design
in Eindhoven, The Netherlands (offering, for instance,
postgraduate courses in Humanitarian Design and
Sustainable Style and Interior, Industrial, and
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Identity Design), or the Royal College of Art, London,
focus their courses on senses and sensuality,
identity, memory, and on other staples of human
life that are as old as humankind—birth, death, love,
safety, and curiosity—yet are rendered urgent
by the speed with which technology is moving.
These principles differ from the so-called humancentered design that functionalist industrial
designers of the past fifty years have employed
to shift their attention from the object to the
“user”;13 they are reminders of the great
responsibility that comes with design’s new great
power of giving form and meaning to the degrees
of freedom opened by the progress of technology.
Such a holistic approach calls for the development
of well-honed analytical and critical muscles and
for a new, self-assured theory of design. At the
Royal College of Art, for instance, Anthony Dunne,
head of the Design Interactions Department,
preaches the importance of “critical design,” which
he defines as “a way of using design as a medium to
challenge narrow assumptions, preconceptions, and
givens about the role products play in everyday
life.”14 “Design for Debate,” as this new type of
practice is also called, does not always immediately
lead to “useful” objects but rather to servings
of exotic food for thought whose usefulness is
revealed by their capacity to help us ponder how
we really want our things to fit into our lives. Noam
Toran’s Accessories for Lonely Men and IDEO’s
Social Mobiles comment on, respectively, solitude
and the need for a new etiquette in the age of
wireless communication. And we certainly need such
meditation more than we need another mobile
phone design.
Indeed, even as technology offers us more and
more options, many agree that we in fact require
fewer—not more—objects in our lives. This very
simple belief unites the diverse and yet similarly
idealistic efforts of many designers worldwide who
are trying to inform our lives with the same economy of energy and materials as found in nature.
In addition to balancing our lives with the imperatives of new technology, designers today must also
consider the impact of their creations on the
environment. Organic design has had many different
connotations in history, but in its most contemporary meaning it encompasses not only the
enthusiastic exploration of natural forms and
structures but also interpretations of nature’s
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Business Architects Inc. for
Nikon Corporation. Universcale,
Web application describing the
size of things in the universe.
2005. Illustrator, Photoshop,
Flash, and VxEditor software
Charles and Ray Eames’s 1968
film Powers of Ten was particularly
representative of scale as
related to the human dimension.
New applications relying on
updated technologies attempt
the same feat.
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economical frameworks and systems. It emerges
from the rapidly growing realization that we need
to learn to use less matter and energy and to be
more efficient. Several factors make contemporary
organic design radically different from its past
expressions. Towering among these is the computer,
whose capacity to master complexity has, perhaps
surprisingly, allowed a closeness to the forms and
structures of nature never achieved before.
Moreover, the urgent need to manage nature’s
resources more thoughtfully and economically has
provoked a sense of responsibility that is felt—or
at least worn as a badge—by contemporary
thinkers and doers. This trend can be seen in the
pervasive use of the term DNA and the suffix -scape
to describe any kind of organically integrated
context (e.g., “homescape”) and of biologically
inspired attributes, such as “cellular,” to describe
the organic skeleton of such entities as the organization of new religious sects, lighting systems,
and buildings. Even “viral” has taken on a positive
meaning by indicating successful infectious and selfreplicating design and communication phenomena.
When it comes to design, however, a badge is not
enough: According to an annual review by Britain’s
Design Council, eighty percent of the environmental
impact of the products, services, and infrastructures around us is determined at the design stage.15
Design needs to engage directly and develop
further some of the tools it is currently experimenting with, such as biomimicry,16 algorithms and
other forms of computational design, and nanotechnology. Nanotechnology, in particular, offers
the promise of the principle of self-assembly and
self-organization that one can find in cells, molecules,
and galaxies; the idea that you would need only to
give the components of an object a little push for
the object to come together and reorganize in
different configurations could have profound implications for the environment, including energy and
material savings. “In nanotechnology, new materials
and structures can be built atom-by-atom or
molecule-by-molecule,” explains the introduction
to the course “Nano and Design” taught by engineer
extraordinaire Cecil Balmond at the University of
Pennsylvania, while algorithms are described by architects Chris Lasch and Benjamin Aranda as “a macro,
a series of steps, a recipe for making bread.” In the
blog that complements his book Soft Machines, Richard
Jones extols the potential of nanotechnology
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in several areas, among them medicine, and talks about
“persuading...cells to differentiate, to take up the
specialized form of a particular organ,” listing several
reasons why nanotechnology would be beneficial to a
sustainable energy economy.17
All these tools are about giving objects basic yet
precise instructions and letting them fully develop
and connect in networks and systems, and this is where
one of the most powerful new directions for design
lies. While traditional design is often about cutting
existing materials to shape or, in the best cases,
taming and adapting them, computational design and
nanodesign are about generating objects, as can be
seen in embryonic and conceptual examples such as
Christopher Woebken’s New Sensual Interfaces, and
also about seeing them adapt to different circumstances, as in Chuck Hoberman’s Emergent Surface
responsive architecture.
As they advocate and obtain roles that are more
and more integral to the evolution of society, designers
find themselves at the center of an extraordinary
wave of cross-pollination. Design-centered interdisciplinary conferences have existed for decades,18
traditionally initiated by designers. Only recently have
other communities started to seek designers’ contributions, but this is only the beginning. To adapt and
master new technologies and directions, design has
branched out into dozens of specialized applications,
from communication to interaction and from product
design to biomimicry. On the other hand, in order
to be truly effective, designers should dabble in
economics, anthropology, bioengineering, religion, and
cognitive sciences, to mention just a few of the
subjects they need today in order to be well-rounded
agents of change. Because of their role as intermediaries between research and production, they
often act as the main interpreters in interdisciplinary
teams, called upon not only to conceive objects, but
also to devise scenarios and strategies. To cope with
this responsibility, designers should set the foundations for a strong theory of design—something that
is today still missing—and become astute generalists.
At that point, they will be in a unique position to
become the repositories of contemporary culture’s
need for analysis and synthesis, society’s new pragmatic intellectuals. Like stones thrown in a large pond,
we hope that the ideas advanced in this book will make
waves, and that the waves will ripple into an irresistible discussion on the future role and responsibility
of designers.
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25 Hussein Chalayan. Mechanical dress
from the One Hundred and Eleven
collection. Prototype. 2006.
Digitally printed cotton, metal
plates with Swarovski crystals,
organza, electric mechanisms,
and electronic circuits, dimensions
variable. Prototype by 2D3D,
UK (2006)
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As a metaphor for the need to
have fewer, more elastic objects
in our lives, Chalayan's convertible
dress could inspire nanodevices
and building facades alike.

Notes
1.
Mosaic, developed by Marc
Andreesen and Eric Bina for the
National Center for Supercomputing Applications and released in
1993, was the World Wide Web’s
first popular browser. Its
success was due to its clear
graphic user interface, which made
it approachable and easy to use.
2.
For a fuller discussion of copyright issues, see my note 5 on
p. 160 of this volume.
3.
Aranda/Lasch and Mandelbrot
made their presentations at the
second salon, on January 8, 2007.
Mandelbrot is the mathematician
who gave the strongest impetus
to fractal geometry by linking it
to nature and transformed it into
a cultural phenomenon.
4.
Jones, a professor at England’s
University of Sheffield’s Department of Physics and Astronomy,
has written several books, among
them Soft Machines: Nanotechnology and Life (London: Oxford
University Press, 2004). Leroi’s
best-known book is the influential
Mutants: On the Form, Varieties
and Errors of the Human Body
(New York: Harper Collins, 2003).
5.
Peter Galison, “Nanofacture,” in
Sensorium: Embodied Experience,
Technology, and Contemporary
Art, ed. Caroline A. Jones
(Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press,
2006), pp. 171–73. Galison is an
esteemed historian of science
and physics and a professor
at Harvard University.
6.
Dan E. Atkins, John Seely Brown,
and Allen L. Hammond, “A Review of
the OEal Resources (OER) Movement:
Achievements, Challenges, and New
Opportunities,” Report to The
William and Flora Hewlett Foundation, February 2007. OER stands
for Open Educational Resources.
Brown, chief scientist at Xerox
until 2002 and director of the
legendary Xerox Palo Alto Research
Center (Xerox PARC) until 2000,
is among the foremost experts on
technology and innovation.
7.
The Slow Food movement was
launched in Italy in 1986 to
restore the pleasure of “real”
food. It was so successful that
it contributed to the “slow”
concept now spreading to all
dimensions of life, from cities
to schools and even to money.
8.
Graphic designer and computer
scientist John Maeda, who is also
associate director of research at
the MIT Media Lab, has translated
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his commitment to the ease of
communication between people
and objects into a full-fledged
platform based on simplicity that
involves the Media Lab as well as
corporations like the Dutch
electronics giant Philips. In this
same vein, James Surowiecki’s
May 28, 2007, article in the
New Yorker, titled “Feature
Presentation,” discusses the
decline in popularity of objects
encumbered by too many
features, a phenomenon called
“feature creep.”
9.
According to its Web site, “The
Long Now Foundation was established in 01996* to...become the
seed of a very long-term cultural
institution. The Long Now Foundation hopes to provide counterpoint to today’s ‘faster/cheaper’
mind-set and promote ‘slower/
better’ thinking. We hope to
creatively foster responsibility
in the framework of the next
10,000 years.” (“*The Long Now
Foundation uses five-digit dates;
the extra zero is to solve the
deca-millennium bug which will come
into effect in about 8,000 years.”)
10.
When going to Dubai, make sure you
bring not only your bathing suit
but also your favorite ski goggles,
because chances are you will visit
the Snow Dome for a quick downhill
race on the perfect powdery
slope, in order to escape the
110-degree temperature outside;
and when ordering at a McDonald’s
drive-thru, don’t be fooled into
thinking that your interlocutor is
in the booth—she might be in
Mumbai. The outsourcing of call
centers and customer service
centers has greatly contributed
to the establishment of our
new time-space proportion.
11.
In the May 28, 2007, issue of the
New Yorker, an article by Alec
Wilkinson titled “Remember This?
A Project to Record Everything
We Do in Life” reported that the
great computer scientist Gordon
Bell had in 1998 set out to
digitize and archive his whole life,
from childhood pictures and
health records to coffee mugs.
The project is still in process.
12.
Amazing things are happening in
the realm of the senses.
Scientists and technologists are
focusing on hearing, for instance,
and on its untapped potential.
Several researchers are experimenting on sonocytology, a way
to diagnose cancer by listening
to cells—or better, by reading
sonograms. Professor James K.
Gimzewski and Andrew E. Pelling at
the UCLA Department of Chemistry
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Scott Wilson. iBelieve lanyard for
iPod Shuffle. 2005. ABS plastic,
3/8 x 4 3/4 x 3" (0.8 x 12 x 7.5 cm).
Manufactured by National Electronic,
China (2005)
It is an irresistible send-up of
the public's fanatical adoration
of Apple products and at the
same time a pensive reminder of
the growing importance of the
spiritual sphere in a world rife
with technology and ideology.
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27 Moloudi Hadji. École cantonale
d’art de Lausanne (écal). Pierce’n
Brush. Prototype. 2003. Stainless
steel and nylon, 1 1/4 x 1/4"
(3.1 x 0.6 cm) diam.
Multifunctional objects for multitasking citizens of the world.
Why waste the opportunity for
a flexible-use tongue stud?
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first made the discovery that
yeast cells oscillate at the nanoscale in 2002. Amplifying this
oscillation results in a sound that
lies within the human audible range.
As far as olfaction is concerned,
one study has explored how certain
dogs can sniff cancer in a person’s
breath (Michael McCulloch, Tadeusz
Jezierski, Michael Broffman, Alan
Hubbard, Kirk Turner, and Teresa
Janecki, “Diagnostic Accuracy of
Canine Scent Detection in Earlyand Late-Stage Lung and Breast
Cancers,” Integrative Cancer
Therapies 3 (March 2006):
pp. 30-39).
13.
The champion of this attitude is
renowned design critic Don Norman,
whose work is directly aimed at
product designers.
14.
Anthony Dunne, interview in Domus
889 (February 2006): p. 55.
Moreover, the Web page introducing the college’s Design Interactions Department reads:
“Designers often refer to people
as ‘users,’ or sometimes as ‘consumers.’ In Design Interactions,
we prefer to think of both users
and designers as, first and foremost, people. That is, we see
ourselves as complex individuals
moving through an equally complex,
technologically mediated, consumer
landscape. Interaction may be our
medium in this department, but
people are our primary subject,
and people cannot be neatly
defined and labeled. We are contradictory, volatile, and always surprising. To remember this is to
engage fully with the complexities
and challenges of both people and
the field of interaction design.”
15.
Design Council, Annual Review 2002,
London: 2002, p. 19.
16.
As the Biomimicry.net Web site
reads, “Biomimicry (from bios,
meaning life, and mimesis, meaning
to imitate) is a design discipline
that studies nature’s best ideas
and then imitates these designs
and processes to solve human
problems.” The Biomimicry Institute
and its president, Janine M. Benyus,
author of the 1997 book Biomimicry
(New York: William Morrow), which
popularized this field of study,
is a resource for designers and
companies interested in learning
to observe nature and apply the
same type of economical wisdom
to issues ranging from mundane to
existential, such as how to reduce
our erosion of the world’s resources.
17.
Engineer Cecil Balmond (of Arup),
assisted by Jenny Sabin, teaches
in the University of Pennsylvania’s
School of Design, in the Department

of Architecture. The quotation
was taken from a description of
the course for the spring 2007
semester. It continues, “The nano
prefix means one-billionth, so
a nanometer is one-billionth of
a meter. Just as antibiotics, the
silicon transistor and plastics...
nanotechnology is expected to
have profound influences in the
twenty-first century, ranging
from nanoscopic machines that
could for instance be injected in
the body to fix problems and the
creation of artificial organs and
prosthetics, all the way to selfassembling electronic components
that behave like organic structures and better materials that
perform in novel ways.” Chris Lasch
and Benjamin Aranda, in a conversation with the author on March
14, 2007, talked about the role
of algorithms in architecture,
also well explained in their incisive
volume Tooling (New York:
Princeton Architectural Press,
2005). Richard A. L. Jones’s blog
is a precious resource for all
those who want more information
on the potential practical
applications of nanotechnology
in our future (see also note 4).
See www.softmachines.org.
18.
A few of my personal favorites:
the historical International Design
Conference in Aspen, now defunct,
the ongoing TED (Technology,
Entertainment, Design, founded by
Richard Saul Wurman and now run
by Chris Anderson), and Doors of
Perception (founded and still run
by John Thackara).

ART-SCIENCE
From public understanding to public
experiment
Georgina Born and Andrew Barry

In this paper we examine the emergent field of art-science, part of a heterogeneous space of
overlapping interdisciplinary practices at the intersection of the arts, sciences and technologies.
Art-science is often thought to exemplify Nowotny et ol,'s (2001) 'mode-2' knowledge production;
indeed the institutions supporting art-science invariably claim that art-science contributes to the
'contextualization of science' by rendering scientific and technical know/edge more accessible and
accountable to its publics. Our argument, however, ;s that this approach fails to capture the ways
in whi~h art-science exhibits its own complex trajectories, which cannot be grasped in terms of an
epochal transition in the mode of knowledge production. Drawil)g on ethnographic research on
art~science practitioners and institutions in the USA, UK and Australia, our first aim is to indicate
the heterogeneity of art~science by contrasting distinctive forms and genealogies of art~science.
A second aim follows. Rather than simply multiplying the connections between science and its
publics, we suggest that art~science is instructive in highlighting radically divergent conceptions
and practices of publicness, and point to two such forms. We examine, first, the relations between
science, art and the public in the UK from C. P. Snow's 'two cultures' essay to the activities of the
Wellcome Trust and Arts Council England. In these developments, art that is in dialogue with
science is conceived primarily as a means by which the (absent) public for science can .be
interpel/ated: science is understood as complete, and as needing only to be communicated or
applied, while art provides the means through which the public can be assembled and mobilized
on behalf of science. We contrast ~his with a novel institutional programme in art-science
pedagogy at the University of California, Irvine: the Masters programme in Arts, Computation and
Engineering (ACE). Through the contents of the ACE teaching programme and the case of an artscience project concerned with the measurement of air pol/ution by ACE faculty member Beatriz
do Costa, and with reference to the work of Hannah Arendt and Barbara Cassin, we suggest that
art-science can act not so much as a way of assembling a public for science, but as a public
experiment.
KEYWORDS: art-science;
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In their influential book Rethinking Science (2001), Helga Nowotny and her
colleagues highlight the importance of 'contextualization' to the production of knowledge
in what they term 'mode-2 society'. Contextualization involves a greater level of
interaction than before between the production of knowledge, the context of its
application, and relations with people, citizens or publics: 'the conventional rhetoric
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used to establish boundaries still distinguishes between "making" knowledge, the domain
of science, and "using" (or "abusing") knowledge, which is accepted as socially
constituted. This distinction emphasizes the neutrality (and so authority) of science wrongly, in our view, because it also excludes people and denies that contextualization
takes place' (Nowotny et 01. 2001, pp. 256--257). Contextualization is understood here as a
process in which the 'context' of knowledge production is something that has to be made,
not just through the work of scientists, but through interdisciplinary practices involving a
series of other institutions and professionals, as well as citizens and publics. Crucially, for
Nowotny et 01., contextualization mUltiplies the connectedness of the institutions of
scientific knowledge production to other institutions and publics, and to forms of activity
that are not considered scientific and technical, including those that 'take subjective
experience seriously' (p. 257).
In this paper we examine the recent burgeoning of initiatives associated with the
interdisciplinary field of 'art-science'. It is tempting to view art-science as a good example
of the kinds of practices associated with Nowotny et al:s mode-2 knowledge production.
Support for art-science can be grasped as part of a broad array of activities intended to
foster growing interaction between the production of scientific knowledge and nonexpert citizens, while establishing connections between scientific knowledge and those
forms of 'human' and 'subjective experience' that lie outside the domain of scientific
investigation. As we will show, the institutions involved in supporting art-science often
claim - apparently in the terms of Nowotny et al:s analysis - that art-science renders
scientific and technical knowledge more accessible and comprehensible as well as more
accountable to its pUblics. They contend, then, that it contributes to the contextualization
of science in the senses outlined above.
But while there are resonances between these claims and Nowotny et al:s analysis,
we suggest in this paper that the further development of these arguments requires
greater attention to the diversity of forms of interdisciplinarity. We propose that artscience should be understood as a multiplicity, and that part of its interest lies in not being
reducible to the imperative to render scientific knowledge more accessible or accountable.
Indeed art-science poses defil)itional and conceptual challenges since, while it exists as a
practical, intentional categoiy for artists and scientists, cultural institutions and funding
bodies, it forms part of a larger, heterogeneous space of overlapping interdisciplinary
practices at the intersection of the arts, sciences and technologies - including new
media art and digital art, interactive art and bio-art (Wilson 2002), while these domains
abut adjacent interdisciplinary scientific and technological fields from robotics, informatics,
artificial and embodied intelligence to tissue engineering and systems biology. There is
thus a great deal of activity but little codification; 'art-science' amounts to a pool of
shifting practices and categories that are themselves relational and in formation.
The notion of contextualization, then, fails to capture the ways in which the
emergent field of art-science exhibits its own complex trajectories, which cannot be
grasped primarily as a consequence of a unitary, epochal transition in the mode of
knowledge production. Drawing on ethnographic research on art-science institutions,
practitioners and administrators in the UK, USA and Australia, ' in what follows we develop
this argument in two ways. Our first aim is to indicate the heterogeneity of art-science and
of the experiments carried out under its name, by contrasting distinctive forms and
genealogies of art-science. We suggest that art-science can be understood as evidencing
what we have elsewhere identified as three logics of interdisciplinarity (Barry et al. 2008),

FROM PUBLIC UNDERSTANDING TO PUBLIC EXPERIMENT
where by 'logics' we refer to different kinds of rationale, motivation or justification for

interdisciplinary practices. In an earlier comparative study of interdisciplinary fields we
found three logics - of accountability, innovation, and ontology - pervasive across these
fields, and probed their provenance in each. By the logic of accountability we refer to a
series of ways in· which scientific research is increasingly required to make itself
accountable to society. By the logic of innovation we draw attention to a range of
arguments about the need for scientific research to fuel industrial or commercial
innovation and economic growth - a reasoning that, while it has a long history, has
had a particular intensity in recent decades (Barry 2001, chapter 1). However interdisciplinary research can also be motivated by the logic of ontology: an orientation in
interdisciplinary practice towards effecting ontological change in both the object(s) of
research, and the relations between research subjects and objects. As we will show, certain
art-science initiatives are concerned less with making art or science accountable or

innovative than with altering existing ways of thinking about the nature of art and science,
as well as with transforming the relations between artists and scientists and their objects
and publics. The three logics of interdisciplinarity, then, have a different prominence and
distribution, and are differently entangled, in the sites of art-science that we researched.
Our second aim, in indicating the ways in which art-science manifests the three logics, is to
suggest that it evidences diverse modes of publicness in public knowledge. Thus, rather
than intending simply to multiply the connections between science and its publics, art-

science is instructive in highlighting alternative conceptions and practices of publicness.
The paper is in two parts, contrasting two radically different forms of art-science and
their relation to publicness. In the first part we examine the logics of accountability and

innovation in the guise of their association with the development of art-science in the UK,
addressing interventions in the relations between science and culture from C. P. Snow's
essay on the 'two cultures' to the present-day activities of the Wellcome Trust and Arts
Council England. In these developments, art that is in dialogue with science is understood
as a means by which the (absent) public for science can be assembled or interpellated.
Science is conceived as finished or complete, and as needing only to be communicated,
understood or applied, while art provides the means through which the public is
mobilized or stimulated on behalf of science. In the second part we develop an analysis of
the logic of ontology in art-science. In particular, we zoom in ethnographically on a striking
institutional experiment in art-science based at the University of California at Irvine: the

Masters programme in Arts, Computation and Engineering (ACE).' As we show, ACE
became a crucible for working through new pedagogies and practices, as well as the
institutional shape and challenges of a strong interdisciplinarity. The case of art-science at
UCI is instructive, then, not because it is either unique or typical of art-science in the US,

but because it indicates the possibility of a type of art-science that articulates the logic of
ontology. At the same time ACE evidences a distinctive form of publicness in relation to
art-science, in which science is understood not as self-sufficient or complete, but as
transformed and enhanced through its engagement with art, just as art is transformed and
enhanced through engagement with science. Here the public conceived by art-science is
not assembled or interpellated. Rather art-science performs the mutual transformation of
both the objects and practices of, and the relations between, science and art. In this way
art-science becomes not so much a way of producing a public for science, but what we

term a public experiment. At the same time, the comparison between ACE and art-science
in the UK highlights the difference between those modes of contextualization that
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poHticize the relations between scientific knowledge and its pubHcs and those that
effectively depoliticize those relations.

The Two Cultures: Art-Science in the UK
In Britain, 50 years after its deHvery, C. P. Snow's lecture on The Two Cultures (1959)
still powerfully informs contemporary accounts of the relations between the arts and
sciences, and the economic importance of these relations. In the lecture Snow reflected on
the potential that might be released if only there were greater interaction between the
arts and sciences. 'The clashing point of two subjects, two disciplines, two cultures - of
two galaxies, so far as that goes - ought to produce creative chances. In the history of
mental activity that has been where some of the breakthroughs came'. But in practice,
Snow continued, 'the two cultures can't talk to each other. It is bizarre how very little of
twentieth-century science has been assimilated into twentieth-century art' (Snow 1959,
p. 16). According to Snow, Western society was being split into 'two polar groups': on the
one hand, the literary intellectuals; on the other, 'and as the most representative, the
physical scientists' (Snow 1959, p. 4). In his view, if Britain was to remain a successful
industrial economy, this split needed to be overcome and the value of the sciences to
cultural and economic life needed to be fully recognized. The cultural divide was not just
an 'EngHsh phenomenon', but it seemed 'at its sharpest in England' (p. 17). One of its
consequences, Snow argued, was that arts graduates had little knowledge or understanding of science and technology, while being disproportionately represented in the
executive class in government and industry: not 'one in ten [of men getting firsts in arts
subjects at Cambridge] could give the loosest analysis of human organization which
[technology] needs' (p. 30). Snow himself was subsequently to become a minister in the
Wilson government's new Ministry of Technology (Gummett 1980, p. 45).
David Edgerton, in a recent book (2006), has argued that Snow should be
understood as an influential exponent of British 'declinism', a term that Edgerton takes
from Martin Wiener's text, English Culture and the DeC/ine of the Industrial Spirit (1981). For
declinists, according to Edgerton, Britain has always underinvested in science and
engineering - whether in comparison with Germany (1880-1890s), the USA (1950-1960s
and 19905), Japan (19705-19805), or China and India today. Snow's lecture, as is well
known, elicited a stinging response from the literary critic F. R. Leavis, criticisms that
Edgerton broadly endorses. Anticipating recent academic critics of New Labour, Leavis
viewed Snow as a technocrat who, in his lack of understanding of culture and value, was a
'spokesman for the "technologico-Benthamite" reduction of human experience to the
quantifiable' (Collini 1993, p. xxxiii).
But despite Edgerton's interest in the afterHfe of Snow's 'two cultures' lecture, he has
little to say about its central thesis, namely the lack of communication between the arts
and sciences, nor about its continuing importance in the political imaginary of British

science. In this political imaginary, as Snow's essay indicates, the question of the relation
between the sciences and arts is not just considered an intellectual issue, but one that has
critical significance for economic life. In this context one figure is notably absent from
Edgerton's discussion: Raymond WilHams, who came to Cambridge sho'rtly after the SnowLeavis exchange. Williams, in his 1958 Culture and Society, had chided Leavis for reducing
the study of culture to literature and for failing in this way to acknowledge the importance
of 'history, building, painting, music, philosophy, theology, political and social theory, the
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physical and natural sciences, anthropology and the whole body of learning' (Williams
1963[1958], p. 248, our emphasis). Where Edgerton lends support to Leavis's criticisms of
Snow, Williams argued that Leavis's educational project was marked by profound
ignorance and hostility towards science, technology and industry.
The significance of Williams for our analysis, and of noting his absence from
Edgerton's history of this era, is not that he provides a diagnosis of British culture that we
wish to endorse. Rather, it is that Williams is suggestive of the need for a more complex
conception of the multidimensional relations between the arts, humanities and sciences,
and between research and economic life, than is given in the polarized debate between
Leavis and Snow.' For Williams, the problem was not so much the relations between the
arts and sciences in general, but the disdain of both literary and scientific intellectuals for
popular and vernacular forms of knowledge and cultural practice. In this way Williams's
analysis prefigures the ways in which interdisciplinarity between the arts and sciences
became associated in the 1990s and 2000s not only with the view that the political elite
should be scientifically literate, as Snow argued, but with a growing concern to rethink
the relations .between scientific experts and the public. Moreover Williams's attention to
the history of cultural forms points to the importance of framing any analysis of art-science
in terms of the history not just of relations between science and the public, as Nowotny
et al. suggest, but of art's relations with the public.

Public Understanding, Public Engagement, and Innovation
As we have seen, in his account of the problem of the relations between the
disciplines, Snow showed little interest in the public. He was preoccupied by what he
perceived to be ignorance about science among the academic and political establishment.
Yet in the 1980s and 1990s, when British scientists again pointed to the existence of a
cultural division between the arts and sciences, as well as to the putative deleterious
economic consequences of this division, they placed great emphasis on the public as a key
element in responding to these challenges. Critical to the revival of interest in the relations
between the arts and sciences in Britain in the 1980s was the preparation of a report on
the Public Understanding of Science by an ad hoc group of the Royal Society under the
Chairmanship of the statistician and geneticist Walter Bodmer (Royal Society 1985; Bodmer
1986). The report came at a time when scientists saw themselves as under attack from two
directions. On the one hand, it drew attention to what was perceived to be 'anti-scientific
feeling' associated with a revival of romanticism (Wolpert & Richards 1988, p. 1; ct. Barry
2001, chapter 6) as well as a broad 'erosion' of public support for science (Royal Society
1985, p. 14). On the other hand, the neo-liberal economic policies of the Conservative
government had resulted in substantial cuts to basic scientific research (Edgerton &
Hughes 1989). But although the circumstances of its publication were entirely different,
the Bodmer report replicated closely some of Snow's arguments. It proposed that 'no pupil
should study only arts, or only science, even after the age of 16' (Royal Society 1985, p. 6),
and called for greater efforts on the part of scientists to 'communicate with the public'.
This 'public' included not only the political and academic elites, but a series of categories
including 'private individuals', 'people employed in skilled or semi-skilled occupations' and
the 'middle ranks of management' (p. 7). Like Snow, the Royal Society argued that it was
particularly important that the higher echelons of the Civil Service should understand
science. In effect, for the Royal Society, the public was a broad aggregate, and one that
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was differentiated by occupation and class; and as the public understanding of science
paradigm 'became something of an international movement during the 1990s', it saw as
its purpose engaging 'in a kind of missionary work' that emphasized the educational and
civilizing role of science (Elam & Bertilsson 2003, pp. 12-13). But the Bodmer report had a
second influential theme. Again echoing Snow, it argued that public education was
essential in enhancing science's contribution to economic progress, indeed that economic
growth depended on all factions of the public having some understanding of science:
'there is a strong prima facie case for the existence of a link between public understanding
of science and national prosperity, though the link may be as difficult to quantify as that
between a company's research and development effort and its overall profitability' (Royal
Society 1985, p. 9).
By the mid-1990s, in the wake of the Bodmer report, it appeared that the wisdom of
Snow's thesis was finally being recognized in the UK and was leading to practical
proposals as a spate of initiatives occurred aimed at supporting the rapidly emerging
interdisciplinary field of 'science-art'.4 In 1996 the Wellcome Trust, one of the foremost
funders of British medical research, launched the first of a series of funding programmes
for art-science projects. The Trust's programme was explicitly intended to bridge the two
cultures by enlisting artists to foster the public's relationship with science. An administrator explained that although some of the public are completely uninterested in or even
suspicious of science, contemporary art shows that happen to be about science can
sometimes reach them, getting people who wouldn't ordinarily be interested to think
about and connect with scienceS The Wellcome Trust's programmes were followed in
1999 by the formation of the Sciart Consortium, in which the Trust was joined by Arts
Council England, the National Endowment for Science, Technology and the Arts, the
Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation, the Scottish Arts Council and the British Council
(Webster 2006, p. 76). Then in 2003, Arts Council England and the Arts and Humanities
Research Board initiated the Arts and Science Research Fellowship programme to fund
collaborative projects between artists and scientists.
Despite differences between these initiatives, they broadly follow Snow and the
Royal Society in drawing connections between the lack of communication between the
arts and sciences and the challenge of responding to the economic demands of a
technological society. They articulate, that is to say, the logic of innovation. hi the words of
an Arts Council England executive, the ACEIAHRB Fellowship scheme 'would be an ideal
ground for ... connecting art and science and [privileging] openness and knowledge
sharing across disciplines'; at the same time it met the wider public interest 'in using public
funding to support research and development in the interests of "new knowledge" and
innovation' (Ferran 2006, p. 443). Formative in the design of the ACE/AHRC scheme were
both the EU Lisbon Agenda of 2000, with its knowledge economy focus, and a 2001 report
by the UK Council on Science and Technology which 'declared that the divisions in
education and research between the arts, humanities and science were anachronistic and
detrimental to the future of Britain's economy' (ibid.).
But in addition to the rationale of fostering innovation, certain art-science funding

initiatives from the mid-1990s articulated the logic of accountability, evident in their
increasing orientation towards the movement that succeeded the public understanding of
science: what was called 'public engagement' (Elam & Bertilsson 2003; Irwin & Michael
2003; Turney 2006; cf. Callan & Rabeharisoa 2004). In the words of the Wellcome Trust:

FROM PUBLIC UNDERSTANDING TO PUBLIC EXPERIMENT
We believe the arts are an effective way of stimulating debate and engaging people with
biomedical science. Visual art, music, moving image, creative writing and performance
can reach new audiences which may not traditionally be interested in science ...
Collaborative and interdisciplinary practice across the arts and sciences can help to

provide new perspectives on both fields. The arts can also provide imaginative ways of

engaging and educating young people in the field of science. (Wellcome Trust 2009)
In part, the shift to public engagement represented a response by the funding
agencies to a critique by social scientists - one that echoes Williams's earlier critique of
Leavis's culturalism - of the assumption implicit in the idea of public understanding of
science that the public was conceived in terms of a lack, a conception that failed to
recognize the existence of 'alternative, more culturally rooted and legitimate forms of
collective public knowledge' (Wynne 1996, p. 46). But the public engagement discourse
responded also to a sense of declining trust in scientific institutions associated with
growing public anxiety over environmental and health risks (Poortinga & Pidgeon 2005).
Thus in 2000, in the aftermath of the BSE debacle, the House of Lords select committee
declared that there was a 'crisis' in the relations between science and society: 'Public
unease, mistrust and occasional outright hostility are breeding a climate of deep anxiety
among scientists themselves' (House of Lords 2000, 1.1).6
In this situation the conviction took hold among the funding bodies that art-science,
along with other practices of public engagement, would make it possible to manage the
ways in which the public might develop not only cognitive, but interactive and affective
involvements with science. In this view, in place of a mistrustful, disengaged and anxious
population, art-science would assist by assembling a public that was not only ready to
participate in debate about the risks raised by scientific research, but excited a,nd
entranced by science. At best, art-science might align the public's hopes and passions
more precisely with the hopes and passions of research institutions: art-science could
become a device for the governance of affect (ef. Anderson 2007).
In the history outlined, then, a"rt-science is conceived as rendering science more
accountable and communicable to the public, whether through its capacity to attract
the public to science through its aestheticization, or by bringing affective and expressive
experience into the domain of science. Art-science promises to assemble a public for
science in a form to which science can then consider itself accountable; science is rendered
accountable to a public that is, in turn, properly disposed towards it. There are three points
to note. First, the type of public envisaged here is one that, in Michael Warner's
Althusserian formulation, 'exists by virtue of being addressed' (Warner 2005, p. 67).
Scientific research is taken as a given, and art provides a means through which the public
can be aggregated and then engaged in relation to it. Second, the role of art-science in
assembling this public is explicitly an instrumental one. Such an instrumental conception
was acknowledged by administrators, some of whom spoke of the appeal of art-science to
the funding bodies as being essentially a pragmatic and instrumental one based on what it
could accomplish for science. Indeed it was a critique of instrumental notions of artscience that generated some of the funding schemes from the later 1990s in which, as an
alternative justification, innovation came to the fore. But - and a final point - whether
motivated by accountability or innovation, in the trajectories of UK art-science that we
have sketched, interdisciplinarity is uniformly conceived in the terms of what we have
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called the service-subordination mode, auguring hierarchical relations in which art is
enrolled in the service of science (Barry et 01. 2008, pp. 28-29).

Art-Science and Conceptual Art: ACE is the Space
It is striking that in accounts given by the UK funding bodies, art-science is not
portrayed as a field that has any substantial existence in itself - unlike, say, biochemistry or
nanotechnology. In effect, the rationale for support for art-science is given not by its
relation to art but to science, extending the capacities of research institutions to assemble
a public that will be engaged, or to contribute to the development of a knowledge
economy. In contrast, an influential Rockefeller-funded research report on art-science in
1999 sought to give an alternative account of art-science (Century 1999). This was
achieved by construing the prehistory of art-science in terms of the evolution of a
particular social form, the 'studio lab', seen as a privileged site of hybrid, innovative
practices, 'where new media technologies are ... developed in co-evolution with their

creative application' (p. 2). The Rockefeller report therefore aimed to legitimize the field,
and specifically the studio lab (examples mentioned include Bell Labs, MIT's Media
Laboratory, Xerox PARC, IRCAM and ZKM) as a valuable incubus for innovation in the
knowledge economy: as an institutional form worth investing in. However, like the British
funding agencies, the Rockefeller report again presents a restricted account of the field,
one that domesticates the ramifying and sometimes controversial links between art,
science and technology across the twentieth century. Thus, in the funding institutions'
concern with the service that art can perform for innovation or scientific accountability,
the conception that artists and art theorists themselves have of art-science, the
assessments that they make of its potential and value, and the genealogies of art-science
as a category of specifically art-historical practice, all tend to be backgrounded or
obscured (cf. Boltanski & Thevenot 2006).
A clear difficulty facing any analysis of art-science, then, stems from the difference
between the way that the category has been deployed by the funding institutions and its
existence as a category for art!sts. Indeed, amongst the practitioners that we interviewed,
art-science and its cognates are portrayed as stemming from a much larger, hetero-

geneous - if contested - space of historical coordinates. They are experienc:;:ed as having
their genesis in the mutual disturbances or interferences thrown up at the intersection of
three distinct but related genealogies. The first is conceptual and post-conceptual art,
including performance, activist and installation art; the second encompasses historical art
and technology movements, as they issue in the multi-, inter- and trans-media arts of the
present; and the third comprises, broadly, developments and debates around the
computational and bio sciences and technologies. In relation to art these coordinates
are traced, depending on the individual artist, through classic origins in the work of
Muybridge and Duchamp, founding father of conceptualism, via such mid-twentieth
century figures and groups as John Cage, Jean Tinguely, Billy Kluver and Experiments in
Art and Technology, Nam June Paik, Jack Burnham, Jim Pomeroy, Hans Haacke, Fluxus, Art
and Language, and the Artist Placement Group, to contemporary artists including Laurie
Anderson, Perry Hoberman, Natalie Jeremijenko, Geert Lovink, Stelarc; Eduardo Kac, Oron
Calts, and groups such as Adbusters, RTMark, Critical Art Ensemble, SurVival Research Labs,
the Red Group at Xerox PARC, and SymbioticA (Wilson 2002; Osborne 2002; Carris 2004;
Weszkalnys 2005; Buchman 2006). Clearly these coordinates portray a series of decidedly
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artistic trajectories - trajectories, however, that intersect with technological and scientific
experimentation and controversy. The various genealogies given by practitioners of artscience, then, are not definitive. Rather, they generate together a type of perspectivism,
one that etches out a diachronic space of practices and potentials. What is at stake is
artists' varying constructions of the lineages and networks of retentions and protentions that is, of practices and events that matter and that are considered generative - within
which they situate their current practices (Born 2005, 2009; Gell 1998).
Having indicated the plural genealogies of art-science, in what follows we do not
attempt definitively to map the multiplicity of the field. Instead we focus on a particular
example: an institutional experiment in art-science based at the University of California at

Irvine, in the guise of the Masters programme in Arts, Computation and Engineering (ACE).
While this example cannot be taken as typical of art-science in general, it nonetheless
makes clear what we argue are critical features of the work of some practitioners; that is,
an orientation towards what we have termed the logic of ontology; and in some instances
a concern with the production of what we will call public experiments. In the UK, a similar
orientation is evident in the work of artists associated with the small Arts Catalyst
organization which, in the 1990s, was one of the pioneers of art-science in the UK?
If we attend to the intellectual contents of the ACE tepching programme, a complex
space of genealogies of art-science comes into view. In outlining these genealogies we
draw on the substance of and teaching materials provided for a core seminar of the ACE
programme taught by artist-engineer Simon Penny, founding Director of ACE. s One
trajectory begins with the critique of Artificial Intelligence via phenomenological notions
of embodiment and situated ness (Dreyfus, Agre); through the 'bottom-up', biologicallybased simulation of embodiment and situated ness in intelligent robotics (Brooks); through
automatic design and evolvable robotic lifeforms (Upson and Pollack); through artificial life
(AUfe) using biological concepts as a basis for computation via 'self-reproducing cellular
automata' (Langton); through the problem of emergence - that is, designing 'open-state'
artificial organisms capable of creative and learning behaviour (Cariani); through artificial
cultures - the design of 'dynamically-evolving mobile autonomous agents that serve to
'embody hypotheses for understanding cultural behaviour' (Gessler); through computational modelling of a grammar to describe the morphology and nervous systems of virtual
creatures, so as to achieve 'dynamic systems with emergent complexity' in the guise of
autonomous behaviour, as well as their evolution via 'mating' and 'competition' (Sims);
through the design of interactive systems with rudimentary agency as artworks,
generating an 'aesthetics of behaviour' (Penny);9 through computer-based generative
art, with reference to cybernetics and ALife, which envisages creative behaviour in artificial
systems and gestures to the 'computational sublime' (McCormack and Dorin); to
interactive artworks that use 'expressive AI' to generate avatars with emotion (Mateas).
Meanwhile the phenomenological critique of AI (which draws on Husser!, Heidegger and
Schutz) takes another route through the field of Human Computer Interaction and its
'embodied interaction' paradigm, manifest in the tangible, ubiquitous and social
computing advocated by Paul Dourish (Dourish 2001) - an ACE faculty member and
iconic UCI interdisciplinary figure based in Informatics, with affiliations not only to ACE but
to a host of other UCI interdisciplinary initiatives, including CallT' and the Center for
Ethnography.'o
At ACE this trajectory runs in parallel with another, starting from the 'non-modern'
epistemology and ontology of the early British cyberneticists Beer and Pask and their work
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on biological computing, self-organization and dynamic equilibrium (Pickering 2002,
2005). Beer and Pask offer a vision of symmetrical, non-hierarchical relations (or
assemblages) between entities - nature and culture, human and non-human, ponds
and electrolytic cells - mobilized by their performative qualities into adaptive systems,
themselves liable to open-ended transformation in dialogue with environmental conditions. The trope of self-organization migrates into the biology of cognition and the idea of
autopoiesis (Maturana and Varela), from where it folds back to meet the challenge for
robotics of simulating autonomy, sentience and environmental responsiveness in artificial

organisms.
A third ACE trajectory, finally, cuts through and destabilizes this universe via feminist
and critical cultural studies of science and technology (Fox Keller, Haraway, Martin,
Kember), throwing into relief the ideological underpinnings of, for instance, the alliance
between the new biology and ALife, and charting the collusive materialization and reengineering of the new sciences in the guise of 'posthuman', ALife technological systems.
What does this space of overlapping genealogies portend? First, it is essential to
note the Importance of these multiple histories of art-science to practitioners, which are
radically different from the kinds of rationales that - as we have seen - animate the actions
of the funding bodies. Second, we want to draw out the variance between these ACE
genealogies and the rationales of the funding bodies along two axes: on the one hand, the
presence or absence in them of an engagement with the politicized elements of
conceptual art, as well as of critical and feminist science and technology studies; on the
other hand, and following on, the degree to which they entertain or not the basic premise
of conceptual art: its commitment to an entirely distinctive ontology of art. Originating in
responses in the 1960s to the impasses of formalist modernism, conceptual art has itself
been a heterogeneous movement entailing a questioning of art as object, as site, and as
social relations, each of which has been targeted for transformation by particular
conceptual lineages. Conceptualism, then, can be sketched through a series of negations:
negation of the primacy of visual and material objects and forms - in favour of the
temporality of intermedia and multimedia performances and events; negation of art's
deterritorialized commodity form - in favour of installations and site-specific works that
insist on the value of presence and place; and negation of the philosophy of art's
autonomy, and this in several ways - in favour of works that address the politics of
everyday life through interventions in existing media and publicity; works allied to wider
political and ideological conflicts; works that probe the politics of art as an institution; and
works that foreground .art's social relations and embedded ness, reconceiving art as various
kinds of social practice and research (Osborne 2002, pp. 18-19; Newman 2002; Carris
2004). Running through the rock of conceptual art, then, is a constitutive tension between
orientations that are primarily formal and to do with medium and materials, and those that
are primarily concerned with the production of political, social and cultural experiments.
To return, then, to the variance: while the ACE genealogies encompass both critical science
studies and conceptualism'S reworking of art's ontology, the funding institutions' cleaving
to accountability and innovation tends to obscure if not occlude these potentials.

A Public Experiment: PigeonBlog
What do we mean by a public experiment? And what is the relation between a
public experiment and the types of experimentation found in scientific research? The work
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of the ACE faculty member Beatriz da Costa can exemplify an orientation towards the
production of public experiments in a way that cuts across distinctions between scientific
and artistic experimentation and that manifests a particular conception of pUblicness. At
ACE, da Costa's work entails close collaboration with scientists; two of her UCI
collaborators, from systems biology and environmental health science, had experienced
successful multi-disciplinary scientific projects and were predisposed to think positively
about interdisciplinary work. Da Costa described herself as omnivorous: her technique was
to get extremely close to current scientific problematics through several years of
immersion in the work of scientific colleagues - a process appreciated by her
collaborators. The resulting projects promised to generate not only artistic interest but
scientific gains. Indeed they were intended to be trebly inventive, creating scientific,
artistic and political value. Her project PigeonBlog (2006) was a public art event, a 'social
experiment between human and non-human animals', which centred on the provision for
ordinary people of low-tech means of collecting data on air pollution in their locality.
In PigeonBlog homing pigeons were released equipped with GP5-enabled electronic
sensors which, as they flew over urban areas, sent back real-time location-based pollution
data and imaging to an online mapping and blogging site. The information was analysed
and modelled on the website, where it sat next to educational material. The aim was to
increase awareness of pollution exposure as well as participation in its monitoring. In da
Costa's words, 'by using homing pigeons as the "reporters" of current air pollution levels
we are hoping to achieve two main goals: 1) to re-invoke urgency around a topic that has
serious health consequences, but lacks public action and commitment to change; and 2)
to broaden the notion of grassroots scientific data gathering while building bridges
between scientific research agendas and activist-oriented citizen concerns,.ll
But the project also answered a gap in the science and technology of air pollution
monitoring. Typically, air pollution monitoring in major cities depends on an array of fixed
monitoring stations. In Los Angeles, for example, 37 monitoring stations serve 17 million
people. However readings from these stations, since they are derived only from specific
points, provide a very limited basis for estimating the state of the air mass over extremely
large areas. In PigeonBlog the limitations of this approach to the construction of a
metrological regime (Barry 2002) are considered, in part, political. As da Costa's scientist
collaborator, Rufus Edwards, explained: 'People living in poor neighbourhoods where
more pollution sources are located will individually have greater exposure than the air
monitoring station would have you believe; so they are less protected by our regulations.
Whereas, the affluent people who live here [in Orange County] on hillsides have cleaner air
than the monitoring site suggests. When you have these systematic differences in
exposure, you have the potential for environmental injustice, with certain segments of

the population receiving a greater pollution burden. If you look at this worldwide, the
populations that receive more of the air pollution are the poor,.12 He continued that for
PigeonBlog, da Costa had herself researched and developed a cheap, portable monitor,
and he had also developed one: 'It became clear that we could combine our monitors and
make what would be a new and interesting monitor that measures multiple pollutants
together. 50 in addition to her art demonstration, there are other applications for such a
monitor in improving the way we do health research. Releasing the pigeons, depending
on their flight paths, tells us a lot about how pollution is dispersing spatially over the city,
which we had no way of calibrating before ... [Moreover] what a pigeon can carry is ideally
suited in size and weight for one person to carry, so we can start to get individual
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information that will allow us to look at our epidemiology and health research in a new
way; in fact I'd like to do a full-scale epidemiological study using these sensors. Where it's
also very powerful is that it can measure continuously for an extended period of time, so
on an individual level you start to get longitudinal measurements,.13
Three observations follow from da Costa and Edwards's project. The first is that
PigeonBlog points towards a reconceptualization of air quality as an object of
measurement. As we have noted, air quality is measured at a number of fixed points in
most major dties, as is the case in Los Angeles. However, such an approach is problematic
on two grounds, as the project makes apparent. On the one hand, it fails to describe the
ways in which air pollution moves and disperses in time and space. Through the use of
pigeons and potentially humans as carriers of monitoring devices, da Costa and Edwards's
project makes it possible to map the dynamic geography of air quality. On the other hand,
existing air quality monitoring regimes fail to address the question of how individuals
interact with air, by breathing particular mixtures and quantities of pollutants during the
course of their everyday activity in the city (Barry 2001, p. 170). In making measurement
mobile, da Costa and Edwards's approach points to a recognition that air quality should
not be considered a property of air, but understood as a relation between air and those
who breathe and are affected by it, who are in turn differentiated by class and location. In
this way, da Costa and Edwards's work does not simply offer a service to science as it is; it
makes a scientific contribution by pointing out the need to reconceptualize the object of
air quality research. It enacts a logic of ontology: reconfiguring air quality not as a property
of air, but as a relation between pollution and those who are affected by it. In this way artscience projects like PigeonBlog do something more than present ready-made science
to the public. Rather, they contribute to the generation of something new within
scientific practice itself, challenging the boundaries of disciplinary authority (cf. Stengers
1997, p. 18).
A second observation is that da Costa and Edwards's project points to a distinction
between the provision of public information and the practice of a public experiment. Air
quality monitoring data are typically presented in public as finished or inert information.
Such information reports the results of a standardized type of metrological practice,
governed by national or international standards and based on a science of air pollution
that is well-established. The data are presented as public information in order that the
public itself - interpellated by the data - can become informed (Barry 2001, p. 153). In
contrast, the informational outputs of PigeonBlog are less substantial and systematic, and
the practice of measu,ement takes an experimental and local form. The aim of the project
is not to provide public information while hailing the formation of an abstract public.
Instead it is to develop a different kind of public knowledge of air quality: one that
highlights the critical significance of its social-geographical variation, and that invites
those most affected by this variation to participate in the practices of knowledge
production. This is a type of public knowledge, then, that is in principle unfinished, inprocess and dialogical, developing through the reflexive relations between participants
who are both the subjects and objects of knowledge, a knowledge that enfolds both
themselves and their relations with their local environment.
A third observation is that PigeonBlog transforms and multiplies art such that it
encompasses enduring processes of scientific and social research, public performance
event, website and scientific papers, and social relations between art-scientist and affected
local populations, who become participants in the work. Dada-esque and deadly serious,
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PigeonBlog traverses the boundaries that would contain it. In an original design for
PigeonBlog, it was intended that the pigeons conducting air quality monitoring would be
accompanied by 'embedded reporter' pigeons, which would carry cameras, thereby
providing a visual record of the localities. The idea for PigeonBlog derived in part from the
work of Julius Neubronner, a German engineer who in 1903 patented the idea of a pigeonborn camera as a reconnaissance device. Likewise, PigeonBlog was intended visually to
record the devastated and polluted terrain of Los Angeles county, one of 'the most
polluted areas' of the USA, and one in which the 'economic concerns of the automotive
industry tend to motivate policy decisions far more than human health'.'4 A war zone of
a kind, which only pigeons would be able to map. Thus, as we have stressed, while
PigeonBlog was an interdisciplinary experiment in art-science, it should be understood in
relation to the broader history of the mUltiple lineages of conceptual and post-conceptual
art. This is because it gathers within itself and unleashes the cumulative, protentive power
and imagination of 40 years of conceptualism, as relayed through a decade of
contemporary art-science. It augurs art as a new kind of experience by reference to and
retention of this rich prehistory (Born 2009; Gell 1998), both concretizing and extending
conceptualism's protean ontological ambitions. At the same time, rather than take a
subordinate role in the communication of a finished scienc~,. here art draws upon but also

augments the resources of science. PigeonBlog makes a scientific contribution, while
reconfiguring the objects both of art and of scientific research.

Conclusions: Art-Science, the Public, and their Relation
For some commentators on art-science, projects like da Costa's risk an excessive
moralism (Zylinska 2009, p. 208);15 they might be accused of taking on a politicaleducational function that is not so distant from the educational mission envisaged by the
proponents of public understanding of science. But we want finally to draw out a critical
distinction that disturbs that equation. Our case is that PigeonBlog was not addressed to
a pre-formed public (Bell 2007), one that would come into existence through its
interpellation by a pre-formed scientific knowledge. Rather, PigeonBJog amounted to an
experiment through which public, knowledge, and their relation were expected to emerge
in a different form. One way to grasp this difference would be to hold Warner's
Althusserian formulation of the public interpellated through practices of cultural
production, which privileges a textual model, up against an Arendtian, anti-teleological
conception of the public, which takes as its model the public performance event (Born
2008; Barry & Kimbell 2005). If Arendt's concern was with the systematic renewal of
political praxis and the public realm, her preferred idiom for political action was the
performing arts. For Arendt, plurality was the fundamental condition for such action, the
essence of which was continuous, direct civic participation. As Dana Villa suggests,

Arendt's performance model 'emphasises the embedded ness of action in the "already
existing web of human relationships" while stressing its phenomenality, its need for an
audience ... [She] directly links the meaning-creative capacity of initiatory action to its
"futility, boundlessness, and uncertainty of outcome", where "boundless" implies the
creation of 'myriad new relationships [and] unforeseen constellations'. Moreover Arendt
insists that the public realm constituted through political action or performance has a
'unique revelatory capacity' by virtue of being both artificial and autonomous (all Villa
1996, pp. 848-5, citing Arendt 1989[1958], pp. 190-192 and 184). The public experiment
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that is PigeonBlog recalls such a conception of an agonistic, participatory, performanceengendered public - a performance that is artificial, oriented to political action, and the
outcome of which is uncertain.
We can pursue this difference through Barbara Cassin's productive discussion,
drawing in part on Arendt, of the contrasting Greek rhetorical forms, apodeixis and
epideixis. Cassin begins with a paradox: 'Truth is sometimes defeated. When it happens, it's
man's fault, a human wrong against nature ... This is precisely why men (sic) need
rhetoric: we need rhetoric to help truth ... against rhetoric' (Cassin 2005, pp. 858-60).
Apodeixis refers to a kind of 'proof-demonstration', 'the art of showing "from" (apo) that
which is shown', a faithful showing from the (finished) knowledge or truth. Cassin
continues that epideixis, in contrast, 'is the art of "showing" (deiknuml) "in front" (epl), in
the presence of a public, to make a show. Epideixis: you speak to, audience-oriented;
apodeixis: you speak of, object-oriented' (p. 862). But the difference extends also to the
performative qualities of the two rhetorical modes. Where apodeixis follows the object by
confirming 'what is or seems to be, epideixis makes it be' (our emphasis). Epideixis is
therefore the most rhetorical or artful of rhetorical genres. Crucially, for Cassin, epideixis is
'an active maker' of the world: a rhetorical demonstration that is intended to move (in
both senses) its interlocutors towards both new objects and new common values (koina),
new matters of concern (Latour & Weibel 2005; Fraser 2006) - a shift from 'consensus ...
to invention, from liturgy to happening' (p. 863, emphasis in the original). Epideixis, that is
to say, encapsulates the transformative power of speech and art, a power to move that can
reconfigure not only the substance of the knowledge that is held in common but,
simultaneously, the publics that coalesce around and the social relations that are
referenced by that knowledge.
By now, in outlining Cassin's argument, our rhetorical intention should be plain. It is
to create a kind of proof-effect or equation in which [apodeixis:epideixis] stands for [public
understanding:public experiment]. As a form of epideixis, public experiments do not so
much present existing scientific knowledge to the public, as forge relations between new
knowledge, things, locations and persons that did not exist before - in this way producing
truth, public, and their relation at the same time. Cassin herself draws a distinction
between the presentation 'of 'pre-existing proofs' and managing evidence: "'managing
evidence" does not mean ... dealing with pre-existent proofs but contriving new types of
obviousness' (Cassin 2005, p. 864). It should be obvious, after PigeonBlog, that air quality is
not just a property of urban air, but a matter of social knowledge and social justice. While
PigeonBlog cannot be seen as typical of art-science, it demonstrates the difference
between a project of public understanding and a project of public experiment - and
between the logics of accountability and innovation, and the logic of ontology. In doing
SQ, rather than conceive of art-science as a manifestation of a broader transformation in
the mode of production of knowledge, PigeonBlog insists on the need to attend to the
specificity, heterogeneity and complex genealogies of art-science, and to the fertility of
this public experiment.

NOTES
1.

The study was part of a larger project funded by the ESRC's Science and Society
Programme: A. Barty, G. Born and M. Strathern, 'Interdisciplinarity and SOCiety: A Critical

Comparative Study' (2003-6, RES-1S1-2S-0042-AJ. We thank warmly all our informants
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who allowed us to observe their work and to interview them, in particular those figures
involved in the British art-science field, and Beatriz da Costa, Simon Penny, Rufus Edwards

2.
3.

and other faculty based at the University of California, Irvine.
See http://ace.uci.edu/.

As others have argued, Snow also failed to address the ways in which the sciences were
themselves divided between 5ub-specialisms, rendering scientists outsiders to the

4.

culture of other special isms (e.g. Knight 2006, p. 108).
The term 'science-art' was often preferred in the UK; however this term and 'art-science'

5.

Interview with art-science administrator, 2005.

6.

The idea that there is a 'crisis' in the relations between science and society is not, of

7.

See http://www.artscatalyst.org/. The work of Arts Catalyst was stimulated in part - like

can be considered interchangeable.

course, a new one (Agar 2008, p. 571).
the later Arts Council of England/AHRC Fellowship programme -'- by dissatisfaction with
the prevalent instrumentalism of support for art-science in the UK.
8.

We are grateful to Simon Penny for allowing us to use this material.

9.

This concept underlies Simon Penny's interaction design work, 'Fugitive': see http://

10.

CallT2 and the Center for Ethnography are two of numerous interdisciplinary institutes

www.ace.uci.edu/penny/works/fugitive2.html.

.

and research centres based at the University of California, Irvine, itself founded in the

19605 as a model of the interdisciplinary university: see http://www.calit2.net/index.php
and http://www.socsci.uci.edu/-ethnog/.

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

See http://www.pigeonblog.mapyourcity.net/statement.php.
Interview with Rufus Edwards, 27 April 2006, p. 5.
Interview with Rufus Edwards, 27 April 2006, pp. 10--12.
See http://www.pigeonblog.mapyourcity.net/statement.php.
This issue is itself a point of contention among some art-science practitioners.
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A Turn to Ontology in STS? 1.2
Some notes by way of a preliminary provocation
Steve Woolgar, Tarek Cheniti, Javier Lezaun, Daniel Neyland, Chris Sugden and
Christian Toennesen
Introduction
1. We observe a discernible increase in recent years of the use of the term “ontology”
in STS literatures. What if anything does this signal? Can this be construed as a turn
to ontology and what does this mean?
2. Does an increasing use of the term ontology simply reflect a change in vocabulary?
Is it different from “radical constructivist” perspectives? For example, did Woolgar’s
(1991) injunction to find out how “the reality of the technology [is] itself created,
described and sustained” foreshadow Mol’s (2002) focus on how “ontologies are
brought into being, sustained or allowed to wither away” without actually mentioning
the term? Is saying that processes and practices enact phenomena the same as saying
they are constitutively social? Are STSers by and large still pursuing the same agenda
or does the emergence of “ontology” reflect a significant change of emphasis?
3. Ashmore (2005) suggests that Annemarie Mol’s (2002) articulation of the
ontological is very similar to STS concerns about how knowledge is created,
maintained and destroyed. He suggests the difference between knowledge and
ontologies is not clear, and asks if ontic practices can take place independently of
epistemic practices. Is the original ontic/epistemic distinction, inherited from
Anglophone philosophy, now in need of rethinking?
4. Some authors (eg Law, 1996) have made explicit the distinction between analysing
science and technology at the level of ontology as opposed to (mere) epistemology.
The argument being that STS approaches targeted on epistemology leave
unchallenged certain base assumptions about the existence of phenomena. But in what
ways and to what extent is ontology different from epistemology?
5. What are the various ways in which “ontology” is being used by STSers and
others? Is the use of the term now a normative feature of our disciplinary practice ie
do we risk exclusion if we do not pepper our analyses with terms such as “ontology”
“the material” and so on?
6. At this point, can we all just pause a minute to reflect on the delightful irony in
asking whether or not surface mentions of ontology actually relate to a real
(underlying?) concerns about ontology?
7. Is the use of “ontology” (just) a way of laying claim to a more radical,
thoroughgoing, sceptical perspective? Is this the sense in which the adjective is used
when promoting ideas such as ontological gerrymandering (Woolgar and Pawluch,
1985) and ontological disobedience (Woolgar, 2005)?
What’s in a turn?

8. What’s in a “turn”? Much of the history of STS could be construed as a history of
turns eg through the pursuit of successive versions of symmetry; the turn to the
material. Is the turn to ontology another such turn?
9. Javier wonders about the political economy of turns in STS. What is driving these
turns? What is it that makes STS go through successive upheavals and changes of
direction, such that what previously seemed radical now becomes tame (cf Pollner,
1991)? Is there some kind of prevailing ideology of innovation which forces the turn?
Are we all just basically in love with some Kuhnian notion of “progress”?
10. Are people like Woolgar (2004) merely feeding this ideology of lost radicalism
when they complain about the lack of provocation in (current) STS?
11. Can you imagine how awful it would be, say two years after this meeting, still to
be stuck in the turn to ontology?
What sort of entities are candidates for ontological inquiry?
12. Recent work on mundane terror shows how ordinary objects in eg airport settings
become transformed into objects requiring various apparatuses of regulation,
monitoring and control (Woolgar and Neyland, forthcoming). Ordinary objects
acquire an insecure ontology. A water bottle is transformed into a potential object of
terror. The ontologies of ordinary objects turn out to be subject to a precise local
choreography (cf Thompson, 2005). For example, when Dan and Steve travelled from
Heathrow recently, they started by getting security cleared (and having various liquids
confiscated in the process). Steve then purchased a terror free bottle of water in the
departures lounge. But they managed to misread the signs (in the chaos of terminal 1)
when walking to the departure gate and found themselves again the wrong (“dirty”)
side of another security check. At this point the terror free bottle was transformed into
an object of potential terror and promptly confiscated. Does this suggest that
ontologies can become insecure in virtue of a particular local history of passage and
spatial alignment?
13. Much of the focus of recent attention is upon the ontology of technical things and
objects. But why wouldn’t we also want to include other entities: for example
“nature” and “natural” things? Biodiversity is one of those interesting areas where
“nature” has come to prominence. The existence of this “nature” needs to be
preserved through the elaborate use of numbers and registers. Christian is looking at
how “Pacific Gray Whales” come to life in a vast jungle of standards, policies and
political struggles, yet they do not speak for themselves (or maybe they do) and very
few people have ever seen one. An ontology thus develops whereby whales, along
with Indigeous Peoples, Steller’s sea eagle, and rare salmon, exist only in relation to
extractive operations and not much else. It is said that that hearing damage could
occur if a whale is exposed to sounds louder than 180 dB re 1 µPa, that ships over
80m in length, especially if travelling at 12-13 knots or more, cause most severe or
lethal injuries in case of a collision, and so on, and so on. (“Of course, all this
information is heavily contested, so please do not take my word for it.”)

14. Jasanoff (2005) argues that policy choices are based on two main ontologies:
biotechnology as a certain and manageable technology on the one hand, and
biotechnology as an unknown and risky technology on the other. She demonstrates
that those two ontologies are expressed differently according to the political culture of
each country, thus informing different policy responses. But what is gained by
describing these different perspectives and interpretations of biotechnology as
ontologies?
15. Things, objects, people, arguments, disciplines, nature, these are all some of the
vast legion of entities whose ontology might fruitfully be understood as implying
various courses of action, policy and governance. What is the relative strength of
these entities? Are objects more robust, more effective than, for example, STS
accounts? (Marres, 2008).
16. As is well known, actor network approaches challenge the idea that humans and
non humans are distinct entities with specific properties. For our purposes is this the
same as saying that ontologies are relational? Latour (2004) argues, for example, that
the very existence of a gap between subjects and objects is an erroneous assumption
which is deeply political. The very distinction is a politically constituted ontology.
Law (2004) talks of “ontological interference”: realities are [not only] being done, but
are also complex, non-coherent, uncertain and in interference with one another”.
17. As these examples suggest, changes in ontology are both consequential for, and
expressive of, changes in accountability relations. What does this mean for the age old
problem of the relation between “is” and “ought”? Despite David Hume’s misgivings,
the enactment of a particular ontology does seem to have consequences for action,
behaviour and policy. Is this always the case? Does ontological enactment inevitably
have implications for more or less preferred courses of action?
Philosophical and STS versions of ontology
18. Chris reports his (initially perplexing) experience of moving from the
philosophical notion of ontology as an analytic object, or field of study, to the STSish
idea that people, things and other entities can “have” ontologies. It seemed odd that
persons or things might be said to “have” ontologies, in the same counterintuitive
sense that it might be possible for there to be a people’s physics. What then are the
key differences between philosophical and STS construals of ontology?
19. Some typical (but doubtless caricatured) questions which philosophy might ask
include: What is the point of doing ontology? What is social ontology? Are ontologies
indispensable? What are the criteria for a good ontology? Is social ontology an
academic specialty? (Schatzki, 2008).
20. Some typical (but doubtless caricatured) responses from STS might include: How
can we even begin to ask what *is* social ontology? Is this not presuming a basis for
existence (in this case, of social ontology) when we would want instead to document
how such bases are claimed, contested and sustained? How can ontologies be either
good or bad? Are such assessments in the gift of we analysts? Should we instead be
asking: What is the communal/conventional basis whereby such assessments are made
and made to stick??

21. Are the differences also something like this? That when philosophy talks about
ontology it aspires to the level of the general, transcendent, context indifferent? But
when STS talks about ontology it emphasises the local, contingent, particular and
specific?
22. Lynch (2006) reminds us that one of the strengths of STS is its capacity to deflate
high minded, lofty, abstract concepts, for example, to show that cognition is material
practice, that mathematics is number work; that logic is messy and contingent. Is then
the very idea of ontology a prime candidate for deflation at the hands of STS? What is
ontology in practice?
23. What is added by speaking of social ontology or relational ontology, rather than
just ontology? Relational ontology captures the view that the essence and existence of
entities are best understood as the temporary upshot of interconnecting relations. But
is there a danger that the former epithetised formulations imply the possibility of an
ontology free from the social or the relational?
24. On the other hand is an advantage of the term “social ontology” that it suggests,
not simply that ontology “involves the social” (that is, various contingent “social”
circumstances are involved in ontological enactment), but also that what counts as
social is itself the upshot of enactment.
25. It is tempting to fashion a long list of differences between different disciplinary
approaches. But we would rather not return to the kind of turf wars argument that
characterised early STS debates between objectivist philosophy and the strong
programme in the sociology of scientific knowledge. Indeed, it is unclear, since they
are so local, contingent, specific, that such categorisations are very helpful.
26. Marres’ (2004) characterises Mol’s (2002) project as aiming to “articulate an
ontology – one which posits the multiplicity of reality”. She does this, says Marres, by
“transforming the ethnography of techno-science into a philosophical practice.” How
much is to be gained by pursuing a philosophy which “turns sociological questions
into ontological ones”?
Ambivalence, plurality, multiplicity, fluidity and deferral
27. The post essentialist agenda has been supplemented by ideas about ambivalence
(eg Singleton and Michael, 1993; Law, 1997) - which stresses the contention that the
impact, use and interpretation of entities is never certain nor fixed; plurality (Stirling,
2008) – the idea that different objects and interpretations can exist side by side;
multiplicity (eg Mol 2002; de Laet and Mol, 2000; Quattrone and Hopper, 2001;
Thompson, 2005) - that objects and claims simultaneously exist in many different
guises; and deferral (eg Rappert, 2001; Lee, 1999) - that the impact, use and
interpretation of entities is delayed and/or dispersed through organisational networks,
often with the effect of dissipating accountability. What is the connection between
these?

28. They can all be seen as a form of relational ontology. But in the case of
multiplicity in particular, what are the entities multiples of? Fluidity and multiplicity
are different enactments of the same thing, but what exactly is this thing?
29. A similar question arises in relation to fluidity. Certain technologies are more
fluid than others (iconically, the Zimbabwe bush pump, de Laet and Mol, 2000), but
how and where is the property of fluidity instantiated? Proponents of the fluidity
argument would presumably not want to claim that fluidity is an inherent (essential?)
property of the technology? So can anything in principle become fluid?
30. Are certain entities (eg in Mol’s case, bodies) more multiple than others? Or can
anything become multiple? Mol’s answer to parts of this question specify the
important role of co-ordination work. Atherosclerosis in the laboratory is different
from atherosclerosis in the doctor’s surgery, yet they are made to be multiple
manifestations of the same thing in virtue of the coordinating work which is done by
the participants involved. In other words, the relation of multiplicity to its common
“it” is the upshot of constant achievement (accomplishment, construction, fabrication)
on the part of the actors in situ.
31. But how much coordination work is being done by the STS actor (viz
Annemarie)?!
Conclusion
32. So what is the answer? (The answer?!)
33. Consistent with (parts of) the STS agenda, are we forced to conclude that the turn
to ontology is itself real and significant to the extent that it is enacted? What are the
ontologies involved and how is this workshop helping to create them?
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1 Economic Markets and the Rise of Interactive Agencements:
From Prosthetic Agencies to Habilitated Agencies
Michel Callon

Many analysts contend that the continuous extension of the market sphere
contributes powerfully to the lasting process of individualization characterizing Western societies (Beck and Beck-Gernsheim 2002). The new forms of
organization of markets and the importance of innovation in their structuring strengthen this movement by combining two trends. The ﬁrst of these
trends is associated with the growing importance of networks (of coalition
and cooperation between heterogeneous actors and organizations) as a new
form of coordination of economic activities. This networking of markets
stems primarily from the centrality of innovation and, consequently, the
increasing singularization of goods and services (Powell and Smith-Doerr
1994). The second trend corresponds to the upsurge of individual autonomous actors (in design, production, or distribution, as well as in consumption), sometimes compared to self-entrepreneurs capable of developing
their own projects and therefore responsible for the consequences of their
acts.1 Networks and individual agents can be seen as two complementary
realities. The former mobilize individuals capable of ensuring their development and functioning; the latter opt for those networks that allow
them to realize their projects. Even though these two transformations
are complementary and difﬁcult to disentangle, in this chapter I would
like to focus on the second one and, more particularly, on the modalities
and effects of the contribution of markets as networks2 to the process of
individualization.
The scope and reality of this overall process of individualization to which
economic activities contribute, as much as the consequences it generates,
are a subject of debate. There is nothing new about this controversial situation; it was born with the appearance of homo economicus on the intellectual scene. Critics, mainly but not only from sociology and anthropology,
have applied themselves—with some degree of success—to challenging the
very existence of this original being. For some he is a caricature of reality.
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Nowhere does this type of human being—capable of deﬁning objectives
and calculating the appropriate means to achieve them, sometimes to maximize or optimize his own interests—exist. To make him resemble beings in
the real world, critics say, he needs to be enriched with the emotions, passions, and values without which his behaviors and choices are meaningless,
or to be put back into his institutional and social context. It was Durkheim
who expressed such criticism most forcefully. ‘‘The human being that we
know, real man,’’ he wrote, ‘‘is far more complex; he belongs to a period
and a country, he lives somewhere, has a family, religious beliefs and political ideas.’’ (Durkheim 1970). This critique shows that homo economicus is
not self-sufﬁcient. It is the anthropological monster—to use Pierre Bourdieu’s striking term—that is denounced. Homo economicus, irrespective of
his material richness, cannot exhaust the richness of what constitutes our
common humanity; he is a ﬁction that should not cause us to forget that
only homo sociologicus exists in reality. The opposite position, found mostly
among economists, holds that the capacity of homo economicus to calculate
his interests and optimize his actions corresponds to an anthropological
reality that appears as soon as the conditions favorable to its expression
are met.
This opposition between disciplines has been and still is intense. It is
more than a family quarrel between homo economicus and homo sociologicus,
for it concerns the interpretation of the individualization process itself. It
seems, however, that it should not be overemphasized. Since Durkheim,
points of view have evolved and moved closer together. The idea is gaining
currency that, under certain institutional conditions, individual agents
who behave willy-nilly as homo economicus can exist. Of course this does
not prevent some from thinking that this conﬁguration is the best and
most efﬁcient one possible, whereas others consider that there is no one
best way and that homo economicus is simply one possible form of
existence—and not necessarily the most prevalent one at that. Yet in both
cases there is recognition that, to exist, homo economicus needs a favorable
environment and institutional afﬁliations.3
There are several reasons for this convergence, including, above all, interaction between disciplines that have given up their trench warfare and become more attentive toward one another. But from my point of view, the
appearance of a new species of homo economicus is the main reason for the
convergence and for the resulting relative paciﬁcation. Until recently, homo
economicus, which I will now qualify as version 1.0, was the only known
species. Homo economicus 1.0 was highly introverted and relied only on
himself and his own resources. He had to be able to unambiguously deter-
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mine his interests, have preferences and classify them, and then choose
the most economic means to concretize them. He was miles away from
homo sociologicus, with whom there was no way of cohabiting. By contrast,
when it comes to homo economicus 2.0, the individual agent who arrives
with markets as networks, sociologists, anthropologists, and economists
tend to have similar points of view. This is a considerably upgraded and
enhanced version. Homo economicus 2.0 engages in strategic activities and
interacts with other agents. To survive and prosper as an individual, he
draws on diverse material and emotional resources and relies on interpersonal networks. As he is ﬂeshed out and gains substance, he starts resembling homo sociologicus. Sociologists are prepared to accept him, while
economists readily recognize that to live and survive he needs the assistance and institutional support that provide him with critical mental and
cognitive resources. In short, when he exists, homo economicus 2.0 is caught
up in the institutional devices constituting the ecological niche on which
he depends. He is assisted, helped, surrounded, relayed. No one would
dream of denying that he is ‘‘embedded’’ in assemblages endowing him
with the resources, competencies, and assistance (ﬁnancial, social, cultural,
emotional) needed for his existence. It becomes clear that, without these
assemblages, he is destined to extinction or, worse, to a very poor existence.
This new approach alters our view of the process of individualization and
its different stages. The question is no longer so much one of the anthropological realism of this evolution and especially of the change to homo economicus 2.0; it now concerns the conditions allowing for the evolution,
the difﬁculties it encounters and its consequences. From a normative perspective, we might even wonder whether it is good to encourage it and, if
so, how and on what terms. We might also reﬂect on conceivable alternatives. This inquiry leads to a revival of the social question or, more precisely, the question raised since the middle of the nineteenth century by
the identiﬁcation and political management of what is seen as the (potentially) negative effects of the irresistible expansion of economic markets. In
this case, the issue is the capacity that some people have (or do not have) to
turn into homo economicus 2.0, that is, to participate in their own right in
economic life and the welfare that it can create. Through the arrangements
that they imply and impose, do markets not produce new forms of exclusion by brutally eliminating all those who cannot adjust to their conditions
of functioning?
Existing approaches contain partial answers to this question since they
emphasize the importance of institutional ‘‘niches,’’ without which homo
economicus 2.0 collapses. But one of their limits stems from the fact that
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they tend to overlook materialities and technologies in the description and
analysis of these ‘‘niches.’’ Economists, anthropologists, jurists, and sociologists all recognize that, as Beck and Beck-Gernsheim put it, the individual
exists only when he is institutionalized and therefore tied up, entangled,
caught in mechanisms of coordination. However, they take into account
only regular social institutions. Some recent studies on the sociology of
markets, inspired by STS, have shown the crucial importance of technologies and materialities for understanding not only the functioning of markets but also the shaping of agencies and their competencies. Market
arrangements are, of course, made up of rules, routines, incorporated skills,
incentives, norms, interpersonal relations, access to resources, and so on,
but also of heterogeneous material devices (Callon, Muniesa, and Millo
2007). In this chapter I wish to show the advantage of analyzing these
materialities, mainly by highlighting the concept of socio-technical agencement for understanding the emergence of homo economicus 2.0. This approach enables us to address the social question and policies concerning it
in new terms.
In the ﬁrst section, based on studies of distributed action, I introduce
the notion of individual agency, which leads me, in the second section,
to the notion of socio-technical agencement. These two concepts enrich the
notion of the institutionalized individual and consequently enable us to
consider the diversity of forms of individual agency. In the third section I
rely on this analytical frame, and I relate it to the interesting but hitherto
largely unexploited sociological literature on disabilities in order to examine the conditions enabling homo economicus 2.0 to emerge and thrive.
This leads me to distinguish two strategic conﬁgurations: one that enacts
homo economicus 2.0 by an arrangement of prostheses, and one that enacts
him by habilitation. I then show, in the fourth section, how these two conﬁgurations pave the way for a distinction between two types of policy. In
the conclusion I brieﬂy discuss this approach. I highlight the fact that the
question of the viability and the conditions of dissemination of homo economicus 2.0 concern only certain (social) problems raised by the development of markets as networks of innovation. I also emphasize the fact that
this approach includes material elements in social policies and consequently provides a more realistic view of the latter. As the reader will
gather, this is a tentative study, one of the aims of which is to suggest the
interest of this general analytical frame for understanding markets and
their effects. A considerable amount of work is still required to adapt it to
markets.
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Distributed Action: From Individual (Institutionalized) Agents to
Individual Agencies
To study the variety of conditions in which homo economicus exists, survives and thrives, I propose that we give up the idea of implicitely or explicitely comparing his poor equipment (in terms of relations, rules to follow,
cognitive and bodily competencies, values, motivations, and will) to the inﬁnitely richer equipment of homo sociologicus. As I aim to show, it seems
more appropriate to take into consideration the modes of distribution of
individual action (especially if we want to integrate the role of materialities into the analysis) and give up the study of individual agents. My assumption is that we should replace the notion of an individual by that of
individual agencies, and to add that the latter are as diverse as the conﬁgurations shaping them. To analyze this diversity we have to start with the
concept of a distributed agency which can in no way be reduced to that of
a ‘‘dressed’’ (or embedded) agency.4
The reason I introduce the notion of agency rather than social science’s
more traditional concepts of actors or agents is because the analysis of
action poses two distinct problems. The ﬁrst concerns the effects it produces, which make it possible to afﬁrm that an action did actually take
place. The action, and this is its minimal deﬁnition, is what produces an
observable effect. The second problem concerns its origins: Who or what
caused the action?
By employing the now well-established concepts of actors or agents, the
social sciences tend to dangerously limit the range of possible answers and
to underestimate the uncertainties surrounding action, its content, its
effects, and its origins. They generally grant more importance to the role
of humans and thus impose a very narrow deﬁnition of action. Their approach causes them to contrast actions which are determined entirely by
causal chains (behaviors) with those which introduce a solution of continuity between cause and effect (that can be described as autonomous, strategic, intentional, etc.). A course of action will thus alternate between
behavioral episodes, based on a mechanical type of rationale, and episodes
in which the human agent takes over to steer the course of events in new
directions (Collins 1995). Explaining these changes is one of the most difﬁcult tasks the social sciences have to deal with. It generally revolves around
the opposition between forces said to be external to actors (or agents) but
running through them (structures, interests, the subconscious, technological development, etc.) and internal forces that explain why the course of
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action changes suddenly (intentionality, cognitive skills, strategic calculation, etc.). With this distinction, action is contrasted with its context and,
in its most extreme forms, the individual agent with the social structures in
which he is plunged (sometimes drowned). Hence, the social sciences are
confronted with the interminable task of explaining relations between
these two orders of reality. The most common solution consists in evoking
the existence of dialectical relations between the two (Giddens 1991; Bourdieu 2000).
The notion of agency is a way out of this dialectic and offers a glimpse of
a solution. First, it leaves the uncertainties concerning sources of action
open. Who is acting? Is it an individual? A collective? Are things (or nonhumans) involved in the action, and, if so, in what forms? There is no general answer to these questions; only the particular circumstances of the
action count. Agency—and this is the ﬁrst advantage of the concept—can
be attributed to heterogeneous and unexpected entities which are not necessarily human beings (‘‘the French economy’’ that creates unemployment;
‘‘biotechnology’’ which generates ethical problems; ‘‘genes’’ which are said
to cause severe diseases and/or impairments). Second, the content, nature,
and effects of the actions that the agency triggers off are also widely diverse.
What differences are produced? How can they be characterized? What evidence is there of the existence of these differences? The answers are open,
since with this perspective the electron acts as much as the engineer interacting with it, albeit differently. Third, by restoring the richness and diversity of action and leaving its characterization open, the notion of agency
modiﬁes the respective contributions that social scientists and participants
in action make towards the analysis of that action. The origins, effects, and
modalities of action are of interest to all those participating in it, and their
points of view, conceptions, and theoretical elaborations inﬂuence the
course of action (Beck et al. 1994).5
Thus deﬁned, the notion of agency substantially enhances the descriptions of action that the social sciences can give. In particular, it enables us
to grant the place it deserves to the concept of distributed action which
leads us to talk no longer of individual action but of individual agency.
To clarify what we mean by distributed action, the following two examples seem to be relevant illustrations of situations in which economic
agents ﬁnd themselves. The ﬁrst is piloting (in this case an airplane, but
the action applies equally to a ﬁrm or to a project); the second is the making of a choice.6
Take, ﬁrst, the simple case of an airline pilot, a good example of individual agency.7 Depending on the situation, and especially in cases of serious
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crisis, she can play on and adjust to the circumstances with the aim of safeguarding her passengers’ lives (or, on the contrary, with the deliberate intention of dying with the passengers, as was recently the case). This ability
to set (arbitrary) goals and to develop a course of action that may make
it possible to achieve them, while remaining responsible for her acts, is possible (a) because the pilot is not acting alone and (b) because collective
action is conﬁgured in such a way as to make her play an important role.
She is caught in a socio-technical agencement that performs and organizes
the actions of a large number of entities. These are called on as needed,
and they ‘‘propose’’ solutions to which the pilot would not otherwise
have access and of which she would not even have thought had she been
isolated. The action denoted by the verb ‘‘to pilot’’ is a collective action in
which a host of heterogeneous entities (or actants) participate (air-trafﬁc
controllers, radars, gyroscopes, control levers, pilots and co-pilots, landing
strips, international regulations, etc.), all cooperating to enable the Airbus 420 to travel from Paris to Marseilles. In fact, ‘cooperating’ is not the
most appropriate word. Saying that the action is distributed is more accurate, ﬁrst because the action (of piloting) is spread among several actants
(human and non-human, individual and collective), second because that
collective action consists of sequences whose order can vary depending on
the events (distributed action is organized but cannot be reduced to a preestablished plan), and third because none of the participants in the action
can be considered independently of the others (a pilot without dials and
screens to read, suggesting what ought to be done, is not a pilot, and vice
versa). Specialists of distributed action say that each of the actors makes
proposals to the other actors in the course of the action, and that it is these
proposals that act as affordances or what I propose to call promissions.8
We could go further in the description and contend that not only action
but also cognition is distributed. The pilot could be taken again to illustrate
this point,9 but in order to show the generality of the phenomenon we will
consider an ordinary economic agent: a customer in a supermarket. How
can a customer choose between two packets of sliced ham which seem
identical? Franck Cochoy (2002) has shown that in order to make this
choice the supermarket customer is helped by a host of ‘‘assistants’’: quality
labels, appellations contrôlées, data on the composition and origin of the
ham, advice from other consumers, consumer magazines, advertising, and,
obviously, the price. The work of Kjellberg (2001), Barrey (2001), and
Grandclément (2006) has enabled us to pursue this exploration and to
highlight the involvement of a heterogeneous population of market professionals who belong to either the world of production or that of distribution.
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These professionals design software, tools for making comparisons, and
presentation devices that preformat the space of consumers’ choices in
close interaction with them. This space of distributed calculation (Callon
and Muniesa 2005) encompasses not only human beings but also a set of
material devices in which the shopping cart plays an essential part (Grandclément and Cochoy 2006).
This example calls for two observations. First, all this equipment does
not belong to the consumer; it comes from the outside, so to speak, and
constitutes her calculation and decision-making competencies. Second,
talking of equipment can be misleading because in reality these are entities
participating in the calculation, not suppliers of information that the consumer is content simply to take into account. The data at her disposal are
the result of prior calculations by those who transmit them. The customer’s
ability to calculate is therefore distributed among (human and non human)
assisting entities, in the same way that the pilot’s action was distributed
(we could, moreover, show that piloting or steering is also calculating,
and that any distributed action is also distributed cognition) (Callon 1998;
Callon and Muniesa 2005; Beunza and Stark, this volume; Beunza et al.
2006).
The two examples of the pilot and the supermarket customer show us
what a distributed agency is. In both cases an action is underway, with
observable effects (the choice of the airplane’s trajectory; the decision to
purchase); in both cases the action is collective, in the precise sense of
mobilizing a large number of (human and non-human) entities taking
part in the action; in both cases the participants in the action (pilot, navigation instruments, radars, quality labels, friends’ advice, consumer organization, shelves, shopping carts, packaging, etc.) take turns to further the
action, with each entity acting in its own particular way; in both cases the
origins of the action thus conceived are not easily assignable or are at least
subject to debate: is it the pilot or the designer of the radar, the joystick
or the Airbus, the air-trafﬁc controller or the builder of the runway that
constitutes the main source of the action? Each of these participants contributes toward the action, and there is no reason a priori to give any one
of them special treatment. Yet in both cases, due to the very conﬁguration
of the agencement, in which formal procedures, practical and technical
knowledge, software, skills, and rules of action must be included, we impute responsibility for the action to the pilot, in the ﬁrst case, and to the
customer, in the second. This responsibility, enacted by law, can be reopened at any time, especially during a crisis or a catastrophe resulting in
legal proceedings.10
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We see the advantage of the concept of agency. In no way does it impede
interpretation. In both examples it makes a description possible in which
the capacity to act is granted to all the participants of the action. That is
what the term ‘distributed agency’ means. At the same time, this (distributed) agency can be assigned to a particular ﬁgure or form which, in the
examples proposed, is that of individual agency. It is to the pilot that the
action of piloting is ascribed because it is on her that the sequences of
action undertaken by the participating entities converge. It is to the customer that the action of buying is imputed because she is the destination
of all the calculations constituting the framework of her own calculation.
In both cases the law conﬁrms and legitimates this imputation.11 We could
thus agree that the notion of individual agency denotes a course of action
(engaging a large number of heterogeneous entities participating in the
action) which is imputable to an individual since the actors themselves are
led (or channelled by the arrangement) to consider the individual to be the
source of the action. To the question ‘‘Who pilots the airplane?’’ the passengers, the pilot herself, and her crew all answer ‘‘The pilot!’’ To the question ‘‘Who chooses the sliced ham?’’ the consumer herself, her friends and
family, and the manager of the supermarket all answer ‘‘The consumer!’’
Individual agency is simply one possible form of agency, one that
encompasses a wide variety of possible forms. Individual agencies can indeed be altruistic and non-calculating or selﬁsh and calculating (Callon
and Law 2005). But we could mention others: collective agency (‘‘the
company’s employees’’ decided to reject the proposed retirement plan),
anonymous agency (‘‘market forces’’ ended up causing prices to drop substantially). Irrespective of the form, recognizing that an agency (whether it
is related to economic activities or not) is distributed and simultaneously
that it is embodied in a variety of possible forms leads to the notion of
socio-technical agencement.
Socio-Technical Agencement
Any action is distributed. Through it, humans as well as procedures, calculation tools, instruments, and technical devices collaborate and participate
in a coordinated manner. All these entities contribute in their own way to
the collective action that consequently consists of a series of ordered acts.
The analysis of this collective action (Who participates? With what effects?)
is not only in the hands of the observer, for the participants have their say
in characterizing the motivating forces of the action and the identities of
those involved.
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To describe the action, one has to be able to describe the strange assemblages that we could agree to call socio-technical agencements. The word
agencement has the advantage of being close to the notion of agency: an
agencement acts, that is, it transforms a situation by producing differences.
The modiﬁer ‘socio-technical’ underscores the fact that the entities which
are included in the agencement and participate in the actions undertaken
are both humans and non-humans. The set pilot þ air-trafﬁc-controllers
þ instruments-of-ﬂight þ radars þ runways þ airplane-manufacturers þ
communication-protocols þ jurisprudence-concerning-the-responsibilityof-navigation-staff etc. is just such a socio-technical agencement.
As Callon, Muniesa, and Millo (2007) emphasize, the notion of agencement is close to notions of ordinary language that foster a similar intuition
(display, assemblage, arrangement),. But it is also a philosophical concept
whose proponents, Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari, can be considered
representatives of a French pragmatist tradition. (See Deleuze and Guattari
1980.) In his discussion of Foucault’s notion of ‘device’ (dispositif in
French), Deleuze (1989) develops an account that is closer to the idea of
agencement. For Deleuze, the subject is not external to the device. In other
words, subjectivity is enacted in a device—an aspect, I think, that is better
rendered through the notion of agencement. In Deleuze’s phrasing, a device
‘‘is a tangle, a multi-linear ensemble. It is composed of different sorts of
lines. And these lines do not frame systems that are homogeneous as such
(e.g. the object, the subject, the language). Instead, they follow directions,
they trace processes that are always at disequilibrium, sometimes getting
close to one another and sometimes becoming distant from one another.
Each line is broken, is subjected to variations in direction, diverging and
splitting, subjected to derivations.’’ (Deleuze 1989: 185, Muniesa and Callon
translation) In actor-network theory, a perspective always attentive to the
distributed character of action, the notion of ‘socio-technical device’ (dispositif socio-technique in French) is also close to this idea of agencement—an
idea which emphasizes the distribution of agency and with which materiality comes to the forefront. An agencement is constituted by ﬁxtures and
furnishings, by elements that allow lines to be drawn and territories to be
constituted. It is only when devices are understood as agencements that
the evolving intricacies of agency can be tackled by the sociologist or the
anthropologist (otherwise she may need to conform to the great agency
divides that so often characterize the sociological tradition).
Why introduce this notion of agencement rather than being content to
talk of singular distributed agencies whose functioning would have to be
described case by case, depending on the particular socio-technical conﬁg-
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urations shaping them? The answer to this question relates to the formulation of a hypothesis that seems to be supported by empirical observations.
These suggest that the arrangements organizing action and deciding on
prevailing forms of agency can be grouped together in a limited number of
families. Each of these families ought to be able to be associated with a particular form of distributed agency.12 In the following I describe one of these
conﬁgurations corresponding to what Andrew Barry, himself inspired by
Foucault and Deleuze, calls the interactive diagram (Barry 2001).13 The
agency associated with this agencement is what I suggest calling an interactive individual agency. My thesis is that, because of the important part that
it gets homo economicus 2.0 to play, the network economy tends to mobilize
the interactive diagram on a massive scale.
The interactive diagram is a socio-technical agencement conﬁgured in
such a way that at the center of the collective action we ﬁnd an individual
who is capable of developing projects and is endowed with a will to accomplish them, and who holds herself (because she is held) responsible for her
acts and their effects. This diagram constitutes a particular answer to questions concerning the modalities of action. To the question ‘‘Who is at the
source of the action?’’ the diagram answers ‘‘The individual and her projects.’’ To the question ‘‘What is the status of the different participants in
the action?’’ it answers ‘‘On the one hand the individual deﬁning and undertaking projects, whose identity changes and adjusts in relation to feedback and results, and on the other hand the technical devices with which
she interacts and which constantly suggest original courses of action.’’ To
the question ‘‘What does the action produce?’’ it answers ‘‘The discovery
of possible new worlds, the unexpected, constant experimentation.’’
How is the interactive diagram able to produce this responsible individual, capable of projects and innovations and at the same time condemned
to govern her own affairs? The answer to this question warrants subtle analysis and needs further investigation. I will settle here for a brief characterization of these agencements, based on the discursive elements, procedures,
and technical devices that constitute them.14
Discursive elements produce indisputably real effects. They may be very
general discourses, such as those which praise the market economy, the
new economy, or the service economy, or, more directly, all the discourses
that argue for individuals’ responsibility and/or that see the ability to deﬁne and realize projects as essential for any human being in his own right.
Luc Boltanski and Eve Chiapello (2006) thus highlight the signiﬁcance of
managerial discourses in the creation of a spirit that serves as a reference
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for action: employees must be capable of deﬁning projects, bearing responsibility for them, and agreeing to be judged on their results. Jean Gadrey
(2002) shows that the ‘‘new economy’’ consists more in a discourse aimed
at enacting and supporting a certain form of network economy than in an
‘‘objective’’ description of reality. These discursive elements contribute to
describing, shaping, and supporting the autonomous and responsible individual. They also include references to teamwork, pluri-disciplinarity, hybridization, and cross-fertilization that emphasize the need to be open,
mobile, and interactive in order to generate opportunities and be able to
grasp them (Barry 2001).
n
Procedures, forms of organization, and incentives are also a powerful
motivating force in the conﬁguration of the interactive diagram. The
quasi-contractual practices developed in the corporate world produce
employees who have to deﬁne objectives and engage in their realization.
The same applies to employee incentives, competency reviews (in French,
bilan de competences), and recruitment techniques (Eymard-Duvernay and
Marchal 1997). These management techniques and the heterarchical
organization they imply give substance to the responsible and innovative
individual (Stark 1999). The law furthermore endorses this procedural construction every time it decides in favor of individual responsibilities. Preferred forms of organization (project groups, task forces) also encourage
employees to embark on collaborative projects in which roles are poorly
deﬁned and mutually inﬂuenced. More generally, what Nigel Thrift (2005)
calls the knowing capitalism, or what Michael Power (1997) and Marylin
Strathern (2000) call the audit society, contributes to enacting this singular
form of agency.
n
The technologies that facilitate the creation of individual agency are usually termed ‘information technologies’ and ‘communication technologies’.
They are interactive, they generate connections and networks, and they facilitate unplanned encountering (Thrift 2004). Interactivity forces the user
to be reactive, to use initiative, to be imaginative, and constantly to boost
the action in order to test new possibilities and take observable results into
account. The creation of connections makes it possible to mobilize, at the
same place, the different instruments, equipment, data, and information
constituting and multiplying the individual’s cognitive capacities.15 New
possibilities of encounters constantly emerge and facilitate an uninterrupted process of exploration and investigation. The individual is thus
endowed with intentions, calculation, reﬂection, projects, and imagination. Because they facilitate the traceability of actions, these technologies
reinforce the demand for coherence and along with it rational action.
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They likewise facilitate imputation of actions. Note that these technical
devices include all software used for project management, monitoring
actions, compiling customer ﬁles, tracking and tracing goods and people,
and individualizing supply and demand, as well as all tools used for calculation and evaluation which provide algorithms for ranking decisions.16
Socio-technical agencements corresponding to the conﬁguration of the
interactive diagram construct a form of agency that implies an informed individual capable of intention, anticipation, reactivity, calculation, and control of her own actions. But the above discussion shows that we must avoid
confusing the individual (a pilot, a customer of a supermarket, or an industrial manager) with (interactive) individual agency, since:
Alone the individual cannot be an individual agency. She is a stakeholder
in an agencement which (like any socio-technical agencement) conﬁgures distributed actions involving a large number of humans and non-humans.
The ﬁgure of interactive individual agency associated with it is inseparable
from the (interactive) socio-technical agencements that make it exist.
n
Through the extension of network economies it is not individualism that
is spreading but interactive agencements which multiply to become a dominant form of organization of collective action. Barry suggests that this conﬁguration, fairly close to the post-Fordian model (to use the terminology
proposed by the École de la regulation), is found in the worlds of services
and industry but also in that of culture. The reasons for this diffusion are
multiple and are obviously not directly relevant here. They end up mutually reinforcing one another to produce a society which seems to be inhabited by active and enterprising individuals but which, in reality, consists of
a multitude of closely connected interactive socio-technical agencements.
n
With the generalization of these agencements and the responsible and
proactive individuals that go along with them, a new form of subjectivity
is spreading as well. Not only does the individual (autonomous, strongwilled, responsible, and creative) impose herself as the dominant ﬁgure of
agency; her experience of herself also coincides with that view: she senses
that she is required to be autonomous, responsible, and interactive (Rose
1999). In short, the individual experiences and accepts herself as an active
and interactive individual.
n
This subjectivity leads to the construction of plastic, open identities that
are shaped, circulated, and exchanged along with the interactions and
experiments in which individual agency is engaged.
n

The two notions of distributed agency and socio-technical agencement enable us to grasp the diversity of forms of agency without being hampered
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by the hypothesis of a common anthropological base. They also allow us to
identify and characterize a particular form: interactive individual agency.
Other forms of individual agency are possible, such as the disciplined individual agency described by Barry. I will now use the latter to contrast two
forms of social policy: prosthetic policies and habilitation policies.
From Prosthesis and Discipline to Habilitation and Interaction
The notion of socio-technical agencement enables us to build a complete
picture of the elements that need to be present and mutually adjusted if
interactive individual agency is to appear. It is therefore crucial for an understanding of the conditions of existence and development of network
economies, whose functioning implies the mobilization and coordination
of such agencies. It is also essential for explaining the shortcomings of
these agencies and describing the policies designed to prevent them. This
is the issue to which I will now turn. To describe these shortcomings and
their effects, I propose to use the repertoire of handicaps and the political
elaborations it has spawned. I will draw on the highly innovative work of
Ingunn Moser (2003) and Myriam Winance (2007).
The notion of ‘handicap’ has a long history. It has generated and continues to generate rich debate, some of which, particularly interesting from a
political point of view, concerns the terminology to use.17
The forms and nature of handicaps are multiple. Some are qualiﬁed as
mental and others as physical; some are accidental and others congenital;
some are evolving and others stable. Agreement has gradually been reached
on the idea that handicaps are not (only) linked to individual themselves:
they also stem from the relationship between individuals and society. A
handicap is not located exclusively in the handicapped person, even if the
two cannot be entirely dissociated; it is synonymous with maladjustment.
The point of introducing the idea of a handicapped person into the analysis of effects produced by network economies relates above all to the fact
that one of the models shared by a vast majority of those striving to deﬁne
what a social handicap policy could be is precisely that of the individual
agent. Using my terminology, I would say that in the ﬁeld of handicap a
very common challenge is the transformation of people living with handicaps into individual agencies, that is, autonomous and responsible individuals, in some cases capable of developing projects and implementing
them.18
Strategies that have been imagined and enforced for achieving this
transformation are multiple. We could say, very brieﬂy, that the history of
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the handicap ﬁeld is that of the gradual shift from an individual-focused
model to a society-focused model, with the two models not mutually exclusive and frequently overlapping. Each of the models has a different distribution of the sources of the handicap and hence of the origins of the
weakness it causes. In the individual model, society is seen as constituting a normative frame, so that the adjustment primarily concerns the
person who must be either repaired or re-equipped in order to be integrated into the collective. In the social model, the environment is considered as the essential source of the maladjustment. In the latter case,
the recommended strategy is either to make the environment accessible or
to transform it in such a way as to overcome the observed maladjustments.
These two strategies choose the same starting point: the individual/society
couple (with the word ‘society’ signifying the social, cultural, or technical
environment). They have the same objective: performing a readjustment
so that the handicapped individual becomes an autonomous individual.
But in order to do so they choose different means, for they pose the question of relations between the members of this twosome in different terms.
As a result, the individual agency models that they implicitly have in
view are also different. To describe these two strategies I suggest using the
two concepts of prosthesis and what I propose to call habilitation, which
will enable me to deﬁne the modalities of political interventions and to
identify the one that leads to the production of interactive individual
agencies.19
In the individual model, the option is taken either to repair the individual concerned or to equip her so that she (again) becomes an autonomous
agency in her own right. She is given (human or technical) prostheses to
restore the lacking competencies, thus making her capable of the same
actions as any non-handicapped (disciplined) person, deﬁned by the ‘‘normal’’ performance of which that person is capable. This prosthetic conception aims to equip the person with tools, competencies, and resources that
will enable her to overcome some of her limits. The prostheses, as extensions equipping the individual, are the way in which her capacities are
restored and her disabilities compensated for. They are designed to complete and prolong the person’s body: relations between the individual and
her prostheses are at the same time relations of intimacy, proximity, and
familiarity that rely on ﬁne adjustments and tinkering of the different elements (Winance 1996). Identities are transformed, but with the aim of stabilizing them. The wheelchair that ends up being part of the handicapped
person’s body is an emblematic prosthesis. The animal (monkey or dog) or
human being mobilized to assist a handicapped person can also act as
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a prosthesis, that is, an instrument or tool that is attached or articulated
rigidly with the individual in order to extend her, to be incorporated into
her. Prostheses, irrespective of what they are, equip individuals in such a
way as to give them a capacity to act and move in society. This capacity
for action (which is, as any action, distributed) imposes a very speciﬁc
model in which the individual is autonomous to the precise extent that,
in a disciplined way, she follows the course of action allowed by the prostheses and inscribed in them (Akrich 1992).
Habilitation is a quite different approach. It is based on the idea that
there is no reason to act exclusively on handicapped persons to reduce the
maladjustments they are suffering from. Instead of focusing on the extension of the individual by successive articulations and integrations of prostheses, as in the case of prosthetic adjustment, habilitation is also directed
at the individual, but starting from the outside environment. As it goes
along, it shapes devices, procedures, and forms of organization, aiming for
the inclusion of the handicapped person in an interactive diagram. Here
we are moving away from ‘‘disciplinarization’’ and toward the interaction,
encounters, and initiatives that transformation of the environment is
bound to allow. The word ‘habilitation’ aptly describes this sought-after
conﬁguration, for the aim is to put the handicapped person in a position
to deﬁne her own projects by constructing the agencements enabling her
both to conceive them and to accomplish them.20 Here again a very simple
example demonstrates the rationale of the approach. In the mid 1980s, the
AFM (Association Française contre les Myopathies, the French muscular
dystrophy association) set up regional services (SRAI) for providing daily assistance to people with serious neuromuscular diseases. Generally these are
evolving diseases which in some cases result in situations of extensive disability. The AFM decided to consider these people as capable of having
projects (called ‘‘life projects’’) whose deﬁnition and elaboration ought to
be in the hands of the person concerned (Callon and Rabeharisoa 2007). It
was with the aim of stimulating the development of projects and allowing
their realization that the SRAI were created. These services consist of pluridisciplinary teams whose mission is not to adapt the patients but to set up
interactions enabling them gradually to discover what they want and to try
out solutions. They help also to organize the technical, economic, and administrative environment (or niches) in such a way that these projects can
evolve in relation to the evolution of the disease and the feedback from experience. In its most extreme form this approach consists in leaving aside
the speciﬁc characteristics of the ﬂesh-and-blood individual and working
only on the agencement in which she is a stakeholder, thus making her an
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individual agency capable of having projects and being responsible for her
acts.
Prosthesis and habilitation are two symmetrical approaches. Both aim to
compose an individual agent: the former by acting primarily on the person,
the latter by striving to transform the environment. If we agree to use the
proposed terminology, we can say that both compose individual agencies,
but according to radically different models. Habilitation shapes an interactive agency and at the same time endows the individual with the capacity
to deﬁne projects and realize them. By contrast, the addition of prostheses
extends the individual to enable her to conform to common norms. The
aim is to grant the individual an individual agency, but one that is disciplined. Habilitation constantly allows for the appearance of new possibilities, whereas the prosthesis limits the possible ﬁelds of action. The
distinction proposed by Barry (2001) between a disciplinary diagram and
an interactive diagram perfectly describes these two options.21
Prostheses and habilitation are not mutually exclusive. In the above example, the muscular dystrophy patient interacting with the SRAI does not
envisage being deprived of her wheelchair. On the contrary, she needs one,
even several, and conﬁgured in a certain way, personalized, in order to be
able to pursue the projects she has been encouraged to propose.22
The notions of distribution and socio-technical agencement are crucial in
distinguishing these two approaches. The handicapped person’s agency is
constructed differently, depending on the option chosen. In the prosthetic
conception, individual agency is embedded in devices which deﬁne possible scenarios of action in a fairly rigid and restrictive way. In the habilitating conception, the entities involved (be they humans or non-humans) are
more numerous, more diversiﬁed, more autonomous, and less disciplined,
while the individual is put in a position to be able to interact with them
in order to deﬁne projects. In one case, the injunction is ‘‘Be like the
others!’’ In the other, it is ‘‘Be what you are!’’ On the one hand the identity
is given; on the other it is a result of an open range of associations, ties, and
bonds, deﬁned along with interactions and experimentations. We would be
wrong to say that in one case the individual is dependent and in the other
free. Such notions are irrelevant. What changes is the content of the
injunctions and the conditions of their felicity.
Prosthetic Policies and Habilitation Policies
My argument is that the ﬁgure of the handicapped person is crucial for understanding the difﬁculties encountered by the individual who is unable to
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ﬁt into the mold of the Western neo-liberal subject (capable of deﬁning and
undertaking projects) and, more particularly, of adjusting to the habits and
habitus of homo economicus 2.0. Such an individual is comparable to the
handicapped person faced with situations that impede the will and autonomy with which she is credited and which she is told to exercise. This thesis leads me to distinguish two different approaches to social policy aimed
at compensating for maladjustments encountered by individuals in their
professional and private lives.
The ﬁrst approach, as we have seen, consists in considering that maladjustment is related to the person and her shortcomings, without the environment itself being responsible. In this case we can talk of a prosthetic
policy aimed at ‘‘repairing’’ the person concerned and/or at restoring the
functionalities of which she is deprived. Interventions are primarily focused on the person, not her environment. Whether one looks at the world
of work or that of consumption, it could be said, for instance, that some
individuals have neither the material resources nor the symbolic or social
resources (i.e. membership of networks) that might enable them to exercise
their individual agency. The resulting prosthetic policies aim at restoring
access to all these resources. They translate into upgrading which is basically integration (or readjustment), for the implicit assumption is that the
individual suffers from a lack of resources which can (and must) be remedied. The existence of an unquestionable model with a quasi-universal
deﬁnition of what a human being in society is is implied. This model serves
as a reference in designing the necessary equipment for readjustment.
The second approach is diametrically opposed to the ﬁrst. It rejects the
assumption of a common anthropological base, and it (more or less)
implicitly recognizes the constructed and contingent nature of forms of
agency. Instead of positing the existence of concrete individuals who want
the competencies they lack in order to cope with the resulting maladjustments, it takes these maladjustments as the starting point to argue for an
adaptation of the world and particular situations to these individuals—
and not vice versa. The slogan is no longer ‘‘Adjust, with the help of prostheses, to ﬁnally be self-entrepreneurial individual agents’’; it becomes
‘‘Let us produce socio-technical agencements that are ﬂexible, adjustable,
and robust and that allow different individuals to ﬁt into the interactive rationale characterizing neo-liberal individual agency, irrespective of where
they are and the period of their lives.’’23 This policy can be qualiﬁed as a
habilitation policy.
My assumption is that, when applied to a network economy, prosthetic
policies may produce strong maladjustments because they overlook the
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role of interactive socio-technical agencements in the emergence of individuals able to deﬁne projects and undertake them. Instead of promoting the
development and diffusion of interactive niches, these prosthetic policies
assume that appropriately equipped individuals can survive in any situation: homo economicus 2.0 is seen as an upgrading of homo economicus 1.0
rather than being considered as the emergent outcome of speciﬁc agencements. In contrast, I suggest that a habilitation policy is more in phase
with network economies. In my view this distinction (prosthesis vs. habilitation policy), although borrowed from the handicap world, nevertheless
has a general value because it is based (albeit implicitly) on the two general
notions of socio-technical agencements and individual agencies; this distinction makes clearer and more manageable the (also general) distinction between disciplined and interactive diagrams. Finally, this distinction could
be used to characterize (and possibly design) the different social policies
devised to deal with the effects produced on individuals by the network
economy (including for example employment, educational or ‘‘family’’
policies). Simply to suggest the operational nature of this analysis, here are
two brief illustrations.
Let us revert to the supermarket customer studied by Cochoy, Barrey, and
Grandclément, and to his ability to make calculated choices. The above description shows the distributed nature of his agency: the consumer’s calculative capacities are mostly delegated to a set of devices that were designed
and arranged in the supermarket, by professionals of distribution. He
behaves like those consumers who are just strolling about, letting themselves be lost in the maze of alleys, pushing their carts, without any particular idea in mind.24 The socio-technical agencements in which the customer
is plunged are for the most part deﬁned, constructed, and evaluated by
marketers, packagers, and other professionals of distribution. The individual agency thus formatted is obviously a disciplined agency. The customer
calculates, but according to a program designed in relation to the distributor’s clearly understood (and calculated) interests. This is reﬂected in the
existence of a deep asymmetry between consumer and seller.
This asymmetry is not too problematic in the area of mass consumption,
where consumers’ calculative capacities can fairly easily become routine. It
becomes problematic when, as in the case of the network economy, the innovation regime is a singularization of the available services and of their
co-design. This asymmetry can be remedied (ﬁrst strategy) by retaining the
assumption of a detached consumer whom the seller must constantly supply with more information: the latter continues to design and organize
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distributed calculation in a way that reproduces the disciplined conﬁguration. Such a prosthetic policy does not consider consumers as proactive
agents struggling to deﬁne what they want. They are seen as processors of
information.
But a balance can also be obtained (second strategy) by rearranging the
socio-technical agencement itself. The consumer is no longer put in an environment ﬁtted out with prostheses transformed into black boxes, which
calculate for her and with which it is out of the question for her to interact
and dialogue, in case non-programmed scripts emerged. In and around the
supermarket a rearrangement aimed at promoting interactivity would revive the possibility of changing modes of calculation, of exploring other
options. The consumer, instead of seeing a disciplined individual agency
imposed on her (especially by market professionals), could ‘‘slide’’ into an
interactive agency. Considering the importance and strength of the disciplinary model, prevailing almost everywhere, a ﬁctive scene might be helpful to give an idea of what this type of consumer might be like.25 Imagine
that the customer is put into a position of directly resorting to the services
of a consumer union, that access to websites is possible in the supermarket
itself, or that the spokespersons of small traders can be consulted on the
spot. Imagine that she has with her a list discussed and negotiated with
her companion, that she promised to call friends she has invited for a
week to know how they could react to the choices she is ready to make,
that she is invited to taste different sorts of cheese on the spot, etc. The customer, instead of acting as a simple part of a script that makes her hesitate
between a slice of ham and . . . another slice of ham, starts to act as an individual agency engaged in a series of interactions which from the beginning
invite her to set up plans (think of the list) and to revise her plan, and
ﬁnally pushes her to go elsewhere and buy something different.26 Such
habilitation practices could, can, be completed by legal mechanisms which
grant time for reﬂection and consultation before execution of a contract
and/or which involve the supplier’s responsibility far beyond the transaction per se (guarantees and insurance). The world in which the consumer
lived and moved about would then be larger and inhabited by new
agencies cooperating more willingly with her, proposing new options to
her, and putting her in charge of steering the device. The most elaborate
form of this interactive (consumptive) agency is found not in mass consumption, which was designed essentially for homo economicus 1.0 and is
difﬁcult to upgrade so as to welcome homo economicus 2.0, but in sectors
where consumers are actively called upon to participate in the design of
goods or services intended for them. (See Von Hippel 2004.) These very ru-
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dimentary indications are intended simply to suggest the relevance of the
proposed distinction with regard to evaluating consumption policies or designing new ones.
n
As has often been pointed out, an employee in the network economy is
required to be mobile and ﬂexible, to be capable of cooperating and then
disengaging himself, and to take the initiative to move dfrom one position
in the network to another. As many observers have noted, maladjustments
abound and create obvious social injustices (Boltanski and Chiapello 1999).
When this question of maladjustment is seen as a social issue, calling for
political treatment, the two approaches distinguished above could be considered as constituting two contrasting political strategies.
A prosthetic policy would consist in providing the employee with the
resources he needs to meet the demands of mobility and ﬂexibility, without considering the socio-technical agencements in which he acts, that is to
say, without taking into account the socio-technical organization of work
settings (in French: postes de travail). The employee is seen as an individual
in his own right with deﬁciencies which are compensated for as necessary.
For example, additional training will be proposed to help him in his mobility and allow any required reskilling; ﬁnancial compensation will be given
to facilitate readjustments and cover the costs involved in his projects; in
some cases psychological assistances will be provided, tranquilizers will be
refunded by social security and access to networks of social relations (career
guidance, psychological advice, etc.) will be facilitated to enable him to
ﬁnd a new position.
A habilitation policy would aim more to arrange the world, that is, to
construct socio-technical agencements which allow the deployment of individual agencies, i.e. the transformation of (more or less well-adjusted)
individuals into interactive individual agencies. In his book on the new
economy, Gadrey clearly illustrates the realism of this habilitation strategy.
First, he emphasizes the fact that a way of adjusting the world better to the
worker (handicapped person) who has difﬁculty moving is to reduce the
need for mobility.27 He shows that if labor regulations are amended, a
ﬁrm, without compromising its efﬁciency, can nurture employees’ loyalty,
involve them in training directly related to the elaboration of their career
plans, and organize their participation in the running of the organization
in such a way that they are involved in a wide range of interactions, and
therefore of suggested actions to take. This type of policy, which relies
on adjustments outside of employees (instead of searching for solutions
on their side, by transforming them or, worse, by ﬁring them), produces
socio-technical environments which locally can facilitate the emergence of
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interactive individual agencies. Gadrey’s second suggestion is complementary to the ﬁrst. Attaching an employee to the ﬁrm by changing it in such a
way that ties and relations proliferate within it, and thus opening up the
ﬁeld of possibilities, is one thing. But as employees’ movements are inevitable, he emphasizes that such agencements need to be generalized rather
than being noteworthy exceptions. This implies, in particular, new forms
of professional trajectories and careers. For example, it has been proposed
to organize tirages sociaux (social drawing rights) which give employees
the right (and the resources) guaranteed by law to take leave for training
courses of their own choice, in relation to their professional and existential
project (which can be discussed with counsellors and advisers). As we can
see, these different measures are not intended to equip the individual with
ever more prostheses so that he can adjust better to a non-adjustable environment. On the contrary, it is the agencements in which the individual
acts that are considered to be transformed and widely diffused.28 Such
policies do not abolish networks. They take their existence seriously, but
instead of considering them as superﬁcial devices, without substance
binding individuals to one another, they recognize the existence of sociotechnical agencements which have to be established, conﬁgured, maintained and linked to one another.29 As Gadrey shows, a supermarket
designed to promote the emergence and action of individual (interactive)
agencies, implies different forms of socio-technical organization to those
chosen by supermarkets which consider that they employ individual
agents capable of individual actions (even if this means equipping them,
when necessary, with compensatory prostheses).30
These brief illustrations show that social policies formulated in response
to the failings of individuals who have difﬁculty ﬁtting into economic networks can (and must?) be designed not only as prosthetic policies (aimed
at producing disciplined individual agencies) but also (and above all?) as
habilitation policies (production of interactive individual agencies). This
proposition does not exhaust all the (social) issues raised by the new economy. As stated in the introduction, network economies trigger collective
agencies which require other types of social policies.
Concluding Remarks
The analytical framework proposed in this chapter should serve to enhance
and complete studies of the process of individualization, and to better deﬁne the contribution of economic markets to that process. It departs from
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denunciatory positions (homo economicus 2.0 is a manipulated being) without taking us into the camp of the unconditional supporters of the network
economy (homo economicus 2.0 represents decisive progress in the history of
human beings’ emancipation). By relativizing the question of the realism
or non-realism of homo economicus 2.0, and putting aside the idea of a
human nature that is just waiting to be revealed, it concentrates, more
modestly and pragmatically, on the conditions needed for homo economicus
2.0’s appearance and possibly the pursuit of a pleasant existence.
To understand how homo economicus 2.0 can exist, I have introduced the
notion of socio-technical agencement, which adds the materialities and particularly technical elements to those usually taken into account by the
social sciences. This opens onto a more ﬂexible and richer interpretation
of individual agency, as well as a more precise analysis of the conditions
under which different types of individual agency can appear and prosper.
In this approach the notion of distributed agency and certain studies devoted to disabilities have been a major resource. They have the advantage
of helping us to break out of the traditional and paralyzing opposition between homo sociologicus and homo economicus. Socio-technical agencements
and the abilities they enact change the deﬁnition of the word ‘social’ and
result, for example, in a distinction between prosthetic social policies and
habilitation social policies.
In this chapter I set out to propose ways for studying the transformation of markets and some of its effects on the constitution of individual
agencies. We now need to go further and to characterize more precisely
the functioning and constitution of the socio-technical agencements that
shape homo economicus 2.0, whether in the ﬁeld of design, production, distribution, or consumption. It should thus be possible to compare the different conceivable social policies better. This reﬂection would, moreover, have
to be accompanied by research on the different matters of concern produced by markets as networks of innovation. As we have seen, some affect
individual agency but others are at the origin of movements that lead to
the discussion of new collective identities (Callon and Rabeharisoa 2007;
Callon 2007).
Notes
1. For a synthesis of this literature, see Boltanski and Chiapello 2006.
2. I will use ‘‘markets as networks of innovation,’’ ‘‘markets as networks,’’ or ‘‘network economies’’ to denote this new form of economic organization. As many
authors (including White, Granovetter, and Burt) claim, economic markets might
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be described as (social) networks I refer here to another (common) meaning of the
notion of network deﬁned as a modality of economic co-ordination characterized by
the importance of ﬂexible alliances between heterogeneous actors and organizations
(ﬁrms, laboratories, users etc.) and project forms of innovation management.
3. On this convergence between sociological and economic neo-institutionalism, see
Callon and Caliskan forthcoming.
4. Saying of these individuals that they are equipped, dressed up or embedded is, in
my view, equivalent. It asserts both the existence of individuals as such, and the necessity of their (variable) upgrading.
5. Should eternal France be granted a capacity for action? The question does not call
for a univocal answer. What is a gene or electron capable of? The different points of
view developed at different times by scientists are obviously crucial in determining
possible answers.
6. On distributed action, see Hutchins 1995.
7. I could have chosen surgeons instead of pilots as an example of how ‘‘individual
decisions’’ are made. For a striking analysis based on distributed agency, see Moreira
2004. By focusing on socio-technical agencies we highlight categories of action cutting across different ﬁelds of activity: one pilots a plane just as one pilots a business;
one performs surgical operations on a human body or on an organization, for instance to amputate an unproﬁtable subsidiary. It would be interesting to compare
the agencements performed by the same actions, to determine what they have in
common.
8. ‘Promission’ is a concatenation of two words: permission and promise. An affordance allows (permission) and suggests (promise) some courses of action.
9. Hutchins’s (1995) example of the large naval vessel is even more convincing, because it shows that faced with an unexpected event, a collective action emerges and
is deployed, so that an emergency solution can be found.
10. For an analysis of this process, see Law and Mol 2002.
11. Attribution or imputation are not arbitrary or, as phrased by some sociologists,
socially constructed: the material conﬁguration and distribution of the action powerfully contributes to shape them.
12. Deleuze (1987) calls the different observable forms of agencement diagrams.
13. That is why I will also talk of interactive individual agencies.
14. To characterize socio-technical agencements and distinguish between them, I suggest positing that they are a combination of these three components.
15. The individual strategist, consistent with Burt’s intuition, is an individual whose
proﬁle of connections is ‘‘star’’-shaped.
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16. Professional of the markets play an important role in the design and implementation of these devices (Barrey, Cochoy, and Dubuisson 2000).
17. See Winance 2001. I nevertheless keep on using ‘handicap’ or ‘handicapped’ as
pointing out social issues that are pretty well structured.
18. This statement obviously should be qualiﬁed. Some handicapped people demand the right to remain as they are, in their being and identity, as attested by the
existence of organizations of deaf persons who refuse cochlear implants (Blume
1997).
19. Winance gives another meaning to the notion of habilitation. She uses it to designate the general process whereby persons are endowed with abilities.
20. In French the word ‘habilitation’ refers in particular to the recognized capacity of
an academic to undertake research projects and to run them.
21. Suchman’s analyses are also illuminating since they contrast forms of agency in
which non-humans are instrumentalized and made docile, with those in which they
are endowed with autonomy and initiative. In the latter case, the environment
which is, we dare say, intelligent, is nevertheless proﬁled to participate in a distributed action imputable to individuals (Suchman 1987).
22. The notion of accessibility is halfway between prosthesis and habilitation. By
lowering a pavement, equipping a bus, adapting an apartment, or making autistic
children’s access to ordinary schools mandatory, both repertoires of prosthesis
and habilitation are played on. Agencements are created which give handicapped
persons the means to formulate projects without entirely predetermined content.
At the same time, they are equipped with prostheses giving them access to those
agencements.
23. One can understand why information and communication technologies are at
the heart of these agencements.
24. Following Benveniste, we proposed to deﬁne calculation as a three-step process:
a) sorting out entities, detaching them, putting them in a single space/time; b) relating them to one another; c) summa(rizing) them. This deﬁnition which has the advantage of creating a continuum between mere calculation and mere judgement,
allowed us to describe a supermarket as a particular form of calculation device (Callon and Muniesa 2005). This device can welcome consumers strolling about as a
complementary element of the calculative action. In addition, it is possible to relate
this conﬁguration to the discipline diagram, as presented by Barry, in which bodies
are central actants: they are used as a calculation tool which is rigidly articulated to
the calculation device proposed by the supermarket arrangement.
25. For realistic and detailed analyses of consumers as interactive individual
agencies, in particular in e-commerce or exchanges, see Licoppe 2001.
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26. Market professionals are aware of this danger and accordingly display such possibilities of interactivity in supermarkets, but ones that are closely controlled and disciplined: ‘‘Taste X and Y salami and if you prefer, just try this ham!,’’ ‘‘Talk to our
wine specialist, he’ll help you to choose the vintage you need!’’ For a detailed analysis of these interactive devices see Clark and Pinch (1995).
27. As for handicapped persons who have difﬁculty moving, a convenient solution is
to transform their environment so as to decrease the need to move.
28. It is interesting to note, in the case of handicapped persons—at least in France—
that habilitation policies consist in setting up what the new legislation has called
Dispositifs pour une vie autonome (devices for an autonomous life), and that one of
the associations’ demands is for the generalization and diffusion of these ‘‘dispositifs.’’ They are a kind of French counterpart of ‘‘center for independent life’’ (US) or
‘‘centre for integrated living’’ (UK).
29. We could show that, in order to transform and adapt these agencements, it is necessary to play on their different legal, discursive, and technical components.
30. It would be interesting to apply the distinction between prosthetic and habilitation policies in order to classify the different modes of intervention regarding
unemployment.
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RFID: Human Agency and
Meaning in Information-Intensive
Environments
N. Katherine Hayles

Abstract
RFID tags, small microchips no bigger than grains of rice, are currently being
embedded in product labels, clothing, credit cards, and the environment,
among other sites. Activated by the appropriate receiver, they transmit
information ranging from product information such as manufacturing date,
delivery route, and location where the item was purchased to (in the case
of credit cards) the name, address, and credit history of the person holding
the card. Active RFIDs have the capacity to transmit data without having to
be activated by a receiver; they can be linked with embedded sensors to
allow continuous monitoring of environmental conditions, applications that
interest both environmental groups and the US military. The amount of
information accessible through and generated by RFIDs is so huge that it
may well overwhelm all existing data sources and become, from the viewpoint of human time limitations, essentially infinite. What to make of these
technologies will be interrogated through two contemporary fictions, David
Mitchell’s Cloud Atlas and Philip K. Dick’s Ubik. Cloud Atlas focuses on
epistemological questions – who knows what about whom, in a futuristic
society where all citizens wear embedded RFID tags and are subject to
constant surveillance. Resistance takes the form not so much of evasion
(tactical moves in a complex political Situation) but rather as a struggle to
transmit information to present and future stakeholders in a world on the
brink of catastrophe. Ubik, by contrast, focuses on deeper ontological questions about the nature of reality itself. Both texts point to the necessity to
reconceptualize information as ethical action embedded in contexts and not
merely as a quantitative measure of probabilities.
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ROM THE beginning, RFID technology has been entangled with
politics. It pinged western consciousness (not for the first time; Pruett,
2006) when Leon Theremin’s listening device was discovered hidden
inside a wooden replica of the Great Seal of the United States that had been
presented to the US Embassy in Moscow by a group of Russian schoolchildren and installed in the Embassy’s conference room (Glinsky, 2000;
the original is on display in the National Security Agency Museum). Mystified by the device, Embassy personnel discovered that it backscattered a
radio frequency wave after modulating it so it contained new information –
in this case, Embassy conversations. Surveillance remains one of the
principal concerns raised by RFID technology, now so small and cheap that
it can be embedded in a wide variety of products and objects. More subtle,
but no less important, are the effects of RFID in creating an animate
environment with agential and communicative powers. While surveillance
issues are primarily epistemological (who knows what about whom), the
political stakes of an animate environment involve the changed perceptions
of human subjectivity in relation to a world of objects that are no longer
passive and inert. In this sense RFID is not confined only to epistemological
concerns but extends to ontological issues as well.
Combined with embedded sensors, mobile technologies and relational
databases, RFID destabilizes traditional ideas about the relation of humans
to the built world, precipitating a crisis of interpretation that represents both
a threat to human autonomy and an opportunity for re-thinking the highly
politicized terrain of meaning-making in information-intensive environments. RFID and associated technologies fundamentally change the rules
of the game. There are many who are already at work co-opting RFID technology for military and capitalistic purposes. If our responses remain solely
on the level of resisting the spread of the technology – important as that
may be in certain respects – we lose the opportunity to seize the initiative
and explore the technology’s potential for shedding the burden of long-held
misconceptions about cognition and moving to a more processual, relational
and accurate view of embodied human action in complex environments. The
challenge RFID presents is how to use it to re-think human subjectivity in
constructive and life-enhancing ways without capitulating to its coercive
and exploitive aspects.
The context in which this challenge presents itself is one of the major
developments of intelligent technologies in the 21st century: the movement
of computation out of the box and into the environment. Whereas mid-20th
century research in artificial intelligence focused on trying to create, in a
single entity, all the complex capacities of human thought (a project doomed
to failure, for reasons that Hubert Dreyfus (1992), among others, has demonstrated), contemporary research in distributed cognition concentrates on
creating complex interrelated systems in which small sub-cognizers that
perform within a very limited range of operation are combined with readers
that interpret that information, which in turn communicate with relational
databases that have the power to make correlations on much wider (and
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extensible) scales. No one component of these systems comes anywhere
close to the complexity of human thought but, combined together, the
components constitute a flexible, robust, and pervasive ‘internet of things’
(Gershenfeld, 1999; Gershenfeld et al., 2004) that senses the environment,
creates a context for that information, communicates internally among
components, draws inferences from the data, and comes to conclusions that,
in scope if not complexity, far exceed what an unaided human could achieve
(for a discussion of KDD, ‘Knowledge Discovery in Databases’, see Fayyad
et al., 1996).
In this model of distributed cognition, the emphasis shifts from the
traditional triad of human/animal/machine to human/animal/thing. While
the components of RFID could be considered machines, their small size,
ubiquitous presence in the environment, and very limited range of subcognition makes them more thing-like than machine-like, a construction in
line with moving from the traditional AI model of a single thinking entity
to myriad small sub-cognizers. The focus on many tiny interactors (smart
dust rather than the Terminator) foregrounds communication between
components of a system, relational dynamics between different systemic
levels, embodied interactions, and contextual awareness. The traditional
Heideggerian progression of humans as world-building, animals poor in
world, and stones without world (Heidegger, 1995) is brought into question;
as a result, the relations between human, animal and thing come up for
grabs, functioning as a chaotic nexus in which technological innovations,
anxieties about surveillance and privacy, capitalistic and military exploitations, and creative storytelling swirl together in a highly unstable and
rapidly changing dynamic.
My interest here is in exploring the implications of this dynamic by
triangulating between technological practices, information-theoretic
conceptualizations, and fictional representations of RFID technologies. As
I and others have argued, science fiction can be a potent resource for
interrogating new technologies, especially when the rapid pace of change
outstrips the capacity of social theory to grapple with emerging complexities (Burrows, 1997a, 1997b; Featherstone and Burrows, 1995; Hayles,
2005). RFID operates not only in the realm of such technologicalmanagerial practices as the identification and tagging of products but also
in what Nigel Thrift has called the technological unconscious, working in
subtle ways to change the relation of humans to their environments. It is
constituted through ‘the bending of bodies-with-environments for a specific
set of addresses without the benefit of any cognitive inputs’ (Thrift, 2004:
177). While epistemological concerns about surveillance and privacy can
(and should be) addressed through such tactics as regulation, disclosure,
and informed consent (Cuff, 2003; Kang and Cuff, 2005), ontological issues
concerning how human subjectivity is being reconfigured by context-aware
technologies are more difficult to assess and address. Epistemological issues
lend themselves to strategy and tactics (from sophisticated countersurveillance techniques to brute force methods like smashing RFID tags
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with a hammer or frying them in a microwave), but how do we understand
the ontological effects of animate environments?
For these concerns, fictional explorations of near-future worlds not
only let us imagine what such societies might look like but also engage us
on other levels as well, including embodied affectivity and the unconscious.
Precisely because narratives (unlike databases) always mean more than they
explicitly state (Hayles, 2007), they can address ontological questions as
well as epistemological issues. Moreover, as linguistic artifacts, narratives
have a vested interest in the operations of language, including interfaces
between computer-mediated symbolic code and the so-called ‘natural’
languages native to humans (Hayles, 2005). Like computational technologies, narratives operate through decoding and encoding procedures, and
these similarities provide potent analogies to layered RFID communication
protocols (the importance of protocols for these systems is emphasized by
Alexander Galloway, 2004).
As my tutor texts, I will focus on David Mitchell’s contemporary
experimental novel Cloud Atlas (2004) and Philip K. Dick’s visionary and
hallucinogenic novel Ubik (1991[1966]). Foregrounded in these works are
questions about human agency and autonomy when things (seem to) come
alive and clamor for attention. While Cloud Atlas emphasizes a politics of
epistemology, Ubik presents complexities irresolvable in a traditional worldview and hence forces a confrontation with ontological questions. Both
Cloud Atlas and Ubik are deeply concerned with the relation between
capitalism and the politicization of animate environments, but whereas
Cloud Atlas uses logical extrapolation from present conditions, Ubik makes
inferential leaps that work through metaphor and image, as if designed to
engage directly with the technological unconscious.
In a perhaps surprising conjunction, both works evoke the divine,
connected by subterranean flows to animistic environments that, functioning like RFID in some respects, nevertheless resist reductive explanations
that would account for them solely through technological mechanisms. The
trope of the divine, I will argue, brings to the fore the ontological dimensions of RFID; in these texts it is employed to urge the necessity for accountability and progressive action in the face of changing relationships of
humans to their world. In the conclusion, I will return to the challenges that
RFID poses to conventional ideas about information, proposing a model of
information processing more adequate for the distributed cognition of RFID
and better suited to understand human interactions with animate environments. To prepare for these arguments, let us briefly review how RFID
technology works.
RFID: Tags, Sensors, Databases and Distributed Cognition
RFID tags come in two moods, active and passive (for an introduction, see
Bhuptani and Moradpour, 2005; Glover and Bhatt, 2006). They are
comprised of a computer chip with an integrated circuit, onto which information is encoded, and an antenna for receiving and transmitting radio
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frequency waves. Passive chips backscatter a signal sent from a reader, after
modulating it with a 10-digit identification number (Electronic Product
Code, or EPC) that uniquely identifies the object to which it is attached (the
96-bit ELC can generate 296 different numbers, enough to code 80.000
trillion objects, more than sufficient to identify every man-made object on
the planet). Active chips have a power source and can send as well as
receive radio waves. Passive chips are as cheap as 1–3 cents and can be as
small as a grain of rice (now much smaller tags, measuring considerably
less than the diameter of a human hair, are being developed by Hitachi).
Active chips are larger and correspondingly more expensive, from $3 to $10.
The passive tags have a reading range of a few inches, while the active tags
can transmit signals for up to a mile. Currently, the primary use for the tags
is to trace objects as they move in time and space through integrated systems
that include readers, middleware, and backend databases, making them a
flexible technology platform (Lenoir and Giannella, 2007). Many commentators believe these integrated systems will revolutionize the ways that
products are manufactured, delivered, stored, and inventoried. Already two
behemoths of supply and demand, Wal-Mart and the US Department of
Defense, are requiring their vendors to attach RFID tags to their merchandise (Gilbert, 2004; Polsonetti, 2004), a practice that virtually ensures the
rapid proliferation of RFID technology throughout the US and other
developed countries.

Figure 1 Variety of passive tags
Source: Courtesy of Stephanie Strickland and Cynthia Lawson Jaramillo.
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Figure 2 The circular antenna and chip inside the circle are clearly visible in
this transculent passive tag
Source: Courtesy of Stephanie Strickland and Cynthia Lawson Jaramillo.

Figure 3 Examples of active tags containing their own power source
Source: Courtesy of Stephanie Strickland and Cynthia Lawson Jaramillo.
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The insider term for RFID tags is ‘arphids’, an apt neologism suggesting they can be pervasively scattered throughout the environment. Coupled
with sensors, arphids can record and transmit all kinds of information, from
temperature to seismic activity to the presence of warm bodies. Since they
are both actual physical devices and virtual presences accessed through
databases, Bruce Sterling sees them as the leading edge of a SPIME world
(Sterling, 2005). SPIMES are virtual/actual entities whose trajectories can
be tracked through space and time; as Sterling conceived the term,
however, it implies more than the devices by themselves. SPIME connotes
the transition from thinking of the object as the primary reality to perceiving it as data in computational environments, through which it is designed,
accessed, managed, and recycled into other objects. The object is simply
the hard copy output for these integrated processes. The SPIME is ‘a set
of relationships first and always, and an object now and then’ (p. 77); it is
‘not about the material object, but where it came from, where it is, how
long it stays there, when it goes away, and what comes next’ (p. 109). In this
vision RFID participates in a larger transition to a world where human action
is coordinated with complex virtual/actual environments characterized by
flows and relations between many different agents, including non-human
ones, tied together through distributed cognitive networks (Anne Galloway,
2004).
Both time and space are transformed as they circulate through and
between the actual and virtual domains (Anne Galloway, 2004). Space is
configured by distinctions between observable domains on the one hand,
and on the other blind spots that do not report data back for recording and

Figure 4 RFID devices such as these were coupled with motion sensors and used
by the US military to detect human foot traffic in the Vietnam War
Source: Courtesy of Stephanie Strickland and Cynthia Lawson Jaramillo.
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Figure 5 X-ray images of the tags shown in Figure 4, revealing their antennae
and internal structures
Source: Courtesy of Stephanie Strickland and Cynthia Lawson Jaramillo.

accessing (Crang and Graham, 2007; Graham, 2005); time changes from
uniform clock measurement to digital recording of the always temporary
instantiations of material objects (Sterling, 2005). Transformed also is the
lynchpin of capitalism, private property. Whereas private property is
traditionally understood as the legal possession of tangible (and intangible)
assets, in an RFID world property is defined by two interpenetrating but
distinct systems: one based on possession of the material object, and the
other on data about the object. A consumer may buy an object – say, a bottle
of wine – without owning the database entries that record the sale, link the
consumer’s credit records with that particular bottle through its unique
RFID number, track its recycling into another glass bottle, and continue to
follow its new instantiation through space and time (see Andrejevic (2003:
137) for a discussion of the consumer’s ‘second self’ in databases). Like
virtual objects sold for real money in Second Life, virtualized data about the
object have market values that amount to considerable percentages of the
value of the material commodities to which the data correspond (judging by
the typical discounts offered by loyalty cards, somewhere between 20 and
30 percent). As Sterling observes, ‘My consumption patterns are worth so
much that they underwrite my acts of consumption’ (2005: 79).
RFID and related technologies thus enable significant cost savings for
corporations and offer flexibility in designing for an open-ended future in
which data management facilitates sustainability practices; they also raise
serious concerns about surveillance and privacy (Albrecht and McIntyre,
2005; Bajc, 2007). Tags can be embedded in objects and read without
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needing a clear line of sight, including cars, clothes, purses, wallets, and
shoes, all of which can be used to track people as they move through RFIDembedded terrain. RFID tags are now mandatory for passports in the US
and the 27 countries with which the US has visa waiver agreements (Evers,
2006); in addition to encoding the passport number and the holder’s name
and address, the tags will soon include biometric data such as fingerprints
and retinal scans. With RFID spreading to driver licenses and credit cards,
unauthorized reading leading to identity theft is also a concern (Lyman,
2006).
Among the effects of RFID are changing advertising and consumption
practices (Andrejevic, 2003). Coupled with mobile devices such as RFIDenabled cell phones, tags can deliver location-specific information to a
passerby who may, for example, receive on a cell phone the menu of the
restaurant she is strolling past (Fitzpatrick, 2007). Moreover, RFID tags,
coupled with backend databases, can lead to sophisticated ‘behavior inferences’ that predict how people will act in a variety of situations (Albrecht
and McIntyre, 2005). RFID participates in a paradigm shift in which the
focus shifts from present and past actions to the anticipation of future
actions – yet another way in which RFID leads to different constructions of
time. Military proponents see RFID as part of a comprehensive strategy of
surveillance in which massive amounts of data allow ‘behavior inferences’
about insurgents or terrorists who mix invisibly with urban populations
(McCue, 2005; Pruett, 2006).
RFID has biopolitical implications as well. RFID implants are now
standard for companion and meat animals; it is estimated that 15 million
animals in the US alone have them (as reported by EZID Animal Verification Systems). RFID tags are used in a variety of biological applications,
from tagging the semen of a prize bull so that it can be authenticated to
human-edible tags used to diagnose gastric disorders (Fox, 2007). Scott
Silverman of VeriChip Corporation has also proposed that RFID implants
be required for immigrants; he confirmed that VeriChip is pitching implants
to the military as well (Jones, 2006; Komp, 2005; McIntyre and Albrecht,
2007). RFID bracelets and anklets are already being used to track the movements of prisoners, either under house arrest or in minimum security facilities (Swedberg, 2005a). In the Yokohama district of Tokyo, RFID bracelets
are mandatory for schoolchildren, allowing them to be tracked as they go to
and from school and move within the school perimeter (Swedberg, 2005b).
Given these possibilities, it is not surprising that anti-RFID activism
is spreading in Europe and gaining momentum in the US, as well as in other
developed countries (Albrecht and McIntyre, 2005). The technology’s scary
potential is perhaps most evident in the ‘Combat Zones that See’ program
launched by the US military that envisions using video cameras, RFID and
related technologies to monitor civilian populations (see DARPA (2003) for
the call for proposals; Crang and Graham (2007), Shactman (2003) and
Crandall (1999) for analyses and critique). Although the military proclaims
that the technology is intended for use abroad, notably Iraq, its usefulness
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Figure 6 RFID tag in glass capsule intended for implantation in a domestic
animal (or, as Silverman suggests, a human)
Source: Courtesy of Stephanie Strickland and Cynthia Lawson Jaramillo.

for tracking and surveillance makes it likely that similar applications will
also be deployed against domestic populations, as was clearly the case in
Scotland Yard’s monitoring of major highways in the recent search for
terrorist suspects (Dana Cuff (2003: 47) reports that by 2001 the average
British citizen was photographed 300 times a day). Any car with an EZPASS
tag that enables it to pass through freeway gates without stopping is already
RFID responsive, making it vulnerable to surveillance for other purposes
as well.
Important as these concerns are, and as necessary as it is to craft welldesigned legislation to curb potential abuses (Kang and Cuff, 2000), we
should not over-state the danger. Passive tags can be read only within
distances of a few inches, limiting their usefulness for surveillance
purposes. Moreover, for every technology counter-technologies are likely to
emerge; already such products as wallets lined with aluminum foil to defeat
unauthorized reading of RFID-encoded cards are on the market. Other
proposals are being advanced to protect consumer privacy, for example by
having the chip embedded in a tear-off label that can be detached at the
point of purchase. The technology can also be used to ‘bite back’, for
example by having information compiled by activist groups sent to RFIDenabled cell phones, so that as the consumer strolls down the aisle she can
see warnings about unsafe, environmentally unfriendly, or otherwise undesirable products whose RFID labels are detected as she passes them
(Kang and Cuff, 2005). Many art projects in Europe and the US perform
resistance by redeploying the technology or changing its signification
through interventions and subversive practices (see Crang and Graham
(2007) for a discussion of some of these projects).
My focus here will be on literary narratives and what they suggest
about the possibilities for ethical action in environments made animate
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through embedded sensors, communicators, and actuators. As indicated
earlier, the issues are both epistemological and ontological, affecting not
only what we know and how we know it but also what we conceive ourselves
to be. As Sterling comments in an optimistic reading of an RFID world,
humans are viewed ‘as processes: a process of self-actualization based not
on what you are but what you are becoming’ (2005: 52). David Mitchell’s
Cloud Atlas, especially the powerful section entitled ‘An Orison of Sonmi451’, presents a darker view. In this future world, the dystopian possibilities of an RFID world are fully realized, whereas the utopian potential is a
fragile seed desperately trying to grow. Let us turn now to explore this
representation of a future world.
Sonmi’s Orison: The Politics of Epistemology
Extrapolated from present trends, Sonmi-451’s world represents the convergence of corporate capitalism, government, and theocracy, a fusion denoted
by the neologism ‘corporacy’ (with a transparent pun on hypocrisy). In Nea
So Copros (which we gradually realize is the future instantiation of Korea),
‘Enrichment Statutes’ dictate that consumers must ‘spend a fixed quota of
dollars each month, depending on their strata. . . . Hoarding is an anticorpocratic crime’ (p. 227). The official government creed, significantly
called Catechisms, includes the pronouncement that ‘A Soul’s value is the
dollars therein’ (p. 325), where the traditional meaning of ‘soul’ as an
indwelling spirit is overlaid by the denotation it has in Nea So Copros, an
implanted RFID chip that identifies a citizen with a unique ID number. A
person’s Soul bestows on him certain rights such as the ability to operate
automated machinery like elevators (a development anticipated by Roger
Burrows and Nick Ellison (2004: 334) when they write about using ‘a recast
definition of social citizenship [that] points[s] to potential new categories of
social inclusion and exclusion’). A citizen’s Soul also registers whatever his
bank balance is at the moment, enables him to purchase goods, and, of
course, makes him vulnerable to pervasive surveillance by Eyes, the RFID
readers ubiquitously employed at checkpoints.
The central insight informing the narrative is its portrayal of the
contradictions that riddle the corpocracy. Many of the previous era’s
developed countries have become ‘deadlands’, wastelands rendered uninhabitable by environmental toxins, predatory capitalism, and resource
depletion. We can infer that the US is one of these from a reference to the
‘Merican Boat-People Solution’ (p. 220); so is Britain and most of Europe.
So far Nea So Copros has survived, but only because it started further behind
on the (over)development curve. Perhaps the most devastating of its internal
contradictions is the distinction the official ideology draws between ‘purebloods’, womb-born citizens, and ‘fabricants’, clones tailored for specific
tasks in the economy and destined for execution as soon as their usefulness
for work has been exhausted. They are fed chemicals designed to keep them
largely without memory (‘amnesiads’), devoid of curiosity, and with a strictly
limited consciousness so repressed it is not capable of generating an interior
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monologue. Male fabricants are used up working as ‘militiamen’ and
‘disastermen’, genetically engineered to be relatively toxin- and fireresistant. Female fabricants are destined for work as domestics and laborers
in the service industry; such is Sonmi-451, a server at ‘Papa Song’s’ (which
we gradually realize is the future instantiation of McDonald’s). In a pointed
satire underscoring how the corpocracy works, the semi-deity delivering
each day’s sermon to the fabricants is a hologram of their ‘Logoman’ (Ronald
McDonald), who preaches that loafing is ‘time theft’ and that a disobedient
fabricant ‘denies Papa Song’s love for us and cheats His Investment’
(p. 191).
The naming system for fabricants is significant. The given name
(Sonmi) refers to a genotype of supposedly identical units, whereas the
number (451) indicates where the fabricant comes in the manufacturing
order. The play between the name (traditionally connoting an individual)
and number (indicating a mass-produced object) points to how the
human/thing dynamic is destabilized in an RFID world. When each object
has a unique identity, objects begin to seem more like individuals, and individual people become susceptible to being constituted as objects. Officially,
all the clones of a given genotype are identical, but as Sonmi later asserts
(and makes good in her actions), ‘even same-stem fabricants cultured in the
same wombtank are as singular as snowflakes’ (p. 187). The official ideology
holds that fabricants lack Souls, an assertion rendered tautological by
denying them Soul implants and controlling them instead with electronic
collars and identity chips implanted in the neck designed to explode on
contact with air, thus ensuring that any fabricant who attempts to alter her
identity will not survive.
In a performance that may or may not be scripted by unseen powers,
Sonmi gradually begins to ‘ascend’, rising to full consciousness and experiencing for the first time an interior monologue. As she reports in her Testimony to the Archivist, ‘A voice spoke in my head. It alarmed me greatly,
until I learned that no one else could hear this voice, known to purebloods
as ‘sentience’ . . . my language evolved . . . my curiosity about all things
grew acute . . . my sense of futility grew . . . but most of all, I was afraid’
(p. 198). After her ascension and escape from the disciplinary spaces that
controlled her, Sonmi becomes part of an elaborate plot masterminded by
the Union, the resistance movement trying to foment a revolution against
the governing party, Unanimity. When she is captured, Unanimity displays
Sonmi in a show trial as an aberration of nature and denounces her Declarations (counter-Catechisms laying the ground for ethical actions capable of
resisting the evils of corporacy) as ‘the ugliest wickedness in the annals of
deviancy’ (p. 347). To make good this claim, however, they must reveal the
Declarations’ content, thus inadvertently publicizing the very reasoning that
is the most potent weapon poised against them. Sonmi’s Testimony (the
question-and-answer dialogue constituting the narrative we read) is given
to an Archivist and electronically recorded for future generations; as such,
it embodies a similar contradiction. Torn between wanting Sonmi consigned
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to oblivion (her execution awaits her when she finishes her Testimony) and
needing to publicize her as an object lesson, Unanimity bows to pressure
from genomicists to allow her Testimony to be recorded. The Archivist
himself embodies another kind of contradiction. Shocked to the core by
some of Sonmi’s revelations, he nevertheless insists upon an accurate
record, for ‘a duplicitous archivist wouldn’t be much use to future historians’
(p. 189).
Sonmi’s ascension was catalyzed in part by her exposure to Yoona 939,
who opened a crack in the seamless world of mindless time and disciplinary space that was Sonmi’s lot in the corporacy, destined for a life of slavery
12 storeys down in an underground Papa Song’s. The insidious tool Yoona
used to pry open this world was a concept so potent, Sonmi tells the
Archivist, that the corporacy would do well to fear it: a secret. Thus the text
initiates a politics of epistemology. Actually Yoona reveals a series of secrets
to Sonmi, starting with the revelation that Seer Rhee, the overseer who
governs their servitude, is anything but a panoptic all-seeing presence.
Addicted to Soap, the food/soporific that keeps the fabricants alive and
repressed, Seer Rhee pigs out on it every night, falling into a sleep so deep
it resembles a coma. With the Seer seeing nothing, Yoona slips past him
and discovers a storeroom, and within it a fairy tale book some child has
left behind. She mistakes the book for a ‘broken sony’, as she mistakes its
images of princesses and dwarfs, castles and elves, for an accurate picture
of the world outside.
Poignant and pathetic, these misapprehensions initiate a series of
events that leads to Yoona’s doomed escape attempt. Without resources,
knowledge, or a tactical plan, she grabs a pureblood child and runs for an
elevator, only to return as a bullet-ridden corpse. The incident unleashes
the nightmare specter the corpocracy had been denying and repressing all
along: the possibility that the supposedly docile fabricants may ascend to
full consciousness and rebel. Echoing how many Americans felt after 9/11,
Sonmi pushes the Archivist’s buttons by articulating his reaction to Yoona’s
rebellion: ‘You felt the corpocratic world order had changed, irrevocably.
You vowed never to trust any fabricant. You knew that Abolitionism was as
dangerous and insidious a dogma as Unionism. You supported the resultant
Homeland Laws dictated by the Beloved Chairman, wholeheartedly’
(p. 195). The politics of fear thus reinforces the politics of consciousness,
in which the degree of consciousness a subject possesses becomes a basis
for discrimination so violent that it amounts to slavery. Moreover, the politics
of consciousness is based on a tautology. Fabricants ‘deserve’ their enslavement because they have limited consciousness, and because they are
enslaved they can be forcibly fed the suppressants that deny them full
consciousness.
Sonmi’s ascension enables her fully to comprehend these tautologies
and contradictions. Spirited away by Union operatives, she is covertly taken
to witness the atrocities at Papa Song’s Golden Ark, the vessel that supposedly transports fabricants who have fulfilled their 12 years of servitude to
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‘Xultation’, a life of ease and happiness in Hawaii. Actually it is a killing
ship, as Sonmi tells the scandalized Archivist, bound to the ‘economics of
corpocracy. The genomics industry demands huge quantities of liquefied
biomatter, for wombtanks, but most of all, for Soap. What cheaper way to
supply this protein than by recycling fabricants who have reached the end
of their working lives? Additionally, leftover “reclaimed proteins” are used
to produce Papa Song’s food products, eaten by consumers in the corp’s
dineries all over Nea So Copros. It is a perfect food cycle’ (p. 343).
This horrific revelation, which can be taken as a viciously satirical
demonstration of Alliez and Feher’s claim that ‘individuals are enslaved by,
or rather, incorporated into capital’ (1987: 317, emphasis added), is superseded by yet another secret, Sonmi’s gradual realization that her ‘rescue’ by
Union operatives is in fact part of Unanimity’s strategy to control the pureblood population as well as the enslaved fabricants. ‘Union preexists me’,
she tells the Archivist, ‘but its raison d’être are not to foment revolution’
(p. 348). Reminiscent of tactics employed by the CIA during the Vietnam
(and Iraq?) war, Union activists operate as provocateurs, attracting social
malcontents and keeping them ‘where Unanimity can watch them’, meanwhile providing the corpocracy ‘with the enemy required by any hierarchical
state for social cohesion’ (p. 348). Against this strategy, the tactics of
evasion, identity counterfeiting, running and hiding that Sonmi and her
supposed protectors practiced are of limited usefulness, suggesting that the
dystopian aspects of RFID technology cannot be defeated by evasive tactics
alone.
Something more is needed – something with the heft and potency
sufficient to set the world on another track, an idea so compelling that it
can contest and defeat the fused religious, political, and economic ideology
of the corporacy. Sonmi, realizing this all too well, initiates what she calls
‘the game beyond the endgame’ (p. 359). She knowingly follows the script
that has been prepared for her because it gives her an opportunity to set her
Declarations, their ‘logic and ethics’ (p. 347), free in the world. Mitchell
mostly withholds from his readers the text of Sonmi’s Declarations, leaving
us to construct for ourselves their content by considering what could best
counter the corpocracy’s ideology. We are given instead Sonmi’s Testimony,
a dialogic narrative that vividly and compellingly challenges us to imagine
what a better future might be and speculate on how we can help bring it
about.
As a literary text, the narrative works both on the explicit level of
plot events and implicitly through structure and language. Somni’s ‘Orison’
is narrated in two parts, placed so that it bookends a narrative set in the
far future, ‘Sloosha’s Crossin’ an’ Ev’rythin’ After’. This narrative, strategically placed to intervene between Sonmi’s escape and her subsequent
adventures, reveals that Nea So Copros and indeed almost the entire world
has fallen into darkness, with civilization hanging by a thread in the gentle
trading culture of the Valley people in Hawaii, the promised land that
Sonmi would never reach. Although the record of Sonmi as an actual
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historical person has been lost to the Valley culture, she survives for them
as a local deity inhabiting certain places where, their religion holds, they
are able to communicate with her and receive visions. Thus the RFID technology of Sonmi’s world (and ours), embedded pervasively to create contextaware and animate environments, is transformed through a series of
historical contingencies back into an animistic religion that, for the Greeks
and early western culture, was perhaps the original version of animate
environments.
The Valley people get from the Prescients, precarious inheritors of
high technology who themselves are about to fall into oblivion, a ‘silv’ry egg’
that they learn to call an ‘orison’ (p. 309) When they warm it in their hands,
a ‘beautsome ghost-girl’ appears ‘in the air an’ speaks in an Old-Un tongue
what no un alive und’stands nor never will, nay’ (p. 309). Unable to decode
Sonmi’s Testimony and helpless to make the connections that would enable
them to realize this is the historical instantiation of their local deity, they
nevertheless are inspired by the ghost-girl’s ‘hov’rin’n’shimm’rin’ (p. 309).
The message as language is lost, but the mediating technology allows the
Valley people tenuous contact with the historical precedents for the ideals
they hold dear – support one another, prefer trade to murder, hope for a
better life.
At once a prayer and a technology, the orison bequeaths to us, readers
who have the context the Valley people lack, the urgent necessity for
imagining the strategies that will open for us and our descendents a
different kind of future. This is made very clear by the performative gesture
that concludes the dark vision of ‘Shoosha’s Crossing’ an’ Ev’rythin’ After’,
when the narrator invites us to ‘Sit down a beat or two./Hold Out your
hands./Look’ (p. 309). When we turn the page, we encounter the second half
of ‘An Orison of Sonmi-451’, which concludes, as we have seen, in an openended fashion that challenges us to arrive at a different place than the
corporacy, the impetus toward which is all too apparent in the ideology of
George W. Bush’s New World Order.
Realizing the utopian possibilities of RFID and minimizing its
dystopian features thus requires more than regulation, evasive tactics, and
progressive legislation, useful as these may be in the short term. Also
necessary are analyses that probe the technology’s deep entanglement with
economic structures and political ideologies, and strong counter-visions that
articulate a future worth fighting for. Without such inspirations, we are left
in defensive postures that can respond to the technology’s abusive uses but
are helpless to imagine how it might be directed in other, more positive
ways. The better we understand how RFID changes the rules of the game,
the more we can imaginatively engage with it to exploit its positive potentials. An example is Bruce Sterling’s Shaping Things, which I admire
(notwithstanding its significant short-changing of the technology’s abusive
potential) because it succeeds in articulating a positive agenda for designers
that effectively challenges them to use data-intensive environments to
actualize a better future.
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Ubik: The Technological Unconscious and the Ontology of an
RFID World
For Joe Chip, an animate environment is nothing but trouble. Perpetually
short of cash, Joe must negotiate with the coffee pot, toaster, and even the
door of his ‘conapt’ to get them to perform routine services for which they
demand instant payment (pp. 19–24). The demands of these animated
devices are all the more annoying to Joe because they can talk (and reason
to a limited extent). Breaking the monopoly of human ‘natural’ language, the
animate devices go beyond the context-awareness of RFID and become
characters in their own right (necessarily so, because characterization is
implicit in the vocabulary, syntax, and content of the utterances that Dick
fashions for them – in the case of the door, quite a litigious and testy character). Although there is no explicit connection between the scenes that
establish the animate environments and the novel’s main events, the scenes
are much more than window-dressing for a futuristic world. They connect
to a deep-seated fear that Dick inscribed into many of his most powerful
works: a fear that as things became animate, people tend toward the
inanimate.
The fear has deep roots in Anglo-American culture, from Karl Marx’s
evocation of a dancing table in his discussion of commodity fetishism to
Donna Haraway’s prescient comment that ‘Our machines are disturbingly
lively, and we ourselves frighteningly inert’ (Haraway, 1991: 152). For Dick,
the fear is overlaid with the private iconography of the ‘tomb world’, a
fictional/literary representation of the clinical depression that plagued him
throughout his life. The tomb world is depicted in several of his novels as
a state of living death in which time slows to a crawl, decay is pervasive,
and the poor unfortunate soul stuck there must endure eons of purgatory
before he is able slowly and painfully to crawl out. At the same time, the
tomb world is not merely personal, for it is consistently linked with destabilizing the dynamic between human/animal/machine (notably in Dick’s bestknown novel, Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep?, on which the film Blade
Runner was based). In Ubik, the emphasis shifts to the dynamic between
human/thing, making this text especially appropriate for an exploration of
the ontological implications of RFID. At the novel’s heart is the idea of
vitality: who (or what) has it, who can steal it, who is losing or gaining it.
Embedded in a capitalist economy, the things that make Joe Chip’s life
miserable are the tip of the iceberg; the problem that looms much larger is
the overall destabilization of the boundary between human and thing,
accelerated in our world by the use of distributed cognitive systems such
as RFID.
Although the date of Ubik’s publication (1966) pre-dates the huge
explosion of personal computing then in its infancy, Joe Chip’s name evokes
the computational technologies with which Dick likely had at least some
familiarity. The first silicon chip was invented in 1958; by 1961 it was used
in Minutemen missiles and subsequently in television electronic circuits.
IBM introduced its 1400 series computers in 1961, and the first chip to be
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used solely in computational devices, Intel’s 4004, was released in 1971.
More relevant to Dick’s text is Boris Artzybasheff’s famous illustration of an
animated computer, Mark III, oozing personality on the cover of Time
magazine (23 January 1950), which Dick almost certainly would have
known. Unlike many hard science fiction writers, however, Dick’s interest
was not primarily in the technology as such but rather in its ontological and
epistemological effects. When he needed a certain technology to carry out
an idea, he inscribed it with hand-waving pseudo-explanations that often
sounded technically impressive but had no actual scientific basis.
Such is the invention of half-life in Ubik, the cryogenic suspension of
people (housed in institutions appropriately called moratoriums) who have
only a spark of life left but have been revived from complete oblivion and
hooked up to an apparatus that allows them to communicate with the outside
world. Every time a half-lifer is revived, some of his small remaining stock
of life force is depleted. As a result, families who have put their loved ones
in half-life face a cruel dilemma: they can access the half-lifers and so for
a brief time again have contact with them, but at the cost of accelerating
their final demise. During the communication sessions, the half-lifers
remain frozen and inert, communicating thoughts without apparent bodily
engagement. They have effectively become data, living in an illusory dreamworld constrained by real-world energetics but otherwise disconnected from
reality.
From this context arises the novel’s central mystery. Joe Chip is
employed by Glen Runciter, who runs a business lending out employees
who have psionic capabilities: precognition, telepathy, psychokinesis and,
most importantly, inertials who can offset other psionic abilities. Lured to
Luna by a business rival, Runciter and his entire crew are blown up by a
bomb. Joe Chip thinks that Runciter was killed in the explosion and rushes
him back to earth before it is too late to revive the small spark of life that
is half-life; gradually the suspicion grows, however, that it was actually Joe
Chip and his associates who were killed, and Runciter who is trying to
communicate with them while they are in half-life. Insofar as the novel
engages in the politics of epistemology, questions about who knows what
center on finding out who is really alive, and who is already in the deep
twilight of the half-life world.
More pressing are ontological questions about the nature of the strange
world in which Joe Chip finds himself. Traveling with his colleagues back
to Des Moines, Iowa, ostensibly to attend Runciter’s funeral, Joe begins to
encounter a temporal regression of objects. First manifesting as stale cigarettes and curdled coffee cream, the regression soon takes the form of
objects transforming back to previous instantiations. Push-button elevators
regress to cages requiring operators; spray cans to medicinal salves; automobiles to versions manufactured 20, 30, and then 40 years earlier;
airplanes to biplanes. In a world of data where objects have only virtual
existences, the temporal trajectory tracing their movements through time
and space can arc backward as well as forward. Half a century before
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Sterling observed that in a SPIME world the emphasis falls not on the object
as a material entity but rather on its always-changing instantiation, Dick
intuited that in a world of data, time (and space) would be radically destabilized. Objects would cease to be stable matter and become instantiations
vulnerable to time’s backward flow.
Time’s destabilization affects the humans as well, although ironically
in another way, moving them not toward infancy but toward the inanimate
state that, in Freud’s reading of the death drive, is the ultimate origin to
which the psyche secretly yearns to return. The impersonal pronoun used
to describe Wendy Wright, first of the group to die from the regression, testifies to this destabilized boundary of the human/thing: ‘On the floor of the
closet a huddled heap, dehydrated, almost mummified, lay curled up.
Decaying shreds of what seemingly had once been cloth covered most of it,
as if it had, by degrees, over a long period of time, retracted into what
remained of its garments’ (p. 97, emphases added). Already frozen in the
deep inertia of half-life, Joe Chip and his companions experience an
irresistible force moving them toward thinghood.
The remainder of the novel centers on the question of what – or who
– is causing this regression. It would have been easy for Dick to explain it
through the natural ebbing of the life-force to which Joe and his half-life
companions are inevitably bound. Interestingly, he chose to insinuate that
the cause is not simply the second law of thermodynamics but a conscious,
volitional agent. At first Joe suspects Pat Conley, whose scary psionic talent
is an ability to travel back into the past and create a new present by changing
a single decisive event. Linked by her talent to time’s destabilization, Pat
is nevertheless shown to be as much in thrall to the regression as her compatriots. The culprit, revealed at the novel’s climax, is the teenaged Jory,
another half-life resident who eats up the life-force of others to feed his own
voracious appetite. Again, however, Dick declines the obvious route of
making Jory the villain; rather, the struggle between him and Joe Chip is
cast as an epic battle between the thinghood of the tomb world and the forces
of vitality.
The nature of this battle becomes clear when Joe encounters Ella
Runciter, Glen Runciter’s wife, who has been consigned to half-life; her
vitality almost exhausted, she is preparing to be re-born into another life
cycle. When Joe tells her ‘Maybe I can defeat Jory’ she comments, ‘Maybe
in time you can learn ways to nullify him. I think that’s really the best you
can hope to do; I doubt if you can truly destroy him – in other words consume
him – as he does to half-lifers placed near him at the moratorium’ (p. 207).
When Joe objects that he can denounce Jory’s predations to Glen and have
him moved, Ella explains that Jory’s relatives pay handsomely for the moratorium owner to keep him near the others. ‘And – there are Jorys in every
moratorium’, she adds. ‘This battle goes on wherever you have half-lifers;
it’s a verity, a rule, of our kind of existence’ (p. 207). The fight, in other
words, cannot be waged through strategy and tactics alone; rather, it is
primarily and fundamentally an ethical struggle that continues as long as
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life in any form exists. ‘You’ll have to take charge, Mr. Chip, after I’m
reborn’, Ella tells him. ‘Do you think you can do that? It’ll be hard. Jory
will be sapping your strength always, putting a burden on you that you’ll
feel as’ – she hesitated, ‘The approach of death’ (p. 207).
The talismanic object Ella creates to aid in this struggle is Ubik, the
mysterious substance for which Joe Chip desperately searches. If he can
find it in a spray can before it regresses into a useless salve, he can douse
himself with it and stabilize, for the moment, his own regression into thinghood. Half-life, as a phantasmatic space, can thus be understood as playing
out in metaphoric fashion the complex relation between the technological
unconscious and the destabilized dynamic between human/thing. Dick’s fine
insight is to make Ubik profoundly ambivalent, associated both with the
worst kind of hucksterism for predatory capitalism and with the divine force
that, its name suggests, is ubiquitous and eternal.
These characterizations of Ubik come in the epigraphs of the final
chapters. The penultimate chapter, for example, begins with an advertisement for ‘Ubik toasted flakes, the adult cereal that’s more crunchy, more
tasty, more ummmish. Ubik breakfast cereal, the whole-bowl taste treat!’
The invitation to eat more and more is vitiated by the follow-up warning (no
doubt mandated by regulation): ‘Do not exceed recommended portion at any
one meal’, suggesting that this ‘taste treat’ is also a poison. In sharp contrast
is the epigraph of the final chapter: ‘I am Ubik. Before the universe was, I
am. I made the suns, I made the worlds. I created the lives and the places
they inhabit. I move them here, I put them there. They go as I say, they do
as I tell them. I am the word and my name is never spoken, the name which
no one knows. I am called Ubik, but that is not my name. I am. I shall always
be’ (p. 215). The startling contrast between these two versions of Ubik
suggests that the force it represents can be appropriated for good or evil.
Ella, after all, does not simply discover Ubik but invents it, enrolling it in
her efforts to enhance life over death through strenuous and unremitting
effort. If Ubik is eternal, as the final epigraph suggests, its declaration of
ultimate agency must nevertheless be seen in terms of human interpretation
and human ethical action.
At stake is how the destabilization of time and space by dataintensive environments will be interpreted and employed; as time and space
become more malleable, will this flexibility be used for to enhance and
amplify human life, or to drive humanity closer to thinghood? Capitalism
alone, Dick’s novel suggests, cannot be trusted to bring about salutary
results. In a concluding master-stroke, the narrative performs a final inversion that throws the struggle back to us. Joe Chip first suspects that he might
be in half-life when his money displays not the conventional historical
figures but the profile of Glen Runciter. In the novel’s final moments, just
when we think we have everything figured out, Glen Runciter discovers that
his money is now displaying the profile of Joe Chip, a development designed
to subvert the neat closure otherwise achieved by drawing a firm line
between the phantasms of half-life and the ‘real’ world that Glen Runciter
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(and we) inhabit. The implication, of course, is that normal life has begun
to operate by the same rules as half-life; with the boundary between them
destabilized, we are left to draw the obvious conclusion. Our world is no
more secure from the threat – and promise – of data-intensive environments
than Dick’s fictional creation. It is up to us to face the epistemological and
ontological challenges they represent and imagine how they can be used to
fashion a better world. Like Joe Chip, we inherit the ethical imperative of
Ubik: will ubiquitous computing be co-opted as a stalking horse for predatory capitalism or can we seize the opportunity to use it for life-enhancing
transformations?
A Modest Proposal: Reconnecting Information and Meaning
As William Mitchell comments, RFID and related technologies ‘change the
fundamental mechanisms of reference – the ways in which we establish
meaning, construct knowledge, and make sense of our surroundings by
associating items of information with one another and with physical objects’
(Mitchell, 2003: 120). A framework is needed capable of building bridges
between human agency and an RFID world without collapsing distinctions
between them. Such a framework would allow us to shed the misconception
that humans alone are capable of cognition (a proposition already deconstructed with respect to animals and growing shaky with regard to
distributed cognitive systems). The way forward, I want to argue, should not
be to beat a retreat to traditional liberal humanism but rather to re-think
the ways in which human cognition is like RFID technologies in that it is
multi-layered, context-aware, and capable of generating novel meanings and
interpretations. Nevertheless, human cognition remains distinct from thinghood because it arises from embodied contexts that have a biological specificity capable of generating consciousness as an emergent phenomenon,
something no mechanical system can do. The politics of consciousness
dramatized in ‘An Orison of Sonmi-451’ shows that the traditional view
equating the human with the ability to formulate conscious thoughts can
lead to radical social inequalities. Moreover, the politics of consciousness
is not confined to fictional scenarios; whenever a group of people is stigmatized and repressed, the charge is leveled that the people are deficient in
consciousness (or reason, consciousness’s handmaiden). The challenge
Cloud Atlas and Ubik together present is to arrive at a fuller, richer, and
more adequate view of human cognition without making humans vulnerable
to being reduced to thinghood.
As a contribution to this challenge, I want to conclude by proposing
a modification of information theory suggested when I attended a seminar
given by Edward Fredkin and heard him utter the following sentence: ‘The
meaning of information is given by the processes that interpret it’ (Fredkin,
2007). Although Fredkin did not develop this idea beyond suggesting that
it could, for example, be used to understand the operation of an MP3
player interpreting a digital file to produce music, I think it has great potential for contributing to an understanding of information that is contextual,
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processual, and embodied. Such an understanding is crucial for constructively integrating human relationships with the new kinds of situations
created by RFID technologies.
As we know, when Claude Shannon formulated information as a
probability function, he declared that information in this technical sense
had nothing to do with meaning (Shannon and Weaver, 1949). The problem
he faced was how to quantify information reliably so that it was suited for
calculation, a pre-eminent concern of electrical engineers. Traditionally,
meaning has been closely linked with context. However, if information is
defined so that it is context-dependent and hence tied to meaning, Shannon
understood that its quantification would change every time it was imported
into a new context, making calculation an engineer’s nightmare. The
problem Shannon faced can thus be understood as defining an appropriate
context without sacrificing quantifiability. Donald MacKay, in his embodied
version of information theory, boldly proposed that information should be
understood in the context of the embodied receiver (MacKay, 1969), thus
reconnecting information with meaning, but at the cost of failing to solve
the problem of quantification.
Fredkin’s formulation breaks new ground by crucially changing the
meaning of ‘interpretation’ and (tautologically) the meaning of ‘meaning’.
Information in this view is inherently processual and contextual, with the
context specified by the mechanisms of interpretation. These processes take
place not only within consciousness but within sub-cognitive and non-cognitive contexts as well, both biological and mechanical. A computer, for
example, gives information one kind of meaning when voltages are correlated with binary code; another kind of meaning is generated with high-level
programs such as C++, much easier for humans to understand than ones
and zeros; still another when C++ commands are used to generate screen
displays and behaviors, which have yet more general meanings to humans.
Human cognition, for its part, arises from contexts that include sensory
processing, which interprets information from the environment and gives it
meaning within this context; the meaning that emerges from these processes
undergoes further interpretation and transformation when it reaches the
central nervous system; these meanings are transformed yet again as the
CNS interacts with the neo-cortex, resulting in conscious thoughts.
MacKay had already envisioned a series of hierarchical and interrelated contexts that included sub-cognitive processes when he insisted that
the meaning of a message ‘can be fully represented only in terms of the full
basic-symbol complex defined by all the elementary responses evoked.
These may include visceral responses and hormonal secretions and what
have you’ (MacKay, 1969: 42). Fredkin’s formulation adds to this vision a
way of understanding meaning that extends it to mechanical non-human
processes. Indexed to local sub-cognitive and non-cognitive contexts,
‘interpretation’ ceases to be solely a high-level process that occurs only in
consciousness. Rather, interpretation becomes a multi-layered distributed
activity in which the ‘aboutness’ of intentionality (traditionally used by
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philosophers as the touchstone of cognition) consists of establishing a
relation between some form of input and a transformed output through
context-specific local processes. By breaking the overall context of reception into many local contexts, Fredkin’s formulation makes the processes at
least partially amenable to reliable quantification. Many of these local
contexts already have metrics that work: measuring voltages, processing
speeds, and bits/second in computers; in humans, measuring neural
responses, fatigue rates and the like. The important point is a shift of vision
that enables us to see these sub-cognitive and non-cognitive processes
not just as contributing to conscious thought but themselves as acts of
interpretation and meaning.
This vision of meaning-creation is especially well suited to understanding human cognition in the context of RFID technologies, in which
context and relationality play central roles. Context awareness is achieved
when RFID tags are connected with embedded sensors and location-specific
technologies such as GPS-enabled cell phones; relationality is achieved
through the communications of the tags among themselves and, more widely,
also through the relationality central to the operation of relational databases.
When human cognition is identified solely with consciousness, it seems to
operate in a qualitatively different way than these technologies. If we understand high-level consciousness to be emergent from lower-level distributed
cognitive processes (as Daniel Dennett (1995: 401–27; 1996) argues), we
have a way to connect human cognitive and sub-cognitive processes to
distributed mechanical cognition in a number of ways. Everything does not
have to go through the needle’s eye of conscious awareness. This means that
RFID can interface with human cognition well below the threshold of
consciousness through embodied actions such as gesture, posture, and the
habituated motions that give rise to and embody unconscious presuppositions, a proposition Nigel Thrift (2004; 2005) has explored in positing the
technological unconscious.
Moreover, these interactions can now properly be said to be meaningful, in the precise sense of that term: full of meanings generated by
context-specific processes of interpretation that occur both within and
between human and non-human cognizers. Consciousness in this view
loses its prerogative to be the sole arbiter of meaning; but this loss (if it
is such) is more than offset by a richer contextual and processual view of
how meanings are generated. RFID technologies in this view cease to be
alien to the human condition and instead become part of the distributed
cognitive systems that have, for millennia, extended and amplified human
cognition (as Clark (2004) and Hutchins (1996) have demonstrated). Of
course, this conceptual configuration of RFID technologies does not alone
guarantee that they will be used to enhance human lives rather than
diminish, coerce, and endanger them. That is why the ethical imperatives
that emerge from the epistemological and ontological explorations of texts
like Cloud Atlas and Ubik are so important. The idea that meaning and
interpretation can occur across and between human and mechanical phyla
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contributes to an expanded sense of ethics necessary when the contexts
for human actions are defined by information-intensive environments and
include relational and context-aware technologies such as RFID. Such an
ethics would emphasize context over generalization, processes over static
objects, embodied and distributed systems over hierarchical abstract ones,
and a full range of cognitions over a sole focus on consciousness. Not coincidentally, this ethics has much in common with the Deleuzian ethics
that has catalyzed contemporary work in the social sciences and humanities. When we understand that humans are not the only cognizers who can
interpret information and create meaning, we are free to imagine how a
world rich in embodied contextual processes might be fashioned to
enhance the distributed cognitive systems that surround us and that we
ourselves are.
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Abstract. Can we detect changes in the way that the world turns up as they turn up? This paper makes
such an attempt. The first part of the paper argues that a wide-ranging change is occurring in the
ontological preconditions of Euro-American cultures, based in reworking what and how an event is
produced. Driven by the security ^ entertainment complex, the aim is to mass produce phenomenological encounter: Lifeworld Inc as I call it. Swimming in a sea of data, such an aim requires the
construction of just enough authenticity over and over again. In the second part of the paper, I go on
to argue that this new world requires a different kind of social science, one that is experimental in its
orientationöjust as Lifeworld Inc is öbut with a mission to provoke awareness in untoward ways
in order to produce new means of association. Only thus, or so I argue, can social science add to the
world we are now beginning to live in.

Introduction
What if there was not one ontology we had to choose as constituting the world but
several? Then, new ontologies, understood in the Humean sense as inferences about the
world's connectionsö`natural' organisations/perceptions of experience and of `causation' and of what therefore constitutes both existence and nonexistence (Norton and
Taylor, 2009)öcould come into being as constructed entities, not as timeless arrangements of perception that are always already there. We can understand this point in
three ways.
On a philosophical level, we might settle for a form of multinaturalism, a term
most commonly used by the anthropologist Eduardo Viveiros de Castro, who argues,
in a reversal of the usual mode of thinking, by way of an analogy with animist ways of
thinking that conceive of entities as similar in terms of their spiritual features but as
varying by virtue of the sort of body that they are endowed with, that, though our
culture is the same, our natures differ (Latour, 2009). Following on from a critique of
Kantian idealism, Viveiros de Castro argues that we need to multiply ontologies and
`ontology-speak'. Such a conception is not as rare in the history of philosophy as might
be thought. It was the vision of William James, for example. James argued that there
existed a series of different nonisomorphic modes of existence.(1) Later in the 20th
century, we can point to the work of Etienne Souriau (1943; de Vitry Maubry, 1985),
who proposed to tackle head on the question of the plurivocity of being not, as is so
often the case in the history of philosophy, by offering up variations on one central
mode of existenceöthat is knowledge öbut by insisting that entirely different modes
might exist. Feeding on the key notion that prepositions too are given in experience, as
James would have had it, Souriau added flesh to James's notion of a pluriverse by
cleaving to the idea of a series of modes of existence. More recently again, Sloterdijk
(2009a; 2009b) has made the argument for a right of return to a polytheistic `Egyptian'
(1) Such

a vision can be taken as ontological in several ways. For example, it can be thought of as a
form of polytheism understood as multiple sets of values, each of which imposes an obligation to
live in a particular way.
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world in which multiple spheres can live tolerantly side-by-side, rather than opting for
a series of monotheistic cultures in which each can assert its sense of the world as the
one and only. There is no world that is somehow more complete, in other words, but
rather a series of incompletes.
A second way of thinking through the cause of multiple ontology comes from
anthropology. From early in the history of the discipline, anthropologists have tried
to peer inside other worlds which they have often thought of as not just cultures but as
something much closer to an abiding sense of realityöwhat it is to be the case. In
recent times, the most notable attempt at understanding this kind of worlding has been
Descola's (2005) fourfold classification of ontologies. But this classification has proved
controversial. For example, Viveiros de Castro argues for the possibility of many more
ontologies which either exist or are possible (see Latour, 2009). In a similar vein, others
have argued that the radical mobility which animates so many cultures disables the
very notion of a rooted and settled ontology; codes, structures, and definitions are
in constant change (eg Greenblatt, 2010). What is at issue is whether such a stance
unsettles the very notion of ontology or simply adds another mode of existence to the
roll call.
On a third, more practical level, we might simply draw an analogy. When we think
about the possibility of different ontologies, we might make a rough and ready comparison with the synchrotron, a cyclic particle accelerator which produces a beam of
very intense light which can then be broken down into its constituent wavelengths, each
beam line allowing different kinds of world/experiment/inference to be constructed.(2)
Most synchrotrons do not use all of the possible beam lines; there are usually unused
ports awaiting the construction of worlds/experiments/inferences yet to find a place in
the scheme of things, new projections and stainings of the world, to use two Humean
terms (Kail, 2007). I want to suggest that the world that I want to describe is just such
a line in construction, a place in which a new world/experiment/inference is starting to
be tuned up.
The ontology that I want to describe as in construction depends on the birth of a
new information age which is also, as in previous information ages (see Headrick,
2000), a transformation, most particularly in the production of space, brought about
through new practices of organising, analysing, displaying, storing, and communicating information. In a number of other works (eg Thrift, 2005) I have described the way
that the proliferation of Euclidean calculation has produced a new kind of world not
once but twice. In each case, what started as an epistemological shift transmutes into
an ontological one. In the first pass, the Euclidean model of numbered and angled
space produced a grid over the world. That process took some 400 years to complete, if
we date it as beginning with the first large-scale surveys and as carrying on through the
advent of chronometers in the early 19th century and ending with the advent of global
positioning systems based on satellites (Higgins, 2008). The second pass overlapped
in that it began with the introduction of new forms of information technology that
produced a generalised capacity to track movement and is likely to end with a
redefinition of the world of persons and objects as constituent elements of a mutually
constitutive moving `frame', which is not really a frame at all but more of a fabric that
(2) Such

as, in the life sciences: protein and large molecule crystallography, and drug discovery and
research. In materials science: `burning' computer chip designs into metal wafers, studying molecule shapes and protein crystals, analysing chemicals to determine their composition, inorganic
material crystallography and microanalysis, fluorescence studies, and semiconductor material
analysis and other structural studies. More generally: geological material analysis, medical imaging,
and proton therapy to treat some forms of cancer.
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is constantly being spun over and over again as position becomes mobile, sometimes
producing new patterns.
The effects of this second pass are still in formation but already we can see that
they are producing a world of `movement-space', at least in those places where the
technology stretches.(3) This is a space in which movement is able to take on a different
form, no longer understood as a simple displacement in space, knowable only in terms
of the actual, the movement already taken, but arising instead from the institution of
what Manning (2009, page 187) calls a ``resonant grid'' that can itself shift shape and
which is able to detect and work with the coming-into-existence as well as that-whichalready-exists, a world of moving ``through movement moving'' (Manning, 2009,
page 64).(4) This paper is both about what that form is and what possibilities it might
call forth.
If I had to summarise the developments I want to describe, I would draw on the
work of Tim Ingold. Ingold is an exceptionally interesting but, in the end, traditional
phenomenologist. His work on lines (Ingold, 2007) argues that we are beset by a world
in which Euclidean lines which work from point to point have superseded an older and
better way of proceeding which might be understood as the wayfaring line, the kind
of line which can wander about (and which, by inference, is closer to the fabric of the
world). I want to argue that the kind of world in which this wandering, wayfaring line
held sway is now being rebuiltöbut out of fields of number, out of the stuff of
calculable coordinates. In this process of reconditioning the world, a new ontology
is being constructed which, as Stiegler (2009, page 44) argues, takes us on from the
``orthographic age''; ``technical development [gives birth to] a new programmatic; this
new programmatic is a process of psychic and collective individuation'' but, as I shall
argue, it is much more than this process of individuation. It is a more far-reaching
reconditioning which is allowing a new kind of landscape to be built out of different
gradients of resistance which reconstitute what we think of as the world.
The paper is therefore organised as follows. In the main section of the paper,
I argue that the ontological horizons of human societies are changing as a result
of a series of developments which allow what I will call, after Sterling (2009), the
security-entertainment complex to come into being, a complex made up of two
particular linked assemblages which have gained increasing purchase by feeding off
each other. The security ^ entertainment complex has replaced the military ^ industrial complex as the main creator of an exaggerated humanity. It produces a stance
towards the world which is naturally experimental and which is able, to use a
Humean phrase, to employ technology to make this experimental stance ``irresistible''. This ``irresistible'' experimental stance aspires to be all-encompassing, but it
must perforce retain an open-endedness if it is to be effective,(5) and this openendedness provides all manner of opportunities to experiment in ways which allow
for its interrogation and recomposition.
In the subsequent section of the paper, I will argue that, if my previous arguments
are accepted, then we need to think seriously about social science methodology. For,
in this kind of restless experimental world, we may not need data as suchöthat will be
there in increasing abundanceöso much as new means of probing what is going on
(3) It

is important to note that these developments are not confined to the former Euro-American
core but stretch into many other spaces (for example, China).
(4) Manning (2009) works up a convincing portrait of a radically empirical world but ignores the
way in which this portrait could become the anchor for new kinds of power, perhaps because she
believes that intensity is anathema to quantification.
(5) Thus retaining both dimensions of the meaning of experiment (see Krohn and Weyer, 1994).
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and instigating new behaviours/asssemblages. We need, in other words, to invent an art
of experiment which can up the methodological ante. I am looking, then, for a social
science which promotes a rewoven empirics which, most particularly, generates the
quality of provocative awareness. That means an experimentalist orientation must be
in-built which can start and restart association. I will consider three moments in the
invention of this art of experiment. There are some very brief conclusions which return
to the theme of ontology.
The experimental economy
In other papers (Thrift, 2009) I have tried to point to ways in which our sensing of
the world is changing so that the conventional technology of writing is no longer
enough, both because the new technologies have conjured up a technological unconscious in which writing is only one, and not necessarily the primary, means of
description, and because new kinds of `writing' are coming into existence which
`explicitate' in different ways, thus allowing other forms of description to take on life.
In other words, there is what Stiegler (2009, page 35) calls a ``general modification of
event-ization'' based upon the back and forth of moving fields of data which are able to
track and trace human `motivations' by reworking them in much richer ways than were
possible in the era of writing. This diagrammatic world (6) has a long and tortuous
genealogy which has gradually placed human beings in a ``blur of only partially
registered data constantly shaping the world by means of correlations guided by error
corrections'' (Bender and Marrinnan, 2010, page 200).
But for the world to show up as this kind of descriptive regime, one which
sacrifices perceptual certainty for the alternative rigours of a continual experiment in
experiment, demands the reconstruction of our inferences about how the world is
connected. Such a generative phenomenality depends upon the construction of the
world as a surface in continuous motion, a world which depends on being able to
construct a constant state of provisionality, a world always almost there, and thus
always elastic in the way it leans into the moment, a world of infinite mobilisation.
Such an auto-activated world arises out of five main sociotechnical characteristics,
which have come into existence over the last thirty years or so, and which, when taken
together, point to a reconstruction of the technological unconscious. The first of these
characteristics is a structured continuity which always privileges the appearance of
movement. As Galloway (2004) points out, what is actually being privileged is one
form of structureöthe horizontal networköover anotheröthe tree. This surface is not
narrative based or time based. Rather, it is a form of continuity which gains its
phenomenal grip from ensuring that what should be an experience of dislocation is
experienced as an intuitive plane of motion öalways going somewhereöthrough a
whole host of techniques which are designed to sink into the background and to be
background: conceal innards, eliminate dead links, make sure there are no dead ends,
inject the meaning of the link into its forms, place all content as close to the front door
as possible, disallow any differentiation between media types like text, images or
animation, work at the highest speed possible, eliminate all traces of where the medium
derived from, multiply feedback loops (e-mail responses, chat rooms, blogs, etc) so that
many-to-many communication is easy, and so on.
The second characteristic is the nature of the interface used. In the manner of
all nascent technologies, computer interfaces have been modelled on previous technologies ö keyboards and the semiubiquitous screen, in particular (Nusselder, 2009).
(6) This

world is consistent with the move made in continental philosophy towards philosophical
drawing or `thinking in diagrams' in which the diagram becomes a moving outline (Mullarkey,
2006).
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But this has been a first phase only: interfaces are now changing their character. The
symptomatic change is often regarded as the spread of touchscreens, which are
becoming increasingly common. But these devices can be seen as, at best, half-way
houses. The work of Maes and the Fluid Interfaces Group at MIT is a good guide to
the evolution of thinking in this area and to what the future holds as motion control
becomes a reality.(7) Maes started out by designing horizontal screens which
resembled landscapes, enlivened by touch technology. But now she is working on
devices that will continuously augment the physical world with digital information
by using gesture as the main interface. Thus she is designing a system called SixthSense, which has at least some understanding of where the user is, what the user is
doing, and with whom the user is interacting. A small camera sees what the user sees
and reacts with relevant information. It also tracks the movements of the user's
hands. In turn, when the information is recovered, a small projector in the same
pack as the camera will project it onto any suitable surface so that any surface can
become an interactive surface.
The third characteristic is ``awhereness'' (Thrift, 2008): the continuity of motion
becomes locative as the world is tagged with an informational overlay. It would be
foolish to suggest that we are yet at the stage where the dreams of pervasive computing
have become a reality (8) öthe dreams of ``everyware'' (Greenfield, 2006) dictating
everywhere (The Economist 2010)öbut it is certainly possible to see an emerging
ambition: to tag a locational identifier to any unit of content so that it becomes possible
to say that ``maps ma[k]e more sense than spreadsheets'' (Sterling, 2009, page 113).
Everywhere will be coded. That is the ambition. In turn, that ambition will produce
a phenomenological inventory and a means of navigating it whose heterogeneity will
both reflect and mould our opportunistic, flexible patterns of attention.
To use Mackenzie's (2008) phraseology in another context, maps have always
been engines rather than cameras. But now, even more than before, maps become
key means of achieving social assent (Wood and Fels, 2008)ö as the unit of account,
as the means of defining the defining features of the world, as the means by which it is
read descriptively and prescriptively at the same time. (9) But these are now inhabitable
maps in which location is engineered in order to produce defined experiences which
can be commoditised and validated as commodities by their thereness. It is too strong
a statement to say that the population ``no longer [draws] distinctions between immersive games and the city streets'' (10) (Sterling, 2009, page 129) but the population does
increasingly function as a set of human pantographs, measuring out the world and
themselves both at once (Wood and Fels, 2008). Indeed, we might see the inhabitable
map as a new version of the imperial map but one in which the maps are not just
means of colonisation but the colonisation itself. The inhabitable map produces both a
(7) Indeed,

Microsoft has been working on a roughly similar system, Project Natal, which will allow
people to play video games without a hand controller (Kendall and Ahmed, 2010). This will launch
as Kinect in late 2010.
(8) However, everyday means of visualisation of location are now becoming available, such as
www.gowalla.com and www.foursquare.com, as are free maps, symbolised by Nokia's and the British
Ordnance Survey's recent announcements.
(9) I take it that maps include a full complement of paratexts or, as Wood and Fels (2008) would
have it, paramaps, all the surrounds and extensions of a map which are crucial to its survival as a
relatively immutable entity (see Thrift, 2004).
(10) The phrase `augmented reality' has been expressive of a pipedream up until now, but as iPhone
apps like NearestTube become ubiquitous, as other applications like Google Goggles become
common, and as social network applications like Brightkite (which allows users to find friends in
their vicinity by turning on the camera on their mobile phone and pointing it around them) spread,
so the world can be literally overlaid.
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knowing, empowered imperial audience and its subjects.(11) Thus a summary of the
wherewithal of the imperial map has layers of irony when applied to the present day:
``All maps serve thoroughly ideological functions in that they allow their users and
readers to engage either instrumentally or intellectually with the world. They might
do so at a variety of conceptual scales or degrees of resolution, depending on the
cartographic mode within which they are produced, circulated, and consumed, but all
maps empower their users and readers to discipline the world and to construct
territory. The mapping by one polity, within its own spatial discourses, of the territory
of another establishes a geography of the mind, within which empire can be
conceptualized and advocated, and a geography of power, within which empire
can be physically be constructed. `Empire' is a cartographic construction; modern
cartography is the construction of modern imperialism'' (Edney, 2009, page 45).
But, in the contemporary era, maps take on a different quantity, measuring out
territory that is continually on the move, thus rendering the imperial impulse a more
flexible entity in which territory can be temporarily heldöon a permanent basis.
The fourth characteristic is constant feedback. Advances in facial recognition and
the detection of honest signals make it increasingly easy to read bodily responses ö
from the face or more general body movementöin real time. The result is that an old
ambition, dating back to the ancient Greek, Physionymas, to be able to read the signs
of a person's nature, to read a person's temperament and inclinations from external
appearance, is able to begin to be realized en masse as the imperceptible becomes
capable of being measured. A new doctrine of bodily signs can come into being which
makes its way into official certifications of who we are embedded in software
which literally re-cognises us. This is fingerprinting taken to a new level. But it is
more than this. For a redefinition of the body is also taking place, an automation
which itself produces more signs of the body, but an extended body. Studies of human ^
computer interaction have concentrated on replicating and extending what Harper
(2009) has called the physical geography of bodily interactions, whether that be how
we move, touch, or glance, on more complex, communicating bodies. By setting out on
this path, new forms of the body and mindfulness are being produced via technologies
which have concentrated on amplifying just a few means of bodily extension as
surrogates for communication. Thus the human zoo is being populated by new variants
which have been produced through concentrating on intensively `breeding' just a few
physiological traits.
At the same time, another form of feedback has spread: it becomes possible to
produce `interactive composition', a term first used in the 1970s in new music to refer
to instruments that made decisions that responded to a performer (Lewis, 2007), so
introducing the idea of shared control of the music-making process in which simple
prearranged processes are replaced by innovation as a result of inserting the ability
to improvise. In turn, this notion has led to all manner of improvisatory technologies,
which allow the user at least some say, active coconstruction, if you like, through `live
algorithms'. As software has become more interactive, so its effects have become more
pronounced. Not only does feedback allow the producer and consumer to interact and
coconstruct worlds, thus commodifying all manner of enthusiasms, but it also allows
new forms of intelligibility to come into being, based upon negotiation.
The point is that this fourth development is not just about media but about social
media, which can be understood as a new form of mediology in which the details
of the everyday lives of millions of people are able to be uploaded and analysed:
``what was ephemeral, transient, unmappable, and invisible [becomes] permanent,
(11) ``Google

Earth is at once a delightful and marvellous way to travel around the world vicariously
and a somewhat scary reminder that we can be and are being watched'' (Akerman, 2009, page 2).
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mappable, and viewable'' (Manovich, 2009, page 324) and thereby acts as a new
source of entertainment located somewhere between factual content, opinion, and
conversation.(12) Often painted as a playground of individual choice, this new sphere
is actually heavily biased to the interests of corporate producers, following the templates of the professional entertainment industry. Thus, companies ``have developed
strategies that mimic people's tactics of bricolage, reassembly, and remix'' (page 324).
In particular, industry is able to capture the tactics pursued by individuals as a
conscious part of corporate strategy by producing products that are explicitly
designed to be customised (Beer and Burrows, 2010). Thus, ``strategies and tactics
are now often closely linked in an interactive relationship, and often their features are
reversed'' (Manovich, 2009, pages 323 ^ 324), as people's tactics are turned into
strategies and sold back to them.
The fifth characteristic is that cognition becomes even more of a joint experience
between persons and things. Of course, this has always been the case, but what is
different now is that, as well as inevitably being incorporated into matters of concern,
things have a say themselves as more than dumb actors as agency is displaced on to a
host of new and varied entities. It is as if writing itself starts to write. Agency
increasingly presides in disembodied entities, in presences, ``agents without'', to use
Chodat's (2009) term. It is like an illustration of Whitehead's world view, in which all
things have a degree of consciousness, but one that is boosted as more and more things
are able to become able. Thus, we return to a kind of animism in which the body is the
same but natures differ. The world starts to resemble that of the Shinto religion in
which spirits (Kami) occupy objects and galvanise them.
How might we understand this world of new forms of verification and extimacy
as it gradually gains both some measure of stability and some stability of measure?
One possibility is to argue that what we have arrived at is a society characterised by
a generalised theatricality. This has become a common move in the literature
(eg Rancie©re, 2009; Schulze, 2007; Virno, 2005). But what is often overlooked is that
theatre is itself a technology and one that has changed through its history, often in
reaction to ideas about the capacities of space of the spectator, which are themselves
politically charged. Given that history, it might be better to argue that theatricality and
play are being reformatted to fit an era in which the conventional theatrical frame
becomes only one of many options for sensing the world.
I want to argue that what is happening is something different: the driver of these
five intertwined characteristics is better described, in contrast to the previous era of
the military ^ industrial complex, as the result of a society in thrall to a security ^
entertainment complex, an era of permanent and pervasive war and permanent and
pervasive entertainment, both sharing the linked values of paranoiac vigilance
(Truby, 2008) and the correct identification of the potential of each moment.(13)
The first sector, boosted by the replacement of the binary of war and peace by a
generalised state of conflict, now takes in a vast array of activities from prisons
and myriad private security forces (14) and new forms of predictive policing to the
multiple kinds of surveillance that populate everyday life, which rely on vast material
(12) Thus,

increasingly research shows that people are getting news content through their social
networks, with all the consequences that has for the conduct of public opinion. Content, news,
or other media are used to initiate a conversation, in other words (Manovich, 2009). Lippmann's
phantom publics become regnant.
(13) Thus, the interest is, as I have pointed out elsewhere, in the identification of propensity, a theme
which can be argued as arising from classical Chinese military strategy or, indeed, a kind of
Whiteheadian aesthetics in which the cure for malaise is replaced by attention to the unexpected.
(14) Of which a company like Blackwater is simply the most visible part.
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infrastructures.(15) Increasingly, after events like 9/11 and the generalised response to
the war on terrorism and drugs around the world, defence has been recast as a part of
this sector rather than vice versa (Turse, 2008). Equally, the entertainment sector has
grown in size and influence, becoming a pervasive element of the world. From the
base of consumer electronics, through the constant innovations in the spatial customisation of pleasure found in mass leisure industries like toys or pornography, through
branding, gaming, and other spatial practices to the intricate design of experience
spaces, entertainment has become a quotidian element of life, found in all of its
interstices amongst all age groups. And these two sectors are becoming coextensiveöfrom the obvious fact that corporations are now often involved in both sectors
(Turse, 2008) (16) to the general emphasis on surveillance by police or military or retail
corporation, from the spreading of consumer electronics research and development
costs across both markets to the common availability of graphics cards which can be
used for all manner of simulations, as well as the general use of applications from
iPhones by both consumers and the military (The Economist 2009).(17)
These two sectors have more or less involvement with the state, though in all
cases that involvement is extensive, but they also involve growing levels of corporate
activity which often complement, simulate, or simply substitute for state functions.
Indeed, it would be possible to argue that they lie at the heart of an authoritarian
capitalism that has been remorselessly building over the last twenty or thirty years,
a postdemocratic consensus in which business and state elites rule the roost through,
precisely, a mixture of control through surveillance and distraction through entertainment, thus allowing capitalism free rein: ``the forms of democracy remain fully in
place [but] politics and government are slipping back into the control of privileged
elites in the manner characteristic of pre-democratic times'' (Crouch, 2004, page 6).
The result is a kind of convergence of state forms based on the premise that it is
no longer clear that capitalism and democracy are necessary partners in a world
where it is possible to have both the ``inverted totalitarianism'' (Wolin, 2009) of the
United States and the machinations of a state like China. In both constituencies, as
in many more, politics increasingly becomes the pursuit of profit through a citizenry
which ``welcome change and private pleasures while accepting political passivity''
(Wolin, 2009, page xv) in what has become an increasingly managed political process
based around the self-conscious constructions of a media system which has become
much more than an overlay and in which the values and practices of politics and
celebrity have become increasingly synonymous (Dill, 2009).(18) The promise of happiness reigns (Ahmed, 2010; Ehrenreich, 2009) and liberty drains away (Kampfner, 2009,
Wilson, 2009).
Whatever the exact relationship with the state in its formal or outsourced mode
of operation, both the security and entertainment sectors of the economy have been
able to grow substantially and become more and more closely integrated through the
(15) Many of these developments are based on military models which have been generalised up so
that they become something else. It is worth remembering that militaries are predominantly
bureaucracies.
(16) Thus, in a particularly striking juxtaposition, the TV series Law and Order is a product of the
defence giant General Electric.
(17) As in the availability of both an app like `chirp', which allows consumers to identify birdsongs,
and an app like `bullet flight', which allows consumers who want to be snipers to calculate
range and trajectory (and which, incidentally, has been adopted by the American forces) on the
same platform.
(18) Indeed, Bill Clinton can be seen as the forerunner of this kind of world, with his voracious
appetite for data coupled with immense affective skills.
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growth of two linked capacities, both based on the greater interactivity that has
become possible as sociotechnical convergence has occurred.(19) The first of these
capacities is the growing intelligence of intelligence. Founded on the ubiquity of `active'
data, the intelligence-gathering principles and outcomes of both the security and the
entertainment industries have become remarkably similar in their aims, based on
models that can track activity through a pervasive sphere of information which no
longer cuts space up but suffuses it. Means of information targeting (and I do not think
that the descriptor is a coincidence), whether by means of contextual targeting, demographic targeting, or now behavioural targeting are used by both realms, and often
draw on the same principles, research, and software. Not surprisingly, some of the
firms doing the work are held in common.(20) Then, both sectors increasingly construct
the world as the output of the mediology of a set of modulated online social networks
whose purpose is to build exceptional nodes which are able to gather network power to
them. But ``to be a node is not solely a causal affair; it is not to `do' this or to `do' that.
To be a node is to exist inseparably from a set of possibilities and parameters öto
function within a topology of control'' (Galloway and Thacker, 2007, page 40). These
networks depend on distributed means of aggregation/individuation that allow a
continual process of variation to occur, thus not only producing data but also providing the push whereby that data can keep on coming into existence. They thus provide
the opportunity for new kinds of power to grow up based on exceptional topologies
rather than sovereignty as such and founded in protocols of resonance.
The second capacity is the engineering of stress. Events nowadays come freighted
with stress, not least because of the increasing cultural organisation of extreme emotions that, at one time, would have chiefly been in the grip of religion. Both the security
and entertainment complexes have taken to engineering these emotions by mixing
better calculation with better understandings of emotional aggregations, whether these
be the self-intoxication of terrorist networks or the pursuit of erotic and other allied
forms of capital by celebrity fans (Hakim, 2010; Payne, 2009). The world becomes
akin to a permanent and calculated state of `entertainment', what Muhlmann (2008)
calls ``evaluated uninhibitedness'', pulled into shape by various panic and antipanic
architectures (Truby, 2008).
In such a state of `en(ter)trainment', Tarde's principles of glory, whether of a
military or celebrity nature, take on a renewed significance since display is so important. In the modern world, as Tarde (2007) pointed out, there are not only divisions of
labour and divisions of riches but also divisions of glory. This glory can take many
forms, including military exploits, intellectual prowess, and, most importantly, celebrity. But what has become clear is that though few can share in the spoils of a division
of glory like celebrity, many other ways of attaining this kind of status have become
available to the population on a smaller scale as a result of the rise of structured social
networks which have allowed all kinds of `long-tail' communities to agglomerate,
each with their own systems of merit which, because of information technology,
can be metered and accordingly prized. The proliferation of these gloriometers, to use
a Tardean term, is itself a part of how the modern division of glory is constructed
(Thrift, 2008).
(19) An interactivity best signalled by the massive success of the game Call of Duty: Modern
Warfare 2 in 2009, which became the first true interactive Hollywood blockbuster, a bigger launch
hit than any film ever had (Nuttall, 2009).
(20) Indeed, one could argue that, increasingly, surveillance has itself become an entertainment
opportunity, as in the spread of reality television of various kinds, crime shows featuring
surveillance tapes, etc.
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What we can see, therefore, is a decisive change that has taken place in Western
cultures as older ideas and practices of decorum, based on a notion of abstinence, have
gradually been replaced by newer cultural frames which emphasise quite different ways
of making sense of the worldöways founded on calculated excitation and especially on
being able to generate what Collins (2008) calls ``forward panic'' (with reference to a
battlefield where instead of panic setting off a flight to the rear, it produces a `flight to
the front'), the result of an overpowering emotional rhythm in which a prolonged
period of tension is followed by a period of quick-release; ``a dramatic shape of
increasing tension, striving toward a climax'' (Collins, 2008, page 85). These frames,
which have depended on the spread of mass entertainment, and the corresponding
appetite for affect in a screened world, tend to value emotionally intense action over
reaction and include melodrama, which I have outlined elsewhere (Thrift, 2008), and
what Muhlmann (1996) calls ``suspense-dramaturgy'', in which the tension generated
by the fear of death, which at one time was reserved for war, becomes general. The
constant calculation of situational tension becomes general. The models of attaining
glory have shifted too. For example, threat and reward can be distributed on the
principle of glory found in activities like gaming.(21) Notions like gaming become
widespread because they formalise and make visible tournaments of emotional value
which then enshrine these tournaments as brief but attractive nodes. This is a mutation
in the means of social control which draws on continuous recording of the emotional
investments of the population for fuelöand for power. It is a new infrastructure of
feeling, one which acts rather like the electricity grid or roads in its ability to both
transport and energise the economy.
The political increasingly becomes captive to this constituency, in which feeling and
the abstraction of calculation are threaded together.(22) The conduct of such an `ontological' politics is based on engineering attention of a kind that has been pointed out
many times now, but no longer brought about through a `simple' theatricality. Rather,
what counts as theatre is being radically redefined by the knowledges of a coalition of
agents, ranging from games designers to the purveyors of grand stadium shows which
function in the round. Theatre is no longer a single framed space in which determinate
genres are acted out at set times (Thrift, 2008). Rather, it consists of what, following
Deleuze and Guattari (1987, pages 174 ^ 175), we might call the deterritorialised (that is,
taken out of its humanised role) facialisation of the world (23) in which the intent is to
gradually produce an experience of immersion which both limits (through the selective
engagement of attention) and expands what can be sensed and how it can be sensed
through a careful attention to movement through space (Kozel, 2007), allowing
knots of infiltration and dispersion of affect to be tied and untied constantly, to be
temporarily arrested and then let go again. It is an immersive mode of complete
(21) I

think it is no accident that so much of the modern world relies on gaming, including the
military. In a sense, war and entertainment can become synonymous (see Gregory, 2008).
(22) As attested to by the way in which Reagan and, subsequently, a whole series of American
presidents have become political totems.
(23) Agreeing with Levinas's account of the face as something that cannot be reduced to a face (see
Diehm, 2003) and that the whole body needs to be facialisedö``not only the mouth but also the
breast, hand, the entire body, even the tool, are `facialized' ''öthey then, in effect, undermine
Levinas by generalising the face, making it something more problematic, an indistinct ``crossing
and re-crossing of intensities across and between ... surfaces'' (Read, 2008, page 37). Facialisation
does not stop at the limits of the body. It includes the whole environment, the landscape. What
Deleuze and Guattari (1987, page 181) call the faciality machine ``performs the facialization of the
entire body and all its surroundings and objects, and the landscapification of all worlds and
milieus''.
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absorption in a particular iteration (24) which, rather like Chantal Akerman's pellucid
films or site-specific events like the 2009 walk-through show ``It Felt Like a Kiss'', with
its increasingly common conceit of using an old, abandoned building as a tool to
combine theatre, film, and music in new ways, can be both physical and virtual, both
documentary and fiction, both distanced and deeply felt, both movie and installation,
all at the same time (Sultan, 2009). It is ``like a shifting, complex flipbook'' (Sultan,
2009, page 53) in which novel juxtapositions induce novel senses of the singular (not
particular), immanent to themselves but always also the rem(a)inder of another reality
(Read, 2008).
The growth of these two capacities for what is often called in the videogame
industry natural mapping might be understood as the first stirrings of a phenomenology machine, one which has been rebuilt from the ground up to be able to reproduce
phenomenal awareness through an orrery of surfaces understood as flows brought
about by an economy which organises ``the system of energetic exchanges ... within
an ecosystem with the system of sociocultural devices which make it possible to
reproduce these flows'' (Descola, 2006),(25) a phenomenal awareness made to appear
whole through the art-science of appearance, thus echoing phenomenology's prehistory
as a theory of appearances. This is Lifeworld, Inc. It relies on a whole battery of
explicitated knowledges of the semiconscious glance which give the impression that
``those particular images were already in my head, and I was looking for them''
(Akerman cited in Sultan, 2009, page 16; see also Thrift, 2008). In other words, each
glance, ``taking in so much in so little time'' (Casey, 2009, page 203), requires the careful
construction of a compelling sense of always being already there, of the promise of a
kind of almost unity.(26) It is an instrumental phenomenology, if you like, in which the
supposed authenticity of the lifeworld becomes a market value that can be constructed
through the calculated marriage of apperception and feeling, moment by moment
(Kamvar and Harris, 2009; Pine and Gilmore, 2007).(27) Such construction of temporary envelopmentsöopen-ends which are constructed for determinate endsödoes not
require clear and distinct images so much as it requires the construction of a mental
state through a blur of motion which awakens the imagination of the observer, providing both continuity of experience and affective release; ``an image which releases strong
emotions is not visible in the normal sense of the word as is the case with pictures that
can be looked at and recognised in peace'' (Muhlmann, 1996, page 66).(28) These
mental states are therefore full of `ingenious gaps' resulting from careful techniques
of omission or compression. In other words, they depend not so much on stimulating
latent qualities and capacities (though this can occur) as on building mental landscapes
which are able to confirm their own existence, not so much by negotiating new rules
(24) As a number of commentators have pointed out, immersive has become a kind of watchword
across many spheres (cf Bracken and Skalski, 2010). Its most extreme manifestation is currently to
be found in the new generation of 3D films, which in the latest technological format seem likely
to stick as more than a novelty, as well as the rise of augmented reality applications.
(25) I am well aware that Descola is writing about the case of the Achua socialisation of
nature, but it is interesting to think how contemporary developments may be pulling us in this
direction.
(26) We might see this as a modern version of Freud's `after-education', a revived awareness of
something that feels like it is already known, but instrumentalised and made portable.
(27) But, as Manning (2009) and Canales (2009) point out, each step in producing new machines
which can track this blur allow other possibilities to be realised, which in turn allow the
construction of new machines.
(28) Muhlmann (1996) argues that this is an organic disposition resulting from the quick paths affect
takes in the brain. Perhaps.
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as by founding series upon series of momentary new worlds which continually sweep
up the gleanings of perception because they feel `full' (Viveiros de Castro, 2004).
These worlds ``do not represent movement: they live it'' (Manning, 2009, page 108).
This landscaping complex can survive and become imprinted on the population
as new inferences about the world because, correlatively and in part because of the
developments I have described, and the permanent display behaviours (Muhlmann,
2008) that they generate, processes of psychic and collective individuation are changing.(29) Subjectivity has been turned inside out. In contrast to the idea of the romantic
subject with a deep inner core, we now find subjects being built who rely on the onflow
of information in motion to comprehend their place in the world. There is a growing
space for a kind of mobility of identity. In particular, the exterior of the body becomes
a richer and richer place to inhabit as all manner of signs, itemisations, glossaries, and
taxonomies come into being, dependent on bodies that can be honed and even changed
in ways that were previously unavailable and which provide numerous means of
accumulating glory through means of self-description that are also means of selftransformation.(30) In other words, the subject is built up and gains his/her identity
from the imperfect stitching together of new means of identification and naming,
mediated by the security ^ entertainment complex. Rather like the change that took
place between the Middle Ages and the Renaissance, when lists, and identifiers like
origin, height, and distinguishing marks both increased in and changed in nature,
becoming more systematic, thereby producing a subject used to being described by
and thinking through all manner of such characteristics (Groebner, 2007), so what we
now see is new means of contact and surveillance arising which do the same. Subjects
are enmeshed in a web of markings which define their existence, which brand them
as them: search engines, social networking sites, web pages, video clips, ringtones and
mixes, and maps combine to produce new forms of identity paper which act as passports to particular kinds of experience, replacing the seals, letters of introduction and
conduct, registers and lists and certificates, travel documents, and other means of
recording proof of authenticity and assurance that once defined a person's existence.
These older forms of proof may still exist, embedded in software, but they have become
simply the first step in constructing a personal profile.(31) In turn, that profile can be
worked upon, feeding back into mass personalised entertainment, as in the growth
of YouTube, through sharing, buying, managing, recording, and downloading. Again,
security and entertainment intermesh.(32)

(29) The

footprint of the security ^ entertainment complex is nowhere clearer than in the educational
sector. Teaching instruction has become an odd mixture of show-and-tell. Current pedagogy
prepares the child for a world in which they will need to be able to present publicly, seek out
data, and produce new kinds of significance about what it means to be a subject. They need to be
not so much learners of determinate knowledge as little entrepreneurs of onflow.
(310 Of course, this is not to suggest that the fallout from this obsession is necessarily a good one:
it produces a new distribution of losers (see Berlant, 2008).
(31) Another way to see this is as a change in the technology of address (see Thrift, 2007).
(32) It is also worth noting that just as the change in processes of subjectification between the
Middle Ages and the Renaissance involved building up new spaces, changing the nature of distance
by building up a dense infrastructure of mobility that could work at a distance to produce the
justification of identity ö ``whoever sought to enforce judicial literacy had to conquer space.
Registers and lists thus became mobile'' (Groebner, 2007, page 74)öso the changes taking place
now are redolent of that period in that they also play with how distance is constructed and
understood in order to produce new means of justification.
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The empirical turn
Something interesting is happening in social science which is, I believe, connected
to the developments I describe. It is born out of a sense of just how simultaneously
embedded and lost human beings are in the newly transparent world of the security ^
entertainment complex in which, through the agency of state security and a knowing
capitalism, both wanting to know ever more, quantitative and qualitative data have
become more and more voluminous with the consequence that an increasing part of
the output of what was formerly carried out by social researchers ösurveys, questionnaires, interviews, and the likeöis now available as data in one form or another. Much
of what was regarded as the domain of social science therefore no longer needs to
be explicitly constructed but is a part of the processes by which the world is made.(33)
In other words, the very ubiquity of data and the corresponding ability to mine them
for all kinds of associations that they were not originally intended to contain produces
an interesting challenge for social science.
One `not good enough' response to the challenge is to argue that these are not the
right data and all kinds of other data are still needed. Another `we can do things
better' response is to argue that social science can provide better and better tools for
analysing these data. A third `we know best' response is to argue that only social
scientists have the theories to make meaningful sense of these data. All these responses
may have their own resonance, but it is worth noting that there are voices amongst
the agents of knowing capitalism who argue that in time these kinds of objections
will become moot. The sheer weight of data will outweigh them: the redundancy of
information will render them meaningless.
Certainly, in the face of such developments, there is an argument that social science
now needs to rework what it is doing. Recent interventions have argued as much
(eg Adkins and Lury, 2009). This is not to say that mass data-gathering exercises will
no longer be needed. But they will become just a part of a much larger activity of
continuous data collection. What is certainly not possible is to simply call a halt to
these developments. Equally, it is not possible to just let them lie, a stance which can
take two forms. One is to fall back on a kind of empirical theoreticism, in which
speculative insights from continental philosophy (34) are taken to be the case which the
world illustrates, insights which are only lightly tethered to any empirical stratum but
act as though they were already empirically validated. The other, which is just as
problematic, argues that we should simply conduct business as usual and that recent
developments might even be a good thing, allowing us to return to the good old craft
of social science.
But that still leaves several alternative responses that are possible, ranging from
the fundamental work of redefining what is meant by basic social science terms like
`the case' (Berlant, 2008) through the forging of a `faster' real-time mode of proceeding
which documents new developments as they unfold, using an amalgamation of journalistic and social science methods (Thrift, 2005), and on through to the growth of an
interest in `social science fiction', the conjuring up of dramatised analyses of social
structures and situations, of which The Wire (and its attendant garland of academic
interpretations) is often regarded as the archetype.
Given the constraints of space, I want to single out what is only one of these many
alternatives. That is the notion of social scientists as involved in promoting the experience of an extended childhood and the corresponding virtues of `growing young' that
(33) Of

course, there is still a need for construction of some data but only rarely of a wholesale kind,
as in the past.
(34) Such as the sometimes penetrating and sometimes simply whimsical certainties of a Badiou or
a Zíizek.
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mirror the neotenous character of the human species. After all, human beings are
(un)naturally experimental. Their purpose is to continually search out the contours of
a world they can never fully fit into. They are permanent orphans, but they are orphans
precisely through their attachments (Evernden, 1993; Montagu, 1981).
In other words, rather than constitute social science as a theatre of certainty, I want
to produce something more open endedö``a theatre for events and operations with
sometimes necessary but never sufficient reasons'' (Stengers, 1996, page 257). As
humans grow old, many of them tend to lose the qualities we often associate with
being childlike, a capacity for imaginative play, curiosity and the eagerness to learn,
and an associated receptiveness to new ideas, and a general willingness to experiment. This new empirical turn is born out of a desire to recapture some of these
qualities in a social science grown middle aged. It privileges what might be called the
experimental, a `showciology' if you like.(35) `Experimental' can sound as though
social science is simply aping scientific protocols, but as this brief preface makes
clear, I want to argue that it signifies something quite different, something which can
be eloquent and even brave and which contains the germ of real possibility, not least
because it allows the world to speak back into the all-encompassing ambitions of the
security ^ entertainment complex in unexpected ways from which it is possible to learn
new associative open-ends. This is production without guarantees, based on a programme of `borrowing' space in an explicit return to a kind of nomadism which no
longer privileges fixed territory as necessary to produce effects but which does not
therefore think that the attachments of territory are somehow unimportant.(36)
I want to begin by calling up a phrase first used by Gaver, Boucher, Pennington,
and Walker (2004)öcultural probesöto frame this ambition. For Gaver, Boucher,
Pennington, and Walker (2004, page 1) cultural probes were ``collections of evocative
tasks meant to elicit inspirational responses from people''. Even though the frames
could be controlled in these tasks, the outcome was uncertain öand indeed was meant
to be uncertainöbecause definite knowledge has its limits and needs to be supplemented by other modes of understanding that value uncertainty and exploration. The
aim is precisely to produce frames that can produce uncertain outcomes, to be able to
incorporate surprise. This is what Gaver (2002) calls the construction of a ``provocative
awareness'', which takes what is often thought of as an artistic impulse (37) öto imagine
new thingsöand harnesses it to the practices and protocols of social science so as to
be able to be prepared for and able to take in the vagaries of a fleeting but decidedly
nonsuperficial glimpse/glance as a key means of orientation. As Casey (2007, page 91)
puts it, this is
``neither glancing intently atöwhich presumes that the object is already targeted
and that I wish to bear down on itönor is it just glancing around: a much more
casual and open act. The glancing in which I need to engage involves a keen
searching out of my environs, given that I am greedy for geographical guidance.
Such a glance is not a move of last resortöwhen all else has failedöbut a step of
first resource ... . It takes account of, indeed it is a direct response to, my lack
(35) I take the term from Read (2008) but use it in a very different way. One could equally relate this
term to Latour's ``slowciology'', an attempt to highlight the fact that sociology must involve chains
of intermediaries so that, for example, there is no instant leap possible between local and global.
(36) In making this performative turn, I do not want to shy away from the undoubted difficulties.
Most particularly, performance tends to format things and so is in constant danger of missing
the unformatted things, the not yet formatted that Latour places under the general heading of
``plasma''. But performance does at least have the merit of stressing latent potential, which gets
part of the way there (Read, 2008).
(37) Though clearly it is not, since one might just as well argue that science owns this impulse too.
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of previous knowledgeönot a mere reaction to it, but a move that copes creatively
with my unoriented state.
I say `unoriented, not `disoriented'. The distinction is not trivial in the present
context. To be disoriented is to be genuinely lost in the landscape ... . To be
unoriented is to not know where I amönot yet. This does not mean that I am
lost: it just means that I cannot specify my whereabouts ... .''
The intent, then, is to produce different kinds of familiarity which demand neither
conviction nor rejection but rather the taking up of the latent potentiality in a situation. Such dispositions are not about what to do or who to be but about suggestion,
curiosity, and wondering. The work of the social scientist, then, is to produce cultural
probes that can help people to rework the world by suggesting new unorientations
rather than correctives.
Now, I think there is an element of the romantic (and a dash of humanism) in
this kind of formulation, but at the same time, it does suggest a different means of
travellingötowards a mode of investigation which can create the medium of its own
existence. At the same time, I think that the notion of cultural probe needs expansion:
specifically cultural probes need to be understood as spaces, frames constructed to
produce uncertain outcomes which still have grip, frames which both interrupt and
restart the process of association and, in the process, conjure up invitations to act
differently. And where has most work been carried out on the kinds of spaces which
keep connection in play, which provide people with speculative tasks and stimulate
provocative awareness, which are most likely to trigger not just what might be laid out
for them but something else entirely? I would argue that it is best found in the makeshift, hugger-mugger field of performance, a field where characteristically there is no
separation between inscription and site: ``a sequence of spheres in a multiplicity of
movements'' (Read, 2008, page 37). The point is to design and animate spaces so that
they can function as edifices which can concentrate and work on processes of associationöspaces which are able to transmit differential traits. Such spaces, functioning at a
slant, would produce knowledge by boosting involvement in ``something that remains
to be done'', through ``new and renewed associations'' (Read, 2008, page 45). Now, one
thing to say straight away about an art-science of giving rise to new developments, of
producing infection, is that the lore of these spaces has often only been partly written
down: the effects of different spatial arrangements of bodies and objects, of different
props, of different assumptions about how space is figured, of what is different about
a network of scaffolding, or a cage, or a cul-de-sac, or a door, or a bridge may be
obvious in everyday life, but they exist as a fragmented series of knots of knowledge
across different disciplines and practices which only intermittently communicate with
each other. So we not only need knowledges of space but integrating knowledges of
these knowledges in order to take part in acts of restarting the social. And these
knowledges need to allow us to practice an intensified reflection, a surreflexion as
Merleau-Ponty put it, a reflection on reflection which opens within its own fabric an
abyss which it cannot span but can only worry at (Toadvine, 2009). I will point to three
of these models of what Mullarkey (2006) calls ``ecstatic naturalism'', each of which
counts as an opportunity to mobilise ``the often unrecognized, vague and fuzzy spaces
in between forms of reality, knowledge and practice'' (Brown and Stenner, 2009, page 39)
which ``work because they do not work'' (Serres, 1980/1982, page 13).
Oneöthe most obviousöis the reworking of phenomenology itself. It is worth
remembering that phenomenology is concerned with alterations in the sense of being
in the world and, consequently, changes in the sense of what is significant and therefore
possible ö and possible to change. But only a few commentators continue to insist
that phenomenology is irreversibly caught up with the anthropological machine and
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therefore has to embrace the conscious subject as the bellwether of these changes or it
is nought.(38) I have already argued that the security ^ entertainment complex creates a
kind of instant phenomenology of what is available in the world, a bricolage born out
of an inhuman set of associations which depend as much on what is omitted as on
content. But this is a very different phenomenology from that which has gone before.
Not only is it dynamic and designed but it gives objects much more importance than
traditional phenomenology since it is so obviously an assemblage that depends upon
the articulation of bodies and objects in new combinations for its force öand the
parallel provision of room to describe them as the expressive play of differences. In
other words, this is a phenomenology which can take both continuous change and the
exteriorisation of human being into account through technics whilst simultaneously
subverting phenomenology's idealisation of material form. That way, we can start to
overcome some of the objections to traditional phenomenology and also understand
that such a phenomenology will look very different from the phenomenology to
which we have become accustomed. We can think of a number of comparatively
recent attempts to do this. One is the later work of Merleau-Ponty on nature and
chiasmic becoming in which reflexivity is no longer ``a power of the human subject or
the auto-affection of a tacit cogito, but is rather a manifestation of being's own selfinterrogation'' (Toadvine, 2009, page 18). In particular, his account of space moves
from one in which all orientation derives from the being of the human subject to a
preexperiential space which is formed at the confluence of body and world which is
simultaneously a being's own orientation, its striving towards expression. The second
attempt is to be found in the work of writers like Ihde (2008; 2009) who attempt to
reconstruct phenomenology by adding technics öhuman ^ technology interrelationshipsöinto the brew, thereby underlining not just that it is impossible to predict
technological outcomes but that the spaces of human ^ technology interrelationships
continually mutate. The third attempt is the work of Sloterdijk on spheres, which
depends on the evolution of technologies of surrounding in which new atmospheres
can be explicitated, constantly bringing new worlds into being. Space becomes a set of
envelopes, containing different atmospheres and acting as a postal system which both
allows and constrains their intermixture.
These new takes on phenomenology have been instantiated in various practical
ways, but in the end they have usually depended upon producing new, more expansive
forms of localisation (Lippard, 1997). Most of the examples of this localisation come
from the arts, from performance, from installation art, from site-specific art, and so on
(see Bishop, 2005). They depend upon devising responsive processes that are able to be
instantiated through the design of places that produce experiences of immersion, which
in turn produce new associations and project them outward.
More recently, artists and performers have been experimenting with how to produce ambulatory places, places that are able to be linked up into sometimes planned
and sometimes meandering chains of action which can straddle the globe, usually using
a combination of physical props and information technology. It is neither possible nor
necessary to summarise this worköit is too diverse. But it has a questing spirit which
is surely vital. Perhaps the most interesting developmentöprecisely because it is so
embedded in the sociotechnical developments I have been describing öis the move to
so-called radical game design. These games can involve redesigning apparently standardised spaces like houses, or the manipulation of spatial devices like maps or board
games, or the production of actual locative games which blend online and urban spaces,
(38) Either in order to defend its traditional incarnation or as a means of stabilising it so as to make
it a polar opposite and therefore a convenient object of critique (eg Latour).
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or even the construction of games which explore geopolitical consequences in ways
which are not just interventions but openings to other worlds in which new forms
of emancipation and attachment can thrive (Flanagan, 2009). In each case, they are
concerned with redefining situations so as to produce different kinds of players.
The second knowledge might be termed a biopolitics of space. This area takes
in a number of endeavours, including those in geography, biosemiotics, and bioart (cf
da Costa and Phillip, 2008; Dixon, 2009), but developments in architecture are amongst
the most interesting. As Till (2009) argues, architects are the perfect denizens of the
security ^ entertainment complex in that they design prisonsöentertaining prisons but
prisons nonetheless. A number of architects have tried to exit this conditioning, often
by moving to a paradigm based on flow. This kind of work has become popular of late
because it seems to offer a means of producing an organic evolution of built form or
what is usually called, after Lynn (1999), animate form: ``the evolution of a form and its
shaping forces; it suggests animalism, animism, growth, actualisation, vitality, and
virtuality'' (page 26). The process of animating form involves animating the form of a
design so that it is not only conceived of as in motion but allows the motion to alter
the force of form.
But I want to factor into this growing body of work the lessons we might learn
from the parallel turn in architecture towards evolutionary motifs and especially the
energy unleashed by the idea of animal (or perhaps I should say post-animal) urbanism
(Ingraham, 2006). This kind of work has been stimulated by many sources önot least
the increasing fund of research which shows that animals modify their environments
in ways that resist reduction to simply instinct and stress genuine cognitive processing
(Gould and Gould, 2007; Hansell, 2007). Certainly, many architectural forms ö
particular mouldings of spaceöhave proceeded by analogy or at least association
with the animal in its many forms. But, as Ingraham (2007) points out, this is an
enterprise fraught with difficulties. Hence Ingraham's deployment of the category of
post-animal in order to try to avoid certain standard patterns of argumentation. What
Ingraham is trying to envisage is an architecture in which spaces would associate in
new ways such that no Chinese Wall exists between nature and culture. She is then able
to consider all the ways that living beings produce the specific complexities of space in
order to animate an unknown reserve of floating forms. This architecture is a kind of
mapping of what Ingraham (2007, page 319) calls ``life problems'', ``the deeper reaches
of aliveness that are simultaneously biological, territorial, engaged in critiques of the
various `fields' in which life exists, a play between constancy and motion, materiality
and information, and so forth'', and is intended, therefore, to also act as a challenge to
the assumptions that are already embedded in the cybernetic and biological metaphors
that inform the software with which architecture now defines its world. Such architectural projects can be thought of, in other words, as arguments taking shape. In many
cases, architects responding to the call to animate have simply designed more sophisticated prisons, but in a few cases at least they have produced `out of place' entities
which genuinely provoke thought, just as out of place animals can [see some of the
studies in Vidler (2008)].
The third knowledge is writing. We might put this another way. Can we write the
world differently? Take the transduction of sound into script. ``To record the sound
sequences of speech'' writes Friedrich Kittler, ``literature has to arrest them in a system
of twenty-six letters, thereby categorically excluding all noise sequences.''(39) But what
about the ghostly imprint of an imaginary, supplemental alphabet starting with letter
(39) I

hardly need to remind the reader that many alphabets around the world have more than
twenty-six letters, but the idea is clear.
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twenty-seven (Galloway and Thacker, 2007, page 159)? (40) We might argue that it is
precisely the attempt to find and illuminate this extra letter (and many more too) in
what Krauss (2010) calls the ``post-medium condition'' that is what the experimental
turn is trying to achieve, not by ignoring the standard letters of the alphabet but by
adding new ones that allow other descriptions of the world to become possible, thus
producing new forms of script and of its accompanying illumination.
Script and medium both have to be simultaneously reinvented because writing
now works across many sensory registers, in a period when data flow has become
such a gargantuan prospect that explicitating it through various means of visualisation
has become a task in itself, one which demands substantial aesthetic/cursive skills
[see Klanten et al (2009), McCandless (2009), and websites like flowingdata.com].
In each sensory register, the act of explicitation (Sloterdijk, 2009a; 2009b) is a choice
of emphasising some features over others in order to produce a coherent script. Certain
`notations' banish or subsume other features. Others underline them. Others still, in
synaesthetic vein, substitute the features of one register for another. These are new
means of animating the world. Neither words nor images but both of these and more
besides: procedures that can frame the world in new ways which deliver a kind of
structured uncertainty from which it is possible to detect new things, and, at one
and the same time, the ways of writing these things down which themselves are
likely to constitute a defective but productive orthography, one in which errors of
transcription occur and synaesthetic overflow is common, and can themselves become
ammunition for ``landscapization'' (Deleuze and Guattari, 1987).
Perhaps these new forms of writing are best characterised by the extraordinary
renaissance of mapping, using the kind of spatial knowledge that is the leitmotif of
the security ^ entertainment complex but bent to different ends. Maps have become the
elemental currency of the security ^ entertainment complex, the basic unit of accountö
a means of building infrastructure, locating and wielding influence, shaping identity,
and generally explicitating new territories that are then there for the taking. But they
can also be used in other ways which make them into means of questioning the world
rather than just asserting it: tactical cartography in a world of map or be mapped
(Kitchin and Dodge, 2007). For example, Goodchild (in Schuurman, 2009, page 575)
talks of the growth of `citizen-sensors' who volunteer information for general use, as
in the OpenStreetMap mapping of Atlanta or the proliferation of mapping parties
and mapathons. All kinds of other agencies for redrawing our spatial vernacular are
opening up too, from GPS drawing to wikimapia. The net result is becoming clear,
at least. Whereas in the past, we
``relied on the authority of agencies and systems to provide our geographic information. [We] set up structures, such as boards of geographic names, to approve the
names people assign to features. And [we] changed the names of features when
we found the existing names, the vernacular names to be unacceptable for some
reason.
All of that, suddenly, has changed ... we are, in effect, back to the days of the
1500s when it was possible for someone öa cartographeröbut with no qualifications whatsoever, and no authority, to produce a map which led, in effect to the
naming of America'' (2009, page 575).
Not only is it possible to use maps as a means of giving people their own means
of visualising their position öthrough people's GIS, various forms of mash-up, and
so onöbut they can also be used as means of reworking the familiar so as to make
(40) In

the 19th century in many countries the twenty-seventh letter of the alphabet was the
ampersand (&). Perhaps this symbol could stand for the project of association I am trying to
unfold here.
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it unfamiliar, not just renaming but reworlding all kinds of spaces, from borders to
landfills, from trade to landforms (see Abrams and Hall, 2003; Cartwright et al, 2009;
Harmon, 2003; 2009; Kozloff, 2008; Mogel and Bhagat, 2008; Thompson, 2009). We are
asked to ``rethink the map, the landmark we presumed we could locate, the direction
we thought we knew how to follow'' (Manning, 2009, page 183) in order to alter our
capacity to connect and relate. As just one example out of many, Gaver (2002; 2006)
recounts the derivation of a series of technological devices which allow people not
just to reframe the world but to use it more imaginatively, devices which produce maps
that have play incorporated into them. In a way, what we can see typified here is the
opportunity for people to re-define/re-cognise their environments, not so much by
enveloping them (as in the Sloterdijkian account (41) ) as by producing new gaps,
fractures, breaks, and slippages, and thereby inventing new, more mobile definitions
of historical memory, mindfulness, and political engagement that provide at least the
opportunity to connect differently.
Conclusions
In a famous passage, Viveiros de Castro (1998, page 92) argued that the Western
tradition of thinking had an impoverished notion of ontology, in contradistinction
to the proliferation of epistemology talk.
``The Cartesian rupture with medieval scholastics produced a radical simplification
of our ontology, by positing only two principles or substances: unextended thought
and extended matter. Such simplification is still with us. Modernity started with it:
with the massive conversion of ontological into epistemological questions öthat is,
questions of representation öa conversion prompted by the fact that every mode of
being not assimilable to obdurate `matter' had to be swallowed by `thought'. The
simplification of ontology accordingly led to an enormous complication of epistemology. After objects or things were pacified, retreating to an exterior, silent and
uniform world of `Nature', subjects began to proliferate and chatter endlessly:
transcendental Egos, legislative Understandings, philosophies of language, theories of mind, social representations, logic of the signifier, webs of signification,
discursive practices, politics of knowledge ö you name it.''
But, as I have tried to show, this lack of an ontological vocabulary is now becoming
a practical as well as a theoretical issue. A new ontology is multiplying, which is able
to survive by virtue of technologies which seem to lead to irresistible inferences about
the world, because they, quite literally, put things in their place. For at the heart of
inference is the ability to weave space and time into a fabric which acts as an
automatic default: each ladder and snake seems to follow on from each other, as
though no other solution was available. What is happening currently with Lifeworld
Inc is that practical vocabularies for understanding and constituting this ontology
are running ahead of any theoretical vocabulary. That might not matter if these
vocabularies were a benign development but many of them are not. They are caught
up with new expressions of power, the aim of which is to reterritorialise the world
through the deployment of resources which, rather like the apple in the fairy tale, have
the ability to poison how we live. Lifeworld Inc needs to be reworked so that its
excesses can be halted and its undoubted treasures can be brought to the fore.
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The Environmental Teapot and Other Loaded Household Objects: Reconnecting the Politics of Technology, Issues and Things
Noortje Marres
To appear in: Objects and Materials: A Routledge Companion. P. Harvey et al (Eds.).
London and New York: Routledge.
Introduction
In Dutch, a ‘teapot’ refers to, among others things, a particular type of children’s
story. According to this formula, the storyteller uses the word ‘theepotje’ to provide a
cue to the listening children prompting them to guess the word that should come next
in the story. When the storyteller says: one bright Saturday morning, Lucy woke up
early and went to the ‘teapot’, those listening are supposed to fill in the blank, and
say: ‘market’ or ‘toilet’ or ‘mountain.’ If there is more than one listener, suggestions
tend to multiply, as the answer to this type of cue is both easy to guess and by no
means self-evident. I was reminded of this game of generative story-telling in recent
years, as teapots were proliferating with special intensity in publicity media, in the
context of a broader hype around sustainability and environmental living. In this
period, teapots - and related household objects like kettles, cups and, in Britain, ‘the
cuppa’ – became a routine presence in environmental campaigns, advertising, news,
brochures and infotainment online (see Figure 1 for an example). These teapots were
usually accompanied by slogans advertising the special opportunities offered by
kettles and teapots for saving money, energy and the environment: ‘boil only what
you need’, ‘keep your kettle in check’, ‘green your cuppa’, or more plainly ‘Drink a
Cuppa’ Tea, ‘find out the true cost of that cuppa,’ ‘Help Protect the Environment’,
and so on.

Figure 1: Boil only what you need. DIY Planet Repairs, Publicity Campaign for the
Mayor of London, Henley Centre/Headlight Vision, now The Futures Company
(2007)

While teapots were pretty much a constant presence in environmental publicity in
this period, there were some subtle and not so subtle shifts in their connotations. One
could say that kettles and teapots came to serve as a kind of placeholder-object, as
they were deployed to invoke a range of related but different issues: climate change,
the smart grid, sustainable design, coal-fired power plants. Two examples can serve as
an indication of the range of issues teapots were used to conjure up. At one end, there
is the teapot that featured in Teatime Britain, a film co-produced by the BBC and the
energy company EDF in 2009, which seeks to demonstrates the basic idea behind the
socalled ‘smart grid.’ This film places us in the control room of the UK national
electricity grid control centre, shows us the grid controller at work, whose moment
comes with the end of Coronation Street. The end of this TV show is followed by a
surge in kettle boiling across Britain, with millions of kettles being switched at more
or less the same time, whichin this case require the manager to make an inpromptu
intervention, bringing online a French hydraulic dam at the last minute, highlighting
the dynamic, real-time and ‘social’ nature of grid management.1
Around the same time, teapots also made an appearance in A Time Comes, a
documentary about the occupation of the Kingsnorth power station by Greenpeace
activists in the English County of Kent. During an interview, one of the activists who
famously scaled the tower of the power station equally invoked teapots when she said:
What we did that day is shut down a giant power station. Which was a pretty big deal.
But lots of people doing little things makes just as much difference.”2 Here, the teapot
is used to invoke not smart but dirty, CO2 emitting technology, with the coal-fired
power plant as a case in point.
As in the generative game of telling a ‘teapot’, then, teapots were used to insert a
range of different issues into the ‘stories’ told in publicity media in this period. In this
chapter, I would like to explore this capacity of teapots to invoke issues, by
considering them as a particular type of ‘interface’ objects, to use the term proposed
by the editors of this volume. As in the examples above, teapots can used to establish
connections between disparate issues, settings and actors: they help to connect the
rhythms of everyday social life with the technological dynamics of energy provision.
As such, I want to propose here, teapots provide a interesting site for a wider
exploration of how objects may become ‘charged’ with issues, or what I call the

‘issuefication’ of things (Marres and Rogers 2005). I will argue that the normative
capacities of such issuefied objects can be usefully distinguished from other types of
normative or ‘political’ objects, most notably the ‘scripted object’ (Akrich 1992). As I
will discuss below, the latter object has normative effects insofar as it projects a
particular role onto subjects, but in the former case what matters is the ‘resonance’ of
the object itself: the range of issues that it is able to invoke.
In distinguishing these two forms of object-politics, I will concentrate on how to
conceptualize them, but I will touch as well on the empirical methods we can use to
analyse different types of normative objects. I will also pay special attention to the
role of technology, and in particular the role of digital technologies, in enabling the
‘issuefication’ of objects. The loading of issues into objects, I will propose, depends
quite heavily on the ways in which said objects are equipped. All this means that I
will be approaching teapots as ‘interface objects’ also in a second sense: this type of
object can be used to investigate wider connections between the politics of things,
technologies and issues, as they arise in the case of ‘issuefied’ objects.
The Politics of Augmented Objects versus that of Scripted Objects
Perhaps especially in Britain, but by no means exclusively, it is difficult to think of a
more ‘social’ object than a teapot. Generally speaking, teapots - and related household
objects like kettles, stoves, and the aforementioned cuppa - are closely associated with
sociability, as in the phrase ‘I’ll put the kettle on’ which recurs in countless clips and
moments of English life, and so obviously invokes a reassuring domesticity, the
comfort of a welcoming host. The teapot may also be considered a ‘political object’,
and this insofar as it is invoked to affirm political bonds, such as those of the nationstate. As the Mail Online stated in a recent article, ‘Britain is a nation of tea and
coffee drinkers’ and: ‘97% of Brits own a kettle.’3 The very ordinariness of the teapot
makes it possible to invoke a population: because it is both ubiquitous and supposedly
culturally specific, an everyday practice like tea drinking can be taken to imply
membership in a larger collective. Indeed, in recent decades sociologists,
anthropologists, philosophers and historians have directed attention to precisely this
capacity of material objects and practices for the organisation of political collectives
(Anderson 1983; Winner 1980, Latour 1993). (Tea and coffee seem to have special
affordances in this respect: they figure prominently in historical accounts of the

emergence of ‘modern publics’ as a distinctive moral and political form in the 17th
century, in the coffeehouses of Vienna and Istanbul (Sennett 1977; Leezenberg 2007).
The ‘environmental’ teapots under discussion here equally exhibit these social and
political features, but this type of object also complicates our understanding of them.
In their case, the capacity of objects to help forge political or moral bonds does not
just extend to people, but is also made to include other categories like nature or ‘the
future’ (Braun and Whatmore 2010). Moreover, these teapots are made to serve a very
particular normative purpose: they are used to establish connections between
everyday living and complex issues. To make sense of these particular normative
capacities of objects, I want to propose, it may be useful to distinguish this type of
‘normative’ object from another one, namely the scripted object.
The latter concept was put forward by sociologists of technology in the 1980s and 90s
to expose the ways in which seemingly ‘neutral’ technologies can be deployed to
pursue political ends (Akrich 1992; Latour 1992; Oudshoorn and Pinch 2003; see
Wilkie 2010 and Berker 2011 for recent elaborations). Most influentially, Madeleine
Akrich (1992) proposed the idea of the ‘script’ to describe how technological objects
could be used to turn people into national subjects, in a classic case study of electrity
meters in Ivory Coast. Noting that the government of Ivory Coast had few resources
at its disposal for involving people as citizens in the nation-state, she argued that the
electricity grid became an important means for forging political bonds between the
government and its subjects. The device of the electricity meter, she argued, was
crucial to this project: by rendering electricity use measurable, the device enabled the
on-going registration of individuals, and thereby their enrolment as ‘documented
subjects’ in an infrastructure that was national in scope. In Akrich’s account, then, the
installation of household electricity meters amounted to a nation-building exercise.
Inevitably, in proposing the concept of the ‘script’ to account for the normative
capacities of this type of object, sociologists made a number of assumptions about the
nature of their politics (Akrich 1992; see also Oudshoorn and Pinch 2003). Firstly,
scripted objects are called ‘political’ insofar as they act upon subjects: the electricity
meter is here a political object insofar as it projects a particular role to be played by
subjects, in this case, that of a documented individual subject that may be addressed

by an administrative system. Secondly, and relatedly, in order to ascribe normativity
to scripted objects, it was necessary to attribute determinate effects to these objects.
That is, the Ivory Coast electricity meter counted as a political object for a precise
reason: because it rendered electrity use measurable in a context in which strong
bureaucratic institutions were absent, this device could fulfill the politically useful
function of defining people as documented individuals implicated in a national
arrangement. This – and no other feature – is what made the eletricity meter a political
object, in this case. Finally, it should be noted that a scripted object like Akrich’s
electricity meter is only latently political: the object’s political intervention here
happens below the radar of what is generally assumed to be going on, and this
circumstance adds to its political efficacy. The fact that electricity meters are not
widely recognized as capable of political intervention makes it much easier to deploy
them to such ends (see on this point also Marres 2010). And it then becomes the task
of social studies of technology to expose these normative capacities of objects, to
demonstrate that it is going on and analyze its workings.
The teapots under scrutiny here are suggestive of a different type of ‘object-politics,’
which I will call, for now, the politics of ‘augmented objects.’ This type of object can
be called ‘political’ insofar as it comes to resonate with issues. Here, what requires
special attention are not, in first instance, the effects of objects on subjects, but rather
the ‘normative range’ of the object itself: the spectrum of concerns that it ‘carries’ or
may ‘activate.’ A useful example here are the technologically ‘enhanced’ teapots that
in recent years featured in publicity about sustainable innovation, especially blogs.
These are teapots and kettles to which have been added some technical – often digital
- component, like a display or a light that changes colour, in order to communicate an
environmental message (see also Marres 2011). Augmented teapots come in different
shapes and forms: from the eco-kettle that sells for £39.99 in the Ethical Superstore,
which has a simple measuring strip and helps you ‘boil the exact amount of water you
need’ – to more sophisticated and experimental versions, such as Chris Adam’s
Arduino-equiped teapot (see Figure 2), which provides real-time cues about the
‘environmental quality’ of electricity, by drawing on a network feed from a web site
that monitors the ‘carbon intensity’ of the current electricity supply in the UK.

Figure 2: ‘Tea, Arduino and Dynamic Demand,’ Chris Adams, April 24, 2009
In contrast to scripted objects, such augmented teapots present us with demonstrably
political objects: they wear their normative capacities on their sleeve, so to speak.
These teapots are equipped with what Celia Lury and Lisa Adkins (2009) have called
‘empirical technologies’: they come with auxiliary devices attached to them, such as
lights, informational ‘feeds,’ and displays, which quite literally put on display the
ability of these objects to act on environmental issues. The special capacities of these
objects tend to be proclaimed in other ways too, through slogans and other forms of
publicity. Thus, the blog on which Chris Adams (2009) presents his augmented teapot
carefully explains how his augmented teapot makes it possible to insert environmental
issues into everyday life: ‘Placing the [teapot] in a relatively high traffic co-working
space is a great opportunity to speak to people and see how best to communicate on
issues related to climate change.’
In this respect, Chris Adams’ carbon teapot can clearly not be called a ‘latently’
normative object. To the contrary, his teapot can only be called political insofar as it
is equipped with explicit visual, textual and technical cues indicating its capacity for
action on the environment: a light, a measuring strip, a feed, a name – ecokettle. Two
further points follow from this.

Firstly, the politics of augmented objects does not seem to derive exclusively, or
even principally, from their ability to act on subjects. Their normativity is more openended than that: it hinges on the capacity of the object, not to project a definite role
onto human actors, but to become ‘charged’ with issues. In this case, the focus rests
very much on the explicit investment of objects themselves with political and moral
capacities, such as the ability to make global issues relevant on the plane of everyday
living. What is at stake here, normatively speaking, is the question of what objects are
capable of: can a teapot really facilitate effective, significant, meaningful engagement
with environmental issues? Here, then, it is the object that is being equipped for
political or moral action, at least as much as the subject. Partly as a consequence of
this, the politics of augmented objects seems much less ‘determinate’ than that of
scripted objects. In this case, whether the object can be ascribed a ‘politics’ hinges on
the capacity of the object to resonate with a spectrum of issues: climate change, smart
grid, peak oil, innovation, the carbon economy, and so on. What matters here is the
normative range of the object, the spectrum of issues that may be ‘loaded’ into the
object, or as the case may be, that it is not able to accommodate.
This account of augmented teapots has some wider implications for how we
understand the connections between the politics of objects and technology in this
case. These teapots provide a useful reminder of the auxiliary role played by
technology in enabling the politics of objects. Of course, the ability of technology to
extend and amplify the capacities of both subjects and objects has long been
recognized in social and cultural theories of technology (McLuhan 2001 (1964)).
Augmented teapots, however, invite a particular empirical question and a more
general philosophical comment on this score. To begin with the question, augmented
teapots invite us to probe further what exactly is the role of digital technologies in
enabling the politics of objects, and ‘issuefication’ more in particular. Digital devices,
it has also long been recognized, have special affordances when it comes to the
‘animation’ of things: sensors can be used to render things ‘aware’, chips can make
them ‘smart’, and provide them with other actor-like qualities like feed-back and
control (Suchman 2011).4 In the case of augmented teapots, however, we are dealing
not so much with the investment of things with actor-like capacities (talking, thinking,
speaking) but with the loading of issues into objects. This particular ability of digital
devices I will further explore in the last section of this chapter.5

As regards philosophy, to direct attention to the normative equipment of objects, as I
do here, is to suggest a particular take on political ontology. This branch of political
philosophy is classically concerned with the ‘innate’ normative capacities of different
beings, but augmented teapots remind us that the normativity of objects also depends
on how objects are decked out: they direct attention to the artefactual nature of the
politics of things. In this case at least, it is only insofar as the object is technologically
enhanced with features like feeds and sensors, and is ‘plugged’ into various networks,
that it may seem capable of opening issues up for action. Augmented teapots, I want
to argue, are suggestive of a different version of what the philosopher Graham
Harman (2007) has called a ‘non-exceptionalist’ understanding of objects: just like
other beings capable of normative action, i.e. humans and institutions, objects depend
on auxiliary devices for their ability to exert political and/or moral force. In order to
grasp the politics of objects, we must then pay attention not just to these objects
themselves, but also to the particular devices with which they are equipped. In the
case of augmented objects at least, the politics of objects includes the politics of
technology.
Issuefication: a Pragmatist Politics of Objects?
But there is also another relation to consider, that between the politics of objects and
the politics of issues.6 If we are right to say that teapots may be charged with issues,
what relation between objects and issues does this imply? What does ‘issuefication’
actually mean? In the post-war period, the politics of issues has principally been
understood, in the social and political sciences, as a discursive politics, one that
involves the deployment of salient ideas, terms or ‘issue frames’ – and not so much
things – to instigate and organise social movements, political processes and/or news
cycles (Benford and Snow 2000). How does the more peculiar phenomenon of the
issuefication of objects relate to, or differ from, these more familiar forms of issue
politics? And how should we understand the relations between a particular object of
issuefication, say a teapot, and broader societal and political processes of issue
formation, i.e. those associated with the formulation of ‘issue agendas’ by political
and other organisations and the ‘issue cycles’ that unfold in the news and other
media?

Minimally speaking, ‘issuefication’ refers to a dynamic in which an object comes to
‘resonate’ with particular matters of concerns (Marres and Rogers 2005). Such a
definition, however, raises as many questions as it answers, for what does it mean to
speak of ‘resonance’ in this context, and what is it that issuefied objects resonate
with? These questions can be approached conceptually and empirically, and in the
remainder of this chapter, I will touch on both. Conceptually, issuefication invokes a
particular argument of American pragmatist political philosophy. Among others, it
calls to mind the intellectual project of John Dewey, who proposed that many of the
things we associate with politics and morality - like values, problems, desires,
conflict, and interests - are best regarded as ‘aspects of objective situations’ (see on
this point also Marres 2010; Muniesa 2012). As Dewey (1998 (1908)) forcefully put
it: ‘such things as lack and need, conflict and clash, desire and effort, loss and
satisfaction [must be] referred to reality.’
In making this claim, Dewey proposed to displace all sorts of normative phenomena
which we have learned to associate with humans – conflict, interest, pain and values –
onto the plane of objects. It turns conflict, pain, trouble into aspects of what Dewey
insists on calling objective, problematic situations. Which is also to say, from a
Deweyian perspective, if we are to account adequately for the ‘politics of objects’, we
must pay careful attention to the problematization of things. To quote him one more
time: ‘valuation takes place only when there is something the matter; when there is
some trouble to be done away with, some need, lack or privation to be made good,
some conflict of tendencies to be resolved by means of changing existing conditions.’
(Dewey 1955 (1908)). To take our cue from John Deweys pragmatism in the analysis
of the politics of objects is then to insist that there is nothing resolved, or neat or fixed
about a politics of objects. Instead, we must consider the ways things may become
charged with a range of problems, issues and trouble.
Dewey’s object-centred theory of normativity, then, suggest a particular account of
how objects acquire their moral and political capacities. He invokes a very diffuse
process in which ‘trouble’ – ‘conflicts of tendencies’ – emerge on the plane of
objects. Normativity here is first and foremost something that ‘happens’ on the level
of things. This approach can be contrasted to a ‘legislative’ or ‘prescriptive’
understanding of normativity, which can still be recognized in the notion of the

‘script,’ and suggests that normativity resides in the ‘blueprints for action’ that are
inscribed in objects and projected or forced onto subjects. Dewey proposes to
understand normativity rather as a material event, as something that involves
inevitably muddled forms of trouble emerging on the level of objects. He directs
attention to problematization as something that plays itself out in things: it is of the
order of the event, and not of intentional action or purposeful effects and the design of
objectives into things.
However, of this troubling politics of objects we can still ask: How do these entities
succeed in ‘piggybacking’ on unfolding events of politicization? Just as we can ask of
political actors how they succeed in taking advantage of existing political currents,
and in making them serve their purposes, so we can ask of objects and devices: how,
as part of a wider, unfolding dynamics of issuefication, do they succeed in ‘bending’
the currents of issuefication? How do objects come to accommodate wider issues and
how do they contribute to the specification of these issues?
A pragmatistically informed approach to the politics of objects then opens up a
number of questions that we may take up in the empirical analysis of the issuefication
of things. Firstly, if we understand issuefication as a wider ontological process that
may be instrumentalized, i.e. made to serve specific ends, the question is how,
exactly, this is done.7 How does the equipment of objects, as in the case of the
augmented teapot, provide a way to specify an issue-object, and to align it with
particular moral and political purposes? To begin answering this question, it is useful
to consider the particular devices that are deployed to do this work of the specification
of issue-objects. On this point too, the augmented teapot may offer some useful
examples: in the ‘Boil only what you need’ poster in Figure 1, for instance, the object
(teapot) and issue (‘environment’) are associated by the graphic trick of overlaying
issue and object (Marres 2012). By establishing a visual connection between a teapot
and the planet, the suggestion is helped along that the former offers a point of access
to the latter. In the case Chris Adam’s ‘digitally enhanced’ teapot (Figure 2), object
(teapot) and issue (climate change) are associated through a real-time feed, which
literally makes it possible to load live environmental data - about carbon emissions
associated with the UK electricity supply - into objects. Here, the supposed ‘liveness’

of the environmental information feed may (or may not) help to dramatize the
liveliness of the issuefied object.
Indeed, there seems to be a plethora of other devices available for channelling
currents of issuefication, from the labelling of consumer products to the spatial tracing
of waste with the aid of GPS technologies. Empirical description of these techniques
would surely help to clarify the somewhat mysterious phenomenon of the
issuefication of things. However, I want to conclude this chapter by considering
another, though related, empirical question: by what methods can we analyse the
‘issue content’ of a given object? This question brings us back to a point raised at the
beginning of this section: that of the similarities and differences between the
phenomenon of ‘issuefication’ and those processes of ‘issue formation’ that have been
analysed in such great depth in post-war political and social science. Our brief
excursion into pragmatist philosophy has made it clear that dynamics of issuefication
do not principally operate on the level of ideas, as many political and social scientists
have assumed about issue politics. But in spite of this obvious difference, social and
political methods of ‘issue analysis’ may still prove useful for researching the
issuefication of things.
Object Variability as an Index of Politicization and How to Analyse This
Issuefied objects, as mentioned, may host a variety of issues. In the examples above,
teapots were variously associated with climate change, the smart grid, coal-fired
power plants, and geeky innovation cultures. In this regard, issuefied objects present
highly variable or unresolved objects, and this resonates well with Dewey’s insistence
that the normativity of things is marked by trouble and conflicting tendencies. This
‘variability’ of issuefied objects also seems important for their empirical analysis, in a
number of ways. First and foremost, the variation among the issues with which a
given object becomes associated is something that we may well able to measure. Of
course, in some respects, fluctuations in the ‘normative charge’ of objects may be
very tricky to detect, but it is not so difficult in others. For a well-publicized object
like the environmental teapot, it is fairly easy to get at least an indication of the
spectrum of issues with which this object is associated in different media and settings.

To get an indication of the ‘normative range’ of this household object, we must then
consider its distribution: we must examine the different settings in which the object
appears, and plot the different connotations with which it has become associated here.
These varying associations may tell us something about the issue content of the
object, or more precisely, its current state of issuefication. Here, textual methods of
issue analysis may prove relevant for the study of the issuefication of things. Digital
technologies of textual and visual analysis may prove especially useful. Turning to the
Web, we can use basic tools of online textual and visual analysis to document the
range of issues with which a given object has become associated in different media
settings (Rogers 2009; see also Marres and Rogers 2005).8 Using these instruments,
we can make an indicative mapping of ‘resonant’ terms with which teapots are
associated in relevant online spaces, or ‘spheres’. Thus, Figure 3 presents an overview
of key-words and phrases that appear with some frequency in proximity to ‘teapot’
and ‘kettle’ in different groups of web sites: energy companies, a sustainable
innovation network, and green blogs (The size of the respective teapots indicates the
relative frequency of its mentioning.).

Figure 3: ‘Environmental’ teapots in three spheres on the Web: energy companies, a
sustainable innovation network, and green living blogs (March 2011). Figure by
Jeanne Giraud.

As it turns out, analysis of these sources indicate an issue range for the environmental
teapot that is quite substantial in some ways, but limited in others. While the teapot’s
connotations here extend from ‘peak oil’ to ‘health,’ and from ‘thought bombs’ to
‘veg box recipes,’ they do not include some of the more challenging issues associated
with ‘environmentally aware’ household objects, such as fuel poverty: the mounting
evidence that the rising costs of domestic energy use are hurting relatively poor
people disproportionately (Preston and White 2010).
This type of analysis could be further developed to capture variations not just across
spheres and settings but also in time.9 But in both cases, the variability of the object
might be taken as an index of its state of politicization. Political theorists from
Machiavelli to Habermas have insisted on the fact that the capacity to change one’s
mind or one’s political alliances is a crucial asset in politics. Relatedly, it has been
argued that political arguments made by seemingly non-political actors, such as
scientists, are especially powerful (Barry 2001). Perhaps something similar may be
said of everyday, ‘non-political’ objects taking on a normative charge. Their ability to
adopt varying issue agenda’s may then serve as an index of its normativity.
These dynamics requires further exploration, but I would like to conclude this section
by flagging that, in analysing dynamics of issuefication, we must take care not to
assume that it is only connotations and not the objects that vary. That is, we should
not think as a matter of course that variation occur exclusively on the level of issueassociations or objects attributes, while ‘the thing itself’ would somehow remain
stable (see on this point Mol, 2002). Teapots come in many different shapes and sizes,
and this applies to environmental teapots just as well. Online textual and visual
analysis can help out on this point too: Figure 5 gives an indication of the range of
teapots that figure in environmental energy spaces on the Web, based on Google
Image Search. No doubt the issues invoked on these pages vary, but so do the teapots
themselves. Just because a teapot is ‘just a teapot’, this is no reason to not take
seriously the variability of the object ‘itself’.

Figure 4: Teapots in green energy spheres on the Web (March 2011). Figure by
Jeanne Giraud.
Conclusion
The investigation of environmental teapots, then, can help to bring into view some
notable differences between the politics of ‘issuefied’ objects and those of scripted
objects. The latter objects, we have seen, can only be called political insofar as
determinate effects can be traced back to them, such as the constraints they place on
people’s behaviour, and their influence on people’s self-understanding. In this case,
the more singular its effects, the stronger the scripted objects’ claim to politicality. In
the case of issuefied objects, by contrast, it is the variability of forms, issues and
associations that the object may accommodate, which signals that we are dealing with
a ‘normative’ object. The higher the contrasts and tensions among the issues and

associations that are loaded into the object, the stronger it must be coded on the
political spectrum (going from ‘highly’ normative to a ‘not so’ normative object).
Normativity here is a matter of bandwidth. The variation of its normative charge is
what makes an issuefied object a political object, and the ‘range’ or ‘scope’ of this
variation can be treated as an index of its state of politicization.
It is a task for us as analysts to determine which dynamics – those of scripting or
those of issuefication - are most relevant to understanding the politics of objects in
particular cases. Teapots may be analysed for the scripts built into them, but also for
the issues they are used to invoke, canalize, and specify. The divergences and
confluences between these two normative dynamics of objects no doubt requires
further examination. Perhaps the most important thing about analysing ‘issuefication’
is that it directs attention to political contestation as something that plays itself out
through objects, rather than limiting this capacity to human actors (who refuse to
follow scripts, for instance). To attend to this trouble also requires us to recognize the
various ways in which the politics of issuefication may be untraceable. Jeanne Giraud,
the graphic designer who designed Figure 3, put it well during a discussion of what
such a figure might possibly tell us. Pointing to the words that leave the teapot like
smoke, Jeanne made a quick stroke with her arm in the air, saying ‘into the
atmosphere,’ therebye turning the teapot for a moment into a factory, a source of
emissions.
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I am grateful to David Oswell for insisting on the importance of this question.
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There are then at least two parts to processes of issuefication: the emergence of ontological trouble as

event and the specification of this trouble through the deployment of devices. It seems characteristic of
issuefication that these two parts cannot be clearly distinguished, though this requires further
discussion.
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Erik Borra and Ingmar Weber have developed a more sophisticated version of this type of issue

analysis, in their project Political Search. This application relies on online dynamics to determine the
fluctuating ‘political charges’ of data-objects. Data-objects are visualized using a literal spectrum bar,
which shows the political composition of the object at a given moment (does ‘Obama’ tend towards the
red end of the spectrum or rather towards the blue? How about last week?). See
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grounded in the past, and, going fur!ther I claim, the phys!i!cal re!al!ity of con!tem!po!rary ob!jects are, ma!te!ri!ally in!scribed with the so!cial processes by which they were gen!er!ated.
If our tech!nol!ogy is in!grained with, and prop!a!gat!ing, so!cial and moral mes!sages, it is im!por!tant for artists and crit!ics to in!scribe them!selves there. When Flusser said “true free!dom is to turn the ac!ci!dent around and make some!thing, which was very im!prob!a!ble
nec!es!sary,” [2] he was speak!ing of Dante writ!ing his In!ferno, how un!likely it was that he
wrote it, and how it be!came his!tor!i!cally nec!es!sary in ret!ro!spect. This is ex!actly the kind
of ret!ro!spec!tive ne!ces!sity we need to gen!er!ate today. We should not take what has hap!pened (the ac!ci!dent) as nec!es!sary, but de!cide what un!likely thing we wish to have be!come nec!es!sary in fu!ture ret!ro!spect.
I would main!tain that there is, at every mo!ment, the pos!si!bil!ity, even the propen!sity for
tech!nol!ogy to be dif!fer!ent than it has been in the past. Tech!nol!ogy, as a human prod!uct
is the site of a bat!tle for ide!o!log!i!cal hege!mony, thus claims of its neu!tral!ity are po!lit!i!cally
spu!ri!ous. We could, from today, have a very dif!fer!ent world of tech!ni!cal ef!fects and ob!jects, en!gen!der!ing dif!fer!ent world-views and so!cia!bil!i!ties, if, or course, the “ranges of in!ter!ests” of enough peo!ple in!volved would in!ter!sect to sup!port enough di!ver!gent pro!jects.
It would ap!pear that our age is very well dis!posed to ex!plor!ing al!ter!na!tive so!cial modes.
In!stead we have a so!ci!ety which is pro!foundly con!ser!v!a!tive, prey to the least threat of in!se!cu!rity, con!stantly as!sailed with threats of var!i!ous kinds, air and water pol!lu!tion, dis!tant and im!ma!nent wars and ter!ror!ism, global en!vi!ron!men!tal dis!as!ter, etc. The litany of
dan!gers re!for!mu!lated end!lessly over the course of every day's news feed, en!gen!ders an
at!mos!phere of in!se!cu!rity which cows pop!u!la!tions into sub!mis!sion to any regime which
promises to pro!tect them. In other words, de!spite su!per!fi!cial tech!no!log!i!cal ad!vance, po!lit!i!cally we are still liv!ing in the 1700s, if not the 1300s. This fact alone casts sig!nif!i!cant
as!per!sions on the claim of the neu!tral!ity of tech!nol!ogy.
Let us take, for ex!am!ple, de!sign er!rors which caused the deaths of (ac!cord!ing to the US
Con!gress) [3] over six mil!lion peo!ple. A holo!caust broke out in the late nineties when en!gi!neers at Apple, Nokia, and other elec!tron!ics man!u!fac!tur!ers de!ter!mined to use tan!ta!lum in their cir!cuit boards. Tan!ta!lum's unique heat-re!sis!tant and high-con!duct!ing prop!er!ties al!lowed the next gen!er!a!tion smart!phones, games and lap!tops to be de!signed thin!ner and lighter. No!body asked where these ma!te!ri!als would come from. Wars broke out
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for con!trol of mines in DRC and Zam!bia, and mil!lions were killed. This was patently a
de!sign de!ci!sion which went wrong. Is the de!sign neu!tral? Ob!vi!ously not.
In 2002 the Eu!ro!pean com!mu!nity de!cided to ban the use of lead in sol!der. The pro!ject
was called ROHS, it came into full ef!fect in 2006. Other, safer al!ter!na!tives to poi!so!nous
lead, such as tin, were avail!able, which would pro!tect tens of thou!sands of elec!tron!ics as!sem!blers around the world. No-one asked about where the tin would come from.
World-wide tran!si!tion to non-lead sol!der for elec!tron!ics meant that mas!sive and in!ex!pen!sive new sources of tin would sud!denly have to be found. [4] Sud!denly a civil war
sprung up in east!ern Congo over cas!si!terite (tin ore) mines, [5] hun!dreds of thou!sands
were raped and mur!dered as mili!tias, and sec!tions of na!tional armies, often sup!ported
by multi!na!tional min!ing cor!po!ra!tions bat!tled for con!trol of the mines. There will be no
Nürn!berg for the in!ad!ver!tent bu!reau!cratic crim!i!nals, who sim!ply though ig!no!rance gen!er!ated mass slaugh!ter.
Since the ear!li!est days of our 200-year in!dus!trial rev!o!lu!tion, and be!fore, back through to
our philo!soph!i!cal an!ces!tors in the greeks and Egyp!tians, we have a cer!tain tol!er!ance for
col!lat!eral dam!age, human ex!ploita!tion, slav!ery, in!den!tured labour, in the in!ter!est of so!cial progress. We need to see that cru!elty as part of the pedi!gree of our in!du!bitable tech!no!log!i!cal and sci!en!tific ac!com!plish!ments. My point is that we can!not plan, or even en!vis!age a tech!ni!cal utopia that is con!veyed on hard!ware cre!ated under in!tol!er!a!ble con!di!tions. I deny the neu!tral!ity of hard!ware as I as!sert its per!sis!tence as a record, an archive
of the so!cial con!di!tions of its emer!gence. As Gar!cia & San!dler con!cluded in their ar!ti!cle
about whether human tech!no!log!i!cal en!hance!ment could help re!solve so!cial jus!tice prob!lems “We must fix so!cial in!jus!tice, the tech!nolo!gies will not do it for us.” [6]
The en!gi!neers and de!sign!ers, after all, were just look!ing for a prac!ti!cal so!lu!tion for a
tech!ni!cal prob!lem, how to get as much heat re!sis!tance and elec!tri!cal ef!fi!ciency in the
small!est space pos!si!ble. Their neg!li!gence can not be ab!stracted from their com!pe!tence,
we need to take a so!ci!o!log!i!cal/an!thro!po!logic view of these spe!cial!ists and at!tend to what
is mo!ti!vat!ing them to make the de!ci!sion they did. Fol!low!ing from La!tour, Jo!hansen, [7]
Traweek, [8] my own field re!search, and that of oth!ers, I claim that the de!ci!sions of the
en!gi!neers were based on their im!me!di!ate so!cial needs in!side their com!pany, eth!i!cal con!cerns about any pos!si!ble reper!cus!sions of their ac!tions were not sig!nif!i!cantly con!sid!ered.
Their quest for sta!tus by hav!ing solved the de!sign prob!lem over!ruled their eth!i!cal skep!ti!cism. They hide what!ever shame they have be!hind a sim!plis!tic no!tion of progress.
“The var!i!ous man!i!fes!ta!tions of so!cial!ism de!stroyed both their peo!ples
and their ecosys!tems, whereas the pow!ers of the North and West have
been able to save their peo!ples and some of their coun!try!sides by de!stroy!ing the rest of the world and re!duc!ing its peo!ples to ab!ject poverty.
Hence a dou!ble tragedy: the for!mer so!cial!ist so!ci!eties think they can
solve both their prob!lems by im!i!tat!ing the West; the West thinks it has
es!caped both prob!lems and be!lieves it has lessons for oth!ers even as it
leaves the Earth and its peo!ple to die. The West thinks it is the sole pos!ses!sor of the clever trick that will allow it to keep on win!ning in!def!i!nitely, whereas it has per!haps al!ready lost every!thing.” [9]
In this quote we have a good cri!tique on how the con!ver!gence of po!lit!i!cal eco!nomic
agen!das be!tween cap!i!tal!ist and for!mer so!cial!ist na!tions after the fall of the Berlin wall
was based not on rea!son!able eval!u!a!tions and com!mit!ment to an em!pir!i!cally su!pe!rior
sys!tem, but on self-delu!sion and false ad!ver!tis!ing. In!dus!trial glob!al!ized cap!i!tal!ism is just
one of in!nu!mer!able pos!si!ble eco!nomic sys!tems for the peo!ple of the world, yet it is pre!sented tele!o!log!i!cally as a fore!gone con!clu!sion, mean!while it re!quires per!ma!nent main!te!nance of an at!mos!phere of im!mi!nent doom and threat.
If the tech!ni!cians at Apple or Nokia, (and all the other cell!phone pro!duc!ers, and the
com!puter chip pro!duc!ers and the game unit pro!duc!ers, they are all in it to!gether) had
been mo!ti!vated to cre!ate tech!nolo!gies which were re!ally ben!e!fi!cial for all hu!man!ity right
now and not just fac!tor!ing in the po!ten!tial dele!te!ri!ous ef!fects of their de!sign de!ci!sions as
col!lat!eral dam!age, nec!es!sary in the war for mar!ket dom!i!nance, we might have seen the
emer!gence of nu!mer!ous di!ver!gent al!ter!na!tive forms of tech!nol!ogy, since the ma!te!ri!als
needed for the smart!phones, video games and com!put!ers we have today would have
come at too high a price. Tech!nol!ogy is not neu!tral, its val!ues are in!scribed in its hard!ware.
Elec!tron!ics com!pany tech!ni!cians could be en!cour!aged to cre!ate de!sign so!lu!tions which
would some!how fos!ter so!cial re!newal in the coun!tries where they live, but they are not.,
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in!stead with all val!ues heav!ily weighted with con!cerns over prof!itabil!ity, they al!lo!cate
gen!eral pros!per!ity the role of the greater so!cial good, and ex!port the prob!lem!atic ef!fects
of new, ur!gent and ex!treme in!dus!trial de!mand some!where far away and un!known.
Mar!shall McLuhan, lauded as the great prophet of the elec!tronic age, al!ways de!claimed
that he made no prog!no!sis, but rather sim!ply ob!served what was al!ready hap!pen!ing.
New tech!nolo!gies, such as nanochem!istry do not bring about any Kuhn!ian par!a!digm
shift ei!ther in sci!en!tific prac!tice or in so!ci!ety. ”It has never hap!pened that a lab has shut
down as a par!a!digm change in Kuhn's sense oc!curred. No equip!ment was thrown out, no
peo!ple (least of all the clerks who pro!duce the re!quired lab equip!ment) were fired. The
Kuhn!ian de!nial of the cu!mu!la!tive growth of knowl!edge is mis!taken with re!spect to the
tech!ni!cal side of sci!ence” [10] (On the other hand, a lot of con!sumer prod!ucts have be!come ob!so!lete as they were planned to- on the level of pro!duc!tion, tech!niques have re!mained the same, only the fash!ion changes.) The last tech!ni!cal rev!o!lu!tion was the first
one, start!ing with the Guten!berg press and the steam en!gine and ex!po!nen!tially since the
pho!to!graph. Though we in the elite may ex!pe!ri!ence it as a Mot!ley (ein buntes Gemisch)
[11] our age is fun!da!men!tally not post-mod!ern but rather hyper mod!ern, with cen!turyold in!dus!trial processes still hum!ming along in!side, al!beit minia!tur!ized.
The pe!riod we live in is prop!erly not called post-in!dus!trial, but hy!per-in!dus!trial. The in!dus!trial par!a!digm has not been sur!passed. The self-pro!claimed rev!o!lu!tions in the sphere
of com!mu!ni!ca!tions still ut!terly de!pend on in!dus!trial in!fra!struc!ture. The in!dus!trial re!al!ity hums im!per!cep!ti!bly on in the back!ground, in fac!to!ries on the edges of the cities and
in the great net!works of tankers on the oceans. All ths and more are 'as!sumed pre!req!ui!sites' for the 'ad!vanced so!ci!ety' in which we exist.
That the elec!tric!ity which glows this screen-full of hope!ful eman!ci!pa!tory mer!i!to!cratic
rhetoric is gen!er!ated by tur!bines which have to be built in highly hege!monic sys!tems all
the way down, is some!thing I wish to in!te!grate in these very words. We need an epis!te!mol!ogy gen!er!ated from this sym!bio!sis of struc!ture and free!dom.
In!dus!trial par!a!digms per!sist every!where in the cre!ation of the hard!ware on which we
gen!er!ate our soft!ware Utopias. Many have heard re!cently of the sweat!shop con!di!tions of
Chi!nese work!ers who as!sem!ble the iPad, how are we to per!ceive a utopia built on such
dis!posi!tif? Yes the as!pi!ra!tions of hu!mankind are great, they are also pal!lia!tives, ra!tio!nal!iza!tions and apolo!gia for the enor!mous human sac!ri!fice such as!pi!ra!tions have al!ways re!quired. And after all the sac!ri!fice, how much closer are we to that ideal?
Here I must claim with David Bloor's con!ser!v!a!tive Wittgen!stein that “we don't need the
pre!sent to con!tain the fu!ture, it is suf!fi!cient that it con!tains the past,” [12] the fu!ture will
be gen!er!ated out of what we do with our past, not how we pre!pare or pos!tu!late or plan
fu!ture sce!nar!ios. An un!prece!dent!edly var!ie!gated tech!no!log!i!cal re!al!ity is ready to emerge,
will it ever get a chance?
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In this article, the author argues that customer coproduction should be understood as an expression of a large-scale trend
toward the increasing power and relevance of social production. Social production consists in the self-organized systems of
(mostly immaterial) production that have evolved around the diffusion of networked information and communication technologies. An analysis of the genealogy of social production is shared; this includes tracing it to the process of re-mediation
of social relations put in motion by the expansion of the capitalist economy into the fields of culture and consciousness and
the concomitant socialization of production relations. The author then argues that social production, including customer
coproduction, follows a very particular economic logic—that is, an ethical economy where value is related to social impact
rather than monetary accumulation. A detailed analysis of the logic of this ethical economy is offered; it draws out some
implications for the successful management of ever more customer-centric brands, whereby the consumers are directly
involved in the processes that add value.
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ne of the most important and fundamental trends in
contemporary consumer society is the progressive
inclusion of consumers in the processes where value is
produced around products and brands. A growing number
of companies now involve consumers in the coproduction
of brands, experiences, design, marketing strategies, and
even product development (Zwick, Bonsu, and Darmody
2008). This trend will probably become even more
important in the future, as internet access spreads across
the globe and the digital divide narrows (see the concluding section for an expansion of this argument). From the
point of view of companies, such customer cooperation is
generally seen as a free resource that has no, or virtually
no, cost. This is because customers are generally not
motivated by monetary concerns but engage in such
processes of coproduction for other motives—for
example, showing off their talent or helping build community and friendship (von Hippel 2006, 124; Benkler
2006; S. Weber 2004).1 However, that customer coproduction generally does not have a monetary cost does not
mean that business can calmly regard this as an entirely
free lunch (Toffler and Toffler 2006).
Instead, customer coproduction is part of the general
emergence of what Benkler (2006) calls social production
as a significant economic phenomenon. Social production
includes phenomena such as commons-based peer production and Web 2.0 that emerge in a digitally networked

environment (for a systematic discussion of various forms
of collaborative online production, see Kozinets,
Hemetsberger, and Schau 2008 [this issue]), but it also
encompasses a wider range of phenomena, some of which
are only remotely connected to new media technologies:
for example, fan culture, social entrepreneurship, local
service economies, and alternative currencies; and alternative forms of material production, such as communitybased agriculture, which is the quickest growing sector of
the contemporary U.S. food economy (McKibben 2007,
3; Arvidsson, Bauwens, and Peitersen 2008; Bauwens
2005; Leadbeater and Miller 2004; Toffler 1980; Tapscott
and Williams 2006).What these activities have in common
is that they are self-organized, emergent, bottom-up phenomena that are not primarily motivated by monetary concerns. However, if monetary motivations are weak or even
absent, this does not mean that social production lacks a
proper value system. Indeed, these activities follow a common, particular, and identifiable value logic: an ethical
economy where socially recognized self-expression is the
main motivation and community contribution is the main
measure of value.
The more social production and corporate attempts to
derive value from these activities through, among other
things, customer coproduction initiatives evolve, the
more important it becomes for businesses to understand
this particular value logic. Such a proper understanding
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will enable a more efficient utilization of customer
coproduction as a source of value. It will also help businesses to avoid the kinds of consumer-driven backlash
that have recently affected even so-called cool companies
such as Apple.2 This article will supply a theory of this
value logic through an analysis of the ethical economy
that guides social production in general, looking at its origins, its present mode of operation, and its potential
future. The article concludes with some important implications for marketing and brand-management practice.

Costumer Cooperation
and Social Production
While the phenomenon of customer coproduction has
only recently emerged as a central concern for the academic discipline of marketing (Holt 2002, 2004; Prahalad
and Ramaswamy 2000, 2004; von Hippel 2006; Zwick,
Bonsu, and Darmody 2008), its origins go back much
further. Indeed, the phenomenon of customer coproduction is but one manifestation of a wider dialectic that has
marked the development of capitalism in the post-WWII
period (henceforth referred to as the postwar period).
As the social science literature has firmly established,
people have always coproduced the value of goods and
other objects of everyday use, by, if nothing else, giving
them meaning and value in their own lifeworlds (and in
preindustrial times, that contribution generally encompassed the actual material production of things as well;
Arnould and Thompson 2005; Miller 1998; Sassatelli
2007; Slater 1997; Tarde 1902). However, in the postwar
years, these manifestations of customer coproduction have
been discovered by marketing in new ways. In part, this
has occurred because marketing has begun to look actively
for the productive potential of ordinary consumers.
Before WWII, productive consumer practices were
understood as an obstacle to be overcome by the imposition of more rational needs and preferences (Arvidsson
2003; Ewen 1976). Now, however, influences from new
trends such as motivation research, lifestyle segmentation, and crucially, brand management created a new
interest in the potential of consumer practice as a possible source of useful information or even innovation
(Arvidsson 2006). However, even if this first discovery
of the productive consumer was in part caused by new
theoretical trends within marketing itself, it did reflect a
new public visibility of a wide range of productive consumer practices: mods, hippies, and other visible forms
of youth culture; street fashions, new dance styles, and a
new culture of garage music; fan culture and a growing
DIY movement (leading on to the hackers and computer

amateurs that were crucial in building the basis for today’s
Internet); and more creative and expressive middle-class
consumer styles, what McLuhan famously identified
as the new “expressive age” characterized by “sculptural
spaces in cars, clothes and housing” (McLuhan 1964,
131).
This new strength and visibility of productive consumer culture was not an isolated phenomenon. It was
part and parcel of a new activation of civil society that
had a multitude of expressions, from an increase in the
number of artists and bohemians (see Figure 1), an expansion and intensification of political activism and new
social movements, an emerging social entrepreneurship
and global solidarity movement, new forms of New Age
spirituality and body practices like yoga, jogging, macrobiotic foods, and a host of alternative lifestyles (Bornstein
2004; Lloyd 2006; Marwick 1998; Ray and Anderson
2000). In short, a growing number of people were now
engaged in different forms of self-organized production
of not only material goods, such as skateboards or mountain bikes, but more than anything else, of new kinds of
lifestyles and social relations. The forms of productive
consumer practice on which today’s interest in customer
cooperation builds were part of this secular emergence of
grassroots social production as a significant social fact.
Today, social production is a widespread phenomenon: survey results show that between 58 and 83 percent of the population of contemporary industrial
societies engage in some such activity.3 Anecdotal evidence suggests that such new forms of participation
have formed an alternative to an older declining civil
society: people might abandon the PTA association, but
they blog intensely about schools and children’s welfare; they might bowl alone, but they socialize around
brands and fan culture (Putnam 2000; Muniz and
O’Guinn 2001). As new developments in management
and marketing suggest, such forms of social production
are also becoming an important source of value for the
capitalist economy (Toffler and Toffler 2006). This
increasing economic significance of social production
makes it even more urgent to understand how these
processes work. The first step in approaching that question is to analyze the origins of social production from
within the postwar transformation of the capitalist
economy.

Capitalism and Social Production
The emergence of social production as an important
social and economic phenomenon is not simply an effect
of the diffusion of new information and communication
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Figure 1
Number of People Who Self-Identify
as Artists in The U.S. Census
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Note: The boom in social production as illustrated in the explosion of
people self-identifying as artists in the U.S. census since the 1960s.
Source: Lloyd (2006, 66).

technologies (ICTs). Rather, as Barbrook (2007) has
shown, both phenomena are part of a deep structural tendency that has marked postwar capitalism. While its
immediate reasons are distinct (yet interconnected), its
deep, structural cause has to do with the tendency toward
a growing socialization of the capitalist production
process and the significant transformation of ordinary
social relations that has resulted from this process.
Starting at the level of immediate causes, we can identify three reasons for the emergence of social production
in the postwar years. First, traditional productive consumer practices (or bricolage; de Certeau 1984), such as
the productive potential of social interaction in general,
were now substantially empowered as new media (e.g.,
gramophones, television sets, and transistor radios) gave
a new global coherence to consumer culture, enabled
commodities to be inscribed in a wider range of mundane practices, and helped trends and fashions to diffuse
and circulate more rapidly. At the same time, consumer
goods became more expressive as they were increasingly
designed, branded, and fashioned, which in turn made it
easier to construct and publicly display an identity or
lifestyle statement by means of consumption. Particularly
for young people, consumer culture emerged as a powerful medium by means of which one could construct a

visibly different identity or lifestyle. This trend has
continued with the present diffusion of networked ICTs,
which have both lowered the price of access to the means
of cultural and informational production and radically
facilitated the autonomous organization of productive
processes (Benkler 2006; Muggleton and Weinzierl
2003). Second, processes of economic restructuring—
deindustrialization and the growth of the more mobile
service and knowledge economy—have meant that
people have tended to lose their connections to the stable
structures and frameworks that had traditionally offered
support for personal-identity formation (Harvey 1989;
Lash and Urry 1994). This was particularly clear for the
working-class youth studied by the British culturalstudies tradition, who deployed consumer goods as a
means to construct an alternative to an older workingclass culture that was rapidly disappearing with industrial restructuring (Hall and Jefferson 1975). But the
middle classes have shown similar concerns with identity and lifestyle, in particular the new class of knowledge workers who had very little in terms of traditional
class identity (Barbrook 2006; Nixon 1996; Osgerby
2001; Arvidsson 2006, 17-40; Mills 1951). This delinking of identity from structure (Giddens 1991) thus
opened up a new space for innovation and experiment,
where new media technologies could be put to work in
producing a meaningful and affectively rich social
framework in which to anchor personal identity (Boyd
2006; Emmison 2003; Prada 2007). Third, and finally,
the expansion of secondary and university schooling produced an oversupply of skilled and motivated people
who had been taught to value self-realization as an intrinsic goal. Unlike the nineteenth-century working classes,
these knowledge workers (whether employed or not) saw
active self-realization through productive labor (and not
idle leisure) as their overall goal in life. The result has
been, in Ronald Inglehart’s words, “a declining confidence in religious, political and even scientific authority
[and] a growing mass desire for participation and selfexpression” (Inglehart 1997, 96; Zuboff and Maxmin 2002).
The result of these three processes has been a historically unprecedented supply of talented people with an
unprecedented access to technologies for the production
and distribution of knowledge, creativity, and other
immaterial goods and with a powerful motivation to be
productive. When young and underemployed, these
people supply the core of the urban bohemia, which,
since the 1970s, has constituted the avant-garde of social
production (Lloyd 2006; Zukin 1981). When older and
less radical, they are highly motivated to take part in
other forms of social production, including customer
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co-creation (von Hippel 2006). This motivation partly
builds on a desire to receive material goods and other use
values (e.g., organically grown carrots or music concerts). To a large extent, however, it builds on the desire
to construct new and alterative forms of social relations
as an alternative to a weakening social structure and
widespread manifestations of loneliness and alienation.
The important thing to understand about social production is that its emergence as an alternative to mainstream capitalist society has been an intrinsic part of the
dialectics of postwar capitalism itself. Capitalism is a
dynamic system driven by the overall motive of profit
maximization. This means that its history has been one
of continuous expansion; it has had to find new ways to
generate value in order to sustain new profits. (Indeed,
capitalism began as a rather marginal phenomenon, the
concern of a restricted class of merchants, and has since
developed to encompass most of social life.) As capitalism expands, it transforms social relations so that they
become more compatible with its own requirements.
Such processes of transformation can entail the diffusion
of a commodity culture that supports an accumulative
motivational structure, enabling people to value labor
over leisure. (This was one of the main problems for
early industrial entrepreneurs.) Peasant laborers tended
to work only as much as they needed to satisfy their static needs. Modern consumer culture was influential in
spreading an endless needs structure that could motivate
people to continue to work in order to accumulate more
(Campbell 1987; Cross 2000; Thompson 1980). They
can entail direct propaganda and reeducation, such as the
diffusion of primary schooling, an important purpose of
which was, at least in the nineteenth century, to prepare
future workers for factory discipline. They can also
entail the direct destruction of previous life forms, leaving people with no choice but to adopt a lifestyle compatible with some form of participation in the capitalist
economy (e.g., the seventeenth-century, English enclosure movement that destroyed the material basis for traditional village life and created a rootless proletariat on
which industrialization could build). Generally, the
process involves some combination of these three elements (for a list of spectacular contemporary examples,
see Klein 2007). The point here is that the capitalist
transformation of social relations is a process in which
people’s identities and motivations—their subjectivity—
change; they become forced, ready, and motivated to
take part in the capitalist production process; and they
become expressions of potentially productive labor
power, which can be directly employed, or made to generate value in some other way, without much further ado.

From this perspective, we can see the expansion of
productive consumer practices in the postwar years as a
result of the successive capitalist transformation of
the social environment. The expansion of television, the
music industry, and a new branded-commodity culture,
along with new technologies such as freezers and the microwave oven, transformed a host of everyday practices—
from socializing with neighbors and cooking for one’s
family to finding one’s identity as an adolescent—and
made them transpire through the medium of consumer
goods. This way, they also came to constitute a potential
resource: a reservoir of consumer productivity that could
be tapped as a source for new trends and innovations, if
managed to cultivate the image and equity of a brand.
However, the capitalist transformation of its environment
also puts in motion a powerful dialectic, which would
eventually develop beyond the control of the system
from which it has originated.
Indeed, for Marx, as for Adam Smith before him, the
main advance of capitalism was that it enabled new
forms of productive cooperation. Already from Marx’s
(1939/1973) early notes in the Grundrisse, it was clear
that the concentration of capital in machinery and large
factory systems made possible new, more complex forms
of social organization in which productive energies were
organized in new and more efficient ways. In the famous
Fragment on Machinery, it seems that this reorganization
of social cooperation constituted the main productive
contribution of machinery and hence the chief source of
what Marx called relative surplus value. This productive
contribution, which comes entirely from the social reorganization of production performed by machinery (in the
wide sense of that term: concrete material machines as
well as the machine-like organization of the factory system as such), is the source of what Marx called “General
Intellect.” Empirically, he considered General Intellect to
consist of a number of competences that are inscribed in
the social environment organized by capitalist machinery
and hence available freely to its participants by virtue of
their existence as ”social individuals” (Marx 1939/1973,
705). These competences can be cognitive, as in technical or scientific knowledge, but they can also be social
and affective, as in knowledge about how to organize the
production process or how to interact and function in the
factory. In short, they consist of the worker’s “understanding of nature and mastery over it by virtue of his
presence as a social body” (Marx 1939/1973, 705). The
point to stress here is that General Intellect is the outcome of the transformation and re-mediation of social
interaction performed by capitalist machinery in the
factory: it is a socialized factor of production, freely
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available to those who participate in these forms of productive cooperation. The socialized nature of General
Intellect means that it cannot be entirely controlled or
appropriated by capital. It can be and is employed for
purposes that cannot be totally controlled or programmed. (Think, for example, of the emerging labor
movement that makes use of organizational skills
learned in the factory to build a powerful and effective
political organization [Thompson 1980].)
To Marx, who wrote with early industrial capitalism
in mind, General Intellect developed inside the factory
system: it was a socialized productive force that evolved
beyond the direct control of capital but within its walls,
so to speak. However, in his concluding remarks to
the Grundrisse, he opened up to the possibility that the
ongoing socialization of capital—the expansion of the
production process beyond the walls of the single factory
through the emergence of an ever more interconnected
world market, culminating in today’s global assembly
lines and global brands—would extend the availability of
General Intellect to all social life.
The development of fixed capital indicates to what
degree general social knowledge has become a direct
force of production and, hence, to what degree the conditions of the process of social life itself have come under
the control of the General Intellect and been transformed
in accordance with it—to what degree the powers of
social production have been produced, not simply in the
form of knowledge but also as immediate organs of social
practice, of the real life process (Marx 1939/1973, 706).
According to contemporary exponents of the Italian
operaista school, this is precisely what has happened in
the postwar years (Dyer-Withford 1999). With the diffusion of consumer goods, consumption and media technologies, and most important, networked ICTs, an
unprecedented extent of social life has become mediated
by machinery in some form, whether material (as the
computer) or immaterial (as in industrially produced
Media Culture; Kellner 1995). This development
arguably has obliterated older forms of popular culture:
“commercial cultural commodities is all that most
people have,” to use a phrase mourned by Willis (1990,
26). But, at the same time, the development has made
General Intellect an immanent feature of social life—of
the real life process. It has resulted in what Paolo Virno
(2004) called a generalized condition of mass intellectuality. As these tools and the common knowledge and
competences that they make possible are often used productively, this development has massively increased the
immaterial productivity of social life: its ability to produce new relations, experiential intensities, and forms of

life. If we add on the postmodern condition with its lack
of clear structures, identities, and guidelines, we find
ourselves in a condition marked by both an unprecedented necessity and an unprecedented possibility to
produce anew a cognitive and affective framework for
life. Immaterial production—the production of creativity, knowledge, and social organization—has become an
immanent feature of ordinary life processes.
We can understand the massive emergence of social
production as a manifestation of alternative uses of socialized General Intellect, or mass intellectuality. As this productive resource is (almost) fully socialized and thus at the
disposition of (virtually) anybody, it is beyond the control
of capitalist corporations (because this control builds, in
the end, on the monopoly over the means of production).
This means that capitalism comes to promote and ultimately depends on a resource- social production deploying General Intellect, which it cannot control. This new
dependency on an external resource is the structural reason behind the emergence of new “net-archic” (Bauwens
2005) business models that principally aim at attracting
rent from processes of productive cooperation that unfolds
beyond their direct control. This can be a matter of profiting from the self-organized cooperation of knowledge
workers (Halal 1996); it can be a matter of creative industries tapping into and commodifying creativity that
emerges from the urban environment that surrounds them
(Florida 2002); it can be a matter of brand managers trying to “manage” independent forms of consumer sociality;
it can be a matter of Web 2.0 successes like MySpace or
YouTube that live off the autonomous communication of
their users; it can be a matter, finally, of the forms of customer cooperation that this issue discusses (see Table 1 for
definitions and examples of the various dimensions of
social production). Capitalism has come to depend on a
vast galaxy of social production that it cannot directly control. But how does social production work, what motivates
its actors, and how is value produced?

Ethical Economy
To begin, we need to affirm that participants in social
production are generally not motivated by monetary concerns. These concerns exist to some extent, but they consistently come out as least important in surveys and other
studies (see note 3). This makes sense for two reasons.
First, because the kinds of resources that have monetary
value, like labor time and access to information and technology, are not scarce in social production but abundant.
The socialization of General Intellect and networked
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Table 1
Social Production and General Intellect
General Intellect

Mass Intellectuality

A more complex division of
labor creates more complex
forms of mediation of the
labor process, through
machinery, transports, and
ultimately information and
communication
technologies. This increases
the necessary amount of
interaction and
communication, which
creates a cultural resource
specific to the work
environment in the form of
common knowledge,
competences, and habits.
This General Intellect
eventually becomes an
important productive
resource.

Initially, General Intellect is
embodied in machinery and
communication channels
(e.g., corporate intranets)
that are internal to the
company. However, as the
production process is
socialized and extended to
include external
subcontractors and,
importantly, the everyday
life productivity of
consumers, General Intellect
becomes a productive
resource that is embodied in
the life process and
available to everybody as a
socialized member of
society.

The main productive
contribution of British
knowledge workers consists
in their ability to “exchange
information and make
judgments with a need to
draw on multifaceted
knowledge in exchange with
co-workers, customers and
suppliers to solve complex,
collaborative problems; in
their ability to draw on the
General Intellect commonly
available in the social
environment of the knowledge
intensive firm: ‘What makes
these workers valuable is their
ability to work collaboratively,
to leverage ‘relationship
capital’, and to improvise and
improve new solutions’ within
an environment that fosters
trust and constant learning”
(Beardsley et al. 2006, 52).

Contemporary wine
consumption thrives on the
coproduction of experiences
by consumers. Such
widespread coproduction is
rendered possible through the
diffusion of a mediated wine
culture, with a particular
language and complex forms
of know-how. Access to this
know-how is open to anyone.
One need no longer to be
born into the haute
bourgeoisie to be able to
distinguish a Bordeaux from
a Bourgogne (Arvidsson and
Musarò 2008).

ICTs have made know-how and technology abundant;
the new motivational structure centered on self-realization
has abolished the crucial distinction between labor and
life, thus making motivated labor power plentiful as
well. Labor is supplied free of charge by a multitude of

Social Production

Customer Coproduction

As companies discover the productive
Since socialized General
potential of social production they
Intellect, or mass
try to include these processes within
intellectuality, is a common
their own value chains. Customer
resource, it cannot be
coproduction is a manifestation of
monopolized by capital
this tendency. It originated in the
owners (or by any other
1960s with brand management and
actor). This means that
qualitative market research, which
people can use this resource
aim at making consumers coproduce
for their own purposes,
the immaterial or symbolic content
producing things that they
of brands and commodities. As
desire, within organizational
market intelligence becomes more
forms that they themselves
sophisticated this tendency continues
create. As this development
with cool hunting and data mining.
accelerates, capitalism comes
With the boom of the Internet, it
to depend on transversal
becomes possible to construct
networks of social
corporate platforms that cultivate
production that transpire
social production and organize it
inside and outside firms and
around a particular brand or product.
organizations and that are
not primarily motivated by
monetary concerns.
Procter & Gamble have increased the
Drawing on their general
productivity of their R&D
access to technology and
department by 30 percent by
ability to engage in cultural
consistently involving consumers in
production, young people
the development of new products,
pursue creative careers in
packaging, and designs (Huston and
unprecedented numbers
Sakkab 2006).
(Figure 1). One no longer
In its 2006 Global CEO Survey, IBM
needs an expensive studio
found that for many companies,
to shoot a documentary; it
customers and business partners had
is sufficient to have a
by far surpassed the importance of
digital camera and some
the internal R&D as a source of
video-editing software
innovation (Rometti 2006).
(which comes with
Macintosh, anyway). Such
creative scenes have become
a general feature of big
cities, and they fuel a new
and growing branch of
“creative industries” that
essentially live off their
ability to translate such
creativity into the corporate
language of big companies
(Lloyd 2006).

volunteers, which, for all practical purposes, is without
limits. We can illustrate the situation by comparing two
software producers, Microsoft, which is a typical
example of the logic of the traditional capitalist economy
applied to software production, and Linux, which
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exemplifies the logic of what I call the ethical economy.
To Microsoft, labor is a scarce resource. People have to
be paid to code for Microsoft; they do not do this freely.
They subsequently have to be managed, commanded,
and controlled by paid supervisors. In short, the production of software unfolds in a classic capitalist way,
through the rational control of commanded labor.
Consequently, its products are sold at a price that is
roughly related to the investments of such salaried labor
(research, development, programming, debugging, etc.).
And the company struggles mightily to uphold the juridical status of the artificial property rights that allow it to
charge such a price. For Linux, on the other hand, labor
is not scarce. There are more willing programmers that
want to contribute to the product than can possibly be
admitted. The problem is rather to keep people out and to
make sure that only those who are qualified get a chance
to cooperate. Because of this, Linux has developed a
complex system of entry requirements that starts presumptive programmers off with smaller, less significant
tasks to determine whether they are worthy to take
greater responsibility in the project. Indeed, the very
management model of Linux is extremely wasteful in
relation to labor time. People are allowed to do what they
want and to initiate projects of their own. Management
has neither the interest nor the mandate to intervene. The
result is a number of half-finished projects, most of
which amount to nothing. Such a management style
would be completely inconceivable if labor power had a
value (Ingo 2005; Siefkes 2007; S. Weber 2004).
Second, the fact that social production, to a large extent,
moves outside the monetary economy of capitalism means
that there simply is too little money in social production
for this to be a major motivation. Sholette (2002) found
that 50 percent of respondents who self-identified as
artists in the 1990 U.S. census made less than $3,000 a
year from their art. Our investigations of the creative
scenes of Malmö, Sweden, and Copenhagen, Denmark,
indicate similar incomes. Only the top DJs, artists, designers, or lately, promoters are able to make a living from
their creativity. Even in commercial success stories, such
as Second Life, money plays a relatively small role (see
also Bonsu and Darmody 2008 [this issue]).4
Most forms of customer-coproduction initiatives work
the same way; they try to attract vast amounts of free labor
without offering any monetary compensation (or offering
only symbolic forms of compensation). They rely on the
fact that people have other motivations. So what does produce value in social production? The best way to answer
that question is to look at what participants in social production themselves value. Why do they do it? What are
their motivations? There have been many investigations of

this, and they have consistently come up with the same
result. The most important motivation that people state for
taking part in social production is what we could call
socially recognized self-realization. Stephen Weber
(2004) stressed this in The Success of Open Source. Opensource programming is first of all an aesthetic pursuit; it is
a pleasurable act of self-expression; it is about “the ineffably geeky joys of writing the slickest code you can”
(Dibbel 2007). So, in part, the ability to engage in what
Marx would have called nonalienated labor—to do what
one does best according to one’s own ideas and to realize
oneself in one’s very productive activity—is motivation
enough. This seems reasonable enough. After all, the
opportunity to engage in such authentic, productive selfrealization is very rare in our society, so rare in fact that a
whole experience economy can be erected around
people’s desire to pay for that possibility. However, it is
important to underline that such self-realization is a social
activity. It is not enough for me to know that I write excellent code. I need a community of people whom I recognize as my peers to recognize this fact, in turn. So the real
motivation consists in developing “code that represents an
elegant solution to a complex problem” that “is in itself a
thing of beauty that in the open source setting can be
shared with others” (Dibbel 2007).
Open source lets you show the world just how creative
you really are. It is the equivalent of putting your best
work on display at the national gallery of art as opposed
to locking it in your basement (S. Weber 2004, 137).
Such socially recognized self-realization consistently
comes out as the top motive in investigations of social production. It is the main reason that people blog, that they act
as DJs without being paid for it, that they take leadership in
online communities, that they take an interest in developing fashion and engaging in practices of creative consumption and “prosumerism” (von Hippel 2006; Tapscott and
Williams 2006). It is also emerging as the main motive for
knowledge workers in explaining why they put more
hours, as well as their souls or at least free time, into their
work. It is even a primary motive for many entrepreneurs.5
In other words, people take part in social production
mainly because they desire the experience of having meaningful social ties with others or, to use a classic term, philia.
Given that socially recognized self-realization, or the
experience of philia, consistently comes out as the highest motive for engaging in social production and that this
motive is more prevalent than the monetary or even the
use value of what is actually produced, we must conclude one important feature that sets off social production from capitalist production. In social production,
value is not primarily of the product but of the process.
While the product might be useful and valuable, it is the
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process that allows participants to have their efforts
socially recognized as creative, inventive, or beautiful in
a sustained way. Indeed, the use value of many products
consists precisely in that they allow participation in such
processes. This is most obviously the case of commercial
products that rely on social production to some extent,
such as a brand or an interactive game platform: where
the value consists precisely in the ability to take a however marginal role in a process in which one’s contribution can be recognized (Jenkins 2006). The promise of
the product is the process of recognition. Second, the
importance of process over product is also evident from
the fact that the people who are most highly valued, who
have the highest status in networks of social production,
are the people who are best at contributing to the
strength, quality, and endurance of the process by organizing social cooperation.
If the rock star, the person who actually produced concerts and performances, was the king of urban bohemia in
the 1970s, to be followed perhaps by the DJ in the 1980s,
the most influential characters today tend to be promoters: people whose main role is to organize productive
cooperation among others. They are the people who generally have the highest status in urban scenes and other
networks of social production, and they are also generally
the people who are able to live off their activities in social
production by selling out to the creative industries or
other actors. The high status of promoters has to do with
two fundamental characteristics of social production. The
first characteristic is the abundance of labor, knowledge,
and other resources. In the 1970s, one could gain social
standing through skill at playing or producing rock
music; in the 1990s, DJs gained respect and standing on
the basis of their knowledge of and access to music
(Thornton 1995). To some extent, these factors still count,
but with the diffusion of ICTs, the ability to produce
music has been virtually generalized; it is now an abundant potential, as is the knowledge of music. (One no
longer needs a rare record collection; most songs or
events can be found on the Internet.) This means that the
actual production of concerts, club nights, or other events
is no longer a scarce talent. The second fundamental characteristic of social production is that creative production
has become increasingly project oriented and short term.
A generation ago, cultural organizations were built to
last; today, creative scenes consist of looser configurations of diverse talent, which are put together for a single
project or event and then dissolve. The author’s observations suggest that even bands are more short term than
before. Add to this the increasingly multidisciplinary or
transaesthetic character of these events. It is no longer
enough to have a band; a club night should combine

music, art, installations, performances, and food. This
means that the ability to organize such essentially shortterm relations of productive cooperation becomes scarce.
Promoters thrive by giving affective strength, for a short
time at least, to what are essentially weak ties between
participants in a scene. These ties entail commitment,
trust, and solidarity—that is, they are experienced as ethically significant. We are now getting closer to the main
point: the production of value in networks of social production is the same thing as the production of ethically
significant strong ties, philia, or to use Lazzarato’s (1997)
term, an ethical surplus. This applies to most forms of
social production, including customer coproduction, for
the simple fact that these unfold in a complex and
fragmented—postmodern as it were—social environment
in which durable strong ties–philia—are a scarce good.
This value form is evident in the main currencies of
value that circulate in these contexts: networks and
respect (or recognition, community status, or some similar term). Networks are a measure of the extension of a
person’s social impact, or how many people to whom he
or she matters. Reputation, on the other hand, is a measure of the quality of that impact: essentially, it reflects a
person’s ability to contribute to a particular scene, both
by creating actual products (good concerts, beautiful
code, interesting blog articles, etc.) and, more important,
by strengthening the scene itself by creating philia and
contributing to its productive organization. They tend to
converge in a mutually reinforcing process.
However, one’s standing in the community, and one’s
experience of philia with the community, is also a reflection of the ability to create philia, or strong ties that reinforce the community. Indeed, respect and networks
function as a kind of capital—ethical capital—that makes
it possible to initiate and to organize productive
processes. And the higher one’s position, the more ethical
capital one has, and the easier it is to mobilize resources,
motivate others, and create the strong ties that organize
productive processes. This leads to another crucial
insight. Social production is driven by a paradoxical combination of, on one hand, community-oriented sharing
and, on the other, the rational and reflexive pursuit of selfinterest. Indeed, one gives to the community to increase
one’s own standing and charisma, or the size of one’s networks. This tendency toward self-interested sharing can
be essentially expressed. At the more extreme end, it
takes the form of networking or personal branding where
the very point of creating community ties and offering
experiences is the cultivation of charisma and social capital. Table 2 summarizes the central differences between
the currently dominant, money-based form of economy
and the emerging ethical economy.
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Table 2
Capitalist and Social Production
Capitalist Economy

Example

Social Production

Labor and other productive
resources are scarce.

Microsoft needs to pay their
programmers a wage.

Labor and other productive
resources are abundant.

Value is embodied in the
product and is related to
investment of scarce labor
time and other productive
resources.
Motivations for participation
are monetary.

Microsoft operating systems
must sell at a price that
cover costs, at least in the
long run.
People code for Microsoft to
pay the rent.

Value is embodied in the
productive process and is
related to the affective
energies deployed in its
production.
Motivations for participation
are ethical.

The achievement of private
rewards is the overreaching
value.

Microsoft coders will work
overtime only for more
money.

The achievement of public
standing is the
overreaching value.

So we could identify something like a charismatic
logic of value at work in social production. In The
Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Modern Capitalism,
Max Weber (1930) gave us an ideal-typical description
of what drives and motivates the modern capitalist entrepreneur: rational and endless private accumulation. But
Weber also gave us another concept that we can use to
understand the core logic of the ethical economy:
charisma. A charismatic leader, he argued, exercises
authority not through traditional power, nor through
monetary wealth, but through his or her powers to attract
the affective investments, the esteem and confidence, of
the public: through his or her ability to produce strong
ties or philia (M. Weber 1930, 1948). The basis of power
is the ability to create community—to make people feel
that they belong to something greater, nobler, and more
powerful than themselves. (Revolutionary leaders and
founders of new movements or religions—Ghandi or
Jesus Christ—are prime examples of charismatic
leaders.) The point is that the charismatic leader then
lives freely off the generosity of the community that he
or she has created. Once she has accumulated sufficient
affective status, people will volunteer to put their services at her disposition: vote for her, fight for her, work
for her, offer her their hospitality, and so on. They do this
not for personal gain but because they believe in, feel for,
or belong to a community around the charismatic person.
Similarly, a person enjoying charismatic leadership must
appear to give to the community without self-interest. If
it became apparent that she primarily sought personal
gain, her charisma would clearly suffer.

Example
Linux confronts an abundance of free
“labor” in the form of volunteers
and must devise systems that filter
out the less suitable.
Linux is a free good, but the Linux
community attracts an abundance
of free labor and, lately, corporate
financing.
People code for Linux because they
feel a proximity to its community
or its values and because they
want to realize them selves.
Linux coders work “overtime” to
achieve recognition for brilliance.

The same logic holds for the entrepreneurs of social
production: regardless of their individual motivations,
they must genuinely do something to strengthen the ties
of the productive network in which they are engaged in
order to accumulate respect or and networks. The point
is that their individual motivations do not really matter.
Even if they have purely strategic intentions, the only
way they can realize these ambitions is to contribute genuinely to the group they are part of, to make a difference,
and to matter to that group. They can accumulate a standing only by genuinely putting their resources to work in
producing the strong ties that reinforce the community as
a whole. So, in social production, the accumulation of
value becomes contingent on the ability to produce ethically significant ties, and its currencies—networks and
respect—are for all intents and purposes a measure of
that ability; hence the term ethical economy.

Conclusion: How to Manage
an Ethical Spime
Customer cooperation, similar to many contemporary
managerial initiatives, is essentially an attempt to put the
ethical economy of social production to work for the
capitalist valorization process: to direct a flow of free
lunches from the nonmonetary to the monetary economy
(Toffler and Toffler 2006). This often can be achieved
rather effortlessly since many manifestations of this ethical economy already transpire around brands and consumer goods. People engage in brand communities to
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create something in common with others, if only a common animosity to other brands. They contribute to userled innovation schemes to achieve public recognition for
their skills and expertise. The stylistic innovation of
street culture unfolds in autonomous ways that cannot be
controlled or preprogrammed by management. That
these practices move according to noncapitalist, ethicalvalue logic means that navigating the border between the
ethical and the capitalist economy is a core challenge for
contemporary management. How can such processes be
managed to best use, or at least not to alienate, this
resource? And how will this challenge evolve with the
further development and proliferation of ICTs?
First, managers need to keep in mind the prevalence of
process over product. For most participants in customer
coproduction, similarly to other forms of social production, motivation is directly related to the pleasures that can
be derived from community participation and contribution. This means that it is a good idea to expand the scope
and strengthen the durability of such communities. To give
participants the experience of having an impact, of being
able to matter to the product-centered community, it is
important to give up a certain amount of control in the
processes. Today, this might entail effectively outsourcing
the power to make design and marketing decisions to the
community itself. In the future, it might also mean outsourcing the actual material production of the product to
the community of productive users. This is already happening in certain specialized amateur communities such
as skateboarders and mountain bikers, as well as in experience-oriented consumption like wine and gastronomy.
There, large parts of the final experience are produced by
consumers themselves (much of the wine experience is
realized through wine talk, and really advanced wine
enthusiasts grow their own grapes; Arvidsson and Musarò
2008). Current trends in desktop manufacturing and multipurpose tooling indicate that in a not-so-distant future,
similar things could happen to more mundane material
objects such as bikes or furniture. Indeed, such configurations are already emerging, as open-design processes,
building on the participatory coproduction of detailed
designs for products such as solar power cells, are proliferating.6 Twenty years from now, we might be able to
download an open design and then manufacture it at a
small local plant. Science-fiction writer and design
philosopher Bruce Sterling speaks of new kinds of objects,
what he calls “Spimes” (from space and times), that
emerge as ideas and designs generated in continuous communities of social production and only afterwards are
materialized in actual, concrete things. So instead of
thinking the customer community as an add-on to the
object, as a sort of socialized brand, managers would need

to think of the thing as a temporary incarnation of this
enduring communitarian process (Sterling 2004).
Most important, however, is that these Spimes need to
be ethical. First, a significant motivation for customers
participating in coproduction communities lies in the
ability to realize their values—that is, to matter and to
make a difference according to their own value horizon.
Linux is an example of this because it is largely held
together by not being Microsoft; Mac users unite against
PC users (Muniz and O’Guinn 2001). So Spimes with
strong ethical profiles will tend to stand out as more
attractive, as a better value proposition (Vargo and Lusch
2004). Second, the growing visibility associated with an
ICT-empowered public opinion means that it will be
increasingly difficult to hide unethical aspects of brands
or Spimes. This is already one of the main reasons behind
the boom in initiatives for corporate social responsibility.
However, the need to be ethical will be intensified by a
third development: the narrowing of the digital divide.
Mobile telephones are already spreading fast in Africa,
South America, and Southeast Asia; they are affordable
and will, within a decade, have mobile Internet access as
a standard.7 This means that the Thai seamstresses that
produce Nike’s shoes will want to take part in the Spime
community that has evolved around the product (after all,
they are producing it in a very concrete sense). They will
probably have very different opinions on the extent to
which “Just Do It” sums up the social impact and value
of the Nike brand. This tendency to integrate actors all
along the value chain—from producers in the South to
consumers in the North, via suppliers, investors, transport
people, and other stakeholders—will be strengthened by
two additional tendencies: the diffusion of RFID tags and
of rating mechanisms. These are already well under way.
RFID tagging is a reality in most logistics systems and
will soon become one for consumer goods too. Rating—
in some form or another—is already becoming an intrinsic part of many e-commerce transactions. Consider the
consumer who buys a ticket online and soon thereafter
receives an e-mail asking him or her to rate the
performance. One can well envision media platforms
where users and other stakeholders can rate the performance of a brand according to particular criteria.
(Actics.com is one such platform that is already on the
market.) These ratings then can be agglomerated into a
quantitative index easily available via one’s cell phone.
Sweeping that phone over a sweater in a store will produce immediate ratings of the item’s environmental sustainability or the extent to which its production process
has respected workers’ rights or unfolded according to
particular religious concerns. This information will
be generated by people positioned all along its global
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production-distribution-marketing chain. The emergence
of such global public spheres, following global assembly
lines that most brands now employ, will shift the power
balance from capital to consumers, workers, and other
stakeholders. It will be very difficult for brand owners to
claim the moral high ground—for example, global sustainability, fair trade, and helping the poor—if every such
claim can be rated by virtually everybody concerned in
ways that are easily accessible and immediately visible.
What this might very well amount to is a radical defetishization of commodities and brands and a new visibility of their actual production processes and their real
social impact.
How then will brands make money, since the valuegenerating processes of immaterial and even material
production will be increasingly handed over to consumers
themselves? The probable answer is in financial markets.
After all, this is already happening today. Much of brand
management is primarily directed at boosting brand
equity, which is then realized through easier access to
finance capital. Indeed, brand equity can be seen as a
securitization of the rent stream that a company is able to
extract from social production, by its ability to charge a
premium price that builds, to a large extent, on the image
that consumers have constructed around the brand in
autonomous networks of communication and interaction
(Arvidsson 2006). What might happen in the future, however, is that such brand values—which today are virtually
immeasurable—will be more closely correlated to indexations of the actual social impact of brands (or Spimes).
Such indexations could furthermore tend to be peer
based, as they could emerge from ratings that are embedded in the mediated relations that unfold between a brand
and its multitude of stakeholders. Again, this will amount
to a de-fetishization of value since the ratings will supply
a realistic measurement of the brand owner’s ability to
matter and to make a difference by organizing the abundant resources of social production, productively.
In the form of customer coproduction, among other
things, we have seen an increasing utilization of social
production within the capitalist valorization process. To
date, this has occurred with little or no concern for the
inherent value logic of social production: this resource
has been considered, by and large, a free lunch for business. With the further diffusion of ICTs, mainly mobile
Internet and RFID tagging and their integration in an
internet of things, we will probably see a further influence of the value logic, the ethical economy, of social
production on the modus operandi of capitalism itself.
This might be a matter of increasing competition from
the actual ethical economy in attracting users and

producers. It could be a matter of further transparency:
the emergence of global public spheres. It could also be
a matter of the development of peer-based measurement
systems of ethical impact in one form or another and
their closer connections to the valorization of intangibles
on financial markets. All these processes will help to defetishize commodities and other value forms (such as
brand values). All of these developments also give the
value logic of the ethical economy and its focus on “matter” and social impact a stronger impact on the ways in
which value and profit are generated within the capitalist
economy. The economic strength of the ethical economy
might force capitalism to become ethical in new and radical ways. Indeed, such an influence of the ethical economy on the logic of capital might be as important as that
exercised by the labor movement on industrial capital in
the early decades of the past century. It might very well
spur a global “new deal,” organized around social
responsibility and environmental sustainability.
An increasingly large number of people recognize the
importance of social production as a source of value. A
cynical, postmodern position would be to negate its
transformative potential, arguing that this phenomenon
will ultimately be absorbed within neoliberal capitalism,
like so many of its radical predecessors, without leaving
much of a trace. However, there are strong systemic reasons to believe that such an inclusion also will significantly change the nature of capitalism, enabling it to
evolve beyond its present, crisis ridden neoliberal model.

Notes
1. Recent examples follow. Nokia Concept Lounge (http://www
.thesedays.com/conceptlounge/)—an open-innovation platform with
450,000 visitors and 4,500 ideas submitted in 2007—does not offer
any cash prizes but seems to suggest that the cool interactivity of the
experience is reward enough. Heinz TV Challenge (http://www
.topthistv.com/)—an open invitation for members of the public to
construct their own advertisements for Heinz products using an
online archive of images and other material—offers a cash prize of
$57,000 but only to the winner. The main motivation is presented as
the possibility to be seen: all contributed videos will be posted on
Heinz Web sites “and seen by up to 65,000 viewers”; finalists go on
national television “and reach millions of viewers.” Similarly,
Electrolux Design Lab (http://www.electrolux.com/designlab/), a contest open for design school students, offers rather meager cash
prizes—€
€ 5,000 and €€3,000 for first and second prize, respectively. The
real appeal is rather the event in itself, “with a star-packed jury” and
“an exciting press conference with journalists from around the world.”
2. In the “Green My Apple” campaign, consumers protested
against the poor environmental record of Apple products arguing that
this contradicted the expectations that they had developed in relation
to the brand: “We love Apple. Apple knows more about ‘clean’ design
than anybody, right? So why do Macs, iPods, iBooks and the rest of
their product range contain hazardous substances that other companies
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have abandoned” (http://www.greenmyapple.org/). Although Apple
never made any explicit pledge to environmental sustainability, the
process of coproduction put in motion by their brand-management
strategy created such expectations.
3. Leadbeater and Miller (2004) found that 58 percent of the
British population is involved in what they call “Pro-Amateur activity.” Our survey of social production in the small Swedish town of
Malmö indicates that 79 percent of the population has taken part in
some such activity within the past twelve months. Survey results will
be available, together with our research report in August, at
http://malmo.se/spontanlab.
4. Although it is possible to convert Linden Dollars into real dollars and thus produce a real income stream from what were once just
activities in Second Life, there is simply too little money around for
this to be a mass pursuit: in early 2008, Lindens’ own statistics
showed that out of Second Life’s roughly 700,000 active residents
only 935 could potentially live off their online activities. The numbers
are similar for World of Warcraft where, with the exception of (predominantly Chinese) “goldfarmers,” few people make a living (and
even these eek out a very poor income). I define “being able to live
off one’s online activities” as having a Positive Monthly Linden
Dollar Flow corresponding to $1,000 or more (see http://secondlife
.com/whatis/economy_stats.php).
5. Results from a survey administered by scholars from Liverpool
University indicate that 41.4 percent of the entrepreneurs and smallbusiness owners surveyed stated “passion for new ideas” as their main
motive for starting a business, while only 6.9 percent stated “financial
reward” as their prime motivation (see, e.g., PyschOrg.com 2008).
6. See, for example, the resources available at the P2Pfoundation
(http://p2pfoundation.net/Category:Design#Kevin_Kelly_on_nearlyfree_material_production).
7. The number of mobile phone users in Africa has already surpassed that of North America and is expected to grow to 300 million
June 2008 (http://www.textually.org/textually/archives/2008/05/
019983.htm).
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Chapter 13

Communicating Ethical Traceability
Volkert Beekman, Christian Coff, Michiel Korthals, and Liesbeth Schipper

Introduction
In the first chapter ethical traceability was defined as ‘the ability to trace and map
ethical aspects of the food chain by means of recorded identifications’. The first
chapter also emphasized that access to information is a key issue for consumers
who are concerned about food production processes. If such consumers are to make
informed food choices on the basis of their ethical considerations, it will be necessary to make information on production histories available. This is exactly what can
be done by implementing traceability. Ethical traceability therefore needs to entail
a communicative endeavour which, in contrast to the legislation currently in force
(see Chapter 2), includes the consumer. The current chapter addresses how ethical
traceability should include strategies for ensuring appropriate information and communication with consumers.
Consumer concerns play a central role in this book’s discussions about ethical
traceability. Chapter 2 has already indicated that one of the means of addressing
these concerns is to be found in better communication about them. It is therefore
important to acknowledge that regulatory, corporate and scientific bodies in the
agri-food sector have recognized that they should be more accountable and responsive to the public at large, and should involve them in decision-making processes
concerning technological applications to food whenever possible (Rowe and
Frewer, 2000).
Since broader discussions about public involvement have a direct impact on the
issue of communicating ethical traceability, this chapter will start with a short overview of recent discussions about the role of consumer concerns in regulatory and
corporate decision-making processes. It begins by discussing the claim that (better)
communication with consumers is quintessential for a socially responsible and
responsive food production system. Next, three approaches to communication are
discussed: firstly one-way information, secondly the use of participatory methods
and finally co-production. The final section of the chapter outlines some of the
implications for the purpose of communicating ethical traceability.
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Recent Discussions on Communication Strategies
This section introduces three different types of communication. It starts with a short
overview of relevant arguments to emphasize the importance of communicating
about food ethical issues with citizens/consumers.

Background: Arguments for Communication
The first argument for improving communication with citizens/consumers about
the ethics of food production is purely strategic. Since citizens/consumers will ultimately eat food utilizing or derived from technological innovations, corporations
should reveal to consumers the ‘true’ nature of technological developments and
innovations in food production and processing. It is still not uncommon for scientists and corporate representatives to employ this line of argument. The most
(in)famous case would of course be Monsanto’s communicative approach during
the introduction of genetically modified foods in Europe in the 1990s (see, e.g.
Chapter 3 for an illustration). Public refusal of this and other food technological
innovations would imply that invested resources were utterly wasted. Hence, purely
strategic arguments already seem to be enough reason for food companies and scientists alike to pursue early knowledge of public wants, concerns and possible
scares. This, however, only warrants a call for a rather limited form of communication: provide citizens/consumers with information that is expected to have a positive impact on public acceptance of a certain food technology and play down any
suggestions of dangers and risks.
A second argument for communicating about (the ethical aspects of) food production is a normative one. Since technological developments will always have
normative implications after their societal introduction, citizens/consumers as
affected parties are entitled to voice their anxieties about these developments. This
normative argument builds on the argument that when it comes to matters of ethics
and morality, entrepreneurs and scientists are in no position to claim an expert role.
Communicative and participatory processes in corporate and regulatory decisionmaking are thus necessary to ensure that democratic ideals are reflected and
acknowledged in the development of food technologies. Since societal values
should determine the considerations of corporate and regulatory decision-makers
with respect to the impact of their activities on the environment, animal welfare,
health and other ethical issues, this normative argument to engage citizens/consumers in deliberations about the priorities in food production chains is compelling
(Korthals and Miele, 2004).
A third argument for communicative interaction with citizens/consumers about
food production is epistemological. Entrepreneurs and scientific experts tend to be
experts in only one field of knowledge, and the integration of knowledge from
different fields cannot be left to these experts but should be a matter of public
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discourse. Citizens/consumers now enter the picture as producers of (integrative)
knowledge rather than as sources of moral knowledge. Some scholars even argue
that lay people can also be experts on rather specialized issues, such as risk identification and the provision of data about ecological conditions (e.g. Wynne, 1996).
However, claims about the epistemological symmetry of lay and expert knowledge
should not be exaggerated. To be sure, lay people are quite knowledgeable in
certain respects, but they generally lack the methodological rigour of academic
science.
A fourth and last argument for communicating about food ethical issues refers
to the idea that if consumers are to make autonomous choices on the food market,
they should have access to relevant information that enables them to make such
choices. This is the informed choice argument.
It should be clear from the preceding chapters that not all of these arguments for
communicating about the ethical aspects of food production are relevant to the idea
of ethical traceability. The strategic and epistemological arguments will therefore
not concern us in the remainder of this chapter, whereas the informed choice argument and the normative argument will be addressed in the one-way information and
participation/co-production strategies respectively.

One-Way Information Strategies
One-way information is provided ‘top-down’. Three one-way information strategies can be distinguished. The first builds on the idea, popular in risk management
of the early 1970s, that citizens/consumers lack expert knowledge and understanding of the issues at hand in food production. This knowledge deficit was considered
to be the reason that citizens/consumers arrive at ‘wrong’ conclusions about food
risks. The aim of many studies on risk communication with respect to food in that
era was therefore educational. The goal was to develop ways of influencing citizens/consumers to adopt the ‘correct’ views of scientific experts (Hansen et al.,
2003). The reason for informing citizens/consumers about foods is thus purely
strategic in this context, namely to create acceptance and avoid criticism (see the
first argument in the preceding section).
It is evident that the ‘deficit model’ of providing one-way information to citizens/consumers adopts strategic arguments to communicate about consumer concerns. The deficit model does not take these consumer concerns very seriously,
since consumers/citizens are seen as lacking the capacity to make their own
informed decisions. On the contrary, their ignorance calls for education. This strategy hands the provider of information, i.e. companies, regulators or scientists, full
authority in deciding what kind of information should be channelled to citizens/
consumers. It thus ignores the fact that experts are not a unified community – one
expert may frame questions differently from another in a different discipline and so
tend to give different information from the other. Hence, the deficit model is not a
suitable start for communicating ethical traceability.
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Secondly, traceability schemes could be used for a deliberate non-information
strategy. This use of traceability currently dominates the agri-food sector. The noninformation strategy focuses traceability efforts on food safety and internal supply
chain management and control. The verifications of production practices in the
food chain that it entails are not intended for communication with citizens/consumers. Rather than giving detailed information about food production processes, this
non-information strategy conceals information with symbolic labels and brands.
These symbolic signs are not used as an invitation to citizens/consumers to search
for information behind the label/brand and thus to trace the (hi)story of food products, but rather as a ‘stop sign’ (see Chapter 2 for an elaboration of this strategy in
the context of the EU’s regulation of traceability).
The dominant argument behind this non-informative use of traceability schemes
is that traceability does not in and of itself add (ethical) value to food products and
production processes. Traceability is thought to be capable only of verifying existing values in the food production chain (USDA, 2004). This argument seems reasonable at first sight. The aim of traceability as a management tool (see Chapters 2
and 11) is indeed to record and verify existing values in the food chain, and as such
traceability adds no (ethical) values. This perspective, we can conclude, does not
value transparency and communication, which in Chapter 1 were termed procedural
concerns around food. Traceability schemes as a non-information strategy are not
intended to create transparency and visibility for citizens/consumers: the use of
recorded data is purposely restricted to entities within the food chain. This second
one-way information strategy is not suitable for ethical traceability as a communicative tool.
Thirdly, one-way information may be provided in order to enable citizens/consumers to make better, i.e. informed, choices (this strategy thus builds on the
informed choice argument in the previous section). Examples of this strategy are:
●
●
●
●

Labels providing information about ethical issues
Web pages providing information about ethical issues
Brochures providing information about ethical issues
Other information about ethical issues as provided by producers, NGOs, the
media, retailers, wholesalers and food authorities

The one-way flow of information in this strategy is shown in Fig. 13.1.
Within this strategy information ultimately originates from actors in the supply
chain and third parties such as food authorities. This one-way information strategy
is suitable for communicating ethical traceability but entails some pitfalls:
●
●

The provider is in full charge of the information flow
The information is often but not necessarily used for marketing purposes

The role of traceability schemes in this strategy is to verify and legitimize labels
and brands and thus to assure trustworthiness of labels, products and companies.
The strategy relies on the assumption that consumer trust will be enhanced by the
implementation of traceability schemes by companies. Good reasons, however,
exist to question this assumption. First, it can be argued that as long as traceability
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Producers, retailers, wholesalers, food authorities
Information
Consumers

Fig. 13.1 One-way flow of information in the food supply chain

and verification schemes are controlled by the companies themselves and without
independent audit and control, the likeliness of enhancing consumer trust is small.
Labels derived from civil society organizations, such as FairTrade, illustrate the
potential for trust-based alternatives to corporate brands to find acceptance among
consumers. However, fair trade also needs to provide a clear auditing and accreditation process to support its integrity. Communicating a certain amount of information to citizens/consumers about the process of establishing traceability schemes is
imperative to enhance consumer trust. Second, trust relations are bolstered by a
certain level of openness and transparency.1 Trust can never be built on a complete
renunciation of information. Something must trigger the trust relation. In the case
of food ethical traceability, disclosure of some traceability information can be such
a factor. Traceability as a verification scheme thus needs to be combined with a
policy of openness, transparency and communication to build trust.
A general pitfall for all one-way information strategies is that they communicate
about (ethical) values in the food chain as if these were static and unchangeable
values indifferent to perceptions among consumers and other stakeholders. Values,
however, are hardly ever that static in real life, as was argued in Chapter 11 with
the concept of ‘Ethical Room for Manoeuvre’.

Participatory Strategies
Apart from one-way information strategies, various other approaches for public
engagement exist that entail reciprocal communication processes in corporate and
regulatory decision-making. Generating input from citizens/consumers is the main
objective of these participatory strategies and also what differentiates them from the
previously discussed one-way information strategies (Rowe and Frewer, 2000).
Participatory strategies can be divided into three types: feedback, consultation and
participation (Folbert et al., 2003). These three different types differ in the stage of
influence (early or late) and in the degree of deliberation (debate, discussion).

1
On the other hand Luhmann (1968) makes the observation that it only makes sense to talk about
trust in situations where one does not have all information, since if one had all information no trust
would be needed.
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Feedback is a type of participation within which citizens/consumers are asked for
their opinions without having the opportunity to discuss or to debate. Consultation
does give room for discussion and dialogue, not only between the decision-makers
and citizens/consumers but also among citizens/consumers themselves. Participation,
finally, asks citizens/consumers for their views and for their advice, thus giving
them ample room for discussion and input. The difference from consultation is that
with participation citizens/consumers can introduce their own definitions of problems and possible solutions (see Beekman et al., 2006 for a more extensive overview of participatory strategies).

Feedback
The first type of participation is feedback, which is as one-directional as the oneway information strategy but in the opposite direction – communication goes from
consumers to food chains. Two methods stand out as commonly used techniques to
get feedback from citizens/consumers. The first method – focus group discussions
– is regularly used in a corporate setting, whereas the second method – referendum
– is normally confined to the political domain.
Focus group – A qualitative interview format in which a small group (typically
5–12 persons) is gathered and guided through a structured discussion.
Referendum – A vote on a specific issue, involving all affected citizens in a
region or nation.

Consultation
The second type of participation is consultation, which unlike feedback seeks to
establish a dialogue between citizens/consumers and food chains, but unlike participation does not do this at an early stage of decision-making. Several methods are
available to stimulate this dialogue, some of them more apt to be applied in a corporate setting than others.
Stakeholder dialogue – Interaction between corporations and their stakeholders that can take many forms. Stakeholder workshops are popular. Stakeholder
processes are, however, often poorly managed and the expectations are often
poorly defined and unrealistic (Grimble and Man-kwun, 1995; Payne and
Raiborn, 2001).
Future/scenario workshop – A common format is that participants are
recruited representing various stakeholders and discussions focus on a social
issue/problem. Participants are guided through a structured debate in three
phases. In the first phase participants are allowed to criticize anything related to
the issue, without being contradicted. In the second phase visions about the issue
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in question are formulated, without paying respect to barriers. In the third phase
strategies for realizing the visions are discussed. In a scenario workshop, moreover, the participants are presented with different scenarios for the issue at
stake.
Public hearing – A widespread and common means of consultation, where the
public is invited to participate in the decision-making process, either at public meetings or through a call for (written) comments.
It is important to note that these consultative methods run the risk of being used
only in a strategic way. This is an important consideration that should be taken into
account when organizing or analyzing consultation processes with the aim of
including citizens/consumers in discussions about ethical issues. Besides the general consultative methods already mentioned, specific tools have been developed to
facilitate communication about the ethical aspects of food production and consumption. The following tools may be applied to flesh out the processes of
consultation:
Delphi – The Delphi method was designed to bring the combined knowledge
and abilities of a diverse group of experts to the task of quantifying variables that
are either intangible or shrouded in uncertainty. It is structured around the notion
of a virtual committee, where the exchange of ideas is conducted remotely
through a series of opinion exchanges (in the form of rounds). Anonymity of the
participants is central to the process. This feature aims to eliminate external
power relations and personal influences that may interfere in the debate of key
issues.
Ethical matrix – The ethical matrix is a principle-based methodology that aims
to guide decision-making by appealing to principles based in both deontological
and consequentialist ethical theories (Kaiser et al., 2007).
Multi-criteria methodologies – The framework for using a multi-criteria methodology in technology assessment was developed as an alternative to consensusoriented deliberative methods and economic models of valuation and risk/cost-benefit
assessments.

Participation
The third and final type of participation is participation in a more narrow sense of
the word and characterized by a two-way dialogue in an early stage of decisionmaking. The most famous participatory method is the consensus conference, albeit
mainly employed in a governmental and not in a corporate context.
Consensus conference – The basic idea of a consensus conference is to give lay
people a voice in the political process by selecting a panel of lay people (12–15
persons), who are given the power to set the agenda in a pending (often techno-scientific) controversy. At the end of the conference the lay panel produces a document presenting their consensus on the issue at hand.
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Co-Production Strategies
The final communication strategy to be addressed in this chapter has been termed
‘co-production’. This strategy is based on dialogue and a co-operative style, and
characterized by a common policy among different social actors. Examples of coproduction are Korthals’s concept of ‘ethical room for manoeuvre’ (see Chapter 11)
and the better-known concept of ‘co-evolution’ that stems from the political sciences (see: Grin et al., 2004).
As discussed in Chapter 11, Callon and Latour (1992) originally introduced the concept of co-production as co-production of nature and society in
science and technology. Jasanoff (1996) has later used the term ‘co-production’ in a more general sense by transcending the context of science and
replacing science with knowledge: ‘co-production is the simultaneous production of knowledge and social order’. Co-production can perform several
functions, either simultaneously or consecutively. The first is securing the
trust of consumers. The second is fact and norm finding. The third is guaranteeing accountability and responsibility of agencies in charge of branding,
labelling and assurance schemes (Dryzek, 2000). Habermas’s (1984) idea of
communicative action lies at the core of co-production, but co-production
does not rely on his more abstract and controversial account of justifying
moral judgements. Co-production does not aim at justification but at the
discursive application of moral judgements to complex and uncertain (knowledge) problems. Co-production is about involving citizens/consumers or their
representatives in:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Labelling and labelling strategies
Information and communication strategies
Overall mission, strategy and practices of companies and chains
Resource decision-making (what sources to use and how)
Innovatory decision-making (upstream in the innovation process)
Certification schemes (like fair and ethical trade, sustainable production)
with respect to developing these schemes and in monitoring and evaluation

Implications for Communicating Ethical Traceability
This section asks which of the communication strategies discussed above are relevant in the context of ethical traceability. It therefore provides an evaluation of
these strategies and looks at the arguments that underpin the various strategies.
Table 13.1 summarizes the communication strategies that were discussed in the
previous sections.
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Table 13.1 Overview of communication strategies (Modified from Folbert et al., 2003)
Participation
Information

Feedback

Consultation

Participation

Co-production

Style of
governance
Role of
participants
Input of
participants

Authoritarian

Consultative

Consultative

Participatory

Co-operative

Receiving
information
Listening

None
None

Providing
advice
Voicing ideas
and
opinions
Opinionformation
Ex-post

Providing
advice
Voicing
ideas and
opinions
Opinionformation
Ex-ante

Being partner

Influence by
participants
Stage of influence
Interaction and
deliberation

Providing
advice
Voicing
ideas and
opinions
Opinionformation
Ex-post

Monologue
towards
consumers/
citizens

Monologue
towards
decisionmakers

Dialogue
Multilogue
Multilogue
between
between
between
consumers/
onsumers/
consumers/
citizens
citizens,
citizens,
and
stakeholders
stakeholders
and decisiondecisionand decisionmakers
makers
makers

Voicing
and acting
Decisionmaking
Ex-ante

One-Way Information Strategies
Among the one-way information strategies discussed – the deficit model, the noninformation strategy and the informed choice strategy – only the informed choice
strategy was found useful for communicating ethical traceability. The underlying
reason is – as the name of the strategy already indicates – the informed choice
argument.
A pitfall of this communication strategy is that it misses communicative
opportunities building on the ability of citizens/consumers to talk back to informationproviders and actors in the food supply chain. Furthermore, since providers are
in charge of the information flow in one-way information strategies, these
strategies do not allow citizens/consumers to express the kind of informationneed they have. Consumers in European countries are constantly bombarded by
information that does not interest them; lots of information flows do not attract
their attention because language, pictures and topics do not connect with their
own interests, values and preferences. Consumers with small children, for
example, very often have different ethical and cognitive concerns compared to
elderly or young people. This strategy also does not facilitate any reciprocal
communication between consumers and producers. Finally, one-way information strategies deal with values in the food chain as if these were static and
unchangeable.
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This means that communicating ethical traceability exclusively through one-way
information strategies fails to grasp the procedural and democratic potential of ethical traceability schemes. It also lacks the flexibility and capacity of more participatory strategies to improve the understanding of (regularly contested) ethical issues
and values. It does not acknowledge the ability of communicative strategies to
enhance understanding between involved actors. This implies that an important –
democratic – reason for communication with citizens/consumers cannot be fulfilled
by using only one-way information strategies.
Furthermore, when informed choice is used as a strategy, one should be careful
not to use it as a pure marketing strategy. This is not as straightforward as it may
seem. In practice it is often hard to distinguish between information strategies and
marketing strategies. It must be clear that the information is trustworthy, and the
origin of the information must also be made clear. Finally, the idea that consumers
have a right not to be misinformed should be given due consideration in relation to
the idea of informed choice (see also Chapter 9).

Participatory Strategies
Participatory strategies provide the opportunity for citizens/consumers not only to
be informed but also to inform other parties in and around the food chain. Such
strategies offer citizens/consumers the chance to give feedback, to be consulted in
a dialogue and even to participate on an equal standing with other stakeholders.
They make it possible to tailor the information provided by producers to suit the
special needs and preferences of consumers, because the strategies give consumers
the opportunity to communicate with all partners about their own preferences.
Participatory strategies make it possible to produce tailor-made information to suit
the questions, issues, interests and values of specific, concerned groups.
When communicating ethical traceability is understood in a participatory way,
procedural values such as openness and transparency concerning the production
history of a food product become pivotal. Ethical traceability may then be used as
a means to add values along the food chain or, to put it the other way around, to
develop (new) values among citizens/consumers as they come to learn and understand more about the rationale and benefits of specific modern food production
practices. Ethical traceability is then not only a means to achieve verification; it
becomes an end and value in itself by opening up substantive issues for discussion
and deliberation.
Participatory strategies have pitfalls as well. Again, they can be used to legitimize a (new) technology rather than start an open discussion: (1) Feedback may be
asked for pure marketing purposes only; (2) consultation and participation may
have the hidden agenda of seeking public acceptance for a new technology such as
genetic modification (GM). Furthermore, participatory strategies can be too
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solution-oriented and thus have a tendency to ignore the changing and dilemmatic
nature of consumer concerns. Thirdly, participatory strategies require time, energy
and activity on the part of the participating consumer/citizen, and not everyone is
willing or able to make these investments in the process. Finally, the issue of ‘who
participates’ is crucial; very often the consumers most affected by an ethical decision are not included in the participatory process. One runs the risk that only people
who have outspoken ideas but no real involvement participate.
The quality of participatory strategies thus depends (not unlike the one-way
information strategies) on (the absence of) a true commitment to the following
democratic ideals:
●
●
●
●

Transparency
Openness and inclusiveness
Treating consumers as autonomous individuals with certain rights
Deliberation

Co-Production Strategies
The last strategy, co-production, demands a high degree of actor involvement, not
least on the part of consumers. Among the benefits is the high degree of understanding of the issues at stake that such a strategy would provide. This would entail
a better understanding of the compromises that are necessary in almost all kinds of
food production. A compromise has, for instance, to be made between animal welfare and price. Perfect animal welfare (whatever this is!) would probably lead to
very high prices and, conversely, very low prices would be the outcome of very
poor animal welfare standards. Such understanding would help consumers make
deliberate and informed choices on a very high level. The profound understanding
of production practices and decisions also implies a high level of embeddedness on
the part of actors in the food chain. As the outcome of co-production is a common
policy, strong links develop between the parties involved.
The disadvantages of co-production are that it can be time-consuming, merely
window dressing and exclusive instead of inclusive. With respect to the first disadvantage, it takes more time to include more people, because there is a higher risk
of disagreements. However, this could pay off in the long run, because fundamental
objections to a certain type of production will find a way to become public anyway.
The second disadvantage is not unique to co-production: it takes time for a company or certified food chain to show that it does indeed take consumer concerns
seriously. With respect to the third disadvantage, it can be expected that only dedicated individuals among consumers and producers will be willing to participate in
such processes, which means that others are excluded and can feel neglected. Only
a careful selection process can help here.
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Conclusion
In conclusion, communicating ethical traceability should be anticipated as a threestep process that includes the following three approaches:
1. Providing sound information to citizens/consumers (one-way information strategy on the basis of the informed choice argument)
2. Establishing a reciprocal dialogue with citizens/consumers (participatory strategy on the basis of the normative argument)
3. Establishing a deeper engagement between dedicated citizens/consumers and
producers (co-production strategy on the basis of the normative argument)
On its own, the first strategy runs the risks that the information given will fail to
interest some or most consumers, because it will not connect with their own ethical
and cognitive information preferences. Consumers nowadays are subjected to an
overload of information that simply does not tell them anything, because the information totally neglects their own ethical and information preferences. The second
strategy looks more promising with respect to communicating issues of ethical traceability, because it takes the two-way information process seriously, and thereby recognizes the specific information needs of different consumers. However, this
strategy runs the risk that the communication will take place at a late stage in corporate decision-making processes, on the basis of definitions of problems that have not
been subjected to critical scrutiny by citizens/consumers. The third strategy looks
more promising with respect to the joint development of (the premises for) ethical
traceability schemes. However, this strategy is probably too demanding to count on
the engagement of a large number of producers and citizens/consumers. The three
approaches together do, in our opinion, offer a new and fascinating strategy for
involving consumers in the methods and decisions of the food supply chain.
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Annex 1: Enabling Consumer Involvement Through
Information and Communication Technologies
A new way of informing and communicating on traceability, different from the
methods presented above but drawing on some of their elements, is emerging from
developments within Information and Communication Technologies (ICT).
Emergent ICT is often characterized by its ‘many-to-many’ communication capabilities and thus seems to enable new forms of ‘participatory democracy’. It is often
promoted as the new hope for democracy (Lukawetz, 1999). This idea is based on
two characteristics of modern ICT: (1) All kinds of information is made accessible
to all citizens/consumers. (2) All citizens/consumers can raise their voices by feedback mechanisms. Democracy can thus be radicalized, in the sense that it is based
on transparency and open to all for participation.
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It is tempting to see in the apparent ease of the new communication technologies,
and the many possibilities they offer for consumer information and communication,
an opportunity for enlarging and widening participatory strategies around food.
However, since these technologies are still in their infancy, there are only a few
experiences of how such systems can be used by consumers for making informed
food choices.
For example, different kinds of barcodes or Radio Frequency Identification
(RFID) on food packages can be used to indicate unique serial identity numbers
(numbers that identify food). These can be transmitted to a computer, a cell phone
or a personal digital assistant (PDA, a small, mobile computer that can work either
online or offline). The computer, cell phone or PDA then uses the unique identity
number to link to specific services on the Internet, which provide information about
the product to the consumer. Depending on how the systems are set up, information
in the system can theoretically be provided by everyone (producers, retailers,
NGOs, researchers, public institutions, private persons).
Such systems are still at the experimental stage, but are being developed. For
example, in 2006, 25 supermarkets in and around Tokyo made traceability information available to consumers. Tags with large amounts of information were attached
to food packages. Consumers accessing information via their mobile phones could
learn about what chemical inputs had been used, when the vegetables were harvested, and who brought them to market. Consumers could also talk into the system
to give feedback. It turned out that consumers also wanted to receive information
about soil composition, organic (versus synthetic) fertilizer content, the use of pesticides and herbicides and even the name of the farm where the product was grown
(Food Traceability Report, 2006).
ICT does offer new spaces for information sharing and hence for recognition
between consumers and food producers/processors. It is gradually becoming a new
room for social practices, providing new opportunities for information, communication and participation. At the same time, this new informative and communicative
space is embedded in the three traditional forms of social institutionalization, i.e.
market, state and civil society (Nielsen, 2006; see also Chapter 3 for a discussion
of these institutions and food governance). There is a need to reflect more critically
on the role of ICT in communicating ethical traceability in order to identify the
potential risks and benefits of using ICT for informed food choice.
The question is whether ICT will be able to live up to its promises and possibilities, and so offer a many-to-many communication tool providing new opportunities
for a liberal democracy to reach all citizens and respect the idea of open deliberation. How will citizens/consumers make use of ICT to relate to society and other
human beings? Will it be used to promote self-interest in a new ‘communicative
capitalism’ (Hardt and Negri, 2000) or will it be seen as a means to consider society
and the common good in a broader context, recognizing the autonomy and wellbeing of others?
According to Nielsen (2006) this depends on how and for what purpose ICT is
used in the future. If it is dominated by commercial uses, the chances of improving
deliberative democracy and bottom-up democracy will be poor. If, however, it is
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used for non-commercial purposes, the possibilities for developing new ways of
deliberation and public discussion will be tremendous. Such developments depend
to a large extent on the possibility of using ICT not only as a source of one-way
information but also as a means of becoming an active participant with the chance
to make a difference concerning the common good.
At present the use of ICT for commercial purposes, such as entertainment, is by
far the most widespread, while the potential for developing interactive communication, such as Internet forums for discussion, has not been developed to any great
extent and certainly not enough to serve democratic and deliberative purposes
(Nielsen, 2006; Grunwald et al., 2005). According to Nielsen the development of
interactive and democratic communication structures is not something that is created automatically; it is not something that somebody will offer to Internet users but
rather something that must be created by the participants themselves. Thus one
should acknowledge that pure user- or consumption-oriented perspectives will not
develop communication or the ‘C’ of ICT.
Even with high involvement by participants, the development and use of ICT
face many new challenges. A first challenge concerning the use of ICT for informed
food choice relates to the form of knowledge and how it is communicated. ICT can
provide intellectual – and we could even say ‘virtual’ – information to consumers/
citizens. We should ask what the consequences are of consumers having no direct
contact with the food chain. That is, no direct contact with real life and real people,
but only a mediated and virtual contact. Does this separation imply less involvement by consumers and hence less ethical concern? What does the lack of sensuous
and face-to-face interaction mean for consumer involvement? A second challenge
concerns the issue of wider public deliberation, and its importance for democracy,
and the more individualized approach of the dominant ICT strategy. Communication,
even if it is two-way and provides opportunities for feedback from consumers to
producers, seems to favour more individualized communication and food choice,
partly because of the limited possibilities for deliberation. ICT solutions seem to
consider responsibility at the individual level and not as an outcome of democratic
deliberation and critical public reflection. The final challenge contradicts the previous challenges, in a sense, in that it argues that if ICT lets more people express
themselves and make their opinions public, then there will be less time to listen. In
short, there will be more ‘voice’ than ‘ear’.
In conclusion it is evident that ICT offers new possibilities for making information public as well as new ways of communication with consumers that seem to fit
the idea of communicating ethical traceability. However, many questions concerning ICT remain unsolved. ICT will most likely offer new communication tools that
can be used both for the provision of one-way consumer information and for feedback, and perhaps also new kinds of participation.
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TO THE PUBLIC

In 1999 the artist Hans Haacke placed the inscription “der bevölkerung” (To the population) in the courtyard of the German Parliament in Berlin. It was a provocative contradiction to the old inscription
“dem deutschen volk” (To the German people) still visible on the
building’s frontispiece.
What if Haacke had dedicated the building “To the public”? Who would
it have addressed? Perhaps an anonymous mass that includes tourists
(for whom, in fact, the spiral ramp inside the new, Norman Foster-designed cupola was built)? Or to the contrary, would “public,” be considered a challenge to the ongoing privatization of the public realm?
Two meanings of the word “public” frame the dilemma we explore here.
While we must accept the fact that the public realm has become increasingly phantom-like, we need that realm—particularly in a globalized
world—as a contested space in which the differences between people
are held together by that which is common to all. The dilemma cannot
be solved by the continuous expansion of public institutions. Their size
is in fact part of the problem rather than the solution. Instead, it is
necessary to return to the origins of “public” as a site where differences are assembled.

1 Arendt’s Polis
There are activities that belong to the private realm and others that
belong to the public realm. In our daily lives we shuttle constantly between the two, and there are more or less fixed limits that separate and
regulate movement between them. The introduction of private concerns
into the public realm has long been a well-proven tactic for influencing
political debate on power and emancipation. And, of course, as Luis Buñuel
has shown us, The Discreet Charm of the Bourgeoisie actually depends on
deliberately upsetting the distinction between private and public.
That distinction is the subject of Hannah Arendt’s grand historical narrative, The Human Condition (1958). One can see it as a categorical reply
to Martin Heidegger’s epoch-making Sein und Zeit (1927), written when
Arendt was his student and mistress. What thinking is to him, acting is
to her. While being as such is of interest to him and “human being” therefore is subjected to the general conditions of being, Arendt understands
“human being” as a being among humans, that is, as a being in public.

Arendt’s point of departure is the ancient Greek city—the polis—in
which citizens moved between two distinct orders of existence. There
was the private household carved from the world, like a clearing in
the woods, through hard work and the production of tools essential
for survival. While all household clearings were seen as equal from
the outside, their internal structures were organized in a strictly
hierarchical manner. Only the master of the household—not women
or slaves—was allowed to leave this realm of necessity and pursue,
together with other citizens, the kind of political activity par excellence that Arendt calls “action.” In contrast to private labor and work,
action is the only activity “that goes on directly between men without
the intermediary of things or matter” (7). Thus it was through action
rather than through work or labor that the ancient Greek citizens expanded the scope of their polis. While the private realm was dedicated
to guaranteeing the livelihood of each individual, the public realm was
reserved for the creation of a world “that gathers men together and
relates them to each other” (55). In the first case human beings were
surrounded by the world, in the second the world was between them;
or as Arendt writes, “To live together in the world means essentially
that a world of things is between those who have it in common, as a
table is located between those who sit around it; the world, like every
in-between, relates and separates men at the same time” (52).
The public realm of the Greek polis was bound neither to a specific
place nor building. It could be anywhere within the polis, between
private households and was characterized by antagonism rather than
conformism. It was a “space of difference” (Kristeva) held together
in the middle by that common to all; a field of competition where the
“fiercely agonal spirit” (Arendt, 41) of each citizen was focused on the
public good rather than private interests. Without the things in the
middle, “worldlessness” (52) would spread between them, and the
world would be reduced to a mere sea of senselessly moving matter.
In that case it would be like two people sitting opposite each other, “no
longer separated but also . . . entirely unrelated to each other by anything tangible” (53).
For Arendt the tragedy of modern man, the “‘withering away’ of the
whole public realm” (60), was set in motion by what we call progress.
For progress has proved unfortunate for human beings, if one understands being human as a being among humans. The more people conform
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to the dynamic forces of progress, Arendt feared, the less they will be
willing to tolerate people who behave differently (40). And that in turn
will also make them less willing to act in concert. Instead the emancipation of the individual would be increasingly measured by economic
growth and technical progress.
These days, private interests prevail over public concerns. The state
is organized like a gigantic household in which the role of the public
realm—as pointed out by Habermas —is limited to opposing authority.
Accustomed to speaking of the public only in the plural, the public realm
appears to us like the hustle and bustle of a carnival. Every difference,
whether it be of a sub-personal or transnational dimension, has the
right to a public hearing. That no one limits either access or mobility to
others is the crucial prerequisite to such cultural relativism. As Søren
Kierkegaard—whose writings Arendt knew “quite well”—wrote in the
mid-nineteenth century, the public has become a “phantom,” “a monstrous abstraction,” “an all-embracing something which is nothing.”
But the public realm described by Arendt is cut from a completely different cloth. It is the site of collective performance that brings together
those who are different from one another precisely because they are
different. Thus with the rise of particular and compliant publics the
question of the public (in singular) must be replanted. What is common
to all is of great importance to a multicultural society. The collective
that acts in the public realm is not a uniform entity such as a class, a
nation, or a mass. What brings people together here is exactly what
separates them from each other; in other words, according to Arendt,
the public realm is like parentheses that hold together the differences
between people.
Arendt‘s theory is still relevant in the current debate on the public
realm because she insists that it is of universal significance. While her
model may be neither democratic nor politically correct (it would be
unfair to judge historical facts using today’s criteria), it is perfectly justifiable to elevate the historical conditions of a rather small elite to the
category of universal relevance. If we take the declaration of human
rights seriously, the Greek model is indeed compelling. Implementing
these rights, however, would not signify erasing the differences between
people, but rather constructing from them a collective that merits the
title “public.”

2 Latour’s Thing
To restore to the public realm the status it once had according to Arendt,
we have to go back, not in time to ancient Greece, but to reality, or as
Bruno Latour puts it “back to things” (2005: 13). Compared to Arendt,
Latour's approach is more pragmatic (Greek: pragma, the thing). While
his thoughts on “the public” primarily address the problems of today’s
mass society and are strongly influenced by the American political philosophers Walter Lippmann and John Dewey, he ultimately defines the
public realm “of things” as Arendt did, as a contested space ruled by
antagonism rather than by conformism.
According to the Oxford Dictionary, the word “thing” originally meant
an assembly or a court —the “Thingstätte” or the “Ting”—as well as a
cause or a matter of concern brought before a court or discussed in an
assembly. Only later did the word take on the current meaning of an
ordinary material object.
A combination of these different meanings of “thing” gives us a signification diametrically opposed to that of the term “object.” An object
stands out because of the unshakeable obstinacy of its factuality. It is
considered perfect in itself, self-contained, and independent of the bad
or good intentions of anyone who makes use of it. The owner of the
object is also the owner and master of its properties.
In contrast, a thing defies ownership. One can only take part in a thing,
as for example one takes part in a court hearing or a soccer game. It is
not possible to separate matters of fact—like the weight of a ball—from
matters of concern—like the control of that ball. Things embody human
matters of concern as well as physical matters of fact (2004: 231); they
are the product of negotiations on their manufacture, use, and disposal.
It is the power of assembly that constitutes the quintessential quality
of a thing, and precisely the quality Martin Heidegger found missing
from technical objects. Emphasizing the specific quality of things, in
his lecture on “Das Ding” (“The Thing”), Heidegger spoke for over an
hour about an earthen water jug and how it is capable of “gathering
together” earth and sky, divinities and mortals.
Following on this theme, Latour asks why one shouldn’t transfer Heidegger’s respect for things to technical objects (2004: 233). Even a simple
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Coca-Cola can embodies more aspects of being than Heidegger’s water
jug—from the exploitation of natural resources, to energy consumption,
marketing strategies, global retail networks, product placement, and the
politics of recycling. It implicates everyone from the ordinary worker
eating his lunch to the demigods of the Olympic Games.
One only has to take a closer look to realize that technical objects have
always been things in the original sense of the word, merely concealing
their complicated networks of relationships under smooth and perfect
surfaces. Confronted with things like cars, nuclear reactors, baby milk,
mobile phones, etc., we are forced to acknowledge “external” forces
that exist within things. So Latour writes with good reason, “What the
etymology of the word thing . . . had conserved for us mysteriously as
a sort of fabulous and mythical past has now become, for all to see, our
most ordinary present” (2004: 236). Moreover, in a globalized world,
things—including the accidents they cause and their potential misuse—connect us more than kinship, identity, or territory (2005: 4). We
have become cosmopolitans gathered together by things rather than by
nationalities.

As with any parliament, the question of representation is crucial here
in two respects. On the one hand the question is: who is represented,
who is allowed to present his or her concerns? In regard to things it is
not easy to find a satisfying solution, especially because it entails giving
the power of representation not only to humans, but also to the nonhuman world. Fortunately, scientists have developed enough instruments to give speech to the speechless. In order to meet all demands,
the composition of the “parliament of things” must be continuously
called into question; old representatives must defend their claims, while
the petitions of the new must be consistently taken into consideration.
As Latour writes, “The point of reviving this old etymology is that we
don’t assemble because we agree, look alike, feel good, are socially compatible or wish to fuse together but because we are brought by divisive
matters of concern into some neutral, isolated place in order to come to
some sort of provisional makeshift (dis)agreement” (2004: 13).
One should remember here that Arendt speaks in a very similar way of the
table—that is the world of things—around which people gather. Gathering
together differences is more important than forming a perfect unity.

Therefore, a return to things does not require a revolution. The materials for the “building of public life” are already present (2001: 232). But
without a plan for how to organize them, they make no sense. Things
lead nowhere if their inherent publicness is not made explicit. The
new public realm needs a constitution so that all potential participants
know how to present their concerns. And it needs a place—not necessarily a monumental structure—at which representatives can come
together and act in concert.

The major hazard of modernism was—and still is—keeping the number
of representatives small enough to reduce the degree of entanglement
and arrive at conclusions efficiently. A recent example of such a perpetuation of the modernist attitude can be found in the essay “The
Politics of the Envelope” by Alejandro Zaero-Polo. He mobilizes the
usual aspects that make buildings systems more efficient, instead of making them self-reflexive by taking into account the building’s impact on the
local context.

The Greek model is no longer an option, because action cannot be left
to small elites. Latour suggests instead what he calls “Dingpolitik”
(2005: 4), by which he means a Western-style democratic parliamentary
system, but assembled around things. If things are assemblages, then
they can be seen as the basis for assemblies of those who represent
the relevant facts and concerns. Making Things Public—the title of an
exhibition he organized with Peter Weibel in the zkm in Karlsruhe—
is for Latour making inherent diversity the subject of public mediation. What Arendt saw in the Greek polis, he sees in the “parliament
of things”: the birthplace of a public spirit understood as a search for
what is common to us all (2001: 289).

The question of who represents the public realm is, on the other hand,
a question of how the public realm should be represented. Just as the
polis represented the ancient Greek concept of the public realm, Dingpolitik needs a localization that represents its particular version of the
public, in order to speak, gather together differences, and act in concert.
In this respect, Latour provides a great deal of practical examples of
how artists, economists, natural scientists, and sociologists are accustomed to representing the results of their work.
Contemporary cities don’t resemble the Greek polis. Rather, they are
gigantic households in which private matters take on public relevance.
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One possibility for addressing this dilemma is to rethink the public
realm. One can imagine it as something holding gigantic households
together as cities and nations; no longer a specific place in-between as
in the Greek polis, but rather connected through networks. Just imagine
public institutions as Thingstätte and sites of direct democracy applied
to our globalized world. From this networked condition would emerge
new building types that facilitate new relationships among participants, alternative uses of technical media, new links between the local
and the global, between human experience and machine knowledge,
real and virtual resources, reality without speech and speech without
reality. They are laboratories for experiments on the construction of
public spirit rather than public department stores we know can be easily looted. In so doing we would attempt a redefinition of a school, a
prison, a zoo, a hospital: places where public goods such as education,
security, environment, health, etc. are produced by a manifold public
(in the singular).

T owar d s an infrastructure for a new P ublic

Under such circumstances it is hard to find a place to represent Greenland’s glaciers or the migration flows from the South, or, for that matter,
any form of the avant-garde. But we know for sure that the local problems
can’t be solved without taking into consideration global warming, global
migration, and time battering the earth. How do we give them a voice?

Of all the art-forms and technologies currently in circulation, architecture and information technology have something particular in common.
Architecture is the most public of the arts and information technology is
likely also the most public of technologies. But not all aspects of living
are equally amenable to the dictates of technical logic. Giedion pointed
this out in Mechanization Takes Command, suggesting that we “discriminate
between the spheres that are fit for mechanization and those that are not”.
The market economy has shaped our approach to perceived personal
needs for technical novelty with great success. Computers, mobile
phones and the networking technologies that make them work effectively, merge with ease into the demands of the everyday. It comes with
no surprise that the Century of the Self (Curtis) preceded the ME++
society (Mitchell). Unfortunately, ME++ leaves us unprepared for considering the possibility of a WE++ future.
The following sections glean from the history of the information age
what we need for the design of an alternative public. It formulates the
technical requirements of an infrastructure upon which a network of
things can be constructed. As a condensed tale of our digital era, it is
told with twists and a new emphasis on the potential of change through
adaptation and learning, love, longing, fear, health, education and death
in the age of shared resources and endless learning systems.

1 Resources
If urban life still matters in the 21st century, then we must understand
the boundary conditions that information technologies create for the
design of cities. Infrastructure sets the stage for this not only in pipes,
ducts, wires and antennas, but in opportunities to rearrange resources
we all need. This discussion of physical infrastructures is not another
celebration of the advantages of wired life but rather an attempt to find
viable entry points from which to rearrange infrastructures for a new
public beyond business opportunities. The issue of infrastructure far
exceeds the cables, repeaters, gateways and routers, configured for
neutrality or not, that constitute communication infrastructure (Bar,
Baer, Ghandeharizadeh, Oronez).
Water, sewage, gas and electricity (wge) constitute the infrastructural
foundation of urban life in the 19th and 20th centuries. Today, sensors,
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software and connectivity (ssc) build a new layer on top of and next
to the wge system. Dams are monumental while mobile phone towers
blend in with other urban rooftop junk, making the new infrastructure far more invisible than its predecessor. Invisibility is in many ways
paradigmatic of this second infrastructure. Contrary to the wge infrastructure often housed in representational buildings, ssc is designed to
exist in the background.
None of the new infrastructure renders the older obsolete. Not only
does ssc need the water and electricity delivered by wge, but it adds
additional demands on it. Exploding numbers of power hungry gadgets
consume more and more electricity, making the construction of even
more power plants all but inevitable. The two systems, wge and ssc,
have become intertwined and mutually dependent. Hydroelectric power is piped via computer control to wherever it is needed. The electric
grid, in turn, is becoming adaptive to varying energy needs. With the
transportation and waste disposal infrastructure, they build the back
bone of large scale postmodern hardware. Far from being restricted
to compromising comfort, blackouts and water shortages show us just
how fragile infrastructure-heavy civilization can be.
This infrastructure mix defines the matrix of possibilities from which the
city of bits and atoms can constitute itself. It sets the boundary conditions
for the ensemble of second order infrastructure, including parking garages,
gas pipelines, ATMs, green markets, and others in Kwinter’s list [Kwinter].
The flows that emerge are only separable on paper; spaces of place and flow
[Castells] mix to exciting cocktails that belie their simple ingredients. While
noticeable even in one’s own home, it becomes viscerally noticeable in
international airports, the cathedrals of post modernity [Stalder].

2 Data
Today, many people are more likely to check their gps-capable mobile
phones than the stars in the sky for orientation. More than ever, we
experience our world though sensor enabled gadgets. Sensors replace
lost skills, introduce new one and always remind us of the other worlds
we have no access to.
Our primitive senses no longer suffice for critical intellectual navigation in an age of synthetic design. Magnetic flux, infrared waves, ultra-

sonic sound are just a few of the worlds closed to our primitive sensory
organs. Beyond expanding our own sensory perception ranges, sensors
change our temporal orientations. They do not tire, do not blink and
do not need rest. Combined with mesh-works they can span large distances to become all perceiving. A dumb weather buoy that blindly collects air temperature data at a fixed location can become, when linked
with other buoys, an integral part of a storm tracking system dispersed
across the oceans (Kington and Selinger). Or the isolated video camera
with a limited field of view can, when networked with others, become
part of a phalanx of surveillance cameras able to track people as they
walk through the city (Chandra and Flynn).
In contrast to the relative ease with which software and hardware can
scale is the difficulty of storing data. While short term storage has
become un-problematic, long term storage defies solution. Even archival quality compact disks are expected to last less than 100 years (The
Optical Storage Technology Association). The best alternatives, such
as Potshards (Protection Over Time, Securely Harboring And Reliably
Distributing Stuff ) (Storer et al.) and Lorie’s uvc (Universal Virtual
Computer) require data to migrate from one system to another, relying
not on the temporal stability of a material carrier such as granite, but
on the persistence of data transmission protocols. Maintaining the
longevity of digital data has become a Sisyphus task of continuous data
rearrangement, moving bits from one soon obsolete system to the next,
with no end in sight. Eternity has now become procedural.
But sensors, the data they generate and the way they are represented
are meaningless without a way to access them. From the very start of
the evolution of computing, the detailed rules that organize the flow
of bits have defined what the accumulated data can and cannot represent. Indeed, the flow itself signifies, as bit position matters far more
than bit value. The sequential notational markings themselves create
in turn the basis for imagining, mathematically and philosophically,
as Badiou shows in Nombre et les nombres, the idea of Number, and
provide counter-intuitive materiality to the vaporous metaphor of the
digital bit.
Flow and sequence are the default structure of data. But only structured data makes the flow accessible and hence searchable. Structures
simple and complex are the first line of intervention into the flow of
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bits. They are the first alteration of the data’s raw state. The algorithm
is the processing equivalent of data structure, the first line of manipulation of events and setting of commands. The term structure is not
rich enough really to do justice to the significance of arranging data,
making it available and giving it presence—curating data would be
more appropriate.
With curated data the algorithm morphs, as Wirth noted, to the program,
the most recognizable element of the computer. Programs specialized
for finance, document processing, photo and video management constitute, in turn, the amorphous conglomerate software, now a medium in
its own right. Software is disrupting in the sense that is serves one purpose and creates new ones in its (modified) use. Also, software construction can scale from small domains such as managing personal photos
to large domains such as managing the flow of foods across the globe.
And it scales across the user base, from solitary actors to coordinated
actions of many individuals. As such, software is a means by which
structures can be produced.
The malleability of software makes it brittle, but also other-worldly.
Being one and another while able to emulate any version of itself made
Turing call his concept computer a universal machine. While fundamentals are very out of vogue, as far as computing goes, quantum computing
is universality par excellence. At least in theory, quantum computers
would be able to simulate with arbitrary accuracy the behavior of arbitrary physical systems (Deutsch, 2004). But how this might work in our
world is still largely unknown (Deutsch, 2002) (Flachbart and Weibel).
There is no need to wait for quantum computing for urban informatics.
The dualism (particle-wave, it-bit) at the heart of quantum physics is
part and parcel of built systems. Despite the best efforts of architects,
the inside is never really separated from its environs.
Ontological quantum extravagance aside, virtuality is integral to current
computer technology. In engineering jargon, virtualization refers to
the abstraction of computer hardware resources. Virtual memory
allows uniform and contiguous addressing of physically separate and
non-contiguous memory and disk areas. Storage virtualization completely abstracts the logical data storage from its physical storage. Likewise network virtualization creates an abstracted network addressing space across network subnets. This inherent capacity to be many

things, to span time and space, allows software more than other forms
of infrastructure to be commandeered for special purposes. And these
special purposes are not always benevolent. Hindu extreme nationalism,
for example, is strongest not amongst the poor, but amongst the professional classes, the software engineers, lawyers and scientists; the educated networked class with easy access to (manipulated) information
(Kaplan).

3 Networks
The isolated computer is one thing, but the networked computer is
another. Indeed, as foreseen by John Gage (Riske), the network has become the computer. As we expect water to flow from an open faucet and
electricity to be available from every outlet, we now expect the everupdated archives of the Internet to be available at every corner of the
world. Provided we have access. And access requires not only servers,
routers, opto-electric transmission and wireless hubs, but codes and
passwords. New city walls have been erected around us.
Networked computers and the dynamics that emerge from them are in
turn dependent on infrastructure. Computer protocols for the exchange
of email and transfer of files have been optimized for efficient transport of data. At the same time, protocols constrain what can be shared
amongst computers and the people who have come to rely on them.
And reliability is the raison d'être of networks. Paul Baran's early vision
of packet switched communication was born of the hope for survivability from nuclear attack. Baran understood that the most reliable
network was the one that had no central control or administration, one
that had many ways of routing messages through a network. Redundancy was the key to his vision of reliability, and Baran recognized the
potential of digital technology to deliver this robustly and cheaper than
competing technologies such as microwave. Redundancy also improves
the ability to learn. Developmental psychologists have determined that
intersenory redundancy (Bahrick and Lickliter), the combination of information from two separate sensory modalities, facilitates infants’ ability
to direct attention to events convened through multiple sensing modalities, as in hearing a hammer hammer and watching a hammer in
action at the same time.
The network of networks and infrastructure pure, as it were, is today
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what we call the Internet. If identity or territory defines what is shared
by the people of a nation, then the all-encompassing technical matrix
of the Internet defines what is common to people online. And this
generates its own form of public realm, albeit a strange one. Each computer terminal is now a public stage and a market place. Each node is
cultivating its own little garden, marked on the map of the matrix in
the same manner as the node of an international corporation. Just
as in urban junkspaces (Koolhaas) , there are no contested spaces on
Facebook, Flickr and Twitter. Nobody has an idea of what public means
beyond the exhibition of personal desires and identities. As Kazys Varnelis writes at the end of Network Publics: “All the while, whether network culture plants the seeds of greater democratic participation and
deliberation, or whether it will only be used to mobilize already likeminded individuals, remains an open question.” Online, everything is
public, everything can be seen (and known)—nothing but the technical
matrix behind the Internet is shared by all.
Only in affluent parts of the world can one take infrastructure for
granted. That holds for water and networks alike. Luckily, lack of one
form of infrastructure can sometimes be compensated by excess in another. HachCache, a caching method developed by Pai and colleagues
makes data access easier where network bandwidth is compromised.
Not only does the system reduce bandwidth needed for frequently
accessed data but it reduces the amount of electricity required to do so
by diligently moving the web data directly onto a computer’s hard disk
in lieu of the more energy demanding random-access memory. The
clever infrastructure swapping allows HachCache to work even with
outdated computers. And in some parts of the world, such as the Kokrobitey Institute in Ghana and Obafemi Awolowo University in Nigeria
where the system is being tested (Talbot), old computers and shoddy
connectivity is the state of the art. But shoddy network infrastructure
has its price. Global Internet companies are losing revenue in Asia and
Africa where people hungry for video stress the insufficient bandwidth
available to them. MySpace, for example, is testing a stripped-down
low bandwidth version of its services that is less expensive to display.
It is called, euphemistically, Profile Lite (Stone and Helft).
Finding ways of dealing with compromised (information) infrastructure is even becoming a prerequisite to doing useful work at all. The
international nonprofit organization InSTEDD (Kass-Hout and Tada),

for example, helps communities in remote locations identify infectious
diseases. InSTEDD makes use of adaptive mobile phone based information sharing and machine learning to recognize infectious disease
patterns in the Mekong Delta where a patchwork of technologies,
including ham radios and oral communication, augment spotty mobile
phone coverage.
Sooner or later, connectivity will be common place and making sense
of the masses of data will irrevocably move into the foreground. In that
regard the future is here. Virtualization has made computing heavenly,
cloudy, actually. And on-demand cloud computing simulates physical
computers so well that one can run any kind of software in the clouds
without noticing that the calculations themselves no longer take place
on the desktop but in remote data centers. The once powerful personal
computer has been demoted to a dummy terminal, and the music you
download from the cloud onto the device formerly known as your personal computer, will never belong to you. While the accents of workers at
telephone response centers still make the occasional customer call a
trip to a different part of the world, cloud computed calculations go
global unnoticed. Socially and computationally, economies of scale
seem to benefit cloud computing for now. This software service model
is big business, growing in leaps and bounds, and occasionally stumbling
along. Many of the major players in cloud computing have experienced
snafus of significant proportions [1]. Still, terabytes of data residing on
thousands of servers are processed with data association models such
as Google’s MapReduce and Hadoop (Dean and Ghemawat) at global
data collection companies all over the world. Your casual web surfing
is being recorded with or without your consent. And the personal electronic bookshelf you might pride yourself with if you have a networked
eBook redefines the idea of owning a book. Recently the maker of the
Kindle “synchronized” a few problematic e-book entries (Stone) and
made George Orwell’s 1984 disappear from customers’ eBooks into the
very incineration chute aka “memory hole” described in Orwell’s text.
Just like that.

4 Intelligence
What kinds of thoughts occur in the machines that perform these elaborate operations? Is this intelligence? Despite claims by some computer scientists to the contrary, it remains difficult to assess what kind of
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thinking, if any, computers perform. Artificial is the most common term
for this thinking, but alien might be more appropriate. Some see the failure of artificial intelligence to deliver super human smartness as little
more than a bad choice. Logic simply does not suffice for intelligence.
None less than the grand master of mathematical logic recognized this
problem from the beginning. Understanding that intelligence is unlikely
to be created ex nihilio, Turing suggested the term machine learning (Turing) as a way to boot-strap the dull child machine towards the state of
more enlightened machinic adulthood.
Computer scientists use the term “learning” in a very specific way. In
less domain specific lingo one might simply call this “following rules” or
“training”. More generally, machine learning is understood as the discipline that develops the principles and procedures for making machines
improve with experience (Mitchell). Machine Learning grew out of the
field of Artificial Intelligence, but is less concerned with symbolic logic and
more interested in interaction with the 'real' world, where a fixed algorithm
might not be available to solve a problem. Indeed, current computational
solutions to many challenging problems such as speech recognition, synthetic speech generation and computer vision belong in this category.
Our interpretation of the significance of machine learning for the making
of a new public differs from that emphasized by the computer science
community, where the promise of even more efficient machines and yet
higher levels of automated control are the focal points. For the design
space we focus on, “learning” includes the acknowledgement of ignorance, the willingness to listen to others and the ability to learn from
mistakes. Self-reflection and being linked to human judgment gives
learning systems a unique scope. Understanding computation as a mediator and complementary participant with people is a powerful paradigm, one other areas of research seem also attracted to. Pentland and
colleagues, for example, coined the term social computation to describe
the field where behavior and habit analysis meet computational media.
Indeed, querying the ‘social’ data generated by millions of people surfing the Internet is becoming a trans-disciplinary field in its own right.
Other researchers are focusing on the potential of meta-level knowledge
gleaned from large corpora of data. Collective intelligence (Malone et al.),
for example, suggests new ways of harnessing the aggregate knowledge
from masses of individuals. Consensus, voting, averaging are acts per-

formed on collected inputs. Depending on the particular application,
these procedures actively aggregate and even robustly orchestrate
knowledge snippets from individuals into something larger than the
individual snippets themselves. But sometimes even this robustness is
insufficient. Deliberation of social networking sites is often heralded as
a democratic feature of the web. Contrary to intuition, deliberating groups
do not do well at aggregating information objectively and fall prey to
group think. Mixing people with information processes requires designers to seek new solutions for the obvious. Just as government comprises more than downloading application forms, public deliberation
is more than just blogging. Interestingly, prediction methods, such as
prediction markets with incentives, can achieve, at least according to
Sunstein the kind of knowledge and deliberation results isolated minds
cannot. But collective intelligence, for all its virtues, is too focused on
a priori definitions of its search space, and too strongly convinced that
the collective will always know better. For our interests, learning systems
offer a more general framework, one that contains the potential of collective intelligences but expands it with system inherent adaptivity.
The idea of combining the strengths of machinic procedure with human
intuition and common sense is powerful because it has the potential to
deliver ways of knowing neither of the two is capable of in isolation.
Machine learning introduces to the machine world a sense of humility
and suggests that machines are not all knowing, and that they can be
designed to co-operate on our terms.
We cannot know what will be important tomorrow, hence the need to
be able to operate in unknown territory. Cloud computing, stream processing and the perpetual analytics (Pauw et al.) it offers by continuously
harvesting time ordered data from heterogeneous collections of sensors,
was hardly known only a few years ago. Learning systems allow one to
consider continuous flow, constant change and input from many different
sources, humans, non-humans and synthetic systems alike. These features—
and not the current spectacular success stories—make machine learning a prime candidate for a future framework of parliaments of things.
Have we not heard such stories of future wonders before? The trap of
projecting qualitative change onto technology is an old story, and
architecture has also been enticed by its lure. We are still waiting for
the smart house to be smart by anyone’s standards and the responsive
environment to be more than a caricature of responsive. Cybernetics
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Unfortunately, one cannot expect the current state of machine learning to be of much use to the arts and architecture. Systems built for
optimizing search engines or robot trajectories are of no direct use. Indeed, new ones will be needed for intelligent urban design. And while
these new configurations will be informed by those that proceeded
them, their success and failure will be based on their ability to deliver
both technical and social robustness. Confrontations will be unavoidable, but we have plenty of experience with that. Indeed, too numerous
are the voices that accuse the new technical infrastructure of enslaving us in ever more elaborate forms. From critics of video surveillance
(Crang and Graham) to rfid tracking (Kuitenbrouwer), everyone seems
to know just how dire the situation is. And the engineers who followed
Weiser’s well intended but disastrous suggestion of moving information infrastructure into the background—where no one knows what it
is actually doing—are now hard at work attempting to prevent yet more
public outcry by bringing it, selectively, back to the foreground. The
design guidelines for privacy enforcement known as the privacy razor
formulated by Lahlou and Jegou as part of the Disappearing Computer
initiative, are one example of this belated clean up exercise. And even
the most respected Human Computer Interaction designers who should
bring some practical sense into the infrastructure mess only tell us what
we already know, namely that information is a cultural good (Dourish).
We do not have a concise theory of how to live with the powerful systems
at our disposal, and this text will not change this. Instead of a solution we
will offer, in the next section, an expanded solution search space with
documents from imagined places, where information is understood as a
public resource and learning systems act in concert with the people
they are designed for.

MICRO
PUBLICPLACES

stumbled over its grand interpretations of early successes, over-interpreting the significance and scope of the simple feedback systems it so
desperately hoped were signs of a new age. Learning systems offer the
opportunity to reconnect to this important legacy while acknowledging
the new conditions on the ground today; it allows one to work towards
reconnecting the social and the public with the technical in important
new ways. And through these reconnections one rearranges the things
that can emerge from them, because technical systems embody political
and moral choices. And this rearrangement must now be understood as
part of design practice, a logical extension of architectural practice that
has always been ‘comprehensive’. Just like the DJ and the programmer,
who no longer create, but reorganize, as Bourriaud might put it.
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Abstract
This introduction provides an overview of material- or device-centred approaches to
the study of public participation, and articulates the theoretical contributions of the
four papers that make up this special section. Set against the background of postFoucauldian perspectives on the material dimensions of citizenship and engagement 
perspectives that treat matter as a tacit, constituting force in the organization of
collectives and are predominantly concerned with the fabrication of political subjects 
we outline an approach that considers material engagement as a distinct mode of
performing the public. The question, then, is how objects, devices, settings and
materials acquire explicit political capacities, and how they serve to enact material
participation as a specific public form. We discuss the connections between social
studies of material participation and political theory, and define the contours of an
empiricist approach to material publics, one that takes as its central cue that the values
and criteria particular to these publics emerge as part of the process of their
organization. Finally, we discuss four themes that connect the papers in this special
section, namely their focus on (1) mundane technologies, (2) experimental devices and
settings for material participation, (3) the dynamic of effort and comfort, and (4) the
modes of containment and proliferation that characterize material publics.
Keywords: technologies of participation; material publics; materiality; political
ontology; sub-politics.

What are publics made of? Of people, the conventional answer would be,
people engaged in a particular form of public or political action. Yet this
response only displaces the question, slightly: what, then, is that engagement 
the sort of engagement that generates a public  made of? By what means does
this form of action  a genuinely public action  come about?
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To address this issue, a variety of disciplines preoccupied with political
participation and citizenship have increasingly turned their attention to the
socio-material conditions of public engagement  to the devices, objects,
substances and material settings in and through which publics are mobilized.
In fields as diverse as science and technology studies, sociology, geography,
anthropology, archaeology, political theory and cultural studies, the question of
how these elements constrain, inform and constitute political or ethical
involvement has acquired a new salience (see, for instance, Barry, 2001;
Bennett, 2001; Braun & Whatmore, 2010; Callon & Rabeharisoa, 2004; Coole
& Frost, 2010; Frost, 2008; Hawkins, 2006; Hicks & Beaudry, forthcoming;
Kelty, 2008; Latour, 2005a; Skinner, 2009). With its emphasis on the role of
materials and artefacts in the public organization of collectives, this mode of
inquiry stands in stark contrast to those traditions that define publics and their
politics largely in discursive, linguistic or procedural terms  traditions that
put forward a vision in which the emergence of true public action requires
divesting actors from the object-dependent qualities of their everyday lives.
A proper consideration of the materials and devices of public participation
seems overdue. ‘Materiality’ and ‘material culture’ have, of course, long been
key preoccupations in anthropology (e.g. Appadurai, 1988; Harvey, 2005;
Ingold, 2000; Miller, 1987), an emphasis on the role of settings, instruments
and devices in the production of scientific facts is the banner of science studies
(e.g. Hannaway, 1986; Latour & Woolgar, 1986; Lynch, 1985; Shapin, 1988),
and a similar materialist sensibility has over the last decade been extended to a
range of fields, such as economics and the economy (e.g. Barry & Slater, 2005;
Callon, 1998; Callon, Millo, & Muniesa, 2007; MacKenzie, 2009) society and
‘post-society’ (Knorr-Cetina, 1997) and the environment (e.g. Castree &
Braun, 2001). Why the delay  or, in some cases, qualms  in extending this
form of empirical investigation to political practice, and more particularly to
the issue of public engagement and participation?1 Is ‘participation’ perhaps a
special case? Does a ‘material turn’ in the study of public action force us to
recast our political vocabularies and, if so, what are the implications for our
normative projects? Finally, has the study of specifically public matters and
materials anything new or distinctive to contribute to longstanding debates
about the material dimensions of cultural, social and political life?
The papers in this special section explore these questions through an
assortment of objects and devices, and in relation to diverse material settings. It
is, intellectually, a heterogeneous and somewhat promiscuous collection, with
its contributors borrowing from a variety of analytical traditions. Rather than
trying to disentangle the conceptual threads running through our four papers,
here we would like to highlight some of the theoretical, methodological and
empirical preoccupations that animate our concern with the physique of the
public.2 We will address four issues to sharpen the contrast with other
approaches to public participation and articulate the normative implications of
the research strategies adopted in the papers that follow. First, we will sketch
out the key features of ‘material-’ or ‘device-centred’ approaches in the social
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and cultural studies of participation, outlining the fundamental difference from
those traditions that see publics as constituted primarily by linguistic,
deliberative or abstract communicative processes.
Second, we will typify what we believe is a limitation of many contemporary
approximations to the material dimensions of citizenship and engagement,
particularly those inspired by Foucauldian perspectives: namely, their understanding of matter as a tacit, constituting force in the organization of political
collectives and their often exclusive preoccupation with the fabrication of
particular kinds of political subjects. We characterize this perspective as ‘subpolitical’, and offer as an alternative a mode of inquiry oriented towards
distinctively material forms of participation  that is, an investigation that
queries how objects, devices, settings and materials, not just subjects, acquire
explicit political capacities, capacities that are themselves the object of public
struggle and contestation, and serve to enact distinctive ideals of citizenship
and participation.
Our approach implies a renewed interest in political theory  in its peculiar
way of understanding the body politic and of making normative claims about
its composition. Political theorists of different stripes have long recognized that
attempts to define citizenship in material terms risk throwing the very notion
into disarray. Pocock (1998 [1992]), for instance, warned that if citizenship is
located in ‘the world of things’, the category risks losing its distinctiveness, for
such a move implies erasing the fundamental distinction between the public
and the private, abandoning the separation between political existence and the
material reproduction of everyday life. Authors inspired by feminist and poststructuralist perspectives have long argued that an appreciation of the material
constitution of political subjects forces us to reconsider received notions of
citizenship as well as the conditions, such as autonomy or self-government,
commonly attached to participation in public life (Bennett, 2010; Frost, 2008;
see also Dobson, 2003; Rubio & Lezaun, 2011).
In the third section we will elaborate on the potential of a new engagement 
or new terms of engagement  with political theory, while in the fourth and
final segment we will drawn on the cases and materials of this collection to
develop some paths for a normative appreciation of publics that is neither
premised on their degree of immateriality nor limited to claims about their
tacit material constitution: an evaluation that considers forms and modes of
participation that are irreducibly material, and that recognizes that the political
value of objects, devices and settings is itself established during the emergence
of an idiosyncratic public.
In relation to these questions, the contributors to this special section have
adopted an empiricist stance, resisting a priori decisions on which materials and
materialities are relevant to political action and pursuing the question of the
normative promise of object-centred publics in relation to concrete devices.
The objects, substances, technologies and material settings represented in the
arguments that follow suggest, however, a set of implicit choices and
commitments: an appreciation for mundane, everyday, ‘low-tech’ artefacts
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and their ability to generate or firm up novel forms of citizenship; an interest
in experimental devices and material settings  those that can serve as a
‘theatre of proof ’ for a particular form of political life; a desire to highlight the
labour, effort and work involved in public participation when it requires the
fabrication or handling of objects; and, finally, a concern with the forms of
containment and modes of proliferation that accompany political engagement
when it comes in an explicitly material form. The mixture of ‘new’ and ‘old’
technologies and artefacts, the always publicly contested attribution of agency
to different components of particular socio-material assemblages, the knotty
question of the ability of object-centred publics to become mobile or durable:
these are all issues, raised by the papers in this collection, that point to a
particular strategy of empirical investigation in taking on the question of the
composition of material publics. They suggest that we are unlikely to account
adequately for the materiality of publics by formulating a singular political
ontology. Rather, to understand how things acquire participatory capacities, we
must attend to the empirical variability of materials and devices of the public.

The materialization of participation
Material perspectives on participation challenge a vision of public action
centred on discursive or deliberative processes. The idea that language is the
central vehicle of politics  that language, in fact, founds and sustains the
difference between human politics and the lives and quarrels of those (beasts or
gods) who exist outside the polity  is so deeply ingrained in our
preconceptions of the political that it is almost impossible to imagine a public,
particularly a democratic one, not constituted primarily by acts of discursive
deliberation. We have only to think of a term such as ‘public sphere’, and the
careful delimitation of the kinds of activities conducive to its emergence that
defines its use in contemporary democratic theory, to grasp the difficulty of
coming up with a political vocabulary that is not premised on disembodied
‘voice’ and linguistic exchange. The circumscription of a separate domain of
action as distinctly and essentially ‘political’ has often been thought to require
an active disregard for other modes of action (Arendt, 1958). According to the
classical, Aristotelian view of citizenship, an actor became ‘political’ precisely
by moving beyond the domains of work, of the domestic, of economic
(chrematistic) action, and citizenship was denied to those, such as slaves and
women, who were ‘too much involved in the world of things  in material,
productive, domestic or reproductive relationships’ (Pocock, 1998 [1992],
p. 34).
To the extent that this ‘world of things’ is classically associated with the
extra-political spheres of domestic life, work, leisure or economic action,
adopting a material perspective on participation involves two changes in how
we approach a description of the body politic. First, we need a vocabulary
that does not inadvertently sever some (‘political’) forms of activity from
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(‘non-political’) others. Second, a materially sensitive account of public
participation entails a particular project of political and moral expansion: to
consider the role of material objects in the organization of publics implies a
move ‘beyond the human’, a broadening of the range of entities that ought to
be considered relevant to the fabric of political communities.
These two commitments have been extensively discussed in recent inquiries
into the relationships between science, technology, nature and politics
(Bennett, 2007; Haraway, 2003; Jasanoff, 2010; Latour, 1993b; Law, 2004;
Mol, 2002; Thrift, 2008), and are reflected in the arguments put forward in
this special section. First, the papers expand the repertoire of entities relevant
to the enactment of public action by adding to the list of usual suspects
(language, ideas, organizations, will, parliaments, votes, procedures) a new set
of candidates: water containers and filters, a merchant ship, the smart
electricity meter in an environmentally conscious household or the objects
manufactured in the course of a deliberative procedure. Second, they explore
how public participation may be performed in sites classically defined as
‘extra-political’, those of work, play and domestic life. But the contributions in
this collection move beyond a mere dedication to including the ‘non-human’ in
our political constitution. They propose to examine more closely what is
distinctive or special (and typically contentious) about participatory objects,
settings, devices and stuff  about objects, settings, devices and stuff that in a
particular situation come to play a role in the enactment of public
participation. This focus implies a particular strategy for further developing
a material perspective on publics.
Several courses of action have recently been developed in sociology, science
studies, geography, political theory and anthropology. Some authors pursue a
project of empirical re-description to account for the role that material settings,
things and devices play in the enactment of ‘classic’, deliberative (i.e.
parliamentary) politics, without necessarily challenging traditional, ‘nonmaterial’ ideals of participation (Callon & Rabeharisoa, 2004; Heurtin, 1999;
Lezaun & Soneryd, 2007). Others, in contrast, explore alternative settings,
practices and forms of participation  those that deviate from the conventional
formats (such as voting or public speaking in deliberative contexts) privileged
in discursive perspectives, and that involve the deployment of material settings,
as in in situ protests (Barry, 2001; Gomart & Hajer, 2003; Hawkins, 2006;
Roseneil, 1995; Stockelova, 2009).3 Third, political and cultural theorists have
rediscovered material objects and physical bodies at the centre of classic
articulations of political ontology, from Lucretius to Marx, via Hobbes or
Spinoza (Bennett, 2001, Bennett, 2010; Cheah & Robbins, 1998; Coole &
Frost, 2010; Frost, 2005, 2008; Skinner, 2009).4
The papers in this special section combine these approaches through
empirical studies of concrete materials and devices of the public. Each
contribution explores an ‘innovative’ object or setting of engagement  an
object or setting that is construed as ‘novel’ or ‘unconventional’ in relation to
participation: a merchant ship as a site for the enactment of participatory
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democracy; the plastic water bottle as a ‘channel’ for contradictory politics of
consumption, waste and recycling; carbon accounting technologies as a way of
fashioning a new form of ‘action-based’ engagement with the environment; a
deliberative platform in which the making and deployment of things changes
the valence of knowledge claims. The contributors anchor their arguments in a
consideration of the performative aspects of materialization; they investigate
the practices, operations and techniques through which things, objects,
environments and infrastructures become invested with political and moral
capacities. In so doing they take up the question of the materiality of
engagement in a direction that departs, slightly but significantly, from the path
opened up by neo-Foucauldian perspectives on the ontology of politics. It is to
this difference that we now turn.

Device-centred studies of participation: beyond sub-politics
Notwithstanding the diversity of theoretical and disciplinary perspectives on
the materiality of participation, it is impossible to exaggerate the impact of
Foucault’s work on how the very question of the physique of the public  the
manner of its structuration by material, environmental or technical means  is
posed today. A central stream of work on the role of architectures, ‘political
technologies’ and publicity devices in the constitution of publics is grounded in
a Foucauldian sensibility towards the ‘micro-physical’ workings of modern
governmentalities, the ‘tiny, everyday, physical mechanisms of micro-power’
that organize political subjectivity (Foucault, 1991 [1975]; see Barry, Osborne
& Rose, 1996; Miller & Rose, 2008; Osborne & Rose, 1999; also Anderson,
1991 [1988]; Ezrahi, 1990; Latour, 2005b; Law 1986; Mukerji, 2009). The
papers that follow attest to this broad neo-Foucauldian influence, yet the
collection also adds, we believe, a new perspective, by broadening the range of
modalities in which material elements feature in the organization of publics.
In the neo-Foucauldian idiom, political subjects and spaces are configured
through the deployment of objects, devices, environments and infrastructures,
but this is a process that typically occurs informally and unobtrusively.
Material elements operate in a ‘sub-discursive’ manner: their relevance to
political processes remains unacknowledged or at least under-articulated in
public discourse.5 A ‘sub-political’ understanding of the ‘politics of things’ also
permeates the analytical strategy of science studies: here the socio-material
conditions of participation and citizenship are typically shown to operate upon
actors in ways that are not just tacit, but virtually sub-legal; technology silently
replaces the legal coercions that bind political subjects; artefacts, settings and
socio-material architectures exert a semi- or pseudo-juridical form of
constraint on action. Paradigmatic examples of the ‘politics of artefacts’,
such as the forms of (im)mobility enforced by the Long Island bridges
discussed by Winner (1980) or the modalities of behaviour inscribed by car
safety belts, as described by Latour (1992), express clearly this ‘sub-political’
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quality: the politics of materially implicated actors is a politics of ordering by
other, pseudo-legal means, an ordering that is silent, inscribed, implicit,
invisible or at any rate under-articulated. It is the remit, indeed the monopoly,
of the analyst to reveal a materiality that is so pervasive that it has become
unnoticeable to the actors in the world; it is the privilege of the critic to display
the hidden yet all-encompassing effects of the material  effects so constitutive
as to be invisible, to have become a sort of ‘second nature’ for the political
subjects involved.
The papers in this special section, along with much recent work on the
materialization of publics, attempt to move beyond the idiom of ‘sub-political’
or ‘constitutive’ materiality. Our primary interest does not lie with how matter
silently or secretly enters into the constitution of political subjects and forms 
in materiality as a ‘latent’ force  but in how material things, technologies and
settings themselves become invested with more or less explicit political and
moral capacities. Our approach is not limited to how things partake in the
constitution of political subjects (i.e. citizens), spaces (e.g., parliaments) or tools
(e.g. the opinion poll), but extends to the political capacities of things in their
own right  to how objects acquire ‘powers of engagement’ and how those
powers of engagement are articulated, discussed and contested in the public
domain (Marres, 2009).
In her discussion of the plastic bottle, for instance, Hawkins explores how the
object acquires the capacity to mediate matters of concern, from health to labour
or environmental issues, but also how that mediation becomes an object of
scrutiny and struggle  how ‘the matter of the package comes to matter
politically’ and thereby becomes the object of multiple public articulations. In
Marres’ paper, it is the very ability of carbon-accounting technologies to
facilitate a concern with climate change that is the object of controversy and
political action. In Lezaun’s contribution, the material superstructure of Balao 
a large working artefact that operates also as a purposefully designed setting for a
new kind of politics  is explicitly and contentiously designed to become a
platform for engagement, and that design, far from being latent, silent or
unobtrusive, goes hand in hand with a proliferation of public articulations of the
value of material structures and social theories. In their account of a public forum
on flood risks, Whatmore and Landström describe a process of ‘making things
together’ that is public and accountable to the actors involved in it, a process in
which the collective handling of objects  maps, photos, pieces of mouldy carpet 
serves to ‘recharge’ a deliberative procedure, to ‘slow down’ and ‘put at risk’
expert knowledge claims (see also Stengers, 2000).
Importantly, the papers attend not just to participatory objects, but also to
settings. This is in part a way of upholding a sceptical attitude towards
singular, discrete, clearly bounded objects and their ability to ‘embody’ or
‘mediate’, by themselves, a particular concept of publicity. In our examples,
objects are deployed in very specific places, in material settings that are
carefully designed and arranged to produce particular effects and facilitate the
investment of those objects with participatory potential. The design of the
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setting is a notable means of materially scripting participation, and acquires
special significance where the sites of work, play and domesticity enable rather
than disable the performance of public participation. Whether it is the
retrofitted home, the purposefully designed ship or the architecture of the
competency group, the design of a particular environment for the use and
handling of objects is a central aspect of the configuration of a particular
public. Even when discrete, well-bounded objects  such as the perfectly
packaged water bottle  are the explicit focus of attention, the arguments
pursue these entities beyond the limits of their self-containment  by
exploring, in the case of Hawkins, the recycling practices through which the
plastic container becomes ‘a materially potent object capable of capturing
humans in networks of obligation and responsibility’ (Hawkins, this issue), or
questioning the ability of object-specific effects to travel beyond the site of
their original invocation.
The papers, as we mentioned earlier, treat the material dimensions of
publicity, whether those of objects, devices or settings, as themselves an object
of public action, and in so doing break with a certain ‘asymmetry’ peculiar to
materially sensitive approaches to politics and democracy. Those perspectives
acknowledge the material constitution of the subjects, spaces and issues of
democracy, but often conclude by upholding the idea that genuine publicity
requires disconnection from the socio-material relations of everyday or
professional life. Indeed, it is striking how several of the authors mentioned
above (Callon, Lascoumes, & Barthe, 2009; Rose & Novas, 2004; Latour, 2004),
who have so productively inquired into the socio-material constitution of both
the subjects and the objects of political life, revert to an ideal of public
participation premised on processes of disembedding or disentanglement from
material practices  the extent to which they limit participation to deliberative
forums of one kind or another.6 This collection, by contrast, suggests that the
performance of participation does not necessarily involve dissociating actors
from their everyday or working lives or displacing them to a dedicated,
‘political’ location (for a historical account of the emergence of everyday
framings of citizenship in twentieth-century social research in the UK, see
Mort, 2006). Participation is rather performed in the workplace, the home,
nature, the market  in settings and through objects that do not belong to a
distinct sphere of action, but rather co-articulate public political activity with
other domains of everyday practice.
In short, the papers collected here attempt to shift attention from the latent
material constitution of subjects and forms of democracy to more explicit
deployments of objects, settings and devices in the organization of participation. They consider participatory democracy as enacted through work in and
on material objects. The publics thus organized consist of materially and
physically implicated actors, and would cease to exist if these actors were
transposed into a sphere where these socio-material constituents could be
disregarded. Rather than treating the material as a substratum, background or
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tool of politics, then, these papers inquire into forms of politics that are
distinctively and irreducibly material.
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An empiricist engagement with political theory
A view that takes materiality to be a central feature of political action leads to a
renewed engagement of social and cultural studies with political theory  an
engagement that is visible in many strands of contemporary work on science,
technology and democracy (Braun & Whatmore, 2010; Brown, 2009; Kelty,
2008; Lezaun, 2007; Marres, 2007; Thorpe, 2007; Turner, 2003; Wynne, 2008).
In this line of work, an intensified engagement with core concepts and
principles of political theory becomes a necessity, at a time when a certain
‘participatory turn’ (characterized by the involvement of ‘lay’ actors and the
proliferation of deliberative platforms) has become de rigueur in the governance
of science, innovation and the environment. When governments and powerful
non-governmental organizations adopt an explicitly participatory agenda, a
generic commitment to the principle of ‘public engagement’ no longer suffices.
‘Ready-made’ concepts of public engagement need probing, and political
theory then becomes an important source of critical resources (Wynne, 2008;
see also Irwin & Michael, 2003; Waterton & Ellis, 2004).
This renewed engagement with political theory offers an opportunity to
address perceived lacunae or shortcomings in the social and cultural studies of
participation: for instance, the rather asymmetric treatment of political
democracy in science studies  the fact that, while knowledge claims are the
object of intense scrutiny, concepts and theories of democracy are often
imported with little or no attempt to examine the conditions of their validity. It
is striking how often a rigorous probing of notions of ‘scientific method’  of
its idealized power of prescription and generalization  can go hand in hand
with a rather uncritical adoption of ‘political methods’  typically the ‘off the
shelf ’ concepts and categories of procedural democracy (Marres, 2007). A turn
to political theory offers in this regard an opportunity to re-work a repertoire
of keywords and ideas that appears somewhat worn. This renewed engagement
will be especially productive  also to political theory itself  if the emphasis is
on the role that things, devices, settings and substances play in the composition
of that distinctive political collective we call public (see also Braun &
Whatmore, 2010; Irwin & Michael, 2003; Kelty, 2008; Latour, 2005a).
For one thing, a focus on the material constitution of publics is conceptually
and normatively relevant insofar as it contributes to a widespread attempt to
complicate the ‘agoristic’ view of public politics. Liberal, Marxist and feminist
theories have long questioned the notion that public politics can only (or best)
occur in a few select spaces uniquely suited to the purpose, of which the Greek
‘agora’ is the paradigmatic form. According to this model the constitution of a
public requires the disengagement of individuals from the socio-material
conditions of their everyday lives (see Pocock, 1998 [1992]; Wolin, 2004
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[1960]). Each of these three traditions has in its own way challenged the notion
that material entanglements exceeding those of appropriately ‘public’ activity
are or should be rendered irrelevant to public politics. Classic liberalism
conceived of the citizen as legitimately absorbed by everyday concerns;
Marxism developed a political vocabulary anchored in the realities of work and
production; feminist political theory grounds its claims in a consideration of
the physicality of individual and political bodies and of the practices this
physicality carries with it. The implications of these arguments are evident in
fields as diverse as the history of early-modern republican thought (Pocock,
2003 [1975]), sociological accounts of the material basis of the public sphere
(see, notably, Habermas, 1991 [1962]) or feminist arguments about the politics
of the personal (Pateman, 1989).
A conspicuous case within the field of political theory itself is the reexamination of the work of Thomas Hobbes, whose texts have been mined for
evidence of materialist and physicalist dimensions in his conceptualization of
the body politic, aspects notably missing in those accounts that focus on his
theory of absolute sovereign power (Frost, 2005, 2008).7 In more explicit
reference to current affairs, political theorists have reflected on the contemporary environmental crisis in an attempt to develop a thoroughly material
conceptions of the polity, one in which the normative obligations of citizenship
ensue from the material reproduction of everyday life (Dobson, 2003). These
and similar lines of inquiry explicitly reject the notion that authentic political
action requires an extrication of individuals from the fabric of their ordinary or
working life, or that the influence of material entanglement is to be bracketed
or neutralized in order ‘to safeguard a self-reflective subject and a voluntarist
account of political action’ (Frost, 2005, p. 31).
The papers in this collection take up this line of argumentation, but they
pursue it by empirical means, exploring concepts of political theory through
case studies of specific participatory objects  plastic bottles, carbon
accounting appliances, flood risk models  and physical settings where
socio-technical forms of public action are conjured up  the merchant ship, the
competency group, the domus of the climate-conscious family. The tactic is not
dissimilar to the approach that science studies adopted vis-a`-vis traditional
philosophical issues, namely to turn epistemological issues regarding the
nature and conditions of truth, validity or the progress of science into
questions of empirical investigation, or ‘epistopics’ (Bloor, 1976; Latour, 1988;
Lynch, 1997; Mol, 2002). Considering the success of science studies in respecifying the classic themes of epistemological investigation by attending to
the role of material devices, it is not surprising that a similar ‘material turn’
would be deployed in the attempt to recast the concepts and modes of
argumentation characteristic of political philosophy, a field that, despite some
forceful challenges (e.g. Connolly, 2002; Mouffe, 2000), remains wedded to
prescriptive styles of theorization.
Past discussions in social theory over the attribution of agency to
instruments, things, animals or infrastructures  the question of the role of
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non-humans in the organization of the collective, to adopt a standard actornetwork theory formulation  also offer a cautionary tale here. These debates
remained rather academic, in the pejorative sense of that fine word (Lippmann,
1997 [1922]), largely because materiality was conceptualized for the most part
in the sub-political idiom of ‘mediation’: the ‘politics of things’ remained
disconnected from the realm of ‘purified’ political and democratic forms, ideals
or procedures, a realm that was quarantined, as it were, from the implications
of a materialist examination. The politics typically described in the language of
‘mediation’ operated, empirically, at a sub-physical level (in which objects and
devices provided the architectures, constitution and channels for political life),
a metaphysical one (concerning a particular ontology of politics) or a
combination of the two (on this point see Law, 2004; Mol, 1999). In contrast,
by considering publics as distinctively material productions, the papers in this
section allow the ‘material turn’ to infiltrate the study of specific and
specialized political concepts  whether it is ‘democracy’, ‘citizenship’,
‘responsibility’ or ‘participation’.
We should also note that several forms of empirical and empiricist
investigation are already prevalent in political theory itself (Bennett, 2010;
Dean, 2002; Skinner, 1984; Warner, 1990), and they provide a fruitful starting
point for our papers. The historical example of American pragmatism is
particularly relevant for us, as it not only developed a materially sensitive
account of publics, but also put forward an empirical approach to questions of
political ontology. Thus, in their famous debate over the fate of democracy in
modern societies, John Dewey and Walter Lippmann challenged the way in
which classic political theory de-materializes publics and conceives of
democratic politics as a distinctive domain, a sort of procedure for lifting
actors out of the stream of their on-going affairs. In contrast to what Dewey
(1990 [1922]) described as ‘the aversion of democracy to foreign entanglements’, pragmatists argued forcefully that in a technological society publics are
organized through specific socio-material entanglements. In making this
argument, the pragmatists opened up a distinctively empiricist approach to
the multiple and contingent physiques of the public, an approach that is
sensitive to the material entities and relations that are created as part of the
emergence and organization of a particular public. They did not specify a
singular political ontology  by, say, detailing the features, material or
otherwise, that make up publics. Rather, they argued that in technological
societies, marked by constant innovation and change, what composes, holds
together, delineates or animates a public is precisely what is at stake in the
process of its formation and ordering.
The implication, then, is not simply that questions of political philosophy
should be turned into objects of empirical investigation, but that the best
approach to such questions is an experimental one, premised on the fact that the
socio-material composition of political collectives is inevitably caught up in
dynamics of technological change (Marres, 2010).8 Pragmatist theories of the
public thus throw up a number of distinctive questions, suggesting that
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materially constituted publics come with specific sets of issues and problems,
such as: the problem of their instability or ‘evanescence’ (Hawkins, this issue);
their openness to being influenced by the environments and settings of
participation; the particular way in which they can be demarcated once the
procedural severance from the stream of the everyday is not an option; or the
capacity of materially entangled publics to create new institutions (Marres,
2005).

Recasting normative projects
The strategies adopted by the papers in this collection carry implications for
how we address questions of political normativity. Once we refuse to measure
the quality of public participation by the extent of disentanglement from the
‘non-political’  when, in other words, the implication of actors in sociomaterial assemblages ceases to be a marker of ‘contamination’, a sort of
negative of the ideal-typical polity  normative sources for the valuation and
evaluation of publics and forms of publicity must be found elsewhere. One
important place to look for those sources, the papers suggest, is in the material
settings, devices and objects of participation themselves  and in the peculiar
forms of life and practice that emerge in conjunction with them. Three
relevant themes emerge from the papers in this section: the dynamic of
engagement and separation, the role of effort and comfort in the performance
of particular forms of publicity and the political valences of experiments as a
way of organizing publics. Each of these themes opens up paths (rather than
offering ready-made criteria) for a normative evaluation and appreciation of
material publics.
In the arguments that follow a crucial dynamic of engagement and
separation applies, but it cannot be understood as a matter of moving from
‘the world of things’ to a rarefied domain of materially unencumbered or
unmarked actors, of disentangling actors from the attachments of their
everyday, material lives in order to produce a purified, stand-alone public. In
the cases under consideration here, the separations, demarcations and forms of
containment that create discrete, active publics are drawn at a much higher
level of specificity and acquire their particular texture from the specific objects
at play, whether it is the misleadingly smooth surface of the plastic container,
the frayed materials of a deliberative platform or the metallic environment of a
democratic experiment. Even if all the papers express a generic appreciation of
‘entanglement’  and of the diversity of qualities, patterns, grains and fabrics it
brings with it  as a positive, productive condition of publics, the forms of
political action described all require precise forms of separation and
extrication.
Thus in Lezaun’s account, Balao is constructed as a shield to protect a
democratic experiment from the interferences of onshore politics. Whatmore
and Landström describe, in their discussion of the ‘competency group’, an
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attempt to renegotiate the relation between material entanglement and
procedural disentanglement  connecting the particular procedural public
that is the ‘competency group’ requires hard work, and the handling of
‘issuefied’ material objects serves ‘to situate each member’s attachments to the
event of the flooding’ (Whatmore and Landström, this issue). The point of
these arguments is, first, that acts of connection or disconnection hinge on
much finer distinctions and subtler articulations than those available in
accounts of political engagement that pose a distinct domain of political action;
second, that material mediations cut both ways  they can serve to isolate
discrete publics, to separate them from external influence or attention, or to
snare them in new constellations and alliances. Entanglement and disentanglement  their nature and degree  become then a matter of explicit
intervention and contention, part and parcel of the controversy itself, a critical
issue to be articulated and fought over as a given collective ‘goes public’
(Hayden, 2003).
‘Effort’ emerges as an ambivalent metric of public engagement in all of the
papers that follow. Effortless public engagement  ‘involvement made easy’  is
the regulatory ideal driving many of the objects, devices and infrastructures
discussed in this collection. This is perhaps most explicit in the everyday
devices for carbon accounting discussed in Marres’ contribution: minimizing
the physical cost of attending to environmental problems, reducing the work
required to make a positive contribution to climate change mitigation, lowering
the threshold of exertion that must be met for public engagement to occur is a
key trope in attempts to broaden participation in climate politics. But it is an
ambiguous one, as it is far from self-evident that the promise of delegating the
work of engagement to appliances and measurement mechanisms can be
fulfilled.
‘Design’ is a typical by-word for this sort of easing, and several of the
contributions dwell on the normative valence of design options that prioritize
uncomplicated, ‘trouble-free’ engagement. Lezaun’s description of the voyages
of Balao focuses on the relevance of spaces of private accommodation and
domestic comfort as the platform of a more egalitarian and democratic
community of work. Both Marres and Lezaun analyse cases where participation ‘made easy’ requires that people feel, indeed are made to be, at home 
examples in which either the home is transformed into a device of participation
or a new domestic space must be created at the very centre of a collective
political experiment (on this point see also Oswell, 1998). What results is a
sudden  but deliberate  disruption of the distinction between public and
private spaces, as the home becomes a privileged site for the performance of
political actions.
Hawkins’ analysis of the water bottle as a market entity and publicity device
probes the limits of models of public participation premised on ease or
convenience of engagement. What appears as ‘easy’ engagement if one attends
exclusively to the water bottle as a market object or commodity is quickly
undone as soon as the genealogy of the plastic container and its afterlife begin
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to be considered. Recycling is here retro- or pro-actively transformed into a
form of critical action: ‘a private gesture made public’, it represents an obvious
form of effort  itself materially distributed  through which what are initially
defined as market entanglements are transformed into explicitly normative,
vital ones. The carbon-accounting devices discussed by Marres similarly
enable an inversion of the trope of ‘easy involvement’, as they invite and enable
the calculation, and in some cases valuation, of the ‘hidden costs’ of
environmentally conscious activities.
It is not surprising that effort and exertion (versus ease and alleviation) offer
a fruitful venue for discussing the normative force of objects of public
engagement. These categories have long been key, yet often implicit, metrics
for judging the value of different models of citizenship. Liberal conceptions of
the public have often promised forms of citizenship devoid of effort, and the
citizenly life has often been defined as a life free of the physical friction of work
and toil. This radical separation of labour and deliberation, effort and voice,
and the trend towards ergonomic forms of democracy  what Sloterdijk (2007)
describes as a generalized ‘exoneration of burdens’ (Entlastung) in contemporary politics  is challenged by traditions in our political imaginary that pose
an inverse ratio of exertion to political value and emphasize the civic virtues of
self-mastery, work (on the self and on the world) and physical strain in the
pursuit of ethical and political goals. The papers in this section pursue the
dualism of effort and comfort, ease and burden, smoothness and friction, for
they are central to a distinctively material mode of organizing participation.
Intervening in material environments, settings, appliances and artefacts in
order to facilitate alternative courses of action or, in contrast, to make prevalent
ones more laborious is a critical aspect of the emergence of new forms of public
action.
Finally, experimentation offers a third trajectory for a normative valuation of
material publics. Experimentation figure both as an object of description and a
form of intervention in our four papers: objects acquire a capacity to provoke
public issues in a distinctively experimental manner; but experiments also
provide a format for making objects and actions public. Experimentation
suggests the establishment of a set of artificial conditions intended to facilitate
the production and observation of a particular effect, in our cases the display of
idiosyncratic, innovative forms of publicity and participation. As regards their
efficacy, the question is whether and how that effect can acquire normative
force beyond the confines of the original trial. Our papers explore this question 
the diffusion and containment of forms of political action that emerge in
experimental settings or as experimental practices  in a variety of directions.
In Whatmore and Landström’s contribution, the ‘bund model’, the material
face and ‘envoy’ of the competency group, travels widely, well beyond its initial
home, and in the process gathers new actors around it but also loosens its ties to
the original experimenters. Balao was explicitly set up as a ‘demonstration
experiment’, a way of displaying and witnessing a radically new form of
democratic work organization. Yet its deliberate insularity from onshore politics
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limited the reach of the political effects it sought to generate. In Marres’ analysis
of carbon-accounting devices, experimentality is a by-word for variability: there
is a fluidity, flexibility or instability in the particular configuration of settings,
technologies and objects that facilitates the dissemination and adaptation of
environmentally conscious lifestyles. In Hawkins’ discussion of the water bottle
and of the narratives and counter-narratives that surround it, marketing
operates as a ‘zone of experimentation’  a platform where the generation of
new forms of publicity ensures the further dissemination of products and the
circulation of commodities.
Sometimes, then, the experimental nature of participatory objects adds to
their normative force: the transience, permeability and ‘liveliness’ of experimental forms facilitate their travel and diffusion, their broadcasting and
marketing (on this point, see also Adkins & Lury, 2009). In other cases, the
necessary containment of experimental publics  their attachment to particular
artefacts, their dependence on material architectures, the unrepeatability of
experimental performances  works to restrict the reach of their political
effects. There is no pre-ordained dynamic at work here. What the papers
collectively, suggest is the contours of a research agenda, in which the longstanding concern of science studies with experiments as sites where science
‘goes public’ is extended to consider their efficacy as multi-faceted devices of
material participation.
These three dynamic pairings  engagement and separation, effort and
comfort, experimentality and diffusion  offer paths for exploring the
normative valence of modes of public action dependent on an entanglement
with objects, devices and material settings. Rather than criteria of worthiness,
they represent trajectories along which political practices embedded in sociomaterial architectures can be evaluated  they offer resources for the public
articulation and contestation of material forms of participation.

Notes
1 The most obvious exception to this claim is the study of regimes and practices of
‘governmentality’ inspired by the work of Michel Foucault. We discuss this stream of
work in more detail below.
2 This was the title of the workshop where these papers first came together. It took
place on 6 June 2008 at the Centre for the Study of Invention and Social Process,
Department of Sociology, Goldsmiths, University of London.
3 On the need for conceptual expansion of the range of settings and genres for the
enactment of publics, see also Berlant (1997), Robbins (1993) and Warner (2002).
4 Science studies offers a useful precedent to a ‘material turn’ on public participation
insofar as it reconsiders the links between democracy, on the one hand, and science,
technology and nature on the other (Ezrahi, 1990; Sismondo, 2007). Here the intention
has been to move beyond the dualism that marked previous engagements with the
politics of science and technology  a dualism that led either to critical analyses of how
technology constrains and undermines democratic modes of life or to constructive
proposals for how artefacts may become the object of deliberative democracy (Bijker,
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1995; Nowotny, 2003; Winner, 1980). More recent work in science studies considers
rather the genealogy of ‘technologies of democracy’  modes of technical action,
constellations of devices and artefacts or forms of expertise that are constitutive and
internal to the production of democratic life itself (Laurent, Lezaun & Marres, 2010;
see also Barry, 2006; Jasanoff, 2004; Kelty, 2008; Latour, 2005a).
5 Of course this is not exclusive to the Foucauldian tradition. Habermas’s famous
study of Tischgesellschaften and coffee houses (1991 [1962]) carefully attended to the
materiality of these forms of sociality. Yet this materiality did ultimately not enter into
his articulation of the conditions for the emergence of a public sphere, which he instead
defined largely in procedural and abstract terms.
6 A notable exception here is the work on ontological politics by Annemarie Mol
(1999) and John Law (2004), which suggests that materiality constitutes an important
plane of political activity in its own right. In their case, however, this commitment
seems to translate into scepticism about democracy, which tends to figure in their
work as a theoretical form or ideal that is incapable of accommodating material
politics. This strand of scepticism about democracy can perhaps be understood as a
consequence of the sub-political conception of the politics of matter, as something
that plays itself out below and beyond the plane on which political forms are
asserted.
7 Hobbes, of course, looms large in conceptualizations of the body politic in science
and technology studies (Callon & Latour, 1981; Latour, 1993a; Shapin & Schaffer,
1989). In many of these classic studies, however, the enrolment of objects in the
organization of political collectives follows precisely the ‘sub-political’ mode we
discussed earlier.
8 Such an experimental understanding of political ontology resonates with recent
debates on ‘performativity’, and anticipates notions such as ‘dynamic ontology’,
‘ontological politics’ or ‘empirical metaphysics’ that emerged in social and political
theory in the 1980s. The pragmatist vocabulary for the study of publics also
prefigures contemporary sociological perspectives on the co-construction of objects
and political collectives (Callon, 1980; Knorr-Cetina, 1997). In the pragmatist view,
the socio-material articulation of issues and the organization of publics go hand in
hand.
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Abstract
In business and government databases contain large quantities of digital transactional
data (purchases made, services used, finances transferred, benefits received, licenses
acquired, borders crossed, tickets purchased). The data can be understood as on-going
and dynamic measurements of the activities and doings of people. In government,
numerous database devices have been developed to connect such data across services
to discover patterns and identify and evaluate the performance of individuals and
populations. Under the UK’s New Labour government the development of such
devices was part of a broader policy known as ‘joined up thinking and government.’
Analyses of this policy have typically understood joining up as an operation of adding
together distributed data about subjects, which can then be used in the service of
government surveillance, the database state or informational capitalism. But rather
than such technical or managerialist analytics, I argue that topological analytics
capture what these database devices enact and do: they materialise the ‘individuality’
of subjects in intensified, distributed and fluctuating ways and materialise and
intensify a logic of what Deleuze (1992) describes as modulating controls. Through
examples of UK New Labour social policy initiatives over the past decade, I argue
that topological analytics can account for these as immanent rather than exceptional
properties of database devices and as such are part-and-parcel of a governmental logic
and ontology of subjects.

Keywords: control, database, digital devices, government, metrics, topology,
transactions
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Introduction
Most government departments keep records, often in electronic format, that contain
identification data about people and the services they have received. New information
and communication technologies (ICTs) have advanced the digitisation of these
government records and the storing, maintenance, sharing and searching of large
volumes of personal data. The UK public sector is estimated to have held some 300
million personal contact detail records in 2005 (Office for National Statistics, 2005:
7). Such identification databases are by far most advanced in the commercial sector
where ‘informational capitalism’ has become a prime generator of knowledge (Thrift,
2005). Walmart, for example, holds 460 terabytes of consumer data and Tesco has 2
years of purchasing data for 14 million households (40% of the UK population).1
Individuals also compile databases about themselves through a variety of applications
and software for monitoring and tracking everything from dietary habits, training
programmes, levels of happiness, spending practices to children’s sleeping patterns
(Wolf, 2010).
In all of these examples, various analytic devices are used to discover patterns and
reveal things about who we are as individuals and populations based on patterns in
transactions, activities and conduct recorded in different databases. At the policylevel this has more generally come to be known as ‘joined up thinking and
government’ and ‘connecting the dots’ in databases (Amoore, 2009). Under New
Labour the UK government developed and implemented several databases based on
this logic: one report identified some 46 databases from law enforcement and child
welfare to e-Borders many of which involve data sharing across government agencies
(Anderson et al., 2009). For this reason the report called the UK a ‘database state.’
Some of these databases developed out of New Labour’s ‘Transformational
Government’ strategy, which envisioned technology as an ‘enabler’ of policy and
service delivery change:
Twenty First Century Government is enabled by technology – policy is inspired
by it, business change is delivered by it, customer and corporate services are
dependent on it, and democratic engagement is exploring it. Moreover modern
governments with serious transformational intent see technology as a strategic
asset and not just a tactical tool. Technology alone does not transform
government, but government cannot transform to meet modern citizens’
expectations without it (Cabinet Office, 2005: 3).
Some of these database initiatives have been more fully developed and implemented
than others and under the Conservative-Lib Dem coalition government will likely be
reconfigured or perhaps abandoned.2 To be sure, database government constitutes a
science-in-the-making and is to varying degrees delivering the objectives of joined up
thinking. It is also subject to intense scrutiny. Academic reviews of databases are
quite damning. In the field of social policy, child welfare databases are possibly ‘not
fit for purpose’ (Shaw et al., 2009) and leading to many versions as practitioners
variably interpret, record, and understand instructions and categories (Pithouse et al.,
2009). Because these databases depend on diverse and complex socio-technical
arrangements - of professionals, computers, software, forms, and all of the many
actors involved in long chains of relations - their operation is highly variable and
contingent leading to multiple actually-operating systems in practice. But many of
these criticisms have been lodged against central government programmes, whether
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or not databases are deployed as a solution or as a support. Through many devices
central governments have long sought conformity, coherence and consistency in
programmes and to tame the unruliness of local discretion and idiosyncratic practices
through standards, forms, rules, tick boxes, procedures, reporting requirements, and
so on. Databases are just one such device introduced as a solution for taming and
dealing with such multiplicity.
Notwithstanding this variability others have argued that child welfare databases are
the culmination of developments over the past 30 years which have involved a shift in
the practice of social work from a narrative to database ‘way of thinking’ with the
result that social work now operates less on the terrain of the ‘social’ and more on the
terrain of the ‘informational’ (Parton, 2008). Furthermore, the effects of databases is
said to not only be reconstituting how social work is practiced, but also reordering
and regulating workflows and monitoring practitioners and their engagements
(Garrett, 2009). They are not only surveilling workers but also designed to follow and
watch people (Anderson et al., 2009). This interpretation is most often the point of
criticism and resistance:
Concerns about state-sponsored ICT systems in children’s services raise issues
about inappropriate surveillance and net-widening, threats to citizen privacy,
data security and quality, and the unreflective assumptions within policy about
universal technology systems, such as CAF [Common Assessment Framework],
to engage effectively with the complexity of child and family needs (Pithouse et
al., 2009: 601).
Yet, despite their claims about the rise of an all-knowing panoptic state it is safe to
say that while the UK state has lots of data it is struggling under the weight of myriad
non-interoperable and often incomparable and conflicting datasets. Indeed, numerous
database initiatives have stalled or have been significantly redesigned as a result (e.g.,
the NHS National Programme for IT).3 Rather than an all-knowing state, what we
have instead are a plethora of partial projects and initiatives that are seeking to
harness ICTs in the service of better knowing and governing individuals and
populations. There are technological, economic and political reasons for this
especially in relation to data privacy and confidentiality. Be that as it may, efforts
abound to create standardised, interoperable and dynamic databases to support
evidence-based policy, enable individually tailored and targeted services, reduce
costs, and provide robust population statistics for analysis and research.
In this paper I take a different approach to thinking about these database initiatives.
The critiques outlined above typically interpret the joining up of data as a simple
operation of connecting information about subjects compiled at different government
locations, which can then be used in the service of government surveillance, the
database state or informational capitalism. These can be understood as technical and
managerialist analytics of what joined up databases do in relation to knowing and
governing individuals and populations.4 Failures can be explained as the result of
technical challenges, and operational variations and complexity can be explained as
either indications of system failure or success in adapting to local circumstances and
the idiosyncrasies of practice.
Rather than thinking of complexity, variation and uncertainty as effects of joined up
databases, I argue that these properties are immanent to the government logic and
conception of the subject that joined up databases advance. To start, I adopt an
ontological rather than epistemological framing as advanced by Law and Singleton
3
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(2005). An epistemological framing offers that these different analytics produce
different perspectives on an object, which can be ‘flexibly interpreted,’ and
consequently objects are ‘interpretively complex’. Complexity is thus a product of
diverse analytics and multiple interpretations rather than a quality of the object in
question. Instead, an ontological framing understands objects as already and always
multiple and complex and ‘moves us from multiple interpretations of objects to
thinking about multiple objects themselves’ (334).
The problem then is that social science analytics (such as technical and managerialist)
typically cannot account for such multiplicity and complexity. For this reason Law
and Singleton propose topological analytics to understand how complex realities are
‘enacted into being.’ It is with this understanding that I engage topological analytics
to interpret the conception of the subject and government logic that joined up
databases enact. Rather than technologically determined I argue that these databases
are bound up with a particular ontology of the subject and governing logic and that
there is not a determinist but dynamical relationship between the two (Agar, 2003). It
is this conception that I explore through examples of policies developed by the UK
New Labour government, which signal a changing relation to data as well as relation
to quantification in social, commercial and governmental domains. It is a relation that
is part of a technocratic infrastructure for knowing subjects and populations not so
much in relation to pre-defined categories of identity but in relation to what people
do, their interactions, transactions, performance, activities and movements in relation
to government.5
In the first section I specify a set of presuppositions of topological analytics that I
then use to analyse social policy databases. I argue that these databases do not simply
add up data about subjects but materialise ontologically different subjects in relation
to what they do. While in social policy behaviour and conduct are generally
constitutive of identity, I argue that joined up databases materialise the ‘individuality’
of subjects in intensified, distributed and fluctuating ways. Second, such operations
also materialise and intensify a neoliberal logic of control whereby enclosed spaces of
governing give way to what Deleuze (1992) describes as modulating controls. It is
this materialised and intensified individualisation and logic of control that topological
analytics open up and which I explore through examples of UK New Labour social
policy initiatives over the past decade.
!"#"$"%&'($)(*($+,&'-)
I first conceive of these databases as ‘devices’ as they are government schemes
devised to both calculate and intervene in the performance of individuals and
populations and consist of an ensemble or system of relations. That is, they are
oriented to a governmental purpose and as such the terminology is most closely
aligned with what Foucault defined as dispositif:
.... a heterogeneous ensemble consisting of discourses, institutions, architectural
forms, regulatory decisions, laws, administrative measures, scientific
statements, philosophical, moral and philanthropic propositions – in short, the
said as much as the unsaid. Such are the elements of the apparatus. The
apparatus itself is the system of relations that can be established between these
elements (Foucault, 1980a).
In this light, database devices consist not only of inscriptions but strategic orderings
and relations between many governing actors and elements. Actor-network theory
4
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(ANT) is helpful in specifying and advancing this understanding of relations by
attending to the role of ‘immutable mobiles’ in enabling such arrangements to ‘hold’
in some relational or functional manner between sites and to form more or less stable
networks (Law and Singleton, 2005). But, what often happens is that devices (their
elements or relations) tend to change and the network ‘fails.’ A solution that is often
advanced is to explore how a network struggles to maintain the stability of its
devices. But this means that invariance becomes only a principle because in practice
devices can be mutable and multiple (Mol and Law, 1994).6 Topological analytics
provide a way of thinking of devices that accounts for such instabilities of devices
and the mutability of their elements, relations, and boundaries.
Rather than a given theory social scientists generally identify a few key properties of
the topological from mathematics and have then taken these up to study social
phenomena. One property is a non-Euclidean and non-topographical conception of
space, which Celia Lury (2009) has described as follows:
Topology in mathematics does not start with a space but starts with a problem
(an equation) then explores the space in which it has a solution. So while
geometry had classically been understood as the perception and organisation of
a static, homogenous space that might be projected reliably into the future,
topology offers a way of thinking about processes of actualization in ndimensional spaces in terms of probabilities, not certain futures. To put this
another way, space, problem and solution are co-constituted in topological
mathematics. If this is indeed so, then it suggests that what is involved in
thinking topologically across disciplines is neither induction nor deduction but
abduction. And abduction does not involve either metaphors or tools – but
speculative reason or reasonable guesses.
Thus, rather than static and predictable, a topological space (or object or subject) is
mutable, its boundaries changeable and modulating in unpredictable ways giving rise
to probabilistic rather than predictive reasoning. Law and Singleton (2005) state this
differently: that objects have no clear boundaries and are made up of heterogeneous
mixtures of variable elements with unstable relations that can be discontinuous,
unpredictable and generate varying patterns of absence and presence. Yet, as Law
(2002) notes, while some properties are changing others are continuous and retained.
The challenge of a topological analytics is to identify the possibilities and properties
of different forms of continuous transformation, that is, ways of deforming objects
whilst securing their continuity.
Drawing on these understandings, I conceive of topological analytics as involving a
series of interrelated presuppositions: the co-constitution of a space, problem and
solution resulting in varying rather than fixed boundaries and a logic of abduction or
reasonable guesses; and, invariance alongside varying and heterogeneous elements
and relations that can be folded and reordered and generate shifting patterns of
present and absent elements. These properties form the analytic starting point for
conceptualising the ontology of the subject and governmental logic of database
devices. To start I specify the content of government databases as being made up of
transactional metrics and then I take up these topological analytics in relation to a
number of social policy initiatives and database devices.
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Government administrative databases constitute a particular kind of measurement and
data on subjects. They consist of past, current and ongoing measurements of conduct
recorded through established means of data collection (e.g., tax, national insurance or
school records). The databases track the transactions of individuals in relation to
government services: their registration of life events, income earned and taxes paid,
licenses obtained, schools attended, cars purchased, borders crossed, visas acquired,
benefits received, visits made to hospitals, and so on.7 They also contain records of
‘encounters’ with governments and log changes in individual lives. This data is
generated as a by-product of everyday administrative transactions with government
and are deemed ‘better information’ in part because they are considered dynamic
measurements of what people ‘actually’ do and need which change over time and
space and thus require constant monitoring and evaluation.8
To be sure transactions have long been the basis of government administrative
systems and the mainstays of government record keeping, monitoring and evaluation
and in social policy conduct and behaviour have been key indicators and registers of
identity. What is new is the digitisation of these records, the possibility of real-time
tracking of transactions and the potential to join up transactional data distributed
across government sites and functions. In other words, digitised data are transforming
government knowledge practices.
Administrative databases and the identification of correlations and patterns in
transactions across governing sites constitute a particular kind of operation and
measurement that I call a population metric - a measure that identifies and evaluates
the performance of individuals and populations (Ruppert, 2010). Population metrics
work much the same way as metrics operate in business, government and academia to
evaluate and compare the performance and progress of people, groups, and things.
For example, in education league tables and scores evaluate schools, in universities
bibliometrics measure academic performance and in health care standards such as
wait times evaluate service delivery. The same logic applies to how transactions are
used in government to identify individuals and populations and evaluate their
performance.
But before transactions can be combined, reassembled and correlated ‘identity
management’ is required to confirm, verify or authenticate identities, prove eligibility
and entitlement to public services and benefits, trace and track transactions and
movements, and join up databases across sites and functions. In addition to assigning
a unique identifier or code, identity management involves recording what are
considered relatively stable biographical identifiers and locators that can include
name, date and place of birth, gender, and address and biometrics. Identity
management thus involves the stabilisation of a set of biographical and/or biometric
classifications or ‘single source of truth’ about individuals that is kept up to date
(Varney, 2006: 38).
For the UK government identity management is achieved through the use of unique
identifying numbers and codes. There are numerous such identifiers in circulation:
national insurance, pupil, health, and driver license numbers.9 Once identities are
managed in this way, then individuals and populations can be known in relation to
their multiple transactions and movements.
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Identity management constitutes an understanding of individuals as being made up of
a set of unchangeable and stabilised identifications. Once in place then it is possible
to track, trace, and infer knowledge about individuals and populations through the
linking of multiple transactions, which become the dynamic and relevant metrics to
be measured, monitored and analysed. This understanding of individuals was most
comprehensively laid out in the UK Labour government’s ‘Transformational
Government’ strategy, which sought to use new technologies to transform the
‘business of government’ by joining up and sharing data and services rather than
duplicating them. Multiple sources of information are deemed necessary to provide
complete pictures of customer needs and behaviours, which are multiple and complex
(Varney, 2006). People do not fit into the usual group categories (the elderly, the
student) but rather - from the governing point of view - have changing and multiple
needs that require ‘responsive services’ (Cabinet Office, 2006b: 8).
It is this conception that informed many specific UK social policy initiatives.10 The
Social Exclusion programme was based on the understanding that relative
disadvantage is caused by linked, multiple health and social problems and risk factors
that sometimes ‘interact’ to multiply their overall effects (Cabinet Office, 2006a). A
key solution promoted was the joining up of databases to identify individuals at-risk
of social exclusion such as those who are ‘poverty plus’ or have ‘chaotic lives and
multiple needs’ (Ibid.: 76). Database devices that materialise this conception of the
joined up subject have been most significantly advanced and implemented in two key
areas: child welfare and youth justice. I will thus focus on these examples in the
remainder of the paper.11
The Integrated Children’s System (ICS) - an e-social care record system and database
for managing information on children who are or may be in need - is designed to
collect and record a great amount of detailed information from different practitioners
(social workers, head teachers, counsellors, police, health care workers and so on) and
to predict children who may be at-risk of abuse or potentially in need (Department for
Children Schools and Families, 2007). The data are recordings of transactions and
interactions between practitioners and children and their parents, including contact
information, assessments, service planning and service review. The logic is that by
joining up data children can be identified in relation to a combination of needs, an
understanding that no one practitioner could ever possibly attain because the subject’s
relations and interactions are distributed amongst several service points. It is only by
connecting and integrating the data that a child in need or potentially at risk of abuse
can be made visible. Each child’s combination of singular transactions with
government agencies when categorised (e.g., failing grades, non-attendance at school,
criminal record) produces a metric or measurement of needs along a continuum from
no additional needs, additional needs to complex needs.
The Youth Justice Board Management Information System (MIS) involves a similar
conception of young people. Each local authority in England and Wales has a multiagency Youth Offending Team (YOT), with representation from the Police, the
Probation Service, Social Services, the Health Service, and Education.12 YOTs enter
cross-agency individual level data into the system and the data is then used to assess
children and young people (10-17 years of age, what I will refer to as ‘youth’) and
their likelihood of (re)offending. The MIS assembles biographical and transactional
data (evaluations, assessments, interventions, judgments, sentencing) of young
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offenders compiled across distributed government sites: schools/colleges, police,
general practitioners, health service providers, social services, housing, voluntary
organisations, courts, and so on. The data includes case-level information compiled
by myriad practitioners (police, housing officers, social workers): offences details,
court data (charges, sentencing), intervention records (e.g., assessments, plans, dates
of contacts, outcomes), assessments of assets at various stages of contact (twelve
dynamic factors that are scored such as living arrangements, education, lifestyle,
substance use, emotional health), indicators of vulnerability and risk (based on a
series of questions), restorative justice interventions, parenting interventions
(meetings) and mental health and substance abuse interventions (referrals,
assessments, treatments).13 Collectively, these constitute a series of metrics that
measure the performance of youth in relation to myriad government services.
The two programmes and their related database devices are based on the logic that the
subject is made up of unique combinations of distributed transactional metrics that
reveal who they are and their capacities, problems and needs. An individual is not
simply a child or youth, but rather a combination of needs and services. The
population to which they belong is thus based on associations not so much with
others but patterns in their transactions. Existing disadvantage, for example, is
detected in relation to combinations of transactions for benefits, employment support,
health care, mental health services, alcohol services, housing and supported housing,
homelessness services, policing, prisons, courts and drug services. Children and
youth are discovered through combinations of multiple transactions that vary and
change. In other words, new and emergent subjects can be discovered and made up
by these technologies: the youth at risk of (re)offending or the child with complex
needs. While similar kinds of subjects may have been previously identified, database
devices introduce a change in criteria, detection and reporting that capture new people
as part of these populations. Furthermore, they intensify individualisation by
assembling ever more and diverse metrics to specify subjects while identity
management secures their continuity within their transforming and changing
constitution.
Thus, rather than abstractions or disembodiments these constitute particular
materialisations of both subjects and populations. The transactional metrics of
subjects and their performance in relation to practitioners constitute a kind of
‘surface’ rather than determinist or causal understandings (Savage, 2009). But it is
through the assembling of data distributed across distant government sites that
patterns and associations in the performances of subjects are detected. Government
sites and their contained data are thus ‘folded’ and brought closer together by and into
the database device. Additionally, rather than transporting immutable mobiles to
different sites to stabilise forms and relations and exert control from a distance (as
conceived by ANT) it is an assembling device that gathers diverse and distributed
elements constituted by heterogeneous arrangements and practices.
As such, the boundaries of government databases become permeable and what is
assembled - included/excluded, present/absent, inside/outside - of the database device
can vary and change. What ‘makes up’ the subject and the population or what could
be called the boundaries of the social are thus mutable as varying metrics can be
joined up, arrayed and correlated across sites and databases. Such arrays do not
assemble all data but do so selectively and thereby create unstable patterns of absence
and presence. Yet the biographical metrics of identity management provide a ‘core of
stability’ (Law and Singleton, 2005) that enables governing sites to be brought close
8
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together. What then is mutable are the transactional metrics and relations between
performances that make up the subject and for social policy these are key matters of
concern.14
In this regard, database devices are materialisations of what Latour has called a
traceable social that is rendered visible, not by extracting it from something else but
by making it observable (Latour, 1998). ICTs are usually depicted as communicating
information stripped of the encumbrances of social relations and location (Strathern,
2000). Rather, ICTs do not abstract and detach from the social only then to be put
back into it but are part-and-parcel of the very relations that get materialised in data.
Rather than occupying a ‘space of flows’ or a virtual informationalized world, data is
itself a materiality that can be assembled in multiple ways by folding in
heterogeneous data from distributed sites.
Such traceability does not reveal an overarching society but a multiplicity of links and
orders made up of aggregations of individuals. In relation to populations such
materialisations are of course not new. Governments and social scientists have long
produced materialisations, from censuses and maps to other inscription devices. As
such, the point is not that materialisations are becoming more abstract but that social
orders are being materialised in new ways and in specifically more traceable ways
that are enabling the making and identification of new connections and the capacity to
see populations being made and remade, to see populations as being composed and
re-composed.
But so too is the individual subject being materialised in intensified ways, as a
monad, a being composed of a ‘vast crowd of elements’ (Latour, 2010: 10) that only
joined up databases and their visualisations can identify.15 Both the individual and the
population are beings beyond human perception and thus database devices are
required to mediate and make them visible. What are those elements? They are the
interactions and transactions of a child with government agencies and her/his
identification as a child in need - that is, each child is an interiorisation of a whole set
of relations, interactions, assessments and evaluations or what I have called metrics.
The child does not occupy one subject position nor multiple subject positions but in
relation to government is a multiplicity. And, the population is an aggregation of
individuals who are themselves also aggregations of multiple elements. What is
assembled then is not the product of any one relation or performance but numerous
ones such that the enactment of both the subject and population is more precarious,
indeterminate and unpredictable.
This conception of the individual as a monad is suggested in the Transformational
Government agenda (Cabinet Office, 2006b). It advanced the understanding that
people rarely fall neatly into categories and associate themselves with different
groups at different times depending on their particular need, and so interventions
must be responsive to their unique needs (Cabinet Office, 2005). Each person is
conceived of as a singularity; not a member of a group or having a generalised group
identity, but made up of a singular composition of performances that need to be
guided and shaped. Database devices both materialise and intensify this composition
while at the same time enabling it to mutate and change.
;"<12*&*%3)-&*%/$(2&,&1-)
In sum, patterns amongst transactional metrics are measures of the relative
performance of children or young offenders who are not placed into categories of
9
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normality or abnormality. Categories are the disciplinary techniques that Foucault
first described, which generally operate through classification schemes and statistics
that categorise and organise individuals into populations: the poor, the criminal or the
delinquent and govern through what Deleuze (1992) also described as spaces of
enclosure such as the school and prison. However, as Foucault (2003, 2007) argued in
his later lectures at the Collége de France, such technologies of discipline that
concentrate and enclose give way to a positive power and technologies that expand,
where ‘[n]ew elements are constantly being integrated: production, psychology,
behavior’ …. ‘allowing the development of ever-wider circuits’ and which ‘lets
things happen’ (Foucault, 2007: 45).16 It is an inventive power that works by
inclusion and enables transformation and innovation through the interplay of coexisting government interventions (education, welfare, police and so on) that get
materialised by the database device and ‘whose effect will be greater than the sum of
its component parts’ (Deleuze, 1992: 1). That is, rather than a simple operation of
addition, the database device is generative of new and emergent subjects and
populations.!
Importantly it is through ‘fine grained’ individualisation and what Foucault (2003)
described as ‘a series of fine and constantly observed differences’ (46) that
differential normalising is achieved. This is the ontology of the subject that the
database devices materialise, as a monad made up of complex, unique, dynamic and
always varying metrics. While children can still be generalised into patterns of
likeness or similarity, immense detailed data on them is maintained and linked to a
pattern. In this regard there is multiplication and complexification rather than simply
the generalisation of the individual into a category. Rather than a series of categories,
children are located along a continuum of need where various services and
interventions can be said to ‘co-exist in one and the same modulation’ (Deleuze,
1992: 5). Amoore and de Goede (2008) develop a similar argument in relation to
security practices where transactional data is used to classify people not in relation to
categories but according to degrees of differential risk. At the same time, such
devices seek to ‘hold’ the individual in relation to the whole population by
maintaining his/her specificities and variations, and making these traceable and
visible. The population is the aggregation of these specificities and variations such
that each child occupies a singular point within the pattern of needs of the 370,000
children in England and Wales (statistic cited in Shaw et al., 2009).
These devices thus work vitalistically - they aggregate individuals to assess the
relative health of a population (the number of children with different degrees of need
or the number of youth at risk of (re)offending). This is of course the general
problematic of governing, which is to know the nature and then govern and regulate
the forces of the whole, that is, the population, the referent object of biopolitics
(Foucault, 1997). It requires specific totalising procedures - that is, techniques that
can constitute an entity out of various individual parts - all the rates, profiles, patterns
and probabilities necessary to manage, regulate and maximise the potential of a
changing population (Dillon and Lubo-Guerrero, 2008). The social policy
programmes mentioned above and the database devices in question seek to do so and
to maximise populations: identify and prevent a population of socially excluded
people by targeting and managing the potential of people at risk; and protect children
by sorting them into categories of need and intervening in their development. Such
identifications are then the basis of governing which seeks to prevent certain kinds of
people (socially excluded, abused child, teenage mother, youth offender).17 That is,
10
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once identified as a probability - children at risk of abuse or youth at risk of
(re)offending - then individualising interventions can be defined. In this regard,
susceptibility is not identified following a logic of induction or deduction but instead
abduction: through patterns in joined up data probabilities, reasonable speculations
and precautionary principles lead to the identification of possible kinds of people.
In this way biopower and governing are integrated: the former track, regularise and
manage populations and the latter guide and shape individual bodies (Foucault,
1980b). For while identification is based on a person’s metrics, interventions consist
of tailored and individualised rather than collectivised strategies. The individual may
be generalised to become part of a population (totalising) but at the same time her/his
singular identification or ‘fine grained’ individuality is maintained thus opening
her/him up to singularised governing interventions (individualising).
This is the logic of ‘modernising of public services’, which involves defining
personalised packages of public services (Office for National Statistics, 2005). People
are conceived as passive recipients of packages of services formulated from
distributed data about them and targeted to meet their needs but not seen by them.18 It
is multiple transactions and their performances in relation to government services that
reveal their problems and needs. Metrics are not based on a causal model but on
patterns, regularities and a surface of interfaces and connections between
measurements of what people do.
But targeted government interventions further generate varying and unstable
relations. Metrics are a ‘species of nominalism’ (Hacking, 2007:294) whereby being
classified and named a ‘child with complex needs’ is only part of the dynamic. In
addition to the experts and technologies of identification and their diagnostic
practices, bureaucratising practices then intervene to guide and shape and sometimes
‘correct’ people. Ian Hacking, in his many writings, has argued that both processes
are involved in ‘making up people’: a new metric can bring into being a new
conception and experience of a way to be a person. Furthermore, there is a ‘looping
effect,’ a process by which a metric may interact with the people through governing
interventions that reinforce the ‘identity’ of a person so discovered (Hacking, 2007).19
Because of these two processes people are moving targets: metrics interact with
people and change them and since they are changed they are not quite the same kind
of people as before. Thus as people change metrics also change and become
modulating such that populations are in a constant process of differentiating.
Database devices thus also evolve alongside the performances of individuals and are
not separate from them such that the technique and people are co-constituting. Hence
rather than a fixed shape and pattern of social structures and differentiations,
populations are modulating differentiations. This challenges the usual way that
population is understood, as consisting of people with different traits and behaviours
that can be identified, categorised and governed. But this also means that governing
interventions must also modulate and change in relation to ‘moving’ people. Not only
must interventions be personalised and individualised, they must also change in
relation to the changes that they have in part constituted.
;"<12*81*,($)!"#"$"%&1-)
The foregoing is a conception that does not simplify but constitutes what Deleuze
called a ‘complicating machine’ (Rajchman, 2000). But it is not complicating because
of the availability of large volumes of digital data, the computational power of
computer technologies and the myriad socio-technical relations that make them up.
11
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Rather, it is complicating because database devices materialise and intensify a
conception of subjects and populations as always coming into existence through sets
of modulating transactional metrics and relations where change is immanent in
conduct. It is transactional metrics that differentiate and are productive of who people
are and it is through their performance, or doing, that individuals and populations are
registered and identified. The usual categories of sociological and social policy
interest such as ‘group identifications’ or ‘backgrounds’ (e.g., ethnicity, religion,
class, gender), and causal and depth models give way to ‘surface’ phenomena such as
descriptions of patterns, links, and regularities in conduct (Savage, 2009). The former
are relatively fixed (date of birth, place of birth) or change slowly and predictably
(age) or can be captured in subjective identifications (ethnicity) and constitute the
relatively immutable elements of identity management. However, transactions change
and so metrics modulate as they track, measure and evaluate performance. The
transactions of individuals dynamically constitute population and it is relations
between rather than detailed descriptions of transactions that matter. The object of
interest is thus not the substantive elements of culture but their links, relations and
transformations, not some essential properties but instead relations (Lash and Lury,
2007). So while capturing identity pre-occupies techniques such as censuses, joined
up administrative databases locate differences in relation to multiple registers of
conduct that define both who people are and who they are possibly becoming. In this
regard population metrics are akin to what Rogers (2009) has called ‘postdemographic’.
In the introduction I specified a set of properties of topological analytics for
understanding the database devices described above and the subjects and logics that
they enact. With these analytics I argued that they constitute a social space by
assembling and folding in dispersed data to generate heterogeneous and changeable
mixtures of varying metrics and relations. At the same time, they enact individuals as
sets of stable properties or identifiers such that subjects can be traced and tracked and
understood as always in the process of changing and becoming. Transactions are the
transforming and informing of who people are and their joining up constitute metrics
that evaluate and measure the performance of individuals and populations. But
metrics and governing interventions are also dynamic and redefined and reformulated
and deformed as a consequence of the looping effect between names and the named.
But rather than being ‘new’ it is an ontology of the subject and governmental logic
that perhaps only can now be materialised and intensified through and with a database
device. For Latour (2010), it is the ontology of individuals and the social that was
advanced by Gabriele Tarde in the nineteenth century. While Durkheim sought to
understand the individual in relation to the whole of a society and structuring social
laws Tarde sought to follow individual monads and their formation into aggregates
and multiple social orderings. Latour argues that it was in part a lack of information
and the incapacity to grasp the multiple and complex qualities of individuals and their
aggregations that resulted in the dominance of the Durkheimian understanding rather
than Tardean conception of the social. Now, with the proliferation of digital data and
devices he argues that Tarde’s conception can be realised. I am not interested in the
Durkheim versus Tarde debate or to recover Tarde for sociology but rather how this
understanding is useful for interpreting the relation between devices and governing
logics. Database devices make it possible to materialise a conception of population as
a space of relations consisting of multiple aggregates of individuals with fixed
metrics (biographies) along with complex and always-varying ones (transactions,
12
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conduct). This is not a conception determined but rather intensified and materialised
by information technologies. Similarly, it is a materialisation and intensification of
what Foucault (2003) called the ‘fine grain of individuality’ and the singularity of the
case (xxii) and of a government logic elaborated by Deleuze (1992) as modulating
control.
To conclude, by deploying topological analytics I have argued that database devices
enact and advance a particular conception of subjects and governmental logic. Other
analytics are certainly possible. For example, in relation to youth justice database
devices, structuralist analytics advance the argument that risk assessments obscure
and aggravate existing social inequalities; actuarial analytics identify the problems of
individual interventions based on inferences and population-wide probabilities;
managerialist analytics establish the shortcomings and failures of risk criteria and
scales; and political analytics identify discriminatory and human rights consequences
of risk assessments based on what youth might do.20 I have also noted different social
theory analytics such as Foucault’s dispositif or Latour’s actor-networks. But rather
than offer topological analytics as an alternative perspective, I adopted an ontological
stance to argue that different reals are enacted by different analytics. It is a stance that
understands phenomena as already and always multiple and complex, and does not
deny other possibilities but positions these as questions of ‘ontological politics’ (Mol,
1999). All analytics order and enact the world in ways that make some elements and
relations present while absenting others (Law and Singleton, 2005).
What elements and relations do topological analytics make present? Principally, they
emphasise variable, unstable and modulating relations, uncertainty, permeable
boundaries, and abduction as immanent rather than exceptional qualities of database
devices. While numerous critiques have been waged against neoliberal strategies,
little attention has been paid to how databases and new analytics are advancing an
ontology of subjects and populations as sets of unstable, transforming and generative
transactional relations and likenesses and identifiers of who they are and ‘of a
potential future person yet to come’ (Amoore, 2009:18).21 Instead, social science
analytics remain fixed on categories of identity and techniques of better knowing and
governing the subject. However, not only government but also commercial, social
and political practices involve the enacting of multiple forms of association and
identification that are more variable, unstable and modulating than ‘older’ forms of
identity. This is what topological analytics capture. Government database devices
intensify these qualities through what Foucault (2003) described as dividing practices
that extend ‘ever-wider circuits’ (45) and ‘series of fine and constantly observed
differences’ (46). Such differential practices are materialised and intensified by
database devices, which are constituted by and generative of uncertainty and
instability in both how the subject is known and governed.
To conclude, if managerialist analytics attend to how governing practices are
deterministic and aim to stabilize forms and relations, then topological analytics start
with the assumption that ‘the world is messy’ and that ‘we cannot know it by insisting
that it is clear’ (Law and Singleton, 2005: 350). Or, as Mol et al. (2010) have stated in
relation to care practices ‘we do not bracket failure and fragility, but face up to them’
and learn to live ‘with the erratic’ (10; italics in original). By adopting these
presuppositions I am not claiming that topology offers a better analytic (and indeed I
have emphasized that analytics are not perspectives on but enactments of objects and
subjects). Instead, it makes qualities such as fragility and uncertainty present and
thereby opens up a different line of inquiry and set of questions about the governing
13
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consequences of database devices. Here I will suggest a few. If complexity,
uncertainty and instability are understood as intrinsic rather than indications of
system failure, then what does this mean for practitioners who must take decisions?
Do these qualities demand more rather than less human judgment and intervention? If
the identity of people is mutable then does this open up or close down the capacity of
subjects to intervene in their identification? Are they rendered more passive or does
uncertainty afford them opportunities to challenge or confound identification?22 In
other words, topological analytics turn our attention to questions of how practitioners
and subjects work with rather than seek to tame complexity and instability and the
possibility that these elements are not exceptions but givens and part-and-parcel of a
governmental logic and ontology of subjects.
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Wal-Mart estimate from (Hays, 2004) and Tesco from Andrew Fearne, presentation at the New
Populations workshop, The Open University, Milton Keynes, 30 April 2009.
2

At the time of writing, the Conservative-Lib Dem coalition government had scrapped Identity Cards
and the ContactPoint children’s database.
3

NPfIT started in February 2002 with the goal of replacing all NHS computer systems with a new
centralised system. Since April 2005, it has been run by an agency of the Department of Health called
Connecting for Health (CfH). According to some assessments, ‘NPfIT is in serious trouble with
systems being delivered years late or not at all’ and there are many ‘public concerns about the safety,
privacy and functionality of a number of systems’ (Anderson et al., 2009: 12). In August 2011, after a
major review by the Cabinet Office which found progress to be ‘dismal’, the project was taken over by
the central government’s IT team with the objective of shifting ‘elements of NHS IT into the "common
ICT infrastructure" envisaged for the whole public sector’ (Cross, 2011).
4

The terminology of ‘technical and managerialist’ analytics is from Law and Singleton (2005)"!

5

See Savage and Burrows (2009) and Amoore and de Goede (2008) for discussions of how
transactions have become key registers of identification in commercial and border management
security practices.
6

Law and Singleton (2005) cite several examples of empirical case studies that have shown how such
stability does not hold in practice, such as Mol’s (2002) study of how a water pump used in the villages
of Zimbabwe is a mutable mobile"!
7

Government records can contain data on a person's history of bankruptcies, tax liens, civil judgments,
criminal background, civil litigation histories, outstanding warrants, professional licenses, records of
property and land ownership, marriage, birth and divorce records, and business licenses.
8

For examples, see arguments in (Cabinet Office, 2005; Department of Health, 2008).

9

Under New Labour, the UK government began to consolidate these into a single government
identifier through the Identity Card and National Register. However, the Conservative-Lib Dem
coalition government scrapped the programme and alternatives are being investigated such as joining
up identifiers used by the Identity and Passport Service (IPS), Department for Work and Pensions
(DWP) and the Driver and Vehicle Licensing Agency (DVLA).
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10

For comparison to joined up databases used in border management see Amoore (2006).

11

Versions of these database devices are continuing under the Conservative-Lib Dem coalition
government.
12

The most common version of the MIS is the electronic Youth Offending Information System
(eYOIS), which is used by almost three-quarters of YOTs and designed by the software company
CACI. The eYOIS enables data exchange between independent systems, electronically and in ’real
time’. It assembles data on multiple events, relations and transactions of youth with distributed justice
and social welfare offices to manage interventions and evaluate their risk of (re)offending.
13

Youth Justice Board (n.d.), Guidance for Youth Offending Teams on Information Sharing. In
2009/10, there were 157 YOTs; 139 in England and 18 in Wales (Youth Justice Board, 2011). On 14
October 2010 the Coalition government announced the Youth Justice Board would be abolished and its
functions moved to the Ministry of Justice. The practices and uses of the MIS have been retained.
14

For example, Bateman (2010) notes how a youth justice database device called Asset assembles
different metrics about youth to establish categories of youth at risk of (re)offending. Minor
adjustments to the metrics can significantly change the numbers of youth falling into different
categories of risk and thus the assessments are ‘sufficiently loose’ and alterable.
15

This understanding of monads draws from Leibnitz’s formulation as taken up by Bruno Latour
(2005, 2010) and Chunglin Kwa (2002).
16

See Amoore and de Goede (2008) who take up this distinction in relation to a security practice that
‘preempts, visualises and opens to circulation’ (174).!
17

See Ian Hacking (2007) on the making up of ‘kinds of people.’

18

As described in Sir Varney’s report on service transformation (Varney, 2006).

19

Through examples such as autism, obesity, child abuse, and multiple personality disorder, he argues
that a number of practices constitute ‘engines of discovery’ in the making up of people. These include
practices of counting, quantifying, setting norms, and establishing correlations.
20

These critiques have been waged against youth justice risk-lead practices that tailor sentencing to fit
with the unique circumstances of the individual (also referred to as the ‘scaled approach’) and outlined
by Bateman (2011). Rather than what youth have done, risk assessments are based on what they might
do. Risk assessment is carried out through a database device called Asset, which assembles different
metrics (or what is called ‘ratings’) about youth such as such as their living arrangements, family and
personal relationships, education, training and employment or substance misuse. By adding up these
metrics an overall risk score rather than the seriousness of the crime committed is used to determine a
corresponding sentence.
21

For examples of arguments about the neoliberal logic of government databases see Bellamy et al.,
(2005) and Henman (2010).
22

See for example the discussion in (Ruppert, 2011) in regards to how database devices render
subjects interpassive.
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Transparency, Interrupted
Secrets of the Left

Clare Birchall

Abstract
Though far from new, the rhetoric of transparency is on the ascent in public
and political life. It is cited as the answer to a vast array of social, political,
financial and corporate problems. With the backing of a ‘movement’ , transparency has assumed the position of an unassailable ‘good’. This article asks
whether the value ascribed to transparency limits political thinking, particularly for the radical and socialist Left. What forms of politics, ethics, of beingin-common, might it be possible to think if we pay attention to secrecy rather
than transparency?
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ODAY, WE are told that transparency can solve all our problems. It
is invoked with a ‘soteriological optimism’ (Tsoukas, 1997: 840) and
entrusted with the task of fostering accountability and strengthening
participatory democracy. It is expected to weed out and prevent corruption
or, to invoke the early 20th-century US Supreme Court Justice Louis
Brandeis’ famous phrase, disinfect public life (1913). More specifically, it
has been called upon to: prevent the undue influence of lobbyists on US representatives (see OpenSecrets.org); thwart the abuse of UK MPs’ expenses
(Brooke, 2010); foster economic growth (see European Commission,
2004);1 pave the way for financial recovery (Roth, 2009); democratize
aid (Barder, 2010); and even help tackle global warming.2 There are plenty
of existing studies which consider the effectiveness or otherwise of specific
transparency policies in various contexts (e.g. Lathrop and Ruma, 2010;
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Garsten and Montoya, 2008; Hood and Heald, 2006; Heald, 2003). The focus
of this article, in contrast, is to assess whether the ascendance of transparency as an ideal limits political thinking, particularly for western socialists
and radicals struggling to seize opportunities for change in the wake of the
recent financial crisis. I am referring to a wide spectrum of groups, practices and positions from institutionalist organizations like the left-wing pressure group Compass in the UK to the alter-globalization assemblage that
gathers at the World Social Forum. Of course, the disintegration and fragmentation of the Left since the rise of neoconservatism, neoliberalism, and,
arguably, identity politics in the recent past renders any attempt to define
‘the Left’ today problematic (see Gilbert, 2008). Yet, I will persist with this
term to indicate a politics which strives for more equitable alternatives to
hegemonic distributions of social and economic power. In the hope that if
‘the Left’ means anything it is this desire for, openness to, and ability to conceive of, change, this article asks what forms of politics, ethics, of being-incommon, might it be possible to think if we pay attention to secrecy rather
than transparency?
The Politics of Transparency
The etymology of transparency moves from ‘perviousness to light; diaphaneity; pellucidity’ to connote a doctrine of governance that includes ‘decisions
governed by clearly established and published rules and procedures rather
than by ad hoc judgments or processes; methods of accounting or public
reporting that clarify who gains from and who pays for any public measure;
and governance that is intelligible and accessible to the ‘‘general public’’’
(Hood, 2006a: 5). The US is arguably the most influential context for thinking about transparency in politics; influential because of the way in which
its political culture ^ particularly freedom of information legislation ^ has
been exported. Woodrow Wilson’s desire to eradicate secrecy at national
and international levels would provide a good starting point for a discussion
of presidential investment in openness, but most recently Barack Obama
campaigned on the promise of transparency and, since taking up office,
has implemented a number of initiatives. On his first day, Obama signalled
a commitment to transparency (White House, 2009a) and has implemented
wide-reaching initiatives including a shift in governmental attitude towards
Freedom of Information requests (White House, 2009b), and the introduction of the Open Government Directive (White House, 2009c), which
requires all government agencies to implement transparent strategies.3
The ideal of open government and publicity, as one context for transparency, can be traced back (at least) to the rise of representative governments and Enlightenment thinkers such as Kant, but the ease of data
storage and access facilitated by the internet has made open government a
possibility on an unprecedented scale.4 The technological apparatus has
also lent transparency a modish inflection. Described as ‘America’s first
hip president’ (Fullwood, 2009), Obama’s support has only heightened
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the vogue for transparency.5 Obama’s advocacy was in part a response to the
preceding Bush administration’s investment in state secrecy (not least its
repeated invocation of the State Secret Privilege, increase in classified documents, and implementation of covert operations under the ‘war on terror’)
(see Barone, 2006). But transparency is much larger than an administration’s attempt to differentiate itself from a former one; it has taken on the
identity of a political movement with moral imperatives.6 Patrick
Birkinshaw, a professor of law, has gone so far as to claim that transparency
constitutes a human right (2006: 47^57). Indeed, it is hard to argue against
more transparency in government ^ it is presented as a universal, commonsensical good. As such, to question transparency in the ‘west’ today is to be
opposed to progress (conservative in the general sense); corrupt (if there is
nothing to hide, why fear transparency?); or anti-democratic (the link
between transparency and liberal democracy has become unassailable).
While transparency in this guise is a wholly mainstream, liberal democratic ideal, elements of the global activist Left have also chosen to invest
in it as an anti-capitalist tool. WikiLeaks is the most obvious example of
this (its ‘public face’, Julian Assange [2006], professes to want to break the
communicative links between, and therefore curb the powers of, ‘conspiratorial’ nation-states by creating distrust through leaked information).7 But we
could also look to the ‘sousveillance’ tactics of anti-capitalist protesters; to
the World Social Forum’s charter, which declares itself as ‘a movement of
ideas that prompts reflection’ and promises ‘the transparent circulation of
the results of that reflection’ (2002); or to the Green New Deal ^ a radical
proposal for non-corporate green energy from the New Economics
Foundation that relies heavily on transparency as a way to deliver its
ideals.8 Thus, transparency has informed radical Left dissent and praxis.
Support for transparency in leftist politics might not be so surprising
when we recall that the Left has historically often conceived of resistance as
organized, known, and internally transparent to itself. But should the Left
be seen to employ or mimic (however playfully and idiosyncratically) current forms of liberal democratic transparency? Should it echo the liberal
championing of transparency at this conjuncture?9 What are the risks of
taking such a position today?
It is by now commonplace to find elements of the Left defending liberal policies. When faced with the actions of the Bush administration
(including the National Security Agency’s warrantless eavesdropping programme), for example, the American Left understandably felt compelled to
defend the basic principles of liberalism in terms of civil liberties: civil liberties, that is, were defended in liberal terms by different political factions.
Thus, as the secrecy of the Bush administration became an identifying feature, the Left supported transparency as the only envisaged alternative and
resistance to government secrecy. Though pragmatic, the problem with
such a position, as Wendy Brown points out, is that ‘it does not facilitate
a left challenge to neoliberalism if the Left still wishes to advocate in the
long run for something other than liberal democracy in a capitalist
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socioeconomic order’ (2005: 55). If the Left supports the transparent policies
implemented by current liberal democracies, it risks valorizing the liberal
manifestation of democracy as an inherently accountable system just
enough to withstand any level of scrutiny. Representative liberal democracy
is deemed ‘fair’ simply by allowing scrutiny rather than with reference to
the economic or social policies being scrutinized. And as it is strengthened,
other visions of democracy ^ social, direct, or radical democracy ^ become
less viable.
If the Left champions transparency, it supports at best representative
liberal democracy as an organizing political principle, at worst (at least
from a leftist stance) neoliberalism. Either way, the opportunity to make a
case for ‘an alternative vision of the good’ (Brown, 2005: 59) will have been
missed. Transparency is a means to an end ^ good and fair government ^
not an end in itself. If the means supports ideologies the Left cannot subscribe to, or that render the ideal of democracy flawed, it may be necessary
to find alternative routes to good, fair government as well as a different
vision for what might constitute ‘good’ and ‘fair’ in this context.
Opening up a different route for leftist politics ^ one that will distinguish its ideals from mainstream forms of liberal democracy ^ does not
mean that transparency won’t or can’t ever be useful.10 I am not suggesting
that all calls for transparency are misguided or that transparency is automatically contaminated by an association with current forms of neoliberal
audit culture. And there are salient and pressing reasons as to why the
opaque nature of power causes concern, particularly for the disenfranchised.
But for anyone serious about marking out a particular space for leftist
forms of democracy or politics, the current investment in transparency
needs to be questioned and the secret rehabilitated.
After considering other critiques of transparency, I want to interrupt
transparency with a change of register. I will move from the realm of instrumental politics to look at two examples of socio-cultural phenomena that
do not establish transparency as the ideal: psychoanalysis and poetry. This
interruption is intended to help think through and seek inspiration from
the times and places in which secrets are productive rather than repressive.
There are many reasons, most concerning issues of security, why secrets
are important to democratic states. All governments have to grapple with
the balance between the citizens’ right to know and the need for clandestine
operations and state secrets. The arguments for state secrecy are well
rehearsed (see Schoenfeld, 2010). Rather than secrets in this context, I
want to think about a more radical notion of secrecy: not as that which
belongs to the state but as that which belongs to no-one, and therefore,
everyone. With this in mind, I will end by configuring secrecy as commons
in order to invoke ways of being-in-common and of organizing that can
respect singularity. What might communities of secrecy rather than communities of transparency suggest about the way we can think resistant or oppositional politics?
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The problem is not that America ‘has forgotten how to keep a secret’ as
Donald Rumsfeld claimed in 2004, but that the Left is at risk of forgetting
to think through and with the secret. Secrecy and its productive possibilities
have been obscured both by the fear that secrecy is always a gateway to
micro-fascism and a moral attachment to disclosure.11 Recognizing this
could open up a new way of understanding the political and moral alignments of concealment and disclosure.
Critiques of Transparency
Broadly, there are two main critiques of transparency. First, there is the
claim that transparency, when put into practice, has unintended consequences and does not deliver what it promises (Cukierman, 2009; Fung
et al., 2007; Lord, 2006; Tsoukas, 1997); and, second, that transparency is
compromised by its articulation to the discursive formation of neoliberalism
(Garsten and Montoya, 2008; Strathern, 2000).
Christopher Hood, adapting Albert Hirschman (1991), helps to break
down the first critical mode into three subsets: futility, jeopardy and perversity (2006b: 218). Arguments classed as ‘futility’ point out all the ways in
which a perfectly reasonable transparent policy in theory may in practice
be circumvented and rendered redundant (take, for example, a government
that counteracts a Freedom of Information Act with over-zealous classification). The second focuses on the unintended consequences of certain transparency measures (such as the self-censorship of committees whose
members are aware that proceedings will be published). The third approach
extends the second to claim that transparency policies can in fact result in
the very opposite of their intended goals (so, for example, the idea that the
plethora of information made available by transparency might render citizens less rather than more informed).
Archon Fung, Mary Graham and David Weil’s volume (2007) is exemplary of this first line of critique. In Full Disclosure: The Perils and
Promise of Transparency, the authors consider various case studies in
which transparency has failed, despite good intentions, to improve public
safety.12 Within the ‘futility’ category, they write about the collapse of
Enron in 2001, which ‘signalled a failure of the nation’s oldest and most
trusted transparency system ^ the detailed federal requirements that publicly traded companies disclose their profits and losses’ (2007: xii). The disclosure policies in the financial sector were simply not robust enough to
prevent ‘deceptive bookkeeping and off-balance sheet financing’ (Stewart,
2006).
Fung et al. also include criticism of transparency that would fall into
the perversity camp. They examine, for example, the Bush administration’s
attempt to employ transparency to reduce the risk of death and injury
from terrorist attacks ^ namely the color-coded ranking system used to indicate the terrorist threat level implemented in 2002. They write:
‘Announced increases in the threat level created confusion, leaving millions
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of Americans uncertain what they should do to protect themselves. Before
long, terrorism threat ranking degenerated into fodder for late-night comedians’ (Fung et al., 2007: xii). Fung et al. evaluate this measure according
to its own stated purpose, to: ‘encourage government agencies, the private
sector and . . . the public to take steps at each threat level to minimize
attacks and their consequences’ (2007: xii), and find it a failure. The apparent desire for increased awareness and safety led to confusion and then
apathy.
Fung et al.’s study concludes that targeted transparency works best.
‘Effective policies did not simply increase information. They increased
knowledge that informed choice’ (2007: xiv). They call for policies that
engage the public in participation. The problem, in this view, is that transparency is not being implemented in a way that shapes the public to whom
it is transparent. It does not guide the public in how to view, understand
and participate in its own disclosures. Even Lawrence Lessig (2009), whose
controversial critique of transparency was far more damning, concludes
that: ‘if the transparency movement could be tied to [a] movement for
reform . . . then its consequence could be salutary and constructive’. Again,
rather than there being something awry in the concept of transparency
itself, action, reform, engagement are called upon to valorize and renew it.
From a more leftist stance, transparency can also be critiqued for its
complicity with neoliberalism. In this vein, Garsten and Montoya write:
Transparency is closely linked to a neoliberal ethos of governance that promotes individualism, entrepreneurship, voluntary forms of regulation and
formalized types of accountability. It is powerful in that it is inscribed in
political, financial and cultural documents, processes and policies that not
only suggest, but push for, a certain normative order. (2008: 3)

Not only does transparency aid late capitalism, facilitating global fiscal
transactions by increasing the legibility of local regulations, but ideals of
transparency shape our understanding of the individual in line with neoliberal ideology. That is, transparency fits in with a
certain way of organizing society that emphasizes the individual as the basic
constitutive active agent in the construction of his or her fate and of
society-at-large. In such a vision of social life, the transactions between citizens and the state and within the economy must be open and observable in
the interests of maintaining a level playing field for all concerned. (2008: 4)

In addition, transparency might produce information about government
agencies and private corporations in lieu, rather than as part of, regulation,
facilitating free market trading (see Swartz, 2010). Moreover, there is a
very real link between transparency and contemporary audit culture
(Garsten and Montoya, 2008: 7; Strathern, 2000: 60). Inventories legitimized through the project of transparency, that is, might make processes
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of rationalization that privilege the market over other markers of success
easier to implement. Given dominant associations of transparency with
greater accountability and the public’s right to know, it is important to note
its compatibility with an ideology that champions private control of public
services, creating pockets of unaccountable secrecy (see Hood, 2006b: 213;
Keeler, 2011; Roberts, 2006: 152). In this argument, transparency can be
the means by which less than transparent agendas are pushed through or
naturalized.
Onora O’Neill attempts to re-map the critical ground laid out so far by
examining the links between transparency and trust. This issue of public
trust is crucial because it is often cited as a reason for the implementation
of transparent governance.13 On its website, for example, the Sunlight
Foundation claims its origin has to be understood in the context of abundant
political scandal in 2005: ‘trust in government was falling to another all
time low. Multiple corruption scandals engulfed Washington.’ Elsewhere,
the founders write, ‘Improved transparency is not a threat to public trust;
it is the very basis for restoring that trust’ (Miller and Klein, 2009).
O’Neill questions this assumption:
Transparency certainly destroys secrecy: but it may not limit the deception
and deliberate misinformation that undermine relations of trust. If we
want to restore trust we need to reduce deception and lies rather than
secrecy. Some sorts of secrecy indeed support deception, others do not.
Transparency and openness may not be the unconditional goods that they
are fashionably supposed to be. By the same token, secrecy and lack of
transparency may not be the enemies of trust. (2002)

By suggesting that secrecy need not be in the service of deception, O’Neill’s
comments question the working principles of the transparency movement.
No longer, she claims, can the ‘goodness’ of transparency be taken for
granted.
I want to take up the baton here and further erode the moral alignments of both secrecy and transparency, whereby secrecy comes to be associated with all that is nefarious (inefficiency, corruption, malfeasance,
conspiracy) and transparency with all that is noble (efficiency, accountability, honesty, trustworthiness). Socio-cultural domains that do not adhere to
the discursive and moral triumph of transparency so pervasive today can
help. I will consider two examples in which transparency is not favoured to
the exclusion of secrecy ^ psychoanalysis and poetry. Recognizing the
‘work’ secrecy can perform ^ focusing on its productive rather than repressive effects ^ could free the radical and socialist Left from having to align
itself with transparency alongside the liberal Left and centre. At the very
least, by offering an alternative way of viewing the transparency^secrecy
nexus, these cultural practices mark out a space for the secret not
wholly appropriated by (in)securitizing actors intent on using all the
means available to the state to sustain a permanent politics of exception
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(see Agamben, 2005). The ‘secrecy’ at work in psychoanalysis and poetry are
most certainly not the ‘secrets of the Left’ promised in the title. These will
be ‘revealed’ in the final section. What I want to show here, rather, is that
the secret has a life outside of the demands and desires of the state.
Psychoanalysis: Transparency on the Couch
In a culture that endorses talk and disclosure as a way to heal personal and
social wounds, and considers its proliferation an index of a healthy public
sphere, Freudian psychoanalysis (and its diluted and heterogeneous offspring) seems at first to be co-extensive with and even a progenitor of this
trend towards the confessional. Michel Foucault makes an argument in this
vein when he counts psychoanalysis among ‘those procedures by which the
subject is incited to produce a discourse of truth about his sexuality which
is capable of having effects on the subject himself’ (1980: 216). Ideas like
those of Sidney M. Jourard (1971), whose experiments purportedly demonstrate that greater disclosure by therapists prompts more authentic disclosures from patients, make analysis seem wholly compatible with the
broadly defined culture of transparency this article is concerned with (and
the confessional as one mode that aligns with the revelatory trajectory of
transparency). However, if we consider the process of Freudian psychoanalysis as a treatment (rather than as a socio-cultural manifestation of a confessional trend), specifically its reliance upon transference and confidentiality,
it has something interesting to teach us about the status of secrets that can
resonate beyond their original context.
Though psychoanalysis may be fuelled by a desire for self-knowledge
(on the part of the patient, and, secondarily, the analyst), and committed to
an excavation and exploration of thoughts and feelings in the here and now,
complete transparency is neither the model nor the ideal, strictly speaking.
It cannot be. The analytic relation ^ as the space where transference (and
counter-transference) takes place ^ would not ‘work’ if it were. Anonymity
and neutrality are at the heart of transference analysis.14 The analysand
needs a reflective figure onto whom s/he can transfer and explore feelings
inherited from primary attachments. Although in practice Freud often
revealed personal details and dreams to patients (see Goldstein, 1994: 417;
Rachman, 1998: 263), his doctrine is clear: ‘The physician should be
opaque to the patients, and like a mirror, should show them nothing but
what is shown to him’ (1912: 181). The analysis cannot adhere to the
normal social rules of interlocution, in which ‘one confidence deserves
another’, because the analyst’s self-revelation can forestall an uncovering of
‘what is unconscious to the patient’ (1912: 118). This uncovering can only
take place through transference.
Freud considered counter-transferential feelings that the analyst in
turn may feel about the patient’s transference to be an interference to the
process. In ‘The Future Prospects of Psychoanalytic Theory’, he presents
counter-transference as an obstacle to be transcended rather than revealed
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by the analyst. As a way of coping with counter-transference, Freud recommends first self-analysis and later training analysis. In other words,
although he recommends disclosure of the counter-transferential feelings,
crucially, this is to take place outside the encounter with the patient in
whose presence the feelings arose. The analyst must become an analysand
(his own or his mentor’s) in order to disclose. Transparency is deferred and
never mutual. However, even some Freudian therapists would today understand that the counter-transference can be brought into play when it might
constitute a helpful intervention (‘I feel frustrated with you’; ‘That makes
me smile’). But it would be most unusual for a therapist to discuss the
origin or context of such feelings to a degree that might expose personal
details about him/her, or reveal transferential feelings that might burden
(as well as fascinate, thrill, certainly distract) the patient. Robert I. Simon
and Izben C. Williams warn, ‘Self-disclosures may . . . create role reversal
in which the patient attempts to rescue the therapist. Sexual fantasies or
dreams about the patient or others should not be shared with the patient
under any circumstances’ (1999: 1444). Therapeutic transparency has important limits in order to maintain the ‘analytic frame’ (Milner, 1952: 183) or
‘facilitating environment’ (Winnicott, 1965). Concealment, if we can loosely
align it with analytic withholding, enables the unconscious to surface, at
least partially, and to become treatable through the transference.
In addition, as a contract of non-disclosure, confidentiality permits the
analysand to trust in the analytic space as one in which revelation can take
place, and, more importantly, creates ‘an atmosphere conducive to the gradual emergence of complex unconscious patterns of meaning and motivation’
(Levin and Urry, 2003: 64). Confidentiality is more than a promise to keep
secrets here: it helps to create the analytic frame, away from social and
moral pressures, in which transference can occur.
But we should not be mistaken about the level of transparency the
analysand is capable of either. We could say that as well as the non-disclosure of the analyst, psychoanalysis is only possible (and, indeed, necessary)
because of the impossibility of total transparency on the part of the analysand (despite the invitation, or imperative, to ‘say whatever comes to
mind’). That is, resistance (the moments at which a patient’s self-disclosure
becomes stalled, when the will to transparency falters) is the beginning
of the therapeutic treatment ^ it provides material which the analyst and
analysand can work through. Resistance is how the psyche conceals itself
even in the process of disclosure. Articulation, then, does not secure transparency. All kinds of ‘secrets’ can be hidden in the most available of
narratives.
What wider significance can we take from the idea that those practices
which seem to be coextensive with a confessional, perhaps more ‘transparent’ mode (free association, the articulation of dreams, fears and transferential feelings) are made possible and necessary by those practices which
fall on the side of secrecy (such as analytic withholding, professional confidentiality and the analysand’s resistance)? Primarily, that a different order
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of knowledge can come to light when transparency is not established as the
ideal. In the case of transference, unconscious ‘knowledge’ surfaces for the
analysand precisely because the analyst withholds information about him/
herself and promises confidentiality. Something ‘good’ occurs, a ‘cure’ of
sorts, because of concealment, or at least non-disclosure, rather than revelation. Clearly, transparency is not the only way to generate greater understanding or make psychical phenomena manifest.

The Secret Life of Poetry
This brings me to my second example. In literary criticism of poetry, transparency finds itself on especially challenging ground. On the one hand,
such criticism stakes its own validity on being able to decode a poem,
to shed light on what without it would have remained dark. ‘Criticism’ in
this sense is a misnomer: literary criticism criticizes only insofar as it processes, parses and explains the poetic matter before it. On the other hand,
it’s a poem’s resistance to being illuminated that shows how truly poetic it
is, and its excellence as an object for the criticism it will, paradoxically,
elude. This is because among literary forms ^ novel, biography, short-story,
play and so on ^ only poetry can claim an inherent right to be difficult.
Whereas a wilfully cryptic essay or novel will expose itself to the charge
of having distorted its genre, poetry doesn’t become any less poetic when
it gets tricky ^ in literary studies it’s considered more so ^ and so
the native mode of the poem might be secrecy. This isn’t to say that poems
can’t be ‘transparent’ ^ epic poetry would be the obvious example ^ but
that transparency makes for the commoner currency, available to all literary
forms. For a poem to cleave to what makes it unique, it must tend
toward the elliptical, and so both beckon and confound the criticism that
emerges nearby.
Not everything that’s difficult is secret, however, and it’s worth breaking down this lack of transparency that poetry enjoys. George Steiner’s
essay ‘On Difficulty’ (1978) begins with ‘epiphenomenal’or ‘contingent’ difficulties with poetry that arise from incomplete knowledge on the part of
the reader. Such pragmatic difficulties can be overcome ‘in some time, at
some place’ (Steiner, 1978: 267) by, for example, looking up unfamiliar
words. Steiner moves on to describe difficulties of understanding ^
‘modal’ difficulties (1978: 268) ^ which arise not from recondite diction
but from the poem’s alien ‘stance towards human conditions’. The reader’s
distaste for a certain poem’s view renders that poem impenetrable. We can
understand it but cannot comprehend it, or our lack of empathy with the
poet impedes our appreciation. However, even this barrier can be overcome
by a reader willing to re-adjust his/her sensibility (1978: 275). ‘A third class
of difficulty has its source in the writer’s will or in the failure of adequacy
between his intention and his performative means’ (1978: 270). Steiner designates this ‘tactical’. The poet may deliberately implant intractable material,
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though once we are in possession of contextual information, it can be
decoded. Take the Language Poets. Carl Dennis writes:
One of the goals of language poetry . . . is to sharpen our awareness of how
much of contemporary discourse has become so corrupted by the languages
of political and commercial manipulation . . . that it no longer functions as
genuine communication. So these poets tend to make the surface of their
poems opaque in order to suggest that the transparency of language is an
illusion, forcing us to confront the ways in which the language we use in
our daily lives distorts, conceals, and confuses. (2001: 5)

Steiner writes of tactical poets: ‘We are not meant to understand easily and
quickly. Immediate purchase is denied us. The text yields its force and singularity of being only gradually’ (1978: 270^1). What is important for the
current article is that this experience of the poem is dependent on non-transparency: arguably, we cannot read or experience a poem as poetic without
secrecy.
All three categories ^ contingent, modal, tactical ^ sit on the empirical side of literary criticism, however, without getting at the foundational
character of poetry as lying in the unique opportunity it possesses of remaining secret, even after attempts at making it transparent have been
exhausted. Steiner goes on to say that: ‘In certain fascinating cases,
our understanding, however strenuously won, is to remain provisional.
There is to be an undecidability at the heart, at what Coleridge called
the inner penetralium of the poem’ (1978: 270^1). But by citing Coleridge,
Steiner has, after a promising start, fallen back on an old
Romantic trick. Poetry’s vanishing point is now mystified or fetishized as
an ineffable essence.
The alternative may be Jacques Derrida’s notion, as introduced in
Glas (1986), of ‘le debris de’, which can be translated as ‘the leftovers
of’, but which in mimicking ‘Derrida’, suggests a singularity among
those leftovers unlikely to yield to final comprehension. There’s a difference, in other words, between an empirical Steineresque secret and a poematic resistance whereby the poetry collapses in on itself. Just as the poem
is ascending towards the undecidable, the ineffable or the mystical, it is
pulled back down to earth, to the singular moment of its having been
signed at a certain time and stamped in a certain place. It oscillates
between the two realms, material and ideal. Arguably the poem becomes
more secret in its movement downwards, rather than in its flight to the
heavens, for the singularity of inscription, by definition, cannot be generalized or broken out into a larger category to be hosted within a still
larger field of knowledge. Likewise, a poetic text, for Derrida, is both singular and, of necessity, recognizable as a poem. It is both unreadable
and readable/repeatable. The unreadable element of poetry, that which generates interpretation ^ reading ^ points to ‘the absolute inviolability of
the secret’ (1992a: 153).
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Derrida’s absolute, unconditional secret, mobilized in reference to literature (1992a), death (1993), democracy (1992c) and responsibility (2008),
as well as poetry,
is not a thing, some information that I am hiding or that one has to hide or
dissimulate; it is rather an experience that does not make itself available to
information, that resists information and knowledge, and that immediately
encrypts itself. (1992b: 201)

Transparency assumes a secret that can be excavated and brought to light,
just as it might suppose a text that can be fully readable (if not, what
would be the point of transparency?). Derrida refers to a secret which is
unknowable rather than just unknown. It is unknowable not because it is
particularly enigmatic, but because knowledge, an event, a person, a poem,
text or thing is not ‘there’, not present, in the way that we commonly understand it to be. And so, in any communication, any expression of knowledge,
something is always ‘held back’. What is ‘held back’ is in no way held in a
reserve, waiting to be discovered. Rather, there is a singular excess that
cannot fully show itself: a non-signifying, non-present remainder. For
Derrida, the absolute secret resides in the structural limits upon the knowability of the present (of events, meaning, texts and so on). In this sense,
there will always be something secret.
What began as a reflection on poetic devices ends as a more general
point about the absolute secret which structures, makes possible (and
impossible), not only literature but experience, knowledge and democracy.
In both psychoanalysis and poetry we can see that it is not just that secrecy
is productive, but that it is constitutive. A violence is performed in current
discourse, therefore, when transparency is advocated as an alternative to
secrecy or as a method by which secrets will be eradicated. Secrecy is
always already at work in transparency.
Recuperating Secrecy
These two examples, in which transparency is not given precedence, are by
no means the only ones we could consider. We could also look at the ritual
of gift giving as a social contract which might fall apart under a regime of
transparency.15 We could examine Socratic pedagogy, in which the teacher
does not hand over in a transparent manner all that s/he knows but, rather,
allows the student to arrive at knowledge through a process of dialogue, of
trial and error. In a different vein, we could consider the important role
secrecy plays in child development ^ the ability to keep a secret being seen
as a key stage in the ‘development of the sense of self’, and boundary
between self and other (Kulish, 2002: 152; Peskin, 1992; Pipe and
Goodman, 1991). No doubt each example would present us with a different
lesson concerning the place and role of secrets (and transparency).
What the Left can garner from them collectively, as I have already
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indicated, is that it is not just transparency that has transformative effects
and affects. Having interrupted the dominant discourse around and moral
character ascribed to transparency and secrecy, I want to return to the recuperation or reinvention of the leftist secret.
Of course, secrecy as strategy is not new for the non-statist Left. Think
of McCarthy-era communist cells, the Zapatistas’ use of the balaclava,
black bloc anti-capitalist masking (see Bratich, 2007: 49), the Guerrilla
Girls’ assumption of pseudonyms and gorilla masks, or Bakunin’s recommendations for a secret brotherhood or alliance, to take a few examples.
Yet secrecy as a modus operandi is more often associated with Republican
governments in North America (Nixon’s role in Watergate or, more recently,
Bush’s penchant for secrecy throughout his time in office; see Birchall,
2011); with non-democracies (the notorious operations of communist bloc
secret services such as the Stasi, for example, or state censorship in
China); or with the state in general (as that which has the power to keep certain information out of general circulation). Information and knowledge
are the currency in these examples; secrecy equals power and transparency
weakness. The contemporary liberal championing of transparency has
attempted to reverse the terms of this opposition by attributing power to
transparency (as an agent of change, accountability, trust-building and efficiency) and re-inscribing secrecy as a weakness (as a strategy only employed
by those whose policies would not bear up to public scrutiny). Many of the
more recent manifestations of this discourse in the US constitute an understandable response to the Bush administration’s apparent over-reliance on
secrecy. But this championing of transparency has created a taboo not only
of secrecy as used in processes of (in)securitization but also, by association,
of the secret and secrecy more generally.
Jack Bratich writes engagingly about, and argues for, dissident strategies of secrecy and masking, also reminding us that: ‘Secrecy does not
belong to the state’ (2007: 52). What follows will tackle similar ground, but
through a speculative rather than strategic register. By invoking the work
of the secret in psychoanalysis and poetry in different guises, we can refashion secrecy as that which resists ‘enclosing’ hegemonic discourses rather
than as a strategy that ‘naturally’ lends itself to, and aligns with,
hegemony.16As one way to think secrecy (and therefore transparency) otherwise, therefore, we could draw on the notion of the commons. Used more
frequently in relation to environmental, institutional, labour and species
commons, the idea of ‘collective but decentralized control over resources’
(De Peuter and Dyer-Witheford, 2010: 30) might have force in relation to
secrecy. For if the commons is to be a term that speaks of more than
simply ‘on message’, progressive themes (such as the endorsement of
Creative Commons licences for open-access publishing, or the state ownership of institutions like hospitals or schools), it needs to be mobilized for
those ‘resources’ the political Left is much less enthusiastic about. (How,
for example, could we think about the non-western proliferation of nuclear
arms through the commons?) Secrecy constitutes one of these problematic
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or unpalatable instances of a common resource that has been tainted by,
and, in recent years, largely left to, the political Right. But by thinking
through ‘toxic’ commons rather than only pre-approved themes, the Left
avoids accusations of moralism (see Brown, 2001). If the Left does not
recognize secrecy as a common resource, not only will the Right continue
to ‘monopolize strategy’ (Bratich, 2007: 54), but the link between transparency and moralism is in danger of being reinforced at the expense of an ethical decision (about the times and places in which transparency is the best
policy).
In this view, what is exciting or radical about WikiLeaks is not its
identity as a group of cyber-libertarians intent on transparency in the service of accountability. In these aims it is quite in keeping with a First
Amendment liberal democratic tradition. Rather, as a virtual, dispersed,
non-statist, largely anonymous cyborg assemblage (that claims to be able to
automate disclosure in the event of the detention of any one member), it
treats secrecy as commons.17 In other words, transparency, though certainly
the most discussed aspect of the WikiLeaks project ^ the half of the story
most applauded by the Left ^ is arguably the least radical, while the way
in which the force of this transparency demands a level of secrecy equivalent
to that practised by the state might be the most. This is the difference
between the treatment of secrets per se as commons (which is tantamount
to transparency) and of secrecy as commons.
As well as worrying about the risk to life haphazardly redacted disclosures might pose, the threats to national security, and the setbacks to open
government initiatives, many critics of WikiLeaks point out that, as an
organization, it is itself far from transparent. Jim Barnett, for example,
writes: ‘If WikiLeaks really wants to promote transparency, it should start
with its own operations’ (2010). The creation of OpenLeaks by disgruntled
ex-WikiLeaker Daniel Domscheit-Berg answers this call. OpenLeaks
demands the same level of transparency from itself as other organizations:
‘We feel that a transparent approach is much better than cloak-and-dagger
tactics, and believe that trust in us should be based on critical scrutiny ^
just as it should be for everyone else’ (OpenLeaks, n.d.) the website claims.
But WikiLeaks’ opaque finances and mystery are not just an irony, an
unfortunate hypocrisy, or an oversight that should be corrected in order to
move WikiLeaks closer to the identity of a respectable NGO. WikiLeaks’
clandestine modus operandi is not an aberrant feature of an otherwise
admirably transparent project. Secrecy (as anonymity of sources, coded
information, dispersed anonymous membership) is a condition of (im)possibility of the WikiLeaks (infra)structure.
In its cavalier approach to secrecy, I want to suggest that WikiLeaks
not only problematizes the liberal democratic notion of transparency it at
once seeks to enact, but it also suggests a more nuanced notion of being-incommon than other calls to political action presume. In fact, we can detect
in WikiLeaks a critique of community in line with the thought of Roberto
Esposito (2009), and before him, Jean-Luc Nancy (1991) (as well as George
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Bataille, 1970, and Maurice Blanchot, 1988). There are well-rehearsed objections to such a reading.18 The register in which these thinkers write tends
to be epistemological, their concern being with transcendental and indeed
quasi-transcendental modes of knowing, particularly in relation to the
(non-)knowability of the other, the other’s secrecy and the other’s resistance
to epistemological mastery. But to imagine that they simply ignore the political implications of this resistance would be to do a disservice to their
work, especially given the deep Hegelian background in play. The secret
other, the other secret, the secret of the other, and the secret as the other ^
all were coterminously epistemological and political at their root. Indeed,
separating them out would represent a pre-deconstructive move.
Metaphysics is, on their account, precisely the idealization of the epistemological that removes the political in order to make the epistemological a
‘proper’ subject for philosophy.
Drawing on an exacting etymology of ‘communitas’, Esposito writes:
The common is not characterized by what is proper but by what is improper
or even more drastically, by the other; by a voiding, be it partial or whole,
of property into its negative; by removing what is properly one’s own that
invests and decenters the proprietary subject, forcing him to take leave of
himself, to alter himself. (2009: 7)

This is a bold move. Rather than finding its abyssal singularity (i.e. its singularity as irrecuperable alterity) relieved by community, the ‘proprietary
subject’ finds it extended. The subject in community with other subjects
suffers a further abjection in its ability to own itself as proper. In doing
so, it forfeits not just epistemological and political grounding, but ontological and existential guarantees as to what we might still call its Dasein. ‘In
the community,’ Esposito continues,
subjects do not find a principle of identification nor an aseptic enclosure
within which they can establish transparent communication or even a content to be communicated. They don’t find anything else except that void,
that distance, that extraneousness that constitutes them as being missing
from themselves. (2009: 7)

In other words, what a community ‘shares’, what it has in common, is nonbelonging and otherness. It shares non-sharing. Even if we ‘share’ secrets,
there is a more constitutive secret conditioning the sharer in the first
place, which is a ‘principle’ of exappropriation. This is a secret the Left has
yet to come fully to terms with.
The commons in this view is radical, not because of what it enables us
to share, not because it offers a collective bond or ‘power in numbers’, but
because it forces the subject to face otherness (within and between subjects). That is, although community might often be interpreted as an arena
for sharing transparent statements, positive forms of knowledge, revealed
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secrets, it is in fact a space in which subjects encounter secrets qua singularities (in terms of the absolute difference between subjects). The subject
becomes more singular, not less, through a decentring, precisely because
this removes it further from a generality under which it might be categorized. This being the fate of other subjects in the commons, however, the
centrifugal movement applies to all. What results is a ‘commons’ of shared
atomism, an atomism that guarantees the secret and produces what could
still be called a virtual community, with the caveat that that community
remains secret to itself.
This is an important notion for the Left, which, with its socialist
instincts, has always wanted to gather all resources together in a ‘united
front’. This secrecy of the commons does the reverse. It is disorganized resistance, not in the sense of incompetent organization, but a pervasive organizing secret which makes the commons secret to itself and so all the more
‘resistant’. Little narcissistic propriety obtains here, because its constituent
members are not even ‘subjects’ in any proprietary sense, at least on the
Esposito definition. That is to say, these decentred (non-)subjects can’t
reflect themselves back to themselves. In a sense, the secret comes before
subjectivity, because it divides them from themselves as well as from the
community, even if they all share in the same fate, which links them. It’s a
‘negative commons’ if you like, rather than a ‘positive commons’of solidarity,
identity, commitment and knowledge.
In Nancy’s work, the community is a multiplicity of singular existences that share nothing but mortality. Moreover, because of its incontrovertibility, this mortality, Nancy argues, cannot serve as the basis for any
positive project or shared identity.
The genuine community of mortal beings, or death as community, establishes their impossible communion. Community therefore occupies a singular place: it assumes the impossibility of its own immanence, the
impossibility of a communitarian being in the form of a subject. In a certain sense community acknowledges and inscribes ^ this is its peculiar gesture ^ the impossibility of community. A community is not a project of
fusion, or in some general way a productive or operative project ^ nor is it
a project at all . . . . A community is the presentation to its members of
their mortal truth. (1991: 15)

Nancy’s Heideggerian allusions suggest that Being-towards-Death creates a
fundamental isolation of all who share in it, which is all mortal beings. We
all share the secret of death, but it is different for each one of us. Or
rather, it is the same, but the mortality of mortal beings means that it
affects my Being only. Death is pure singularity, and there results a commons of mortality. Ian James explains: ‘Community reveals, or rather is,
our exposure to the unmasterable limit of death, and thus our being
together outside of all identity or work of subjectivity’ (2006: 185). Because
this community enables the subject’s understanding of itself as radically
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isolated and individual, as outside itself, it is, paradoxically, the condition
for the possibility of encountering the other (and of forming an ethical
relation).
How does this relate to WikiLeaks? In ‘A Taste for the Secret’, Derrida
states that the concerns he has with the word ‘community’ (for its associations with the common, the as-one [Derrida with Ferraris, 2001: 25]) are
eased somewhat when used in reference to ‘a community that is such only
in an alliance that not only does not cancel out the singularity of the allies
but, on the contrary, accentuates it’ (2001: 24). Derrida, prompted by a question from Maurizio Ferraris, is talking about an interpretative ‘community’
attending to a text that is ‘not closed in on itself’ (2001: 24), but what I am
suggesting here is that WikiLeaks, by respecting the singularity and otherness, the secrecy, of the sources of knowledge it then makes transparent,
could be considered a ‘community’ without the idea of communion between
self-present subjects.19 But, we could ask, how is WikiLeaks different
from any newspaper that maintains the anonymity of its sources? Though
anonymous informants are still a characteristic of traditional journalism,
confidential sources and journalists usually form a ‘club’ of known people
meeting in private. WikiLeaks, on the other hand, is a technological^
human assemblage that enables automated data transfer between unidentified persons. It is a ‘community’ that shares content but not necessarily
identity (either nominal or social). Bradley Manning, for example, doesn’t
have to share Julian Assange’s more anarchic ambitions for radical transparency. The internet is instrumental to the appearance of WikiLeaks as an
embodiment of a post-communion community. It allows people to connect
without compromising their singularity. The internet, we could say, releases
a ‘community of singularity’ from the burden of being an unproductive
contradiction.
What lessons for the Left from this post-communion community that
seems to enact the idea of the secret qua singularity? To think this through,
we must return to the ethical relation that is instigated in the encounter
with the other. Nancy’s ideas brought us into the territory of universal mortality (that applies to Left, Right, and everything in between and beyond),
but the key concept we could apply in order to say something particular
about the Left is that of sacrifice. If there’s a leftist commons of the secret,
one that underscores the infinite singularity of the self as other to itself,
and other to other selves also other to themselves, it could perhaps connect
with a larger Left tradition of the diminution of the self in service of the
community in the ordinary sense. If what among many things historically
and ethically distinguishes Left from Right is self-sacrifice versus self-interest, there is in this ‘de-propriation’ of the self an important link. The leftist
self engages with the commons in a mode that necessarily deprives that
self of the proper yield of self-propriation, in the service of others doing
the same, others it hasn’t identified as such, for the commons is secret.
Indeed, this is what makes it ethical. If the leftist ‘self’ knew it was sacrificing itself only for other leftist selves, it wouldn’t be sacrifice but a subtle
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form of self-interest. The ethical risk, the ethical possibility, in a leftist commons, is that the self unknowingly sacrifices itself for an other who identifies with the Right. That is secrecy at work. Secrecy, sacrifice and risk.
The risk is what gives the secrecy of the commons a political value.
Otherwise it would be just acquiescence not in a secret, but in a tacitly
known, a tacitly acknowledged, commons of shared interest. The secret of
the Left is that it can always be infiltrated by the Right; its secrets are so
dispersed as subjective singularities that they become permeable. As permeable, indeed, as transparency. No one governs this secret of the Left,
this commons of the secret, and that is its risked openness, an openness of
the secret that makes it ethical.
I have argued that some socio-cultural phenomena show us that a form
of ‘knowledge’ can come into play other than that presumed by acts of disclosure. They tell us that something valuable can take place, shift, transform, because of secrecy rather than (or as well as) transparency. If the
radical Left follows the moderate, liberal Left by leaving secrecy to the
enclosing, (in)securitizing forces of the Right, it risks missing vital opportunities to explore forms of knowledge which do not conform to revelatory
logic. It risks missing the chance to make something else ‘happen’. The
secret is powerful ^ but not only for the opportunities of control and malfeasance the Right, or state, has exploited. It can interrupt transparency’s
potential complicity with neoliberal imperatives and, as Bratich claims, ‘provide conditions for dissent and transformation’ so vital to democracy (2006:
506), allowing what remains of the Left to work towards socialist or radical
democracy rather than support the current incarnation. But perhaps more
important than acting as the inspiration for strategy, secrecy can open us
to the affect, experience, transformation that non-positive forms of knowledge (or non-knowledge) can set in motion. It can, when thought in relation
to the work of Nancy, Esposito and Derrida help us re-evaluate the foundations of our being-in-common. The secret, qua singularity, can stage the
ethical demand of radical otherness.
Such formulations lack political expediency ^ they cannot be the basis
of a traditionally conceived ‘movement’, or a positive community of action
in the way that transparency can. But to ignore this reconceived form of
secrecy, to deny its status as a common resource or its demand upon the
way we conceive of our political identities, ethical responsibilities, and communities, means that it will remain a tool of ideology and power.
Notes
1. The EC’s Transparency Directive states: ‘Efficient, transparent and integrated
securities markets contribute to a genuine single market in the Community and
foster growth and job creation by better allocation of capital by reducing costs’
(European Commission, 2004).
2. David Miliband’s answer to the controversy surrounding leaked emails of climate change scholars at the University of East Anglia in the UK was, ‘maximum
transparency ^ let’s get the data out there. The people who believe that climate
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change is happening and is man-made have nothing to fear from transparency’
(quoted in Westcott, 2009). And, more generally, transparency concerning carbon
trading schemes and green technologies is promoted as progressive.
3. Of course, it is debatable whether this is an ethics or performance of transparency. Nevertheless, it is the rhetoric that is important for the current enquiry.
4. For an examination of Enlightenment thinkers in relation to transparency, see
Baume (2011). For a history of transparency as a word and doctrine, see Hood
(2006a).
5. Of course, with acts of transparency, such as the WikiLeaks release of US
diplomatic cables, the importance of diplomatic and governmental secrecy
has also assumed a prominent place in recent public discourse. It is not that governmental transparency has eclipsed governmental secrecy in this respect.
However, this mode of secrecy is on the side of the state. This article asks what
role the secret can play in thinking an oppositional politics or alternative
community.
6. This movement includes the Sunlight Foundation (see http://sunlightfoundation.com/), OpenSecrets.org, Transparency USA, and MAPLight.org. On the guerrilla fringes of the transparency movement, WikiLeaks has posed the biggest
challenge to traditional classification systems and closed government.
7. Despite the more liberal aims of WikiLeaks to empower citizens and make government accountable, Assange’s politics are more anti-capitalist in nature. He
points out that freedom of speech is wholly contiguous with western state power
because it does not threaten the economic base: the way in which western states
have ‘fiscalised basic power relationships through a web of contracts, loans, shareholdings, bank holdings and so on’. For him, censorship indicates ‘an economic
signal that reveals the potential power of speech in that jurisdiction’. Thus, the
US Justice Department’s deliberations on how to curb the WikiLeaks revelations
(see Savage, 2010) signal ‘a great hope’: ‘speech powerful enough to break the
fiscal blockade’ (Assange, 2010).
8. See: http://www.neweconomics.org/projects/green-new-deal
9. It should be noted that transparency is not only championed by liberals. A representative of the libertarian CATO Institute explains the widespread appeal in
the US: ‘Transparency is a pan-ideological good. Libertarians and conservatives
want more transparency to reduce demand for government. Liberals see opportunity to validate government and root-out corruption’ (quoted in Triplett, 2010).
However, transparency has become predominantly associated with progressive liberalism in the US and is a prime feature of the current manifestation of liberal
democracy.
10. Transparency might constitute a ‘floating signifier’. Floating signifiers,
according to Ernesto Laclau and Chantal Mouffe, are subject to an ongoing
contestation over meaning and can be articulated to radically different political
projects (1985: 113). Transparency has no essential meaning outside of the discursive formations that invoke it or the historical context in which it is
situated. This is why the Left, although it needs to be wary of the current liberal and neoliberal championing of transparency, can still draw on it in the
future when a new discursive formation will attribute new meanings
to transparency.
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11. Leif Wenar writes, ‘Some may . . . think that a more transparent system is
morally better in itself, or that transparency is constitutive of a system that has
some other virtue like justice’ (2006: 8).
12. The authors also, it should be pointed out, recognize some programmes which
have been a success ^ such as restaurant hygiene initiatives in California.
13. Tsoukas claims that, ‘Making more information on an expert system publicly
available entails that more opportunities for conflicting interpretations are created, and so it is less likely for trust to be achieved’ (1997: 835). On a similar
note, Hood points out that while it is impossible to prove increased transparency
results in less trust, we can say that the recorded decline of trust in government
after 1970 indicates that, contrary to the claims of transparency advocates, there
is no correspondence between increased transparency and trust (2006b: 218).
14. Of course, it is also possible to argue the opposite: that it is the moment when
the analyst is ascribed subjectivity that the transference occurs. Even so, in
strictly Freudian thought, it is the neutrality which enables the projection of subjectivity to happen.
15. Imagine an exchange at a birthday party which begins, ‘Only tradition and
politeness impel me to give you this gift’; or a Christmas that involves the whole
family just transferring money into each others’ bank accounts.
16. An ‘enclosing’ discourse is not the same, of course, as the acts of privatization
being imposed on social and environmental commons. Nevertheless, I think the
comparison stands ^ for the discourse of (in)securitization has effectively harnessed the profitability of secrecy as a strategy.
17. In a statement to the press on the day of Julian Assange’s arrest in London (7
December 2010), his lawyer, Mark Stephens, commented that WikiLeaks is a ‘virtual journalistic community around the world’, indicating that its work couldn’t
be halted by the arrest of one person (quoted in Weaver and Adams, 2010).
Assange himself had earlier remarked that ‘the Cable Gate archive has been
spread . . . to over 100,000 people in encrypted form’. He added, ‘If something happens to us, the key parts will be released automatically’ (2010). And while
Assange’s assumption of the role of spokesperson has rendered him as an individual far from secret, the structure of secrecy remains an instrumental element of
WikiLeaks.
18. Christopher Fynsk, for example, warns: ‘one cannot work to institute or realize this thought of community’ (1991: xi). The idea of an operative inoperative
community or of applying Nancy’s thought to politics might lead to frustration.
But Fynsk also states: ‘The impossibility of immediately translating this thought
into a political program does not dictate political paralysis.’ Rather, we must
‘rethink the very concept of political practice’ (1991: xi).
19. It should be noted with respect to this issue that Private Manning was only
arrested because of a failure in his own ability to keep a secret, not that of the
WikiLeaks technology.
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Questions of censorship, information filtering and ideologically coloured
news services seem to have entered a new phase: Facebook's filtering of data
flows generated by the A r a b Spring in order to prevent existing regimes from
misusing information; censorship of the regular media in t h e USA as a result
of t h e W i k i L e a k s revelations; extreme sanctions imposed by the Chinese
government against internal dissident voices; growing populism in Europe,
urging greater state control over the media and more transparent policy; the
illegal wiretapping practices of Rupert Murdoch's bungling media empire,
which became the victim of overplaying its own h a n d . . .
These almost arbitrary examples point to a general change of climate
in news coverage and pose the question of what the term 'media ecology'
could still mean. Or, to reformulate the question in a cybernetic and t h u s
almost politically neutral fashion: W h a t is the connecting pattern t h a t
emerges in this hybrid constellation of mutually influencing factors? T h e
answer can only be discovered through a network analysis and a political/
aesthetic analysis of ideology and editing, (informational) power and spheres
of influence. W e can then perhaps say that the first lesson t h a t WikiLeaks
has thoroughly impressed upon t h e world reintroduces w h a t in principle is
an old fact: namely, that exposing t h e way in which data and information is
handled is - painfully enough - more revealing than the possibly extremely
compromising content of the 'hard data' itself. The ultimate consequence of
this conclusion goes much further t h a n the almost pathetic battles Julian Assange believes he must wage in order to preserve 'the truth'. I n that respect,
let us above all not forget that 'truth' is a media effect that is produced! W i t h
its cleverly directed, media-sawy campaigns, WikiLeaks seems to be following the same logic that lies at the b o t t o m of the escapades of the distressed
Murdoch empire.
Assange's media logic became almost palpable when he stated in an interview with A m y G o o d m a n and in conversation with the philosopher Slavoj
Zizek on the American radio show Democracy Now that he was amazed by
the fact that t h e populist and nationalistic Fox News show h a d shown more
images of the shocking Collateral Murder video than had C N N , which at the
first hail of bullets had broadcasted a blank screen under t h e pretext t h a t it
wanted to spare the families of the victims. 1 Assange assumed that despite
the fact that Fox had condemned
1. Broadcast on 12 July 2011.
WikiLeaks publication of the video
images and treated the material in a biased and tendentious manner, t h e
truth was more served by Fox than by the prudish C N N . Assange's 'truth'
appears to be a videographic truth, an almost transparent ideology of m e dia penetration. It is precisely this aspect of t h e Assange doctrine t h a t has
evoked the requisite restraint and reserve in a camp that o n e would normally
expect to have supported him - the leftist-activist camp.
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How can we arrive at a correct assessment of all the different levels and scales
of importance connected with WikiLeaks and subsequently construct a truly
productive framework of action? With this splintering of perspectives, what
is necessary in order to find an answer that not only unites but also spurs
democratic action, and offers a counterbalance to the imminent threats created by the exponential increase of control over historiography, access to information, freedom of speech, freedom of movement, freedom of dissidence
and freedom of questioning? What does WikiLeaks have to offer within this
subversive framework?
The leftist camp is divided on WikiLeaks as an activist phenomenon
and has a hard time properly interpreting its effects. On the one hand, there
is mistrust of front man Julian Assange, who according to some has emerged
as a dictatorial leader and self-styled celebrity who has piloted WikiLeaks
into populist waters. On the other hand, with the publication of hundreds of
thousands of documents, the WikiLeaks motto 'No power without accountability' has unleashed an undeniable force and caused an inspiring chaos in
geopolitical relations. At the same time, WikiLeaks'impact on the regular
news media can hardly be underestimated.
In any case, WikiLeaks always knows how to take advantage of a momentum and capture global attention with new revelations, as witnessed not
only by the shocking images of Collateral Murder, but also by the publication
of a tremendous amount of documents on the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan,
the 779 documents on the American detention camp Guantanamo, the
hundreds of files on the crisis areas of Honduras and Pakistan, and of course
the very extensive collection of diplomatic documents (the 'cable files'). Time
and again, WikiLeaks has caused consternation and desperation on the side
of the people, parties and institutions compromised by the revelations.
Yet these revelations, no matter how shocking and historically important, do not seem to be the only merit of WikiLeaks: it has above all demonstrated that an anarchistic way of dealing with reporting is a public good
and can generate democratic effects. In order to effectuate this, WikiLeaks
has moreover installed a 'custom-made'infrastructure. In short, WikiLeaks
is only the beginning of a promise. To quote the conservative thinker Oliver
Wendell Holmes: 'The mind, once expanded to the dimensions of larger
ideas, never returns to its original size.'
What To Do?
So far, the fiercest reaction to WikiLeaks has been in the USA, which is not
strange when you consider that the platform appears to be waging an emphatic information war against the goings-on of what still may be regarded
as one of the most powerful countries in the world. That its power is at stake
62
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due to the revelations made by WikiLeaks is evidenced by the reactions
which have varied from calls for legal action and the freezing of WikiLeaks'
assets - which have indeed occurred - to repeated exhortations for Assange's
sentencing and execution.
WikiLeaks has received support, in itself not surprising, from the hactivist collective Anonymous, which reacted with DdoS (Distributed Denial
of Service) attacks on credit card companies that had frozen WikiLeaks' assets (Maestro and PayPal) and additionally devoted themselves to 'Operation
Crowdleaks': an attempt with the help of volunteers to translate collective
information provided by WikiLeaks for a larger audience. The tactic behind
this form of mass journalism is to publish cables that thus far have had little
or no attention in the media. In the meantime, WikiLeaks and Assange have
received various awards, including the Amnesty International UK Media
Award. Slavoj Zizek has expressed himself positively about WikiLeaks and
Assange's fight; while Daniel Ellsberg, who in the book Pentagon Papers
leaked information in the 1970s on the war in Vietnam, has meanwhile been
exerting himself on countless forums to draw parallels between how he was
assailed as a whistle-blower at the time and the way in which Assange has
been thwarted and prosecuted in America by both the government and corporations.
Perhaps less obvious is the support that WikiLeaks has received from
the art world. Less obvious because, as the account of former WikiLeaks coworker Daniel Domscheit-Berg demonstrates, Assange's attitude towards
art is, to put it mildly, rather reserved.2 The question of the extent to which
W i k i L e a k s COuld b e n e f i t f r o m a r t , Or

2. Daniel Domscheit-Berg, Inside WikiLeaks (Amsterdam:

vice versa, is closely connected to the Lebowski Publishers'2011)'
general question of how the WikiLeaks strategy relates to global developments and power relations, and how it can contribute to the rediscovery of a
perspective for social and cultural action and emancipation.
In the following conversation with Geert Lovink, media theorist and founder of the Institute of Network Cultures, and Merijn Oudenampsen, political
scientist and sociologist, both also allied with different generations of hackers and activists, the dilemmas outlined above come to the fore in varying
contexts. Lovink and Oudenampsen. contributed greatly to a public discussion conducted both online and offline about WikiLeaks, sometimes seemingly taking different standpoints. In December 2010, Lovink co-authored
with Patrice Riemens a polemic piece about WikiLeaks, called 'Twelve Theses on WikiLeaks', which appeared in various European papers and online
forums. It was published in the Dutch newspaper NRCHandelsblad under
the heading' Voor WikiLeaks telt alleen de banaliteit van het spektakel' (All
Ihat Counts for WikiLeaks is the Banality of the Spectacle). Oudenampsen
WikiLeaks as an Editorial Problem
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3. For Lovink and Riemens' text, see: digitaleeditie.nrc.nl/
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ww.euro7inexom/articles/2010-12-074ovinlaiemensen.html. I'or Oudenampsens reaction, see: www.nettime.
org/Lists-Archives/nettime-nl-1012/msg00020.html.

This conversation modifies their differences of opinion somewhat and
contains no incontrovertible statements or detailed solutions. Starting from
the phenomenon of WikiLeaks, it explores where there is room for social and
political change and where there are perspectives that can contribute to greater
transparency of the workings of power.
Willem van Weelden: In his article 'Transparency and Exodus: On Political
Process in the Mediated Democracies', the cultural critic Brian Holmes quotes Felix
Guattari: ' W h a t is it that separates the left from the right? . . . Fundamentally,
it is nothing but a processual calling, aprocessualpassion [author's italics ed.].' 4 Holmes draws a parallel between certain forms of activism and experimental
art: both
r
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4. Brian Holmes, 'Transparency and Exodus: On Political
Process in the Mediated Democracies', Open: Cahier on
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no. 8'(in)Visibility:

Beyond the

Image in Art Culture and the Public Domain'(Amsterdam/Rotterdam: SKOR/NAi Publishers, 2005), 49.

divisions of the political power arena.
What about the left wings passion with respect to WikiLeaks ? In the discussions on
WikiLeaks, the two of you initially seem to be diametrically opposed when it comes
to a critical interpretation. All the same, the content and process of WikiLeaks has
been less in the news lately. The media's attention skipsfrom an item on Assange's
behaviour to the next scandal about the peripheral symptoms of the phenomenon.
This raises the question of the extent to which the alternative camp is still capable
of not only putting Holmes's celebratedprocessual passion on the agenda concerning
WikiLeaks, but also successfully implementing it.
Merijn Oudenampsen: I think WikiLeaks gives visibility to the filtering process in the traditional media, and that there has been a strategy, if not a tactic,
of publicizing the WikiLeaks narrative in a particular manner. By focusing
on the personage of Assange, the spectacle, the stories about Gaddafi's bodyguard, the character of Sarkozy or - as happened in the D u t c h paper NRC
Handelsblad- by discussing the literary qualities of the cables, it was possible
to avoid dealing with the more fundamental issues in terms of content. O n
the one hand, this would seem to point to lazy journalism (as is often the
case in the Netherlands). O n the other, it could also have been the result of a
conscious strategy, such as with The New York Times, whose editors met with
bureaucrats from Washington in order to decide what to publish and what not.
Afterward, a cable downplaying the threat of the Iranian rocket programme
was purposely not published, while an article with an opposite slant was put
out. This sort of case is a typical illustration of N o a m Chomsky's classical
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position on the functioning of Western media as a mouthpiece of the established order. That is certainly true for the U S A , but in the Netherlands you
don't immediately expect it.
VVvW: At the time, you criticized the publication of Patrice Riemens and Geert
Lovinks text in N R C Handelsblad. Was the choice o/TNRC Handelsblad as a
platform the most important point of criticism for you? After all, this paper took a
rather conservative stance on WikiLeaks.
M O : In the first instance I was shocked by the headline, A l l That C o u n t s for
WikiLeaks is the Banality of the Spectacle'. However, that turned out to be
formulated by the paper itself, not written by Geert and Patrice. I was indeed
concerned about the context in which the piece appeared: in the D u t c h media,
including the NRC, WikiLeaks was attacked as being irresponsible and Assange was set aside as an eccentric figure with megalomania. Of all places, the
article appeared in this context, and then written by people whom you would
expect to stand up for WikiLeaks; but that didn't happen. A t least, that's the
impression it gave, also because the NRC had omitted Lovink and Riemens'
first thesis (the zero thesis: 'WikiLeaks is a good thing'). Geert and Patrice
had originally written the text for the online mailing list Nettime with the
intention of it being a critical piece. In the context of the NRC, it did n o t have
that effect. This is why I thought it would be good to thoroughly examine
precisely this point in the discussion that unfolded on Nettime. Judging from
the reactions I received, there actually turned out to be little sympathy for this.
I think that's strange. After all, Nettime is part of a world that ought to have
sympathy for something like WikiLeaks. W h e r e was it? I absolutely cannot
explain that. But after all, I'm from a different generation.
Geert Lovink: I have indeed moved beyond Chomsky's criticism from the
early 1980s, although it has lost nothing of its validity. I n working with activists and artists, it is good to repeat that criticism from time to time, b u t it no
longer generates any new strategies. So I don't have a problem with its veracity, but with its effect on the creativity of collective subversion. It curtails the
many possibilities that there are. Very concretely, the filtering of information
always makes m e think of processes that take place at the NRC or The New
York Times, which are clear to me. But a book has just come out by Eli Pariser
that discusses new forms of power generated by very fine filtering processes
that offer personalized information to users of Google, Facebook and other
information distributors without their really being aware of it. 5 These are
developments that could truly lead to new insights into h o w the media powers
o f t h e t w e n t y - f i r s t C e n t u r y WOrk. T h e y

no longer work by manipulation from
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the top down, but by giving people the feeling that they are being served and
can develop themselves, that they are being taken seriously and their subject is
being addressed. W i t h information filtering, I see new workings of power; and
I am extremely curious about this because I think that new activist strategies
should above all focus on that. We've known for a while now that the NRC and
other old media manipulate and have a certain agenda.

undermine existing perspectives, to stimulate people to a n e w land of reflexivi t y . . . . Activism is often more aimed at effect, at presentation on the streets, at
making a claim based on a certain identity, while art can actually question such
claims. I t h i n k that examining and questioning is very interesting at t h e m o ment, because in the case of WikiLeaks it's not possible to make a very clear
claim.

Engaged A r t and the Journey O u t of the Reservation

W v W : But was Brian Holmes right in saying that there are parallels between
activism and art, and that they now are very obviously visible? Or is it so that we
can no longer identify a phenomenon such as WikiLeaks and its spectacular actions
as activism?

W v W : It is striking that it is above all artists who are reacting to WikiLeaks in an
interesting manner, while this is much less the case with regular activists. Merijn,
you have expressed rather critical views on engaged art, for example in your reaction to the essay by the artist Jonas Staal, Post-propaganda. 6 To what extent do
you feel that the art worlds support of WikiLeaks is interesting or important for the
further

propagation

Of the transparency
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agenda? Assange himself seems to have a
tremendous

disdain for art, according to

the book byformer WikiLeaks
Daniel Domscheit-Berg.7
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- Domscheit-Berg, inside WikiLeaks, op. cit. (note 2).

co-worker

M O : M y criticism of Jonas Staal arose from the discussion about the so-called
'new engaged art' in the Netherlands. This new engagement surprises me
because it doesn't take any position at all. Jonas Staal, whose art is considered
part of this movement, is someone who represents social contradictions in
his work, b u t does not take a position himself. A n d that's called the new
engagement. The old engagement was about intellectuals and writers taking
a position, like Zola's J'Accuse with the Dreyfus affair. W i t h Sartre, the existential notion of engagement involved a moral responsibility whereby it was
impossible not to take a position, because aloofness is also a position. 8 A n d
nOW yOU e n d Up With a f o r m of n e w

8. Jean-Paul Sartre, Being and Nothingness: A Phenom-

e n g a g e m e n t t h a t i n fact m e a n s i n t e r a c - ™f6falEssay

°" Ontolosy (London: Taylor & Francis,

tion, it's about art that engages with
the public. This notion of engagement as interactive art was pushed forward
under Tony Blair as the spearhead of the cultural policy of New Labour, a vision that was later supported by Richard Florida with his book on the creative
industry. 9 If that's the new engagement, then the old notion of the term utterly

M O : It is most certainly activism, and I think that there are also parallels with
art - j u s t not in the Netherlands. The Netherlands has a very strong tradition
of depoliticization and of what Jacques Ranciere calls the logic of police': compartmentalization, or pigeonholing. 10 You're in the literary world, or you're in
t h e n e w m e d i a WOrld, e t c e t e r a . E v e r y body's gOt t h e i r OWn Sandbox tO play

10. Jacques Ranciere, Disagreement: Politics and Philosoph
< Mi »- a P° lis: Univers ^ of Minnesota Press, 1999).

in. The point of all art that is engaged is to 'get out of the reservation, as the
philosopher and writer Jacq Vogelaar says. That's just been put on the agenda
again.
GL: That's because the reservations are being dismantled!
M O : Yes, the zoos are being torn down, the gates thrown open, and they're
not feeding the animals anymore! But from an international point of view,
there is certainly a question of convergence. I think this is because the activist
identity, the certitude of being a worker or a squatter, for example, no longer
exists. Such identity frameworks have disappeared. So lots of activists have
acquired the same investigative attitude as artists. They understand one another much better now.

formulated on the basis of this differ'
>
ence, because in the Netherlands there is hardly any engaged art at all!
For the rest, specific identities like artist and activist don't interest me that
much. I think more in terms of a series of skills, a repertoire of competencies
that enable people to examine a social reality in a totally different manner, to

GL: The problem is that the process of political awakening is no longer occurring gradually. Everywhere, 'waking up'is taking the form of gigantic
eruptions. Revolts, uprisings, resistance, or whatever you want to call them,
are no longer the consequence of political organization per se. At the most,
you could say that a political organization comes forth from it. That may also
be true of what is happening right now in the Middle East. And that's also
why we are so focused on the so-called Facebook revolutions, not because
those uprisings are the result of Facebook, but because we do not understand
how such political eruptions come about. For it is abundantly clear that they
no longer are the result of a cumulative growth of political organization.
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You could also question the extent to which these eruptions are the result of
alienation, of great despair, such as was the case in Spain and Greece, or with
the smaller eruptions in Italy. W i t h change, I primarily think of that effect,
whereby the logic of being shut away in a reservation of your own is radically
shattered.
W v W : Does the tearing down of those oldpigeonholes and reservations produce
an effect of transparency? The Arab Spring becamefamous because the social media
supposedly had a corrective effect on dictatorial power, and soforth, but at the same
time it must be said that those very media also made it much easier to pick up dissidents. Could you say that, in parallel to the transparency movement, WikiLeaks
has manoeuvred itself into the position of an International Tribunal of abuses
and faulty practices? And that in doing so, they place themselves outside the legal
frameworks?
M O : I don't think it's anywhere near that bad. W h a t WikiLeaks has released
doesn't even fall under the category of'top secret'. But Ellsberg's Pentagon
Papers, which revealed the cynical politics behind the Vietnam War, were
top secret at one time. Ellsberg is the man who so many years later is seen as
a great model and defender of democracy, certainly within the Democratic
Party. I t is remarkable to see that WikiLeaks, on the basis of releasing much
less important documents, is now branded as a semi-terrorist organization.
That says a lot about the spirit of the times. The Democrats also don't have any
regard for WikiLeaks, while the newspapers who once published the Pentagon
Papers are now spoon-fed by Washington. For that matter, WikiLeaks plays a
modest role that we must not exaggerate. I find Assange's claim that W i k i L e aks made the uprisings in the Middle East possible rather arrogant.
GL: The release of the Pentagon Papers took place at the height of the anti-war
movement, anti-Vietnam and very many other movements in the late 1960s,
early 1970s. It's almost impossible to see those things separately from one another. A t this moment in time, what social context should we place WikiLeaks
in? Looking back, I would think that WikiLeaks is connected not so much to
social movements, but to the major events that occurred during the period of the
financial crisis of 2008-2009, which caused the erosion of capitalist legitimacy.
W v W : So, then, do you also agree with Assange, as he cites in the e-flux interview
with Hans Ulrich Obrist, that power is increasingly located outside governmental
circles and can befound in patronage, the lobbies of the banks, the stock market and
the big corporations, and that the most important decisions are made there? u Do
yOU share his analysis that this COnStel7 ,.
./
, 77 j
•,! • ,7

11. See e-fluxjournal nos. 25 and 26 for the Hans Ulrich
Obrist's two-part interview with Assange: www.e-flux.

lation cannot be controlled within
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traditional frameworks and that it should be made transparent in an alternative
manner?
GL: Yes, b u t I think that WikiLeaks is only a start at making those lobbying
and consultation structures transparent. I think it would be good if things
developed more in that direction. I n the Netherlands, the construction fraud
whistle-blower is still undertaking legal action in order to gain recognition for
what he did. 12 So here, too, we are only at the beginning of the process of making pOWer transparent. WikiLeaks and 12. Ad Bos, a Dutch contractor who primarily is known
_„

,_.„U« :*,:<.:„*;,„»„ «^1„„, „ l»:™ «^1„ : . ,

as t n e

whistle-blower in the so-called building; fraud affair.

comparable initiatives play a big role in

In 1998> he discovered duplicatc accounts he fi hy his

t h i s . A n i m p o r t a n t q u e s t i o n is w h a t We
, , ,
i~ %
1

employer, the KoopTjuchem constructionfirm,and made
them public. See: nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ad_Bos.

could do to facilitate that process.
Transparency and Media Strategy
M O : That's a fascinating point. The spectacle that Geert refers to in 'Twelve
Theses' seems to form an inherent part of getting into newspapers like The
New York Times, Der Spiegel, The Guardian, and so forth. W i t h i n the A m e r i can publicity world, a great deal is known about what goes o n behind t h e
closed doors of Goldman Sachs, the relation between G o l d m a n Sachs and
the political-financial elite, or other abuses within the financial world, b u t in
one way or another, the news coverage on this is never mainstream. I find that
contradiction interesting: the spectacle or the personalization is precisely what
makes it possible for WikiLeaks to get through to the mainstream.
GL: That's also a difficulty. O n the one hand, I see the efforts of WikiLeaks
from the perspective of hackers, and how they have become a productive part
of facilitating openness, and on the other from the perspective of the crisis of
investigative and quality journalism in general. C a n we indeed gamble that if
you have quality in that area, it will also lead to a political reversal? I t turns out
that personalization is one of the crucial facilitating factors. I have problems
with that, because if you bet on celebrity strategy instead of the quality of the
work, of diligently seeking out the precise workings of power and describing
them, then a lot gets lost. That's t h e dilemma we're facing right now.
W v W : Assange is rather ambiguous in that regard: on the one hand he argues
that WikiLeaks should be seen as a storm troop that forswears the ego; on the
other, it seems like an almost populist programme, considering the choice of what is
publicized.
GL: Yes, but there has also been a reversal in that regard, which took place
in early 2010. Before that, celebrity status was not an issue. The question is,
WikiLeaks as an Editorial Problem
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exactly what motivated that reversal? The obvious answer is to relate this to the
decision Assange made at that time to work with regular newspapers and to
cease utilizing his own organizational capacity of the Internet culture.
W v W : In an interview, you inferred that the Internet has entered a new phased
Through the greater USe of Social media,

13. Maurits Martijn,' WikiLeaks moet zich niet met de

inhoud bemoeien', interview with Geert Lovink, Vrij
people are actually being drawn away
Nederland, 16 February 2011.
from the open Internet, and more and
more exchanges are taking place within private, controlled environments. On the
other side, there is an increasing amount of control, commercialization and regulation on the open Internet. Do you believe there is a connection with the problematic
of WikiLeaks here?

G L : Yes, a direct connection, because this touches upon the agenda of all
hackers. That agenda is about openness, and currently also about the issue of
net neutrality. There is a long list of militant issues. WikiLeaks is part of the
hacker agenda. Its entire rhetoric comes from there, even though Assange
himself has now more or less drifted in the direction of mainstream media.
W v W : But at the same time you could also wonder, with all the databases that are
being put online, what kind of emancipatory function WikiLeaks can still have for
public opinion. The cables, for example, were briefly in the news; a bit of trivia was
debated and afew jokes were made about world leaders. But asfar as putting the
topics that are hidden within them on the agenda goes, or bringing transparency to
theforeign policy of the USA, publicizing them has had only a relative and mainly
media effect.
G L : I think that it has had a very big influence, and still will have. W i t h its
Cablegate, WikiLeaks has by now become a circus travelling from country to
country. If you don't follow it, you wouldn't know that all sorts of things happened last m o n t h in Pakistan in which WikiLeaks was involved, and that very
many things are going on in Honduras right now because of WikiLeaks. You
could indeed have the impression that it is already over, yet these are things
that will have consequences in the world in the long term. I see it more as a
cultural change that goes much further than today's headlines.
W v W : In any case, there is a problem with thefreedom and independence of the
regular media, which are censored from above, or in some instances censor themselves. Then again, you see transparency movements such as WikiLeaks that come
from the tradition ofhackerdom and try to find their way to openness by means
of the Internet. A gap seems to be arising between vital, important information
published on the Internet and the degree to which that information attracts public
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attention. I think that only afew people are up to date on the role of WikiLeaks in
Pakistan and Honduras.
M O : The point is that the spectacle and the banality are precisely what make
it possible to break into the traditional media. I think that selective groups of
informed people and networks will increasingly be better able to do something
with the less visible or sensational information and spread it further - t h i n k
of diplomats or journalists, for instance. W h a t makes WikiLeaks possible,
among other things because of the cables, is a database that can be referred
to, accessed and studied every day. The huge volume of the leaks also makes
that possible: every time a political crisis occurs, the database can be searched
on the basis of a certain theme, and new things can be brought out. That
won't change for a while. There are all sorts of attacks on the infrastructure of
WikiLeaks, b u t this is a practice that can also increasingly develop at the local
level. That way, outside the spectacular aspect, translations and edited versions
of the leaks can end up in the mainstream media.
W v W : WikiLeaks has anticipated situations very well by putting out certain
information at precisely the right moment, so that the revelations could have their
maximum effect. Can we learn something from that'?
M O : I think that the way in which the Afghanistan 'War Logs'were presented
is illustrative. The press conference, how it was published in the papers . . . I
don't know how all of that was prepared, but a great deal can indeed be learned
from it. If only because of the incredible amount of information, which was
presented in a very accessible manner. O n the basis of that information, people
can make projections with Google M a p s , and designers can also open i t up
with graphics. The great challenge is to deal with that enormous data flow of
information and to translate it into a digestible form that can be published in a
newspaper. That way, a tipping point can be induced. WikiLeaks has d o n e this
superbly. A n d the whole problematic aspect of spectacle and personalization
has played an important role in this.
G L : We should of course see this in the perspective of the neutralization and
parallelization of the antiwar movement by the O b a m a administration. That's
the strange thing about this medium of hactivism: it has an odd relation with
the political reality of the protest movements. I don't believe in the thesis that
there has been a 'virtualization or paralysation of protest', t h a t the libidinous
energy of the street is moving to the space online. The events in Egypt have
shown that this is obviously not the case. But there's still the question of how
these things actually do relate to one another. The relations have been lost,
there is no longer any organic connection. Maybe it's because so very many
WikiLeaks as an Editorial Problem
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processes are taking place at the same time. That makes it difficult to follow.
Maybe you should determine that paralysation and politicization are occurring simultaneously, as totally contradictory movements. This would indicate
that the concepts we use are no longer valid, or that in very many places there
is an acceleration of processes going on that might indeed be occurring simultaneously but that are not directly related to one another.
MO: As far as protest goes, I think that the crisis actually has had a stabilizing effect on the challenging of power, and resignation is setting in. With the
cutbacks, there is a reactive movement, to be sure, but the vast majority of the
population thinks: 'We mustn't complain, we'll just have to tighten our belts.'
You can see that there is less room for criticism. That also was demonstrated
in the 1930s: the threat of a crisis incites a proclivity for authority rather than
resistance.
WvW: But couldn't it also be that, as Geert argues, different social andpolitical
processes are takingplace simultaneously nowadays? That the reactions are conservative, but that this conservatism is simultaneously the germ of an unprecedentedly
strong protest?
M O : If you look at the Middle East, you see a completely different constellation than in the West. It might be connected with the global system
economically, but culturally and politically it is an entirely different situation,
of course. In Greece and Spain, various movements are trying to politicize the
present crisis, but there is no perspective whatsoever for action. So I'm rather
cynical about it. In Europe, people are again seeing that something like politics exists, that there is something like ideology. That is new, but I do not see a
way out, no line of escape.
GL: The question is whether you should seek those lines of escape within
the given frameworks of'capitalistic realism', as the writer and theorist Mark
Fisher describes it, for example.14 Those frameworks are fairly hopeless. So
if it has tO be about a perspective of
aCtion, t h e q u e s t i o n is w h e t h e r tO

14. Mark Fisher, Capitalist Realism: Is There No Alterna^ ? (Winchester, UK/Washington, DC: Zero Books,

place it inside or outside that. Without
becoming nationalistic, you would have to get much more into local initiatives,
which are separate from the global infrastructure in which the Netherlands is
so fervently participating. The dismantling of the global infrastructure: that
might be a good place to start.
This conversation took place on 29 June 2011.
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Transparency
as a political device
Andrew Barry

Introduction
In his 1896 essay on ‘The Secret and the Secret Society’, Georg Simmel noted
the progressive openness of the state or, as he expressed it, “publicity’s invasion
of the affairs of state”. This invasion had occurred to “such an extent that, by
now, governments officially publish facts without whose secrecy, prior to the
nineteenth century, no regime seemed possible” (Simmel, 1950: 336). Today,
the question of the openness of the state has been framed in a particular way;
for many the idea and practice of transparency has become critical for efforts to
promote good governance. Transparency is a term, according to Christopher
Hood, that has attained quasi-religious significance in debate over governance
and institutional design. “ Since the 1980s the word has appeared in the litanies
of countless institutional-reform documents and mission statements… it is the
pervasive jargon of business governance as well as that of governments and
international bodies, and has been used almost to saturation point in all of those
domains over the past decade ” (Hood, 2006: 3). Hood traces the demand for
openness in government back to the work of Spinoza, Rousseau and Bentham.
Bentham, in particular, draw an opposition between transparency and secrecy
and “ secrecy, being an instrument of conspiracy, ought never to be the system
of regular government ” (quoted in Hood, 2006: 9).
If the recent enthusiasm for transparency is simply the latest stage in a long
evolutionary process, of ‘publicity’s invasion’, then what is new? Certainly,
there is the prevalence of the term’s usage. Hood does not seek to explain why
transparency (rather than openness) has become a preferred term, but he does
make an important observation: although the term has become pervasive it has
also been promoted by specific institutions, particularly those associated with
economic governance. He mentions, in particular, the key role of the GATT,
WTO, and the EU. Transparency is thought to be a critical element of a form
of transnational government that seeks to operate indirectly by delegating
practices of monitoring and auditing to non-governmental and international
organizations, commercial auditors and companies (Barry, 200; Miller & Rose,
2008).



On the history of the idea of transparency in global financial institutions see Best (2005).
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Yet transparency is much more than a concept. It points to a set of processes
and instruments, as well as to the necessity of particular kinds of relations
between the producers of information and the audience for whom information
is intended (Grossman, Luque & Muniesa, 2008). Transparency is understood
to be not just a matter of making information public, but a matter of molding
institutions into forms that are able to perform transparency (Power, 1997, 2007;
Strathern, 2000). Additionally transparency creates the kind of persons and
institutions that are in a position to monitor, use, and assess the credibility of any
information that is published. The operation of transparency, thus, is expected
to have a series of effects, not just on the production of information, but on
the identities, conduct and relations between persons and organizations. It is, in
short, a device intended to “articulate actions: [to] act or [to] make others act”
(Muniesa, Millo & Callon, 2007: 2, see also Caliskan & Callon, 2010: 9).
One feature of transparency is that it is applicable not just to the activities of
governments but also to the operations of business. The principle of transparency
is expected to be applied to the activities of organizations in general, not states
in particular. Moreover, according to its supporters, the progressive extension
of the application of the principle should not be a threat to commerce, nor
does it necessarily entail a restriction on commercial activity, or ‘the invasion’
of publicity into the world of business. On the contrary, the implementation
of transparency is said to provide the basis on which the information necessary
for the proper function of free markets would become readily available.
In this way, the practice of transparency has acquired a series of functions and
multiple meanings (Grossman, Luque & Muniesa, 2008). First, in so far as it
is directed towards the activities of governments, transparency is thought to
foster public accountability for “effective accountability requires mechanisms for
steady and reliable information and communication between decision-makers
and stakeholders” (Held & Koenig-Archibugi, 2005: 3). Secondly, transparency is
expected to allow investors to make rational judgments concerning the strength
of both commercial and public organizations, without having to rely on insider
knowledge. Thirdly, the operation of the principle of transparency appears
to establish a distinction between a domain within which more or less free
markets exist and a domain external to their operation (Callon, 1998). In effect,
transparency is intended to establish a clear boundary between the legitimate
domain of commerce and the market, on the one hand, and the illegitimate
territory of corruption and state crime, on the other. Transparency is necessary
if corruption is to be reduced, information is to flow more freely, organizations
are to be held accountable, and free markets are to flourish.
Simmel’s essay points, however, to two further key issues. One is indicated
by his metaphor of invasion to describe the effect of openness on the state.
In describing openness in these terms, Simmel’s essay complicates the terms of
Transparency is something that needs to be actively promoted. According to a study from the
Harvard ‘Transparency Policy Project’, “a generation of economists has shown that markets
and deliberative processes do not automatically produce all the information people need to
make informed choices concerning goods and services” (Fung, Graham & Weil, 2007: 6).
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the opposition between transparency and secrecy, and tradition and innovation.
For Simmel, it was not openness, but secrecy that was “ mankind’s greatest
achievement ”. Increasing openness and increasing secrecy both demanded
innovation, in opposition to a past in which neither concept had so much salience.
Openness did not reduce secrecy, he argued, but intensified the demand for it.
“Real secrecy”, Simmel argued, only began historically with the development of
greater openness. Yet, in his view, secrecy was valuable, while openness was not:
“In comparison with the childish stage in which every conception is expressed at
once, and every undertaking is accessible to the eyes of all, the secret produces
an immense enlargement of life: numerous contents of life cannot emerge in the
presence of full publicity” (Simmel, 1950: 330). The development of practices
of openness does not therefore reduce a given reservoir of secrets, which simply
exists and could potentially be made public. Rather, the development of openness
transforms the nature of what is kept secret, and what is valuable to keep secret
and what is not. On the one hand, it serves to constitute a domain of ‘secrets’
that are yet to be made public, yet might be in the future. On the other hand,
the development of practices of openness coincides with the development of
practices of secrecy. Indeed, this is not surprising. For when so much is out in
the open, what is not acquires a new and arguably greater value (Strathern, 2000:
310). Conversely, the growing prevalence of secrecy heightens the importance of
openness. Transparency magnifies reality and channels attention towards objects
that may subsequently come into public view (Taussig, 1999: 56).
Secondly, as Simmel observes, in a world of openness, it is not just openness
but secrecy itself that has to be achieved. Secrecy may rely on the use of law,
through technology (such as screens and firewalls), through economic control,
through the deployment of cultural capital, the threat of violence, or the loss of
patronage. It may depend on deliberate strategies of ignorance. After all, that
which one does not know need not subsequently be made open (McGoey, 2007).
Just as transparency is associated with certain agencements of persons and
objects and devices (such as a free press, accounting procedures and disclosure
requirements, public reports, debates and forums, etc.), promoted through the
work of particular institutions, there also exist devices of secrecy. Simmel’s
essay points us towards an interest in the history of such devices and the
interconnections between the histories of openness and secrecy. Like deviance
for Foucault, corruption, bribery, illegality and so on, are implicitly spoken about
in practices of transparency, but often through their absence, or in the margins
of texts (Foucault, 1979).
It would be a mistake, therefore, to assume a clear division between what is open
and what is or remains secret for other reasons. For if secrecy is an achievement,
then there are also things that have neither been made open for public inspection,
nor are kept secret, but are simply not known. These are things that could be made
public but are not, and there are matters of which few are aware and yet are not
On the notion of agencement see Deleuze (1988), Muniesa, Millo & Callon (2007), and
Caliskan & Callon (2010). On the history of devices for making things public see Latour
& Weibel (2005).
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secret either. There are also matters that are more or less public knowledge, but
are nonetheless not publicized or made transparent. Taussig notes the existence
of public secrets: that is secrets that many people know, but were not officially
made public (Taussig, 1999: 57). Such public secrets may or may not be true of
course, but their existence has consequences nonetheless (West & Sanders, 2003).
Whereas the information produced to meet the requirements of transparency
is traceable, and therefore is expected to render institutions accountable, the
origins of public secrets, as well as specific rumours are indeterminate (Kwinter,
2001: 126). At the same time that public secrets and rumours are generated,
transparency enables information to be made public.
In this paper I focus on the importance of transparency to the politics and economy
of the extractive industries in general, and the oil industry in particular. Why this
particular focus? There are two reasons. First, it is in relation to the operations of
the extractive industries that international and non-governmental organizations and
academics have taken particular interest in the implementation of transparency. In so
far as transparency is expected to give non-governmental organisations something
of a political role, then this role is particularly apparent in the operation of the
extractive industries. The oil industry is, along with the arms industry, thought to
be peculiarly secretive in its operations, and linked, in unacknowledged ways, to
the state. Secondly, the oil industry is not merely one example of the application
of the principle of transparency; it is arguably in relation to the oil industry and
oil revenues that the principle is thought to be of potentially the greatest benefit.
The principle of transparency and its application to the oil industry could provide
the key to the solution, as we shall see, to the problem of the ‘resource curse,’
which is said to blight both the economic performance and political stability of
resource rich countries, fostering violence and corruption.
The paper begins by focusing on the importance given to transparency by those
economists concerned with the problem of the ‘resource curse’. In this context,
transparency appears to function primarily as a ‘market device’ (Callon, Millo
& Muniesa, 2007). It is expected to make possible certain forms of economic
calculation, while reducing the likelihood of those non-market forms of economic
calculation associated with corruption and violence. However, in the second part
of the paper I argue that, in relation to the extractive industries, the project
of transparency has been understood to be as much a practical experiment in
social and political theory as in economics. The aim of those associated with
the promotion of transparency is not just to address the lack of economic
information, and to foster the development of a market economy, but also to
address the lack of development of civil society. In effect, transparency operates
along the borders between economic and political life (Mitchell, 1999; Barry,
2002). On the one hand, the implementation of transparency is expected to affect
a form of politicization of the economy that is both measured and rational.
On the other hand, transparency is intended to channel political disputes towards
the specific question of economic calculation.
Yet while talk about transparency is widespread, practices of transparency are
localized and technical. As we shall see, the operation of transparency entails
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the development of literary devices (displays of revenue payments for example),
the presence of witnesses, the cultivation of forms of ethical conduct through
seminars, guidebooks and forums, as well as the existence of appropriate
institutions (Latour & Weibel, 2005). At the same time, in relation to the extractive
industries, transparency takes the form of a public experiment (Schaffer, 2005),
in which the witnesses to the experiment are not just social scientists, but ‘civil
society’, ‘stakeholders’, auditors, and the international community. In short, the
development of transparency is expected to lead to the formation of a society
and, in turn, this society will foster its progressive development in the future.
At the same, particular public experiments in transparency are intended as
exemplars which can be subsequently imitated elsewhere. A global society is
formed through the replication and adaptation of a local model (Tarde, 2001
[1890]; Latour, 2005).

Resource curse
In 2003 a team of economists from Columbia University visited the West African
state of São Tomé e Príncipe (STP) in order to consider the impact of oil
revenues on the economy. This visit, and the importance that was subsequently
given to it, might seem surprising. After all, São Tomé, a small island state with
approximately 160,000 inhabitants had yet, at this time, to receive any revenues
from the production of oil. Indeed, while there was an expectation, following the
exploration of offshore fields lying between STP and Nigeria, that oil production
might begin as soon as 2012 or even 2010, by 2007 this expectation had faded.
Yet, as Gisa Weszkalnys has argued, despite having no revenues from oil
production, STP might be regarded, from one point of view, as an exemplary
oil state. It has signed the Abjura declaration, together with Nigeria, which
commits STP to transparency in relation to the countries’ Joint Development
Zone. Advised by the Columbia University economists, the UNDP, the IMF
and the World Bank, STP has already adopted a Petroleum Management Law
and a National Oil Account in order to invest oil revenues for future revenues.
Moreover, Weszkalnys argues that “anticipatory activities have not stopped on
the level of the state, the law or institutional reform. What is especially needed…
is the creation of civil society and good governance, including a ‘change in
mentality’” (Weszkalnys, 2007: 3, see also Weszkalnys, 2008).
While STP has yet to receive any oil revenues, the Columbia University project
makes clear that it could, in certain respects, become a model to be replicated
elsewhere. As well as the Petroleum Management Law, the project led “to the
design and execution of a National Forum, through which to inform citizens
about the country’s oil revenues and to solicit their views on how they might
be spent. The project also precipitated “the formulation of a plan of action for
sustainable economic development” and the publication of a substantial volume
(published by Columbia University Press, co-authored by, amongst others, the
Nobel Prize winning economist, Joseph Stiglitz, and Jeffrey Sachs, Director of


See: http://www.earthinstitute.columbia.edu/cgsd/stp/ (accessed June 2010).
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the Columbia University Earth Institute) which offered a theoretical and practical
guide to other countries with substantial natural resource wealth. The book
contained the Petroleum Management Law as a template for others to consider.
However, central to the economists’ argument was the importance of openness.
The problem that STP could avoid was clear enough:
“The central problem facing resource-rich countries may be easily stated: various
individuals wish to divert as much of that endowment as possible for their own
private benefit. Modern economic theory has analyzed the generic problem of
inducing agents (here government officials) to act in the interests of those they are
supposed to serve (the principals, here citizens more generally). Agency problems
arise whenever information is imperfect, and hence there is a need to emphasize
transparency, or improving the openness and availability of information in the
attempt to control corruption.” (Humphreys, Sachs & Stiglitz, 2007: 26)

Although the idea of transparency is widespread, economic analyses of the
so-called ‘resource curse’ (Auty, 1993) have provided it with an influential
justification. In this argument, countries possessing a wealth of non-renewable
natural resources (typically associated with the oil, gas and mining industries)
experience a series of problems that frequently lead to lower rates of growth
than those occurring in countries with smaller endowments of natural resources.
First, the existence of such resources induces rent-seeking behaviour on the part
of governments and elites. At best, this is likely to lead to a lack of investment and
interest in other sectors of economic activity including, for example, agriculture
and manufacturing, as well as public services such as health and education.
It means, furthermore, that states are less reliant on taxation revenues and “when
citizens are untaxed they sometimes have less information about state activities
and, in turn, may demand less from nation states” (Humphreys, Sachs & Stiglitz,
2007: 11). Secondly, revenues from natural resource industries can lead to a rise
in the real exchange rate, making other industries uncompetitive. Thirdly, the
volatility of oil, gas and mineral prices make it very difficult for governments
to plan over the long term, even if they had the interest or incentives to do so.
Fourthly, rent-seeking opportunities frequently lead to widespread corruption
and, in many cases, violent conflict, as different groups or foreign governments
seek to gain control over revenues. Given these opportunities, the conduct of
a coup d’état, for example, can be understood as a form of rational economic
action. Indeed one of the Columbia authors identified no less than six distinct
mechanisms leading to natural resource conflicts: the ‘greedy outsiders
mechanism’, three variants of the ‘greedy rebels mechanism’, the ‘grievance
mechanism’, the ‘feasibility mechanism’, and the ‘weak state mechanism’.
“Economic tests of the effects of natural resources on conflict, including those
presented here”, the author notes, “continue to suffer from severe problems of
data, model specification, and in particular to a sensitivity to coefficient estimates
to variations in model specification” (Humphreys, 2005: 533). As Michael Watts
has argued, what is striking about such analyses, “is the total invisibility of the
transnational oil companies (which typically work in joint ventures with the state)
and the forms of capitalism that oil or enclave extraction engenders” (Watts,
2004: 53; see also Watts, 2005). It is also striking that whatever their underlying
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mechanism, the solution to such conflicts is greater international regulation of
resource revenues and greater transparency (Swanson, Oldgard & Lunde, 2003;
Le Billon, 2005: 24).
The Columbia University project’s analysis of STP established the oil economy
of the island state as the site for an economic experiment. The project was not
primarily an analysis of a specific example (STP), but a practical attempt to create
the conditions within which the implications of a more general analysis (of the
resource curse) could be tested in an appropriate location. In effect, STP was
conceived of as something of an island laboratory for natural resource economics
(Greenhough, 2006). In this context, the Columbia team had little to say about
the colonial and post-colonial political history of São Tomé e Príncipe. History
remained outside the frame of economic analysis (Callon, 1998). As Ricardo
Soares de Oliveira notes, recent discussions of STP focus almost exclusively on
oil, to the neglect of an analysis of other aspects of political and economic life
in the country. Commenting on a coup d’État by army officers in July 2003, he
notes that “most analysts gave exclusive coverage to the perceived linkage with
the oil contracts (a view aided by the coup spokesman’s constant references to oil
and social justice) and all but forgot the country’s coup-prone past and the older
grievances of São-Tomean society” (Soares de Oliveira, 2007: 239; Weszkalnys,
2009). The strength of the Columbia approach did not derive from its attention
to the specificity of STP and its history, but rather from its effort to transform the
São-Tomean economy into a particular example of a more general problem (the
resource curse). The economists were less concerned with solving any specific
conflict than with the problem of how to test a set of devices that might address
resource conflicts wherever they occurred.

Disclosure
São Tomé is not an isolated case, however. It is one of 23 countries signed up to the
Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (EITI), originally launched by British
Prime Minister, Tony Blair, at the World Summit on sustainable development in
Johannesburg in 2002. The initiative promoted transparency as central to the
solution of the economic and political problems associated with the development
of the oil, gas and mining industries in developing countries. Technically, EITI
operates according to a principle of double disclosure: governments are expected
to disclose what payments they receive from the extractive industries, and the
extractive industries disclose what they pay to governments. These payments can
be made through a variety of means. For example, The EITI reports for Azerbaijan
(one of the few countries to have submitted a full report) break down payments
On the idea of an ‘economic experiment’ see, in particular, Timothy Mitchell (2005: 297):
“Like all sciences, economics faces the task of persuading people that what it says is true.
To strengthen its arguments it must sometimes try and put them to the test. But compared
to laboratory sciences, it faces a particular difficulty in establishing empirical evidence. The
socio-technical world that economics describes cannot be rendered testable. For this reason,
compared to many other sciences, economics attaches less importance to having clear tests
and seems to pride itself in not needing them”.
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into the following categories: monetary inflow as government’s entitlement in
foreign companies’ production stream; payments in kind (of both crude oil and
gas) expressed in barrels of oil and cubic metres of gas; bonuses; transportation
tariffs; acreage fees; royalties; profit taxes; other taxes, as well as taxes paid by
local Azeri companies (Moore Stephens, 2007). In practice, the payments made
under each of these separate headings are aggregated. This means that nothing
is recorded regarding payments to specific companies unless there is agreement
from both the government and the companies concerned. Moreover, there is
no indication as to whether payments in kind (of oil and gas) by companies to
the Azerbaijan government had resulted in any delivery of actual oil and gas.
Published figures do not reveal whether the Azerbaijan government had sold
oil and gas back to the companies prior to delivery, resulting in an increased
cash revenue payment. Moreover, if this were the case, the price paid by the oil
companies to the government is not recorded.
The demands of the EITI are, therefore, very specific. They record one set
of transactions in the circulation of natural resource revenues according to
international accounting standards. They do not say anything either about the
expenditure of such revenues by government or about NGOs funded directly
or indirectly by the extractive industries. Nor do they record payments (in
cash or in kind) along the oil production value chain such as payments to
local subcontractors. Furthermore, while auditors provide an account of any
discrepancy between the figures provided by governments and companies,
this does not necessarily imply that all the figures are accurate or complete.
If the aim is to reduce imperfections in the availability of information, then
the reduction achieved is real but also quite modest. As a representation of
the natural resource economy of a nation-state, the reports provided by the
EITI process are limited. Given this observation, a number of countries might
stand out as exemplary in their transparency, or in the level of their aspirations
to greater transparency in the future. One is Mongolia, which has produced
a particularly clear way of presenting information. Another is Timor-Leste,
which has enthusiastically embraced the idea of revenue management as well
as transparency. A third is Nigeria, which is intending to publish information
on a wider range of payments, beyond those demanded by the initiative.
The extension of the principle of transparency occurs both by enacting
a general model and meeting the demands of validation, and also through

One response to this limitation is to gather more information and associate EITI with a wider
range of interventions. This is the approach, termed ‘EITI++’ proposed by the World Bank.
“[This] will provide governments with a slate of options including technical assistance and
capacity building for improving the management of resource-related wealth for the benefit
of the poor. Through technical assistance, EITI++ aims to improve the quality of contracts
for countries, monitoring operations and the collection of taxes and royalties. It will also
improve economic decisions on resource extraction, managing price volatility, and investing
revenues effectively for national development” (World Bank, press release 2008/269/AFR,
Washington D.C., April 12th 2008).
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the imitation and modification of exemplary cases. As we might also say in
Tardean terms, invention, a process of political and economic invention in this
case, occurs along a pathway of imitative modification (Tarde, 2001 [1890]).
The narrowness and specificity of the Transparency Initiative suggests a number
of responses. One is suggested by Harry West and Todd Sanders’ introduction
to their collection of ethnographic essays on Transparency and Conspiracy. For West
and Sanders, “in the globe’s constituent localities, key words such as transparency,
conveying notions of trust, openness and fairness, must dance endlessly across
the same terrain as vernacular key words expressing suspicion, hiddenness, and
treachery” (West and Sanders 2003: 12). Certainly in Azerbaijan it is easy enough
to hear stories of oil revenues actually spent by the government (on purchasing
an expensive house in London rather building a hospital in Baku for example), or
of corruption in government or the state oil company, SOCAR (‘a state within a
state’). ‘Public secrets’, which may or may not be true, are common enough, and
unsurprisingly so. Ethnographic studies of post-socialist societies have provided
rich accounts of the multiple forms of corruption, networking and favours in
post-Soviet economic life (Ledeneva, 1998; Humphrey; 2003). Historical and
sociological studies of the Caucasus, in particular, have documented the failure
during the Soviet era of national governments to exercise control over local
elites in Georgia and Azerbaijan (Suny, 1994). Georgi Derluguian argues that
following their appointment during the Soviet period, Heyder Aliev and Eduard
Shevardnadze “realized that their primary aim had to be to placate Moscow while
consolidating their local power base by appointing local clients” (Derlugian, 2005:
201; cf. Hibou, 2004).
West and Sanders’ essay focuses on the opposition and relation between
transparency and suspicion (or openness and conspiracy). This is, however, only
part of the story of transparency. Their essay focuses on the production and
circulation of rumour and suspicion, demonstrating in their words “how tenous,
even illusive, trust is… in the midst of the turbulent transformations defining
post-socialist societies” (West & Sanders, 2003: 11). While this may be true in
general, what is striking about the Transparency Initiative is not that its operation
necessarily conceals anything, but that it is not expected to reveal much. It does
not necessarily hide the truth, but leaves a huge amount unsaid. It allows a
vast space of discretion: the realm of what one chooses not to know, does not
investigate, or deliberately overlooks. On one occasion before travelling to the
Caucasus, I met with some officials working for the Department for International
Development. As I left the building one of them offered me a word of wisdom:
‘you have to avoid listening to rumour’. His statement is one working definition
of how to exercise discretion, a necessary feature of transparency.
But if transparency is rendered so specific in its focus, it is, therefore, also
achievable. One senior Azeri official noted that the Azeribaijan government
In order to counter the accusation that the transparency initiative is a vehicle of (neo-liberal)
colonialism there is now some consideration of whether countries such as Norway, Canada
and Australia might be expected to become transparent.
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found little difficulty in signing up to the Transparency Initiative because the
Oil Fund was already transparent: “as far as the oil fund is concerned I won’t
say that we’ve had substantial changes because you cannot be more transparent
than you are… [S]ince the adoption of the fund in 2001, in accordance with
the instruction of the President [Aliev] we adopted this model”. Although
according to the technical definition of the EITI the Oil Fund was arguably
not yet transparent at the time he made this claim, nonetheless the claim was
plausible enough. Since then, Azerbaijan, in conjunction with BP and other
companies, has taken a leading role in the Transparency Initiative, producing
nine statements of its accounts; few other countries have managed to produce
more than one or two. It was the first country to be validated – and therefore
publicly recognized – as transparent by the time of the biannual EITI conference
at Dohar in February 2009. According to a different assessment, the corruption
perception index produced by Transparency International, Azerbaijan is joint
150th.10 It is quite possible that Azerbaijan, when its performance is assessed in
different ways, can both lead the development of practices of transparency and
yet, at the same time, fail to be transparent.

Assembling civil society
The primary issue for the Oil Fund, however, was not how to produce an account
of the payments received from oil companies, which was easy enough, but how to
produce the right kind of witnesses who might accept these claims as true: “this
is why we started to negotiate with all the stakeholders, oil companies, NGOs,
DFID, because they are the focal point of the solution”. This problem was also
central to the preoccupations of EITI and its NGO supporters, including the
Open Society Institute:
“Accountability, transparency, and public oversight require the creation of checks
and balances and a separation of powers among an array of institutions established
to oversee the overflow of oil and natural gas revenues. They also demand input
from civil society and the creation of a powerful sense of public ownership of
the revenues... the chances for success of these funds would be improved by
strengthening parliamentary oversight, improving budgetary transparency, and
establishing independent citizens’ advisory councils to raise public awareness about and conduct
monitoring of the countries’ oil and gas revenues” (Caspian Revenue Watch, 2003: 6,
my emphases).

Viewed in this way, what was central to the Transparency Initiative was not the
production of information, but the collection of persons who would be able to
have input into, monitor and exercise oversight over the transparency process.
It implied the creation of a triangular relationship between government, the oil
companies (both of whom produced information) and NGOs who exercised
The Oil Fund is the fund set up to receive revenue payments. A substantial fraction of
payments made by oil companies to the Azerbaijan government takes the form of tax, which
is not recorded.

Interview, Baku, June 2004.
10
See: http://www.transparency.org (accessed June 2010).
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